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Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are currently being trialled for use in a range of medical 
applications, including as a contrast agent for imaging tumours (Hainfeld et al. 2006; Jackson 
et al. 2010) and radiotherapy (Santos Mello et al. 1983; Hainfeld et al. 2004). AuNPs have 
been shown to have a preferential uptake into tumorous cells over normal cells in vivo 
(Maeda 2001; Goel et al. 2009; Balasubramanian et al. 2010; Hainfeld et al. 2011). As a 
result AuNPs could act as dose enhancers in radiotherapy, by providing a relative abundance 
of electrons for x-rays to ionise, in comparison to regular tissue. This effect has been shown 
in several studies (Santos Mello et al. 1983; Maeda 2001; Rahman et al. 2009), and the 
potential for use of AuNPs has implications for radiotherapy procedures such as synchrotron 
stereotactics and microbeam techniques. Monte Carlo simulations have predicted a dose 
enhancement by a factor of two for irradiation with a 140 kVp x-ray source (Cho 2005). 
Previous studies have found that x-ray beams of sufficiently small diameter, in the order of 
micrometres, have an indirect effect on the neighbouring cells which they did not actually 
traverse (Mothersill et al. 2005). What has not been established is the pattern and rate of 
repopulation of the irradiated region with normal and tumorous cells, and how this might 
vary with the use of nanoparticles as a dose enhancer. The use of AuNPs for dose 
enhancement with microbeam radiotherapy (MRT) techniques has been examined in this 
study. 
The chief findings of this research are: 
 Monte Carlo simulations predict that the addition of AuNPs uniformly through tissue is not 
sufficient to produce a useful Dose Specificity Enhancement Factor (DSEF) to a tumour 
volume at a clinically relevant depth. For example, adding 2 mg Au/g uniformly through 
tissue with a 4 cm-deep tumour only gives a DSEF of 1.03 for a broadbeam spectrum from 
BL28B2 at SPring-8 synchrotron, Harima Science Gardens, Japan. In order to achieve a 
meaningful dose enhancement, the Au concentration must be higher inside the target 
volume, and when the target concentration is 7 mg Au/g compared to the surrounding 
tissue’s 2 mg Au/g, then the DSEF rises to 1.87 under the same conditions. This preferential 
accumulation in tumour tissues can be achieved by intravenous delivery, due to their 
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extravascular nature (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000; Maeda 2001; Maeda et al. 2003; 
Hainfeld et al. 2004; Jun et al. 2005).  
 Monte Carlo simulations predict the important peak-to-valley dose ratio (PVDR) of a 
microbeam is reduced by the presence of sufficient gold in tissue. Sampled over a 5 cm 
depth, with the collimator flush against the surface of the target, the PVDR reduces from 
158:1 ±9 to 80:1 ±3 for 7 mg Au/g tissue, and 54:1 ±2 for 18 mg Au/g tissue. The fractional 
increase in sidescatter near the peak region remains approximately constant through depth 
for a given concentration of Au, indicating that although the PVDR is reduced the overall 
beam profile remains consistent through tissue depth. This reduction in PVDR due to AuNPs 
would need to be accounted for in a clinical situation, in order to keep the valley dose below 
tissue tolerance levels, thus preserving the tissue-sparing effects of MRT. 
 PRESAGE dosimeters have been discovered to be readable via fluorescent microscopy from a 
638 nm laser. This is a novel method for measuring the PVDR of a microbeam beamline, and 
has the advantage of much finer resolution than the standard optical computed tomography 
(OCT) methodology for PRESAGE analysis, which is very important for the steep dose 
gradients found in MRT. This florescence has been used to measure the PVDR of BL28B2 at 
SPring-8 synchrotron to be 52:1, compared to 30:1 using EBT2 film dosimetry under similar 
conditions. Recent work by other authors (Doran et al. 2010; Doran et al. 2013) have 
pioneered the use of microscopic OCT, and so this method could potentially be used to 
generate 3D dosimetry data from PRESAGE via fluorescent CT. 
 The ability of in vitro cells to fill a scratch or wound is impaired by the presence of AuNPs, 
with the gap-filling time increasing with higher AuNP concentrations, for both rat glioma 
(RG2) and bovine aortic endothelial (BAEC) cells. The amount of gap remaining in the 
presence of 1 mM AuNP after 24 h for RG2 (p<0.001, DF=11), and 12 h for BAEC (p<0.001, 
DF=15), is shown to be significantly different when compared to that seen for untreated 
controls. This finding agrees with that observed in similar investigations (Pernodet et al. 
2006; Karthikeyan et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011) but differed to the findings of Rahman (2010), 
and predicts that the post-MRT tissue regeneration may be hindered by the use of AuNPs.  
 The dose enhancement factors (DEFs) for tumorous and non-tumorous cells for 1 mM AuNPs 
have been calculated and found to be approximately equivalent, with the DEFs for RG2 and 
BAEC cells being 1.68±0.12 and 1.62±0.13, respectively. This equivalence needs to be 
confirmed with other cell types, and at different concentrations of AuNPs before making any 
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solid predictions of in vivo cell response. If so confirmed, then in practical terms this 
supports a prediction that subsequent in vivo studies will see an equal dose enhancement 
from AuNP on MRT-treated tumorous and healthy tissue equally, if AuNP distribution were 
uniform. With a preferential accumulation of AuNPs in a tumour (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Goel 
et al. 2009; Balasubramanian et al. 2010; Hainfeld et al. 2011), this means that tumorous 





1.1 Project Motivation 
Globally, approximately 12 million new cases of cancer of various types are estimated to occur each 
year (Ferlay et al. 2010). Cancer is the leading cause of death in the industrialised world, and the 
second most common cause in the developing world (Mathers et al. 2008). With recent advances in 
medical technology, many of these cases be treated effectively with a combination of radiotherapy 
and chemotherapy, and the prognosis for cancer patients has been improving steadily for many of 
the common occurrences of solid tumours (Podgorsak 2005; Mathers et al. 2008). By contrast, 
however, radioresistant tumours continue to present a very poor prognosis for patients (Krex et al. 
2007). For example, the median survival time of a patient diagnosed with the brain cancer 
glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) is less than 2 years, due to the radioresistance of the tumour and 
the radiosensitivity of the surrounding tissue (Krex et al. 2007). GBM, although rare in relation to 
cancer in general, is the most common form of aggressive brain tumour.  
One promising treatment for radioresistant tumours is Microbeam Radiotherapy (MRT), which 
circumvents the problem of radiosensitive surrounding tissue by leaving regular regions of 
unirradiated tissue to promote the recovery of healthy tissue, while still being able to deliver very 
high radiation doses to areas of the targeted volume (Slatkin et al. 1992). This treatment seeks to 
exploit the superior regenerative ability of healthy tissue over tumorous tissue , and has been studied 
as a mechanism for initiating a bystander effect in unirradiated cells (Prise et al. 2009; Rothkamm et 
al. 2012; Furlong et al. 2013).  
Another approach to delivering lethal doses of radiation to a tumour surrounded by radiosensitive 
tissue is to generate a localised dose enhancement within the target vol ume, via chemical or 
physical radiosensitising agents. The addition of high-Z elements to a volume, in order to 
preferentially absorb kilovoltage radiation, is commonly used in the case of iodine -based contrast 
agents for imaging purposes (Hainfeld et al. 2006; Jackson et al. 2010). This effect is produced as a 
consequence of iodine’s larger probability of interacting with the kilovoltage photons used in 
imaging, when compared to tissue. This, in turn, attenuates the photons and produces a reduced 
signal on the detector plate or radiographic film. The probability of a photon interacting w ith matter 
as it traverses a medium is a function of the probabilities of undergoing a photoelectric interaction, a 
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Compton interaction or a pair production interaction, as detailed in Section 1.3. The same physical 
phenomenon can be used in radiation oncology, to enhance radiation dose delivery to a targeted 
volume while minimising the dose to surrounding tissue (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Cho 2005). While 
iodine has been extensively used as a contrast agent, it would make a poor cho ice for a 
radiosensitizing agent, while gold would make a better choice due to a more clinically useful binding 
energy of its K shell electrons. The binding energy of an electron is the fundamental property 
governing a photon’s probability of ionising it, and depositing its dose in the immediate 
surroundings, and hence it becomes critically important in how dose enhancement to a medium can 
be effected by adding high-Z elements (Cho et al. 2009; Prezado et al. 2009; Rahman 2010). 
High-Z dose enhancement and MRT both have the potential to improve the treatment of 
radioresistant tumours, and both are still subject to continuing research (Dykman and Khlebtsov 
2012; Ghorbani et al. 2012; Martinez-Rovira et al. 2012; Martínez Rovira 2012; Amato et al. 2013; 
Azzam et al. 2013). This thesis investigates the question – is it possible to use these two techniques 
concurrently in order to achieve a better tumour response, and if so, how much dose enhancement 
can gold deliver to microbeam-irradiated cells? 
 
1.2 Project Overview 
Nanoparticles (NPs), generally considered to be measuring less than 100 nm in any direction, have 
been heavily researched in the last few decades (Allhoff et al. 2010), including their potential 
medical applications (Wagner et al. 2006) as they have exhibited unusual properties when compared 
to their equivalent bulk material. Gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) are currently being considered for use 
in a range of medical applications, and are currently being trailed in animals as a contrast agent for 
imaging tumours (Hainfeld et al. 2006; Craig 2012). This exploits the preferential uptake of AuNPs 
into tumorous tissue over healthy tissue in vivo (Maeda 2001), although the same effect is not seen 
when comparing tumorous and non-tumorous cells in vitro (Trono et al. 2010). The size and shape 
dependence for cellular nanoparticle uptake is a subject of ongoing study (Chithrani et al. 2006; 
Albanese et al. 2012). AuNPs can serve as an imaging contrast agent due to the higher probability of 
photoelectric interactions with Au electrons compared to the low-Z elements typically found in 
tissue. This property can also be used to have AuNPs act as dose enhancers in radiotherapy, by 
providing an abundance of electrons for x-rays to ionise via photoelectric events, relative to the lack 
of electrons in tissue that are bound with energy levels that are likely to undergo photoelectric 
ionisation. This effect has been shown in several studies (Santos Mello et al. 1983; Hainfeld et al. 
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2004; Rahman et al. 2009), and the potential for use of AuNPs has implications for radiotherapy 
procedures such as synchrotron stereotactics and microbeam techniques. Monte Carlo simulation 
models have been made that predict a dose enhancement of a factor of two for irradiation with a 
broadbeam 140 kVp x-ray source (Cho 2005).  
This thesis examines several issues regarding the use of AuNPs with MRT. Most importantly, the 
dose enhancement that can be achieved from using AuNPs with kilovoltage MRT will be quantified in 
vitro. Since the uptake of AuNPs into healthy and tumorous cells  does not necessarily mimic the 
biodistribution of AuNPs between these tissues in vivo (Chithrani et al. 2006; Trono et al. 2010; 
Albanese et al. 2012), this behaviour must also be examined for the same cells used to measure dose 
enhancement. Furthermore, previous studies have found that following MRT depleted regions of 
cells have been repopulated by cells from the valley region (Ponnaiya et al. 2004; Mothersill et al. 
2005; Prise et al. 2009; Serduc et al. 2010). What have not been established are (a) the patterns and 
rates of repopulation of the irradiated region with healthy and tumorous cells, and (b) how these 
might vary with the use of NPs as a dose enhancer. As the post-MRT recovery of tissue is of such 
importance, the potential impact of AuNPs on gap-filling in vitro will be investigated. 
1.2.1 Synchrotron Radiation Sources 
This thesis deals with synchrotron-generated radiation sources, since the beams generated by 
synchrotron facilities are very useful to experiments in radiobiology. Specifically, the bending 
magnet of a synchrotron produces a photon field that has very little divergence, and can therefore 
be filtered through a microbeam collimator to generate a series of sharp peaks and valleys of dose 
rate. The resulting beam can be used for microbeam radiotherapy (MRT), which has been observed 
to generate superior tissue regenerative properties in healthy tissue (Slatkin et al. 1992; Dilmanian 
et al. 2007). The microbeam radiation experiments in this research were performed at SPring-8 
synchrotron, located in the Harima Science Garden, ~150 km west of Osaka, Japan. This is a 3rd 
generation synchrotron facility, which uses a linear accelerator (LINAC) to accelerate the electrons 
generated by an electron gun to ~1.5 GeV. These electrons are further accelerated by a synchrotron 
to ~8 GeV, and then injected into a storage ring, as displayed in Figure 1.1. The storage ring contains 
a network of bending magnetic fields and accelerating electric fields to keep the electrons travelling 
through the ring. As the electrons are deflected by the bending magnets, a spectrum of photon 
energies are radiated by the electron, in order to conserve of momentum, as shown in Figure 1.2. 
This stream of photons forms many of the beamlines at SPring-8, as shown in Figure 1.3, which have 
the important property of being approximately parallel, with only minimal divergence. This is the 
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major requirement of the collimation necessary for MRT, and therefore is the source of radiation 
chosen for the microbeam radiation used in this thesis. 
 









Figure 1.3 The Beamlines at SPring-8 (JASRI 2012). 
 
1.2.2 Gold Nanoparticles 
This thesis seeks to use AuNPs as a dose enhancement agent to radiotherapy. Nanoparticles are 
particles which have at least one dimension measuring less than 1000 nm (Ferrari 2005; Yezhelyev et 
al. 2006). This definition is further refined by the ASTM (American Society for Testing and Materials), 
which states that a nanoparticle is a particle with two or three dimensions measuring less than 100 
nm (ASTM 2006). Nanoparticles in general are the subject of much study, and display unusual 
properties when compared to their equivalent bulk chemicals, such as melting points, conductivity, 
and optical properties (Dick et al. 2002; Daniel and Didier 2004; Eustis and El-Sayed 2006). This 
variation from bulk characteristics is known as quantum size behaviour, and is the principle topic of 
interest in nanomaterial science. This behaviour is a result of the gap in electron energies between 
the valence band and the conduction band that is formed in nanoparticles, which is absent in bulk 
metals. This is due to the effect of ordinarily free electrons being restricted into bands known as 
plasmon resonance bands (Daniel and Didier 2004). The final properties exhibited by nanoparticles 
depend on the shape, size, and coating agent used, and as such their properties can be tailored to 
specific needs. This flexibility has prompted a great deal of investigation by researchers in recent 
decades. AuNPs, also known as colloidal gold, has a number of interesting properties that distinguish 
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it from bulk gold. The most noticeable difference is colour – whereas bulk gold has the distinctive 
gold colour, AuNPs of ~20 nm have an intense red, with ~100 nm particles blue, as a result of the 
surface plasmon resonance effects inherent to nanoparticles (Eustis and El-Sayed 2006) 
Colloidal gold has been used as a staining agent in glassware since the 4th century, by both Chinese 
and Egyptian craftsmen (Colomban 2009). The first medicinal use of colloidal gold is attributed to the 
alchemist Paracelsus in the 16th century, who records making a solution of Aurum Potabile (‘potable 
gold’) as a health tonic (Dykman and Khlebtsov 2012). Colloidal gold was then subsequently used for 
film processing in the 1850’s, as the procedure for manufacture was being refined.  
Au is a popular material to use for investigating medical use for nanotechnology for several reasons 
– firstly, it is not possible to create nanoparticles out of any chemical you choose, and gold forms 
nanoparticles well. Second, gold is a chemically inert metal. AuNPs are  generally manufactured via 
reduction from chloroauric acid (H[AuCl4]), also known as gold salts. After dissolving H[AuCl 4], a 
reducing agent is added as the solution is rapidly stirred, and the Au3+ ions are reduced to gold 
atoms, and the solution becomes supersaturated. The gold atoms then precipitate and aggregate 
into AuNPs, at which time a capping agent is added to prevent further aggregation (Kimling et al. 
2006; Boisselier and Astruc 2009). Of particular interest for medical applications, biocompatible 
capping agents such as citrate are available that render the nanoparticles suitable for use in tissue.  
The potential for medical use of AuNPs stems, in part, in their ability to be conjugated with 
antibodies, which allow for site-specific biodistributions (Ferrari 2005; Hede and Huilgol 2006; 
Boisselier and Astruc 2009; Dykman and Khlebtsov 2012). For example, a gold nanoparticle 
conjugated with an Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor antibody will be preferentially absorbed by 
cells that express that tumour-specific receptor (El-Sayed et al. 2005; Craig 2012). This provides a 
delivery mechanism for AuNPs to tumour sites, in order to be used medically. After they have been 
delivered into an area of interest, AuNPs can be used for diagnostic imaging, since the attenuation of 
diagnostic x-rays through gold-doped tissue enables these nanoparticles to be used as a contrast 
agent (Jackson et al. 2010). This works on the same principle as gold seeds currently used for the 
tracking of prostate movement during radiotherapy treatment (Schiffner et al. 2007; Brown et al. 
2011). 
Cancer treatment from AuNPs can be delivered by the same mechanism as outlined above for using 
these nanoparticles as a contrast agent. Since Au attenuates kilovoltage x-rays very well in 
comparison to tissue, the same AuNPs used as a contrast agent can also be used as a dose 
enhancement agent, specifically for kilovoltage radiotherapy (Hainfeld et al. 2006). 
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An alternative method for delivering radiation dose via AuNPs is to use a radioisotope of gold such 
as 199Au or 198Au as an unsealed brachytherapy source, as these are short-range β emitting isotopes 
that can deliver treatment locally (Chanda et al. 2010). The disadvantage to this idea, however, is 
that the daughter radionuclides are 199Hg and 198Hg, respectively which being mercury isotopes, are 
toxic. 
 
1.3 Thesis Aims 
This project will investigate the use of nanoparticles as a dose enhancer to MRT. The chief aims of 
this research are to:  
1. quantify the dose enhancement to healthy cells generated by the inclusion of the AuNPs in 
microbeam radiotherapy targets; 
2. quantify the dose enhancement to tumorous cells generated by the inclusion of the AuNPs 
in microbeam radiotherapy targets;  
3. establish the uptake of AuNPs into healthy and tumorous cells; 
4. establish the relative repopulation rates of healthy and tumorous cells in the depleted 
region after microbeam treatment (with and without the inclusion of AuNPs) ; 
5. establish the in vitro cytotoxicity of the used AuNPs, in order to confirm that any 
improvement to the radiotherapeutic ratio is due to radiation enhancement, not toxicity.  
It is hoped that from this research, the clinical use of nanoparticles for dose enhancement will 
become closer to fruition. In turn, this could improve the overall radiotherapeutic ratio - the fraction 
of dose deposited inside the target volume of patients - and thereby reduce the total dose required 
to more effectively treat a tumour. 
1.4 Summary 
The problem of radioresistant tumours persists in radiation oncology, and various methods have 
been proposed and are being researched to address this. MRT and the use of high-Z elements for 
local dose enhancement have been proposed for treating radioresistant tumours, and the basics of 
radiation interaction with matter that are necessary to understanding these phenomena have been 
introduced. This chapter has defined the overall goals of the research, as answering the central 
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question of the thesis, which is how much dose enhancement can be achieved from AuNPs on 





2 Literature Review 
2.1 Radiation Interactions with Matter 
In order to understand the predicted effects of adding AuNPs to in vitro cell cultures, it is first 
necessary to review the mechanisms by which ionising radiation interacts with matter.  
Energy is deposited by radiation beams in matter by several different mechanisms, which vary in 
importance with the frequency of the radiating photons – the photoelectric effect which is dominant 
at lower energies, the Compton Effect at medium energies and the pair production phenomenon at 
higher energies. Precisely which energies are determined by the atomic number of the matter used, 
as described in Figure 2.1.  
 
Figure 2.1 Dominance of Radiation Interaction Processes at Differing Energies and Atomic 
Number (Coderre 2006). 
2.1.1 The Photoelectric Effect 
The photoelectric interaction is observed when a photon deposits all of its energy into liberating an 
electron from the shells of the nucleus, and creating an ion pair. The photon can only accomplish this 
interaction if it possesses more energy than the binding energy between the electron and the 
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nucleus. Also, the probability of a photon undergoing this interaction with a nearby electron is 
greatest when the photon only has slightly more energy than the binding energy of the electron, and 
decreases with higher photon energies. Because of these properties of the photoelectric effect, dose 
deposition from photoelectric events increases dramatically when the photon energy increases from 
just below an orbital’s energy, to just above. For heavier elements, also known as high-Z materials, 
these orbital energies occur at clinically useful energies, and so can be used as a doping agent to 
deposit more radiation dose in a volume. For example, the electrons located in the K-shell of Au are 
bound with an energy of 80.7 keV, and so a 80 keV photon cannot deposit dose by liberating the 
K-shell electrons, it can only interact with electrons from the lower energy shells such as L and M, 
bound with 12-14 keV and 2.7-3.4 keV, respectively (Bearden and Burr 1967). If the photon energy 
was only slightly higher at 81 keV, then it would have more electrons that it could interact with, and 
a high probability of interacting with a K-shell electron. This causes a sudden increase in the dose 
deposited between 80 keV and 81 keV photons, which is known as the K-edge. A useful metric for 
measuring the increase in this effect is the mass-energy absorption coefficient, often denoted µen/ρ, 
which is a measure of the fraction of photon energy which is transferred to kinetic energy of charged 
particles (Hubbell 1982), usually measured in cm2/g. The overall effect of these edges can easily be 
seen on a graph of the mass-energy absorption coefficient (µen/ρ) such as Figure 2.2, obtained from 
the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) (Hubbell and Seltzer 1995). 
2.1.2 Compton Interactions 
Compton interactions, also known as incoherent scattering or Compton scattering, occur most often 
between photons and loosely-bound electrons, which could be considered as 'free and stationary' 
(Podgorsak 2005). The photon passes a fraction of its energy to the loosely-bound electron, which is 
ejected with kinetic energy to form an ion pair. The photon's direction is scattered by the 
interaction, and its frequency is decreased as it transfers energy to the ionised electron. The rate of 
Compton interactions within a volume is dependent on the number of free electrons present, which 
is approximated by the physical density of the matter since most elements have an approximately 
equivalent density of electrons per gram, with the exception of hydrogen. When compared to the 
high Z-dependency of photoelectric interactions, Compton interactions are relatively independent of 





Figure 2.2 The Mass Attenuation and Mass-Energy Absorption Coefficients of Au, 





2.1.4 Pair Production 
The third mechanism by which photons can deposit dose in matter is by means of pair production. 
This occurs when the photon interacts with a nucleus, and results in the production of an electron 
and positron, but does not directly contribute to dose within a volume. The generated electron and 
positron, however, continue to interact via Coulombic interactions to deposit dose within the 
volume, and the positron will eventually undergo mutual annihilation with an electron (Khan 2009). 
Pair production is only observed to result from photons above the energy of 1.02 MeV, since this is 
the combined rest mass of the created electron and positron. For photons above this energy, the 
balance of the energy is converted into kinetic energy of the created electron and positron. Triplet 
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production is a less frequent variation of this process, where the photon creates a pair of electrons 
while also ejecting an orbital electron from the atom (Podgorsak 2005). 
 
2.1.5 Auger Electron Generation 
An important phenomenon to radiotherapy and the photoelectric effect is the ejection of Auger 
electrons after a vacancy is filled in a tightly bound orbital. After a tightly bound electron is ejected 
from an atom after absorbing a photon via the photoelectric effect or Compton interaction, the 
vacancy within the high-binding energy orbital is filled by an electron in one of the lower-binding 
energy orbitals, and a photon is emitted by the electron as it changes energy potentials known as 
the characteristic x-ray. The characteristic x-ray may itself be absorbed by other electrons in the 
same atom, which will undergo photoelectric ionisation and produce an ion pair. In this case, the 
electron is known as an Auger electron. A subset of Auger electrons are Coste r-Kronig electrons, 
which results from the initial vacancy being filled by an electron from a higher-energy subshell within 
the same shell (Coster and Kronig 1935). Auger electrons can be clinically significant for localised 
radiotherapy, since they have kinetic energies approximately equal to the characteristic x -ray, and 
deposit all of their energy within a few millimetres. For this reason, Auger electrons are of i nterest to 
localised dose enhancement research (Kassis 2003; Ginj et al. 2005; Costantini 2009; Tavares and 
Tavares 2010).  
2.2 Radiotherapy 
Radiotherapy is concerned with reducing the number of proliferating tumour cells by prevent ing 
these cells from reproducing, or by killing them outright (Podgorsak 2005; Hall and Giaccia 2006). 
Ionisations of the electrons on critical molecules such as deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) strands may 
result in a ‘breaking’ of the molecule, rendering it unable to perform its usual function. If these 
ionisations occur in sufficient numbers, the cell may die or become unable to undergo cell division. It 
is recognised that there are different pathways which result in cell death, including apoptosis, 
necrosis and autophagy (Fiers et al. 1999; Ouyang et al. 2012). Although cells have mechanisms for 
detecting and repairing the damage done to DNA molecules, these mechanisms can become 
overwhelmed by sufficient damage, and if the repair enzymes cannot fix the DNA strands, it will 
result in permanent damage or death to the cell. Double-strand breaks (DSBs) of the DNA molecule 
occur when atoms on each side of the double-helix structure of the molecule have undergone 
ionisation, and this type of damage is far more difficult for a cell to recover from that a single-strand 
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break (Hall and Giaccia 2006). The DSBs of DNA has shown to be an important indicator of biological 
damage induced by radiotherapy (McMillan et al. 2001; Lomax et al. 2013). While DNA damage is 
desired within tumours, the ionisations produced in surrounding healthy tissue has been shown to 
be largely responsible for radiation-induced carcinogenesis (Little 2000; Shuryak et al. 2011). For this 
reason, the optimisation of radiation dose to a tumour is an important aspect of radiotherapy. 
Although radiation induces cell damage in a number of ways, nuclear DNA DSBs is generally 
accepted as the most important contributor to tissue damage (Bomford et al. 2003; Hall and Giaccia 
2006; Khan 2009). Therefore, it is important for a radiotherapy treatment to produce as many of 
these as possible within the targeted tumour cells. The Auger electrons produced by photon 
radiation contribute significantly to the number of DSBs produced (Usami et al. 1991; Nikjoo et al. 
2000; Kobayashi et al. 2003; Nikjoo et al. 2006), and these secondary electrons are the mechanism 
by which it is proposed that AuNPs can increase the biological damage inflicted by x-rays (Hainfeld et 
al. 2004; Hainfeld et al. 2008; Hainfeld et al. 2010). It is generally accepted that Auger electrons 
contribute heavily to biological damage due to their short range, producing many ionizations over a 
short distance (Bousis et al. 2010; Pomplun 2012). Low-energy electrons (<50 keV) generated inside 
a solid tumour elicit a greater biological effect than the primary radiotherapy beam (Usami et al. 
1991; Laster et al. 1996; Nikjoo et al. 2000; Kobayashi et al. 2003), since subsequent ionisations will 
occur within a few microns of generation, thereby offering excellent spatial control of dose 
deposition (Kassis 2003). This can be achieved by delivering radioactive nuclei such as 125I and 99mTc 
into cancerous cells, where studies have shown that multiple DSBs can result from each Auger 
electron generated (Walicka et al. 1998; Costantini 2009; Tavares and Tavares 2010).  
2.2.1 Measuring Radiotherapeutic Effects 
The effects of radiation on biology, when compared to the interactions of ionising radiation with 
matter, are much more difficult to understand, as well as quantify (Hall and Giaccia 2006). This thesis 
seeks to examine the benefit of AuNP dose enhancement to radiation therapy, and while this can be 
expressed in terms of its physical effects at an atomic level, this does not however automatically 
translate into additional therapeutic value. When considering the therapeutic value of radiation 
treatments, it is important to realise that these outcomes are not defined by physical quantities such 
as the amount of dose deposited, or ionisation events created within a tissue, but rather on the 
post-treatment recovery of individual cells and tissue. For this reason, it is the biological effects of 
radiation on cells that are of chief concern to the therapist, and the final judge of a treatment’s 
efficacy. When looking at the effects of radiotherapy in vivo, the popular types of investigation are 
(a) animal trials for looking at clinical outcomes of a model patient; and (b) immunohistochemistry 
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inquiries for investigating the tissue-level response to treatment. For in vitro investigations, which 
this work pursues, the popular modes of analysis are clonogenic assays and antibody staining assays.  
2.2.1.1 Clonogenic Assays 
Clonogenic studies are considered the ‘gold standard’ for measuring the damage done to cells after 
exposure to either a drug or radiation, by measuring the fraction of cells after treatment that are 
able to successfully form colonies. A radiation clonogenic study involves exposing cells to differing 
amounts of radiation, and subsequently plated in very low densities onto a tissue culture vessel and 
allowed to proliferate (Hamburger 1987; Freshney 2005; Hall and Giaccia 2006; Alberts et al. 2007). 
The fraction of cells which have formed colonies of 50 or more cells after a determined length of 
time is then expressed as the surviving fraction, and often graphed against increasing radiation dose. 
This assay is a popular means for looking at radiobiological response to γ and x-ray radiation sources 
(Friedenstein et al. 1981; Rhee et al. 1986; Grenman et al. 1988; van der Maazen et al. 1990; Willers 
et al. 1997; Sawant et al. 2002; Franken et al. 2006), but not so popular with UV radiation source 
experiments. Due to the nature of clonogenic studies, they have limitations inherent to the protocol 
such as a sensitivity to clump artefacts and the lack of normal cell-to-cell interactions present in 
tissue (Hoffman 1991). In addition, the assay requires a long post-irradiation time, extending into 
several weeks, depending on the doubling time of the cells involved. Also, the test is subject to an 
experimenter’s judgement of what size colony constitutes 50 cells. Despite these limitations, 
clonogenic trials remain popular and automated colony counting instruments and image analysers 
are marketed to reduce the subjectivity of deciding the size of the colony (Bewes et al. 2008; Chen 
and Zhang 2009; Optronix 2012).  
An important concept in quantifying radiotherapy is the cell survival curve, where the surviving cells 
after a treatment is expressed as a fraction of untreated controls, and plotted against the radiation 
dose (Freshney 2005; Hall and Giaccia 2006; Alberts et al. 2007). This curve is often shown on a 
log-linear graph, and a quadratic equation is fitted to describe the fraction of surviving cells with 
increasing dose. In our case, the radiosensitivity of a cell type is determined by the coefficients α and 
β, which quantify the relationship between survival (S) and dose (D) according to the 
linear-quadratic (LQ) model as expressed in Equation 2.1. This relationship is often established on 
the basis of clonogenic survival, as determined by the clonogenic assay.  The clinical significance of 
the α/β ratio, or the ‘curviness’ of the cell survival curve, is that differing tissues exhibit different 
sensitivities to increasing radiation doses, and hence have different α/β ratios (Podgorsak 2005; Hall 
and Giaccia 2006). Early-toxicity tissues, such as most tumours, tend to have a larger α/β ratio than 
late-toxicity tissue such as skin and the spinal cord. This, in turn, characterises the differing response 
of tissues to fractionated radiotherapy treatments (Hall and Giaccia 2006). 
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2DDeS     (2.1) 
Equation 2.1 The Linear Quadratic Model of Cell Survival. 
 
2.2.1.2 Fluorescent Assays 
Fluorescent assays are another method of detecting cell damage or death, which enjoy widespread 
use within radiobiology (Rothkamm et al. 2003; Fernandez-Capetillo et al. 2004; Chowdhury et al. 
2005; Rothkamm and Horn 2009; Serduc et al. 2010). Fluorescent staining involves the use of 
fluorophores, which have the properties of absorbing one spectrum of light (the excitation 
spectrum) and subsequently emitting a detectably different spectrum of light (the emission 
spectrum). An antibody may be conjugated, or ‘labelled’ to these fluorophores, and then bind to 
specific receptors on the cell membrane, or inside the cell, thus rendering the specific receptor 
visible via fluorescence. An advantage of antibody staining techniques over clonogenic assays is the 
ability to analyse individual cells using fluorescent microscopy, which preserves spatial information 
in radiation effects over very tightly defined radiation fields such as the microbeams used in this 
investigation. For this reason, many microbeam radiation investigations have used fluorescent 
staining procedures (Tartier et al. 2003; Kobayashi et al. 2006; Smilenov et al. 2006; Sedelnikova et 
al. 2007; Crosbie et al. 2010). Nuclear stains such as propidium iodide and Hoechst 33342 operate by 
staining any nuclear DNA that it contacts, which is an indication of a permeable cell membrane. The 
detection of these staining agents on DNA strands is an indicator of cell death (Vermes et al. 1995; 
Fadeel and Xue 2009). Since propidium iodide and the Hoechst series of dyes fluoresce, these agents 
are used to evaluate by flow cytometry or fluorescent microscopy the survival of cells after a 
potentially toxic agent, either chemical or via ionising radiation. However, the detection of these 
nuclear dyes on their own cannot detect the type of cell death which has occurred.  
The activity of DNA repair mechanisms can be measured by the histone γ-H2AX, which can be 
visualised by fluorescent labelling of γ-H2AX antibodies. This can serve as a measure of DNA repair 
after ionising radiation, as used by some research groups (Fernandez-Capetillo et al. 2004; Kashino 
et al. 2009). Since the induction of DNA stand breaks is an important component to the predicted 
biological effects of various radiotherapeutic modalities, γ-H2AX remains an important tool in 
evaluating the effects of radiotherapy (MacPhail et al. 2003; Rothkamm et al. 2003; Rothkamm and 




Another mechanism for visualising x-ray cell damage is by detecting the early stages of apoptosis 
(Miyato and Ando 2004; Meijer et al. 2005; Furlong et al. 2013). Phosphatidylserine (PS) is usually 
kept inward-facing on the cell membrane by the presence of the enzyme flippase, but during 
apoptosis the cell membrane loses asymmetry, and the normally inward-facing PS flops to the 
outside of the cell membrane (Fadok et al. 1992). This property can be exploited by 
fluorescently-labelled proteins such as Annexin V, which binds to PS (Koopman et al. 1994; Vermes 
et al. 1995; van Engeland et al. 1998). Annexin V is also referred to as Annexin A5 by some authors 
(Kietselaer et al. 2004; Boersma et al. 2005). This ability for fluoro-labelled Annexin V (often 
conjugated to fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)) to be preferentially bound to apoptotic cells makes 
it a useful agent for tracking apoptosis. 
2.2.1.3 Colorimetric Assays 
Cell death or damage can also be measured using formazan-based colorimetric assays. In this case, 
tetrazolium dyes such as 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT) and 
3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium (MTS) 
undergo a chemical reaction inside the respiring mitochondria of the cell that turns the 
water-soluble tetrazolium salt into the insoluble purple formazan product using the cell’s metabolic 
processes. Using spectrophotometry, this change in absorbance can be measured to give a 
quantification of total metabolic activity within the cells. In this sense, tetrazolium salts are a test for 
a cell’s metabolic activity instead of cell damage or cell reproductive ability. Some authors have used 
formazan-forming salts to quantify radiation damage to in vitro cells. Kim et al (1993) and Slavotnik 
et al (1994) used formazan as a measure of broadbeam radiation damage in two human hepatoma 
cell lines and four human lymphoblastoid cell lines, respectively. Recently Rahman (2010) used MTS 
to record the dose enhancement of microbeams on bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs). It should 
be noted however that since colorimetric analyses determine the total metabolic rates of cells, they 
cannot distinguish between the peak and valley regions of microbeam-irradiated samples. 
 
2.3 The Use of Gold in Radiotherapy 
In order to fully grasp the significance of questions posed in this thesis, and the methods for 
answering them, an understanding of the use of AuNPs as a radiation dose enhancement agent is 
required. Nanoparticles of many types are being researched for their potential uses in biology and 
medicine. Of particular interest to this study is the dose enhancement effect of  AuNPs in 
radiotherapy. AuNPs have been shown to increase the dose to surrounding tissue in vitro (Rahman 
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et al. 2009) and in animal studies (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Chang et al. 2008), thereby offering a 
mechanism to effect local dose enhancement to solid tumours while sparing the surrounding tissue. 
The principle of adding higher atomic number (Z) elements to tissue in order to increase the dose 
was first researched in detail by Santos Mello using iodine (Santos Mello et al. 1983), which had long 
been used as an imaging contrast agent. It has been shown that high-Z elements exhibit higher 
photoelectric sensitivity approximately proportional to Z3 (Khan 2009), and the dose enhancement 
effect has been studied on platinum (Kobayashi et al. 2003; Adam et al. 2008), gadolinium (Prezado 
et al. 2009) and gold (Herold et al. 2000; Hainfeld et al. 2004; Cho 2005; Roeske et al. 2007; Chang et 
al. 2008; Zheng et al. 2008; Brun et al. 2009; Rahman et al. 2009). The mechanism for this is the 
increased number of K-shell ionisations and Auger electrons generated (Hainfeld et al. 2004; 
Hainfeld et al. 2008; Hainfeld et al. 2010), which create a localised enhancement of the effects of 
radiotherapy.  
The mathematical quantification of the dose enhancement due to high-Z materials was formulated 
by Corde et al, (Corde et al. 2004). They modelled the dose enhancement by comparing the 
previously determined mass-energy absorption coefficients between water and iodine, and creating 
a formula from the fraction of each compound contained within a volume. The resultant Dose 
Enhancement Factor (DEF) was therefore a ratio of the weighted average of the mass energy 
absorption coefficient of the iodine + water mixture, compared to only water. The model predicts a 
jump in dose enhancement just above the binding energies of the iodine dopant, in proportio n to 
the fraction of the amount of iodine present in the volume.  
   (2.2) 
Equation 2.2 – The Corde equation for determining Dose Enhancement from Iodine (Corde 
et al. 2004). 
 
2.4 Gold Nanoparticles in Cells 
In order to understand the dose enhancement effects caused by AuNPs, it is important to 
understand the mechanism by which they enter the cell. AuNPs are taken into the cell by 
endocytosis (Geoffroy and Becker 1984; Shukla et al. 2005; Yang et al. 2005; Chithrani and Chan 
2007; Khan et al. 2007), and have been shown to preferentially accumulate in tumorous tissue, due 
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to the ‘leaky vasculature’ of this tissue in vivo (Dvorak et al. 1988; Oku and Namba 1994; Hainfeld et 
al. 2004; Farokhzad and Langer 2009; Hainfeld et al. 2011). This effect has been dubbed by other 
researchers as the ‘Enhanced Permeability and Retention’ (EPR) effect (Matsumura and Maeda 
1986; Maeda 2001), and has been observed through in vivo studies. The mechanism for this effect 
appears to be related to the structure of tumorous tissue in vivo, which features extravasation and 
increased vascularisation. This increase in vascularisation, or angiogenesis, is recognised as a 
hallmark of malignant solid tumours (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000; Maeda et al. 2003; Hall and 
Giaccia 2006; Dilmanian et al. 2007). 
In vitro, the enhanced vasculature of a solid tumour is not present, and hence the EPR effect should 
not be considered. Instead, the amount of gold that is taken into the cell will be dependent on the 
number of receptors available on each cell for Receptor-Mediated Endocytosis (RME). Trono et al. 
(2010) compared the amount of AuNPs entering human tumorous (PK-1, PK-45, Panc-1) and 
non-tumorous (WI-38 and NB1RGB) cells, via Atomic Absorption Spectrometry (AAS). The in vitro cell 
lines had been incubated with AuNPs, and the authors found that for six human cell lines and four 
nanoparticle sizes, the uptake over time varied from one cell line to another, with the tumorous cells 
generally accumulating more nanoparticles than did the non-tumorous cells. This provides an 
important mechanism by which tumorous cells could receive a greater dose enhancement from 
AuNPs under kilovoltage radiotherapy, as they are able to obtain higher concentrations of gold. 
It should be noted, that the specificity of AuNP uptake into tumorous regions is often expressed as 
mg Au/ gram of tissue. This is a function of the uptake of the nanoparticles per cell ; the weight of 
each nanoparticle; and the density of cells per gram of tissue. The concentration of Au in tissue is 
described mathematically in Equation 2.3, where U is the Uptake of the number of NPs per cell; M is 
the mass of Au in mg per NP; and CD is the cell density of the tissue in question.  
)/()/()/()/( gcellsCDNPmgMcellNPUgmg AuAu   (2.3) 
Equation 2.3 Formula for the Concentration of Gold in Tissue. 
 
There appears to be little information published on the density (in cells/g) of cells found in tumorous 
and healthy tissue, however it should be noted that cell density, as used in the above equation, is a 
measure of cells per gram, not cells per volume. Hence it is the average weight of a tumorous and 
healthy cell that is the defining characteristic. Any variance in a tumour cell’s weight from its 
equivalent healthy cell was not mentioned in Hanahan and Weinberg’s 2000 paper, which identifies 
the defining characteristics of cancer on a cellular and tissue level (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000). 
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This paper described a solid tumour as a complex system of cancerous, endothelial and fibroblast 
cells, with enhanced vasculature by angiogenesis. It should be noted that in Equation 2.3, the uptake 
of nanoparticles and cell density are in fact weighted averages of the many different cell types found 
within a tumour. It is, however, documented that individual tumour types do vary in cell density 
when comparing different types of melanoma cells (Tufto and Rofstad 1998), while tissue density 
has been used as a way of differentiating Single from Multigland Parathyroid Disease (Welsh and 
Taylor 1984). However, while tissue densities (g/cm3) between cancerous tissues vary, this does not 
indicate a difference in cell weight, nor has such a phenomenon been documented. Thus, the 
relative weight of tumorous and healthy cells was assumed to be equal in this project.  
AuNPs can conjugate to antibodies such as anti-EFGR (El-Sayed et al. 2005; El-Sayed et al. 2006) and 
transferrin (Yang et al. 2005). . These receptors are overexpressed on the surface of tumorous cell 
lines, which allows for a mechanism to enhance the uptake of conjugated NPs to tumour sites. The 
uptake of transferrin-coated AuNPs into cells has been studied in depth by Chithrani and Chan 
(2007) in HeLa, SNB19 and STO tumour cells. Their study concluded that the nanoparticles were 
taken up by receptor-mediated endocytosis which was also clathrin-dependent, since blocking these 
receptors with sucrose or K+-depleted media strongly suppressed uptake. Chithrani and Chan (2007) 
postulated that the membrane’s ‘wrapping time’ around a NP was optimal for the engulfment of a 
50 nm vacuole, but that it would require longer for the cells to accumulate several smaller 
nanoparticles. If the particles were bigger than 50 nm in size, the wrapping action took up too many 
receptors, hence reducing the rate of NP uptake into the cell. In the experiments undertaken in this 
study, 1.9 nm nanoparticles were used, and it is expected that several nanoparticles will be taken 
into the cell via endocytosis.  
The cellular uptake rate of AuNPs has been investigated by a number of researchers. According to 
Connor et al. (2005), AuNPs are taken into leukaemia cells in vitro within 1 h of exposure, and no 
further net uptake was observed over the next 24 h. This compares similarly to the findings of Yang 
et al. (2005) who studied NP uptake into nasopharyngeal carcinoma cells over 5 h. Chithrani et al. 
(2006) found that uptake into HeLa cells plateaus after 8 h. In vivo, Hainfeld et al. (2004) found that 
for carcinoma-implanted mice, significant biodistribution of 1.9 nm AuNPs was attained just 5 min 
following intravenous injection, where the NPs had preferentially accumulated in the solid tumour 
periphery. All of this data indicates that after 24 h, the cells can be assumed to be in a ‘steady state’ 
of endo- and exo-cytosis of AuNPs. AuNPs have already been used as a dose enhancement in mice 
(Hainfeld et al. 2004), and it has also been observed that these NPs are sufficiently biocompatible to 
allow their hypothetical clinical use in humans (Connor et al. 2005). 
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2.5 Synchrotron-Generated Microbeams 
In this thesis ‘microbeams’ refer to lines of irradiation with thicknesses in the order of micrometres, 
with well-defined non-irradiated spaces in between. In order to generate a grid of microbeams 
through a micrometre-precise collimator, a radiation beam with only minimal divergence is 
necessary to preserve the beam profile through to a useful depth in tissue. In order to achieve this in 
practice, synchrotrons are used to generate the x-rays, which have a highly conformal nature and 
can be formed into microbeams by passing through an appropriate collimator.  The microbeams are 
formed by passing the almost-parallel synchrotron beam though a collimator made of parallel sheets 
of a high-attenuation material, such as lead. These lead sheets are interspersed with either narrow 
regions of low-attenuation material, a plastic such as kapton, or air (Slatkin et al. 1992). The quality 
of microbeam produced using this collimation is expressed as a fraction of the peak and valley doses, 
known as the Peak-to-Valley Dose Ratio (PVDR). 
Studies have shown that microbeam radiation has a tissue-sparing effect, even when delivering a 
large dose of irradiation, in order to inflict more damage onto a tumorous target and less onto the 
surrounding tissue, because it is a coherent beam (Laissue et al. 1998; Dilmanian et al. 2001). 
Although this mechanism is not well understood, some authors hypothesise that MRT spares healthy 
tissue because of the increased vasculature contained in tumorous tissues, which may account for 
the difference in radiosensitivity. This is known as the Enhanced Permeability and Retention effect 
(Maeda 2001; Maeda et al. 2003; Jun et al. 2005; Iyer et al. 2006). The tissue-sparing properties of 
microbeams have also been explained in terms of a bystander effect produced by oxidative  
metabolism, and gap-junction intracellular communications (Azzam et al. 2013). Serduc et al. (2008) 
showed that although cerebral oedemas (water patches in the brain) are observed 24 h after a 1000 
Gy microbeam treatment to mice, they had disappeared within one week. It is this superior healthy 
tissue regeneration ability of MRT over conventional broadbeam techniques that makes the former 
an important subject for further study, and a modality that has potential for treating highly 
radioresistant tumours surrounded by radiosensitive tissue. MRT will soon be used in clinical trials at 
the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) facility (Renier et al. 2008; Martinez-Rovira et al. 
2010; Martinez-Rovira et al. 2012). 
At present there is debate among researchers over the potential clinical utility of microbeams 
(Schultke et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2009a; Slatkin et al. 2009; Martinez-Rovira et 
al. 2010). Dilmanian et al. (2002) using the 9L rat glioma as a model for a human brain tumour, found 
that after treatment MRT the host rats experienced much longer mean survival times compared to 
those exposed to broadbeam therapy. This study supports the position that MRT can offer clinical 
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benefits over conventional radiotherapy. However, Sandmeyer et al. (2008) showed that on F98 
gliomas in rat brains, where the eye is in the path of the microbeam, that the damage to the eyes is 
serious with cataracts in 12/37 animals and retinal thickness reduced in all subjects. This suggests 
that the tissue-sparing effects of microbeam cannot be relied upon to uniformly negate 
deterministic effects from radiotherapy. 
2.6 3D Dosimetry and Phantom Studies  
In order to verify the absorbed dose of radiation (Gy) received by cells, a reproducible dosimetry 
system must be employed; and faithfully recording and measuring MRT treatments requires a 
dosimetry system of high resolution.  
Polyacrylamide gels (PAG) are very useful for providing a three-dimensional map of absorbed dose 
(Wong et al. 2007), by giving a clearly visible optical change from the colourless acrylamide 
monomer to the white polymer. PAG dose can also be measured by magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), since the spin-relaxation times for the monomer and polymer are different (Maryanski et al. 
1993; Wong 2009). It has been observed that MRI scans with higher magnetic field gradients provide 
a better spatial resolution of the gels (Berg et al. 2001; Hurley et al. 2003). Polyacrylamide gels have 
been shown to have superior post-irradiation stability compared to the Fe2+/Fe3+-based Fricke gels 
(De Deene et al. 2002), although they are also known to be sensitive to oxidation, which decreases 
their sensitivity to radiation (Wong et al. 2007). Another of the limitations of PAGs is the necessity of 
a glass container, meaning that surface dose cannot be measured with these gels. This limitation is 
overcome by using PRESAGE gels.  
PRESAGE is a polyurethane-based radiosensitive dye dosimeter, which does not require a container 
of any kind. Mostaar et al. (2010) describes the process of making PRESAGE dosimeters, as well as 
the effects of adding varying amounts of the two active ingredients to the plastic (leucomalachite 
dye and polyol Crystal Clear 206) on the resulting radiosensitivity of the dosimeter. Adamovics and 
Maryanski (2006) showed that the PRESAGE dosimeter was independent of both the dose rate and 
photon energy of the incident radiation, which is a desirable trait in a dosimetry system. The 
radiochromic imprint fades over time, but this can be minimised by storing PRESAGE dosimeters at a 
lower temperature. As the dosimeter is in a plastic matrix as opposed to a gel, it can be expected to 
retain spatial resolution down to the sub-millimetre level. This makes it a suitable medium for 
storing microbeam irradiation (Alqathami et al. 2012). Note that both PRESAGE and PAG gels are 
suitably tissue-equivalent to allow 3D dose to be accurately modelled at low energies (Brown et al. 
2008; Wong 2009). In recent work, PRESAGE gels have been used to record the dosimetry of 
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microbeams generated at the ESRF synchrotron, and read with the aid of microscope -enhanced 
optical computed tomography (OCT) (Doran et al. 2010; Doran et al. 2013). These works 
demonstrated the ability of PRESAGE to record microbeam radiation, and offered a potential 
pathway for the 3D verification of MRT treatments. 
 
2.7 Monte Carlo Studies 
Now that MRT has been introduced, the methods used in microbeam dosimetry need to be 
explained. One of the problems central to this thesis is how to measure the effects of high -Z doping 
agents, in this case AuNPs, on the dosimetry of MRT. This is necessary to establish a basis for 
comparison between absorbed dose to AuNP-doped tissue and the observed biological effect on 
cells. One of the most useful tools in such microdosimetry is not to measure it directly, but to model 
it using computational algorithms known as Monte Carlo simulations.  
 Monte Carlo calculations, in particle physics terminology, are computational algorithms designed to 
model the interactions between photons and charged particles as they traverse matter. It uses 
numerical methods to address questions that are difficult or impossible to directly answer 
empirically, for example due to technical limitations of dosimeters such as physical size or energy 
dependence. Monte Carlo methods were pioneered at the Los Alamos laboratories in the 1940s, and 
draws an analogy between the probabilistic nature of casino games and the probabilistic nature of 
particle interactions with matter, hence the name Monte Carlo (Landau and Binder 2005). In 
radiation physics, it can be used to generate dose and energy depositions across complex volumes, 
by using a finite element analysis method to approximate complex volumes into volumetric pixels, or 
voxels. Using Monte Carlo techniques to generate expected outcomes from radiation experiments is 
a well-established method within medical radiation physics, although in order to make an extremely 
complex situation more calculable, this technique uses a number of approximations that require 
large numbers of iterations to produce accurate results. 
Monte Carlo studies offer a useful approximation to the physics of external beam radiation, and can 
be used to model the expected ionisation events and dose distributions under differing geometries, 
materials and external beam parameters (Landau and Binder 2005; Binder and Heermann 2010). 
Importantly for this research, Monte Carlo methods have been used by many investigators to 
examine the effect of adding high-Z material to water or tissue-equivalent material in order to 
evaluate the localised enhancement of dose within the target volume.  Prezado et al. (2009) 
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evaluated the theoretical dose enhancement of Gd (currently used as a contrast agent for MRI) 
under the ESRF microbeam, in comparison to I and Au. The authors concluded that the dose 
enhancement factor of ~ 1.3 was achievable with a concentration of 5 mg Gd/ml. Note that Gd has a 
K-edge of 50.2 keV, compared to 80.7 keV for Au. This paper also concluded that there was a ~16% 
reduction in the peak-to-valley-dose ratio (PDVR) of the microbeam from using Gd as a dose 
enhancement agent, which is an important side-effect since the valley dose needs to be kept low to 
preserve the tissue-regenerative properties of MRT.  
De Felici (2005) used the Electron Gamma Shower v4 (EGS4) version of Monte Carlo to the illustrate 
the side-scatter present within a model of ESRF-generated planar microbeams. Noting that the 
results are very dependent on the electron cutoff  (Ecutoff) energy used in the Monte Carlo code, 
there is appreciable side-scatter in dose distribution, up to a radial distance of 50 μm from the 
original path of the photon ray with a setting of Ecutoff=1 keV. This was measured after travelling 
through 7-8 cm of water, indicating that side-scatter is present within microbeam arrays even before 
the addition of high-Z elements as modelled by Prezado et al. (2009). 
Monte Carlo methods have also been used to evaluate the theoretical dose enhancement of usin g 
AuNPs in broadbeam radiotherapy. Two different studies by Cho (Cho 2005; Cho et al. 2009) 
concluded that a concentration of 7 mg Au/g tissue is sufficient to give > 100% increase in dose using 
a 140 kVp spectrum, similar to that typically produced by the SPring-8 synchrotron. This provides a 
strong platform for comparison between the broadbeam radiotherapy modelled previously, to a 
model of MRT dose enhancement. 
A recent and very exciting prospect is the addition of biological modelling to Monte Carlo 
simulations, as reported by MacMahon et al. (2012). This paper developed a probabilistic response 
by cells to radiation events and intracellular communication, which were then compared to the real 
survival of established cell lines to similar conditions. This line of research is still in its infancy, but 
holds great potential to model cellular response to microbeam radiotherapy. 
 
2.8 High-Z Element Dose Enhancement of Microbeams 
Having discussed the many issues that have been investigated surrounding the central issue of this 
thesis, we now turn to central concern of this thesis. The high atomic number element dose 
enhancement to microbeams is the central topic of this project. While high-Z enhancement of 
broadbeam radiotherapy has been studied in depth by many researchers (Santos Mello et al. 1983; 
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Herold et al. 2000; Robar et al. 2002; Hainfeld et al. 2004; Hainfeld et al. 2008; Kong et al. 2008), 
high-Z enhancement in microbeams has only been investigated by a few, and the most relevant 
works are discussed here.  
Corde et al. (2002) described a clonogenic study of monoenergetic broadbeam-irradiated human 
SQ20B squamous cell carcinoma cells. This study is relevant to AuNP dose enhancement as it 
examined the dose enhancement from platinum, at beam energies just above and just below its 
K-edge of 78.4 keV. It was expected that a significant difference in cell clonogenic ability would be 
seen from the enhancement of photoelectric events due to the availability of Pt K -shell electrons, 
however this was not observed. The authors concluded that in order for the platinum dose 
enhancement to have an observable effect on survival, the concentration of cisplatin would have to 
be at toxic levels. For this reason, although dose enhancement was not seen, it was believed to be 
present at higher concentrations of cisplatin but was obscured by its cytotoxicity. Although Corde et 
al. (2002) did not deal specifically with microbeams, this paper showed that the toxicity of the high-Z 
agent needs to be carefully considered. Prezado et al. (2009) in their Monte Carlo study provided a 
theoretical framework for conducting cell studies in dose enhancement from microbeams. They 
observed that the PVDR of a microbeam array model was reduced by the addition of gadolinium to 
the target. This would introduce a serious limitation to the potential use of high-Z elements as a 
dose-enhancing agent, since the tissue regeneration potential of healthy tissue is a critical feature of 
microbeam irradiation. The authors also noted that if the dose enhancing agent was present only or 
mostly within the target tumour, then this reduction in PVDR would not be detrimental to the 
expected clinical benefits of microbeam therapy (Prezado et al. 2009). 
Regnard et al. (2008) in their in vivo study used temozolomide, gadolinium and platinum-based 
drugs to act as dose enhancers to a kilovoltage microbeam array on 9L gliosarcoma-bearing rats. The 
authors found that injecting the high-Z elements did not have an effect on mean survival time, but 
subsequently giving microbeam treatment improved the lifespan of the gadolinium-injected rats by 
132%. This was a substantial improvement over applying MRT alone, which resulted in a 61% 
increase in longevity over the control group. From this data it can be shown that a high-Z dose 
enhancement effect is observed in MRT, which has clinical value in to the treatment of a 9L 
gliosarcoma rat tumour model. 
This thesis expands on the work undertaken by Rahman (2010), who used cultured bovine aortic 
endothelial cells (BAECs) to investigate AuNP enhancement, in kilovoltage MRT and megavoltage 
photons and electrons. In her study cell viability was measured using MTS assays, and DEFs were 
found for each modality, being defined as the ratio of the doses at which 80% survival was observed 
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(D80) with and without nanoparticles, as shown in Equation 2.4. The post-irradiation gap filling rates 
were also monitored, with and without nanoparticles, and AuNPs-treated monolayers of cells were 
shown to fill a gap faster than the untreated cells. Although the establishment of DEFs and gap-filling 
rates for these endothelial cells are important, because they are overrepresented in tumorous 
tissue, the BAECs themselves are not the main target of radiotherapy. Since tumorous tissue is 
comprised of both tumorous and non-tumorous cells, what is of interest to this research is the 
comparative effect of AuNPs on both these cell types. For this reason, Rahman’s thesis did not 
address the central questions asked in this research (section 1.3), although it does provide a solid 
foundation on which to undertake this research. 
  (2.4) 
Equation 2.4 The Dose Enhancement Factor (DEF) as used by Rahman (2010). 
2.9 Summary 
In summary, this review has examined the recent literature regarding microbeam radiation therapy, 
and shows that clinical results can be obtained with MRT. It has also been shown that the use of 
high-Z elements to enhance dose deposition into targets has been well established. However, these 
two effects have not been extensively studied to date – to the best of my knowledge only Rahman 
(2010) addressed this question. Gafchromic film, PRESAGE and PAG gels can be used as phantoms to 
examine beam parameters, and cultured rat cell lines used to make an in vitro approximation to 
human brain tumours. Monte Carlo studies can be used to model the effects of AuNPs under 
microbeam irradiation, and fluorescent proteins such as Annexin V can be used to indicate apoptosis 




3 Monte Carlo Studies 
3.1 Introduction 
The relevant literature on the use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as a means of dose enhancement in 
microbeam and broadbeam orthovoltage radiation therapy was reviewed in Chapter 2. At the end of 
this chapter it was concluded that although the effect of AuNPs on broadbeam radiotherapy has 
been well documented, their predicted effects on microbeam geometries have not. In summary, the 
literature discussed in Chapter 2 shows that there are gaps in knowledge about microbeam dose 
enhancement by AuNPs. No known studies have been published that satisfactorily answer the  
research questions stated in Chapter 1, and these gaps need to be filled before proposing the joint 
use of AuNPs and microbeam radiotherapy. 
It is not a simple task to simulate the interactions of microbeam radiation with matter, much less the 
complex interactions of the cell or its resultant behaviour. The modelling of cell survival after 
radiation exposures is still relatively new (McMahon et al. 2012). By necessity, Monte Carlo 
investigations of radiotherapeutic microbeams are reductionist in nature, and as such should be 
thought of as indicative or predictive of radiation behaviour. The objective of this Monte Carlo 
investigation is to predict the effects of adding AuNPs to tissue, as well as investigating if the 
addition of high-Z elements to microbeam-irradiated target reduces the Peak-to-Valley Dose Ratio 
(PVDR) (Prezado et al. 2009).  
This chapter describes the research design used to collect data about the predicted effects of adding 
gold to microbeam and broadbeam courses of radiotherapy, and details the methodology and 
settings used to design the individual simulations. The results f rom these simulations are shown in 
Section 3.7. It should be noted that the simulations described in this chapter are based on a 
homogeneous distribution of gold atoms through the target, while the cell studies documented later 
in this thesis are based on gold atoms bound into nanostructures coated with a biocompatible layer. 
This means that in practice, the mechanism of nanoparticle delivery defines the final distribution of 
gold though a tumour as inhomogeneous.  
In this chapter, the methods and results for the Monte Carlo simulations and their predictions of 
radiation interactions with a target comprised either of tissue or gold-doped tissue are presented. 




3.2 Selection of Monte Carlo Code 
Monte Carlo simulations of radiation interactions can be performed by a number of software 
packages. PENELOPE (Penetration and ENErgy LOss of Positrons and Electrons) code originates from 
the Nuclear Energy Agency (NEA), which is a division of the Organisation for Economic Cooperation 
and Development (OECD). In this Monte Carlo package, photon energies are modelled from a range 
of 100 eV to 1 GeV, and photo-nuclear reactions are disregarded, such as photodisintegration (OECD 
2001). PENELOPE codes have been used to model helical tomotherapy (Sterpin et al. 2008), Positron 
Emission Tomography (PET) (Espana et al. 2009), brachytherapy (Asenjo et al. 2002; Torres et al. 
2004), and external therapy beamlines (Sempau et al. 2001; Rodriguez 2008; Faddegon et al. 2009). 
GEANT4 is another type of Monte Carlo code, developed by the Detector Research and Development 
Committee (DRDC) at the European Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN). It is written in the 
C++ programming language and supports photons and particles from 250 eV and extending in others 
to the TeV energy range (Agostinelli et al. 2003). GEANT4 codes have been used to model ion 
chamber response (Gostely and Laedermann 2000), dose rate (Likar et al. 1998), microbeam 
radiation therapy (Stepanek et al. 2000), and neutron transport (Colonna and Altieri 2002). 
Finally, the Electron Gamma Shower v4 is a software package from the National Research Council, 
Canada (EGS4nrc). It has an easy to understand Graphical User Interface, which allows users to edit 
the required MORTRAN code without having to master the syntax of the language. Its nominal 
energy range of applicability is 1 keV to 10 GeV, which satisfies the requirements for modelled 
energies of this study. EGSnrc is an extended and improved version of the EGS4 package originally 
developed at Stanford Linear Accelerator Centre (SLAC) (Walters et al. 2005). Of particular interest 
to this study, the EGSnrc system claims better low energy cross sections than its previous iterations. 
EGS variants have been used extensively in Monte Carlo calculations (Li et al. 1999; Miller et al. 
2000; Boudou et al. 2004; Boudou et al. 2005; Cho 2005; De Felici et al. 2005; Lynch et al. 2005; Ma 
et al. 2006; Siegbahn et al. 2006; Kunieda et al. 2007; Davis and Panagiotopoulos 2008; Nettelbeck et 
al. 2009; Martinez-Rovira et al. 2010). Of particular interest to this study, it has been used to model 
dose enhancement to tissue due to gold (Miller et al. 2000; De Felici et al. 2005; Lynch et al. 2005; 
Ma et al. 2006; Martinez-Rovira et al. 2010) as well as synchrotron-generated microbeam 
geometries (Slatkin et al. 1992; Buchholz et al. 1994; Orion et al. 2000; Zhong et al. 2003; De Felici et 
al. 2005).  
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The final choice of a Monte Carlo code system to model the effects to be investigated must take 
several factors into account. First of all, it must be able to model the required range of energies . 
Second, it must also have been used with other published works of similar inquiries. In addition to 
the requirements, it would be preferable if the code was easy to use, and with local experience with 
the application of the code. The GEANT, PENELOPE and EGSnrc modelling packages fulfil all of these 
requirements; however the EGSnrc package enjoys preference over other codes due to the presence 
of an experienced user in the Department of Medical Radiations at RMIT University, namely Dr 
Christopher Wong. As this expertise was available, it was therefore decided that EGSnrc was a 
suitable choice for conducting these simulations.  
 
3.3 EGSnrc Settings 
The EGSnrc code offers a range of settings for using different methods for calculating dose 
distributions. In this section, the choices of settings are given and where these selections will have a 
noticeable effect on the results of the simulations, a short explanation of the rationale is given.  
3.3.1 Input File Settings 
EGSnrc can be run using either cylindrical RZθ coordinates (user code DOSRZnrc), or Cartesian XYZ 
coordinates (DOSXYZnrc). Since the microbeam geometries being considered in this study are most 
easily represented in XYZ format, the Cartesian Graphical User Interface (GUI) and compiler was 
used. 
A general description of the relevant EGSnrc settings used is given below. Unless otherwise stated, 
each simulation conducted in this thesis uses the EGS parameter settings listed below, for the 
reasons stated in each section. A screen-capture of the EGS Parameters tab of the GUI is shown in 
Figure 3.1. 
The exact contents of the EGS input files, *.egsinp, as well as the energy spectrum files used and the 




Figure 3.1 EGS Parameters Used in Simulations. 
 
Global ECUT (ECUT) – This is the global electron cut-off energy, below which a modelled electron will 
deposit the remainder of its kinetic energy into its current voxel. As soon as an electron's total 
energy falls below this value, its kinetic energy is deposited in the voxel it is currently passing 
through. The value of 0.521 MeV is used as the threshold, meaning an electron with total energy just 
10 keV above the electron rest energy (0.511 MeV) is considered to deposit its energy locally, to 
ensure that no relevant dose is neglected. This figure was decided upon by simulating the range of 
10 keV electrons with a much lower cutoff energy, and finding the range at which 90% of cumulative 
dose was delivered was 3 µm though tissue, which can be approximated to 0 without meaningfully 
impacting the dose distributions of any of the simulations outlined below. This selection is a trade-
off between computing time and accuracy – if each electron is modelled until it has 1 eV kinetic 
energy, then each simulation may take many days to conduct but the resultant accuracy would not 
be useful.  
Global PCUT (PCUT) – This is the global photon cut-off energy. PCUT defines the global cutoff energy 
for photon transport in MeV. As soon as a photon's total energy falls below this  value, its energy is 
deposited in the current voxel. The value of 0.001 MeV is used, to ensure that no relevant dose is 
neglected. This figure was decided upon using the same method as the value of Global ECUT, where 
the range at which 90% of cumulative dose was delivered from 1 keV photons was delivered within 5 
µm, and therefore making a global photon cutoff energy of 1 keV would not meaningfully impact on 
the resultant dose distribution. 
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Boundary crossing algorithm (bca_algorithm) - This controls the algorithm used to transport 
electrons across region boundaries. When the field size is approximately equal to the voxel size, the 
default setting of Parameter Reduced Electron-Step Transport Algorithm (PRESTA-I) as defined in 
Bielajew and Rogers (1987) is not recommended due to the approximations made by the algorithm 
(Kawrakow et al. 2006). However, this condition does not apply to any of the geometries used in this 
study so the default value of PRESTA-I is used. 
Electron-step algorithm (transport_algorithm) – This defines the type of algorithm used to define 
electron transport lateral and longitudinal corrections due to elastic scattering. The setting of 
PRESTA-II is used since kilovoltage energies are not handled correctly in PRESTA -I, and this is 
relevant for some simulations conducted in this work. 
Spin effects (spin_effects) - This determines whether electron relativistic spin effects are modelled in 
the elastic scattering calculations in electron transport – if not, then a much faster classical 
Rutherfordian approximation is used. The default setting of ‘on’ is used, since the DOSXYZnrc user 
manual states that it has a noticeable effect on backscatter dose to voxels, and this was confirmed 
by early trials of electron PDDs through tissue with Spin effects set to ‘on’ and ‘off’.  
Electron impact ionization (eii_flag) – With ‘on’ selected, Kawrakow's electron impact ionization 
theory is used. This parameter is of particular importance to the simulations in this study, since the 
default setting of ‘off’ has been shown to underestimate the  fraction of characteristic K- and L-shell 
x-rays generated by kV x-ray spectra (Kawrakow 2002).  
Bound Compton scattering (IBCMP) - With ‘On’ selected , the Klein-Nishina formula is modified with 
impulse approximation (Ribberfors 1975). According to the DOSXYZnrc user manual (Walters et al. 
2005), this is “important below 1 MeV beam energy and/or if Rayleigh scattering is being simulated”, 
both of which are true in this body of work, so the scattering is set to ‘on’.  
Pair angular sampling (IPRDST) – This setting relates to the electron-positron production, which is 
not relevant to any calculation conducted in this study. The default setting of ‘Simple’ is selected.  
Photoelectron angular sampling (IPHTER) – The setting of ‘On’ is used to accurately model the effect 
of sidescatter for photoelectrons. This is particularly important to cross-sectional calculations 
regarding microbeams. 
Rayleigh scattering (IRAYLR) – This setting selects whether Rayleigh scattering events are modelled. 
This is important at lower energies (Walters et al. 2005), which this work includes, so this setting is 
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‘On’. With the setting ‘On’, Rayleigh events are simulated using the Storm and Israel (1970) atomic 
interaction cross-sections, and Hubbell and Øverbø (1979) atomic form factors. 
Atomic Relaxations (IEDGFL) – This setting determines whether or not fluorescent photons, Auger 
electrons and Coster-Kronig electrons are simulated after a photoelectric event has been simulated. 
Since the emission of Auger electrons above the K-edge of gold is of specific interest to this 
investigation, this option is set to ‘On. ’ 
Photon cross sections (photon_xsections) – This selects one of several photon interaction cross-
section data files. The default setting of ‘Storm-Israel’ is selected (Storm and Israel 1970). 
Histories – This refers to the number of initial particles to simulate through the model.  The number 
of histories simulated determines the runtime of the simulation, and also the final uncertainty within 
each voxel of the final dose distribution. In this thesis, the number of histories used varies between 
2,000,000 and 500,000,000 depending on the beam and target geometries of each individual 
simulation. The value is selected in order to avoid any uncertainty over 0.10 in the relevant voxels.  
 
3.3.2 Output Files 
The .3ddose files produced by EGSnrc are defined in the user’s manual, with each voxel dose 
normalised to the incident particle fluence, as given in Equation 3.1, taken from the DOSXYZnrc User 
Manual (Walters et al. 2005). The statistical uncertainty accompanying each voxel is also listed, 
which is a function of how many interactions were recorded in each voxel and is expressed as a 
number between 0 and 1. Because of its reliance on the number of particle traversals through each 
voxel, the voxel uncertainty is often very low in the voxels directly in the beamline, but much higher 
in the valley region of a microbeam-collimated region. This uncertainty can be alleviated by iterating 
a larger number of histories. For the purposes of examining dose distributions, all voxels analysed 
within this project must have a voxel uncertainty of less than 0.10, in order to ensure that all voxel 
dose distributions examined are statistically reliable. 
   (3.1) 
Equation 3.1 The dose normalisation to the incident particle fluence (ainflu) of the 
*.3ddose file NCASE is the number of histories in this run, ncaseold is the number of 
histories from previous runs (which will be 0) and nmissm is the total number of particles 
from the source that missed the geometry. xinu, xinl, yinu and yinl are the upper and lower 




3.4 Creation of Material Interactions with Radiation Data 
In order to model a microbeam-collimated synchrotron source, it is necessary to create materials 
that adequately model the interactions of a real collimator. Therefore Preprocessor for Electron 
Gamma Shower 4 (PEGS4) material datasets were generated using the Multi-Platform environment 
for EGSnrc (EGSnrcMP) (Kawrakow et al. 2006) for Tungsten and Kapton™. The stoichiometric indices 
and the density of Kapton™, which is a necessary component of Simulation VI as described later in 
Section 3.6.6, were acquired from a previous conference proceeding (Abe et al. 1987). This was also 
necessary to ensure that Rayleigh scattering data was included in all media definitions.  
After defining collimator materials, it was also necessary to define tissues with differing 
concentrations of Au in tissue, as shown in Figure 3.2. The target material used to generate 
distributions is based on the International Commission on Radiation Units (ICRU) 4-component 
tissue, which approximates tissue to fractions of H, C, N and O. The fractions by weight of 
4-component tissue for the addition of gold was acquired from the NIST website data tables (NIST 
2011). In order to model the predicted effects of adding gold to tissue, a new PEGS4 file was created 
with differing concentrations of gold added to the ICRU 4-component tissue. The concentrations of 
gold in tissue simulated were selected in order to maintain commonality and comparability to 
previous broadbeam data performed by Cho (2005), and therefore Au concentrations of 2, 7 and 18 
mg Au/g in 4-component tissue were generated. The fraction of gold in tissue is expressed by the 
fraction of weight/weight in tissue, e.g. 18 mg Au/g means 0.18 % Au w/w, in tissue. All materials 




Figure 3.2 Using EGSnrcMP GUI to Create Gold-Doped Tissue. 
3.5 Definition of Peak to Valley Dose Ratio 
The methodology of how to measure the peak to valley dose ratio (PVDR) is not uniformly agreed 
upon. For example, Crosbie et al. (2008) used Gafchromic films to measure PVDR, and measured it at 
several different depths within a Solid Water (a plastic produced by Gammex, Middleton, WI, USA to 
approximate water) phantom, whereas Torikoshi et al. (2008) measurements were taken at the 
surface of their acrylic (also known as polymethyl methacrylate, PMMA) phantom. Crosbie et al. 
(2008) defined the peak region width and valley region width as 25 µm wide, with the intermediate 
region ignored. De Felici et al. (2005) used a peak and valley region definition of 5% of the width of 
the inter-beam spacing, giving a sampling area of 10 µm. For this study, the most crucial aspect is to 
pick a geometry and apply it consistently to the differing concentrations of Au in  the target medium. 
For this study, the peak regions and valley regions are defined as 10 µm wide, which is equivalent to 




3.6 Simulation Outline 
3.6.1 Simulation I – Broadbeam Dose Distribution Near the K-edge of Gold 
3.6.1.1 Objective 
The aim of this simulation was to show the predicted effects of the K-edge of gold using 
monoenergetic kilovoltage photons – more specifically, the effect of the K-edge of gold on the 
resulting percentage depth dose (PDD) curves . 
3.6.1.2 Beam and Target Geometry 
In order to obtain the Monte Carlo-predicted PDD curves, a 10 x 10 field of monoenergetic photons 
are generated at the isocentre, of 79 keV and 81 keV, travelling in the –z direction. The comparison 
between these two photon energies are generated into two targets:  
Phantom A: Target is made of gold, 20 x 20 x 0.11 cm, with each voxel measuring 20 x 20 x 
0.002 cm. 
Phantom B: Target is made of 4-component tissue target is 20 x 20 x 14 cm, with each voxel 
measuring 20 x 20 x 0.25 cm. 
 
Figure 3.3 Beam and Target Geometry of Simulation I (Note that the z axis has been 
exaggerated for clarity). 
 
3.6.1.3 Data Analysis 
The Percentage Depth Dose values for 79 keV and 81 keV energies produced in the .3ddose output 
files are normalised to the 79 keV maxima in both the tissue and gold targets, in order to show the 
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and the beam shapes and half value layers of the differing energies are compared. The half value 
layers were calculated as where half of the total dose has been delivered to the target voxels, where 
the total dose is assumed to be wholly delivered to the target. In order to get a more precise 
measurement than simply identifying the voxel where the sum of deposited dose has reached over 
50%, the 50% total dose was interpolated from the sum of voxels along the PDD by interpolating 
where total dose=50% from a linear approximation of the line between the two dose  points either 
side of the 50% total cumulative dose mark. 
 
3.6.2 Simulation II – Broadbeam Dose Distribution of MV and kV spectra in a 3cm 
and 4 cm Deep Tumour 
3.6.2.1 Objective 
The aim of this simulation is to predict the effects of adding gold to tissue to act as a dose enhancer 
for MV and kV spectra photons. It assumes a 2 cm-wide tumour centred at either 4 cm or 5 cm 
depth through the phantom, defined as the Planned Treatment Volume (PTV).  The significance of 2 
cm, as a tumour size, is that it is the threshold by which TNM classification differentiates between a 
small and a medium-sized tumour mass (T1 and T2, respectively) (Sobin and Fleming 1997). Although 
tumours can occur at any depth, the idea of MRT is to provide a collimated dose at depth, and so  a 
clinically useful depth has been chosen without any specific significance, except that it would be 
deep enough to experience sidescatter, i.e. it is deeper than the ‘buildup region’ of the applicable 
percentage depth dose (PDD) curve. There are two specific cases of interest that need to be 
compared to the undoped tissue case – first modelling a constant concentration of gold evenly 
distributed across the entire target, and second modelling a preferential accumulation of gold inside 
the tumour itself, as would be predicted by the ‘leaky vasculature’ nature of tumorous tissue 
(Dvorak et al. 1988; Hainfeld et al. 2004; Hainfeld et al. 2011). The PDDs of these beams are then 
analysed, and the fraction of dose that is deposited inside the defined tumour volume with and 
without the presence of gold in the tissue is then evaluated. On the basis of these results, it can be 
determined what dose enhancement, if any, is available at a clinically useful depth from the use of 
AuNPs. This will contrast the effects of (a) adding a uniform distribution of gold across the target or 
(b) adding gold preferentially to the tumour site. Finally, the effect of defining different depths of 
PTV through the target is examined by running this simulation for PTVs centred at 4 cm and 5 cm. 
3.6.2.2 Beam and Target Geometry 
In order to obtain the Monte Carlo-predicted PDD, a 10 x 10 cm field of photons are generated at 
the isocentre, travelling in the –z direction. The photon spectra used are the spectra files included in 
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the EGSnrc release for the 6 MV, 200 kVp and 140 kVp photon spectra, and the BL28B2 spectra was 
generated using the SPECTRA program for a 3 mm Cu filtered beam at beamline 28, hutch B2 of 
SPring-8 synchrotron, Japan. These three beams are fired at four different phantoms: 
Phantom A: made of 4-component tissue, 
Phantom B: made of 4-component tissue with 2 mg Au/g tissue,  
Phantom C: made of 4-component tissue with 2 mg Au/g tissue, with the exception of the 
region 4 cm to 6 cm depth, which is doped with 7 mg Au/g tissue. 
Phantom D: identical to Phantom C, except that the volume with 7 mg Au /g doped tissue 
region is at 3 cm to 5 cm depth. 
In order to model the amount of dose deposited through a relevant depth of tissue, a tissue depth of 
16 cm is used in order to coincide with the width of a standard computed tomography (CT) head 
phantom (FDA 2012), since the main clinical rationale for gold dose enhancement is for 
radioresistant brain gliomas, as described in Chapter 1. The targets are 20 x 20 x 16 cm, with each 
voxel measuring 20 x 20 x 0.3 cm, with the exception of the 3 cm - 6 cm depth region which has 20 x 
20 x 0.25 cm voxels. These voxels were of a finer gradation in order to correctly fit the tumour 
boundaries to exactly 3.0, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.0 cm. The remainder of the voxels could not be set to the 
same size in order to accommodate the 56-voxel limitation of EGSnrc in the z direction. The 




Figure 3.4 - Phantom and Beam Geometry for Simulation II. 
 
3.6.2.3 Data Analysis 
In order to examine the relative dose enhancement between a uniform and a preferential gold 
distribution for each spectrum and each tumour depth, the Dose Specificity Enhancement Factor 
(DSEF) was calculated as defined in Equation 3.2. This gives an approximation to the increase or 
decrease of the fraction of total dose deposited inside the PTV  with the addition of gold, either as a 
uniform distribution across the phantom or preferentially accumulated in the tumour region. A DSEF 
<1 would therefore mean a reduction in dose specificity, whereas a DSEF > 1 would mean an 
increase in dose specificity. These values are calculated for either the 2 mg Au/g or the 7 mg Au/g 
case, denoted as (Au), and for the Tissue case denoted as (Tissue).  
       (3.2) 
Equation 3.2 The Dose Specificity Enhancement Factor (DSEF), where Dtumour is the sum of 
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34 x 0.3 cm 
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3.6.3 Simulation III – An Ideal Microbeam’s Shape and PVDR through Gold-Doped 
Tissue 
The aim of this simulation was to show the difference in beam shape due to sidescatter from 
inserting gold into tissue, starting with an “ideal” microbeam. The “ideal” microbeam is defined as a 
microbeam spectrum that is specifically generated to be 25 µm wide without the use of a collimator. 
In order to accomplish this, the change in penumbra shape (i.e. the presence of sidescatter in the 
valley region) at different depths due to gold in tissue is examined. One of the characteristic traits of 
synchrotron-generated microbeams is that they are normally assumed to be free from divergence, 
but this has not been modelled in the presence of AuNPs acting as a dose enhancer. A 10 x 10 cm 
field of BL28B2 spectra photons is generated, travelling in the –z direction. The target is 0.0225 x 2 x 
5 cm, with each voxel measuring 0.00025 x 2 x 0.5 cm, and is made of either 4-component tissue, or 
4-component tissue with 7 mg Au/g tissue. This geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.5 – note that the x 
axis has been exaggerated for clarity. Using this target, the shape of the beam x cross-section is 
examined at each depth of voxel layer by normalising the data at each voxel layer to its own 
maxima, and determining the changes to beam penumbra in the presence of gold down to a 




Figure 3.5 Target and Beam Geometry for Simulation III. 
 
3.6.3.1 Data Analysis 
Each z layer of voxels is plotted, normalised to its own internal maxima, in order to highlight any 
change in the shape of the x cross-section. From this data, the gold-doped tissue cross-section at 
each depth can be compared to the 4-component tissue phantom, and conclusions drawn for the 
effect of adding gold to the tissue.  
3.6.4 Simulation IV – The Range of the Gold K-Shell Auger Electrons  
Since the Auger electrons from the K-shell of Au generated from AuNPs are of particular interest to 
this thesis, the range of these electrons is examined in this simulation. The range of these electrons 
is of interest since this may impact on a microbeam’s PVDR if the electron range extends into the 
valley region from the peak. A 10 x 10 cm field of monoenergetic 63 keV electrons was generated, 
travelling in the –z direction. The target was 20 x 20 x 0.01 cm, with each voxel measuring 20 x 20 x 
2.5 µm x 100 
Tissue/Gold-doped tissue for 







0.002 cm, and was made of either 4-component tissue with 2 mg Au/g tissue, or 4-component tissue 
with 7 mg Au/g tissue. 
3.6.4.1 Data Analysis 
The electron PDD was normalised onto its own internal maxima, and the depth dose curve was 
plotted on a logarithmic-linear scale, in order to demonstrate the end point of dose deposition 
through gold-doped tissue. This maximum electron range was then compared to the distance 
between the BL28B2 beam collimator edge and the beginning of the nominal valley area, to 
determine whether gold’s K shell electrons impacted on the PVDR.  
3.6.5 Simulation V - The Shape and PVDR of Two Ideal Microbeams 
In order to see the Monte Carlo-predicted dose cross-section, two 25 µm x 2 cm microbeam fields of 
photons were generated 200 µm apart, of a BL28B2-modelled spectra, travelling in the –z direction. 
Since the EGSnrc program is only capable of generating one beam area at a time, this is achieved by 
generating one microbeam at a time, and adding their dose components together in order to 
evaluate the PVDR. The target is 0.05 x 2 x 5 cm with each voxel measuring 0.0005 x 2 x 0.5 cm, and 
the PVDR evaluated at every layer of voxels, which corresponds to depth increments of 0.5 cm. This 
geometry is illustrated in Figure 3.6 – note that the x axis has been exaggerated for clarity. Three 
separate phantoms were used with the same voxel definitions, but assigned differing concentrations 
of gold to the media: 
Phantom A: made of 4-component tissue, 
Phantom B: made of 4-component tissue with 7 mg Au/g tissue,  





Figure 3.6 Target and Beam Geometry for Simulation V.  
 
3.6.5.1 Data Analysis 
The x cross-sections at each beam depth were normalised onto their own internal maxima, and the 
PVDRs calculated from this normalised dataset. For the purposes of calculating the uncertainties in 
the PVDR results, the standard deviations of the peak and valley dose were approximated to the 
uncertainty calculated for each voxel as a fraction of their relative dose reading. For example, a voxel 
uncertainty of 0.029 would be interpreted as ±2.9% standard deviation in the voxel dose. The error 
in PVDR calculations is calculated from the standard deviation error calculation (Mendenhall et al. 
2008), as seen below in Equation 3.3. 
                    (3.3) 
Equation 3.3 The Error Calculation Standard Deviation, if z = x/y. 
5 µm x 100 
Tissue/Gold-doped tissue for 








3.6.6 Simulation VI – A Collimator-Generated Microbeam’s Shape and PVDR in 
Gold-Doped Tissue 
3.6.6.1 Objective 
The aim of this simulation is to show the difference in beam shape and PVDR due to sidescatter from 
inserting gold into tissue, using a realistic microbeam that has been filtered through a series of 
tungsten and kapton sheets to make an approximation to the microbeam collimator used at  the 
BL28B2 beamline of the SPring-8 synchrotron in Japan. 
3.6.6.2 Beam and Target Geometry 
In order to see the Monte Carlo-predicted dose cross-section, a 5 x 2 cm field of photons of a 
BL28B2-modelled spectra was generated, travelling in the –z direction. This field passed through a 
target consisting of several layers, as outlined in Figure 3.7, with each voxel measuring 0.0005 x 2 x 
0.5 cm. Note that the x axis has been exaggerated for clarity. The first z layer comprised of a 0.5 cm-
deep collimator, which was made of tungsten slabs with two 25 µm-wide kapton sheets in between, 
separated by 175 µm-wide sheets of tungsten. The second voxel layer was 5 cm thick, and was the 
only layer of voxels that is scored for dose. This was in contrast to the 0.5 cm-deep voxel z-layers in 
Simulation V, as early attempts at creating 0.5 cm voxel layers produced unacceptably large 
uncertainty readings in each individual voxel through the analytically important valley region. Three 
separate phantoms were used with the same voxel definitions, but assigned differing concentrations 
of gold within the tissue layer: 
Phantom A: made of 4-component tissue, 
Phantom B: made of 4-component tissue with 7 mg Au/g tissue,  
Phantom C: made of 4-component tissue with 18 mg Au/g tissue 
The PVDRs are then calculated from tissue or gold-doped tissue voxels immediately below the 




Figure 3.7 Target and Beam Geometry for Simulation VI.  
 
3.6.6.3 Data Analysis 
The data analysis was performed using the same method as described for Simulation V, in section 
3.6.5.1. 
3.7 Results 
3.7.1 Simulation I – Broadbeam Dose Distribution Near the K-Edge of Gold 
This simulation examined the effect of the K-Edge of gold (80.7 keV) on the attenuation of 
broadbeam x-rays through 4-component tissue and gold. The resultant Percentage Depth Dose 
curves (PDD) from monoenergetic 79 keV and 81 keV x-rays through 4-component tissue shows very 
similar attenuation from the two curves, as demonstrated in Figure 3.8. In this case, both curves 
have been normalised to the maximum dosepoint of the 79 keV curve. In fact, taking the difference 
between the two datapoints at each depth results in an average variance of 1.0%, with a maximal 
difference of 1.4%. The 81 keV photons display a slightly better penetrating ability  through 

















4-component tissue, as would be expected from the higher energy of the beam. This result  is 
demonstrates that the K-edge of gold holds no dose enhancing properties if there is no gold in the 
target. This is seen clearly by the change in depth required to reduce the dose per voxel to half that 
of the entrance dose - from 6.17 cm with 79 keV to 6.20 cm with 81 keV, a change of only -0.5%. All 
voxel uncertainties were less than 0.003. 
 
Figure 3.8 PDD through 4-Component Tissue for 79 keV and 81 keV Monoenergetic 
Photons. 
 
The difference between the PDDs of 79 keV and 81 keV x-rays is much more pronounced through 
gold than in tissue, as shown in Figure 3.9. As in Figure 3.8, both curves have been normalised to the 
maximum dosepoint of the 79 keV curve. The voxels depths have been reduced from 0.25 cm to 20 
µm for the gold target, in order to accurately capture the PDD shape, and it clearly shows that 81 
keV photons are more highly attenuated than the 79 keV photons. The 81 keV curve starts with an 
entrance dose of 30% higher than the 79 keV curve, and is more heavily attenuated, as expected due 
to the increase in photoelectric coefficient, and therefore mass absorption coefficient, above the 
K-edge of gold. This is in contrast to the tissue shown in Figure 3.8, where the general trend of 
greater penetrating power for higher energy photons is not interfered with by the presence of an 
increased mass absorption coefficient above the K-edge of the target medium. This can be seen by 
the change in depth required to reduce the dose per voxel to half that of the entrance dose - from 
122 µm with 79 keV to 70 µm with 81 keV, a reduction in HVL of 43%. The range of voxel errors was 
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0.001 – 0.07, with the larger uncertainties relegated to depths greater than 0.08 cm, where the dose 
is less than 3% of the maximum. 
 
Figure 3.9 PDD through Gold for 79 keV and 81 keV Monoenergetic Photons. 
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3.7.2 Simulation II – Broadbeam Dose Distribution of MV and kV spectra in a 3 cm 
and 4 cm Deep Tumour 
This simulation examined the effect on the PDDs of kV and MV spectra x-ray sources, of preferential 
accumulation of AuNPs into a modelled tumour region. The PDDs resulting from simulating 2 mg 
Au/g and 7 mg Au/g are compared to the PDDs of 4-component tissue for various energy spectra 
(see Figures 3.10 to 3.17) with dashed lines indicating the border of the modelled tumour volumes, 
and the main findings summarised in Table 3.1. It can be seen from the fraction of dose within the 
tumour in Table 3.1 that simulating the existence of gold uniformly across the phantom (2 mg Au/g) 
does not give a therapeutic advantage to a deep-seated model tumour at either of the defined 
depths. This is because the dose enhancement effect of high-Z matter is just as strong outside the 
modelled tumour volume as it is inside. In fact, due to the high attenuation of the 140 kVp, 200 kVp 
and BL28B2 spectra beam energies, uniformly adding gold to the ti ssue would be expected to reduce 
the fraction of total dose to a modelled tumour volume. These results suggest that if gold is to be 
added to tissue in order to enhance radiotherapeutic effect, it must be preferentially accumulated 
within the tumour region prior to exposure. 






















Factor (DSEF)  
140 kVp – 3 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 6.07 1.10 18%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
9.16 1.49 16% 0.90 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
8.83 2.36 27% 1.47 
      200 kVp – 3 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 7.36 1.34 18%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
11.90 2.09 18% 0.97 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
11.54 3.46 30% 1.65 
      BL28B2 – 3 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 10.35 1.79 17%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
























Factor (DSEF)  
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
19.66 7.17 36% 2.11 
      6 MV – 3 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 13.39 1.92 14%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
13.62 1.95 14% 1.00 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
13.61 2.08 15% 1.07 
      140 kVp – 4 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 6.09 9.55 16%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
9.17 1.12 12% 0.78 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
8.94 1.79 20% 1.28 
      200 kVp – 4 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 7.39 1.18 16%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
11.91 1.64 14% 0.86 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
11.65 2.73 23% 1.46 
      BL28B2 – 4 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 10.35 1.67 16%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
19.99 3.33 17% 1.03 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 
19.80 5.99 30% 1.87 
      6 MV – 4 cm 
deep tumour 
Tissue 13.58 1.88 14%  
2 mg Au/g 
tissue 
13.81 1.90 14% 0.99 
2 mg Au/g 
and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue 





















































When the gold distribution was made to model the preferential accumulation of AuNPs to the 
tumour region, with 2 mg outside and 7 mg Au/g inside the tumour region, all beam simulations 
showed an increase in radiation dose deposited into the tumour, at both modelled depths (3 and 4 
cm). At both depths, the best fraction of dose in tumour, and the highest Dose Specificity 
Enhancement Factor (DSEF), occurred in the BL28B2 spectrum simulations. This can be attributed to 
a higher number of photoelectric events generated from the BL28B2 spectrum, s ince the peak 
photon fluence for the BL28B2 spectrum was 90 keV, which resides just above the K-edge of gold 
(80.7 keV). This results in K-shell electrons having a higher probability of interaction than is the case 
for the 200 kVp or the 140 kVp spectra, as described in section 2.1.1.  
It can also be observed from Table 3.1 that in a 6 MV beam, only a small dose enhancement, DSEF = 
1.07 and 1.06 for depths 3 cm and 4 cm, respectively, can be obtained by adding 7 mg Au/g to the 
tumour site. This confirmed expectations that megavoltage radiotherapy does not receive any great 
benefit from the addition of gold to the tumour site. As a result, this suggests that gold dose 
enhancement is not suitable for MV applications. The DSEF for the 140 kVp and 200 kVp energies 
showed an increased fraction of dose to the tumour site by between 28% (140 kVp spectrum, 4 cm 
tumour depth) to 111% (BL28B2 spectrum, 3 cm tumour depth). For all energy spectra, the DSEF 
from 2 mg and 7 mg Au/g was greater for the 3 cm-deep tumour than for the 4 cm-deep tumour, 
due to the general decrease in dose at deeper levels from beam attenuation. It should also be noted 
that all kV energy spectra, although they offer a much better dose enhancement from gold than MV 
energies, still suffer from their high skin (entrance) dose when compared to MV beams, as seen on 
Figures 3.12 to 3.17. For example, even though the overall percentage of dose within the  
hypothetical tumour volume may be better at 200 kVp with gold, compared to the 6 MV at either 
tumour depth, a 200 kVp spectra still delivers a higher dose to the surface than it does to the actual 
tumour sites. The BL28B2 spectrum offers an exception to this generalisation, as although the skin 
dose is still high for the 2 mg and 7 mg Au/g target when compared to the 6 MV beam, the dose to 
the superficial tumour wall is higher that the skin dose at both tumour depths.  The skin sparing 
effects of MV beams are a function of the buildup region, caused by inadequate scatter at the 
surface of a material, and kV beams have a negligible buildup region and therefore have little to no 
skin sparing effect.  
3.7.3 Simulation III - The Dose Profile of a Single Ideal Microbeam 
A single 25 µm-wide microbeam of BL28B2 spectra photons was used to compare the dose profile of 
a perfectly parallel stream of radiation (an ‘ideal’ microbeam) as it penetrates through a 
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4-component tissue target, and a 7 mg Au/g tissue target. After normalising the dose cross-sections 
at each depth in the target to their own internal maxima, it can be seen that the beam shape does 
not diverge through increasing depth, either through the 4-component tissue target (Figure 3.18) or 
gold-doped tissue (Figure 3.19). This lack of divergence can be quantified by comparing the vertical 
range of PDD values at each X cross-section value for the 10 sampled depths – the PDD values do not 
vary by more than 0.8% through the 4-component tissue target, and not more than 0.9% through 
the 7 mg Au/g target. Although not apparent in Figures 3.18 and 3.19, the Monte Carlo simulations 
reveal that there is an increase in sidescatter at each individual depth in the gold-doped tissue target 
compared to the regular tissue target. This effect can be seen more clearly in the direct comparison 
of the 2.25 cm-deep voxel layers for both target types as seen in Figure 3.20.  
Although only one out of the 10 sampled depths is shown on Figure 3.20 for clarity, the fraction 
between normalised gold-doped tissue dose and 4-component tissue dose is shown on Figure 3.21 
for each individual depth, expressed as a function of the distance from the beam centre. It can be 
seen that the general trend for all depths is that as the distance from the  edge of the beam (located 
at 12.5 µm) increases, and further toward the valley region, the normalised dose is elevated to a 
~+150% increase over the dose from undoped 4-component tissue, before gradually receding to 
~+100% at the valley centre. The general increase in sidescatter can be explained by an increase in 
Compton scattering in the presence of gold atoms in the target, however the cause of the decline 
from +150% to +100% is more difficult to explain. The reason for this decline is thought to be the 
range of the K-shell Auger electrons from gold as ~ 65 µm, as explained in Section 3.7.4. In terms of 
absolute dose, the increase in dose is greatest in the beamline itself, but the normalising of the 
curves to their individual maxima obscures this fact.  
The percentage increases in valley region dose, measured from the beam edge (12.5 µm) to the 
centre of a 200 µm-spaced microbeam (100 µm) is presented in Table 3.2. This distribution shows 
with greater clarity that the overall increase in valley dose, or sidescatter, is independent of the 




Figure 3.18 Ideal Microbeam Penumbra Through Depth - 4-Component Tissue. 
 
  





Figure 3.20 Ideal Microbeam Divergence at 2.25 cm Depth, With and Without 7 mg Au/g.  
 
 
Figure 3.21 Percentage Increase of Sidescatter, Normalised to Peak Dose, at Various 





Table 3.2 Average Increases in Sidescatter from Beam Edge (12.5 μm) to Valley Centre 




beamline Dose due 
to 7 mg Au/g 
Depth 0.25 cm +125% 
Depth 0.75 cm +121% 
Depth 1.25 cm  +122% 
Depth 1.75 cm +119% 
Depth 2.25 cm +121% 
Depth 2.75 cm +124% 
Depth 3.25 cm +121% 
Depth 3.75 cm +123% 
Depth 4.25 cm  +119% 
Depth 4.75 cm +124% 
 
 

























Figure 3.22 – Monte Carlo Simulation of 63 keV Auger Electrons, Passing Through 
Undoped and 7 mg Au/g Tissue. 
 
It can be seen from Figure 3.22 that the range of 63 keV electrons through both tissue and 7 mg 
Au/g tissue is <65 µm. It should be noted that although the voxels were defined out to a depth of 
100 µm, the voxels from 65 µm onwards are above the 0.05 uncertainty threshold, and were 
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therefore discarded. The collimator setup at SPring-8 has 175 µm tungsten plates to create gaps, and 
since the valley region is defined as the middle 5% of beam spacing between the two beams (10 µm 
wide), this means that the nominal valley region is ([175 – 10]/2 = ) 82.5 µm from the edge of each 
microbeam. Because the Auger electrons generated within the beam path have a theoretical side -
scattering range of <65 µm, this means it can be assumed that gold K-shell Auger electron 
production (as described in Section 2.1.4) does not influence the final valley region that is used to 
compute PVDR in the case of the SPring-8 beamline BL28B2. The range of 65 µm also explains the 
reduction in sidescatter from +150% to +100% found in Simulation III (Section 3.7.3). The geometry 
of the situation can be generalised as follows: for a microbeam with peak width ‘P’, and beam centre 
to beam centre spacing ‘S’, where the defined valley region ‘V’ is 5% of ‘S’,  
 
Figure 3.23 Definition of Peak Width (P), Valley Width (V) and Beam Spacing (S) 
Parameters for the Calculation of a Microbeam’s PVDR.  
 
Since V=0.05S, and the maximum range of an Auger electron generated at the beam edge (measured 
from the centre of the beam) is 0.5P+65 µm, then Auger electrons will not contribute to the valley 
dose provided that 
 
  (substituting for V) 
 
So provided that the peak width and the beam spacing satisfy the above equation, the Auger 
electrons produced within the area of the beam will not contribute to the defined valley dose. The 





            (3.4) 
Equation 3.4 Requirement for Peak-Generated Au K-shell Auger Electrons to Not Reach 
the Defined Valley Region, in terms of beam spacing (S) and peak width (P). 
 
The Auger electrons are credited for affecting the beam penumbra up to 50 µm from the beam 
edge, as mentioned above in Simulation III (Section 3.7.3). 
 
3.7.5 Simulation V – The Shape and PVDR of Two Ideal Microbeams 
Since the preservation of sublethal damage in a valley region is a critical part of MRT, the effect of 
adding AuNPs to tissue should be examined on a MRT beam’s profile. Two 25 µm-wide microbeams 
of BL28B2 spectra photons, spaced 200 µm apart, were used to compare the dose profile of 
perfectly parallel streams of radiation (an ‘ideal’ microbeam) as they penetrate through a 
4-component tissue target, a 7 mg and an 18 mg Au/g tissue target. The shape and PVDR of two 
ideal microbeams are illustrated in Figures 3.24 and 3.25. Figure 3.24 shows all dose distributions 
normalised to the ‘Tissue 0.25 cm’ data series, in order show the relative peak heights at depths of 
0.25 cm and 4.75 cm between the three concentrations of Au in tissue. Figure 3.25 compares the 
data series normalised to their own maximum value, in order to highlight the change in beam shape 






















X Cross Section (µm)
Two Ideal Microbeams, Normalised to Tissue Entrance Dose
Tissue 0.25cm  Tissue 4.75cm
7mg/g Au 0.25cm 7mg/g Au 4.75cm
18mg/g Au 0.25cm 18mg/g Au 4.75cm
issue, d=4.75 cm
 g Au/g, d=4.75 cm
 g Au/g, d=4.75 cm
 
Figure 3.24 Two Ideal Microbeams and their Relative Peak Doses through Tissue and Gold-





















X Cross Section (µm)
Two Ideal Microbeams, Normalised to Individual Maxima
Tissue 0.25cm  Tissue 4.75cm
7mg/g Au 0.25cm 7mg/g Au 4.75cm
18mg/g Au 0.25cm 18mg/g Au 4.75cm
Tissue, d= .25 
7 mg Au/g, d=  
18 mg Au/g, d= 5 
is ue, d=4.75 cm
  Au/g,d=4.75 cm
  Au/g,d=4.75 cm
 
Figure 3.25 Two Ideal Microbeams and their Valley Doses, through Tissue and Gold-Doped 
Tissue, Normalised to Their Own Maxima.  
 
The change in the valley dose relative to the peak dose (the PVDR) due to the presence of 7 mg or 18 
mg Au/g tissue can be seen in Figure 3.25, where each data series has been normalised to their own 
internal maxima. It can be seen that there was little difference between the entrance PVDR and the 
PVDR at 4.75 cm in the tissue phantom, as shown by the relative  valley doses at each depth. 
However, the valley doses for the two gold-doped phantoms (7 mg and 18 mg Au/g) show a 
decrease in PVDR through depth. In the gold-doped tissue there was an increase in valley dose at 
both examined depths compared to that seen the tissue phantom. The added Au slightly decreased 
the PVDR from that seen in regular tissue. Table 3.3 shows the PVDR values with depth for the 
tissue, 7 mg and 18 mg Au/g targets, using the 10 µm-wide definition of both peak dose and valley 
dose, with all PVDR values given to 0 decimal places (dp), and associated errors given to 1 decimal 
place. The PVDR of the gold-doped tissue was expressed as a percentage of the tissue PVDR at the 
same depth, e.g. at the first voxel layer, the fraction is calculated as 55/139 = 40%, meaning that the 
PVDR for a 7 mg Au/g tissue was only 40% of the PVDR for 4-component tissue.  
For the tissue target, there is no clear progression to increase or decrease the PVDR, provided that 
the boundary voxel layers of Depth 0.25 cm and Depth 4.75 cm are ignored. These boundary PVDRs 
are higher than the remaining internal depths sampled, which can be explained as due to insufficient 
scatter conditions. In contrast, the 7 mg and 18 mg Au/g PVDRs show a clear trend to decrease with 
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depth, which indicates a potential problem in using gold as a dose enhancement in conjunction  with 
MRT. At each sampled depth, the addition of 7 mg Au/g reduced the PVDR by at least 60%, while 18 
mg Au/g caused a reduction of at least 67%. 
Table 3.3 PVDRs calculated from Ideal Microbeams through Tissue and Gold-Doped Tissue. 
Depth Target PVDR (0dp) 
± S.D. (1dp) 
PVDR of Gold-Doped Tissue, as a Percentage 
of Tissue PVDR at the Same Depth 
0.25 cm Tissue 139 ±2.0  
7 mg Au/g  55 ±0.2 40% 
18 mg Au/g  46 ±0.1 33% 
0.75 cm Tissue 133 ±2.0  
7 mg Au/g  48 ±0.2 36% 
18 mg Au/g  38 ±0.1 29% 
1.25 cm Tissue 133 ±2.0  
7 mg Au/g  45 ±0.2 34% 
18 mg Au/g  35 ±0.1 26% 
1.75 cm Tissue 133 ±2.1  
7 mg Au/g  42 ±0.2 32% 
18 mg Au/g  32 ±0.2 24% 
2.25 cm Tissue 129 ±2.1  
7 mg Au/g  40 ±0.3 71% 
18 mg Au/g  29 ±0.2 22% 
2.75 cm Tissue 132 ±2.2  
7 mg Au/g  39 ±0.3 30% 
18 mg Au/g  27 ±0.2 20% 
3.25 cm Tissue 132 ±2.3  
7 mg Au/g  36 ±0.3 64% 
18 mg Au/g  25 ±0.2 19% 
3.25 cm Tissue 131 ±2.4  
7 mg Au/g  35 ±0.3 27% 
18 mg Au/g  23 ±0.3 18% 
4.25 cm Tissue 130 ±2.5  
7 mg Au/g  34 ±0.3 26% 
18 mg Au/g  21 ±0.3 16% 
4.75 cm Tissue 134 ±2.7  
7 mg Au/g  32 ±0.4 24% 
18 mg Au/g  20 ±0.3 15% 
Overall 
Averages 
Tissue 133  
7 mg Au/g  41 31% 




From these results, it can be predicted that Simulation VI (Section 3.7.6), with a more realistic 
depiction of a collimated tungsten/kapton source, would also produce a reduction in PVDR as a 
result of adding gold to the target. 
 
3.7.6 Simulation VI – A Collimator-Generated Microbeam’s Shape and PVDR in 
Gold-Doped Tissue 
As with the previous simulation in section 3.7.5, the effect of adding AuNPs to tissue on a MRT’s 
PVDR was examined. BL28B2 spectra photons were simulated by passing through a tungsten/kapton 
collimator, and were used to compare the dose profile of microbeams as they penetrate through 
targets of 4-component tissue containing 0, 7 and 18 mg Au/g. The PVDRs for each target are seen in 
Table 3.4, and the resultant beam profiles are shown in Figure 3.26. It can be seen from the jagged 
shape of the valley regions, that this region is volatile and Monte Carlo calculations are approaching 
their limit of validity, even when 500 million histories were used in the simulation and the 
computational timeout parameters were adjusted to accommodate this. The uncertainty values 
associated with each voxel decrease with more simulated interactions within that voxel, and 
therefore the 0 mg Au/g valley region uncertainties are larger than those in the 7 mg or 18 mg Au/g 
valley regions. This means that the calculated PVDRs propagate this error, and the uncertainties 
listed in Table 3.4 are a result of this. The decrease in PVDR caused by 7 mg and 18 mg Au/g (50% 
and 66%, respectively) in the target confirms the prediction made in Simulation V (Section 3.7.5) that 
the PVDR would decrease with increasing concentrations of gold in tissue. 
 
Table 3.4 Peak to Valley Dose Ratios in Differing Targets After Two Kapton/Tungsten 
Collimated Microbeams. 
Composition of Target  PVDR (0dp) 
± S.D.  
PVDR of Gold-Doped Tissue, 
as a Percentage of Tissue 
PVDR 
Average Uncertainty in 
Valley Voxels (2dp) 
Tissue 158±9  0.06 
7 mg Au/g Tissue 80±3 50% 0.04 























X Cross Section (µm)





Figure 3.26 Dose Profiles of Two Tungsten/Kapton Collimator-Generated Microbeams. 
3.8 Discussion  
It would be difficult to empirically measure the effect of gold on the PVDR of a microbeam, and no 
studies are known to have attempted to do this. Radiochromic film is not suitable, as the distances 
involved are so small that even the thickness of the film is a barrier to accurate dosimetry. Gold-
doped gel dosimetry could potentially provide PVDR data, however gels are not generally used for 
measuring PVDRs since the spatial resolution of optical sensors are not adequate to the task. 
Moreover, the presence of gold in the gel in sufficient quantities to measure this ratio may prove 
difficult to manufacture, or interfere/occult the gel analysis sensors. Based on these reasons, the 
effect of gold on PVDRs at this time may only be hypothetically inferred from computational 
statistics such as the Monte Carlo methodology that was used in this study. 
It is worth noting that the EGSnrc Monte Carlo system, along with similar Monte Carlo modelling 
packages, treats each atom as interacting with radiation in accordance with its observed properties 
in bulk material (Cho 2005). As such, it approximates AuNPs in tissue to a uniform distribution of 
gold, carbon, nitrogen, oxygen and hydrogen atoms according to defined proportions. Because of 
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this approximation, the particle size and potential quantum confinement effects are ignored. The 
confinement effects of AuNPs are clearly seen by the change in colour from bulk gold to blue (~100 
nm) and red (~20 nm) as the particle size decreases (Huang et al. 2007). This imposes a limitation on 
the applicability of current Monte Carlo methods for determining the relationship between 
nanoparticle-based media and radiation dose. Quantum confinement effects was also observed in 
the McMahon et al. (2011) study, where the maximal dose enhancement produced by AuNPs was 
lower than the prediction given by analysing the mass absorption coefficient of the equivalent bulk 
material. 
The PVDRs generated in this section by a 2 cm-long tungsten/kapton collimator are larger than those 
that have been generated in other, similar works using Monte Carlo simulations (Slatkin et al. 1992; 
De Felici et al. 2005; Siegbahn et al. 2006). De Felici et al. (2005) found that the value of a similar 
PVDR setup at a depth of 0.5 cm was calculated as 40:1 through water, and it would be expected 
that a similar value would be calculated for 4 component tissue due to its approximate equivalency 
to water. However the variant of EGS4 used by that study was the KEK variant, named after the Kō 
Enerugī Kasōki Kenkyū Kikō research organisation where it was developed. The KEK variant was 
described as using a less precise electron transport than the EGSnrc system employed by this thesis, 
but contains other enhancements more relevant to their particular work (Hirayama et al. 2000; De 
Felici et al. 2005). Since the range of Auger electrons produced by gold is of significant interest to the 
current study, such a limitation would not be appropriate and may account for some of the 
discrepancy in PVDR results. 
The PVDR values calculated from this work are higher than those calculated in other Monte Carlo 
works, as shown in Table 3.5. The decrease in PVDR due to the presence of gold in tissue has never 
been modelled before, and so a meaningful comparison with other studies is difficult. The differing 
values that have been published for PVDRs are calculated using different geometries and different 
radiation transport codes. This is a limitation inherent to Monte Carlo studies, where approximations 
are a necessity and the geometry varies greatly. It should therefore not be surprising that the 
geometry used in the above calculations generates a very different final PVDR. The purpose of this 




Table 3.5 Comparison of PVDR Calculations Obtained from Monte Carlo Simulations of 200 
µm - Spaced Microbeams. 
PVDR Value Comments Author 
29.3 Using ESRF spectrum, depth 0-1 cm (Siegbahn et al. 2006) 
35.9 Using 200 keV photons, depth 0-1 cm (Stepanek et al. 2000) 
12.8 Using 100 keV photons, depth 15-16 cm (Slatkin et al. 1992) 
12.8 Using 100 keV photons, depth 7-8 cm (De Felici et al. 2005) 
67 Using BL28B2 spectrum, depth 2-3 cm (Nariyama et al. 2009) 
 
The significance of the reduction in PVDR predicted by the simulations in this chapter is to agree 
with the predictions of Prezado et al. (2009), who found a reduction in simulated microbeam PVDRs 
from 11.0 to 9.2 with the introduction of 5 mg/ml gadolinium. There are important differences 
between these studies – Prezado et al. (2009) used PENELOPE Monte Carlo codes to simulate the 
Gd-enhancement with Brookhaven National Laboratories microbeam; whereas I used EGSnrc to 
simulate Au-enhancement at the SPring-8 microbeam beamline. The Brookhaven microbeam 
simulated by Prezado was 50 µm wide, with a beam spacing of 200 µm and produced by a collimator 
using air gaps in tungsten; whereas the SPring-8 beam modelled here was 25 µm wide, with a beam 
spacing of 200 µm and produced by a collimator using alternate sheets of kapton and tungsten. 
Despite these differences, the general result is the same, which is a reduction in PVDR from the 
addition of high-Z elements to the target tissue. This agreement can provide a basis for confidence in 
subsequent in vivo researchers, as the consequences of high-Z enhancement of microbeams become 
better understood. This confidence in physical processes is important for in vivo research, as the 
biological effects are what can be seen, but the physics of radiation delivery may need to be 
modelled if it cannot be directly measured. 
3.9 Summary 
As can be seen in the above simulations, that the dose enhancement effect of doping tissue with 
gold is most noticeable at kV energies, while being negligible at the tested MV energy, confirming 
the prediction made by previous studies (Cho 2005). The effect of gold on the PVDR of a microbeam 
has never before been directly quantified, and this study predicts that the effect can be substantial, 
with a 66% reduction in PVDR from 18 mg Au/g, in agreement with a previous study on Gd-
enhancement of MRT (Prezado et al. 2009). The range for gold’s K-edge Auger electrons has been 
determined as being insufficient to contribute to the valley dose (defined as the middle 5% of beam 
spacing), and therefore would not impact on PVDR. However, a clear increase in the valley dose is 
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seen at all depths, which is thought to be caused by an increase in Compton scattering. In short, the 
proposed use of AuNPs as a radiosensitiser would decrease the important PVDR value of a 200 µm-
separated microbeam array, which will affect the regeneration of healthy tissue from MRT. In the 
middle of a planned target volume, this reduction in PVDR may be thought of as a posi tive side 
effect, but in healthy tissue it may present complications that would reduce the efficacy of MRT. 
Therefore, the findings of this chapter lead to the conclusion that the biodistribution of AuNPs in 
vivo will be critical to any expectation of MRT dose enhancement in tumours. For this reason, these 




4 Microbeam Dosimetry Studies 
4.1 Introduction 
The peak to valley dose ratio (PVDR) can be thought of as the defining measure of quality of a 
microbeam-collimated radiation field, since the observed bystander effects and tissue-sparing 
properties of microbeams are dependent upon it (Dilmanian et al. 2002; Mothersill et al. 2005; 
Dilmanian et al. 2007; Crosbie et al. 2008; Kashino et al. 2009; Prise et al. 2009; Rothkamm et al. 
2012; Furlong et al. 2013). As such, it has been the subject of much study and modell ing. Since the 
dose gradients in microbeam-collimated fields are much higher than that of broadband radiation, 
this demands a spatial resolution from the dosimeter, and the analysis system, that broadbeam 
radiation does not require. In this chapter, the dosimetry techniques used to validate the microbeam 
PVDR are described. I used two dosimetry methods for measuring the PVDR – first the use of 
Gafchromic film as used by Crosbie et al. (2008); and second a new method of fluorescent 
microscopy using the plastic-based PRESAGE dosimeters. 
Microbeam x-ray irradiation offers an innovative and promising modality for delivering high dose to 
well-defined sections of tumour-bearing tissue whilst sparing adjacent healthy tissue. This method 
invokes the regenerative ability of healthy cells compared to tumorous cells when repopulating a 
depleted region (Dilmanian et al. 2007). Microbeam Radiation Therapy (MRT) requires a minimally 
divergent radiation source that passes through a collimator. Standard megavoltage linear 
accelerators currently used for radiation therapy are not adequate sources for this radiation, since 
the beam diverges too much. Instead, a synchrotron is used as the radiation source. Such beams 
have been shown to have potential for the treatment of brain tumours that have high radiation 
resistance (Dilmanian et al. 2007). In order to assess the potential clinical usefulness of a MRT 
beamline, the PVDR of the beamline must be well understood, in order to ensure that a lethal dose 
is being delivered to the peak region, while the valley regions receive a sublethal dose. Many Monte 
Carlo studies have been performed to compute the dose profile of these beams (De Felici et al. 
2005; Siegbahn et al. 2006; Spiga et al. 2007; Nettelbeck et al. 2009), but experimental verification of 
this dosimetry is very challenging. The microbeam’s high dose gradient demands a dosimetry system 
that can faithfully resolve to micrometre-level precision. A 3D dosimeter should also be used in 
order to validate the lack of beam diffusion. 
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Three-dimensional dosimetry systems have a number of options available for selection, including 
Fricke gels and polyacrylamide gels. These gels are limited by their container, which makes them 
unable to resolve surface dose since the container will be unreactive. In contrast, PRESAGE 
dosimeters are solid plastic-based and therefore do not require any container, thus making them an 
attractive option for creating a fully-defined 3D model of absorbed dose, including surface dose. 
PRESAGE rods are normally scanned using Optical Computed Tomography equipment such as the 
OCTOPUS system (Guo et al. 2006; Sakhalkar et al. 2009). This system uses CT reconstruction of 
transmitted light images to produce a 3D opacity distribution, which is a function of absorbed dose. 
The OCTOPUS system uses a laser of wavelength 633 nm, as this wavelength has been 
experimentally determined as having the peak visible absorbance for the oxidised version of 
leucomalachite green, the radiation-sensitive ingredient in PRESAGE (Adamovics and Maryanski 
2006). Recent work by Rahman et al. (2010) used microscopic techniques to improve the spatial 
resolution of the OCT system down to 25 µm. 
PRESAGE dosimeters enjoy several advantages over other 3D gel dosimeters, such as: lower ion 
diffusion, greater tissue equivalence and therefore reduced energy dependence, longer shelf life and 
a uniform response to differing energies and dose rates. Because of its solid polyurethane matrix, 
PRESAGE rods have also shown tolerance to brief periods of heat (Adamovics and Maryanski 2006). 
In order to capture the potential biological effects from an MRT treatment, a dosimetry system with 
spatial resolution better than a cell’s width becomes necessary (Ponnaiya et al. 2007; Shemetun and 
Pilins'ka 2007; Prise et al. 2009). The low ion diffusion of the polyurethane base makes PRESAGE an 
attractive option for measuring high dose gradients, such as collimated synchrotron microbeams, 
but to my knowledge no other author has attempted this before. These advantages of the PRESAGE 
system have recently been utilised for the commissioning of a radiosurgery field less than 1 cm wide 
(Clift et al. 2010). PRESAGE dosimetry has also recently been used to measure the dose delivered by 
the beam produced at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility using CT reconstruction of 
microscopic transmission data to achieve a resolution of 2.7 µm (Doran et al. 2010). This work 
illustrated the capabilities of PRESAGE to accurately record a very high-resolution dose image, but 
the OCT technique still requires a light source to traverse the entire width of the rod, which 
introduces alignment uncertainty when measuring a MRT-collimated sample. Subsequent 
investigations from Doran et al. (2013) revealed that the OCT response from microbeam-irradiated 
PRESAGE cuvettes was monoexponential, meaning that its attenuation coefficient could be 
described with a single value calculated to be 0.185 cm-1. This result supports the use of their 
microscopic-OCT technique as suitable for the measurement of absolute dosimetry from the 
reconstructed CT images. Following the successful work from Doran et al. (2010) in increasing the 
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resolution at which PRESAGE images can be seen, it was found in preliminary studies that PRESAGE 
rods fluoresced under excitation from a 633 nm laser, and the resulting image produced on a 
confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) resulted in images of very high spatial resolution 
(Annabell et al. 2012). This introduced a novel methodology for viewing small fields, as well as 
producing a 3D dosimeter capable of very fine resolution. 
Although Optically Stimulated Luminescence (OSL) is an established form of dosimetry using 
Al2O3-based compounds this is usually confined to point dosimetry (Blomberg and Siegbahn 2010). 
PRESAGE has not yet been used in this manner. In this study, the PVDR of the microbeams produced 
with the BL28B2 beamline at SPring-8 synchrotron in Japan was evaluated, using (a) the recent 
innovation of PRESAGE fluorescence, and (b) as the more established method of optical density of 
Gafchromic films. The Gafchromic film measurements taken in this work allowed for comparison 
with previous work conducted by Crosbie et al. (2008), who used such films for the estimation of 
PVDR at the same beamline of SPring-8. The PRESAGE gel was then analysed using the fluorescent 
channels of a confocal microscope, and compared to the results obtained on Gafchromic films. 
 
4.2 Materials and Equipment Used 
4.2.1 PRESAGE dosimeters 
The PRESAGE rods used (20 mm diameter x 125 mm long) were purchased from Heuris Pharma, 
(Skillman, NJ, USA), made with the method outlined by Adamovics and Maryanski (2006) and used as 
supplied, with no subsequent modifications. Upon recommendation of the manufacturers, the rods 
were kept out of direct light until exposed. 
4.2.2 Radiochromic Films 
The PVDR was also determined using Gafchromic EBT2 film, purchased from International Specialty 
Products (ISP Technologies, Wayne, NJ, USA), Inc (ISP Technologies 2009). The EBT films were 
selected to provide a comparison with an established PVDR measurement technique used by Crosbie  
et al. (2008). 
4.2.3 Irradiation 
Samples of PRESAGE rods and EBT2 films were irradiated on beamline BL28B2 at SPring-8 
synchrotron in November 2009. The microbeam was generated by exposing the beamline through a 
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stack of 5 mm x 20 mm plates of tungsten (175 µm thick) and kapton (25 µm thick); this produces 25 
µm-wide beams with a gap of 175 µm, with the total beam pattern size being 1 mm high x 20 mm 
wide, for a total of four peaks. Figure 4.1 shows the setup for irradiation. 
 
 
Figure 4.1 (a) PRESAGE and Film setup, and (b) A photograph of the hutch at Beamline 






















A 3 mm Cu filter was used, located ~8 m from the target stand, giving a peak fluence energy of 90 
keV. The peak dose rate (air kerma) in the peak region was assumed as 120 Gy/s, and the half -value 
layer was assumed to be 2.2 mm Cu (Nariyama et al. 2009). The spectrum of energy used in this 
work is specified in Figure 1 of Nariyama et al's paper (2009), which was calculated by SPECTRA 
codes (Tanaka and Kitamura 2012), and is reproduced in Appendix B. The dose was calculated as a 
function of exposure time using the shutter system, where the width of a shutter gap is set, and 
after which it was then moved across the beam at a well-controlled speed, in order to produce a 
known exposure time. Since the collimator was located approximately 40 m downstream from the 
source, beam divergence was assumed to be negligible. The collimator setup allowed for the 
irradiation of four microbeams at a time, for a total height of ~1 mm, after which the target stand 
was moved vertically by 1 mm, and another four microbeams were exposed. A total of 8 peaks and 7 
valleys were made at each dosepoint for both films and PRESAGE rods. The peak dose rate (air 
kerma) was assumed as 120 Gy/s (Nariyama et al. 2009), and dose was calculated as a function of 
exposure time using the shutter system, as described in Equation 4.1. The gap width was controlled 
by a stepper motor with a precision of 0.5 µm, and the speed is controlled by a second stepper 
motor with a precision of 2 µm/s. The precision of the dose rate of the microbeam peak was not 
known, and therefore any calculations of the uncertainty in the dose, as a function of time, are not 
possible. As a result, the uncertainty in dose was therefore ignored in these calculations. 
  (4.1) 
Equation 4.1 Peak Dose Calculation for BL28B2 Through the 200 µm Collimator. 
 
A PRESAGE rod used in the study is shown in Figure 4.2, highlighting a section that was irradiated. 
The insert of this figure shows the fluorescent scan of that section from the CLSM. For the analysis of 
beam diffusion at different depths of PRESAGE, as described in Section 4.4.4, another rod was 
irradiated lengthwise, instead of from the side. After irradiation, all rods were stored in a 
refrigerator (4 °C) protected from UV light, for approximately 1 month before being read using 






Figure 4.2 One of the rods of PRESAGE used for this study, irradiated with different 
intensities of microbeams. The arrow points to an array of 16 microbeams (each 25 μm 
wide), difficult to distinguish with the human eye. Insert: Fluorescence of 638 nm laser on 
PRESAGE dosimeter, under 10x objective magnification. 
 
4.2.4 Fluorescent Microscopy for Irradiated PRESAGE Dosimetry 
A Nikon Eclipse Ti-E A1 confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) (Nikon Instruments Inc, Melville, 
NY, USA), was used to scan the PRESAGE dosimeters using the 10x objective for Experiments 1 to 4 
outlined in Sections 4.4.1 to 4.4.4, and the 40x objective for the maximum resolution experiment 
(Experiment 5) outlined in Section 4.4.5. This microscope is equipped with four lasers of wavelengths 
405, 488, 561 and 638 nm. It also has four detectors with sensitivity spectra of 662-737, 570-620, 
500-550 and 425-475 nm. Preliminary investigation showed that fluorescence from the irradiated 
PRESAGE rods could be clearly seen using the 638 nm laser and the 662-737 nm detector, with no 
other combination of laser and detector returning a useful image . This therefore was the 
combination of laser and detector used for this study. All images were captured and analysed using 
the NIS-Element imaging software, v3.10 (Nikon 2009). 
In order to adequately compare the image intensity of fluorescence between images, it is important 
to use identical microscope settings such as pinhole, laser power, and filters. Since the PVDR of a 
microbeam array varies with the sampled depth through tissue from which it has been taken 
(Crosbie et al. 2008), and since the Gafchromic films measure the PVDR at the surface, it was 
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decided to measure the PVDR on the PRESAGE as close to the surface as possible. The focal depth 
was therefore fixed at 2.5 mm, since shallower depths led to distortions due to the curved surface of 
the rods. The gain on the photomultiplier tube (PMT) is probably the most important parameter for 
the fluorescent response, as it determines the fluorescence at which the PMT saturates, and 
therefore the useful range of the PMT. The PMT gain was selected and fixed at a value which gave a 
curve for 0-15 Gy fluorescent response that did not rise above 50% of the saturation level of the 
PMT. According to manufacturer’s specifications, the laser diode power stability is ensured to be 
constant to within 2%. In order to reduce image noise, all images taken were an average of 8 laser 
scans and PMT readings. Most images were taken at a resolution of 512x512 pixels at a 
magnification of 10x, with the exception of the maximum resolution experiment (Experiment 5) 
outlined in Section 4.4.5, which used the maximum possible resolution of 4096x4096 at a 
magnification of 40x. Since the PVDR is known to be lowest in the middle of an array of microbeam 
lines, all 7 valleys were sampled for the determination of PVDRs. The full set of microscope settings 
are recorded in the ‘properties’ section of the resulting JP2000 file header, as shown in Table 4.1. 
The resulting images were saved in both JP2000 format, to preserve a record of microscope settings; 
and TIF format, to perform image analysis. 
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Table 4.1 Microscope Settings Used for CLSM, for Experiments 1 to 4. 
Numerical Aperture  0.3 
Refractive Index  1 
Name  Cy5 
Component Count  1 
Modality  Laser Scan Confocal 
  
Camera Settings           
Scanner Selection  Galvano 
Detector Selection  DU4 
Optical Path Mode  Auto 
First Dichroic Mirror  405/488/561/640 
First Filter Block Through 
Second Filter Block Through 
Third Filter Block 595/50 700/75 
CH4 Laser Wavelength 638.0  
Laser Power 50.0 
PMT HV 150  
PMT Offset -122 
Pinhole Size(µm) 88.1 
Scanner Zoom 1.000 
Scan Speed 1/2 
Channel Series Mode Line 
Line Skip None 
Frame Skip 0 
Line Average Mode Average 
Line Average/Integrate Count 8 
Scan Resolution 512 
Microscope Settings  
FilterBlock1   4 
Light-DIA  Remote Switch Off 
Light-DIA  Off 
Light-DIA Voltage  -1.0 
Light-EPI NDFilter  100.0 
 LightPath  L100 
 Analyzer  Extracted 
 Condenser  1  
 Zoom  1.00x 
 
 
4.2.5 Definition of Peak to Valley Dose Ratio 
As explained in Section 3.5, the conditions under which the PVDR should be measured are not 
universally accepted. Different studies have measured the PVDR with different geometries, at 
different depths in tissue, and at different distances from the collimator (De Felici et al. 2005; 
Crosbie et al. 2008; Torikoshi et al. 2008; Nariyama et al. 2009). For this study, the distance from the 
collimator was 2 m, as in Crosbie et al. (2008), and the peak regions and valley regions were 10 µm 
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wide, which is equivalent to the method used by De Felici et al. (2005). These distances were also 
used in studies described in Chapter 3 of this thesis. 
4.2.6 Optical Computed Tomography Scanning 
The PRESAGE rods were also scanned with cone-beam optical computed tomography (OCT) using a 
Vista scanner manufactured by Modus Medical Devices (London, Ontario Canada), as shown in 
Figure 4.3 (Olding et al. 2010; Olding and Schreiner 2011). The Vista scanner operates by rotating the 
irradiated dosimeter 180 degrees, and capturing a series of 2D image projections from a cone-beam 
of visible light, and is the well-established method of reading PRESAGE dosimeters (Adamovics and 
Maryanski 2006; Sakhalkar et al. 2009; Clift et al. 2010; Doran et al. 2010; Rahman et al. 2010). This 
was done in order to compare an established and commercially available PRESAGE dosimetry 
scanning technique with fluorescent microscopy. 
 
Figure 4.3 The Vista Optical Computed Tomography Cone Beam Scanner. 
 
4.2.7 Flatbed scanning for GAF films 
The Gafchromic film was analysed using an Epson V700 Professional scanner running Epson Scan 
v2.80E, at a resolution of 9600 dots per inch (dpi). The resulting image was saved as a .tif file. The 
three colour channels were split, and only the red channel data was analysed due to its better signal 
to noise ratio than the blue or green channels, as recommended in EBT2 film specifications  (ISP 
Technologies 2009) and other published data (Zhong et al. 2001). The images taken were saved as 
compressionless .tif files and examined using ImageJ v1.37 software (Rasband 2006). The peak and 
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valley regions were sampled as shown in Figure 4.4 with a sampling width of 10 μm from the red 
channel response value giving a reading of OD, as an 8-bit number (0-255), for both peaks and 
valleys. All 7 valleys were sampled for the determination of PVDRs. The complete set of scanner 
settings is shown in Table 4.2. Data was then exported to Minitab v15 for further analysis (Minitab 
Inc 2009).  
Table 4.2 Scanner Settings Used for Film Scanning. 
Setting name Value 
Document Type Film with Film Area Guide 
Film Type Positive Film 
Colour Mode  24 bit 
Resolution  9600 dpi 
File format  TIF 
 
 







4.3 Microbeam Dosimetry Method 
4.3.1 Calibration Curve Fitting by Regression Analysis 
4.3.1.1 PRESAGE Rods 
Calibration response curves were developed by scanning microbeam-irradiated PRESAGE rods with 
peak doses between 0 – 15 Gy. The dose range of 0 – 15 Gy was selected as being within the 
previously used ranges of PRESAGE OCT measurements (Adamovics and Maryanski 2006; Sakhalkar 
et al. 2009; Clift et al. 2010), as well as being adequate for interpolating valley dose across the 
measured peak doses. After collecting the individual datapoints for PRESAGE sensitivity, a 
polynomial was determined to be the most accurate fit to the PRESAGE response. 
4.3.1.2 EBT2 Films 
Calibration response curves were developed by scanning microbeam-irradiated EBT2 films with peak 
doses between 2.5 – 75 Gy. The EBT2 calibration range of 2.5 – 75 Gy was used in order to 
adequately cover the sensitive range stated by the EBT2 specifications (ISP Technologies 2009) and 
to coincide with the range of valley doses that were expected to be measured. In accordance with 
EBT2 specifications, a logarithmic response was fitted to the EBT2 response by regression analysis 
using Microsoft Excel (2003).  
4.3.1.3 Interpolation of Valley Dose from Either Dosimeter 
The valley response was sampled from over 4000 pixels from each EBT2 film that had been 
irradiated using the microbeam collimator to 300, 400, 600 and 800 Gy in the peak region. The range 
of valley doses from these films was measured to be between 10 and 35 Gy, which is within the 
range characterised by the EBT2 technical specifications (ISP Technologies 2009). The valley region 
responses were compared to the calibration response curves, and doses were interpolated for the 
valley regions of the microbeam when a known dose was delivered to the peak region. From this 
interpolated data, the PVDR was calculated for individual valleys, and compared between the 
different dosimeters. This polynomial curve-fitting procedure was derived from the similar 




4.4 Experimental Procedure 
The following experiments were performed, using the methods and materials outlined in Sections 
4.2 and 4.3. 
4.4.1 Experiment 1 - Evaluating the PVDR using EBT2 Film Dosimetry 
Gafchromic EBT2 film was irradiated by an array of microbeams produced by the kapton/tungsten 
collimator at BL28B2, SPring-8 synchrotron (Japan) at various known peak doses. The measured 
optical density (OD) was used to create a calibration curve against the delivered dose. Further EBT2 
film was irradiated to peak doses that were far above the expected saturation dose that the film was 
capable of measuring, in order to bring the valley dose up to the sensitive range. This value was 
compared against the calibration curve to determine the delivered valley dose and thus the PVDR. 
The Peak to Valley Dose Ratio was estimated using Equation 4.2, where x is the dose to the peak (in 
Gy), and Dvalley(x) is the corresponding dose delivered to the valley when the peak dose is x. 
)(/ xDxPVDR valley  (4.2) 
Equation 4.2 Peak to Valley Dose Ratio. 
 
The dose was evaluated as a function of the optical density (OD) of light through the Gafchromic film 
– this function was empirically determined. The EBT2 film peak OD responses from 2.5 to 75 Gy were 
measured to establish the OD calibration curve, and the valleys from peak doses of 300 to 800 Gy 
were then measured to estimate the PVDR. Although the calibration range of 2.5-75 Gy exceeded 
the specified dose range of the films of 40 Gy (ISP Technologies 2009), an accurate logarithmic 
approximation was still produced over this range. 
4.4.2 Experiment 2 – Evaluating the PVDR using PRESAGE Fluorescence 
Using the same mathematical approach outlined above in Equation 4.2, PRESAGE rods were 
irradiated by an array of microbeams produced by the kapton/tungsten collimator at BL28B2, 
SPring-8 synchrotron (Japan) to various known peak doses between 50 and 150 Gy. The measured 
fluorescence was used to create a calibration curve against the delivered dose. Further rods were 
irradiation to peak doses that were far above the expected saturation dose that PRESAGE was 
capable of measuring, in order to bring the valley dose up to the sensitive range. This value was 
compared against the calibration curve to determine the delivered valley dose and thus the PVDR. 
The PRESAGE peak fluorescent responses from 0 to 15 Gy were use d to establish the PRESAGE 
fluorescence calibration curve, and the valleys from peak doses of 50 to 150 Gy were then measured 
to estimate PVDR. 
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For comparison to established equipment, an optical computed tomography (OCT) scan was also 
made of the PRESAGE rod, in order to evaluate the effectiveness of an existing scanning method for 
detecting PRESAGE dosimetry with microbeams. 
4.4.3 Experiment 3 – Dose Diffusion Record Comparison Between PRESAGE and 
EBT2 film 
In order to evaluate the comparative dose diffusion of PRESAGE and EBT2, 75 Gy-irradiated samples 
of each were compared and the full-width half maximum (FWHM) was calculated for each 
dosimeter. The PRESAGE and EBT2 values of the FWHM were then compared via an unpaired 
Student’s t-test, using Minitab v15, with a threshold of p=0.05 used for establishing significance. 
Equal variances of the data sets used in the t-test were not assumed. 
4.4.4 Experiment 4 – Measuring Microbeam-Collimated Synchrotron Radiation 
Diffusion through Depth with PRESAGE 
In order to measure beam through depth from synchrotron-generated microbeams, a rod of 
PRESAGE was placed horizontally, and the microbeams shot lengthwise to a peak dose of 250 Gy. 
The irradiated PRESAGE was then scanned with the CLSM at depths of 20 and 100 mm, with the 
beamwidth compared between the two depths.  Three images were collected from each depth, with 
four peaks shown in each image. The FWHM values for the 12 peaks at each depth (20 and 100 mm) 
were then compared to see if there was any difference in beam width. The FWHM values at these 
depths were then compared via a 2-sample Student’s t-test, using Minitab v15, with a threshold of 
p=0.05 used for establishing significance. Equal variances of the data sets used in the t-test were not 
assumed. 
 
4.4.5 Experiment 5 – The Maximum Pixel Resolution of PRESAGE Fluorescence by 
the CLSM 
In order to demonstrate the upper limits of resolution of the CLSM, the ‘Maximum Resolution’ data 
was collected using 40x objective lens and recorded as 4096 x 4096 image, giving a nominal pixel  size 





The raw datasets for the results presented in this section are included in Appendix B.  
4.5.1 Experiment 1 - Evaluating the PVDR using EBT2 Film Dosimetry 
In order to measure the PVDR of the SPring-8 microbeam on BL28B2, EBT2 Gafchromic film was used 
to create a calibration curve of known peak doses, and then interpolate valley doses from other 
exposures. The responses recorded by EBT2 film peak to 2.5 to 75 Gy microbeams were analysed, 
and the regression analysis gave an approximation to Equation 4.3, as shown in Figure 4.5. The 
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Equation 4.3 - Dose Response Curve from EBT2 Film. 
 
The valley response was sampled from over 4000 pixels from each EBT2 film that had been 
irradiated with 300, 400, 600 and 800 Gy in the peak region. The valley doses from these films were 
measured to be between 10 and 35 Gy, which is within the range characterised by the EBT2 
technical specifications (ISP Technologies 2009). After smoothing, each response value was then 
compared to the established response curve and the PVDR calculated, resulting in a (mean±S.D.) 




Regression Analysis of EBT2 Film Response



























































Histogram of PVDR Results - EBT2 Film
Fitted to Normal Distribution
 
Figure 4.6 - PVDR values from analysis of EBT2 film scanned data. 
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4.5.2 Experiment 2 – Evaluating the PVDR using PRESAGE Fluorescence 
A line of best fit was found for the PRESAGE response using Microsoft Excel 2003’s polynomial fitting 
feature, over the dose range 0-15 Gy. The data was modelled as a second-order polynomial (Figure 
4.7), and the resulting R value (coefficient of determination) was calculated to be 0.9988. This shows 
a high level of confidence in the interpolated valley dose. This equation was used to interpolate the 
valley doses from more heavily irradiated PRESAGE rods. The quadratic formula was used to find the 
values which satisfy the regression analysis equation when ax 2 + bx + c = 0. In these calculations x is 
the Dose (Gy), while the values used for a, b and c were -3.3971 Gy-2, 144.33 Gy-1 and 
(240.96-Fluorescence) (unitless), respectively. As there were two answers for x (based on the 
quadratic formula) only the answer that was within the range 0 -15 Gy was considered. 
The valley fluorescence was sampled from over 4000 pixels from the image (where each image is the 
average of 8 CLSM scans) of each PRESAGE dosimeter that had been irradiated to 50, 75, 100 and 
150 Gy in the peak region. After smoothing, each fluorescence value was then compared to the 
established response curve and the PVDR calculated, yielding a (mean±S.D.) PVDR value of 52.0 ± 
6.1, as shown in Figure 4.8.  
 
Figure 4.7 - Calibration curve, by regression analysis of PRESAGE dosimeters. Error bars 
























Fitted to Normal Distribution
Histogram of PVDR Results - PRESAGE
 
Figure 4.8 - PVDR values obtained from PRESAGE fluorescence (measuring dose at a depth 
of 2.5 mm). 
 
The results from the optically computed tomography scan of an irradiated PRESAGE rod are shown 
in Figure 4.9, where a sagittal cross-section of the CT reconstruction is displayed, and a line profile 
sampled from this image. The most noticeable aspect of the CT reconstruction was that an imaging 
artefact was present at the top of the rod, due to the PRESAGE rod not being aligned perfectly 
vertically. In practice, this was not possible to correct for as the PRESAGE rod is not cylindrical, but is 
instead tapered at the top, meaning that the vertical alignment of the rod needed to be estimated. 
Also, the bottom of the PRESAGE sample was not f lat, which made balancing on the OCT sample 
stand difficult. This translated into a precession artefact as the sample is rotated in the scanner, and 
resulted in the double image which is most exaggerated at the top of the rod. Nevertheless, the line 
profile of the central axis of the PRESAGE rod illustrates that no valley regions are visible between 
the irradiated peaks, across any of the dosepoints sampled. This confirms the expectation from 
preliminary findings, that current OCT scanners of this type do not have the spatial resolution 




Figure 4.9 (a) Optical Computed Tomography Sagittal Plane Cross-section of an Irradiated 
PRESAGE rod, (b) a line profile generated from the OCT Image, showing groups of peaks at 
various levels of exposure, but no discernible valleys between them. 
 
4.5.3 Experiment 3 – Dose Diffusion Record Comparison Between PRESAGE and 
EBT2 film 
At a 10x objective magnification, the transmission of light through a 75 Gy microbeam-irradiated 
Gafchromic EBT2 (recorded via flatbed scanner as described in Section 4.2.7) was compared to the 
fluorescence (recorded via fluorescent microscopy as described in Section 4.2.4) of a similarly 
irradiated PRESAGE rod. The resultant plot in Figure 4.10 showed that the PRESAGE rods exhibited 
much less diffusion than did the EBT2 film, resulting in a narrower peak. In order to quantify this, the 
full-width half maxima (FWHMs) for these peaks were calculated.  The FWHMs for six PRESAGE 
fluorescence peaks and six EBT2 film peaks were (mean±S.D.) 25.6 ± 1.5 µm and 39.8 ± 2.7 µm, 
respectively. A Student’s t-test was conducted between these groups of FWHM values, and returned 



































Comparison of PRESAGE Fluorescence and GAFchromic Film Transmission
10x mag, 512x512res, 1 pixel = 1.25µm
 
Figure 4.10 - PRESAGE Fluorescence and the Transmitted Light from Gafchromic film, 
normalised to their own internal maximum and minimum values.  
 
PRESAGE fluorescence images show a narrower, tighter beam width than the Gafchromic film, 
indicating less diffusion. The data shown on Figure 4.10 was taken from images captured at 512 x 
512 pixel resolution with a 10x objective magnification. 
 
4.5.4 Experiment 4 – Measuring Microbeam-Collimated Synchrotron Radiation 
Diffusion through Depth with PRESAGE 
The ability of MRT to maintain beam shape through to a clinically useful depth is important, in order 
to preserve the tissue sparing effects of the valley region. This was examined by irradiating a 
PRESAGE rod lengthwise, and using fluorescent microscopy to measure the  beam shapes at different 
depths. The fluorescent images captured by the CLSM of microbeams at a depth of 20 mm and 100 
mm through the PREAGE rod are shown in Figure 4.11. The FWHM of the beam profile was 
calculated for the 12 peaks sampled at each depth. At 20 mm depth the calculated FWHM 
(mean±S.D.) was 39.7 ± 3.6 µm at 20 mm depth, while at 100 mm depth it was 37.9 ± 2.6 µm. This 
did not show a significant difference on a 2-sample t-test (p=0.161), and confirms that the 
microbeam collimation is not diffusing through tissue-equivalent material to a clinically useful depth. 
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Note that the FWHM measurements obtained in this experiment were much higher than that for the 
PRESAGE rods used in the dose diffusion experiment (Experiment 3, Section 4.5.3), since the peak 
dose here was 250 Gy, compared to 75 Gy in the previous experiment. The wider FWHM readings in 
these results can therefore be explained as a side-effect of a larger dose in the penumbra, which 
does not translate linearly into dose, as shown previously in Figure 4.8. 
 
 
Figure 4.11 - Microbeam profile showing minimal diffusion of the microbeam at a depth of 
20 mm and 100 mm of PRESAGE dosimeter. 
 
4.5.5 Experiment 5 – The Maximum Pixel Resolution of PRESAGE Fluorescence by 
the CLSM 
The maximum resolution recordable by the confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) used in this 
work is a 4096 x 4096 pixel image, and the maximum objective magnification used was 40x. This 
yields a pixel size, in the XY plane, of 78 nm. A CLSM scan of a PRESAGE rod, showing a FWHM 
measurement of 49 µm, compared to the 20.5 µm measured at 10x magnification is seen in Figure 
4.12. This illustrates the importance of fixed microscope settings when determining beam 
characteristics and comparing results from different samples using the same settings, and shows the 





Figure 4.12 - Maximum resolution of PRESAGE dosimeter, at 40x objective magnification. 
This shows a FWHM measurement for each peak of 49.2 µm and 48.9 µm. 
 
It should be remembered at this point that optical resolution cannot be reduced to a matter of pixel 
size. A pixel size of 78 nm does not mean that line pairs can be distinguished provided they are more 
than 78 nm apart – the Rayleigh criterion provides a limitation to the resolution obtainable from a 
microscope lens, given by Equation 4.4, where r is the minimum distance between resolvable points, 
λ is the wavelength of light used and NA is the numerical aperture of the lens system. (Hollins 2001) 
                  (4.4) 
Equation 4.4 Rayleigh criterion for minimum distance between resolvable points  
 
With the NA value of 0.3 and wavelength of 638 nm used in this study, this translates to a limit of 
~1.3 µm between resolvable points – approximately equal to the 1.25 µm recorded pixel size 
obtained by the 10x magnification lens used in Experiments 1 to 4. Given that the laser frequency is 
not easily changed, and that the lower wavelength lasers present on the CLSM (405, 488 and 561 
nm) did not excite any usable fluorescent response from PRESAGE, as discussed in section 4.2.4, this 
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leaves the numerical aperture as the only variable which could potentially be modified for an 
increase in spatial resolution. 
4.6 Discussion 
To the best of my knowledge, this is the first time fluorescent microscopy has been used to analyse a 
PRESAGE dosimeter. This study demonstrated the effectiveness of this technique in measuring a 
synchrotron-generated microbeam’s PVDR, as recorded on PRESAGE gels. CLSM fluorescence was 
also used to read a PRESAGE record of beam shape through to a clinically useful depth; and as such 
this confirms the predictions of earlier Monte Carlo simulations (Chapter 3). Normal broadbeam 
radiotherapy (where field sizes are measured in centimetres) has no need for the levels of spatial 
precision that is shown here, but the high dose gradients inherent to microbeam collimation 
demands that the measurement technique be accurate down to a micrometre scale. It should be 
noted that the exact fluorescent spectrum emanating from the irradiated PRESAGE rod was not 
established, as the detector used had a sensitivity range of 662-737 nm. Establishing a more precise 
fluorescent emission spectrum from PRESAGE rods would require optical spectroscopy equipment, 
which was not available at the time of analysis. 
The choice of a second-order polynomial to fit the PRESAGE response (Figure 4.8), should be 
exercised with caution. Extrapolating the polynomial fit to higher doses would predict that the 
fluorescent response would start to decrease with increasing dose greater than 21 Gy.  This is clearly 
counterintuitive, as in chemical terms it would mean a depolymerising of the radiosensitive dye at 
higher dose levels, which was not seen after the higher radiation dose of 250 Gy used in Experiment 
4 (section 4.4.4). This highlights the inability of the used polynomial response curve to be 
extrapolated, and it can only realistically be used to interpolate data within the modelled range. It 
must also be noted that the particular polynomial fit generated in this work is dependent on the set 
of microscope settings, especially the laser power and photomultiplier tube gain, that were used in 
this study. 
It should be noted that the standard deviations of the PVDR values measured in EBT2 and PRESAGE 
dosimeters, being 8.5% and 12%, respectively (see sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2), are larger than those 
calculated by other studies such as De Felici et al. (2005), who simulated the Brookhaven National 
Laboratories beamline ID17 and calculated a PVDR at the centre of the array as 12.7±0.1 which 
corresponds to a S.D. of <1%. This, on the surface, may lead to the conclusion that the 
measurements in this chapter were comparatively imprecise, however this comparison does not tell 
the full story. De Felici et al. (2005) also found that the PVDR at the side of their array was 16.9±0.3, 
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showing a variance from the central PVDR. This is not surprising, since the dosimeters used were 
irradiated with eight microbeam peaks, and this naturally leads to different amounts of scatter in 
each valley, as the valley in the middle has received scatter from a greater numbe r of nearby peaks 
than the valleys at the terminal ends of the collimator. Once this effect has been understood, and 
recalling that all seven valley doses were used to establish the PVDRs in this study, the standard 
deviations measured in this thesis are not indicative of imprecision. 
The two different PVDRs calculated using EBT2 film and PRESAGE rods (30.5:1 and 52:1, respectively) 
clearly needs further explanation. It is thought that the main reason for this disagreement is 
illustrated in Figure 4.10, where the dose response of PRESAGE is shown to have a much narrower 
response curve, illustrating that dose diffusion through EBT2 films may be limiting its usefulness for 
microbeam valley measurements. This is thought to be due to the higher sensitivity to low doses of 
the EBT2 compared to the PRESAGE rods. A lower PVDR measured by film was also noticed by 
Torikoshi et al. (2008), who concluded that scattering due to silver within the film was responsible 
for their higher than expected valley dose. However this cannot be the case in this study, as the EBT2 
films used does not contain high-Z materials such as silver. It is established that measuring the PVDR 
with different methods, different dosimeters and at different distances from the collimator, will 
yield different results. This can be seen in the results summarised by Crosbie et al. (2008), where the 
PVDR is estimated at a depth of less than 1 cm as varying between 29:1 and 53:1. To compound this 
variation, there is no single definition of how wide the valley region should be considered to be, o r at 
what depth through the target, or the distance from the collimator (Darmanis et al. 2009; Siegbahn 
2009). The EBT2 PVDR of 30.5:1 was taken from surface measurements, whereas the PRESAGE PVDR 
of 52.0:1 was taken from a depth of 2.5 mm. As mentioned in Section 4.2.4, it was necessary to read 
the PRESAGE dosimeters at this depth due to the curved surface of the dosimeter. The different 
PVDR values calculated in this chapter are to those observed in other studies which have found that 
PVDR measurements increase at depths greater than a few mm (Dilmanian et al. 2001; De Felici et 
al. 2005; Crosbie et al. 2008). These values are also within the range of other calculated PVDRs 
published for similar geometries and spectra, as seen in Table 4.3. Therefore in summary, the two 
different values of PVDR calculated in this work do not represent a contradiction, but rath er 




Table 4.3 PVDR values from similar studies. 
PVDR Depth Measurement 
Method 
Spectrum Author 
35 0-1 cm CPE Monte Carlo 50-, 100-, and 150- keV 
monochromatic x rays 
(Slatkin et 
al. 1992) 
55 0 EBT and HD810 
Film 
Mean photon energy 125 keV (Crosbie et 
al. 2008) 
29 0-1 cm Penelope Monte 
Carlo 
Mean photon energy 107 keV (Siegbahn et 
al. 2006) 
40 0.5 cm EGS4 Monte Carlo Peak photon fluence at 107 keV (De Felici et 
al. 2005) 
77 0.1 cm HD810 Film Peak photon fluence at 90 keV (Nariyama 
et al. 2009) 
12-17 0 EDR2 Film Peak photon fluence at 90 keV (Torikoshi et 
al. 2008) 
 
It is also worth noting that the PVDR values calculated in this study are independent of the true dose 
rate of the beamline, which has been assumed to be 120 Gy/s (Nariyama et al. 2009). Since the dose 
is actually determined by the total shutter open time of the beamline, the expressions of dose (in 
Gy) found in this study are really scalar multiples of the exposure time. Since this beam exposure 
time was used for the curve fitting/calibration calculations, and also for the selection of peak dose 
irradiation, it would not affect the final analysis of the PVDRs if the true dose rate of the beamline 
were very different from the assumed value of 120 Gy/s, so long as the dose rate were constant over 
the different exposures that were taken from the beam. Also, a slightly different set of CLSM settings 
would produce a different calibration curve and valley fluorescent response from the PRESAGE rods, 
as demonstrated by the difference in FWHM calculated on Figures 4.11 and 4.12, but that would not 
be expected to alter the calculated PVDR value.  
It was also found that the EBT2 Gafchromic films, which are designed to be read by light 
transmission, also fluoresce under the stimulation of a 638 nm laser, although not nearly as intensely 
as the PRESAGE dosimeter, as seen in Figure 4.13. This data was not used in the subsequent analysis, 
however it was shown here to demonstrate that laser-induced fluorescence is not unique to 
PRESAGE rods. Inhomogeneities present in the EBT2 film response in Figure 4.13a are indicative of 
the inherent limitations to resolution as discussed by Soares (2006), which is thought to be due to an 
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uneven distribution of chromophores within the emulsion. Another variable worth noting is the 30 
day storage time before analysis of the PRESAGE rods, since radiochromic response is known to 
slightly diminish over time in PRESAGE dosimeters (Adamovics and Maryanski 2006). However, both 
peak and valley regions were irradiated at the same time (using PRESAGE rods manufactured at the 
same time), and as such the photobleaching of PRESAGE was not thought to be a limiting factor to 
this study. 
From a clinical perspective, the ratio of irradiated area to unirradiated area is of great significance, 
since it will determine the post-treatment recovery of the tissue (Slatkin et al. 1992; Dilmanian et al. 
2007). As noted in the maximum resolution experiment (Experiment 5, Section 4.5.5), changing the 
CLSM gain and magnification settings does alter the apparent width of the beam as determined by 
PRESAGE fluorescence. If future researchers aspire to using such a dosimetry system clinically, then 
this dependence on setup would have to be carefully monitored, as the variance on apparent beam 
profile does not provide a justified basis for making clinical decisions about the predicted efficacy of 
a MRT treatment. Therefore, this effect must be further investigated before this methodology is 
clinically used. 
 
Figure 4.13 –Fluorescent channels of EBT2 film (top) (a) and PRESAGE (bottom) (b). 





The results presented in this chapter show that PRESAGE dosimeters can be read at high er 
resolution by fluorescent microscopy than by conventional OCT, which makes it suitable for MRT 
dosimetry studies. The PVDR of the collimated BL28B2 at SPring-8 was calculated to be 52.0 ± 6.1 
using PRESAGE fluorescence, and 30.5 ± 2.6 when measured by EBT2 Gafchromic film. The dose 
recorded in a PRESAGE rod is capable of higher levels of resolution than is used by current OCT 
systems, which failed to differentiate between 200 µm spaced microbeams. PRESAGE dosimeters are 
capable of recording dose deposition with very high resolution, thanks to its low ion diff usion 
(Adamovics and Maryanski 2006). By contrast, the optical density and fluorescence data collected 
from Gafchromic films shows significant ion diffusion, rendering it unsuitable for recording dose 
profiles at sub-micrometre resolution.  
Fluorescent microscopy provides a novel methodology of obtaining dose distribution data from 
PRESAGE rods at sub-micrometre resolution. As a result, microbeams were found not to diffuse 
through 100 mm of tissue-equivalent material, and that this approach has sufficient spatial 
resolution to analyse the peak-to-valley ratio of these beams. For future work, a depth-dose profile 
and a study of PVDR as a function of depth through a PRESAGE target will be generated using this 
methodology with stacks of flat-sided PRESAGE dosimeters. It is also feasible to convert a series of 
fluorescent 2D images into a tomogram, in order to create a full 3D rendering of the dose profile 




5 Cell Studies 
5.1 Introduction 
A review of the use of gold nanoparticles (AuNPs) as a means of dose enhancement in microbeam 
and broadbeam orthovoltage radiation therapy was discussed in Chapter 2. Even though effects of 
AuNPs on broadbeam radiotherapy has been documented (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Rahman et al. 2009) 
and while that of microbeam radiotherapy is partially understood, it is unknown if these can have a 
synergistic effect. To date, gold nanoparticle dose enhancement had only been preliminarily trialled 
on microbeams (Rahman 2010), and any differences in the effect AuNP-enhanced microbeams have 
on tumorous and non-tumorous cell types is unknown. This deficiency needs to be addressed before 
proposing the joint use of AuNP dose enhancement and microbeam radiotherapy modalities, as no 
known studies have been published that satisfactorily answer the research questions stated in 
Chapter 1. 
In this chapter, I investigated the effect of adding AuNPs to in vitro cell cultures, and then proceeded 
to use microbeam and broadbeam radiotherapy to produce cell damage . It should be noted here 
that all cell studies conducted in this research were performed under in vitro conditions. 
5.1.1 Research Questions 
The research questions, previously outlined in Chapter 1, that are pertinent to the cell studies of this 
work are as follows: 
1. How much does AuNP-enhanced MRT decrease the survival of healthy and tumorous 
cells? 
2. Can any decrease in post-MRT survival be due to nanoparticle toxicity on the cells,  or 
is it truly dose enhancement? 
3. Do AuNPs affect the filling of depleted regions such as those found after microbeam 





5.2.1 Cells Used in this Study 
In order to understand the effect NPs may have on cancer cell function, it is necessary to briefly 
review the cellular composition of tumours. It should be noted that tumour tissue is not comprised 
solely of cancerous cells, but is a mixture of both tumorous and non-tumorous cells with an 
expanded vasculature structure to support the higher metabolism of the tumour mass (Hanahan and 
Weinberg 2000; Hall and Giaccia 2006). As a result of increased vasculature, endothelial cells are 
prominent in the tumour mass, especially the tumour periphery, and can reasonably be expected to 
be highly exposed to AuNPs delivered intravenously (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Goel et al. 2009; Almeida 
et al. 2011; Hainfeld et al. 2011). In order to compare cancerous with healthy tissue, at least one cell 
type of each kind needs to be investigated, ideally a primary cell line and a cancerous version of the 
same cells (e.g. melanocytes vs. melanoma, or hepatocytes vs. hepatoma) from the same species. 
The cells used in this study were selected for their ability to model a brain tumour, and also to bear 
similarity to other published works in this field of study. Brain tumours are notoriously 
radio-resistant, and therefore have a poor prognosis for the patient, since administering a radical 
dose of radiotherapy would produce an unacceptable amount of collateral damage to the 
surrounding tissue (Dilmanian et al. 2002; Laissue et al. 2007; MInniti 2012; Schonberg et al. 2013). 
This makes them an ideal candidate for the proposed MRT, as discussed in Chapter 2, and therefore 
the target of this research project. 
In order to model the effects of nanoparticles on radiotherapy in clinical treatment of a solid brain 
tumour, a suitable approximation in vitro must be selected. Also, it would be advantageous to use a 
rat or mouse tumour cell line model, as these are commonly used animals for in vitro study, which 
would allow the results of these experiments to be most applicable to subsequent animal trials.  For 
this purpose, a murine glial tumour and a healthy cell line were desired, on the understanding that 
the objective of this project is to move towards an animal trial of AuNP-enhanced MRT. All cells used 
in this thesis were used prior to passage P10, meaning that the cells have been trypsinised and 
reseeded in vitro less than 10 times. 
5.2.1.1 Selection of Tumorous Cell Type 
In order to conduct in vitro experimentation that has predictive relevance to in vivo tumour studies, 
transformed cell lines are often used as a readily available and standardised materi al. The 




2. an adherent cell line, in order to record microbeam effects in vitro; 
3. relevant to likely future animal studies of these effects; 
4. representative of the type of cells found in radioresistive tumours encountered clinically, 
for which dose enhancement from AuNPs would be viable; 
 
The first criterion does not present any great difficulty, with modern cell banks such as the American 
Type Culture Collection (ATCC) offering approximately 4000 cell lines for experimentation (ATCC 
2013). Likewise, most cell lines available from such tissue culture banks are adherent to plastic and 
glass, so the second criterion is not a major limitation. The selection of cells used for this study was 
therefore dominated by their relevance to animal studies, and their acceptability for use as a 
radiobiological model. The rat has been one of the most popular animal study subjects since the 
1970s (Barth and Kaur 2009), and murine cells have been used many times in in vivo or in vitro 
radiotherapy studies (Leith et al. 1975; Weizsacker et al. 1982; Mukherjee 1983; Takahashi et al. 
1991; Takahashi et al. 1992; Buchholz et al. 1994; Aas et al. 1995; Agard et al. 2001; Dilmanian et al. 
2002; Dilmanian et al. 2003; Zhong et al. 2003; Mohamed et al. 2008; Sandmeyer et al. 2008; Barth 
and Kaur 2009; Serduc et al. 2009; Karger et al. 2013; Lim et al. 2013).  
Kashino et al. (2009) used C6 rat glioma to detect DSB repair mechanisms after exposure to high 
x-ray MRT peak doses (600Gy+), as determined through the use of H2AX fluorescence. They 
concluded that non-irradiated cells migrate towards the irradiated cells, therefore creating gaps – 
although these gaps do not coincide with the irradiated areas.  C6 is therefore summarised as an 
attached cell line which does not detach from glass after large radiation doses, and has been used in 
microbeam studies. 
Barth and Kaur (2009) compared several commonly used rat brain tumour models, including the RG2 
cell line. They compared the use of rat models for in vivo studies over mouse models, concluding 
that although the former incur heavier costs, they possess a larger brain which permits larger 
tumour size for analysis. Aas et al. (1995) used RG2 cells grown in vitro, and in vivo when injected 
into the brains of Fischer 344 rats. This paper described in detail the procedure for injecting rats with 
RG2 cells, and monitoring their condition afterwards. The authors concluded that injecting 
~1000-6000 cells produced a tumour of surface area, as determined by a histological section of the 
brain, of approximately 10 mm2 after 20 days. Weizsacker et al. (1982); Aas et al. (1995); Barth and 
Kaur (2009) established the cell survival curve under broadbeam radiotherapy for the RG2 cell line, 
and concluded that these cells are typical of a brain tumour, in that it is comparably radioresistive. In 
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other modalities, Osaki et al. (2006) used several rat cell lines including RG2 to model the response 
to photodynamic therapy using photodynamic therapy (PDT) with benzoporphyrin derivative 
monoacid ring A. The RG2 tumour model is therefore well established as a useful approximation to 
human brain tumour (Weizsacker et al. 1982; Aas et al. 1995; Barth and Kaur 2009), and thus has 
been selected for this project. 
As previously mentioned (Chapter 1), the primary motivation for this study was to quantify the 
predicted effects of dose enhancement on microbeams for glioblastomas, and similar radioresistant 
tumours that are surrounded by a radiosensitive organ. In light of all these conditions, I performed 
these studies using the RG2 rat glioma cell line. These cells have previously been used as a tumour 
model for radiobiologic and drug response purposes (Weizsacker et al. 1982; Aas et al. 1995; Osaki 
et al. 2006; Barth and Kaur 2009). 
5.2.1.2 Selection of Non-Tumorous Cell Type 
Glial cells are the most prominent cell type found in the brain, and in humans the major cell is the 
astrocyte (Lin et al. 2006). The role of glial cells has previously been poorly understood, but now 
they are viewed as vital in many brain functions such as regulating brain fluids, directing neuron 
migration in utero and contributing to the growth of axons and dendrites (Pfrieger and Barres 1997; 
Barres and Barde 2000; Koob 2009; Krizhai et al. 2013). Astrocytes are the non-tumorous equivalent 
of RG2 cells, and it was for this reason that astrocytes were considered for this study of microbeam 
radiotherapy, however after preliminary trials it was found that these cells do not form a confluent 
layer when grown in vitro, which can also be seen in the user manual (Invitrogen 2009). After 
experimenting with primary rat cortical astrocytes, it was decided that the cell density was too low 
to reliably detect the difference between peaks and valleys when grown in vitro, and as such these 
cells were not used in this investigation.  
Bovine aortic endothelial cells (BAECs) are also a cell type of interest, as they have been used 
specifically for the analysis of the radiosensitisation from AuNPs (Rahman et al. 2009; Butterworth et 
al. 2012), and also for examining the effect of these nanoparticles on cell migration patterns 
(Rahman et al. 2011; Zheng et al. 2011). The extravasculature nature of the periphery of tumorous 
tissue means that endothelial cells are naturally over-represented in this tissue (Hainfeld et al. 2004; 
Hainfeld et al. 2011), and therefore having a suitable in vitro model becomes important for 
establishing tumour response to radiation and chemotherapy. The applicability of BAECs as a model 
for the extravasculature of a human tumour, and how they interact with tumorous cells, was 
established by a thorough comparison between human umbilical cord endothelial cells over 30 years 
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ago (Kramer and Nicholson 1979). They found that overall, in terms of adhesion, retraction and 
invasion-migration that tumorous cells respond similarly to BAEC monolayers and human endothelial 
cells. Since then, BAECs have been used extensively in vitro to model the response of healthy tissue 
to radiation sources (Rhee et al. 1986; Rubin et al. 1986; Oh et al. 2001; Thomas et al. 2003; Hodish 
et al. 2009; Zheng et al. 2011) as have porcine endothelial cells (Thomas et al. 2007). Although these 
cells are harvested from the bovine aorta, they have been used as equivalent to the endothelial cells 
found in the extravasculature periphery of a solid tumour (Rahman et al. 2009; Rahman 2010; 
Rahman et al. 2011). These cells form a confluent monolayer when grown in vitro, which allows for 
the visualisation of microbeam-treated areas at the micrometre scale. Since they have already been 
used for a similar investigation (Rahman et al. 2009), and have been used in comparison with RG2 
cells (Rahman 2010), they were deemed a suitable model for healthy tissue for this investigation.  
To summarise, a rat glial tumour cell line and BAECs were selected as representatives for comparison 
of their dose enhancement effects from AuNPs. This gives rise to the question of whether or not this 
is a fair comparison. Admittedly, it would have been preferable to compare a rat glioma to rat 
astrocyte cells; however that was not feasible since they did not form confluent monolayers in vitro. 
Having said that, comparisons of radiation sensitivity and effects with cell lines between species are 
nothing new – Rothkamm compared human and chinese hamster cell lines (Rothkamm and Lobrich 
1999), and other investigators have compared melanoma cell lines from human and murine sources 
(Yohem et al. 1988; Zhang and Stevens 1998). Diatloff-Zito et al. (1981) compared human, rat and 
chicken cell radiosensitivities. Histological comparisons have also investigated the molecular 
similarities between human and mouse lung tumours (Malkinson 1998). Human and murine cells 
were also compared in Lazarov et al. (2011) for an in vitro microdosimetry study of alpha particles. 
Recently, Rahman (2010) compared the wound-closing abilities of murine RG2 and bovine BAEC cells 
in vitro in the presence of AuNPs. Therefore on the basis of these previous studies, not only are the 
RG2 and BAEC cells individually useful as models for tumorous tissue and surrounding healthy tissue 
respectively, but a comparison in the radiosensitivity enhancement from AuNPs between RG2 and 
BAEC cells can also be made. 
5.2.2 Materials and Equipment 
All cell culture media, serum and antibodies used in this study were used before their stated expiry 
dates. AuNPs, 1.9 nm Aurovist, were obtained from Nanoprobe Inc (Yaphank, NY, USA), part number 
1102A batch 0712R05C. Foetal Bovine Serum (FBS) was obtained from Invitrogen Australia Pty Ltd 
(Mount Waverly, VIC, Australia), part number 10100-147, batch number 8172881. Dublecco’s 
Modified Eagle’s Media (DMEM) cell media was obtained from Sigma Aldrich  Pty Ltd (Sydney, NSW, 
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Australia), part number D6046, batch number RNBB2547. Gold ICP/DCP standard solution, 1g/L, was 
obtained from Sigma Aldrich, part number 38168. Penicillin/Streptomycin antibiotic was also 
obtained from Sigma Aldrich (10,000 U penicillin, 10 mg/ml streptomycin), part number P4333, 
batch number 060M0810. Cell-Titer 96 AQueous Non-Radioactive Cell Proliferation MTS assay was 
obtained from Promega Ltd (Madison, WI, USA), part number G5421, batch number 327088. Trypsin 
was obtained from Invitrogen Australia, part number 15090, batch number 690264. Annexin V cell 
stain was obtained from Invitrogen Australia, part number A13201, batch number 787481. Prolong 
Gold Antifade Agent was obtained from Invitrogen Australia, part number P36934. 96-well plates 
were made by Sarstedt (Nümbrecht, Germany), part number 1.83.185. Tissue culture flasks (25 cm2 
and 75 cm2) were obtained from Thermo Fisher Scientific (Scoresby, VIC Australia), part numbers 
3103-025 and 3110075, respectively. Phosphate buffered saline (PBS), was obtained from Invitrogen 
Australia, part number 10010, batch number 684058. Lab-Tek II 8-well chambered slides were 
manufactured by Nalge NUNC (Rochester NY, USA) part number 177401. The spectrometer used for 
reading MTS absorbance was a WALLAC Victor3 1420 Multilabel Counter, manufactured by Perkin 
Elmer Wallac Inc (Gaithersberg, MD, USA). Due to the natural variance in the luminosity between 
individual spectrometer light sources, the same spectrometer was used for every reading. Image 
analysis performed by ImageJ version 1.37 (Rasband 2006). The Inductively Coupled Plasma Mass 
Spectroscopy (ICP-MS) was performed using an Agilent 7700x, running Agilent MassHunter 
Workstation Software for ICP-MS ver A.01.01, Build 266, manufactured by Agilent Technologies Inc 
(Santa Clara, CA, USA). 
All in vitro cell studies conducted were grown with using DMEM supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% 
(v/v) penicillin/streptomycin (this equates to a concentration of 100 units of penicillin, and 100 µg of 
streptomycin per ml of tissue culture media) which is abbreviated to ‘tissue culture media’ 
throughout the remainder of this thesis. 
5.3 Experimental Outline 
5.3.1 AuNP Toxicity Studies 
The toxicity of the AuNPs used in this study were measured using two methods: (a) as a measure of 
metabolic activity using MTS as detailed in Section 5.3.1.1, and (b) as a study of the exponential 
growth curve of cells using a haemocytometer and trypan blue (0.4% v/v) when nanoparticles are 
present in the media, as detailed in Section 5.3.1.2. 
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5.3.1.1 Experiment 6 - MTS Toxicity Assay 
MTS quantifies the level of metabolic activity of cells in vitro, and can be used to quantify cell 
viability following toxicity studies. The assay is based on the conversion of MTS 
(3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-5-(3-carboxymethoxyphenyl)-2-(4-sulfophenyl)-2H-tetrazolium) into a 
soluble formazan product, that can be read on a spectrophotometer at 490 nm. The MTS conversion 
to formazan is accomplished using mitochondrial dehydrogenase enzymes, which are present in 
metabolically active cells (Promega 2009). The Cell-Titer 96 MTS assay kit used for this is designed to 
be used in 96-well plates, and subsequently read by the Victor3 enzyme-linked immunosorbent 
assay (ELISA) plate reader. The following MTS protocol for metabolic activity was used, which was 
adapted from the manufacturer’s guidelines (Promega 2009). 
This experiment used three 96-well plates growing RG2 and BAEC cells in separate wells, with the 
first plate (the ‘calibration plate’) being incubated for just 6 h, the second plate incubated for 48 h 
(the ’48 h plate’), and the third plate incubated for 72 h (the ’72 h plate’).  
5.3.1.1.1 The Calibration Plate 
The ‘calibration plate’ was used to establish the relationship between cell numbers and the resulting 
490 nm absorbance readings in the absence of AuNPs, for each cell type. In order to accomplish this, 
cells were suspended in a volume of tissue culture media and thoroughly suspended, with a sample 
being counted using a haemocytometer and trypan blue for a dye-exclusion test separately for RG2 
and BAEC cells (Freshney 2005). The number of cells present per µl was then established, and 
therefore the number of cells for each well can be established by using volume of cell suspension 
pipetted, accurate to within 0.1 µl, BAEC cells were seeded, in duplicate wells, in numbers of 0, 5000, 
10000, 20000, 40000, and 80000 cells per well along with 200 µl of tissue culture media. RG2 cells 
were seeded, in duplicate wells, in numbers of 0, 7000, 14000, 28000, 56000, and 112000 cells per 
well along with 200 µl of tissue culture media. The calibration curve cells were given a period of 6 h 
in a 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator for the purpose of cell adhesion, after which 20 µl of MTS was added to 
each well. Following the addition of MTS, the plate was then covered in foil, and left in the dark at 
room temperature for 3 h, which is the recommended time for MTS exposure. After this, the plate 
was measured using the WALLAC Victor3 plate reader, using a 0.1 s pulse absorbance of 490 nm and 
690 nm light the ELISA plate reader. The 690 nm absorbance reading was taken from every plate as a 
means to subtract the background absorbance from the tissue culture media, as recommended by 
the MTS assay instructions (Promega 2009). 
5.3.1.1.2 The 48 h and 72 h Plate 
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The 48 h and 72 h plates were initially seeded with 5000 RG2 or BAEC cells per well (~20% 
confluency at seeding), in triplicate, along with 200 µl of tissue culture media, from the same cell 
suspension that was used for the calibration plate. Twelve wells were seeded with each cell type, 
with three wells assigned for the subsequent addition of each AuNP concentration to be tested (0, 1, 
2 and 4 mM). One plate of cells was seeded for the addition of MTS after 48 h, and one plate of cells 
was seeded for the addition of MTS after 72 h. These cells were then cultured in a 37 °C, 5% CO2 
incubator for an attachment period of 6 h. After 6 h, half of the media in every well was changed 
with new media with AuNP concentrations of 0 2, 4 and 8 mM. This gave the wells final 
concentrations of 0, 1, 2 and 4 mM in triplicate for each cell type. These two plates were then 
returned to the 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator, for total incubation times of 48 h and 72 h respectively. 
Following their incubation times, both plates (48 h and 72 h) were removed from the incubator, the 
media discarded, and the cells were washed twice with PBS. The washes with PBS were necessary 
because preliminary trials revealed that the higher concentrations of AuNPs have a distinct effect on 
the 490 nm absorbance of the samples. After washing, 200 µl of tissue culture media without 
nanoparticles is added to each well, followed by 20 µl of MTS. The plate is then covered in foil, and 
left in the dark at room temperature for 3 h. The MTS absorbance reading is then taken using the 
WALLAC Victor3 ELISA plate reader, using a 0.1 s pulse absorbance of 490 nm and 690 nm light.  Note 
that the plates are referred to by their time in the 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator, ignoring the attachment 
period and 3 h MTS assay incubation time. 
5.3.1.1.3 MTS Toxicity Assay Data Analysis 
In order to subtract the background absorbance of the media, the difference between the 490 and 
690 nm reading was determined for each well. The mean and standard deviation of the absorbance 
readings was then taken for each triplicate of wells, and the results plotted against increasing 
concentrations of AuNPs, normalised to untreated cells (0 mM) over the same incubation time. This 
was performed separately for the 48 h and 72 h data series. A Student’s t-test was used to establish 
if there was a statistically significant difference between the MTS readings at the differing 
concentrations of AuNPs over either of the time period. 
5.3.1.2 Experiment 7 - Cell Population via Trypan Blue Assay 
In order to further investigate the effects of AuNPs on population growth of the cell types used in 
this study, the following protocol was used. The purpose of this assay was to monitor the cell 
population over time via haemocytometer counting, in the presence of 0, 1, 2 or 4 mM AuNPs in 
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tissue culture media. This served as a comparison to the metabolic activity as measured by the MTS 
assay.  
Three 12-well plates were seeded with 50000 RG2 cells, and three 12-well plates were seeded with 
15000 BAEC cells, which corresponds to a ~30% confluency for each cell type, which allows an 
increase in the cell population over the period of the experiment. The number of cells was 
determined using the trypan blue exclusion procedure (Freshney 2005). All 12 wells in each plate 
were seeded with cells in 11 ml of tissue culture media, and one plate of each cell type was allocated 
to each of the measured timepoints 24 h, 48 h and 72 h. The cells were allowed to attach to the 
bottom of the wells for 6 h in a 37 °C, 5% CO2 incubator. 
After this attachment period, in each well 500 µl of tissue culture media was carefully removed and 
replaced with either 500 µl fresh media or media containing different AuNP concentrations in order 
to achieve final concentrations from 0, 1, 2 and 4 mM, in triplicate on each plate. The cells were then 
returned to the incubator, and the plates harvested after 24, 48 or 72 h exposure to AuNPs. At each 
of these timepoints, one plate of each cell type (RG2 and BAEC) was removed from the incubator, 
and the cells rinsed with PBS and trypsinised using 0.5% v/v trypsin. After trypsinisation, the cells 
were collected and centrifuged, and resuspended in 200 µl of DMEM. After which, the final cell 
populations were determined using trypan blue. This gave three cell populations for each of the 
AuNP concentrations at each timepoint for the RG2 and BAEC cells. After this, the average and 
standard deviation of each triplicate was calculated and plotted, to see if there was any observable 
toxic effect from AuNPs on the replication rate of the RG2 or BAEC cells. Note that the samples are 
referred to by their exposure time with AuNPs, ignoring the  attachment period and 3 h MTS assay 
incubation time. 
5.3.1.2.1 Data Analysis 
The population of each cell type at each AuNP concentration was then analysed using two 
mathematical approaches – the first based on deriving the population doubling time from the 0 h 
and 72 h AuNP exposure datapoints (Method A), and the second based on exponential curve fitting 
through all datapoints (Method B). 
Method A takes the two terminal timepoints of 0 h and 72 h exposure to AuNPs, and applies the 
population doubling time model found in Equation 5.1, where t is 72 h, d is the doubling time, N 0 is 




      (5.1) 
Equation 5.1 Growth Model for Calculating Doubling Time. 
 
The errors on these doubling time values are calculated by analysing the propagation of standard 
deviations through equations, as in Equation 5.2, where it is assumed that σ(t) = 0 and  σ(N0) = 0.05 
N0 -that is, an standard deviation in the initial seeding population of 5%. The formula for this error 
propagation is derived in Appendix D.  
         (5.2) 
Equation 5.2 Equation for the Standard Deviation for the Doubling Time. 
 
The second way of determining the doubling time, Method B, is to fit an exponential curve using 
Microsoft Excel’s trendline function, and obtain the Exponential factor for that line. The exponential 
factor (k) is used to determine the doubling time (t=d) when the population N(d) is double the 
original population N0, as derived from Equation 5.3. 
 
    (5.3) 
Equation 5.3 Exponential Curve Fit Method for the Doubling Time. 
 
5.3.2 Experiment 8 - AuNP Uptake 
As introduced in Chapter 1, the mechanism of AuNP dose enhancement is thought to rely on the 
Auger electrons generated by liberating K-shell electrons within the nanoparticles. As the range of 
these electrons is a few micrometres (see section 3.7.4), the AuNPs must be present inside the cell in 
order to effect DNA damage. For this reason, and also because of the potential for AuNPs as drug 
delivery agents, the rate of nanoparticle uptake into cells has been studied by several authors (Yang 
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et al. 2005; Nativo et al. 2008; Chithrani et al. 2009; Chithrani et al. 2009; Levy et al. 2010; Trono et 
al. 2010). In order to verify the time necessary for the AuNP concentration to reach equilibrium 
inside a monolayer of RG2 and BAEC cells, ICP-MS was used to measure the amount of gold 
contained within the cell samples following exposure to AuNPs for different periods of time.  
5.3.2.1 Cell Preparation 
RG2 and BAEC cells were subcultured in tissue culture media in 75 cm2 tissue culture (T75) flasks. 
After reaching ~ 70% confluency, the cells were trypsinised, centrifuged at 400 g, 20 °C for 5 
minutes, resuspended in tissue culture media and counted via haemocytometer. Thirteen 12.5 cm2 
tissue culture flasks for each cell type (RG2 and BAEC) were then seeded with a ~ 70% confluent 
layer of cells (1.5x106 RG2 or 7x105 BAEC). The number of cells used for seeding was determined by 
the volume of cell suspension pipetted, accurate to within 0.1 µl, after thoroughly resuspending a 
centrifuged pellet of cells into a known volume. 
The cells were allowed to attach for 6 h in a 37 °C / 5% CO2 incubator.  After 6 h the tissue culture 
media was removed from each flask, and 4 ml of tissue culture media containing 1 mM AuNPs was 
added to 12x flasks of each cell type, while one flask of each cell type given only 4 ml of tissue 
culture media without AuNPs as a control. The flasks were then returned to the 37 °C / 5% CO2 
incubator.  
After 0, 2, 6 and 12 h, 3x RG2 flasks and 3x BAEC flasks were harvested as follows: the media was 
discarded, and the cells gently washed with 20 °C PBS. Once the PBS was discarded, the cells were 
removed from the flask using a sterile cell scraper. The cell debris was suspended in 2 ml of PBS and 
placed in plastic 15 ml centrifuge tubes. The list of samples used in this experiment is given in Table 
5.1, where a letter represents a 12.5 cm2 flask. 
The cells were then thermally lysed using 4x freeze/thaw cycles by being placed in a -20 °C freezer 
followed by a 37 °C water bath. The cell debris and nanoparticle mixtures were then chemically lysed 
with 5 ml of 2% v/v nitric acid. Since the ICP-MS analysis requires samples to be presented in 10 ml 
of 2% nitric acid, HNO3 was then added to each sample to produce a final volume of 10 ml.  
 
Table 5.1 ICP-MS Cell Samples. 
Sample Cell Type AuNP Concentration (mM) Exposure Time (h) 
A RG2 0 N/A 
X, Y, Z RG2 1 0 
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B, C, D RG2 1 2 
E, F, G RG2 1 6 
H, I, J RG2 1 12 
K BAEC 0 N/A 
U, V, W BAEC 1 0 
L, M, N BAEC 1 2 
O, P, Q BAEC 1 6 
R, S, T BAEC 1 12 
 
5.3.2.2 ICP-MS Analysis 
Serial dilutions of gold ICP standard solution to 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 parts per billion (ppb) were 
prepared, to provide a standard response curve over the measured gold concentrations. The gold 
nanoparticle and cell samples listed in Table 5.1 were then serially diluted by a total factor of 1,000 
into 10 ml of 2% nitric acid, before being run through the ICP-MS spectrometer with the prepared 
serial dilutions of gold ICP standard solution. 
5.3.2.3 Data Analysis 
The resulting ICP-MS measurements of the AuNP uptake into the cells were plotted as a function of 
incubation time for the two cell types to determine if and when equilibrium in AuNP concentration 
had been reached. In order to establish whether equilibrium had been reached at each timepoint, 
Student’s t-tests were conducted to compare the cellular concentration of AuNP at different 
timepoints for each cell type. 
5.3.3 Experiment 9 - AuNP Scratch Assays 
Scratch assays were conducted using cultured BAEC and RG2 cells, in order to investigate the ability 
of cell monolayers to recover from an approximation to the depleted region of cells left after MRT, in 
the presence of AuNPs. The repopulation of the depleted regions were monitored by regular 
photography of the scratches, and the gap-filling progress of the BAEC and RG2 cells with varying 
amounts of nanoparticles (0-4 mM) were recorded over time. The cells were grown in 24-well plates 
with 400 µl tissue culture media, seeded with 3x104 BAEC cells or 9x104 RG2 cells, which corresponds 
to a ~80% confluency for each cell type at the time of seeding. Three wells of each type of cell for 
each AuNP concentration were seeded. The cells were then allowed to attach to the 24-well plates 
for a period of 12 h, at 37 °C in a 5% CO2/air incubator.  
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After the cells had attached to the wells, 200 µl of the tissue culture media was carefully replaced 
with tissue culture media containing AuNPs to bring the final concentration of the AuNPs in tissue 
culture media to 0 – 4 mM, and returned to the incubator for 2 h to allow sufficient time for 
nanoparticle uptake into cells as established by the results of Experiment 8 (section 5.3.2). Scratches 
were then made using either a sterilised 100 µl micropipette tip along the entire length of the well, 
producing a gap of 0.7 mm, or a sterilised 1000 µl micropipette tip for a 1.4 mm gap. After the 
scratch was made, the media was immediately removed and the monolayer of cells was gently 
rinsed twice with PBS in order to remove any suspended cells, and given fresh tissue culture media 
with the same concentration of AuNPs as before.  
Each well is then marked with black dots by permanent marker in the centre of the well, but to one 
side of the scratch as a guideline for where to align microscope images – this ensures that the same 
area of scratch is photographed at each time point. This ensures that any variance of the gap width 
over time cannot be explained by differing sampled areas. Every 6 h, the wells were photographed at 
100x magnification using a phase contrast microscope, with three photographs being taken per well. 
These pictures were then analysed in order to determine the rate of gap-filling that has taken place. 
5.3.3.1 Scratch Assay Data Analysis 
The moment the scratch is applied is regarded as time t=0 h. The width of the remaining gap is a 
potentially arbitrary and subjective measurement, and so to standardise this measurement, the 
following photograph analysis procedure is followed.  
The microscope image (see Figure 5.1A) was opened with ImageJ, and the Red, Green Blue channels 
are split. The red channel is isolated, as an 8-bit greyscale image, which was then turned into a black 
and white image by applying a threshold of 105 to each pixel (see Figure 5.1B). A sample box 300 
pixels high was stretched across the entire width of the image, and used to generate a profile line 
using the Plot Profile function. This in effect plots the average of each 300-pixel vertical stack at each 
horizontal point. The Full Width Half Maximum (FWHM) of this curve is then taken as the width of 
the gap, measured in pixels, as illustrated in Figure 5.1C. Note that in this figure, even if a group of 
cells resides in the middle of the scratch, the FWHM would be unaffected until it dips the curve 
below the 50% threshold line. The FWHM is defined as the distance from the pixel when the curve 
first rises above the middle range value to the pixel where the curve first dips below the middle 
range value. In this sense, the term ‘FWHM’ can be misleading since it is the width of the vertical 
midpoint, which would be half the maximum if the minimum was 0.  Since the minimum value is not 
0, an offset is applied so that the threshold for determining FWHM is min+(max-min)/2, where min 
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and max refer to the minimum and maximum values contained in each photograph.  Each individual 
well was therefore photographed in exactly the same place at regular intervals over time, and the 
FWHM figures was then normalised against the gap at time t=0. The FWHM over time for each 
datapoint can now be described as a number that decreases over time, from 100% at t=0 to being 
fully closed. The average of the three tripl icate wells are now combined at each timepoint into one 
curve, with standard deviation error bars attached to each datapoint.  FWHM values were then 
compared between different concentrations of AuNPs at chosen timepoints, via an unpaired 
Student’s t-test, using Minitab v15, with a threshold of p=0.05 used for establishing significance. 
Equal variances were not assumed. 
 
Figure 5.1 Example of Gap-filling Analysis. (A) The original microscope image; (B) After 
Isolating the Red Channel and Applying a Threshold; (C) Calculating the FWHM of the 




After the photos had been taken and the FWHM at each timepoint calculated, the width of the 
scratch that remained (as a percentage of the original gap) was plotted, and compared between the 
different concentrations of AuNPs in the media. By examining and comparing the gap-filling curves 
at different concentrations of AuNPs, any effect they have on the rate of depleted region refilling on 
non-irradiated cells can be observed. Note that although the FWHM measurements are calculated in 
pixels, images of a haemocytometer were also taken to establish the scale of the image, and it was 
found that 1 mm is equivalent to 528 pixels. 
5.3.4 Experiment 10 – Dose Enhancement from AuNPs in Microbeam Radiation 
5.3.4.1 Cell Preparation 
The effects of microbeam radiation on RG2 and BAEC cells, with and without AuNPs, were examined 
at SPring-8 synchrotron using beamline BL28B2. Cells were transported from Australia to Japan in 
PetakaG3 cell containers in tissue culture media. Both cell types were then transferred into Lab-Tek 
II 8-well microscope slides at ~ 80% confluency and allowed to incubate at 37 °C with 5% CO2 to 
allow attachment to the glass slide. The RG2 and BAEC cells were grown on separate slides, in order 
to prevent cross-contamination. One hour before irradiation the media was changed in all wells, 
with wells 1-4 given tissue culture media and wells 5-8 given tissue culture media containing 1 mM 
AuNPs. In each well 400 µl of media was added, which was the maximum volume that can be safely 
added to each well without meniscus effects threatening to get the top of the well wet. The slide 
setup and well-numbering format is shown in Figure 5.2. 
Because the tissue culture slides needed to stand vertically during irradiation, parafilm sections 
sterilised (via autoclaving) were pressed into place over the top of the wells immediately before 
irradiation, and held in place with the 8-well slide lid. Special care was employed to ensure that the 
rims of each well were perfectly dry, in order to form a tight seal with the parafilm. Each slide was 
labelled with a sample number to allow for codifying results together with the well number, e.g. 
R14-1 refers to RG2 slide 14 well 1, and B6-8 refers to BAEC slide 6 well 8. In addition to the slides 
seeded for irradiation, one plate of each cell type was prepared which was not to be irradiated or 





Figure 5.2 8-well slide with EBT2 film attached during irradiation as seen by the 
microbeam, also showing well numbers. The red laser dot in the middle is used as a 
reference point for aligning the sample stage when changing slides. 
 
5.3.4.2 Irradiation Setup 
With the aid of beamline technicians at SPring-8, a microbeam collimation system was set up with a 
50 µm gap between aluminium blocks. This gap was positioned in the beamline of BL28B2 as 
illustrated in Figure 5.3. A 3 mm Cu filter was used, giving a peak fluence energy of 90 keV. The peak 
dose rate (air kerma) in the peak region was assumed as 120 Gy/s, and the half -value layer was 
assumed to be 2.2 mm Cu, as calculated by Nariyama et al. (2009). The energy spectrum used in this 
experiment was specified in Figure 1 of Nariyama et al.’s paper (2009), as calculated by SPECTRA 
codes (Tanaka and Kitamura 2012). Dose was calculated as a function of exposure time using the 
shutter system, where the width of a shutter gap was set, and the shutter then moved across the 
beam at a well-controlled speed, to produce a known exposure time. The collimator was located ~40 
m downstream from the source; the beam divergence was thought to be negligible. The effective 
vertical source size of the beam was 1 cm, as defined by the size of the gap in the lead shield shown 





Figure 5.3 The Setup for Radiation Exposure at BL28B2. 
 
 A shutter system was used to control the exposure time that the sample was exposed to the 
synchrotron radiation source. This allowed for a determination of the dose that each individual 
microbeam would deliver. The irradiated area had a width of 25 mm, so each row of two wells was 
irradiated at the same time. After irradiating each microbeam line, the sample stage was moved up 
by 300 µm and another microbeam was delivered until a total of 12 microbeams were del ivered to 
each row of cells. The 12 microbeams make for a total height of 3.6 mm, which is not enough to 
cover the whole area of the well, as seen in Figure 5.3. This was done intentionally, since irradiating 
and imaging only the bottom half of the well ensures that only the area of cells submerged within 
media were used for the study. A small section of EBT2 Gafchromic film was attached to each plate, 
to confirm that the cells were exposed to this radiation dose, and serve as a record for where the 
microbeam irradiation was deposited, as illustrated in Figure 5.2. 
Six of the eight wells on each plate were exposed to this radiation setup, with the bottom row  (as 
viewed on Figure 5.2) of wells 4 and 8 reserved as negative controls, which received no direct 
radiation, for cells with and without nanoparticles respectively. In this way, each dosepoint was 
performed in triplicate for cells with and without AuNPs, in addition to negative controls on each 
plate. The negative controls on each plate were used to determine the effect cell handling had on 
cell viability. The dosepoints used were established by previous microbeam experiments, as 25, 50, 
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100, 150, 200, 400 and 600 Gy for BAECs; and 25, 50, 100, 200, 400, 600, 800, 1000 and 1500 Gy for 
RG2 cells. 
5.3.4.3 Post-Irradiation Staining Procedure 
Following irradiation, the media in all wells was discarded; and they were rinsed with 20 °C PBS and 
then filled with tissue culture media, and then returned to the 37 °C 5% CO2 incubator for 4 h. This 
was done in order to simulate the clearance of AuNPs from an in vivo tumour site (Hainfeld et al. 
2004). Because PI and the Annexin V conjugate are fluorescent dyes, the supply of fluorescent 
agents kept in foil, and the staining procedure was performed with the curtains of the laboratory 
drawn and the lights turned out, leaving only the corridor light to work by, in order to prevent 
photobleaching. The manufacturer’s recommended procedure (MolecularProbes 2011) could not be 
followed, as their procedure involved forcing the cells into suspension before applying fluorescent 
agents. Alterations to the protocol were necessary, since microbeam radiation naturally produces 
different amounts of radiation at different places on the cell monolayer, and this spatial information 
is clinically relevant to the prospects of MRT. . The cells were therefore not resuspended after 
irradiation, as this would have destroyed the record of where they were located, and staining cells 
does not requires that the cells be in suspension. The following Annexin-V conjugate antibody 
staining procedure was therefore developed and used on all wells, derived from the staining 
protocol for microscopy, as supplied by the manufacturer (MolecularProbes 2011): 
A working solution of Annexin-V – alexa-488 conjugate (10% v/v) and propidium iodide (PI) (0.1% 
v/v) was prepared using binding buffer. The binding buffer, as supplied with the Annexin V detection 
kit, consisted of 10 mM HEPES, 140 mM NaCl, and 2.5 mM CaCl2, pH 7.4. The tissue culture media 
was carefully removed and discarded from each well. The cells were washed with 100 µl of binding 
buffer per well. To each well 25 µl of Annexin-V/PI solution was added, and the slide was then 
incubated at room temperature, in the dark, for 15 minutes as recommended (MolecularProbes 
2011). After which, the Annexin V/PI solution was carefully removed and each well rinsed twice with 
binding buffer solution. The well sides and the associated sealant were then removed from the glass 
slide, taking care not to damage the cell monolayer. Four drops of Prolong Gold (Invitrogen) antifade 
reagent was then added dropwise onto the plates, and coverslips carefully placed on top of the 
plates. The glass plates were then allowed to set for 2 h, and a layer of nail polish was then applied 




5.3.4.4 Microscopy Procedure 
The confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM), located at RMIT University in Melbourne, as 
described in Section 4.2.4 was used to scan the Annexin-V/PI-stained glass plates (Nikon Instruments 
Inc, USA), using a 10x objective. Images were captured using the NIS-Element Advanced Research 
imaging software, v3.10. For these images, only the 488 and 561 nm excitation lasers were used, as 
these are the sensitive frequencies of alexa-488 (the Annexin-V flourolabel) and PI, respectively. The 
images recorded by the 425-475, 500-550 nm and transmitted data channels were recorded 
individually as measures of Annexin-V-alexa-488, PI and cell monolayer imaging, respectively. 
For consistency when producing images, settings such as pinhole, laser power, and filters were fixed. 
The focal depth varied from well to well in order to keep the cell monolayer in focus. The gain on the 
photomultiplier tube (PMT) is probably the most important parameter for the fluorescent response, 
as it determines the fluorescence at which the PMT saturates. The PMT gain on each channel was 
selected and fixed at a value which showed the greatest difference in fluorescent response from the 
irradiated wells compared to the autofluorescence present on unstained control plates. According to 
the manufacturer’s specifications, the laser diode power stability is ensured to be constant to within 
2%. All images taken were an average of four scans to reduce image noise. The settings employed 
for the microscope and detector system are shown in Table 5.2. 
 The transmitted data and fluorescent images were saved as compressionless .jp2000 files, and 
individual fluorescent channels were isolated and saved as .jpg files, with file compression set to 
‘lowest’. This was done to aid the counting of fluorescent particles during data analysis.  
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Table 5.2 Microscope Settings Used for CLSM, for Microbeam Irradiated Slides. 
Numerical Aperture  0.3 
Refractive Index  1 
Component Count  1 
Modality  Laser Scan Confocal 
Camera Settings             
Scanner Selection  Galvano 
Detector Selection  DU4 
Optical Path Mode  Auto 
First Dichroic Mirror  405/488/561 
First Filter Block Through 
Second Filter Block 525/50 
Third Filter Block 595/50 700/75 
CH2 Laser Wavelength 488.0 
CH2 Laser Power 6.0 
CH2 PMT HV (Gain) 145 
CH2 PMT Offset 0 
CH3 Laser Wavelength 561.0 
CH3 Laser Power 6.0 
CH3 PMT HV (Gain) 165 
CH3 PMT Offset 0 
Transmitted Data PMT HV (Gain) 64 
Transmitted Data PMT Offset -127 
Pinhole Size(µm) 201.8 
Scanner Zoom 1.000 
Scan Speed ½ 
Channel Series Mode Line 
Line Skip None 
Frame Skip 0 
Line Average Mode Average 
Line Average/Integrate Count 8 
Scan Resolution 1024 
Microscope Settings  
FilterBlock1   4 
Light-DIA  Remote Switch Off 
Light-DIA  Off 
Light-DIA Voltage  -1.0 
Light-EPI NDFilter  100.0 
 LightPath  L100 
 Analyzer  Extracted 
 Condenser  1 () 





5.3.4.5 Image Analysis Procedure 
In order to quantify the percentage of apoptotic cells at each radiation dose, either in the presence 
or absence of AuNPs, the images produced by the fluorescent channels and transmitted data were 
analysed using the following procedure. The transmitted data image was used to quantify the 
number of cells present in the image, while the fluorescent channel images were used to quantify 
the number of antibody-positive cells present within this image. The fraction of these two numbers 
was then an indication of the amount (%) of cell death seen in each image. All image calculations in 
this section were undertaken using ImageJ v1.37. 
The Annexin V-alexa-488 fluorescent channel (previously isolated in a separate jpg file for each 
microscope image) was split into individual Red, Green and Blue images using ImageJ’s ‘RGB Split’ 
function. The green channel is the only channel of interest, which is a 1024 x 1024 matrix of 8-bit 
numbers (0-255), with 0 representing no fluorescence and 255 representing saturation of the green 
channel. In order to count the number of fluorescent spots present on the image, this green channel 
must be passed through the ‘Threshold’ function of ImageJ, which acts to convert the 8-bit values 
into a black and white 0 or 255 image. The threshold function forces each matrix el ement to 0 if it is 
below the threshold value of 100, or to 255 if it is above the threshold value. This black and white 
image was then analysed by the ‘Analyse Particles’ function in ImageJ to calculate the number of 
fluorescent spots on the image, over a defined pixel size of 10 pixels. A fluorescent particle analysis 
is shown in Figure 5.4 where 20 cells are determined to be Annexin V-positive, and therefore either 




Figure 5.4 Fluorescent Particle Counting Example for Datapoint B20-2 – (A) The green 
channel of the fluorescent jpg file; (B) The result of applying the Threshold function in 
ImageJ; (C) The Analyse Particles function in ImageJ; (D) The results of the particle 
analysis. 
 
In order to establish the number of cells present in the transmitted data image, a sampling box of 
256x256 pixels was drawn around a central portion of the image, which equates to 1/16th of the 
1024x1024 pixel image. The cells in the sampled area were then manually counted, in a manner 
similar to counting cells in a haemocytometer. A black dot is placed over each counted cell, to 
prevent double-counting. The number of cells within the 256x256 sample area was then multiplied 
by 16, and by an estimate of the fraction of the 1024x1024 image covered in this monolayer. This 
multiplication was done because the number of apoptotic cells calculated from the green channel 
was measured over a 1024x1024 area, so in order to compare the number of apoptotic cells to the 
total number of cells, a common sampling area must be used. An example of this counting technique 
is outlined in Figure 5.5 from the same image set as that shown in Figure 5.4, where 98 cells are 
counted within the 256x256 sample area. The image is covered by 100% monolayer, and so the total 
number of cells within the 1024x1024 area is 98x16x100%=568 cells. The survival of the sample is 




Figure 5.5 Cell Counting Example of Datapoint B20-2 – (A) 1024x1024 image showing the 
sample area; (B) The manual counting of the 256x256 pixel sample area. 
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5.3.4.6 Dose Enhancement Factor Calculation 
After the fractions of apoptotic cells in each microscope image have been obtained, the resulting cell 
survival curve is plotted for each cell type treated with either 0 or 1 mM AuNPs. From these graphs, 
the dose at which 80% survival is expected (D80) with and without AuNPs can be compared and the 
dose enhancement factor (DEF) calculated as per Equation 2.4. 
 
5.4 Results 
5.4.1 AuNP Toxicity Studies 
5.4.1.1 Experiment 6 - MTS Studies 
The MTS assay used in this experiment is designed to measure  the amount of formazan present, 
which results from mitochondrial metabolic activity, which is proportional to cell number (Promega 
2009). A drop in absorbance corresponds to a reduction in cell viability due to the cytotoxic effect of 
AuNPs. Cell viability readings were established as per the manufacturer’s instructions (Promega 
2009), as shown in Table 5.3. The results are presented in Figure 5.6, as the mean ± 2 standard 
deviations of triplicate samples. As shown on Figure 5.6, the MTS response curves were sufficiently 
linear when the inverse of the absorbance (minus background reading Abs0) for each cell line was 
plotted against the inverse of the number of cells in each well. The formulae for these straight lines 
were found using Microsoft Excel’s LINEST function, which calculates the gradients and Y-intercepts 
for the straight lines of best fit between each calibration point. These linear approximations were 
then rearranged to provide conversion equations, as shown in Equations 5.1a and 5.1b. 
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BAEC 0 - 0.423 0 - 
5000 0.0002 0.662 0.239 4.188 
10000 0.0001 0.827 0.404 2.475 
20000 0.00005 1.045 0.622 1.608 
40000 0.000025 1.306 0.883 1.133 
80000 0.0000125 1.380 0.957 1.045 
RG2 0 - 0.393 0 - 
7000 1.429E-04 0.870 0.477 2.096 
14000 7.143E-05 1.238 0.845 1.184 
28000 3.571E-05 1.475 1.082 0.924 
56000 1.786E-05 1.664 1.271 0.787 
112000 8.929E-06 1.826 1.434 0.698 
 
 




        (5.1a) 
 
     (5.1b) 
Equation 5.1 Determining Cell Population from MTS Absorbance (Abs-Abs0) for (a) BAEC 
and (b) RG2. 
 
The absorbance readings from the nanoparticle-treated cells and the untreated cells on the ‘48 h 
plate’ and the ’72 h plate’ were taken, and then converted from absorbance readings to equivalent 
cell populations using Equations 5.1a and 5.1b. The mean cell population of the triplicate wells, 
expressed as a percentage of the original seeded population,  was graphed for each AuNP 
concentration (0, 1, 2 and 4 mM). The two cell types were then compared at each timepoint of 48 h 
and 72 h, with cell viability expressed as a percentage of the viability of untreated cells after the 









Figure 5.8 Effect of AuNP on the Viability of RG2 and BAEC Cells After 72 h Exposure. 
 
The statistical significance of the differences in cell viabilities between each concentration of AuNPs 
and the untreated cells are shown in Table 5.4. There are three hypotheses that can be drawn based 
on these cell viability comparisons in Figures 5.7 and 5.8, to be examined statistically:  
a. The addition of 1 mM or 2 mM of AuNPs did not have a significant effect on cell viability of 
either cell type after 48 h. The null hypothesis (H0) is that for each cell type, there is no 
difference between 1 mM or 2mM and the untreated cells. This is confirmed statistically 
with P>0.1 for all comparisons at 48 h, indicating that H0 should not be rejected. This 
indicates there is no statistical significance between the 1 or 2 mM and the untreated cells, 
for either cell line at 48 h. 
b. A higher concentration of AuNP (4 mM) significantly decreases cell viability. H0 is that for 
each cell type, there is no difference between 4 mM and the untreated cells at both 48 h and 
72 h. After statistical analysis, H0 can be rejected at the 72 h timepoint with P<0.05 for both 
cell types, but H0 cannot be rejected for either cell type for the 48 h timepoint with P>0.1. 
This indicates that for each cell type, 4 mM AuNPs has a significant effect on cell viability at 
72 h. 
c. AuNPs of any of the tested concentrations (1, 2, 4 mM) decreases the viability of RG2 cells 
after 72 h. H0 is that for RG2 cells, there is no difference between 1, 2 or 4 mM and the 
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untreated cells at 72 h. After statistical analysis, H0 can be rejected with P<0.05 for all AuNP 
concentrations of RG2 cells after 72 h.  
 
Table 5.4 Statistical Analysis of MTS Assays, Testing for Significant Difference Between 
Nanoparticle-Doped Cells and the Untreated Cells. P Values less than 0.05 are marked with an 
asterisk*. 








±S.D. SampleA  
Mean 
Absorbance 
±S.D. SampleB  
Two-
sample t-
test T value 
P value DF 
RG2 0 mM and 
1 mM 
48  1.23 ±0.06 1.20 ±0.05 0.43 0.743 1 
72 1.73 ±0.07 1.42 ±0.05 5.89 0.010* 3 
RG2 0 mM and 
2 mM 
48  1.23 ±0.06 1.26 ±0.10 -0.49 0.661 3 
72  1.73 ±0.07 1.41 ±0.04 6.47 0.008* 3 
RG2 0 mM and 
4 mM 
48  1.23 ±0.06 0.99 ±0.10 2.72 0.224 1 
72  1.73 ±0.07 1.25 ±0.07 8.44 0.003* 3 
        BAEC 0 mM 
and 1 mM 
48  0.75 ±0.09 0.74 ±0.05 0.16 0.898 1 
72  1.27 ±0.06 1.17 ±0.02 2.69 0.115 2 
BAEC 0 mM 
and 2 mM 
48  0.75 ±0.09 0.71 ±0.04 0.57 0.672 1 
72  1.27 ±0.06 1.19 ±0.06 1.71 0.186 3 
BAEC 0 mM 
and 4 mM 
48  0.75 ±0.09 0.63 ±0.11 1.22 0.438 1 
72  1.27 ±0.06 0.72 ±0.04 14.21 0.001* 3 
 
When comparing the response of each cell type after 72 h (Figure 5.8), it can be seen that RG2 cells 
are more sensitive to AuNP than are BAEC cells, whereas this was not seen after 48 h (Figure 5.7). 
This may be explained in part by the fact that BAEC cells maintain contact inhibition, and thus do not 
continue to reproduce once a 100% confluent monolayer is formed (Freshney 2005; Alberts et al. 
2007). On the other hand, RG2 cells have no such limitation, as they are a transformed cell line and 
can expand past a monolayer (Freshney 2005; Alberts et al. 2007). A visual inspection of the cell 
wells, prior to the application of MTS, indicated that all RG2 samples at the 72 h timepoint had 
reached 100% confluence. It is therefore postulated that the presence of nanoparticles in the cell 
media was inhibiting the usual growth characteristics of the RG2 cells, although the exact 
mechanism by which this occurs is not known. It is possible that the presence of nanoparticles on 
the outer surface of the cell’s membrane interferes with the ability of the cells to adhere to each 
other as per usual, however this must remain as conjecture since a survey of nanoparticle literature 
did not find any similar findings. The closest paper to be found was by Serdiuk et al. (2013) who 




5.4.1.2 Experiment 7 - Cell Population via Trypan Blue Studies 
The effect of AuNPs on the population growth curves of BAEC and RG2 cells over 72 h can be seen in 
Figures 5.9 and 5.10, respectively. RG2 cells (50000) or BAEC cells (15000) (see Section 5.3.1.2.1) 
were seeded in triplicate in 12-well plates, which corresponds to a ~30% confluency for each cell 
type. The results show that AuNPs inhibit the growth of both BAEC and RG2 cells, when measured 
over 72 h.  
  
Figure 5.9 Effect of AuNPs on Growth Rate of BAEC Cells. 
 
  




The most interesting datapoint in these two graphs is the untreated (0 mM) RG2 cell population at 
72 h, which is a clear departure from the otherwise similar cell population growth curves of the 
AuNP-doped cells. In the 24 h between this point and the previous timepoint, the population has 
tripled, if these results are accurate. The significance of this datapoint is that it appears to confirm 
the phenomenon encountered in the earlier MTS assay in the MTS studies (Section 5.4.1.1), where it 
was thought that the ability of RG2 cells to replicate past a monolayer was inhibited by the presence 
of AuNPs, at any of the tested concentrations. In this experiment, the same effect is seen, where the 
AuNP-doped population of RG2 cells closely resembles the untreated (0 mM) population until a 
~100% confluent monolayer is formed. After this point, the population of nanoparticle -doped cells 
starts to plateau, while the untreated (0 mM) cells are free to continue expanding past a monolayer 
due to their loss of contact inhibition. This stands in contrast to the observed behaviour of  BAEC 
cells, which like most primary cells, do not expand past a monolayer since they maintain contact 
inhibition (Freshney 2005; Alberts et al. 2007). This difference is most clearly seen by examining the 
population doubling times deduced from two different methods, denoted as Method A and Method 
B (see Section 5.3.1.2.1). The results of these doubling time calculations are shown in Table 5.5. 
These results are discussed in more detail, and compared to the results of the MTS studies, in 
Section 5.5.1. By means of comparison, previous studies have established the in vitro doubling times 
for RG2 cells as 19 h (Levkoff et al. 2008) and BAEC cells as ~20 h (Gajduek and Schwartz 1983). The 
significantly longer doubling times shown in Table 5.5 for untreated BAEC cells (64 h) represents an 
aberration, that could be due to a higher than expected passage number, resulting in the induction 
of senescence in these cells.  
Another point of contention with these results is that the doubling time for RG2 actually decreases 
after increasing the AuNP concentration from 2 mM to 4 mM, which is likely to be the result of 
experimental error. Due to these anomalies, and the abnormally high growth rate after 48 h seen 




Table 5.5 Effect of AuNPs on Doubling Time for BAEC and RG2 cells.  
Cell Sample Doubling Time (h) from 
Method A - calculating 
from 0h and 72h points ± 
2S.D. (all 0 dp) 
Doubling Time (h) from 
Method B - fitting 
exponential curve ± 2S.D. 
(all 0 dp) 
RG2 0 mM 19±2 20±1 
RG2 1 mM 30±4 31±1 
RG2 2 mM 29±2 27±1 
RG2 4 mM 27±3 25±1 
   BAEC 0 mM 64±13 66±2 
BAEC 1 mM 81±15 81±5 
BAEC 2 mM 82±19 82±4 
BAEC 4 mM 100±45 110±19 
 
5.4.2 Experiment 8 - AuNP Uptake 
ICP-MS was used to measure the uptake of AuNPs into RG2 and BAEC cells over time. A 
representative standard curve of concentrations of 0, 20, 40, 60, 80 and 100 ppb gold is seen in 
Figure 5.11, in order to verify the range of linear response of the ICP-MS. All ICP-MS readings were 
found that all measurements agree to within 5% of the predicted values, with the exception of the 
100 ppb sample which had an error of 8.2%. The linear range of the ICP-MS was therefore declared 
to be 0-80 ppb, with the 100 ppb datapoint representing the beginning of a saturation response 
from the ICP-MS, and individual readings were assumed to have an uncertainty of 5%.  
 




The concentrations of gold present in samples of 1.5x106 RG2 or 7x105 BAEC cells, after 0, 2, 6 and 
12 h exposure to 1 mM AuNPs in tissue culture media are seen in Figure 5.12. The ICP-MS reading, in 
ppb, was then converted to femtograms (fg) of gold per cell.  As seen on both curves, the 
concentrations of gold inside the cell sample reach equilibrium within 2 h, after which there was no 
increase. The amount of gold present in the cells can be compared statistically to the previous 
timepoint, in order to verify if there is still any measurable increase over the time periods between 
0-2 h, 2-6 h or 6-12 h. These statistical test results are summarised in Table 5.7. 
 
Figure 5.12 AuNP Uptake in Cells after in vitro Exposure to 1 mM AuNPs. 
 
Table 5.6 Statistical Analysis of Difference in Nanoparticle Sample Over Different 
Timepoints – P values less than 0.05 are marked with an asterisk*. 
Test Pair Mean Concentration 
of Au Group1 ±S.D. 
(ppb)  
Mean Concentration 
of Au Group2 ±S.D. 
(ppb)  
P value DF 
RG2 0 h and 2 h 0.25 ±0.14 10.39 ±3.58 0.039* 2 
RG2 2 h and 6 h 10.39 ±3.58 13.54 ±3.49 0.354  3 
RG2 6 h and 12 h 13.54 ±3.49 14.75 ±2.00 0.639  3 
     BAEC 0 h and 2 h 0.68 ±0.19 6.09 ±2.66 0.072 2 
BAEC 2 h and 6 h 6.09 ±2.66 6.39 ±1.05 0.874 2 




As seen from Table 5.6, the only statistically significant change in cell uptake of AuNPs measured in 
both the RG2 and BAECs is between 0 h and 2 h. This difference is significant (P<0.05) for the RG2 
cells, but only weakly significant (0.05<P<0.1) for the BAEC cells. In both cell types, the subsequent 
time periods do not yield any increase in gold concentration. In effect, this means that the cell 
nanoparticle uptake can be assumed to have reached an approximate equilibrium after 2 h. Based 
on this finding, the cells were exposed to AuNPs for 2 h prior to being exposed to microbeam 
radiation as discussed in Section 5.3.4, as it can now be assumed that AuNPs are inside in vitro cell 
cultures of RG2 and BAEC cells after 2 h. 
The biological significance of these results is that only a relatively short incubation time is necessary 
for the internalisation of sufficient AuNPs to examine any MRT dose enhancement effect. Rahman 
(2010) incubated her cells with AuNPs for 24 h before irradiating in vitro BAEC cells, however from 
the results obtained above (Figure 5.12) this time period is not necessary. It has previously been 
observed that while AuNP is dependent on their size and surface properties, 14 nm – 74 nm AuNPs 
are present in organelles after just 40 mins exposure (Chithrani et al. 2009). The concentration of 
AuNPs in the media has also been recognised as an important parameter in the time to uptake 
equilibrium (Trono et al. 2010), which can vary from only 4 h (Chithrani et al. 2006) to over 48 h 
(Trono et al. 2010). For this reason, it was important to select an appropriate incubation timepoint 
for the 1.9 nm AuNPs used in the subsequent microbeam radiation enhancement experiments  (see 
Section 5.4.4). 
 
5.4.3 Experiment 9 - AuNP Scratch Assays 
Scratch tests were conducted to determine the effect of AuNPs on the gap-filling rates of BAEC and 
RG2 cells in 12-well plates. Figures 5.13 to 5.18 represent the six independent experiments of the 
protocol documented in Section 5.3.2, denoted as tests A, B, C, D, E and F, using RG2 or BAEC cells. 
These graphs show the differing rates of gap-filling experienced by cells exposed to differing AuNP 
concentrations in tissue culture media of 0, 0.5, 1, 2 and 4 mM. Although the majority of the 
experiments were conducted with a scratch made by a 200 µl micropipette tip (producing a ~0.7 mm 
gap), scratch test D was made using a 1000 µl tip (producing a ~1.4 mm gap) in order to see if the 
same effect of AuNPs on gap filling rate was seen when a larger gap was present. The results of 






















Figure 5.17 Effect of AuNPs on BAEC Gap Filling Rate, Test E. 
 
 




It can be seen from the results (Figures 5.13 to 5.18) that for both cell types, AuNPs slow the rate of 
gap-filling compared to untreated controls. The gap filling rates for AuNP at 1 or 2 mM, does not 
appear to differ, especially on tests B, C and D, although this can be established statistically. In order 
to do so, the amount of gap remaining after a representative timepoint are compared. The 
timepoints of 12 h for BAEC and 24 h for RG2 were chosen as being useful, and the fractions of gap 
remaining across different AuNP concentrations were compared via a series of 2-sample Student’s 
t-tests using Minitab v15. This statistical analysis is presented in Table 5.7. 
 
Table 5.7 Statistical Analysis of the Effects of AuNPs on Gap Filling. Statistically Significant 

















P value DF 
A (RG2, 
24 h) 
0 & 1 mM 0.21±0.04 0.51±0.10 <0.001* 11 
0 & 2 mM 0.21±0.04 0.56±0.09 <0.001* 12 
0 & 4 mM 0.21±0.04  0.62±0.15 <0.001* 9 
1 & 2 mM 0.51±0.10 0.56±0.09 0.259 15 
1 & 4 mM 0.51±0.10 0.62±0.15 0.076 13 
2 & 4 mM 0.56±0.09 0.62±0.15 0.286 12 
B (RG2, 
24 h) 
0 & 1 mM 0.21±0.02 0.46±0.11 0.190 1 
0 & 2 mM 0.21±0.02 0.63±0.02 0.025* 1 
1 & 2 mM 0.46±0.11 0.63±0.02 0.264 1 
C (RG2, 
24 h) 
0 & 1 mM 0.16±0.13 0.40±0.09 <0.001* 14 
0 & 2 mM 0.16±0.13 0.38±0.15 0.007* 13 
1 & 2 mM 0.40±0.09 0.38±0.15 0.747 11 
D (RG2, 
24 h) 
0 & 1 mM 0.58±0.13 0.68±0.04  0.073 9 
0 & 2 mM 0.58±0.13  0.73±0.07  0.013* 12 
1 & 2 mM 0.68±0.04  0.73±0.07  0.079 13 
      
E (BAEC, 
12 h) 
0 & 1 mM 0.11±0.15 0.36±0.04 0.260  1 
0 & 2 mM 0.11±0.15 0.42±0.01 0.213  1 
1 & 2 mM 0.36±0.04 0.42±0.01 0.281  1 
F (BAEC, 
12 h) 
0 & 0.5 mM 0.08±0.12  0.18±0.29 0.355  10 
0 & 1 mM 0.08±0.12  0.33±0.11 <0.001* 15 
0 & 2 mM 0.08±0.12   0.59±0.21 0.020* 3 
0.5 & 1 mM 0.18±0.29 0.33±0.11 0.172 10 
0.5 & 2 mM 0.18±0.29 0.59±0.21 0.022*  8 
1 & 2 mM 0.33±0.11 0.59±0.21 0.105 3 
 
There was a significant difference in the gap filling rate when RG2 cells were treated with 2 mM 
AuNPs, compared to untreated cells (p=<0.001, 0.025, 0.007, 0.013 for tests A, B, C and D). On 
comparing 1 mM AuNP to untreated RG2 cells, there was a significant difference on tests A and C, 
and a weakly significant (0.05<P<0.10) difference on test D. It should be noted that scratch tests B 
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and E were hampered by only recording duplicates of each AuNP concentration at each timepoint, 
and only one photograph taken of each duplicate. The effect of this can be seen by their lower 
degrees of freedom. 
In the BAEC cells there was a difference in the gap filling rate between 0 mM and 1 mM, and also 0 
mM and 2 mM. Comparing the gap-filling rate after 12 h between 1 mM and 2 mM AuNP treatment 
found that there were no significant differences on any test, for either cells type. 
The results of these experiments indicates that the presence of AuNPs within tissue culture media, in 
concentrations of >1 mM for BAECs and >2 mM for RG2s, inhibits the rate of gap filling, and that this 
tendency is increased with increasing concentrations of AuNPs.   
5.4.4 Experiment 10 - AuNP Dose Enhancement on Microbeam Radiation 
After having established the toxicity to AuNPs of BAEC and RG2 cells (Section 5.4.1), as well as the 
incubation time required for AuNP uptake in Section 5.4.3, I was able to investigate the dose 
enhancement of AuNPs to MRT.  
The surviving fraction of BAEC and RG2 cells treated with 0 or 1 mM AuNPs, that were exposed to 
0-600 Gy (BAEC) and 0-1500 Gy (RG2) peak doses of MRT, were determined from 
Annexin-V-alexa-488 fluorescence and cell counting protocols described in Section 5.3.4. The 
survival curves of BAEC and RG2 cells are shown in Figures 5.19 and 5.20, respectively. These graphs 
present the surviving fraction as a natural logarithm transform multiplied by 106, which needs some 
explanation. First, the natural logarithm was necessary so that the linear quadratic model can be 
applied to the results (Equation 2.1), with a quadratic line of best fit applied to derive the α and β 
coefficients. Second, the factor of 106 was necessary because initial attempts of this analysis resulted 
in α (the quadratic term) values of “0.0000” being displayed for both cell types, meaning that the 
significant figures were truncated from these calculations. This was overcome by mult iplying all 
ln(Survival) data by 106and recalculating, as demonstrated in Equation 5.4 where S is cell survival (%) 
and D is peak dose (Gy). This explains why the factor of “1e6” is shown on the survival graphs. The 
resulting quadratic and linear coefficients obtained from the quadratic line of best fit were then 
divided by 106 to elicit α and β. These coefficients were then used to calculate the dose at which 80% 
of cells can be expected to survive (D80), under each AuNP concentration for both cell types, as 
shown in Table 5.8. This was done by solving the quadratic equation for ln(0.8)=-αD80
2-βD80. From 
these figures, the DEF could then be calculated for each cell type, as the fraction 
D80(Control)/D80(AuNPs) in Equation 2.4. The raw data and the full calculations for each dataset are 















Equation 5.4 The Linear Quadratic Model of Cell Survival, Modified for Calculation . 
 
Table 5.8 D80 for BAEC and RG2 Cells, with and without AuNPs, after MRT. 











BAEC 0  2.17x10-7 4.31 x10-5 919 
1  3.76 x10-7 1.79 x10-4 568 
RG2 0  2.72 x10-8 1.63 x10-5 2580 




As seen in Table 5.8 the values of D80 for RG2 and BAEC have been derived from the α and β 
coefficients (Equation 5.4), however there is not yet any error assigned to these values. The errors 
for DEF values need to be calculated from the errors of D80, which presents a challenge to quantify, 
since it is an interpolation from the survival data that has vertical  (cell survival) error bars, not 
horizontal (radiation dose) error bars. The α and β coefficients obtained by the quadratic 
curve-fitting do not have associated error values, and so error propagation through the quadratic 
formula cannot be immediately applied. However, the survival values do have error bars, which can 
be used to establish the error for the D80 value, using the following method. First, the average 
standard deviation as a percentage that was measured on survival values for each series was 
calculated, and that percentage standard deviation was then applied to the calculated 80% survival 
figure, expressed as a vertical (cell survival) error. The maximum and minimum values of D80 were 
then calculated by solving the quadratic equation for these maximum and minimum ( ±2S.D.) survival 
values. This method is illustrated in Figure 5.21, where D80(max) and D80(min) are calculated from 
the cell survival error bars at D80. The largest difference between D80 and the maximum or minimum 
values was then selected to be the final value of 2S.D. for each dataset. 
Using this method, the ranges of D80 for each data series were calculated, and are presented with 
the final DEF values for each cell type in Table 5.9. The error on the DEF values was then calculated 
as a function of the errors associated with the D80 values with and without AuNPs, as described in 




Figure 5.21 Illustrating the Method for Transforming Y-error into X-error, using Linear 
Quadratic Model for BAEC 0 mM Data. 
 
        (5.5) 
Equation 5.5 Calculating Standard Deviations for DEF Values. 
 












Dose Enhancement Factor 
DEF =D80(0 mM)/D80(1 mM) 
±2S.D. 
BAEC 0  
1 
859 977 919±60 1.62±0.13 
1  540 595 568±28 
RG2 0  
1 
2495 2663 2580±85 
 
1.68±0.12 
1  1437 1632 1530±100 
 
 
As shown in Table 5.9, the DEFs for BAEC and RG2 were 1.62 and 1.68, respectively, which translates 
to a dose enhancements of 62% and 68% from the presence of 1 mM AuNPs. These figures do not 
appear to be significantly different, as their means are within each other’s error range. The overall 
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results from this experiment, though, is that a ~ 60-70% dose enhancement is achieved by the 
introduction of 1 mM AuNPs. 
5.5 Discussion 
5.5.1 Cytotoxicity Studies 
The measured cell viability datasets presented in Sections 5.3.1.1 (MTS) and 5.3.1.2 (trypan blue) can 
be compared to each other, as they are different methodologies that can be used to measure cell 
viability in the presence of AuNPs. Before comparing these two datasets, it should be noted that 
different seed numbers of cells were used, and different size plates; however as both are measures 
of viability they can be compared. The two sets of data at the 72 h timepoint are directly compared, 
for each cell type, in Figure 5.22. Several similarities and differences between the datasets are 
visible. First, the abnormally high population of RG2 cells for 0 mM cells after 72 h on both datasets  
(Figure 5.22B), compared to the AuNP-treated data, confirms that these readings were not mistakes, 
and that RG2 cells can continue to multiply at great rates, even after exhausting adherent plate 
space, when AuNPs are not present. In terms of the loss of contact inhibition of transformed cells 
(Freshney 2005; Alberts et al. 2007), the tentative conclusion that this supports would be that the 
presence of AuNPs may interfere with the loss of contact inhibition. This would need to be verified 
by other researchers, as a literature search did not result in any comparable finding, the closest 
being the paper by Serdiuk et al. (2013) who looked at the effect of contact inhibition on the cellular 
uptake of NPs. The differences seen in the RG2 population growth (via trypan blue) and metabolic 
activity (via MTS) at a AuNP concentration of 4 mM suggests that the RG2 cells were able to continue 
multiplying at a rate similar to lower concentrations (1 and 2 mM), while apparently metabolising 
less. This phenomenon would need to be confirmed using other cell types, and other methods for 
measuring metabolism such as MTT assays (see Section 2.2.1.3). 
The comparison between population and total metabolism trends for BAEC cells (Figure 5.22A) is 
also interesting – after 72 h incubation, the untreated cells did not grow exponentially faster than 
the AuNP-doped cells, as was observed for the RG2 cells. Instead, a stagnation of cell population 
growth was observed, as would be expected due to the aforementioned contact inhibition. AuNP 
concentrations between 1 and 2 mM were found to elicit a ‘plateau’ effect in the metabolic activity 
of the BAEC cells, similar to that observed by Rahman, who also used BAEC cells measured by MTS 





Figure 5.22 Effect of 72 h exposure to AuNPs on cells viability, as measured via Trypan 
Blue and MTS Measurement for (a) BAEC cells and (b) RG2 cells. 
 
5.5.2 Scratch Test Studies 
An important note should be made here regarding the rate of gap filling test results as seen in 
Figures 5.13 to 5.18. It can clearly be seen that the untreated (0 mM) RG2 cells can take a wide 
variance of time to refill the gap, from 30 h in Test C, to 48 h in Test A under the same nominal initial 
conditions of a ~1 mm gap. One possibility to account for this difference is the variance in the exact 
width of the scratch. While every effort was made to standardise the size of the scratch, variance 
was observed. After examining the microscope images taken at time = 0 h, both thick (1.4 mm) and 
thin (0.7 mm) gaps exhibited a standard deviation of ~0.13 mm in initial gap width. It should also be 





unexpected result that differed to that seen previously (Rahman 2010; Rahman et al. 2011). Rahman 
produced microbeam-generated gaps in BAEC cells, as well as manual scratches in BAEC and RG2 
monolayers, and observed that AuNPs accelerated the rate of cell migration, in all cases, in filling this 
gap. This finding required further study, as the type of AuNPs used in Rahman’s study were the same 
as those used in this work. In pursuit of this, the methodology employed here was repeated by 
another researcher at RMIT University, Dr Emily Gan, who confirmed the findings of this work 
(unpublished data). Other researchers of in vitro cells have also concluded that AuNPs may slow cell 
migration. An in vitro scratch assay of human renal microvascular endothelial cells (HRMECs) found 
that 1 µM of AuNPs were sufficient to inhibit cell migration (Kim et al. 2011), as they blocked 
endothelial growth factor receptors. AuNP inhibition of cell migration was also observed by 
Pernodet et al. (2006) in human dermal fibroblasts in vitro, who concluded that internal cell 
activities had been damaged. Therefore the result of this study does not stand in contradiction to 
the general consensus of in vitro effects of AuNPs on cell migration, but differs to those results 
obtained by Rahman (2010). These differences may be in part related to the fact that the BAEC cells 
used in this thesis had a doubling tie of ~60 h in Table 5,5, which suggests that these cells, at least, 
may have undergone senescence, although the RG2 cells did not. Further investigation on this 
matter should use freshly extracted BAEC cell cultures. It is worth noting, also, that the migration 
effects of AuNPs in vitro do not necessarily model that of living tissue. In vivo, AuNPs have been 
observed to increase HaCaT cell proliferation and migration (Leu et al. 2012). 
The relevance of this finding to the possibility of clinical AuNP-enhanced MRT is that the 
regeneration of tissue may be slower in the presence of AuNPs, although as explained, there are 
conflicting results on this issue. This finding needs to be explored in further detail by other 
researchers, since the post-exposure recovery of tissue after MRT is critical to its clinical significance 
as an alternative to broadbeam radiotherapy. 
5.5.3 Microbeam Dose Enhancement Studies 
A dose enhancement effect from 1mM AuNPs were clearly seen in BAEC and RG2 cells after MRT, 
with enhancements of 62% and 68% respectively. This represents the first known attempt at a direct 
comparison between a healthy and a tumorous cell type for a AuNP-induced DEF of MRT-treated 
cells, and as such, a direct comparison of these final results to those of other researchers will not be 
possible. However, other researchers have measured DEFs for MRT, and should be compared. 
From Monte Carlo simulations, the most relevant work that calculated a DEF is Prezado et al. (2009), 
who found that a concentration of 10 mg/ml (equivalent to 50 mM) Au in a water phantom 
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produces a DEF of 1.6 of MRT. By means of comparison, the concentrations of Au in water in 
Prezado’s investigation were 50x higher than those used in the in vitro experiments in this chapter, 
in order to achieve a similar DEF. However, it should be remembered that the DEF predicted by 
Monte Carlo simulations only quantifies the increase of physical dose is examined, not the biological 
effect.  
When comparing in vitro and in vivo studies, it is difficult to make meaningful comparisons between 
the administered concentrations and the measurement of effects – for example, the brain tumour 
rat study by Regnard et al. (2008) used Gd to enhance MRT dose, and reported an increase in 
lifespan of 60%. However as an increase in lifespan, this cannot be meaningfully compared to my 
results, except to say that the general trend for dose enhancement can be seen in vivo as well as in 
vitro. 
For in vitro studies that have calculated an increase in biological response from MRT, the thesis of 
Rahman (2010) calculated a DEF of 1.2 from 1 mM AuNPs used with the SPring-8 MRT beamline. 
However this figure refers to a reduction in cell density after MRT, not cell death, which is a 
methodological difference that requires further discussion. 
Some surprising results were discovered during initial experimentation that should be mentioned. 
The first, and most problematic, was that gaps in the monolayer after MRT were not observed for 
cells during the first trip to SPring-8 synchrotron, which was very surprising since this had been 
observed by Rahman, who used a very similar setup, at the same beamline (2010). This forced a 
change in approach to the detection of radiation damage, since the original plan was to monitor the 
migration of cells into the gap, and used this as a means to measure the enhancement from AuNPs. 
After this early setback, Annexin V staining was used as a marker for cell apoptosis. The second 
surprising result was that during the third trip to SPring-8, which produced the dataset shown in 
Section 5.4.4, the lines of apoptosis were not clearly seen, and so the regions of irradiation were not 
clearly identifiable. By comparison, during the second trip to SPring-8 which did not produce a full 
set of data, clear lines of apoptosis were observed, as shown in Figure 5.23. The analysis of data in 
Section 5.4.4, therefore, was over a region that included both peaks and valleys, and although an 
increase in apoptotic response was seen with dose and an increase measured with AuNPs, it was still 





Figure 5.23 Preliminary Annexin V Staining (Green) of Apoptotic Cells After MRT at 
SPring-8 Synchrotron, 600 Gy peak dose, as seen with a CLSM. Gafchromic film is shown 
below, with scale, to illustrate the position of the microbeam peak regions. 
5.6 Summary 
In this study we directly compared the dose enhancement factor due to AuNPs for both healthy and 
tumorous cells in vitro using microbeam radiotherapy. This work has shown that the amount of dose 
enhancement effect obtained from AuNPs is independent of the type of cell used. Compared to 
untreated controls, BAEC and RG2 cells that have been exposed to 1 mM AuNPs had a dose 
enhancement of ~65%. Other tests regarding the effects of AuNPs on cell migration show that 
nanoparticles can act to decrease cell mobility, which stands in direct opposition with the observed 
results from some previous studies (Rahman 2010; Rahman et al. 2011) while agreeing with others 
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(Pernodet et al. 2006; Karthikeyan et al. 2010; Kim et al. 2011). This conflict should be resolved with 
further study into cell migration in the presence of AuNPs, since it will heavily affect the outcome of 
in vivo MRT treatments. The conflicting results obtained in this study raises a number of possibilities 
as to what effect AuNPs and MRT have on cell function and viability. Further experiments are 
needed to determine the role AuNPs play on cell behaviour and how it may be used as a form of 




6 Discussion and Conclusion 
Radioresistant tumours present a serious clinical problem, with glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) the 
most prevalent type of aggressive brain tumour (Dolecek et al. 2012; Ricard et al. 2012), second 
overall in diagnoses only to the relatively benign meningioma (Goldsmith et al. 1994) among 20-84 
year old males. This corresponds to an annual rate of diagnoses of GBM of six cases per 100,000 in 
the USA (Dolecek et al. 2012). Historically, the prognosis of a GBM patient has been very poor, with a 
mean survival time of only two years (Krex et al. 2007). The combination of radiotherapy and 
temozolomide chemotherapy has offered a modest increase in median survival time, from ~10 
months to ~14 months (Stupp et al. 2005; Van Meir et al. 2010). The failure of conventional 
radiotherapy to offer any effective tumour control has prompted the investigation of both high -Z 
dose enhancement and MRT as potential treatments, but little is known on the possibility of the 
concurrent application of these ideas. The use of AuNPs as a dose enhancement agent for MRT is an 
intriguing possibility for the future treatment of radioresistant tumours. This research project has 
examined the cellular response to the concurrent use of AuNPs with MRT in vitro, in order to predict 
their effects in animal and clinical trials, with regards to cytotoxicity, cell mobility and 
radiosensitivity. This project has also demonstrated a novel form of dosimetry using the fluorescent 
response of PRESAGE, which has been used to calculate the PVDR of the SPring-8 microbeam. This 
chapter discusses these advances in the context of the current body of knowledge in these areas, 
gives future directions for researchers in these areas and summarises the findings of the project.  
6.1 Monte Carlo 
Monte Carlo simulation techniques remain a critical part of dosimetry, as it is able to reconstruct 
radiation behaviour in situations where direct measurements are difficult (Landau and Binder 2005; 
Podgorsak 2005). A number of papers have been published with Monte Carlo simulations modelling 
the effects of microbeam radiation under various conditions (De Felici et al. 2005; Ma et al. 2006; 
Siegbahn et al. 2006; Nettelbeck et al. 2009; Prezado et al. 2009). Our understanding of what kind of 
effects a dose enhancement agent would have on microbeam dose distributions, however, has been 
limited as little research has been undertaken in this topic. As mentioned in the literature review, 
the most relevant previous work on this topic was conducted by Prezado et al, (2009) who compared 
the dose enhancements for I, Gd and Au during microbeam radiotherapy simulations, and predicted 
a decrease in PVDR. This finding is important, since the PVDR is used as an index of the 
tissue-regenerative ability of MRT, and as such impacts on the potential clinical use of 
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dose-enhanced MRT. However as this finding has only been investigated by the one study, further 
confirmation of these results are needed. 
The finding of this research is that the PVDR of the microbeam simulations are reduced with an 
increase in the concentration of gold within the target tissue, which was similar to that seen 
previously (Prezado et al. 2009). Since the PVDR is a fundamental measure of the tissue-sparing 
ability of MRT, this may appear to be an obstacle for the clinical prospects of AuNP-enhanced MRT; 
however a more in-depth consideration of this effect is needed. After considering the biodistribution 
of intravenous injections of AuNPs observed by Hainfeld et al. (2004), tumorous growths 
preferentially accumulate AuNPs around the peripheral regions of the tumour due to their 
extravasculature nature, with less nanoparticles found in the surrounding healthy tissue. Since the 
dose deposited in the valley region increases with the increase in AuNP concentration, the reduction 
in PVDR can be assumed to be greater within the tumour volume, than in the surrounding tissue. 
This does not necessarily present a problem for the clinical use of MRT, since it will dilute the 
tissue-sparing effects within the tumour volume while largely preserving it outside this region. The 
degree to which this selective difference in PVDR preserves tissue regenerative processes remains an 
open question, but at least in theory, the reduction of PVDR observed in both Prezado et al. (2009) 
and this work does not present an insurmountable problem for maintaining the tissue -regenerative 
abilities of MRT, provided the AuNP can be collected in sufficiently higher concentration around the 
tumour compared to the tissue. This is because the tissue regenerative abilities of MRT are thought 
to be dependent on the sublethal dose of radiation received within the valley regions (Dilmanian et 
al. 2007), and therefore if the valley regions inside the tumour volume receive an elevated dose, it is 
of minor consequence compared to that of the surrounding healthy tissue’s valley regions.  
An important caveat to the potential for AuNP-enhanced MRT needs to be made, however, due to 
the percentage depth dose (PDD) of kilovoltage beams. Another important finding of this work is 
that the PDD of a kilovoltage microbeam varies its PVDR with respect to depth. The results from this 
study agree with that seen in a previous study by Crosbie et al. (2008) at the SPring-8 Synchrotron, 
who calculated via Monte Carlo and analysed PVDR via Gafchromic film through depth, and also 
found a gradual decay of PVDR through depth. However, they did not simulate the change in PVDR 
for tissue with varying concentrations of gold, as undertaken in this study, which expands on their 
findings. The findings of this research are that the PVDR values for gold-doped tissue decrease with 
depth when Au is added to the tissue material. It should be noted, though, that this effect may not 
linearly translate into increased cellular damage in the valley region, since Auger electrons are still 
generated within the microbeam peaks more frequently than near the vall ey region, and it is the 
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Auger electrons with a higher Relative Biological Effectiveness (RBE) that deliver the dose 
enhancement from high-Z enhanced radiotherapy (Kriehuber et al. 2004; Hainfeld et al. 2010).  
Because of the recognised importance of Auger electrons to radiation dose deposition, and 
subsequent biological damage, Auger electrons are the subject of continued investigation (Bousis et 
al. 2010; Cai et al. 2010; Leung et al. 2011; Pomplun 2012). Leung et al. (2011) modelled individual 
AuNPs as spheres of 2, 50 and 100 nm diameter, and computed the range and angle of resultant 
Auger electrons from kilovoltage and MV beams used therapeutically. Their most relevant result to 
this thesis was that for 250 kVp-irradiated 2 nm AuNPs, the average ejected electron had a mean 
range of 15 µm and a mean deflection angle of 84° (compared to 60° for water). This deflection 
angle, more perpendicular than that of water, becomes very important in the case of MRT, as it 
serves to illustrate the potential for increased sidescatter, and hence a reduction in PVDR on 
microbeam x-rays.  
 
6.2 Dosimetry 
Microbeam radiotherapy, due to its inherently high dose gradients between peaks and valleys, is 
difficult to adequately measure for dosimetry (Slatkin et al. 2009; Rahman et al. 2010; Brauer-Kirsch 
2012). The PVDR continues to be a fundamentally important value for the clinical potential of MRT, 
since the observed bystander effects and tissue-sparing properties of microbeams are dependent 
upon it, and as such many authors continue to investigate its measurement (Crosbie et al. 2008; 
Torikoshi et al. 2008; Nariyama et al. 2009; Siegbahn et al. 2009; Brauer-Kirsch 2012; Martínez 
Rovira 2012). Since the dose gradients in microbeam-collimated fields are much higher than 
broadband radiation fields, this demands a spatial resolution from the dosimeter, and the analysis 
system, that broadbeam radiation does not require. To compound the difficulty of measuring PVDRs, 
the use of orthogonally-interlacing microbeam array, also known through the literature as 
stereotactic MRT, has been proposed by several researchers (Company 2002; De Felici et al. 2005; 
Lee et al. 2006; Dilmanian et al. 2008; Schultke et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2010), which would benefit 
from 3D dosimetry. This thesis used two dosimetry methods for measuring the PVDR – first the 
established use of Gafchromic film as used by Crosbie et al. (2008); and second a new method of 
fluorescent microscopy using the polyurethane-based PRESAGE dosimeters, similar to the approach 
used by Rahman et al. (2010). 
The dosimetry studies in Chapter 4 represent two important results in the use of PRESAGE dosimetry 
– (a) it is the first instance of the measurement of a microbeam’s PVDR using PRESAGE, and (b) it is 
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also the first instance in using of fluorescent microscopy for analysing PRESAGE. This is no 
coincidence, as it was the poor results achieved with standard cone -beam OCT techniques that 
resulted in using microscopic techniques for analysis. The increased spatial resolution of the 
microscopic fluorescence allows for the sub-millimetre sample sizes necessary to calculated PVDRs. 
The closest previous study to achieve this with PRESAGE was by Rahman et al (2010), who 
demonstrated the feasibility of a purpose-built CT microscope using optical transmission that 
successfully resolved 400 µm-spaced microbeams, but did not calculate the resulting PVDRs. The 
findings from this study observed that the limiting factor to using PRESAGE for microbeam dosimetry 
is the standard cone-beam OCT technique, and not the dosimeter itself. This was in agreement with 
that observed by Rahman et al. (2010).  
The discovery of PRESAGE’s capability for fluorescence, in a similar way to Al2O3 Optically Stimulated 
Luminescence (OSL) dosimetry (Podgorsak 2005; Blomberg and Siegbahn 2010), may open up new 
applications for this dosimeter. The findings of this research should be of great interest to future 
researchers in finding innovative solutions to measuring dosimetry where conventional methods do 
not satisfy, as in the case of MRT, where obtaining 3D dosimetry is not possible with standard 
techniques. The fact that PRESAGE is a 3D dosimeter makes the possibilities of sub-millimetre 3D 
verification of interlaced MRT plans enticing, as this can impart more confidence in the 
tissue-sparing properties of these microbeams than a series of 2D dosimetry records. The results of 
this research, along with that of Rahman et al’s (2010) work, identify some promising avenues for 
further investigation. The commonality of light wavelength used in this study (638 nm) and in 
Rahman et al’s (2010) OCT study (632 nm) means that evaluating a sample of PRESAGE via optical 
transmission and fluorescence could be used concurrently. Given the encouraging results achieved 
in spatial resolution both here and in microscopic OCT trials, this could be worth further 
investigation, and provide a 3D dosimetry option for the verification of microbeam plans.  
The limitations of using fluorescent microscopy as a tool for measuring the polymerisation of 
PRESAGE have been discussed previously in Section 4.6. The level of fluorescence generated from a 
PRESAGE sample is dependent on a plethora of variables – the amount of laser light emanating from 
the source, the electronic gain applied to the PMT, the pinhole aperture, the optical magnification, 
the laser scan speed, just to name a few. If fluorescence were to be used to verify absorbed dose on 
MRT plans, then these variables must be fixed to allow for comparison to be made between 
different images. Because of this sensitivity to setup, methodology at every stage needs to be 
carefully policed and standardised if results are to be compared.  
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6.3 Cell Studies 
The toxicity of the Nanoprobes Aurovist 1.9 nm AuNPs used in this study has been studied in vivo in 
mice by Hainfeld et al. (2004; 2006; 2010), and on BAEC cells grown in vitro by Rahman et al. 
(Rahman et al. 2009; Rahman 2010). Rahman et al. found that 1 mM AuNPs were cytotoxic to BAEC 
cells which differs to that found in this study. I found that cytotoxic effects are not statistically 
significant at 1 mM after 48 h exposure, compared to untreated cells, for either BAEC (p=0.115) or 
for RG2 (p=0.743), as shown in Table 5.4. This could be an artefact of method difference, since 
Rahman used an initial seed population of 1000 cells, whereas 5000 cells were used in this study, 
although this should not be expected to produce such varied results. Like this study, Rahman used 
BAEC cells before passage 10, and DMEM with 10% FBS and 100 units penicillin and 100 µg 
streptomycin per ml. These diverging results should therefore be studied in more depth before 
drawing any firm conclusions. Having said that, it is possible that an initial seeding density of 1,000 
cells per well may be too low to effectively use MTS. Alternatively, an inadequate resuspension of 
cells in media before seeding could have led to a drop in actual cell number, which would cause an 
artificially low MTS reading which may have been interpreted as AuNP toxicity.   
What has also been found is that the cytotoxic response of the two cell types used in this study, 
BAEC and RG2, are very different – this is in agreement with the findings of Patra et al. (2007), who 
examined several cell lines and found a very different cytotoxic response to AuNPs, as measured 
with several different mechanisms. 
The observed effects of AuNPs on cell migration observed in this research also present cautionary 
data against previous results using the same cells, and the same AuNPs. The work presented by 
Rahman in her thesis (Rahman 2010) suggested a higher rate of BAEC cell migration and gap-filling 
due the presence of AuNPs, but the exact opposite effect has been seen in my results, with a clear 
trend with increasing AuNP concentration. As mentioned in the discussion Section 5.5.2, subsequent 
repeats by third party (Dr Emily Gan, RMIT University, data not published) using the same cells and 
AuNPs as both myself and Rahman have shown agreement with my results. This does not mean 
necessarily that the results from Rahman are incorrect, but that further investigation would be 
needed to determine the migration behaviour of BAECs and RG2 cells with AuNPs. It should be noted 
that Rahman’s method for measuring gap-filling ability was to count the number of cells inside the 
scratched area, whereas the data in section 5.4.2 was gathered by examining the width of the 
remaining gap, but it seems unlikely that this difference in method could account for opposite 
results. To my knowledge, no other authors have used the 1.9 nm Aurovist in an in vitro scratch 
assay, although other AuNPs have been used. AuNPs (18 nm) were shown to inhibit the mobility of 
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human dermal fibroblasts in vitro (Pernodet et al. 2006). These authors attributed the reduction in 
cell proliferation and migration to an impaired protein production due to toxic effects of these NPs. 
A reduction in cell proliferation and migration ability, due to 50 nm AuNPs, was also found in bovine 
retinal pigment epithelial cells (Karthikeyan et al. 2010). Hence there is a general consensus that 
AuNPs hinder cell migration, instead of promoting it. Departing from AuNPs, other nanoparticles 
exhibit a similar trend, with Fe3O4 NPs inhibiting the migration of Panc-1 cells (Wang et al. 2012), 
Gd/fullerene NPs inhibiting the migration of human glioblastoma LN-229 cells (Wang et al. 2010), 
and cholesteryl-butyrate lipid NPs inhibiting the migration of human umbilical endothelial cells 
(Minelli et al. 2012). This contradicts the results obtained earlier by Rahman (2010) – namely, that 
the reactive oxygen and nitrogen species (ROS and RNS) were lower due to an anti-oxidant effect of 
AuNPs that was observed by Shukla et al. (2005), and hence that cells are able to migrate faster 
when exposed to these NPs. Rahman (2010) also speculated that a Coulombic charge was present in 
the AuNP-doped cells, which encouraged them to migrate away from each other.  Shukla et al. (2005) 
did not study the effects of AuNPs on migration, but on biochemical function of static RAW264.7 
cells. When looking at the potential for clinical AuNP-enhanced MRT, this is a disappointing result 
since an increase in cell migration rates in vitro as reported by Rahman could have meant an 
improvement in post-MRT healthy tissue regeneration in vivo, which would have made AuNP dose 
enhancement a doubly attractive proposition for MRT. Instead the possibility of slower cell 
migration with AuNPs may be a hindrance to AuNP-enhanced MRT. However, the biodistribution of 
AuNPs over time in living organisms are not fully understood, and so the migration effects seen in 
vitro may not necessarily translate to a problem in vivo, which would need to be directly measured 
in animal trials. Animal trials suggest that wounds can heal faster in vivo in the presence of AuNPs 
(Leu et al. 2012), or other NPs (Han et al. 2012; Chen et al. 2013). 
The most important set of data for this research, in terms of the original research questions, is 
presented on Figures 5.20 and 5.21, the cell survival with increasing MRT dose in the presence and 
absence of AuNPs. The final analysis of this data illustrates that there is no statistically significant 
difference between the DEFs for the tumorous RG2 cell line and non-tumorous BAEC cells, 1.68±0.12 
and 1.62±0.13, respectively. This question was raised, but not addressed in Rahman’s (2010) study. 
Since the post-MRT recovery of healthy tissue will depend on the relative biological effect of MRT on 
cancerous and healthy cells, this is a crucial aspect that requires further investigation. Although MRT 
has been successfully trialled in murine in vivo studies, and a clinical benefit observed (Slatkin et al. 
1995; Laissue et al. 1998; Dilmanian et al. 2002; Dilmanian et al. 2003; Dilmanian et al. 2007; Serduc 
et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2009), the addition of AuNPs to MRT has not been 
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studied in vivo, but can be expected to both increase the dose localisation to the tumour and 
decrease the PVDR (Prezado et al. 2009).  
It must be noted, before conclusions are drawn, that only two cell types were used in this 
investigation, that did not constitute a ‘matched pair’ representing tumorous and healthy versions of 
the same cell type from the same species (see Section 5.2.1) and only one concentration of AuNPs 
was tested for. It should also be remembered that in vitro cellular response does not automatically 
equate to in vivo tissue response, as illustrated above in the cell migration patterns with NPs. Finally, 
the observed in vivo biodistribution of AuNPs suggests that the tumour periphery will accumulate a 
higher concentration than either the tumour centre, or the surrounding tissue (Hainfeld et al. 2004; 
Decuzzi et al. 2010; Park et al. 2010; Hainfeld et al. 2011). Having clarified these points, the final 
results suggest that AuNP-enhanced MRT can be expected to produce the same DEF in tumorous 
cells as healthy cells. The comparative biological effects of AuNP-enhanced MRT on healthy and 
tumorous tissue, and its subsequent cell migration and tissue repair,  remains to be investigated.  
A comparison between the concentrations of Au used in the cell studies and the Monte Carlo 
simulations should be performed with caution. The concentration of gold used in media for these 
cell studies of 1 mM translates to a concentration of ~0.2 mg Au/g in media, which is an order of 
magnitude smaller fraction than the 7 mg Au/g and 18 mg Au/g in tissue that was used for the 
Monte Carlo simulations in Chapter 3, and should not be expected to make a substantial difference 
in the cell radioresponse (see Section 5.4.4) if considered only as a function of energy imparted to 
mass. Monte Carlo simulations were modelling the deposition of energy into mass, and the 
translation to biological damage, as measured by the cell studies, is not a linear translation (see 
Section 2.2.1). To put another way, it should not be assumed that an x% increase in dose (Gy) to a 
medium will translate to the same increase in radiobiological effect. Another compounding factor is 
that a concentration of 1 mM AuNPs in tissue culture media will not result in a concentration of 0.2 
mg Au/g inside cells that are exposed in vitro to this media, as measurements of cellular uptake of 
AuNPs in vitro have found (Shukla et al. 2005; Ryan et al. 2007; Nativo et al. 2008; Levy et al. 2010; 
Rahman 2010; Trono et al. 2010). The final concentration of AuNPs in vitro is dependent on the 
concentration of AuNPs in tissue culture media, but is also a function of the size and shape of the 
nanoparticle (Chithrani et al. 2006; Chithrani and Chan 2007). Having said that, the concentration of 
AuNPs in the cell studies would not be expected to produce a detectable radiobiological effect if 
merely extrapolated from the concentrations used in the Monte Carlo simulations, and yet a DEF of 
~1.6 has been detected. For example, (Cho 2005) used 7 mg Au/g (=36 mM) tumour to achieve a DEF 
of 2.114, with 140 kVp photons, and in this thesis a 7 mg Au/g tumour received a DSEF of 2.11 in 
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Section 3.7.2. A linear extrapolation down to 1 mM (as used in Section 5.4.4) would predict a DEF of 
only 1.03, and so the Monte Carlo predictions of physical dose increase do not linearly translate to 
an increased biological effect from AuNPs. This, I believe, can be explained as a function of the Auger 
electrons present due to the K-edge of gold, which will deposit their energy over a very short range 
(65 µm, see Section 3.7.4) (Leung et al. 2011). These Auger electrons, which possess a higher RBE 
than the kV photons that generate them (Nikjoo and Lindborg 2010) will create more DNA single 
strand breaks (SSBs) and DSBs than would be present in the equivalent increase in number of kV 
photons (Nikjoo et al. 2000; Kobayashi et al. 2003; Cai et al. 2006; Nikjoo et al. 2006; Adam et al. 
2008; Boisselier and Astruc 2009; Brun et al. 2009; Cho et al. 2009).  
6.4 Future Directions 
6.4.1 Future Dosimetry Studies 
The discovery of fluorescence in irradiated PRESAGE rods could be very significant for microbeam 
dosimetry. Since the PVDR calculations in this study are the first of their kind, this technique will 
need further confirmation by other investigators, and to explore the possibility of using PRESAGE 
fluorescence with other detector and laser setups. As a 3D dosimeter, PRESAGE could potentially be 
used to evaluate the PVDR through depth of MRT treatments, and perform MRT plan verifications. 
Although only 2D techniques were used in this project, the OCT work of Rahman et al. (2010) shows 
that microscopic enhancement can be used to create images of very high resolution. A CT 
reconstruction of PRESAGE from transmitted light and fluorescence could yield very interesting 
results, since fluorescence is not known to be currently used by any investigators for CT, which is 
currently applied only to the convolution of transmitted data – optical or x-ray. This, in theory, 
would allow for 3D MRT dose distributions to be generated from PRESAGE, which would instil 
greater confidence in the accuracy of dosimetry before the clinical use of interlacing/stereotactic 
MRT. 
As the fluorescent response of PRESAGE is itself new information to the dosimetry community, it is 
entirely possible that other applications, having nothing to do with MRT, could make use of this 
dosimetry method. For example, PRESAGE could be used as a more tissue-equivalent dosimeter for 
OSL dosimetry applications than the currently-used Al2O3. The prime requirements of tissue 
equivalency for a dosimeter material is the effective atomic number (Zeff ), as calculated by the 
mass-weighted average of the constituent elements, and the physical density (ρ). Ideally, the these 
dosimeter properties should be the same as ICRU four-component tissue (Zeff = 7.0, ρ = 1000 kgm
-3) 
(NIST 2011), and PRESAGE (Zeff = 6.6, ρ = 1050 kgm
-3 (Adamovics and Maryanski 2006)) is much closer 
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to these values than Al2O3 (Zeff = 10.6, ρ = 4000 kgm
-3), although dosimeters can detect much lower 
doses than those used here, as low as 10 µSv (equivalent to ~10 µGy) (Bushberg et al. 2001). 
6.4.2 Future in vitro Studies 
The central finding of this research - that the DEFs for tumorous and healthy cells tested are 
approximately equal - is also the finding that requires the most extensive further investigation, as 
there are a number of ways to measure cellular response to radiotherapy, as outlined in Section 
2.2.1. It should also be remembered that only two types of  unrelated cells were used in this project, 
and other types of tumorous and healthy cells could be used in vitro to confirm this central finding. 
In this thesis, the results of Section 5.4.4 suggest a lack of statistical difference seen between DEFs 
for a tumorous and healthy cell culture, however these preliminary results cannot yet be used as an 
expectation of tissue behaviour during animal trials of AuNP-enhanced MRT, as this finding should 
be reproduced in vitro with many different types of cells, and different methods for quantifying 
radiation damage. Ideally, adherent matched cell line pairs such as those available from ATCC, which 
provide a human tumour cell and its non-tumorous equivalent, should be used (ATCC 2013), e.g. 
osteosarcoma Hs888.T and lung Hs888Lu. The disadvantage of this approach is that glioblastoma 
cells are not available with a matched primary glial cell; however other tumour types such as 
carcinoma are well represented. Matched cell line pairs offer the advantage of confirming that the in 
vitro results are as relevant as possible to the clinical distribution of cells surrounding a MRT 
treatment site. Exposing cells to differing concentrations of AuNPs, and subsequently measuring the 
DEFs to MRT should also be pursued. As the scope of this thesis is limited to testing only one 
concentration of AuNPs, it would be worth establishing how the DEF changes with varying 
concentrations of AuNPs in tissue culture media, using matched cell lines and an irradi ation 
procedure similar to Experiment 10 (Section 5.3.4). The measurement of cell damage, 
post-irradiation, can also be quantified with several different methods, which will now be discussed.  
Since the Australian Synchrotron was not available for MRT irradiation during this thesis, 
international travel was necessary to generate microbeam radiation on in vitro monolayers of cells, 
and as a consequence the scope of investigation was limited in terms of the type of analysis that 
could be performed on the post-MRT cells. For this reason, time-consuming clonogenic assays were 
not possible, although with the completion of the Australian Synchrotron’s microbeam facilities, 
these could now be performed. While the onset of radiation-induced apoptosis denoted by 
Annexin-V was a good marker of apoptosis, it does not tell the full story of post-MRT cellular 
response, and other methods for studying radiation damage to cells, such as H2AX (measuring DNA 
damage), MTT (measuring metabolic activity), and clonogenic assays (measuring long-term viability) 
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as outlined in Section 2.2.1, should also be pursued. Morphological change in cells over time, and 
the time-lapse photography of gap-filling as used by Rahman (2010) could also be used to monitor 
the in vitro response of cells after AuNP-enhanced MRT. The originally intended means of analysis 
for this project was to include in vitro gap-filling after AuNP-enhanced MRT, however this was not 
possible since the cells used in this study did not leave gaps after MRT. An example of this is shown 
in Figure 6.1, where a monolayer of BAEC cells, treated with 150 Gy peak MRT (i llustrated with 
arrows), The glass slide has been faintly darkened by the radiation, which provides  a confirmation of 
where to expect a depleted region, and yet none can be seen,   The lack of depleted regions after 
microbeam irradiation was disappointing, and is atypical of the response to MRT seen in vivo (Slatkin 
et al. 1995; Zhong et al. 2003; Dilmanian et al. 2007; Laissue et al. 2007), and so further in vitro 
studies are needed that more closely mimic in vivo tissue. By observing the effects of 
AuNP-enhanced MRT using several different methodologies, a more complete understanding of the 
cellular response can be reached, and the merits of AuNP-enhanced can be more comprehensively 
evaluated. It is hoped that these further in vitro investigations of AuNP-enhanced MRT will yield 
similar results, and that the radiosensitivity of tumorous and the surrounding healthy tissue can be 




Figure 6.1 The Lack of Depleted Regions in BAEC cells, after 150 Gy MRT, with arrows 
indicating MRT peak regions 
 
Another issue raised in this work is the decreased motility of cells when exposed to AuNPs, as 
observed in Section 5.5.2. The effect of MRT on tissue is to leave depleted regions into which 
non-irradiated cells may migrate, and so if this behaviour is being inhibited by AuNPs, it may affect 
the tissue-sparing properties of these microbeams. This raises issues with regards to the 
gap-regenerative abilities of post-MRT tissue, and therefore should be examined before clinical trials 
could take place. This is important because the major advantage of MRT is the post-irradiation 
recovery of healthy tissue, and therefore if AuNPs are interfering with this ability then this problem 
needs to be well understood, if a judgement call needs to be made as to whether AuNPs are suitable 
as a dose enhancer for MRT. To this extent, I recommend that future investigators in 
AuNP-enhanced MRT clarify the effects of the AuNPs used in this investigation on the cell mobility 
and migration patterns in vitro and in vivo. In vitro, this would be accomplished by the creation of 
gaps via either the scratch assays as used in this study, or by MRT irradiation, and subsequent 
monitoring over time of the remaining gap via time lapse microscopic photography. In order to fully 
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model the likely response of tissue, a selection of several different cell types should be used in such 
an experiment, ideally the tumour matched pairs available from ATCC, described earlier (ATCC 
2013). Staining antibodies such as Ki67 can also be used to examine the replication and migration of 
cells after MRT. 
6.4.3 Future in vivo Studies 
As a host for in vivo radiation studies, the choice between rats and mice is not a simple one, with 
advantages present on both animals (Corpet and Pierre 2003; Corpet and Pierre 2005). Rats are 
larger and therefore easier to dissect, but mice are smaller and less expensive to maintain over long 
periods. The majority of in vivo work on microbeams, however, seems to have been conducted on 
rats (Mukherjee 1983; Laissue et al. 1998; Dilmanian et al. 2001; Dilmanian et al. 2002; Dilmanian et 
al. 2003; Zhong et al. 2003; Dilmanian et al. 2007; Mohamed et al. 2008; Regnard et al. 2008; 
Sandmeyer et al. 2008; Schultke et al. 2008; Serduc et al. 2009; Serduc et al. 2009; Serduc et al. 
2010), and so it may be wise to continue using rats for the future studies described in this section, so 
as to have more historical precedent to which results can be compared.  
A major unresolved issue raised by this research is the uptake, and subsequent clearance of AuNPs 
by tumorous and peripheral tissue over time. This is not well understood, since even though 
Hainfeld et al. (2004) did show the biodistribution of intravenously delivered AuNPs in 
tumour-bearing mice after 5 min, the presence of AuNPs has been shown to inhibit the migration 
patterns of cells in vitro, as observed in Section 5.4.2 and in previous studies (Pernodet et al. 2006; 
Karthikeyan et al. 2010) the post-MRT tissue regeneration may be dependent on the continued 
presence of AuNPs in tumour and surrounding tissue over hours, days and weeks (Hainfeld et al. 
2004; Hainfeld et al. 2006; Chang et al. 2008; Goel et al. 2009; Balasubramanian et al. 2010; Almeida 
et al. 2011; Lee 2011). This has not been investigated, as it has not been relevant before proposing 
AuNP-enhanced MRT. This could be accomplished by injecting tumour cells into the thighs of rats, 
injecting AuNPs intravenously, and subsequently taking histological sections or biopsy samples at 
different timepoints after AuNP injection (e.g. 5 min, 1 h, 12 h, 24 h, 48 h, 72 h), in a manner similar 
to Hainfeld et al’s (2004) study. The presence of AuNPs can be quantified via inductively-coupled 
plasma spectroscopy techniques such as ICP-MS as used in Section 5.4.3 and  (Trono et al. 2010), or 
ICP-AES (Chithrani et al. 2006; Chithrani and Chan 2007). An inherent limitation of in vivo studies on 
tumour-bearing rats is the variance of individuals, in terms of tumour size and vascularity, initial 
biodistribution of gold and subsequent clearance, over time. This makes the comparison of the Au 
concentration of biopsy samples between individuals over time difficult, and therefore this detail 
which should be accounted for with a large enough sample size for statistical inferences to be made 
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between the treatment and control groups. An alternative to biopsy analysis would be dual-energy 
x-ray image subtraction above and below the K-edge of Au (Jackson III 2010), as a measure of the 
total remaining Au that is present within a subject’s tumour site (e.g. rat’s thigh) over time. This non-
invasive measurement technique has the advantage of repeatedly following individuals over time, 
which will allow for more directly relevant comparisons to be made at different timepoints.  
As mentioned in Section 6.4.2, the effects AuNPs have on cell migration needs to be understood 
before AuNP-enhanced MRT can be clinically considered. Although further in vitro studies would be 
of benefit (Section 6.4.2), studies of in vivo depleted regions of tissue after MRT would provide a 
basis for examining histological sections of tissue over time, in order to examine the recovery of 
tissue after the injection of AuNPs. It is even possible to isolate the effect of AuNPs on post-MRT cell 
migration and wound closure, instead of dose enhancement, by injecting AuNPs intravenously to a 
group of rats or mice after microbeam irradiation, and comparing that tissue to a group of MRT-only 
animals (controls). If the post-MRT AuNP injected animals and the control animals are closing their 
wounds at the same rate, then the presence of AuNPs is not affecting the closure of microbeam 
gaps. As reference, the experimental work by Serduc et al. (2009a; 2009b; 2010) provides a solid 
body of knowledge on conducting histological analysis on rat brains post-MRT. Serduc et al.’s studies 
focussed on interlaced MRT of radioresistant 9L tumour-bearing rats, where histological sections 
were taken either after animal death (2009b) or at set times after treatment: +2, 7, and 14 days 
(2009a) or +1, 7, 14 and 30 days (2010). These sections were stained with a variety of stains, 
including Ki67 to show proliferating cells; type IV collagen to show brain vessels; H2AX to show DNA 
repair (only at +1 day);  glial fibrillary acidic protein (GFAP) to show astrocytes; and NeuN to show 
neurons. This offers a diverse range of biological information about the post-MRT reparation of 
tissue, which could be of great value to evaluating the post-MRT gap-filling behaviour of brain tissue 
and tumours, with and without AuNPs. Using these techniques, the post-MRT effect of AuNPs could 
be evaluated in vivo. 
Finally, I recommend that after the in vitro studies recommended in Section 6.4.2 have clarified the 
cellular response to AuNP-enhanced MRT, the in vivo measurement of AuNP-enhanced MRT should 
be pursued. The use of tumour cells injected into the thighs of mice, as used by Hainfeld et al. (2004) 
achieved good results for AuNP-enhanced kV broadbeam radiotherapy, and this may be an 
appropriate model for MRT as well. The Hainfeld et al. (2004) study followed the surviving fraction of 
mice through an entire year, which represents a large investment in time and laboratory resources 
to a researcher, and so a MRT variant of this type of study should be done only when preliminary in 
vitro studies have given sufficient encouragement for its clinical significance.  
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After the completion of these in vitro and in vivo studies into aspects of MRT and AuNP dose 
enhancement, it is hoped that the synergistic potential of these two modalities can be confirmed.  
6.5 Conclusion 
This thesis has investigated several phenomena relating to the concurrent use of AuNPs as a dose 
enhancing agent for microbeam radiotherapy, both of which have been proposed for the treatment 
of radioresistant tumours such as glioblastoma multiforme. The effect of AuNPs on radiation dose to 
tissue has been modelled with Monte Carlo simulations, dosimetry from MRT has been investigated 
and cell studies have been conducted to establish the effect of AuNPs on cells in vitro. The major 
findings of this research were: 
 Monte Carlo simulations predict that the addition of AuNPs uniformly through tissue is not 
sufficient to effect a meaningful enhancement (DSEF) to a tumour volume surrounded by 
healthy tissue. For example, adding 2 mg Au/g uniformly through tissue with a 4 cm-deep 
tumour only gives a DSEF of 1.03 for a broadbeam spectrum from BL28B2 at SPring-8. In 
order to achieve a meaningful dose enhancement, the Au concentration must be higher 
inside the target volume, and when the target concentration is 7 mg Au/g compared to the 
surrounding tissue’s 2 mg Au/g, then the DSEF rises to 1.87 under the same conditions. This 
preferential accumulation in tumours can be achieved by intravenous delivery, due to the 
extravascular nature of this tissue (Hanahan and Weinberg 2000; Maeda 2001; Maeda et al. 
2003; Hainfeld et al. 2004; Jun et al. 2005; Goel et al. 2009; Balasubramanian et al. 2010; 
Hainfeld et al. 2011) 
 Monte Carlo simulations predict the PVDR of MRT is reduced by the presence of sufficient 
gold in tissue. Sampled over a 5 cm depth, with the collimator flush against the surface of 
the target, the PVDR reduces from 158±9:1 to 80±3:1 for 7 mg Au/g tissue, and 54±2:1 for 18 
mg Au/g tissue. The fractional increase in sidescatter near the peak region remains 
approximately constant through depth for a given concentration of Au, indicating that 
although the PVDR is reduced the overall beam profile remains constant through depth. This 
reduction in PVDR due to AuNPs would need to be accounted for in a clinical situation, in 
order to keep the valley dose below tissue tolerance levels, thus preserving the tissue -
sparing effects of MRT. 
 PRESAGE dosimeters can be read using fluorescent microscopy from a 638 nm laser. This is a 
novel method for measuring the PVDR of a microbeam beamline, and has the advantage of 
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much finer resolution than the standard OCT methodology for PRESAGE analysis, which is 
very important for the steep dose gradients found in MRT. This florescence has been used to 
measure the PVDR of BL28B2 at SPring-8 synchrotron to be 52:1, compared to 30:1 using 
EBT2 film dosimetry under similar conditions. 
 The ability of in vitro cells to fill a scratch or wound is impaired by the presence of AuNPs, 
which is seen to worsen with increasing AuNP concentration and is observed for both RG2 
and BAEC cells. The amount of gap remaining after 24 h for RG2 (p<0.001, DF=11), and 12 h 
for BAEC (p<0.001, DF=15), are shown to be significantly different at 1 mM concentration 
when compared to the 0 mM control. The significance of this is that it confirms the findings 
of most previous similar investigations (Pernodet et al. 2006; Karthikeyan et al. 2010; Kim et 
al. 2011) while disagreeing with the findings of Rahman (2010), and predicts that the post-
MRT tissue regeneration may be hindered by the use of AuNPs.  
 The DEFs for tumorous and healthy cells for 1mM AuNPs have been calculated and found to 
be approximately equivalent, with the DEFs for RG2 and BAEC being 1.68±0.12 and 
1.62±0.13, respectively. This equivalence needs to be confirmed with other cell types, and at 
different concentrations of AuNPs before making any solid predictions of in vivo cell 
response. If so confirmed, then in practical terms this supports a prediction that subsequent 
in vivo studies will see an equal dose enhancement from AuNP on MRT-treated tumorous 
and healthy tissue equally, if AuNP distribution were uniform. With a preferential 
accumulation of AuNPs in a tumour (Hainfeld et al. 2004; Goel et al. 2009; Balasubramanian 
et al. 2010; Hainfeld et al. 2011), this means that tumorous tissue can receive a larger dose, 
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Energy MeV Probability 
1.00E-03        0     
2.00E-03        0     
2.99E-03        0     
3.99E-03        0     
4.98E-03        0     
5.98E-03        0     
6.97E-03        0     
7.97E-03        0     
8.96E-03        0.459 
9.96E-03        3.21  
1.10E-02        4.13  
1.19E-02        26.8  
1.29E-02        60.8  
1.39E-02        195   
1.49E-02        351   
1.59E-02        627   
1.69E-02        1010  
1.79E-02        1490  
1.89E-02        1990  
1.99E-02        2510  
2.09E-02        3000  
2.19E-02        3550  
2.29E-02        4090  
2.39E-02        4540  
2.49E-02        5040  
2.59E-02        5400  
2.69E-02        5650  
2.79E-02        5890  
2.89E-02        6220  
2.99E-02        6310  
3.09E-02        6480  
3.18E-02        6640  
3.28E-02        6710  
3.38E-02        6750  
3.48E-02        6830  
3.58E-02        6960  
3.68E-02        6790  
3.78E-02        6690  
3.88E-02        6670  
3.98E-02        6570  
4.08E-02        6440  
4.18E-02        6330  
4.28E-02        6340  
4.38E-02        6290  
4.48E-02        6100  
4.58E-02        6140  
4.68E-02        5900  
4.78E-02        5880  
4.88E-02        5740  
4.98E-02        5760  
5.08E-02        5610  
5.17E-02        5610  
5.27E-02        5520  
5.37E-02        5370  
5.47E-02        5310  
5.57E-02        5370  
5.67E-02        5390  
5.77E-02        5210  
5.87E-02        21600 
5.97E-02        36400 
6.07E-02        4490  
6.17E-02        4350  
6.27E-02        4260  
6.37E-02        4220  
6.47E-02        4170  
6.57E-02        4000  
6.67E-02        3910  
Energy MeV Probability 
6.77E-02        15600 
6.87E-02        3740  
6.97E-02        6330  
7.07E-02        3180  
7.16E-02        2730  
7.26E-02        2750  
7.36E-02        2630  
7.46E-02        2660  
7.56E-02        2620  
7.66E-02        2490  
7.76E-02        2570  
7.86E-02        2490  
7.96E-02        2380  
8.06E-02        2400  
8.16E-02        2360  
8.26E-02        2290  
8.36E-02        2310  
8.46E-02        2200  
8.56E-02        2130  
8.66E-02        2210  
8.76E-02        2130  
8.86E-02        2010  
8.96E-02        2040  
9.06E-02        1980  
9.15E-02        1930  
9.25E-02        1860  
9.35E-02        1820  
9.45E-02        1880  
9.55E-02        1760  
9.65E-02        1760  
9.75E-02        1720  
9.85E-02        1690  
9.95E-02        1640  
1.01E-01        1580  
1.02E-01        1550  
1.02E-01        1540  
1.03E-01        1600  
1.04E-01        1480  
1.05E-01        1520  
1.06E-01        1360  
1.07E-01        1400  
1.08E-01        1380  
1.09E-01        1340  
1.10E-01        1280  
1.11E-01        1310  
1.12E-01        1230  
1.13E-01        1240  
1.14E-01        1210  
1.15E-01        1160  
1.16E-01        1160  
1.17E-01        1130  
1.18E-01        1110  
1.19E-01        1130  
1.20E-01        1120  
1.21E-01        1040  
1.22E-01        1010  
1.23E-01        1020  
1.24E-01        968   
1.25E-01        969   
1.26E-01        947   
1.27E-01        905   
1.28E-01        892   
1.29E-01        875   
1.30E-01        847   
1.31E-01        824   
1.32E-01        807   
1.33E-01        805   
1.34E-01        794   
1.35E-01        744   
1.36E-01        762   
1.37E-01        749   
Energy MeV Probability 
1.38E-01        744   
1.39E-01        660   
1.40E-01        666   
1.41E-01        678   
1.42E-01        645   
1.43E-01        615   
1.44E-01        564   
1.45E-01        595   
1.46E-01        583   
1.47E-01        526   
1.48E-01        583   
1.49E-01        529   
1.50E-01        497   
1.51E-01        506   
1.52E-01        502   
1.53E-01        470   
1.54E-01        463   
1.55E-01        446   
1.56E-01        416   
1.57E-01        437   
1.58E-01        440   
1.59E-01        435   
1.60E-01        376   
1.61E-01        381   
1.62E-01        373   
1.63E-01        367   
1.64E-01        339   
1.65E-01        331   
1.66E-01        304   
1.67E-01        312   
1.68E-01        313   
1.69E-01        307   
1.70E-01        256   
1.71E-01        268   
1.72E-01        233   
1.73E-01        219   
1.74E-01        253   
1.75E-01        211   
1.76E-01        227   
1.77E-01        193   
1.78E-01        194   
1.79E-01        180   
1.80E-01        177   
1.81E-01        171   
1.82E-01        140   
1.83E-01        158   
1.84E-01        133   
1.85E-01        131   
1.86E-01        104   
1.87E-01        103   
1.88E-01        111   
1.89E-01        94.5  
1.90E-01        81.9  
1.91E-01        89.7  
1.92E-01        61    
1.93E-01        50.5  
1.94E-01        42.7  
1.95E-01        51.1  
1.96E-01        28    
1.97E-01        27.5  
1.98E-01        15.6  
1.99E-01        7.8   
2.00E-01        2.98  








Energy MeV Probability 
1.00E-03        3.51E-17 
2.00E-03        3.51E-17 
2.99E-03        3.51E-17 
3.99E-03        3.51E-17 
4.98E-03        3.51E-17 
5.98E-03        3.51E-17 
6.97E-03        3.51E-17 
7.97E-03        3.51E-17 
8.96E-03        3.51E-07 
9.96E-03        4.54E-07 
1.10E-02        3.05E-06 
1.19E-02        7.37E-06 
1.29E-02        1.67E-05 
1.39E-02        3.80E-05 
1.49E-02        6.45E-05 
1.59E-02        9.78E-05 
1.69E-02        1.38E-04 
1.79E-02        1.82E-04 
1.89E-02        2.29E-04 
1.99E-02        2.69E-04 
2.09E-02        3.19E-04 
2.19E-02        3.50E-04 
2.29E-02        3.84E-04 
2.39E-02        4.12E-04 
2.49E-02        4.35E-04 
2.59E-02        4.46E-04 
2.69E-02        4.66E-04 
2.79E-02        4.65E-04 
2.89E-02        4.83E-04 
2.99E-02        4.92E-04 
3.09E-02        4.97E-04 
3.18E-02        4.88E-04 
3.28E-02        4.84E-04 
3.38E-02        4.75E-04 
3.48E-02        4.90E-04 
3.58E-02        4.72E-04 
3.68E-02        4.66E-04 
3.78E-02        4.59E-04 
3.88E-02        4.45E-04 
3.98E-02        4.36E-04 
4.08E-02        4.23E-04 
4.18E-02        4.31E-04 
4.28E-02        4.16E-04 
4.38E-02        4.12E-04 
4.48E-02        4.02E-04 
4.58E-02        3.91E-04 
4.68E-02        3.80E-04 
4.78E-02        3.74E-04 
4.88E-02        3.69E-04 
4.98E-02        3.52E-04 
5.08E-02        3.42E-04 
5.17E-02        3.46E-04 
5.27E-02        3.37E-04 
5.37E-02        3.22E-04 
5.47E-02        3.18E-04 
5.57E-02        3.17E-04 
5.67E-02        3.16E-04 
5.77E-02        9.64E-04 
5.87E-02        1.56E-03 
5.97E-02        2.57E-04 
6.07E-02        2.75E-04 
6.17E-02        2.61E-04 
6.27E-02        2.45E-04 
6.37E-02        2.40E-04 
6.47E-02        2.31E-04 
6.57E-02        2.26E-04 
6.67E-02        6.82E-04 
6.77E-02        2.15E-04 
Energy MeV Probability 
6.87E-02        3.05E-04 
6.97E-02        1.82E-04 
7.07E-02        1.65E-04 
7.16E-02        1.68E-04 
7.26E-02        1.68E-04 
7.36E-02        1.62E-04 
7.46E-02        1.55E-04 
7.56E-02        1.46E-04 
7.66E-02        1.46E-04 
7.76E-02        1.42E-04 
7.86E-02        1.39E-04 
7.96E-02        1.38E-04 
8.06E-02        1.30E-04 
8.16E-02        1.29E-04 
8.26E-02        1.25E-04 
8.36E-02        1.17E-04 
8.46E-02        1.14E-04 
8.56E-02        1.18E-04 
8.66E-02        1.10E-04 
8.76E-02        1.07E-04 
8.86E-02        1.01E-04 
8.96E-02        1.07E-04 
9.06E-02        9.24E-05 
9.15E-02        9.15E-05 
9.25E-02        9.49E-05 
9.35E-02        9.22E-05 
9.45E-02        8.77E-05 
9.55E-02        8.63E-05 
9.65E-02        8.04E-05 
9.75E-02        8.01E-05 
9.85E-02        7.96E-05 
9.95E-02        7.56E-05 
1.01E-01        6.92E-05 
1.02E-01        6.94E-05 
1.02E-01        6.78E-05 
1.03E-01        6.53E-05 
1.04E-01        6.66E-05 
1.05E-01        6.36E-05 
1.06E-01        5.28E-05 
1.07E-01        5.56E-05 
1.08E-01        5.02E-05 
1.09E-01        4.94E-05 
1.10E-01        4.53E-05 
1.11E-01        4.60E-05 
1.12E-01        4.44E-05 
1.13E-01        4.00E-05 
1.14E-01        4.30E-05 
1.15E-01        3.85E-05 
1.16E-01        3.61E-05 
1.17E-01        3.57E-05 
1.18E-01        3.19E-05 
1.19E-01        3.20E-05 
1.20E-01        2.81E-05 
1.21E-01        2.91E-05 
1.22E-01        2.65E-05 
1.23E-01        2.56E-05 
1.24E-01        2.36E-05 
1.25E-01        2.43E-05 
1.26E-01        1.98E-05 
1.27E-01        1.73E-05 
1.28E-01        1.52E-05 
1.29E-01        1.38E-05 
1.30E-01        1.40E-05 
1.31E-01        1.07E-05 
1.32E-01        1.06E-05 
1.33E-01        8.50E-06 
1.34E-01        6.58E-06 
1.35E-01        5.55E-06 
1.36E-01        3.78E-06 
1.37E-01        2.41E-06 
1.38E-01        1.22E-06 
Energy MeV Probability 
1.39E-01        4.13E-07 
1.40E-01        3.51E-17 
1.41E-01        3.51E-17 
1.42E-01        3.51E-17 
1.43E-01        3.51E-17 
1.44E-01        3.51E-17 
1.45E-01        3.51E-17 
1.46E-01        3.51E-17 
1.47E-01        3.51E-17 
1.48E-01        3.51E-17 
1.49E-01        3.51E-17 
1.50E-01        3.51E-17 
1.51E-01        3.51E-17 
1.52E-01        3.51E-17 
1.53E-01        3.51E-17 
1.54E-01        3.51E-17 
1.55E-01        3.51E-17 
1.56E-01        3.51E-17 
1.57E-01        3.51E-17 
1.58E-01        3.51E-17 
1.59E-01        3.51E-17 
1.60E-01        3.51E-17 
1.61E-01        3.51E-17 
1.62E-01        3.51E-17 
1.63E-01        3.51E-17 
1.64E-01        3.51E-17 
1.65E-01        3.51E-17 
1.66E-01        3.51E-17 
1.67E-01        3.51E-17 
1.68E-01        3.51E-17 
1.69E-01        3.51E-17 
1.70E-01        3.51E-17 
1.71E-01        3.51E-17 
1.72E-01        3.51E-17 
1.73E-01        3.51E-17 
1.74E-01        3.51E-17 
1.75E-01        3.51E-17 
1.76E-01        3.51E-17 
1.77E-01        3.51E-17 
1.78E-01        3.51E-17 
1.79E-01        3.51E-17 
1.80E-01        3.51E-17 
1.81E-01        3.51E-17 
1.82E-01        3.51E-17 
1.83E-01        3.51E-17 
1.84E-01        3.51E-17 
1.85E-01        3.51E-17 
1.86E-01        3.51E-17 
1.87E-01        3.51E-17 
1.88E-01        3.51E-17 
1.89E-01        3.51E-17 
1.90E-01        3.51E-17 
1.91E-01        3.51E-17 
1.92E-01        3.51E-17 
1.93E-01        3.51E-17 
1.94E-01        3.51E-17 
1.95E-01        3.51E-17 
1.96E-01        3.51E-17 
1.97E-01        3.51E-17 
1.98E-01        3.51E-17 
1.99E-01        3.51E-17 






Mohan et al 6 MV spectrum: 
cts/bin or /MeV 
   24, 0, 1 
Energy MeV Probability 
   0.25  .004107824 
   0.50  .1295177 
   0.75  .4609022 
   1.00  .4609022    
   1.25  .4435880    
   1.50  .4084962    
   1.75  .4084962    
   2.00  .2496504    
   2.25  .2367691   
   2.50  .1867142    
   2.75  .1382681    
   3.00  .1304545    
   3.25  .1484442    
   3.50  .09496227    
   3.75  .1246583    
   4.00  0.09773248    
   4.25  0.08891984    
   4.50  0.05154921    
   4.75  0.04184013    
   5.00  0.04803306    
   5.25  0.01624749    
   5.50  0.02715377    
   5.75  0.01199324    
   6.00  0.01573713    
BL28B2 Spectrum 
BL28B2 SPECTRA-modelled 
spectrum   
332, 0, 1 
Energy MeV Probability 
1.00E-03        0 
2.00E-03        0 
2.99E-03        0 
3.99E-03        0 
4.98E-03        0 
5.98E-03        0 
6.97E-03        0 
7.97E-03        0 
8.96E-03        0 
9.96E-03        0 
1.10E-02        0 
1.19E-02        0 
1.29E-02        0 
1.39E-02        0 
1.49E-02        0 
1.59E-02        0 
1.69E-02        0 
1.79E-02        0 
1.89E-02        0 
1.99E-02        0 
2.09E-02        0 
2.19E-02        0 
2.29E-02        0 
2.39E-02        0 
2.49E-02        0 
2.59E-02        0 
2.69E-02        0 
2.79E-02        0 
2.89E-02        0 
2.99E-02        0 
3.09E-02        0 
3.18E-02        0 
3.28E-02        0 
3.38E-02        0 
3.48E-02        0 
3.58E-02        0 
3.68E-02        0 
Energy MeV Probability 
3.78E-02        2 
3.88E-02        10 
3.98E-02        22 
4.08E-02        40 
4.18E-02        61 
4.28E-02        84 
4.38E-02        109 
4.48E-02        137 
4.58E-02        173 
4.68E-02        214 
4.78E-02        260 
4.88E-02        311 
4.98E-02        367 
5.08E-02        428 
5.17E-02        489 
5.27E-02        550 
5.37E-02        626 
5.47E-02        708 
5.57E-02        810 
5.67E-02        928 
5.77E-02        1081 
5.87E-02        1254 
5.97E-02        1428 
6.07E-02        1596 
6.17E-02        1779 
6.27E-02        1989 
6.37E-02        2218 
6.47E-02        2448 
6.57E-02        2677 
6.67E-02        2932 
6.77E-02        3213 
6.87E-02        3519 
6.97E-02        3825 
7.07E-02        4131 
7.16E-02        4462 
7.26E-02        4819 
7.36E-02        5202 
7.46E-02        5584 
7.56E-02        5967 
7.66E-02        6288 
7.76E-02        6553 
7.86E-02        6783 
7.96E-02        6997 
8.06E-02        7191 
8.16E-02        7344 
8.26E-02        7497 
8.36E-02        7650 
8.46E-02        7803 
8.56E-02        7930 
8.66E-02        8032 
8.76E-02        8109 
8.86E-02        8185 
8.96E-02        8272 
9.06E-02        8331 
9.15E-02        8361 
9.25E-02        8349 
9.35E-02        8330 
9.45E-02        8305 
9.55E-02        8273 
9.65E-02        8235 
9.75E-02        8190 
9.85E-02        8140 
9.95E-02        8072 
1.01E-01        7997 
1.02E-01        7942 
1.02E-01        7892 
1.03E-01        7839 
1.04E-01        7757 
1.05E-01        7670 
1.06E-01        7578 
1.07E-01        7481 
Energy MeV Probability 
1.08E-01        7380 
1.09E-01        7274 
1.10E-01        7164 
1.11E-01        7051 
1.12E-01        6933 
1.13E-01        6813 
1.14E-01        6689 
1.15E-01        6563 
1.16E-01        6434 
1.17E-01        6302 
1.18E-01        6169 
1.19E-01        6034 
1.20E-01        5897 
1.21E-01        5759 
1.22E-01        5619 
1.23E-01        5479 
1.24E-01        5339 
1.25E-01        5198 
1.26E-01        5057 
1.27E-01        4916 
1.28E-01        4776 
1.29E-01        4636 
1.30E-01        4496 
1.31E-01        4358 
1.32E-01        4221 
1.33E-01        4085 
1.34E-01        3951 
1.35E-01        3818 
1.36E-01        3687 
1.37E-01        3558 
1.38E-01        3431 
1.39E-01        3307 
1.40E-01        3184 
1.41E-01        3064 
1.42E-01        2947 
1.43E-01        2832 
1.44E-01        2720 
1.45E-01        2610 
1.46E-01        2504 
1.47E-01        2400 
1.48E-01        2299 
1.49E-01        2200 
1.50E-01        2105 
1.51E-01        2013 
1.52E-01        1923 
1.53E-01        1837 
1.54E-01        1753 
1.55E-01        1673 
1.56E-01        1595 
1.57E-01        1520 
1.58E-01        1448 
1.59E-01        1378 
1.60E-01        1312 
1.61E-01        1248 
1.62E-01        1186 
1.63E-01        1128 
1.64E-01        1071 
1.65E-01        1018 
1.66E-01        967 
1.67E-01        918 
1.68E-01        871 
1.69E-01        827 
1.70E-01        784 
1.71E-01        744 
1.72E-01        706 
1.73E-01        670 
1.74E-01        635 
1.75E-01        603 
1.76E-01        572 
1.77E-01        543 
1.78E-01        515 
A-5 
 
Energy MeV Probability 
1.79E-01        489 
1.80E-01        465 
1.81E-01        442 
1.82E-01        420 
1.83E-01        400 
1.84E-01        380 
1.85E-01        362 
1.86E-01        345 
1.87E-01        329 
1.88E-01        314 
1.89E-01        300 
1.90E-01        287 
1.91E-01        274 
1.92E-01        263 
1.93E-01        252 
1.94E-01        242 
1.95E-01        232 
1.96E-01        223 
1.97E-01        215 
1.98E-01        207 
1.99E-01        200 
2.00E-01        193 
2.01E-01        187 
2.02E-01        181 
2.03E-01        176 
2.04E-01        170 
2.05E-01        166 
2.06E-01        161 
2.07E-01        157 
2.08E-01        153 
2.09E-01        149 
2.10E-01        146 
2.11E-01        142 
2.12E-01        139 
2.13E-01        136 
2.14E-01        134 
2.15E-01        131 
2.16E-01        129 
2.17E-01        126 
2.18E-01        124 
2.19E-01        122 
2.20E-01        120 
2.21E-01        118 
2.22E-01        116 
2.23E-01        114 
2.24E-01        113 
2.25E-01        111 
2.26E-01        110 
2.27E-01        108 
2.28E-01        107 
2.29E-01        105 
2.30E-01        104 
2.31E-01        102 
2.32E-01        101 
2.33E-01        100 
2.34E-01        99 
2.35E-01        97 
2.36E-01        96 
2.37E-01        95 
2.38E-01        94 
2.39E-01        93 
2.40E-01        92 
2.41E-01        90 
2.42E-01        89 
2.43E-01        88 
2.44E-01        87 
2.45E-01        86 
2.46E-01        85 
2.47E-01        84 
2.48E-01        83 
2.49E-01        82 
Energy MeV Probability 
2.50E-01        81 
2.51E-01        80 
2.52E-01        79 
2.53E-01        78 
2.54E-01        77 
2.55E-01        76 
2.56E-01        75 
2.57E-01        74 
2.58E-01        73 
2.59E-01        72 
2.60E-01        71 
2.61E-01        70 
2.62E-01        69 
2.63E-01        68 
2.64E-01        67 
2.65E-01        66 
2.66E-01        65 
2.67E-01        64 
2.68E-01        63 
2.69E-01        62 
2.70E-01        61 
2.71E-01        60 
2.72E-01        59 
2.73E-01        58 
2.74E-01        58 
2.75E-01        57 
2.76E-01        56 
2.77E-01        55 
2.78E-01        54 
2.79E-01        53 
2.80E-01        52 
2.81E-01        52 
2.82E-01        51 
2.83E-01        50 
2.84E-01        49 
2.85E-01        48 
2.86E-01        47 
2.87E-01        47 
2.88E-01        46 
2.89E-01        45 
2.90E-01        44 
2.91E-01        43 
2.92E-01        43 
2.93E-01        42 
2.94E-01        41 
2.95E-01        40 
2.96E-01        40 
2.97E-01        39 
2.98E-01        38 
2.99E-01        38 
3.00E-01        37 
3.01E-01        36 
3.02E-01        36 
3.03E-01        35 
3.04E-01        34 
3.05E-01        34 
3.06E-01        33 
3.07E-01        32 
3.08E-01        32 
3.09E-01        31 
3.10E-01        30 
3.11E-01        30 
3.12E-01        29 
3.13E-01        29 
3.14E-01        28 
3.15E-01        27 
3.16E-01        27 
3.17E-01        26 
3.18E-01        26 
3.19E-01        25 
3.20E-01        25 
Energy MeV Probability 
3.21E-01        24 
3.22E-01        24 
3.23E-01        23 
3.24E-01        23 
3.25E-01        22 
3.26E-01        22 
3.27E-01        21 
3.28E-01        21 
3.29E-01        20 
3.30E-01        20 
3.31E-01        20 
A-6 
 




Input ESGINP File for 98a 
Trial98a 10keV electrons thru tissue 19/6/12                                     #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.0511, 0.0001, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
-1, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 0.5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.01 
30000000, 0, 1.99, 78, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 





























% Cumulative Dose from 1keV Photons and 10keV Electrons 
%total 1keV
% total 10keV electrons
A-7 
 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose File of Trial98a 
 
1 1 50 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  1.99999995E-005  3.9999999E-005  5.99999985E-005  7.9999998E-005 
  9.99999975E-005  0.000119999997  0.000139999989  0.000159999996 
  0.000180000003  0.000200000009  0.000220000016  0.000240000023  0.00026000003 
  0.000280000037  0.000300000043  0.00032000005  0.000340000057  0.000360000064 
  0.00038000007  0.000400000077  0.000420000084  0.000440000091  0.000460000098 
  0.000480000104  0.000500000082  0.00052000006  0.000540000037  0.000560000015 
  0.000579999993  0.00059999997  0.000619999948  0.000639999926  0.000659999903 
  0.000679999881  0.000699999859  0.000719999836  0.000739999814 
  0.000759999792  0.000779999769  0.000799999747  0.000819999725 
  0.000839999702  0.00085999968  0.000879999658  0.000899999635  0.000919999613 
  0.000939999591  0.000959999568  0.000979999546  0.000999999582 
  2.27111489E-011  3.04345731E-011  3.71350118E-011  4.23017158E-011 
  4.506433E-011  4.51004602E-011  4.25470369E-011  3.77219097E-011 
  3.11307119E-011  2.34290389E-011  1.54792582E-011  8.36532077E-012 
  3.14449033E-012  5.39164365E-013  1.20460915E-014  3.23957434E-016 
  3.20452315E-016  2.7033617E-016  2.11592515E-016  2.01951218E-016 
  2.64797668E-016  2.17418068E-016  1.69157625E-016  1.63616064E-016 
  1.42880129E-016  1.54274082E-016  1.39620706E-016  1.33571255E-016 
  1.34143912E-016  1.32645494E-016  1.41310319E-016  8.90438304E-017 
  1.20368781E-016  1.4091585E-016  1.49735878E-016  9.78775208E-017 
  1.0625899E-016  1.03866002E-016  1.28935235E-016  7.5872893E-017 
  7.46309721E-017  8.75054259E-017  6.74311246E-017  9.43358402E-017 
  9.06302738E-017  8.78084399E-017  8.1261324E-017  9.75107374E-017 
  6.81613055E-017  5.64456449E-017 
  0.000229778689  0.000241914022  0.000231194996  0.000222230164 
  0.000219591672  0.000224650454  0.000238285141  0.000262162073 
  0.000299906779  0.000358742654  0.000454545538  0.000627317396  0.00101027645 
  0.00227518525  0.0127153375  0.0838278292  0.087067883  0.0902992159 
  0.107514948  0.103728188  0.0989476577  0.108979606  0.120399917  0.117751675 
  0.131594139  0.128636974  0.129006845  0.139398108  0.13888151  0.146904424 
  0.135359209  0.171815102  0.136726759  0.148566561  0.140622056  0.170681684 
  0.159183767  0.15902543  0.155082252  0.184158703  0.195120164  0.19494436 
  0.201745882  0.192855337  0.181460927  0.191489033  0.182198812  0.181347383 
  0.204060467  0.217569966 
 
Input ESGINP File for 98c 
Trial98c 1keV photons thru tissue 19/6/12                                        #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.0511, 0.0001, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 0.5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.001 
30000000, 0, 1.99, 78, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
A-8 
 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
 
Output 3ddose File for 98c 
1 1 50 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  1.99999995E-005  3.9999999E-005  5.99999985E-005  7.9999998E-005 
  9.99999975E-005  0.000119999997  0.000139999989  0.000159999996 
  0.000180000003  0.000200000009  0.000220000016  0.000240000023  0.00026000003 
  0.000280000037  0.000300000043  0.00032000005  0.000340000057  0.000360000064 
  0.00038000007  0.000400000077  0.000420000084  0.000440000091  0.000460000098 
  0.000480000104  0.000500000082  0.00052000006  0.000540000037  0.000560000015 
  0.000579999993  0.00059999997  0.000619999948  0.000639999926  0.000659999903 
  0.000679999881  0.000699999859  0.000719999836  0.000739999814 
  0.000759999792  0.000779999769  0.000799999747  0.000819999725 
  0.000839999702  0.00085999968  0.000879999658  0.000899999635  0.000919999613 
  0.000939999591  0.000959999568  0.000979999546  0.000999999582 
  3.25975925E-012  2.99255882E-012  2.74754481E-012  2.52781937E-012 
  2.32031346E-012  2.12953299E-012  1.956272E-012  1.80023283E-012 
  1.65064425E-012  1.51653666E-012  1.39239898E-012  1.28179143E-012 
  1.17876167E-012  1.08206887E-012  9.95020012E-013  9.12504193E-013 
  8.39355428E-013  7.70082798E-013  7.07679171E-013  6.49484299E-013 
  5.97194742E-013  5.48065228E-013  5.04997431E-013  4.63634373E-013 
  4.25377195E-013  3.90763062E-013  3.59700324E-013  3.28972277E-013 
  3.02971917E-013  2.78077078E-013  2.55630525E-013  2.35296513E-013 
  2.15351912E-013  1.98282202E-013  1.81066371E-013  1.66423823E-013 
  1.53808311E-013  1.40745212E-013  1.29272161E-013  1.19339999E-013 
  1.09380793E-013  1.00554991E-013  9.20376444E-014  8.44563159E-014 
  7.80414978E-014  7.12408978E-014  6.5973248E-014  6.00549299E-014 
  5.50622032E-014  5.08901531E-014 
  0.000613355976  0.000642473636  0.00067272155  0.000703412425  0.000736219295 
  0.000770430716  0.000805658907  0.000841567355  0.000880590699 
  0.000920304335  0.000961998567  0.0010040794  0.00104843155  0.00109563285 
  0.00114382932  0.00119568838  0.00124786583  0.00130393369  0.00136129051 
  0.0014220197  0.0014839517  0.00155000031  0.00161562288  0.00168703404 
  0.00176211718  0.00183930934  0.0019178341  0.00200617969  0.00209117496 
  0.00218345864  0.00227794744  0.00237494292  0.00248310734  0.00258833773 
  0.00270917947  0.00282636711  0.00294045821  0.00307439178  0.00320837957 
  0.00333963796  0.00348879932  0.00363908731  0.00380415048  0.00397160194 
  0.00413193608  0.00432502471  0.00449467745  0.00471129419  0.00492056756 
 
Raw Data for Simulation I – Broadbeam Dose Distribution Near the K-edge 
of Gold 
Input EGSINP File for Trial83C 
Trial83C, 79keV photons vs tissue 100M historiesNathan 10x10 field 13/4/12       #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.079 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 83C 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5.  5.5  6.  6.5  7.  7.5  8. 
  8.5  9.  9.5  10.  10.5  11.  11.5  12.  12.5  13.  13.5  14.  14.5  15. 
  15.5  16.  16.5  17.  17.5  18.  18.5  19.  19.5  20.  20.5  21.  21.5  22. 
  22.5  23.  23.5  24.  24.5  25.  25.5  26.  26.5  27.  27.5  28. 
  1.24514371E-013  1.286163E-013  1.29563064E-013  1.28889143E-013 
  1.27148224E-013  1.2457663E-013  1.214426E-013  1.18079197E-013 
  1.14051535E-013  1.09972353E-013  1.05890076E-013  1.01429149E-013 
  9.71669483E-014  9.28944402E-014  8.85819793E-014  8.43396645E-014 
  8.01086411E-014  7.61220508E-014  7.21404447E-014  6.8385833E-014 
  6.46452243E-014  6.1053752E-014  5.76936087E-014  5.4435401E-014 
  5.12784737E-014  4.82217045E-014  4.53694748E-014  4.26990546E-014 
  4.014628E-014  3.7630321E-014  3.53138217E-014  3.30908378E-014 
  3.10486602E-014  2.90451085E-014  2.71803021E-014  2.53735518E-014 
  2.37523428E-014  2.21357601E-014  2.06694648E-014  1.93026606E-014 
  1.79382298E-014  1.67262986E-014  1.55260213E-014  1.43893831E-014 
  1.33379383E-014  1.24234078E-014  1.14331216E-014  1.05547003E-014 
  9.68507543E-015  8.90765369E-015  8.11859424E-015  7.36970012E-015 
  6.64859822E-015  5.92807258E-015  5.19819396E-015  4.42345627E-015 
  0.000438202723  0.00043350181  0.000433926418  0.000436475255  0.000440624086 
  0.000446094861  0.000452712455  0.00046026316  0.000468673791  0.000478202738 
  0.000488488964  0.000499348983  0.000510985728  0.000523384549 
  0.000536750394  0.00055059251  0.000565255037  0.000580580165  0.000597334641 
  0.000614289763  0.000631936978  0.000651086463  0.000670427485 
  0.000690720951  0.000712042246  0.000734583738  0.000757998737 
  0.000781728581  0.000807213663  0.00083359342  0.000860958838  0.000890337737 
  0.000919601714  0.000951455712  0.0009838238  0.00101806087  0.0010532117 
  0.00109076359  0.00112912976  0.0011698533  0.00121341475  0.00125699072 
  0.00130553766  0.00135390435  0.00140732523  0.00146024184  0.00152141955 
  0.001584591  0.00165045215  0.00172404405  0.00180372764  0.00189243331 
  0.00198830675  0.0021050213  0.00224461744  0.00242476276 
 
Input EGSINP File for Trial88 





0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.079 
5000000, 0, 1.99, 12, 51, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 88 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.00200000009  0.00400000019  0.00600000005  0.00800000038  0.0100000007 
  0.012000001  0.0140000014  0.0160000008  0.0180000011  0.0200000014 
  0.0220000017  0.0240000021  0.0260000024  0.0280000027  0.0300000031 
  0.0320000015  0.0340000018  0.0360000022  0.0380000025  0.0400000028 
  0.0420000032  0.0440000035  0.0460000038  0.0480000041  0.0500000045 
  0.0520000048  0.0540000051  0.0560000055  0.0580000058  0.0600000061 
  0.0620000064  0.064000003  0.0659999996  0.0679999962  0.0699999928 
  0.0719999894  0.0739999861  0.0759999827  0.0779999793  0.0799999759 
  0.0819999725  0.0839999691  0.0859999657  0.0879999623  0.0899999589 
  0.0919999555  0.0939999521  0.0959999487  0.0979999453  0.0999999419 
  0.101999938  0.103999935  0.105999932  0.107999928  0.109999925  0.111999922 
  8.10737904E-012  7.30543579E-012  6.59944914E-012  5.94255565E-012 
  5.32757511E-012  4.8090347E-012  4.33115083E-012  3.90873847E-012 
  3.52053521E-012  3.14935426E-012  2.84570303E-012  2.5596103E-012 
  2.29968678E-012  2.07763396E-012  1.87388413E-012  1.68409494E-012 
  1.51353584E-012  1.36648486E-012  1.23524072E-012  1.10696156E-012 
  1.00032018E-012  8.92411201E-013  8.11579927E-013  7.29286041E-013 
  6.53573364E-013  5.86381056E-013  5.28429687E-013  4.80178857E-013 
  4.25778482E-013  3.8661475E-013  3.44901034E-013  3.09910005E-013 
  2.83954924E-013  2.54174119E-013  2.29496551E-013  2.03400876E-013 
  1.85224705E-013  1.67871844E-013  1.49481578E-013  1.33368637E-013 
  1.21673659E-013  1.09317841E-013  9.85714397E-014  8.85781609E-014 
  8.09715086E-014  7.22200195E-014  6.39854972E-014  5.79691216E-014 
  5.29145596E-014  4.64316288E-014  4.22513411E-014  3.67977167E-014 
  3.39137612E-014  3.12537318E-014  2.79285398E-014  2.29999326E-014 
  0.00134317351  0.00142164617  0.00150269225  0.00159049719  0.00168654686 
  0.0017810178  0.00188254514  0.0019870553  0.00209881588  0.00222423567 
  0.00234444285  0.00247645996  0.00261667419  0.00275725087  0.00290676944 
  0.0030695962  0.00324132529  0.00341426354  0.00359437441  0.00379948514 
  0.00399962809  0.00423749387  0.0044450989  0.00469209796  0.00495858378 
A-11 
 
  0.00523611977  0.0055174069  0.00579124481  0.00615166911  0.00645676407 
  0.00683777202  0.00721471267  0.00753771876  0.00796794908  0.00838802717 
  0.0089123645  0.00934244027  0.00981149767  0.0104001852  0.0110068757 
  0.0115246331  0.0121633369  0.012807158  0.0135161132  0.0141351582 
  0.0149682836  0.0159072494  0.0167090025  0.0174871093  0.0186595787 
  0.0195737957  0.0209789583  0.0218478951  0.0227686854  0.0240691182 
  0.0265476778 
Input EGSINP File for Trial89 
Trial89, 81keV photons vs Au Nathan 10x10 field 13/4/12                          #!GUI1.0 
1 
Gold 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.081 
5000000, 0, 1.99, 12, 51, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 89 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.00200000009  0.00400000019  0.00600000005  0.00800000038  0.0100000007 
  0.012000001  0.0140000014  0.0160000008  0.0180000011  0.0200000014 
  0.0220000017  0.0240000021  0.0260000024  0.0280000027  0.0300000031 
  0.0320000015  0.0340000018  0.0360000022  0.0380000025  0.0400000028 
  0.0420000032  0.0440000035  0.0460000038  0.0480000041  0.0500000045 
  0.0520000048  0.0540000051  0.0560000055  0.0580000058  0.0600000061 
  0.0620000064  0.064000003  0.0659999996  0.0679999962  0.0699999928 
  0.0719999894  0.0739999861  0.0759999827  0.0779999793  0.0799999759 
  0.0819999725  0.0839999691  0.0859999657  0.0879999623  0.0899999589 
  0.0919999555  0.0939999521  0.0959999487  0.0979999453  0.0999999419 
  0.101999938  0.103999935  0.105999932  0.107999928  0.109999925  0.111999922 
  1.05477639E-011  9.44640486E-012  8.08946883E-012  6.82140089E-012 
  5.72392567E-012  4.78269253E-012  3.97739666E-012  3.30594132E-012 
  2.73701114E-012  2.28440803E-012  1.89172225E-012  1.57620555E-012 
  1.31737741E-012  1.0965125E-012  9.26012528E-013  7.75940654E-013 
  6.4850434E-013  5.4613852E-013  4.61995723E-013  3.92265031E-013 
  3.3185844E-013  2.78693827E-013  2.39016189E-013  2.0180163E-013 
  1.76933345E-013  1.49089466E-013  1.27649335E-013  1.10915414E-013 
  9.83563564E-014  8.3015828E-014  7.30506141E-014  6.39563322E-014 
A-12 
 
  5.38468868E-014  4.81296793E-014  4.25562325E-014  3.4569303E-014 
  3.16675521E-014  2.89796967E-014  2.57441553E-014  2.15554795E-014 
  1.88105827E-014  1.74200621E-014  1.52199002E-014  1.28851274E-014 
  1.16809408E-014  1.00336265E-014  9.95842601E-015  8.35624661E-015 
  7.40912119E-015  6.32733028E-015  6.10978568E-015  5.35675955E-015 
  4.33065141E-015  4.19420471E-015  3.27800433E-015  2.93927274E-015 
  0.00106675654  0.00113915436  0.00124613174  0.00137187075  0.00151224638 
  0.00166738599  0.0018407516  0.00203106246  0.0022418073  0.0024638688 
  0.00271597437  0.00298390232  0.00327242489  0.0035934504  0.0039204159 
  0.00428515328  0.00469213684  0.00512088317  0.00557460984  0.00606100625 
  0.00659319331  0.00719862889  0.00777284915  0.00847450829  0.00905432838 
  0.00986264389  0.0106656625  0.0114572386  0.0121644054  0.0132570986 
  0.0141355844  0.0151240766  0.0165070706  0.0174822111  0.0185805496 
  0.0205979152  0.0215667836  0.0225532162  0.0239366934  0.0261322871 
  0.0280525999  0.0291936018  0.0312220035  0.0339276935  0.035657264 
  0.0383557972  0.0386554643  0.0421891545  0.04494748  0.0484236877 
  0.0493772604  0.0526210302  0.0588881535  0.0599055051  0.0677561965 
  0.0714926889 
Raw Data for Simulation II – Broadbeam Dose Distribution of MV and kV 
spectra in a 3cm and 4 cm Deep Tumour 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96a 
Trial96a, 140kVp photons vs tissue Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                    #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/140mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96a 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
A-13 
 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  1.89417032E-013  1.8054574E-013  1.73281274E-013  1.63977294E-013 
  1.56247279E-013  1.49265369E-013  1.42209042E-013  1.36083466E-013 
  1.29732709E-013  1.24110289E-013  1.18778833E-013  1.14131527E-013 
  1.09902334E-013  1.06387934E-013  1.02009159E-013  9.84191617E-014 
  9.46572852E-014  9.21476275E-014  8.89366953E-014  8.5229312E-014 
  8.24024615E-014  7.94950141E-014  7.64517297E-014  7.29190429E-014 
  7.0091853E-014  6.6388397E-014  6.31117845E-014  6.14333388E-014 
  5.88053842E-014  5.55869501E-014  5.35195852E-014  5.06334945E-014 
  4.83952654E-014  4.68370002E-014  4.45330893E-014  4.19420998E-014 
  4.04765333E-014  3.86198579E-014  3.69188216E-014  3.47307723E-014 
  3.31621322E-014  3.11931845E-014  3.03761467E-014  2.82760834E-014 
  2.69263163E-014  2.61920651E-014  2.42887768E-014  2.26810947E-014 
  2.13233589E-014  1.99188126E-014  1.89803492E-014  1.80267671E-014 
  1.65870074E-014  1.51619532E-014  1.38970679E-014  1.21762127E-014 
  0.0031101955  0.00321899929  0.00332921109  0.00344625957  0.00355901293 
  0.00365947502  0.00377511059  0.00386203306  0.00398503465  0.00408715231 
  0.00457836703  0.00467762546  0.00478203734  0.00486422544  0.00498397047 
  0.00506629734  0.00519313903  0.00527769995  0.00537537453  0.00550403241 
  0.00559880542  0.0056982596  0.00533672235  0.00544457257  0.00558689045 
  0.00573202199  0.00588085015  0.00598465274  0.00611389356  0.00630772219 
  0.00640629594  0.00659079776  0.00677186309  0.00688640422  0.00708504528 
  0.00727368137  0.00742581482  0.00759136686  0.00777415654  0.00802395514 
  0.00821026878  0.00847133735  0.00860132908  0.00887817893  0.00913091634 
  0.00927440369  0.009646431  0.00994209817  0.0102310058  0.0106205992 
  0.0108851521  0.0111575591  0.0117459612  0.0122369094  0.0127213228 
  0.013552052 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96b 
Trial96b, 140kvp photons vs 2mg/g Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                     #!GUI1.0 
1 
TissueWith2mgGold 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/140mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
A-14 
 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96b 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.86368416E-013  5.43935955E-013  4.49561753E-013  3.84307452E-013 
  3.38672604E-013  2.96729741E-013  2.65735461E-013  2.38406882E-013 
  2.16047324E-013  1.9602527E-013  1.81461132E-013  1.66465334E-013 
  1.54759563E-013  1.4500257E-013  1.34021918E-013  1.25787751E-013 
  1.16069512E-013  1.08656739E-013  1.01045064E-013  9.41147698E-014 
  8.78907052E-014  8.1072787E-014  7.54769734E-014  7.00972737E-014 
  6.45797598E-014  6.01206776E-014  5.51363916E-014  5.08289084E-014 
  4.69169747E-014  4.39982604E-014  3.94789314E-014  3.73872034E-014 
  3.4338649E-014  3.22778493E-014  2.92186512E-014  2.75963942E-014 
  2.51802101E-014  2.29146086E-014  2.13079695E-014  1.9572344E-014 
  1.84369347E-014  1.66102116E-014  1.55673669E-014  1.46312184E-014 
  1.3077109E-014  1.21940808E-014  1.10900686E-014  1.03385056E-014 
  9.54931097E-015  8.37917324E-015  8.17625417E-015  7.847172E-015 
  6.89630635E-015  5.71470893E-015  5.20179236E-015  4.90550252E-015 
  0.00174352729  0.00208764597  0.0023851791  0.00265650004  0.00288976892 
  0.00313469976  0.00335223628  0.00357528176  0.00379186326  0.00400920478 
  0.00458536054  0.00480563653  0.00500095032  0.00519458503  0.00540628127 
  0.00560855205  0.00584615183  0.00606803425  0.00629716728  0.00655062979 
  0.00676815917  0.00707198774  0.00670599932  0.00697297777  0.00728700222 
  0.00756592427  0.00790589395  0.00825303957  0.00860812439  0.0088986903 
  0.00938563993  0.00966865144  0.0100895785  0.0104217242  0.0109454724 
  0.0113338764  0.0118689413  0.0123917361  0.0128879978  0.0134219012 
  0.013907025  0.0146037408  0.0150876829  0.0156538463  0.0164103716 
  0.017204343  0.0179460822  0.0185558235  0.0194036468  0.0205672851 
  0.0210726855  0.0214062993  0.0229233668  0.0252844072  0.026508013 
  0.0276441613 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96c 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 15, 22, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/140mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
A-15 
 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96c 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.83198332E-013  5.4270033E-013  4.49273431E-013  3.84632808E-013 
  3.36713287E-013  2.94733096E-013  2.62690931E-013  2.34158354E-013 
  2.12967315E-013  1.90694657E-013  1.74657037E-013  1.59337084E-013 
  1.45033482E-013  1.3320827E-013  3.04151176E-013  2.44461435E-013 
  1.99950327E-013  1.66891536E-013  1.38579881E-013  1.17057443E-013 
  9.96265123E-014  8.84884947E-014  3.02108738E-014  2.90063629E-014 
  2.65740306E-014  2.49091239E-014  2.39044518E-014  2.23055107E-014 
  2.0096419E-014  1.92988264E-014  1.80046426E-014  1.64969191E-014 
  1.5796524E-014  1.40158161E-014  1.34857791E-014  1.23350925E-014 
  1.15570782E-014  1.05126688E-014  9.98235467E-015  9.08101674E-015 
  8.70693111E-015  7.73370811E-015  7.54927307E-015  6.80851064E-015 
  6.37975942E-015  5.84390965E-015  5.35903913E-015  4.90683896E-015 
  4.59146538E-015  4.29894984E-015  4.00572876E-015  3.60829612E-015 
  3.28394072E-015  2.73173059E-015  2.65336103E-015  2.35464487E-015 
  0.0017464145  0.00208569578  0.00238718762  0.00265527647  0.00289566602 
  0.00314594315  0.00337365076  0.00361121692  0.00382301658  0.0040737183 
  0.00467430543  0.0049199348  0.0051816184  0.00543769475  0.00336208924 
  0.00380215348  0.00424805499  0.00469012848  0.00517061902  0.00565796954 
  0.00614170315  0.00653866006  0.0108637768  0.0111568413  0.011589895 
  0.0120105436  0.0122399868  0.0126963494  0.0133128517  0.0136864415 
  0.0141439246  0.0147074267  0.015177943  0.0159173587  0.0162992785 
  0.017034337  0.0175503429  0.0184005336  0.0190265902  0.0199196631 
  0.0203636589  0.021536984  0.021816656  0.0230274913  0.0236897546 
  0.0248536535  0.0260098462  0.02697801  0.0282945729  0.0292570352 
  0.0304956724  0.031614471  0.0329992272  0.0364340132  0.0374305244 
  0.0396045826 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96d 
Trial96d, 6MV photons vs tissue Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                       #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
A-16 
 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/mohan6.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96d 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  7.01798622E-013  1.28848638E-012  1.52750092E-012  1.64381506E-012 
  1.69107262E-012  1.72189489E-012  1.74438028E-012  1.73406151E-012 
  1.72954499E-012  1.70665811E-012  1.70193505E-012  1.70667326E-012 
  1.68522736E-012  1.67829278E-012  1.66766047E-012  1.66236555E-012 
  1.66006954E-012  1.64559096E-012  1.63155149E-012  1.62025152E-012 
  1.63055171E-012  1.61266095E-012  1.58867036E-012  1.57257523E-012 
  1.57832652E-012  1.56181398E-012  1.53601576E-012  1.53715453E-012 
  1.51652304E-012  1.50560188E-012  1.48898734E-012  1.48222011E-012 
  1.47367538E-012  1.46117643E-012  1.45806221E-012  1.43741325E-012 
  1.41131181E-012  1.39947051E-012  1.38698357E-012  1.37063192E-012 
  1.34957246E-012  1.34396342E-012  1.3444592E-012  1.32898942E-012 
  1.30784488E-012  1.29195007E-012  1.27801635E-012  1.2669387E-012 
  1.27088948E-012  1.24667209E-012  1.22176406E-012  1.22370262E-012 
  1.20029798E-012  1.18593499E-012  1.16919245E-012  1.10561525E-012 
  0.0069761427  0.00585579644  0.00551780144  0.00539194987  0.00533069702 
  0.00528605447  0.00528087831  0.00527795927  0.00527119632  0.005314615 
  0.0055349211  0.0055614406  0.00556265574  0.00558813772  0.00559593632 
  0.00560444693  0.00562814792  0.00562839423  0.00564728545  0.00566092634 
  0.00565904589  0.00568234372  0.0054709731  0.00548726166  0.00550625668 
  0.00552908625  0.00553331331  0.00558167281  0.00561790375  0.00562000301 
  0.00563316778  0.00567337377  0.00567808203  0.00571806013  0.0057406658 
  0.00574684714  0.00580860276  0.00583536431  0.00587889913  0.00590941183 
  0.00595908309  0.0059648416  0.00597812218  0.00601103108  0.00604641551 
  0.00610993328  0.00615244511  0.00618246467  0.00615397666  0.00622164491 
  0.00627170415  0.0063042059  0.00635727791  0.0064186414  0.00645163989 
  0.00650337498 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96e 
Trial96e, 6MV photons vs 2mg/g Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                        #!GUI1.0 
1 
TissueWith2mgGold 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 











0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/mohan6.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96e 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  7.62337618E-013  1.37345505E-012  1.59397758E-012  1.71596839E-012 
  1.76707811E-012  1.7764441E-012  1.77966018E-012  1.77543593E-012 
  1.76459743E-012  1.75916438E-012  1.74318156E-012  1.74012674E-012 
  1.71656999E-012  1.69599417E-012  1.68156239E-012  1.68076096E-012 
  1.67557382E-012  1.66471039E-012  1.65373441E-012  1.63745088E-012 
  1.63007752E-012  1.63205866E-012  1.60709042E-012  1.60943434E-012 
  1.60843836E-012  1.58126268E-012  1.5751251E-012  1.55399705E-012 
  1.54042824E-012  1.54256589E-012  1.51807576E-012  1.50215971E-012 
  1.49295632E-012  1.48191355E-012  1.47666052E-012  1.45118533E-012 
  1.42693399E-012  1.41564472E-012  1.41056867E-012  1.39936142E-012 
  1.37864014E-012  1.36499782E-012  1.34383231E-012  1.32676982E-012 
  1.31911592E-012  1.30844061E-012  1.28605066E-012  1.2815619E-012 
  1.2674174E-012  1.24722198E-012  1.2278595E-012  1.21749407E-012 
  1.19838654E-012  1.19129298E-012  1.17384989E-012  1.10263513E-012 
  0.00673937206  0.00569803755  0.00542666421  0.00531909718  0.00523457641 
  0.0052205805  0.00522466912  0.0052136078  0.00523497533  0.00524748249 
  0.0054996426  0.00551438635  0.00555887808  0.00555413172  0.0055749348 
  0.00556275504  0.00558388212  0.00560205967  0.00563560472  0.00562794096 
  0.00567461077  0.00567203262  0.00542085602  0.0054317171  0.00545196563 
  0.00545740038  0.00549518185  0.00551502125  0.00552865965  0.00556018162 
  0.00559525194  0.00563820195  0.00566541652  0.00568141953  0.00569786661 
  0.0057236776  0.00578183124  0.0058084101  0.00579880904  0.00583140035 
  0.00590181167  0.0059275805  0.00596616843  0.00599815209  0.00603365882 
A-18 
 
  0.00606500941  0.00614819423  0.00614157874  0.00619146225  0.00621505227 
  0.00626561901  0.00633531303  0.00636871247  0.00640480796  0.00647060373 
  0.00655613591 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96f 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 15, 22, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/mohan6.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96f 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  7.64186186E-013  1.36540201E-012  1.60159893E-012  1.72321646E-012 
  1.74598451E-012  1.77263273E-012  1.76080268E-012  1.76846088E-012 
  1.75380692E-012  1.75540647E-012  1.75365105E-012  1.74885867E-012 
  1.73816475E-012  1.75850803E-012  1.85699906E-012  1.82471569E-012 
  1.78834541E-012  1.76314091E-012  1.75498949E-012  1.75087146E-012 
  1.73057762E-012  1.67873096E-012  1.54515911E-012  1.56126277E-012 
  1.56400336E-012  1.55785264E-012  1.54913952E-012  1.53531134E-012 
  1.52213828E-012  1.50414556E-012  1.49754072E-012  1.4747882E-012 
  1.48168068E-012  1.47586726E-012  1.44488214E-012  1.42788442E-012 
  1.41769782E-012  1.39700339E-012  1.39213841E-012  1.38941758E-012 
A-19 
 
  1.35812417E-012  1.33793504E-012  1.32826754E-012  1.31264594E-012 
  1.30060555E-012  1.29514154E-012  1.27010199E-012  1.2587059E-012 
  1.24449577E-012  1.23833507E-012  1.21524345E-012  1.20223707E-012 
  1.17610949E-012  1.1608505E-012  1.14891625E-012  1.08961534E-012 
  0.00674575524  0.00570856898  0.0054429352  0.00530194537  0.00525715527 
  0.00526277014  0.00523683474  0.00524795768  0.00525114192  0.00523432225 
  0.00549639307  0.00550144331  0.00553303748  0.00553792636  0.00511635953 
  0.00516905428  0.00520663773  0.00524224764  0.00525731349  0.00525987591 
  0.00530278874  0.00531088573  0.00554854639  0.00551891482  0.00550221051 
  0.00552613296  0.00554288195  0.00557210686  0.00557751079  0.00562348106 
  0.00565373088  0.00565535392  0.00567858357  0.00568826592  0.00573602479 
  0.00578938811  0.00582630853  0.00586743158  0.00584537817  0.00588193545 
  0.00593377796  0.00600294794  0.00603258807  0.00605188156  0.00608350971 
  0.00612695729  0.00615332972  0.00620749139  0.00622085362  0.00626454338 
  0.00631743734  0.00637669541  0.00644046205  0.00652372486  0.00653691199 
  0.00659173689 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96g 
Trial96g, 200kVp photons vs tissue Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                    #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/200mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96g 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
A-20 
 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  1.69697842E-013  1.67495679E-013  1.64137593E-013  1.58071364E-013 
  1.53623524E-013  1.48792927E-013  1.44039665E-013  1.39287948E-013 
  1.3470646E-013  1.29745176E-013  1.26641595E-013  1.22027823E-013 
  1.19464292E-013  1.15229038E-013  1.11701981E-013  1.08269636E-013 
  1.04899725E-013  1.01300579E-013  9.84827965E-014  9.67679912E-014 
  9.25012344E-014  9.03838597E-014  8.69235574E-014  8.41208983E-014 
  8.07992178E-014  7.74190495E-014  7.44888532E-014  7.13551575E-014 
  6.85956634E-014  6.58160609E-014  6.31836882E-014  6.07415372E-014 
  5.85820403E-014  5.60866526E-014  5.34850441E-014  5.12280779E-014 
  4.93692604E-014  4.74785166E-014  4.53124431E-014  4.34840232E-014 
  4.16788104E-014  3.94843522E-014  3.75799704E-014  3.58131725E-014 
  3.3901272E-014  3.26065919E-014  3.05030544E-014  2.94978059E-014 
  2.81147244E-014  2.60982258E-014  2.45367408E-014  2.26268467E-014 
  2.19209417E-014  1.99529438E-014  1.82795588E-014  1.62007E-014 
  0.0034375821  0.00348602437  0.00353041576  0.00362393861  0.00369597926 
  0.00377094545  0.00384800674  0.00391969057  0.00399668578  0.00408236889 
  0.00453022222  0.00462883877  0.00469039381  0.00477199121  0.00484420934 
  0.00494781991  0.00502242823  0.00512716415  0.00517863489  0.00524997116 
  0.00536314556  0.00544214998  0.00507070895  0.00517127548  0.00529190609 
  0.00540238906  0.00551477331  0.00561665713  0.00576417191  0.00585386769 
  0.00599738737  0.00611816007  0.00625622509  0.00635397975  0.00653904179 
  0.0066871778  0.00681296544  0.00695782656  0.0071328989  0.00726367872 
  0.00743789596  0.0076389144  0.0078485962  0.00798726748  0.00824178442 
  0.00843260332  0.00872133713  0.00887687984  0.00908916492  0.00940613709 
  0.00971071526  0.0100616692  0.0103284386  0.0107187696  0.0113139247 
  0.0118800172 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96h 
Trial96h, 200kvp photons vs 2mg/g Nathan 10x10 field 28/5/12                     #!GUI1.0 
1 
TissueWith2mgGold 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/200mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  




Output 3ddose file for Trial 96h 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.1051786E-013  5.18821454E-013  4.54561715E-013  4.03163383E-013 
  3.63271434E-013  3.30423553E-013  3.00912653E-013  2.77197683E-013 
  2.55685066E-013  2.35434475E-013  2.18632674E-013  2.05589771E-013 
  1.93168272E-013  1.82186075E-013  1.69137347E-013  1.59751962E-013 
  1.50832376E-013  1.4112641E-013  1.33849837E-013  1.26979092E-013 
  1.182918E-013  1.10363176E-013  1.05134733E-013  9.74994325E-014 
  9.08593309E-014  8.38587091E-014  7.87521111E-014  7.40251894E-014 
  6.77075219E-014  6.44907669E-014  5.93439493E-014  5.49856662E-014 
  5.22362036E-014  4.86984224E-014  4.50278805E-014  4.32174709E-014 
  3.8731009E-014  3.65806281E-014  3.4482225E-014  3.1554549E-014 
  2.97877225E-014  2.79893176E-014  2.57339528E-014  2.40879848E-014 
  2.25436791E-014  2.09459765E-014  1.92335911E-014  1.76262802E-014 
  1.65833515E-014  1.56383558E-014  1.44331343E-014  1.32765469E-014 
  1.20156875E-014  1.13482494E-014  9.80381409E-015  8.80003737E-015 
  0.00201688011  0.00227957526  0.00251037891  0.00271980136  0.00291051832 
  0.00309337284  0.00327148968  0.00344411654  0.0036123439  0.00379118516 
  0.00432407996  0.00447609526  0.00463391147  0.00478754511  0.00497059688 
  0.0051337154  0.00530215068  0.00548423136  0.00564577272  0.00582510649 
  0.00604125188  0.0062552497  0.00588726274  0.00612710654  0.00636602246 
  0.00663200041  0.00683599656  0.00706336972  0.00738865017  0.0076070341 
  0.00794876328  0.00826261032  0.00850553608  0.00880588825  0.00917703935 
  0.00938899365  0.00989465275  0.0102231436  0.0105635685  0.0109994476 
  0.011434545  0.0118071809  0.012261408  0.0126991237  0.0131596757 
  0.0136224333  0.0142411986  0.0148562908  0.0152656437  0.0159561879 
  0.0165269417  0.0171803618  0.0181827872  0.0188199139  0.0201251527 
  0.0214417465 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96i 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 15, 22, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/200mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
A-22 
 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96i 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.0869114E-013  5.18835767E-013  4.52294893E-013  4.00231716E-013 
  3.61795825E-013  3.25201595E-013  2.98757024E-013  2.73712258E-013 
  2.48477632E-013  2.26613737E-013  2.10230798E-013  1.96512546E-013 
  1.81818229E-013  1.67888853E-013  3.86402465E-013  3.18312828E-013 
  2.68638291E-013  2.27385799E-013  1.96365849E-013  1.70576689E-013 
  1.49830296E-013  1.32212879E-013  4.81122771E-014  4.54926154E-014 
  4.28753491E-014  4.00778002E-014  3.76334789E-014  3.62024889E-014 
  3.31452837E-014  3.27177752E-014  3.02685703E-014  2.83124351E-014 
  2.6112122E-014  2.51565507E-014  2.37048387E-014  2.18850854E-014 
  2.05044788E-014  1.92734573E-014  1.82747465E-014  1.74894062E-014 
  1.61358605E-014  1.5309618E-014  1.38769192E-014  1.29117447E-014 
  1.1965421E-014  1.16890181E-014  1.08434299E-014  9.8907877E-015 
  9.23889933E-015  8.52116943E-015  7.91650032E-015  7.31334179E-015 
  6.66571185E-015  6.22146371E-015  5.61018071E-015  4.90471426E-015 
  0.002017192  0.00227784208  0.00252001232  0.00272974746  0.00292479201 
  0.00312013904  0.00329686884  0.00346719194  0.0036591282  0.00386328888 
  0.00440631123  0.00459381801  0.00480672403  0.00501052693  0.00310565455 
  0.00346621087  0.00382119308  0.0041943781  0.00454609796  0.00491047099 
  0.00525440411  0.00558889117  0.00898717241  0.00922919678  0.00948649548 
  0.00978682801  0.0101598957  0.0103748852  0.0107892423  0.0108814261 
  0.0113055774  0.0117772425  0.0122512504  0.0124963047  0.0128483953 
  0.013408944  0.0137555643  0.0143478514  0.0147166952  0.0150787248 
  0.0156747906  0.0161360176  0.0169669872  0.0175810959  0.0182227015 
  0.0185458375  0.0193284924  0.0201354245  0.0206591813  0.0217890043 
  0.0226278654  0.0234298514  0.0245487402  0.0258955337  0.0270760044 
  0.0288060494 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96j 
Trial96j, BL28B2 photons vs tissue Nathan 10x10 field 12/6/12                    #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 









0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 




:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96j 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  1.48358286E-013  1.52043343E-013  1.54266697E-013  1.54310942E-013 
  1.54732315E-013  1.5353458E-013  1.5275129E-013  1.51333321E-013 
  1.49770736E-013  1.47383732E-013  1.4528078E-013  1.43588566E-013 
  1.4172983E-013  1.39746186E-013  1.37234609E-013  1.35361564E-013 
  1.32578638E-013  1.30820024E-013  1.28437795E-013  1.25601515E-013 
  1.23428184E-013  1.20595458E-013  1.18317242E-013  1.15243944E-013 
  1.12322716E-013  1.09286695E-013  1.06466953E-013  1.03758541E-013 
  1.00854891E-013  9.77848002E-014  9.48739217E-014  9.20064826E-014 
  8.90003799E-014  8.66187147E-014  8.37940657E-014  8.08741004E-014 
  7.78254039E-014  7.56703764E-014  7.29422386E-014  7.02021563E-014 
  6.79620521E-014  6.50836248E-014  6.27978881E-014  6.05430689E-014 
  5.80104832E-014  5.56365413E-014  5.30974976E-014  5.09821264E-014 
  4.85621223E-014  4.63461572E-014  4.39217673E-014  4.14607489E-014 
  3.92641145E-014  3.67758678E-014  3.41454652E-014  3.14176112E-014 
  0.00175136715  0.0017331994  0.00172107232  0.00171948028  0.00172395323 
  0.00172486017  0.00173243538  0.00174047983  0.00175202837  0.00176463352 
  0.00193849422  0.00194991112  0.00196436871  0.00197652412  0.00199239206 
  0.00200978421  0.0020277442  0.00204421082  0.00206562364  0.00208630678 
  0.00210614026  0.00212929231  0.00197469108  0.00199797757  0.0020252433 
  0.00205514889  0.0020816451  0.0021117721  0.00214102578  0.0021714428 
  0.00220553484  0.00224333481  0.0022808214  0.00231388229  0.0023557992 
  0.00239488331  0.00244090523  0.00247542333  0.00252233844  0.00257090384 
  0.00262048829  0.00267124649  0.00272435011  0.00277621514  0.00283919352 
  0.00290156111  0.0029635485  0.00303181689  0.00310790411  0.00317737511 
  0.00326026323  0.00335731475  0.0034559119  0.00356859608  0.0037024336 
  0.00386549206 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96k 
Trial96k, BL28B2 photons vs 2mg/g Nathan 20M hist 10x10 field 12/6/12            #!GUI1.0 
1 
TissueWith2mgGold 
0.07, 0.005, 0, 0 











0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
20000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96k 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  4.80881874E-013  4.86788436E-013  4.79578929E-013  4.67944813E-013 
  4.54594371E-013  4.37855569E-013  4.21308201E-013  4.04364897E-013 
  3.87012708E-013  3.7034702E-013  3.54758215E-013  3.40017786E-013 
  3.26126093E-013  3.12279089E-013  2.9971662E-013  2.87309822E-013 
  2.74710493E-013  2.62523797E-013  2.51198605E-013  2.39505641E-013 
  2.28751609E-013  2.19073914E-013  2.07488812E-013  1.9578841E-013 
  1.85085074E-013  1.74646337E-013  1.65246384E-013  1.55213188E-013 
  1.46853587E-013  1.38764469E-013  1.30553077E-013  1.23011851E-013 
  1.15489766E-013  1.08563749E-013  1.02561699E-013  9.66583893E-014 
  9.0795949E-014  8.56128348E-014  8.00613593E-014  7.53287375E-014 
  7.08586558E-014  6.67718912E-014  6.24295458E-014  5.85435419E-014 
  5.49699539E-014  5.14525585E-014  4.7981769E-014  4.49514706E-014 
  4.1679559E-014  3.88024378E-014  3.61930245E-014  3.34143977E-014 
  3.05174579E-014  2.78424825E-014  2.52710735E-014  2.22511571E-014 
  0.000900942236  0.000894415298  0.000901276678  0.000912420699 
  0.000926590923  0.000944034233  0.000962530359  0.000983865938  0.00100588662 
  0.00102899146  0.00115039455  0.00117586922  0.00120035717  0.00122715756 
  0.00125464933  0.00128106529  0.00131233995  0.00134201158  0.00137309642 
  0.0014075172  0.00144117904  0.00147270131  0.00138791234  0.00143029536 
  0.00147227785  0.00151631133  0.00156075068  0.00161123795  0.00165778728 
  0.00170622472  0.00176009513  0.00181590115  0.00187096533  0.00193381762 
  0.00199095635  0.00205550689  0.0021183822  0.00218620817  0.00225941975 
  0.00233080732  0.00240284606  0.00247781957  0.00256711275  0.00265290191 
  0.00273767743  0.00283608024  0.00293871358  0.00303993021  0.00315635772 
  0.00326971223  0.00340110222  0.00354133234  0.00370685835  0.00388617741 
  0.0041025787  0.00437378963 
A-25 
 
Input EGSINP File for Trial96l 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 15, 22, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
20000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 96l 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  4.77775359E-013  4.83087766E-013  4.75691322E-013  4.62422339E-013 
  4.49071588E-013  4.32011069E-013  4.14509596E-013  3.95422813E-013 
  3.78090198E-013  3.59384486E-013  3.41774811E-013  3.26365453E-013 
  3.0982621E-013  2.95250299E-013  6.89713242E-013  6.03670042E-013 
  5.31934665E-013  4.67425487E-013  4.14557649E-013  3.70186134E-013 
  3.31080526E-013  3.00014212E-013  1.10876648E-013  1.05036761E-013 
  1.00212384E-013  9.48561336E-014  9.03610396E-014  8.57119412E-014 
  8.09929164E-014  7.69111805E-014  7.28494952E-014  6.89453383E-014 
  6.51485067E-014  6.149047E-014  5.78347517E-014  5.46964943E-014 
  5.17099656E-014  4.87350566E-014  4.59945378E-014  4.32597328E-014 
  4.09046676E-014  3.827034E-014  3.63770107E-014  3.4326357E-014 
  3.18008561E-014  3.00693586E-014  2.83090531E-014  2.60611858E-014 
  2.4576797E-014  2.2793736E-014  2.1408241E-014  1.9668899E-014 
  1.81641278E-014  1.66570657E-014  1.50908394E-014  1.33385282E-014 
A-26 
 
  0.000904390892  0.000898535088  0.000905439746  0.000918117909 
  0.000932816288  0.000951918061  0.00097222274  0.000996478256  0.00102063806 
  0.00104805664  0.00117551948  0.00120398026  0.00123673818  0.00126743374 
  0.000790147989  0.000848979582  0.000909649655  0.000974452715  0.0010391722 
  0.0011034249  0.00116916629  0.00123010873  0.00192810889  0.00198192248 
  0.00202732688  0.00208274414  0.00214015551  0.0021953611  0.00225873991 
  0.00231926281  0.00238452784  0.00244957977  0.00252294608  0.00259597142 
  0.00267504873  0.00275790879  0.00283628304  0.00292663446  0.00301190211 
  0.00310594121  0.00319756716  0.0033008818  0.00338936689  0.00350659514 
  0.00363272221  0.00374005387  0.00386187204  0.00402597618  0.0041599856 
  0.00431485128  0.00446167279  0.00465923685  0.00485825583  0.00507792322 
  0.00534954229  0.00570035135 
Input EGSINP File for Trial97c 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 11, 18, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/140mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial97c 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.82762594E-013  5.4117443E-013  4.47625365E-013  3.81250361E-013 
A-27 
 
  3.30977255E-013  2.90648295E-013  2.58348508E-013  2.311524E-013 
  2.05198569E-013  1.82140656E-013  4.11758502E-013  3.24644296E-013 
  2.62901033E-013  2.13938177E-013  1.80461575E-013  1.52421426E-013 
  1.29051414E-013  1.14247782E-013  3.92830037E-014  3.73223145E-014 
  3.5549419E-014  3.32302074E-014  3.14002893E-014  3.0329799E-014 
  2.75131217E-014  2.5532675E-014  2.37801463E-014  2.24478522E-014 
  2.07313626E-014  1.91066794E-014  1.79262528E-014  1.67352251E-014 
  1.52030318E-014  1.48067366E-014  1.33039663E-014  1.24076876E-014 
  1.15455198E-014  1.12797237E-014  9.97523085E-015  9.37219184E-015 
  8.57585319E-015  7.98687466E-015  7.4875173E-015  6.55555974E-015 
  6.69159969E-015  5.60590586E-015  5.54969999E-015  4.85055602E-015 
  4.71946236E-015  4.19676278E-015  3.63205855E-015  3.42070075E-015 
  3.25182206E-015  2.82971339E-015  2.66514949E-015  2.24166172E-015 
  0.00174618102  0.00208902583  0.00239066218  0.00266548122  0.00292217867 
  0.00316500021  0.00340425726  0.00364125263  0.00390313665  0.00417275224 
  0.00282649646  0.00324779601  0.00366125484  0.00409555597  0.00449593597 
  0.0049174876  0.00535566318  0.00572651241  0.0104109859  0.0106455078 
  0.0108940983  0.0112607248  0.0106354413  0.0108652493  0.0113527759 
  0.0118299177  0.0122449785  0.0126119502  0.0131207982  0.0136367213 
  0.0140569628  0.0146590783  0.0153574991  0.0156263712  0.0163327423 
  0.0169687548  0.0175648715  0.0177994848  0.0189078163  0.0194713473 
  0.0205102544  0.021125614  0.0220284009  0.0233783164  0.0232313457 
  0.0253262732  0.0254326525  0.0271452567  0.0275419665  0.0294274906 
  0.0313788948  0.032376141  0.0330141939  0.0362922557  0.0368971569 
  0.0403544717 
Input EGSINP File for Trial97f 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 11, 18, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/mohan6.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  




Output 3ddose file for Trial 97f 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  7.64512245E-013  1.35737808E-012  1.60062011E-012  1.70447565E-012 
  1.75943414E-012  1.7638057E-012  1.75889747E-012  1.75350019E-012 
  1.75203226E-012  1.77697026E-012  1.88516334E-012  1.85185512E-012 
  1.83115978E-012  1.82990989E-012  1.80864799E-012  1.79482977E-012 
  1.78001508E-012  1.72668869E-012  1.58809472E-012  1.60934093E-012 
  1.61181682E-012  1.61137013E-012  1.61151478E-012  1.58992085E-012 
  1.58054229E-012  1.55180064E-012  1.54284257E-012  1.54266126E-012 
  1.52188986E-012  1.51801478E-012  1.49389529E-012  1.47456879E-012 
  1.46031265E-012  1.45991882E-012  1.45244029E-012  1.42836928E-012 
  1.41032276E-012  1.40918824E-012  1.38780017E-012  1.37087947E-012 
  1.35090691E-012  1.34435313E-012  1.32242406E-012  1.30900148E-012 
  1.31150678E-012  1.29011587E-012  1.28242624E-012  1.25588787E-012 
  1.25335846E-012  1.24368761E-012  1.22202936E-012  1.1966653E-012 
  1.17785203E-012  1.17261156E-012  1.13656321E-012  1.0690954E-012 
  0.00677049593  0.00572069762  0.00542991168  0.00532414772  0.00526544476 
  0.00525192581  0.00525389807  0.00524596617  0.0052470797  0.00526485077 
  0.00510329537  0.00514969208  0.00517734319  0.00520114058  0.00520054627 
  0.00520618893  0.00522946443  0.00523404201  0.00576828932  0.00571804944 
  0.00567698132  0.00569941567  0.00546075987  0.0054631649  0.00549397939 
  0.0055211962  0.00553242976  0.00554960964  0.00559892266  0.00561248185 
  0.00563420469  0.0056811065  0.00569281564  0.00569911464  0.00572013222 
  0.00577820459  0.00581686663  0.00583625965  0.00589650421  0.00590274548 
  0.00596431758  0.00597347675  0.00603980193  0.00604849414  0.00606999944 
  0.00609765379  0.006140512  0.00620956788  0.00621592834  0.00623868748 
  0.00632646915  0.00641994458  0.00643745508  0.00646296875  0.00657520161 
  0.00662966647 
Input EGSINP File for Trial97i 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 11, 18, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/200mc.spectrum 
2000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
A-29 
 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 97i 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  6.05510346E-013  5.14219978E-013  4.4833016E-013  3.98364263E-013 
  3.57506823E-013  3.2287516E-013  2.92164528E-013  2.66340538E-013 
  2.41789419E-013  2.19287355E-013  4.9885343E-013  4.08468884E-013 
  3.40465221E-013  2.89308279E-013  2.46805793E-013  2.12823871E-013 
  1.8537168E-013  1.67144202E-013  6.0108347E-014  5.72841159E-014 
  5.42945233E-014  5.22046218E-014  4.94406709E-014  4.6272603E-014 
  4.38673937E-014  4.16234747E-014  3.92235812E-014  3.64779376E-014 
  3.47018319E-014  3.27498948E-014  2.99452464E-014  2.91380178E-014 
  2.67257694E-014  2.4681208E-014  2.43750592E-014  2.22450426E-014 
  2.09574106E-014  2.00539547E-014  1.86686339E-014  1.72960526E-014 
  1.61061314E-014  1.5346966E-014  1.44411919E-014  1.32572609E-014 
  1.23450353E-014  1.1738977E-014  1.0640935E-014  1.00887519E-014 
  9.26426649E-015  8.92826912E-015  8.01497749E-015  7.43829454E-015 
  6.73738474E-015  6.16979044E-015  5.49275752E-015  4.61118808E-015 
  0.00202136279  0.00229032057  0.00252759491  0.00273522371  0.00293703205 
  0.00313698963  0.00332658505  0.00352037378  0.00372536891  0.00394250663 
  0.00268252144  0.0030203672  0.00335628087  0.00367626767  0.00402195015 
  0.00435575105  0.00468669791  0.00495636659  0.00865891302  0.00894663596 
  0.00915746155  0.00933005399  0.00884098459  0.00906114227  0.0093721424 
  0.00965745521  0.00995248498  0.0102740193  0.0105192136  0.0108874355 
  0.01133277  0.0115912358  0.0120657443  0.0125762836  0.0126993509 
  0.0132385853  0.0136438974  0.0140467658  0.0145937731  0.0150834701 
  0.0156884236  0.0160703103  0.0166302335  0.0173347618  0.0180841504 
  0.0183836341  0.0193839242  0.0199492763  0.0209333692  0.0214217082 
  0.0226990621  0.0236173497  0.0246658778  0.0259331063  0.0276757374 
  0.0293510506 
Input EGSINP File for Trial97j 




0.07, 0.005, 0, 0, 0 









0, 1, 0, 1, 11, 18, 2, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 50, 0, 50, 51, 56, 1, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, -5, 5, -5, 5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  




20000000, 0, 1.99, 99, 22, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 97j 
1 1 56 
 -10.  10. 
 -10.  10. 
  0.  0.300000012  0.600000024  0.900000036  1.20000005  1.5  1.79999995 
  2.0999999  2.39999986  2.69999981  2.99999976  3.24999976  3.49999976 
  3.74999976  3.99999976  4.25  4.5  4.75  5.  5.25  5.5  5.75  6.  6.30000019 
  6.60000038  6.90000057  7.20000076  7.50000095  7.80000114  8.10000134 
  8.40000153  8.70000172  9.00000191  9.3000021  9.60000229  9.90000248 
  10.2000027  10.5000029  10.8000031  11.1000032  11.4000034  11.7000036 
  12.0000038  12.300004  12.6000042  12.9000044  13.2000046  13.5000048 
  13.800005  14.1000051  14.4000053  14.7000055  15.0000057  15.3000059 
  15.6000061  15.9000063  16.2000065 
  4.74285432E-013  4.81019851E-013  4.72762273E-013  4.59749795E-013 
  4.44364647E-013  4.275298E-013  4.08848732E-013  3.88572155E-013 
  3.69220915E-013  3.49022635E-013  8.15417431E-013  7.20507582E-013 
  6.34935437E-013  5.62649645E-013  4.99051277E-013  4.45217506E-013 
  3.99217259E-013  3.62209309E-013  1.34317502E-013  1.27947039E-013 
  1.22728365E-013  1.18439861E-013  1.12912011E-013  1.07315881E-013 
  1.01978997E-013  9.64766622E-014  9.16570899E-014  8.64097561E-014 
  8.15857543E-014  7.75693852E-014  7.31127689E-014  6.91715034E-014 
  6.5111063E-014  6.17629076E-014  5.83381075E-014  5.52453064E-014 
  5.19565265E-014  4.88215043E-014  4.61962866E-014  4.34649492E-014 
  4.08003161E-014  3.84059673E-014  3.61543724E-014  3.40048717E-014 
  3.19268639E-014  2.98922573E-014  2.80851537E-014  2.6303859E-014 
  2.45232447E-014  2.28697225E-014  2.13352651E-014  1.98056452E-014 
  1.82053652E-014  1.68001707E-014  1.51161383E-014  1.34882482E-014 
  0.000907973286  0.00090100263  0.000909052463  0.00092196381  0.000938175252 
  0.000957528837  0.000980297121  0.001006573  0.00103500508  0.00106455615 
  0.000721981971  0.000772485594  0.000827490893  0.000883773942  0.00094248185 
  0.00100114784  0.00106062051  0.00111566536  0.001906263  0.00195363684 
  0.00199270642  0.00203072603  0.00190789814  0.00195898475  0.00200809188 
  0.00206685102  0.00211898932  0.00218356722  0.00224701604  0.00230734308 
  0.00237748156  0.00244474891  0.0025189244  0.00259044073  0.0026651447 
  0.00274564488  0.00283461084  0.00291856137  0.00300226137  0.00309620274 
  0.00319958351  0.00329799837  0.00339895638  0.00351245357  0.00362591374 
  0.00374500638  0.00386919899  0.00400484845  0.00415420341  0.00430250827 
  0.00445974358  0.00464843757  0.00485043038  0.00506499208  0.00535289375 
  0.00568629406 
 
Raw Data for Simulation III – An Ideal Microbeam’s Shape and PVDR 
through Gold-Doped Tissue 
Input EGSINP File for Trial90a3 





0.511, 0.01, 0, 0 







0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 6, 0, 1 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 0.5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 63, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 90a3 
90 1 10 
  0.  0.000250000012  0.000500000024  0.000750000007  0.00100000005 
  0.00125000009  0.00150000013  0.00175000017  0.00200000009  0.00225000014 
  0.00250000018  0.00275000022  0.00300000026  0.0032500003  0.00350000034 
  0.00375000038  0.00400000019  0.00425000023  0.00450000027  0.00475000031 
  0.00500000035  0.00525000039  0.00550000044  0.00575000048  0.00600000052 
  0.00625000056  0.0065000006  0.00675000064  0.00700000068  0.00725000072 
  0.00750000076  0.0077500008  0.00800000038  0.00824999996  0.00849999953 
  0.00874999911  0.00899999868  0.00924999826  0.00949999783  0.00974999741 
  0.00999999698  0.0102499966  0.0104999961  0.0107499957  0.0109999953 
  0.0112499949  0.0114999944  0.011749994  0.0119999936  0.0122499932 
  0.0124999927  0.0127499923  0.0129999919  0.0132499915  0.013499991 
  0.0137499906  0.0139999902  0.0142499898  0.0144999893  0.0147499889 
  0.0149999885  0.0152499881  0.0154999876  0.0157499872  0.0159999877 
  0.0162499882  0.0164999887  0.0167499892  0.0169999897  0.0172499903 
  0.0174999908  0.0177499913  0.0179999918  0.0182499923  0.0184999928 
  0.0187499933  0.0189999938  0.0192499943  0.0194999948  0.0197499953 
  0.0199999958  0.0202499963  0.0204999968  0.0207499973  0.0209999979 
  0.0212499984  0.0214999989  0.0217499994  0.0219999999  0.0222500004 
  0.0225000009 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5. 
  3.46338977E-018  5.69997131E-016  6.81943376E-016  7.78360795E-016 
  8.05057987E-016  8.87860416E-016  9.3583452E-016  9.87259358E-016 
  1.06521883E-015  1.19396922E-015  1.25948887E-015  1.32377276E-015 
  1.49534921E-015  1.57983779E-015  1.69538506E-015  1.79634923E-015 
  1.96537745E-015  2.10288424E-015  2.27397495E-015  2.4969289E-015 
  2.62679205E-015  2.88837824E-015  3.12994006E-015  3.37300551E-015 
  3.68149661E-015  4.05541455E-015  4.4051369E-015  4.83873177E-015 
  5.33120427E-015  5.88562516E-015  6.61589586E-015  7.50147654E-015 
  8.5848692E-015  1.03402974E-014  1.2600532E-014  1.59098744E-014 
A-32 
 
  2.11311175E-014  3.04252429E-014  4.90600599E-014  1.00755332E-013 
  2.98947638E-013  3.51262598E-013  3.67753594E-013  3.75978522E-013 
  3.78927333E-013  3.79652495E-013  3.76341765E-013  3.67707484E-013 
  3.50105622E-013  2.99182005E-013  1.00548393E-013  4.89649473E-014 
  3.04366621E-014  2.12973866E-014  1.5945616E-014  1.26947109E-014 
  1.03139473E-014  8.71421489E-015  7.50282862E-015  6.66611377E-015 
  5.95147787E-015  5.39135918E-015  4.90075041E-015  4.5069989E-015 
  4.08611462E-015  3.75160094E-015  3.4620867E-015  3.11079673E-015 
  2.92792832E-015  2.70502769E-015  2.50581945E-015  2.34195477E-015 
  2.15531484E-015  2.01076518E-015  1.83304321E-015  1.68230499E-015 
  1.57765203E-015  1.48832579E-015  1.33961388E-015  1.25832483E-015 
  1.16224396E-015  1.09591749E-015  1.02527978E-015  9.46434382E-016 
  8.96253622E-016  8.23304557E-016  7.71074513E-016  6.89029362E-016 
  6.03944589E-016  5.0424418E-016  2.82260663E-018  5.56989082E-016 
  6.62276724E-016  7.42241105E-016  7.86223585E-016  8.69260393E-016 
  9.21097156E-016  9.91229109E-016  1.06958023E-015  1.12968206E-015 
  1.21215856E-015  1.33787814E-015  1.44030508E-015  1.54473396E-015 
  1.58629028E-015  1.75766645E-015  1.89680183E-015  2.01237693E-015 
  2.2096226E-015  2.36766199E-015  2.61518301E-015  2.79383943E-015 
  2.95145432E-015  3.23767083E-015  3.50953516E-015  3.79558696E-015 
  4.14410647E-015  4.53057604E-015  5.06104788E-015  5.64466408E-015 
  6.3555669E-015  7.12083642E-015  8.24246799E-015  9.79191322E-015 
  1.18331059E-014  1.50270354E-014  2.00793064E-014  2.85151507E-014 
  4.5583676E-014  9.38911322E-014  2.76945921E-013  3.2415862E-013 
  3.40404834E-013  3.48122557E-013  3.50805134E-013  3.50861384E-013 
  3.47654111E-013  3.40172965E-013  3.24001495E-013  2.76539081E-013 
  9.33473812E-014  4.5411862E-014  2.82612741E-014  1.97573516E-014 
  1.4866864E-014  1.1844217E-014  9.74302922E-015  8.11673762E-015 
  7.04382749E-015  6.18147197E-015  5.58253154E-015  4.9706786E-015 
  4.58415914E-015  4.19620603E-015  3.80914517E-015  3.5331054E-015 
  3.2729096E-015  3.05500507E-015  2.7880222E-015  2.59188718E-015 
  2.40768159E-015  2.17745792E-015  1.99894421E-015  1.94803989E-015 
  1.7510946E-015  1.62727955E-015  1.55883222E-015  1.41944148E-015 
  1.33338577E-015  1.24472387E-015  1.12299948E-015  1.07133267E-015 
  9.83809945E-016  9.24987455E-016  8.63336294E-016  8.0527203E-016 
  7.32436382E-016  6.81385158E-016  6.05700093E-016  5.14048988E-016  0. 
  5.12619755E-016  6.3143879E-016  7.06794782E-016  7.50020242E-016 
  8.14083503E-016  8.62586714E-016  8.88756936E-016  9.64078826E-016 
  1.04814604E-015  1.15011982E-015  1.2117542E-015  1.34746074E-015 
  1.42123752E-015  1.53608019E-015  1.6581453E-015  1.80125473E-015 
  1.89234539E-015  2.02457453E-015  2.21795141E-015  2.37557316E-015 
  2.53175809E-015  2.7456948E-015  2.9875489E-015  3.23493437E-015 
  3.53454841E-015  3.79949026E-015  4.22883618E-015  4.65353985E-015 
  5.19211887E-015  5.8055975E-015  6.5239686E-015  7.55204506E-015 
  8.85760354E-015  1.0804877E-014  1.37645166E-014  1.83778143E-014 
  2.64298364E-014  4.23201009E-014  8.66643125E-014  2.55043045E-013 
  2.99593518E-013  3.14735351E-013  3.22249809E-013  3.24708502E-013 
  3.24832151E-013  3.2226156E-013  3.15337931E-013  3.00074637E-013 
  2.56193364E-013  8.671933E-014  4.25107907E-014  2.64424684E-014 
  1.84314909E-014  1.37547867E-014  1.07825648E-014  8.90043315E-015 
  7.63398105E-015  6.55462868E-015  5.72503672E-015  5.12079861E-015 
  4.64748618E-015  4.24974396E-015  3.82845319E-015  3.50876201E-015 
  3.24408533E-015  3.04654785E-015  2.82091487E-015  2.60518727E-015 
  2.42311195E-015  2.23001584E-015  2.06515683E-015  1.89210329E-015 
  1.6972173E-015  1.63481714E-015  1.497126E-015  1.39436365E-015 
  1.32570908E-015  1.18263455E-015  1.12893747E-015  1.0520525E-015 
  9.90612547E-016  9.18971253E-016  8.73997536E-016  8.23280491E-016 
  7.51201743E-016  7.30659723E-016  6.61099919E-016  6.01731708E-016 
  4.92352642E-016  1.57100564E-018  4.87365691E-016  5.68125497E-016 
  6.30696489E-016  6.84410778E-016  7.33252414E-016  8.05000004E-016 
  8.5009138E-016  9.36003769E-016  9.91784134E-016  1.07108089E-015 
  1.19187566E-015  1.23211535E-015  1.35390893E-015  1.40849422E-015 
  1.48502079E-015  1.67772238E-015  1.76289623E-015  1.86121404E-015 
  2.04734798E-015  2.21228704E-015  2.38998675E-015  2.57164722E-015 
  2.80678289E-015  2.98807296E-015  3.29449127E-015  3.58373195E-015 
  3.95721458E-015  4.33553855E-015  4.78710022E-015  5.2739897E-015 
  5.98834792E-015  6.92633874E-015  8.2100276E-015  1.00700555E-014 
  1.26962894E-014  1.69857872E-014  2.45910175E-014  3.92967917E-014 
  8.04007418E-014  2.36081763E-013  2.77222115E-013  2.90584878E-013 
  2.97030031E-013  2.99834432E-013  2.99933284E-013  2.97424384E-013 
  2.90816593E-013  2.77406616E-013  2.36458348E-013  8.05940979E-014 
  3.91690524E-014  2.43657758E-014  1.68911781E-014  1.25681352E-014 
  1.00494253E-014  8.29743121E-015  7.01341189E-015  6.06997487E-015 
  5.32213138E-015  4.84004859E-015  4.3546734E-015  3.95543486E-015 
  3.58382987E-015  3.30087761E-015  3.03712312E-015  2.78900454E-015 
  2.58847659E-015  2.37551388E-015  2.15465025E-015  2.03244779E-015 
  1.87393326E-015  1.76207783E-015  1.63931568E-015  1.48334735E-015 
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  1.41757712E-015  1.32079229E-015  1.23897978E-015  1.17229817E-015 
  1.05726306E-015  9.75811959E-016  9.36207634E-016  8.88314306E-016 
  8.13817916E-016  7.5335034E-016  6.67321894E-016  6.47112576E-016 
  5.81401936E-016  5.34001853E-016  4.69978989E-016  2.81030383E-018 
  4.65785126E-016  5.37409671E-016  5.98049522E-016  6.46123785E-016 
  7.23660447E-016  7.3949659E-016  7.82318697E-016  8.62298427E-016 
  9.05002308E-016  1.0039943E-015  1.05422945E-015  1.12112336E-015 
  1.19808353E-015  1.28293697E-015  1.41031277E-015  1.51863971E-015 
  1.6336464E-015  1.73718462E-015  1.89892221E-015  2.04424957E-015 
  2.22101886E-015  2.35789056E-015  2.59940254E-015  2.78359094E-015 
  3.04784952E-015  3.32719565E-015  3.60048731E-015  3.95942279E-015 
  4.36213964E-015  4.97919412E-015  5.58730968E-015  6.43769377E-015 
  7.63789551E-015  9.26647015E-015  1.19063891E-014  1.57786483E-014 
  2.27709917E-014  3.65329466E-014  7.47085945E-014  2.18328071E-013 
  2.56238133E-013  2.69297042E-013  2.74961477E-013  2.77711134E-013 
  2.77582319E-013  2.75078294E-013  2.69603828E-013  2.55840891E-013 
  2.18301973E-013  7.45519956E-014  3.6225283E-014  2.26771669E-014 
  1.57674185E-014  1.1859445E-014  9.35497141E-015  7.72401524E-015 
  6.42659842E-015  5.56577823E-015  4.96399279E-015  4.39692008E-015 
  3.92119257E-015  3.63461398E-015  3.28168194E-015  2.98752068E-015 
  2.74890479E-015  2.54076786E-015  2.33637288E-015  2.23520969E-015 
  2.03485704E-015  1.91197063E-015  1.75343843E-015  1.68246862E-015 
  1.52843138E-015  1.4107863E-015  1.32892306E-015  1.18910735E-015 
  1.13111016E-015  1.06281982E-015  9.99652045E-016  9.48506682E-016 
  8.68443659E-016  8.2451655E-016  7.79873309E-016  7.31146562E-016 
  6.67345692E-016  6.19240248E-016  5.6713252E-016  5.14741191E-016 
  4.06824086E-016  1.5724425E-018  4.2924817E-016  5.03292891E-016 
  5.46714572E-016  5.88552009E-016  6.52578422E-016  6.88539468E-016 
  7.33021394E-016  7.87098462E-016  8.55270092E-016  9.20802939E-016 
  9.72411925E-016  1.06626646E-015  1.12052262E-015  1.18986518E-015 
  1.30104187E-015  1.36426247E-015  1.51156843E-015  1.61540301E-015 
  1.69154768E-015  1.93818258E-015  2.03387233E-015  2.20515509E-015 
  2.32753545E-015  2.58880455E-015  2.73774548E-015  3.04387406E-015 
  3.31839169E-015  3.68940635E-015  4.09553679E-015  4.54414546E-015 
  5.17127742E-015  6.01701398E-015  7.02845151E-015  8.59217545E-015 
  1.09649788E-014  1.46222325E-014  2.10758143E-014  3.38751145E-014 
  6.90919669E-014  2.01591185E-013  2.36686156E-013  2.48865212E-013 
  2.54855606E-013  2.56524543E-013  2.56570024E-013  2.53851219E-013 
  2.49135249E-013  2.3663073E-013  2.01700897E-013  6.89687623E-014 
  3.35167208E-014  2.10470969E-014  1.45839794E-014  1.09653549E-014 
  8.5922679E-015  6.99258471E-015  6.04805847E-015  5.20323E-015 
  4.52292404E-015  4.04543262E-015  3.5786123E-015  3.31319179E-015 
  3.02985721E-015  2.72472749E-015  2.49115958E-015  2.31283285E-015 
  2.1940921E-015  2.01590774E-015  1.86441225E-015  1.73146405E-015 
  1.60238692E-015  1.46407399E-015  1.35042527E-015  1.28293482E-015 
  1.19969253E-015  1.10838026E-015  1.03349922E-015  9.92315116E-016 
  9.13651291E-016  8.68510767E-016  8.00288327E-016  7.50608646E-016 
  6.93418206E-016  6.74962901E-016  6.16603742E-016  5.55228009E-016 
  4.97662884E-016  4.60419042E-016  3.93913915E-016  3.68330356E-016 
  4.39706687E-016  4.8908976E-016  5.37992776E-016  5.72909385E-016 
  6.05415254E-016  6.55271649E-016  6.9310326E-016  7.54305738E-016 
  8.1024378E-016  8.64314973E-016  9.292395E-016  9.83364053E-016 
  1.04992954E-015  1.12319077E-015  1.20908724E-015  1.28155893E-015 
  1.40921115E-015  1.49081879E-015  1.59848077E-015  1.75635632E-015 
  1.87045102E-015  2.04852234E-015  2.19434892E-015  2.3987732E-015 
  2.54594831E-015  2.88958356E-015  3.17571421E-015  3.42416587E-015 
  3.74342678E-015  4.23131644E-015  4.8617063E-015  5.5427212E-015 
  6.6172467E-015  7.95805868E-015  1.0225301E-014  1.36331028E-014 
  1.95502525E-014  3.12988249E-014  6.40326607E-014  1.86112618E-013 
  2.18726766E-013  2.30309685E-013  2.35522495E-013  2.37637634E-013 
  2.37073222E-013  2.34967175E-013  2.30720153E-013  2.18624193E-013 
  1.86368421E-013  6.38695067E-014  3.13436021E-014  1.94741216E-014 
  1.35971458E-014  1.01983386E-014  8.13056748E-015  6.52100084E-015 
  5.5276189E-015  4.83919781E-015  4.24211886E-015  3.86001366E-015 
  3.38461789E-015  3.07239422E-015  2.78459257E-015  2.57530281E-015 
  2.36457379E-015  2.15798214E-015  2.00402925E-015  1.8381291E-015 
  1.70147457E-015  1.63780566E-015  1.52733768E-015  1.43873644E-015 
  1.28948299E-015  1.18057829E-015  1.10910625E-015  1.01915939E-015 
  9.77419672E-016  8.7644273E-016  8.3439941E-016  7.72151028E-016 
  7.42905507E-016  7.28052219E-016  6.58624053E-016  5.92480296E-016 
  5.67367874E-016  4.96336932E-016  4.84143373E-016  4.406152E-016 
  3.76666691E-016  3.36410028E-016  3.97919201E-016  4.45547908E-016 
  4.79139705E-016  5.09460325E-016  5.73822649E-016  6.01650953E-016 
  6.17406582E-016  7.04232597E-016  7.24023486E-016  7.97103238E-016 
  8.40710676E-016  9.153555E-016  9.85069717E-016  1.06162516E-015 
  1.10244704E-015  1.18714919E-015  1.27159982E-015  1.33116644E-015 
  1.45320499E-015  1.57025517E-015  1.72374571E-015  1.89972445E-015 
A-34 
 
  1.98917376E-015  2.19302439E-015  2.39348595E-015  2.58629511E-015 
  2.74907011E-015  3.03482501E-015  3.43924805E-015  3.85240139E-015 
  4.28150326E-015  4.98292059E-015  5.94717417E-015  7.27499828E-015 
  9.38043971E-015  1.26474499E-014  1.81565104E-014  2.9056463E-014 
  5.93362543E-014  1.7240514E-013  2.02139274E-013  2.12879179E-013 
  2.1713734E-013  2.19563331E-013  2.19138374E-013  2.17500552E-013 
  2.12414509E-013  2.01809684E-013  1.71999968E-013  5.90726128E-014 
  2.89984043E-014  1.81272363E-014  1.26236703E-014  9.36461573E-015 
  7.44476423E-015  6.0536896E-015  5.10414907E-015  4.41494638E-015 
  3.90991099E-015  3.45337566E-015  3.10906264E-015  2.83740672E-015 
  2.57943713E-015  2.3240259E-015  2.10474664E-015  1.98828759E-015 
  1.85912284E-015  1.74401092E-015  1.61422433E-015  1.51464636E-015 
  1.41443158E-015  1.25243138E-015  1.17487523E-015  1.0957499E-015 
  1.01082132E-015  9.36172621E-016  9.11742275E-016  8.5223223E-016 
  7.794648E-016  7.26718027E-016  6.58939998E-016  6.26100008E-016 
  6.06099735E-016  5.67574197E-016  4.99068856E-016  4.86949962E-016 
  4.57020475E-016  4.15615638E-016  3.68601724E-016  3.06282133E-016 
  3.70453247E-016  4.01793452E-016  4.63355826E-016  4.7422823E-016 
  5.33156221E-016  5.51522488E-016  6.0901286E-016  6.21448274E-016 
  6.81307216E-016  7.72233794E-016  7.82593612E-016  8.36697627E-016 
  9.12700995E-016  9.60649491E-016  1.05075267E-015  1.13600011E-015 
  1.15627969E-015  1.28538997E-015  1.36899736E-015  1.47737271E-015 
  1.57955766E-015  1.74023641E-015  1.88733665E-015  2.05445787E-015 
  2.23557374E-015  2.39648602E-015  2.64593981E-015  2.90659918E-015 
  3.21773382E-015  3.54995747E-015  4.08462605E-015  4.78638805E-015 
  5.60940723E-015  6.86991353E-015  8.7736329E-015  1.17780025E-014 
  1.6880683E-014  2.69204576E-014  5.55465293E-014  1.59719112E-013 
  1.86915815E-013  1.96177096E-013  2.0020159E-013  2.02586654E-013 
  2.02738137E-013  2.01879357E-013  1.96660862E-013  1.87009806E-013 
  1.58810593E-013  5.47600943E-014  2.67637962E-014  1.67444342E-014 
  1.16245301E-014  8.65256929E-015  6.83596972E-015  5.55695851E-015 
  4.65065021E-015  3.99857014E-015  3.52043854E-015  3.2131686E-015 
  2.87927628E-015  2.60587572E-015  2.34837521E-015  2.1864489E-015 
  2.02752708E-015  1.86394422E-015  1.73371731E-015  1.60470004E-015 
  1.46788763E-015  1.36106155E-015  1.26286703E-015  1.19363707E-015 
  1.12068242E-015  1.00359603E-015  9.48487245E-016  8.92140426E-016 
  8.29819097E-016  7.75043815E-016  7.32010761E-016  6.94075828E-016 
  6.29942218E-016  6.20960018E-016  5.6718462E-016  4.97102847E-016 
  4.87923104E-016  4.51034294E-016  4.37625626E-016  3.83037471E-016 
  3.18422E-016  2.79062793E-016  3.53905439E-016  3.8382773E-016 
  4.16632011E-016  4.58615711E-016  4.85572763E-016  5.04454281E-016 
  5.35532206E-016  5.75568955E-016  5.92308772E-016  6.85242991E-016 
  6.9593746E-016  7.74395541E-016  8.04266809E-016  8.78756142E-016 
  9.83154609E-016  9.96200711E-016  1.09655018E-015  1.15427982E-015 
  1.24009649E-015  1.372053E-015  1.45678304E-015  1.56184006E-015 
  1.70244782E-015  1.86075306E-015  2.05196502E-015  2.24840429E-015 
  2.35935832E-015  2.67898623E-015  2.90682188E-015  3.30357534E-015 
  3.75089375E-015  4.3249395E-015  5.12149278E-015  6.38047427E-015 
  7.99705502E-015  1.08393786E-014  1.5534821E-014  2.49705868E-014 
  5.11038887E-014  1.47285702E-013  1.72615519E-013  1.82154376E-013 
  1.86146852E-013  1.87571147E-013  1.87297436E-013  1.86213321E-013 
  1.82143331E-013  1.72491146E-013  1.46707861E-013  5.07047572E-014 
  2.49487868E-014  1.5704326E-014  1.07990964E-014  8.10965966E-015 
  6.33728791E-015  5.12964824E-015  4.37902348E-015  3.80995797E-015 
  3.32148852E-015  2.90829461E-015  2.64518363E-015  2.35147258E-015 
  2.16049104E-015  1.98338964E-015  1.86950348E-015  1.68319072E-015 
  1.57721168E-015  1.42661139E-015  1.32942501E-015  1.22827062E-015 
  1.16225368E-015  1.0830946E-015  9.90544131E-016  9.2812351E-016 
  8.6141819E-016  8.23943693E-016  7.42569642E-016  7.05829364E-016 
  6.47728651E-016  6.20921885E-016  5.87215871E-016  5.350332E-016 
  4.9789684E-016  4.81817186E-016  4.53464509E-016  4.05540893E-016 
  3.83711798E-016  3.52780243E-016  2.9139472E-016 
  0.30153237  0.0248090175  0.0237500858  0.0229671314  0.0221697109 
  0.0213207184  0.0205849462  0.0198046172  0.0190266341  0.0183904584 
  0.0176838132  0.0173445701  0.0166178535  0.0161031159  0.0152712494 
  0.0148766877  0.0143219238  0.0138699138  0.0133581797  0.0127545104 
  0.0123718588  0.0117631076  0.0113818862  0.0108806397  0.0104972989 
  0.0100505421  0.00957033584  0.00915933487  0.00875299078  0.00832459539 
  0.0078778055  0.00740925056  0.00694141924  0.00640653901  0.00583332884 
  0.00521113212  0.00455646206  0.00384116373  0.00307020579  0.00219041311 
  0.00123277997  0.00114625007  0.0011194932  0.00110863031  0.001103506 
  0.00110354795  0.00110771378  0.00112003636  0.00114642158  0.0012318976 
  0.00218826325  0.00306481507  0.00383773976  0.00454411812  0.00522013323 
  0.00581610705  0.00636658915  0.00689970769  0.00739077677  0.00783434052 
  0.00827811241  0.00866057258  0.00910362461  0.00955360041  0.00995857648 
  0.0103580276  0.0109306858  0.0112507455  0.0117400123  0.0122278678 
  0.0126602453  0.0132195688  0.0137528629  0.0143008921  0.0148080588 
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  0.015598518  0.0159942309  0.0167101995  0.0172218878  0.0182896589 
  0.0185738752  0.0194208941  0.0198719167  0.0207602326  0.0215531657 
  0.0221089001  0.0229772384  0.0238128266  0.0251865221  0.0252700853 
  0.333353285  0.0246336542  0.0242274625  0.0230029386  0.0224181235 
  0.0216837206  0.0207263789  0.0201740168  0.0197679782  0.0188578192 
  0.0181484229  0.017518158  0.0167707966  0.0161701152  0.0157451547 
  0.0152247049  0.0146059019  0.0140368063  0.0136986015  0.0130101958 
  0.012547626  0.0120656086  0.0116371096  0.0112469809  0.0107637462 
  0.0102900225  0.00984708788  0.009405767  0.00903195064  0.00851588104 
  0.00809139861  0.00761645895  0.00712578734  0.00657064299  0.00599017628 
  0.00535890935  0.00468269882  0.00396484901  0.0031742045  0.00226685708 
  0.0012815921  0.00119254104  0.00116431066  0.00115275281  0.00114746352 
  0.00114836495  0.00115276364  0.00116546053  0.00119273378  0.00128312476 
  0.00227428358  0.00318296903  0.00398130111  0.0047215855  0.00538394172 
  0.00600329793  0.00659402117  0.00713847163  0.00763963324  0.00809459341 
  0.00854369273  0.00897160308  0.0094159834  0.00983648901  0.0102949921 
  0.0107173545  0.0111459081  0.0115933767  0.0120458872  0.0125181962 
  0.0130089719  0.0134874506  0.0140577548  0.0145643505  0.0151232182 
  0.0157633713  0.0163225592  0.0169332836  0.0175403509  0.0182187579 
  0.0186748595  0.0194719571  0.020053711  0.0207301134  0.0217549422 
  0.0227198461  0.023148222  0.0239550798  0.0249992869  0.0253601541 
  0.999999881  0.0255535178  0.0248874527  0.0241804545  0.0227658796 
  0.0225391262  0.0216151664  0.0210927584  0.0203711155  0.0196729224 
  0.0188480121  0.0181711824  0.0174122007  0.0169652315  0.0163412617 
  0.0155863899  0.0151882459  0.014469158  0.0140656307  0.0135761548 
  0.0130586313  0.012576082  0.0121393508  0.0116601433  0.0112251532 
  0.0107679463  0.0103060046  0.00979992293  0.00931202857  0.00890148704 
  0.00843592966  0.00792004991  0.00743538339  0.00685312655  0.0062770652 
  0.00562074468  0.00490679194  0.00412613572  0.00330232973  0.00235972332 
  0.00133426512  0.00124122176  0.00121292458  0.0011982866  0.00119281467 
  0.00119324279  0.00119791814  0.00121084037  0.00124011528  0.00133270521 
  0.00235879628  0.00329306266  0.00412066321  0.00488656942  0.00561924299 
  0.00627498049  0.00689790425  0.00740880858  0.0079553591  0.00842888655 
  0.00889953651  0.00935354849  0.00987839454  0.0103010676  0.0107584564 
  0.0111027606  0.0115282606  0.0119949171  0.0125689614  0.0131132834 
  0.0134875969  0.0141787937  0.0146910861  0.0152172966  0.0159095292 
  0.016498432  0.0170973861  0.0178261001  0.0180481143  0.0187395339 
  0.0195641394  0.0201760356  0.0207316975  0.0212588218  0.0221931055 
  0.0229402635  0.0233650739  0.0242872502  0.0252943151  0.0259395876 
  0.447267317  0.026879304  0.0262590302  0.0252387561  0.0246052759 
  0.0232029888  0.0225115381  0.0217824111  0.0210521453  0.0202251591 
  0.0196334942  0.0190434195  0.0180756808  0.017430613  0.0168962639 
  0.0164546458  0.0157875697  0.0149383136  0.0145200656  0.0141943269 
  0.0135073025  0.0130727357  0.0125571106  0.0120017674  0.0115460741 
  0.011117381  0.0105968921  0.010134517  0.00967724024  0.00925284239 
  0.00880678226  0.00832649631  0.00773134161  0.00716923062  0.00650565261 
  0.00582420223  0.00509050221  0.00428239278  0.0034214776  0.0024493454 
  0.00138772287  0.00129129637  0.00126139167  0.00124751667  0.00124279335 
  0.00124216751  0.00124784897  0.00126222829  0.00129117501  0.00138839423 
  0.00245359619  0.00343436836  0.00429877726  0.00508554029  0.00583876922 
  0.00651839535  0.00714591471  0.00771256774  0.00825179984  0.00875430068 
  0.00919013776  0.00964743982  0.0100952236  0.0106625923  0.011066011 
  0.011604548  0.012005836  0.0125955038  0.0131537544  0.0136151912 
  0.0142169878  0.0146334135  0.0152077666  0.0157342076  0.0163402719 
  0.0171625972  0.0176379621  0.0179660908  0.0186670798  0.0195723054 
  0.0203887883  0.0210689546  0.0214184224  0.02249127  0.0232851268 
  0.0238223592  0.0247402079  0.0257489831  0.0266889274  0.0269469401 
  0.333352328  0.0277719196  0.0272064212  0.0256883818  0.0247815605 
  0.0240243314  0.0233576668  0.0225989214  0.0217750777  0.0209228617 
  0.0201222111  0.0196613563  0.0190280944  0.0183828952  0.0176267414 
  0.0171321146  0.0164323908  0.0158242948  0.0152002266  0.0147737422 
  0.0140524605  0.0135412774  0.0129653137  0.0125806925  0.0120378869 
  0.0115806548  0.0110848474  0.0106329487  0.0101378367  0.00960207384 
  0.00915718871  0.00861915426  0.00803786354  0.00743040528  0.0067976801 
  0.00605441716  0.00528665243  0.00444685771  0.00355259036  0.00254281583 
  0.00144419163  0.00134322666  0.00131136696  0.00129787966  0.00129133753 
  0.00129197393  0.00129785901  0.00131122226  0.00134514148  0.00144482878 
  0.00254647155  0.00356655129  0.00445353066  0.00527489789  0.0060575979 
  0.0067748698  0.0074234712  0.00806853162  0.00859411928  0.00911450417 
  0.00968680582  0.0101139994  0.0105813545  0.0111429314  0.0116135906 
  0.0121184398  0.0125985935  0.0129983576  0.0135213265  0.0139412355 
  0.0144736674  0.0151779193  0.0157204931  0.0163571928  0.0170781397 
  0.0176685247  0.0181862041  0.0189463197  0.0195145164  0.0201402861 
  0.0206170556  0.0214409368  0.0219384948  0.0226174672  0.0237823168 
  0.0244197888  0.0251446792  0.0266639015  0.0278449678  0.0276540732 
  0.447233346  0.0283832477  0.0278102585  0.0270935111  0.0261201593 
  0.0249285269  0.0242727966  0.0236855887  0.0226298778  0.0218643484 
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  0.0214250998  0.0204596747  0.01953998  0.0189667441  0.0182425903 
  0.0176865495  0.0170982058  0.016370324  0.0156852507  0.0152916642 
  0.014916153  0.014213724  0.01361283  0.0131320642  0.0125741506 
  0.0121221187  0.011511733  0.0109537265  0.0106019967  0.00996540379 
  0.00944351875  0.00890432504  0.00835393006  0.00771013994  0.0070281763 
  0.00627320343  0.00549092414  0.00461739032  0.00369581029  0.00264584518 
  0.00150362681  0.00139813348  0.00136552341  0.00135009761  0.00134511293 
  0.00134434402  0.00135101398  0.00136498869  0.00139758321  0.00150411375 
  0.00265245811  0.00370709492  0.00462521446  0.00549713442  0.00631800728 
  0.00706546558  0.00772094386  0.0083676694  0.00896543713  0.00955137574 
  0.0100927899  0.0106010881  0.0111014508  0.011636285  0.0121463338 
  0.0125678176  0.0131469801  0.0137069307  0.0141977429  0.0146713082 
  0.0153830636  0.0159694819  0.0166531202  0.0172572399  0.0177937792 
  0.0180823635  0.0189515463  0.0195165551  0.0204000965  0.0210648012 
  0.0218118938  0.0226378275  0.0232426313  0.0238846595  0.0249132419 
  0.0258069497  0.0266268651  0.0273963853  0.02913396  0.0294610632 
  0.0303193066  0.0294734369  0.0287098953  0.0273645148  0.026331691 
  0.0258295699  0.0254814846  0.0239388311  0.023398172  0.0225229417 
  0.0214568463  0.0208064753  0.0200767623  0.019504856  0.0189506281 
  0.0183501665  0.0176447708  0.0171785968  0.0163178726  0.0157460703 
  0.0152925813  0.0145802596  0.0140560414  0.0135988638  0.0129351125 
  0.0124209942  0.0119820369  0.0113589027  0.0108736472  0.0103863135 
  0.00983253198  0.00924737089  0.00863722652  0.00799155864  0.00730917513 
  0.00651804872  0.00567849217  0.0047995147  0.0038427634  0.0027448651 
  0.00156608708  0.00145652557  0.00141939305  0.00140390903  0.00139871299 
  0.0013989644  0.00140632128  0.00141829644  0.00145553713  0.00156608049 
  0.00275282371  0.00384023823  0.00479356148  0.00569498517  0.00652801701 
  0.00728670746  0.00798848084  0.00864137097  0.00921687205  0.00987472186 
  0.0104608928  0.0109905675  0.0114547646  0.0119614556  0.0126067832 
  0.0131875911  0.0135649913  0.0141063702  0.0146202384  0.0152676842 
  0.0159331489  0.0163666978  0.0171129312  0.0176412106  0.018330207 
  0.0189190432  0.0196337598  0.0206397468  0.0211336469  0.0217375286 
  0.022592906  0.0231082424  0.0241344261  0.0243425526  0.0256995535 
  0.0266106566  0.0277488879  0.0286332323  0.0291626885  0.0307078497 
  0.0316523934  0.0309308766  0.0304045046  0.029005869  0.0280765364 
  0.0265803845  0.0258516162  0.0255785565  0.0242781173  0.0237884795 
  0.0226430057  0.0219848531  0.0210838701  0.0202360777  0.0195286607 
  0.018911338  0.0183919896  0.0179038905  0.0172298788  0.0165960071 
  0.0160131882  0.0152707945  0.0147934678  0.0140435208  0.0137757125 
  0.0131420575  0.0125566745  0.0119442209  0.0115222086  0.0110245986 
  0.0103806612  0.00975275608  0.00908910223  0.00838620521  0.00763162285 
  0.00679596532  0.00592018766  0.00498190889  0.00398815657  0.00285160476 
  0.0016287459  0.00151459401  0.00147810223  0.00146228406  0.00145496782 
  0.00145624772  0.00146238962  0.00147916241  0.00151498225  0.00163050727 
  0.00286382316  0.00398909674  0.00498687049  0.00593167022  0.00677784539 
  0.00758262647  0.00837074685  0.00908982822  0.00969635255  0.0103458928 
  0.01091243  0.011435598  0.012006954  0.0124988092  0.0130653353 
  0.0136724701  0.0141970272  0.014626592  0.0152517598  0.0157909593 
  0.0164109852  0.0171719486  0.0176788471  0.0184948543  0.0191201099 
  0.0199026992  0.020362567  0.0211835277  0.0219500129  0.0228226589 
  0.0237001121  0.0246149082  0.0250903085  0.0262318861  0.0264689552 
  0.0279997974  0.0285544574  0.0293835069  0.0303234049  0.0314378354 
  0.0332082298  0.0333273417  0.0314965729  0.0299883152  0.0284015107 
  0.0280949281  0.0270900439  0.0262991495  0.0255843859  0.0246601091 
  0.0234022972  0.0225495814  0.0219820073  0.0211051819  0.0206795375 
  0.0198161243  0.0192171311  0.018347362  0.0175994899  0.0172653121 
  0.0164448323  0.0158938419  0.0152803263  0.0146837039  0.0139231087 
  0.0134664316  0.0128266904  0.012400644  0.0118617543  0.011258592 
  0.0106983655  0.0100492503  0.00936082317  0.00864024179  0.00784531266 
  0.00703564324  0.00611481048  0.00516353717  0.00413079166  0.0029541768 
  0.00169255949  0.00157614764  0.00153760336  0.0015234685  0.00151510407 
  0.00151369704  0.00151820525  0.00153600502  0.0015753758  0.00169640006 
  0.00297249243  0.00415587505  0.00519069192  0.00617066185  0.00708542304 
  0.00790681267  0.0086743254  0.00936405424  0.0101297813  0.0107882204 
  0.0113292096  0.0119243683  0.0124846577  0.0130162958  0.0136384891 
  0.0141408531  0.0147939282  0.0154042022  0.0157579831  0.0166099999 
  0.0173111443  0.01780923  0.0183880294  0.0195165481  0.0197744245 
  0.0208019694  0.0212634338  0.0218878921  0.0226211427  0.023827622 
  0.023918352  0.0250528696  0.0259097708  0.0269189129  0.0277269688 
  0.0290151624  0.0297363082  0.0300494841  0.031402904  0.0318585542 
  0.0343062049  0.0335118742  0.0321946341  0.0310649339  0.030037497 
  0.0296942776  0.028033986  0.0272806146  0.0266567732  0.0254933765 
  0.0248813666  0.0235534689  0.0228489886  0.0223693139  0.0215365508 
  0.020640258  0.0200253144  0.0193510658  0.0183252568  0.0180865966 
  0.0171550177  0.0164417708  0.0159770247  0.0153502706  0.0147233315 
  0.0141187685  0.0137135937  0.0130545148  0.0124595939  0.0117191846 
  0.0111243873  0.0104570844  0.00982347339  0.00902952871  0.00822903792 
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  0.00734479731  0.00637211452  0.00537693278  0.00430154549  0.0030775321 
  0.00176263647  0.00163913283  0.00159889789  0.00158109594  0.00157521421 
  0.00157552791  0.00158206414  0.00159802375  0.00164102506  0.00176735149 
  0.00309236468  0.0042959816  0.00535332476  0.00635816511  0.00731098005 
  0.00823251387  0.00898165616  0.00969145725  0.0105211307  0.0111096268 
  0.0118098801  0.0123818825  0.0130757637  0.0135968774  0.0141648024 
  0.0147915931  0.0153682688  0.0160112578  0.0167085415  0.0174549097 
  0.0178355946  0.0185402688  0.0192007154  0.0200069726  0.0206805614 
  0.0212962943  0.0223410395  0.0230574575  0.0242547686  0.0253140934 
  0.0255047655  0.0262353103  0.0270571247  0.0281021102  0.029495383 
  0.0303073265  0.0311316247  0.0315859681  0.0333514232  0.0341191771 
 
Input EGSINP File for Trial90c3 
Trial90c3 BL28B2 microbeam vs 7mg/g tissue 100M hist Nathan 4/6/2012             #!GUI1.0 
1 
7mgAuInTissue 
0.511, 0.01, 0, 0 







0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 6, 0, 1 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 0.5, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 63, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 90c3 
90 1 10 
  0.  0.000250000012  0.000500000024  0.000750000007  0.00100000005 
  0.00125000009  0.00150000013  0.00175000017  0.00200000009  0.00225000014 
  0.00250000018  0.00275000022  0.00300000026  0.0032500003  0.00350000034 
  0.00375000038  0.00400000019  0.00425000023  0.00450000027  0.00475000031 
  0.00500000035  0.00525000039  0.00550000044  0.00575000048  0.00600000052 
  0.00625000056  0.0065000006  0.00675000064  0.00700000068  0.00725000072 
  0.00750000076  0.0077500008  0.00800000038  0.00824999996  0.00849999953 
  0.00874999911  0.00899999868  0.00924999826  0.00949999783  0.00974999741 
  0.00999999698  0.0102499966  0.0104999961  0.0107499957  0.0109999953 
  0.0112499949  0.0114999944  0.011749994  0.0119999936  0.0122499932 
  0.0124999927  0.0127499923  0.0129999919  0.0132499915  0.013499991 
  0.0137499906  0.0139999902  0.0142499898  0.0144999893  0.0147499889 
  0.0149999885  0.0152499881  0.0154999876  0.0157499872  0.0159999877 
  0.0162499882  0.0164999887  0.0167499892  0.0169999897  0.0172499903 
  0.0174999908  0.0177499913  0.0179999918  0.0182499923  0.0184999928 
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  0.0187499933  0.0189999938  0.0192499943  0.0194999948  0.0197499953 
  0.0199999958  0.0202499963  0.0204999968  0.0207499973  0.0209999979 
  0.0212499984  0.0214999989  0.0217499994  0.0219999999  0.0222500004 
  0.0225000009 
  0.  0.5 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5. 
  6.32423878E-018  1.54532211E-015  1.86606791E-015  2.08765691E-015 
  2.26599979E-015  2.52636321E-015  2.75364206E-015  3.01461451E-015 
  3.25503058E-015  3.51027497E-015  3.77514782E-015  4.12984045E-015 
  4.48080751E-015  4.91935949E-015  5.3937286E-015  5.85365169E-015 
  6.33956084E-015  6.80343899E-015  7.46059799E-015  8.09494638E-015 
  8.83650812E-015  9.62764827E-015  1.04598293E-014  1.14677659E-014 
  1.25340192E-014  1.36919248E-014  1.50428791E-014  1.64508946E-014 
  1.81945339E-014  2.01277866E-014  2.24627979E-014  2.49840153E-014 
  2.79036148E-014  3.18238215E-014  3.65175202E-014  4.26759206E-014 
  5.17355323E-014  6.55716708E-014  9.00016863E-014  1.51441255E-013 
  4.12804903E-013  4.73358745E-013  4.96059171E-013  5.07054565E-013 
  5.1090656E-013  5.10860813E-013  5.06667084E-013  4.95897326E-013 
  4.72686529E-013  4.13287787E-013  1.51006631E-013  8.97435763E-014 
  6.53655034E-014  5.16795622E-014  4.28957673E-014  3.65689837E-014 
  3.17164179E-014  2.78977965E-014  2.49790688E-014  2.22808565E-014 
  2.02026692E-014  1.82708309E-014  1.66325565E-014  1.5106934E-014 
  1.37489921E-014  1.25331639E-014  1.13674483E-014  1.03667283E-014 
  9.5224085E-015  8.73763172E-015  8.00254284E-015  7.32596813E-015 
  6.74199782E-015  6.24908146E-015  5.77804862E-015  5.32039089E-015 
  4.85241695E-015  4.45155948E-015  4.09509741E-015  3.74136121E-015 
  3.45552261E-015  3.21493275E-015  2.92788103E-015  2.7209142E-015 
  2.50443002E-015  2.32141672E-015  2.04758947E-015  1.91870945E-015 
  1.71668286E-015  1.43763816E-015  3.44641137E-018  1.51379342E-015 
  1.76798517E-015  1.91190654E-015  2.18190013E-015  2.41676809E-015 
  2.62930172E-015  2.87950092E-015  3.071971E-015  3.34171519E-015 
  3.57400058E-015  3.81583756E-015  4.10723368E-015  4.47583228E-015 
  4.89598294E-015  5.34312582E-015  5.81408299E-015  6.31716577E-015 
  6.854897E-015  7.46430779E-015  8.10071448E-015  8.85863814E-015 
  9.668124E-015  1.05784141E-014  1.15366998E-014  1.25470166E-014 
  1.38653895E-014  1.50836464E-014  1.66402855E-014  1.83677281E-014 
  2.05579449E-014  2.27879415E-014  2.58404521E-014  2.92469579E-014 
  3.36575464E-014  3.94900453E-014  4.7641783E-014  6.0064735E-014 
  8.24452503E-014  1.38436106E-013  3.75304049E-013  4.31282221E-013 
  4.52562753E-013  4.61988059E-013  4.65864811E-013  4.65764989E-013 
  4.61616283E-013  4.52450742E-013  4.31789763E-013  3.76982026E-013 
  1.38772253E-013  8.25401166E-014  6.01904138E-014  4.775638E-014 
  3.95243665E-014  3.36284479E-014  2.91900952E-014  2.58420068E-014 
  2.28399855E-014  2.04675222E-014  1.85777173E-014  1.67411782E-014 
  1.52477026E-014  1.37680995E-014  1.26938878E-014  1.15010436E-014 
  1.04511869E-014  9.63057142E-015  8.78275952E-015  8.11027753E-015 
  7.46894683E-015  6.7382711E-015  6.26672213E-015  5.7711433E-015 
  5.37143463E-015  4.90929532E-015  4.51705644E-015  4.16140332E-015 
  3.79264241E-015  3.57924893E-015  3.2587762E-015  3.01173585E-015 
  2.72394075E-015  2.54644234E-015  2.37850522E-015  2.16053286E-015 
  1.97935091E-015  1.81934929E-015  1.57106293E-015  1.33322281E-015 
  2.50850237E-018  1.3639404E-015  1.64152395E-015  1.87212302E-015 
  2.03598402E-015  2.1962273E-015  2.41677544E-015  2.60121725E-015 
  2.85041582E-015  3.02663536E-015  3.28084381E-015  3.56333532E-015 
  3.81568417E-015  4.14718902E-015  4.49767624E-015  4.88738301E-015 
  5.2951558E-015  5.75311209E-015  6.32522734E-015  6.82748711E-015 
  7.38591578E-015  8.03272164E-015  8.69522351E-015  9.53342268E-015 
  1.05213761E-014  1.1433611E-014  1.25487716E-014  1.38842479E-014 
  1.53674441E-014  1.70275374E-014  1.8807637E-014  2.11118108E-014 
  2.3466627E-014  2.66460788E-014  3.0717081E-014  3.59551708E-014 
  4.35431656E-014  5.51460456E-014  7.58584581E-014  1.2667131E-013 
  3.43020605E-013  3.93029327E-013  4.12774191E-013  4.21644457E-013 
  4.24410379E-013  4.25261357E-013  4.20964158E-013  4.12029365E-013 
  3.9250799E-013  3.42004956E-013  1.26654727E-013  7.52583636E-014 
  5.48180412E-014  4.32598639E-014  3.57818004E-014  3.05493006E-014 
  2.66252426E-014  2.33707963E-014  2.09269598E-014  1.88322588E-014 
  1.69938024E-014  1.53967131E-014  1.38915625E-014  1.26284478E-014 
  1.14835651E-014  1.05294037E-014  9.69594499E-015  8.86781001E-015 
  7.99083724E-015  7.32412817E-015  6.69272327E-015  6.22870444E-015 
  5.73996199E-015  5.32611913E-015  4.88622352E-015  4.56884259E-015 
  4.20793058E-015  3.85400384E-015  3.56469831E-015  3.28303558E-015 
  2.98045748E-015  2.80554832E-015  2.62525915E-015  2.37212635E-015 
  2.22985446E-015  2.02554502E-015  1.82407247E-015  1.67137923E-015 
  1.51540966E-015  1.30295275E-015  4.08875768E-018  1.29386012E-015 
  1.5293959E-015  1.69436875E-015  1.89497955E-015  2.0209666E-015 
  2.15426036E-015  2.32106614E-015  2.49785175E-015  2.75779904E-015 
  3.00855823E-015  3.22324439E-015  3.45528385E-015  3.75242E-015 
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  4.01942964E-015  4.38955405E-015  4.79749252E-015  5.20388251E-015 
  5.58583422E-015  6.11425335E-015  6.69649187E-015  7.31974742E-015 
  8.00215533E-015  8.64315358E-015  9.44730404E-015  1.03401349E-014 
  1.15440665E-014  1.27271402E-014  1.40328002E-014  1.53799945E-014 
  1.72030576E-014  1.90654331E-014  2.14015345E-014  2.42646553E-014 
  2.78357334E-014  3.27386711E-014  3.95706104E-014  5.00462561E-014 
  6.92781666E-014  1.15967016E-013  3.12050348E-013  3.58770325E-013 
  3.75538387E-013  3.83748917E-013  3.8839166E-013  3.87768481E-013 
  3.84287558E-013  3.75424958E-013  3.57847039E-013  3.12283126E-013 
  1.16179047E-013  6.90457292E-014  5.01084667E-014  3.97536479E-014 
  3.28428603E-014  2.80224575E-014  2.44033328E-014  2.14200037E-014 
  1.89405126E-014  1.71438027E-014  1.53905541E-014  1.39586608E-014 
  1.24849018E-014  1.14442907E-014  1.04056309E-014  9.53761745E-015 
  8.7651338E-015  7.97513369E-015  7.30195796E-015  6.71077092E-015 
  6.26943581E-015  5.75649732E-015  5.30499954E-015  4.86957538E-015 
  4.48738199E-015  4.16290036E-015  3.78308485E-015  3.50632518E-015 
  3.18889638E-015  2.9482275E-015  2.77465019E-015  2.59527209E-015 
  2.34638405E-015  2.18969688E-015  2.01495018E-015  1.83880758E-015 
  1.70872196E-015  1.59417928E-015  1.41044846E-015  1.16375273E-015 
  2.19455396E-018  1.17439928E-015  1.35695083E-015  1.52007507E-015 
  1.67526742E-015  1.81660702E-015  2.02290677E-015  2.19316646E-015 
  2.30970099E-015  2.54598317E-015  2.75523034E-015  2.94957464E-015 
  3.2588456E-015  3.49448119E-015  3.79747118E-015  4.0688985E-015 
  4.42901729E-015  4.83605991E-015  5.22561404E-015  5.70178679E-015 
  6.23572906E-015  6.7094788E-015  7.37553988E-015  8.07470629E-015 
  8.81968401E-015  9.5836448E-015  1.04832615E-014  1.15296827E-014 
  1.2706606E-014  1.41080747E-014  1.5621604E-014  1.73924778E-014 
  1.95279149E-014  2.20996383E-014  2.55607319E-014  3.00533094E-014 
  3.63159208E-014  4.61512424E-014  6.34454944E-014  1.06223188E-013 
  2.85073767E-013  3.27111264E-013  3.42599957E-013  3.50558828E-013 
  3.54512395E-013  3.54525765E-013  3.50437043E-013  3.42380153E-013 
  3.26919266E-013  2.84151701E-013  1.05523135E-013  6.30062281E-014 
  4.58333056E-014  3.59199409E-014  2.98709756E-014  2.54041234E-014 
  2.21499562E-014  1.95076383E-014  1.74010425E-014  1.55240747E-014 
  1.40692937E-014  1.26178149E-014  1.15633807E-014  1.04990687E-014 
  9.51008062E-015  8.71829282E-015  8.0500765E-015  7.31934531E-015 
  6.76401245E-015  6.21326829E-015  5.68261464E-015  5.19497062E-015 
  4.87684327E-015  4.45594604E-015  4.08154679E-015  3.72567112E-015 
  3.45965037E-015  3.20483827E-015  2.93716901E-015  2.75190723E-015 
  2.5430255E-015  2.34279611E-015  2.11857964E-015  1.97464974E-015 
  1.87878891E-015  1.72280518E-015  1.57836745E-015  1.45700927E-015 
  1.26261536E-015  1.04461437E-015  2.52778029E-018  1.08225653E-015 
  1.27844614E-015  1.47460053E-015  1.62125792E-015  1.73647995E-015 
  1.87173994E-015  2.08746223E-015  2.22217008E-015  2.38650558E-015 
  2.56260198E-015  2.73476783E-015  2.98022266E-015  3.20417399E-015 
  3.47070376E-015  3.7800953E-015  4.07077838E-015  4.46277179E-015 
  4.83111808E-015  5.26168986E-015  5.72601945E-015  6.20892767E-015 
  6.75966084E-015  7.4610544E-015  8.04677105E-015  8.74307096E-015 
  9.71277566E-015  1.05693831E-014  1.16389734E-014  1.28598015E-014 
  1.42272313E-014  1.58057367E-014  1.7849256E-014  2.01373707E-014 
  2.32396967E-014  2.72836759E-014  3.32937609E-014  4.20838488E-014 
  5.8155454E-014  9.73531378E-014  2.60396529E-013  2.98723646E-013 
  3.1229818E-013  3.20108345E-013  3.22761851E-013  3.22113123E-013 
  3.19802015E-013  3.12376614E-013  2.98184432E-013  2.60029666E-013 
  9.71446858E-014  5.77681432E-014  4.19986264E-014  3.31177778E-014 
  2.7288364E-014  2.32813837E-014  2.0128052E-014  1.790273E-014 
  1.57553206E-014  1.41962593E-014  1.27779308E-014  1.16693438E-014 
  1.05498269E-014  9.6864236E-015  8.80863084E-015  8.01830522E-015 
  7.31663631E-015  6.6657641E-015  6.13542115E-015  5.58980995E-015 
  5.15063084E-015  4.79731279E-015  4.43138264E-015  4.07414376E-015 
  3.74420762E-015  3.48624854E-015  3.20083846E-015  2.94518455E-015 
  2.78405152E-015  2.52148839E-015  2.34016678E-015  2.14287067E-015 
  1.97073795E-015  1.81714787E-015  1.66934267E-015  1.58150384E-015 
  1.50067797E-015  1.34087736E-015  1.17152853E-015  9.63051578E-016 
  8.66684672E-016  1.04271967E-015  1.1949463E-015  1.34361512E-015 
  1.43013637E-015  1.57398189E-015  1.71702922E-015  1.82418711E-015 
  1.98499773E-015  2.19631504E-015  2.32508145E-015  2.50612319E-015 
  2.7044853E-015  2.93936374E-015  3.16838957E-015  3.4454307E-015 
  3.74041918E-015  4.01103255E-015  4.35791746E-015  4.69307078E-015 
  5.14167128E-015  5.61192307E-015  6.05346521E-015  6.62082057E-015 
  7.14594431E-015  7.95961537E-015  8.64709667E-015  9.53132538E-015 
  1.0515142E-014  1.17195854E-014  1.29873751E-014  1.45882813E-014 
  1.62670804E-014  1.843775E-014  2.14183516E-014  2.51055178E-014 
  3.03684889E-014  3.88027998E-014  5.32143085E-014  8.89546415E-014 
  2.37175345E-013  2.72186264E-013  2.84769196E-013  2.91336453E-013 
  2.94404442E-013  2.94901167E-013  2.91461029E-013  2.85257354E-013 
  2.71332878E-013  2.36495933E-013  8.86521633E-014  5.30027689E-014 
A-40 
 
  3.86088186E-014  3.03083111E-014  2.48780562E-014  2.12656183E-014 
  1.82055653E-014  1.60866996E-014  1.44978732E-014  1.31159535E-014 
  1.16329858E-014  1.04984451E-014  9.60418839E-015  8.73901462E-015 
  7.93508157E-015  7.18058063E-015  6.71368431E-015  6.13146659E-015 
  5.61201377E-015  5.14685098E-015  4.74356998E-015  4.4127296E-015 
  3.98041285E-015  3.63943518E-015  3.39431267E-015  3.10639926E-015 
  2.93432126E-015  2.71214424E-015  2.48390601E-015  2.33061596E-015 
  2.14142996E-015  1.95974696E-015  1.88528192E-015  1.72523657E-015 
  1.57829537E-015  1.45469203E-015  1.32773239E-015  1.23077388E-015 
  1.07623052E-015  8.85753435E-016  8.16401348E-016  9.87328817E-016 
  1.10528306E-015  1.24608654E-015  1.33905803E-015  1.39715987E-015 
  1.58322632E-015  1.72448376E-015  1.8548945E-015  1.99280358E-015 
  2.13111807E-015  2.31461208E-015  2.44202758E-015  2.62549086E-015 
  2.84940376E-015  3.11805667E-015  3.34813822E-015  3.66676257E-015 
  3.94300495E-015  4.37390572E-015  4.76444971E-015  5.07892703E-015 
  5.50022921E-015  6.01797365E-015  6.59284877E-015  7.24566977E-015 
  8.00433656E-015  8.76352697E-015  9.64071868E-015  1.07025989E-014 
  1.17050355E-014  1.30919473E-014  1.46983143E-014  1.68392383E-014 
  1.94602363E-014  2.29164067E-014  2.78532678E-014  3.54053206E-014 
  4.88242036E-014  8.16665033E-014  2.15966163E-013  2.48272104E-013 
  2.6071114E-013  2.66523774E-013  2.68928411E-013  2.69177748E-013 
  2.66209359E-013  2.59946732E-013  2.48865121E-013  2.15746577E-013 
  8.06075352E-014  4.83428911E-014  3.52657924E-014  2.81495243E-014 
  2.30041101E-014  1.95431724E-014  1.68775007E-014  1.48293929E-014 
  1.31717749E-014  1.18148505E-014  1.06374352E-014  9.56794262E-015 
  8.67302009E-015  7.84339866E-015  7.21672994E-015  6.59966639E-015 
  6.0451223E-015  5.55240984E-015  5.18288276E-015  4.70694035E-015 
  4.25260586E-015  3.97327527E-015  3.63710711E-015  3.41505369E-015 
  3.07749196E-015  2.86165414E-015  2.6505038E-015  2.49905381E-015 
  2.29875065E-015  2.11431827E-015  1.96143262E-015  1.78626773E-015 
  1.69239201E-015  1.57773335E-015  1.43148001E-015  1.29737931E-015 
  1.20430268E-015  1.1024797E-015  9.58898712E-016  8.19221322E-016 
  7.31653185E-016  9.01458419E-016  9.80648703E-016  1.09875858E-015 
  1.19237858E-015  1.3090106E-015  1.37152474E-015  1.50411233E-015 
  1.65943098E-015  1.80178184E-015  1.933255E-015  2.10411141E-015 
  2.20143934E-015  2.42357659E-015  2.61883842E-015  2.78310552E-015 
  3.00380961E-015  3.256852E-015  3.56629374E-015  3.85448239E-015 
  4.19199574E-015  4.57107603E-015  5.05505087E-015  5.45885731E-015 
  5.94852018E-015  6.65019073E-015  7.22246423E-015  7.90412263E-015 
  8.65120203E-015  9.53789792E-015  1.06740122E-014  1.20412854E-014 
  1.34329295E-014  1.53270501E-014  1.77065012E-014  2.0842857E-014 
  2.53741098E-014  3.25009125E-014  4.44975243E-014  7.45756448E-014 
  1.97199051E-013  2.26356533E-013  2.37772849E-013  2.4301065E-013 
  2.45420898E-013  2.45673704E-013  2.42726317E-013  2.37800647E-013 
  2.25943837E-013  1.96871587E-013  7.43368791E-014  4.45934525E-014 
  3.21443636E-014  2.53033428E-014  2.08839008E-014  1.77129109E-014 
  1.53797553E-014  1.34824114E-014  1.19537371E-014  1.07393188E-014 
  9.67745846E-015  8.67246018E-015  7.9470184E-015  7.20524515E-015 
  6.48316933E-015  5.9517355E-015  5.47451188E-015  5.04767747E-015 
  4.58682006E-015  4.25282954E-015  3.87120871E-015  3.52498665E-015 
  3.29540455E-015  3.04125249E-015  2.79154071E-015  2.60238872E-015 
  2.42129066E-015  2.23978296E-015  2.07531024E-015  1.91513778E-015 
  1.77212331E-015  1.66608415E-015  1.51760333E-015  1.41310635E-015 
  1.31467042E-015  1.1856391E-015  1.12006433E-015  9.88043959E-016 
  8.97421416E-016  7.35467914E-016  6.82036918E-016  8.18223416E-016 
  9.46018388E-016  1.01730637E-015  1.09360256E-015  1.19032705E-015 
  1.34464494E-015  1.40923797E-015  1.51382913E-015  1.61817901E-015 
  1.75420894E-015  1.90332008E-015  2.06540777E-015  2.21263779E-015 
  2.35112014E-015  2.59874789E-015  2.83276642E-015  3.10586633E-015 
  3.33136327E-015  3.62021633E-015  3.85336344E-015  4.20851499E-015 
  4.61360999E-015  5.00500177E-015  5.39593689E-015  5.9824328E-015 
  6.50486134E-015  7.20600864E-015  7.89386385E-015  8.80422197E-015 
  9.63953373E-015  1.08692921E-014  1.22321454E-014  1.40788282E-014 
  1.61829332E-014  1.89466245E-014  2.29952806E-014  2.94886335E-014 
  4.0637642E-014  6.81603071E-014  1.79641132E-013  2.06541121E-013 
  2.17087078E-013  2.21622787E-013  2.23721011E-013  2.23793347E-013 
  2.21835528E-013  2.17091942E-013  2.06475774E-013  1.79481217E-013 
  6.79263781E-014  4.09212446E-014  2.96606825E-014  2.32661502E-014 
  1.90276342E-014  1.61689305E-014  1.40530793E-014  1.23258679E-014 
  1.09712985E-014  9.85903178E-015  8.83487732E-015  8.03322825E-015 
  7.30427645E-015  6.60444216E-015  6.00651069E-015  5.47091695E-015 
  5.03125072E-015  4.62547114E-015  4.25822753E-015  3.96702315E-015 
  3.65632063E-015  3.35839422E-015  3.01405136E-015  2.80641184E-015 
  2.59630489E-015  2.3755468E-015  2.15289031E-015  2.00265357E-015 
  1.86891929E-015  1.73573872E-015  1.6593356E-015  1.5273226E-015 
  1.39837282E-015  1.33305219E-015  1.19880869E-015  1.14602775E-015 
  1.0133654E-015  9.16420783E-016  8.05062959E-016  6.77509621E-016 
A-41 
 
  0.223617636  0.0148211234  0.0143697023  0.0138479965  0.0131724133 
  0.0126588071  0.0122072662  0.0117123252  0.0112152626  0.0107566785 
  0.0103532746  0.00992096405  0.00952753851  0.00913692306  0.00872885721 
  0.00840636728  0.00802022309  0.00771778531  0.00739924193  0.00708019327 
  0.0067900672  0.00651082801  0.00623133003  0.00596627993  0.00570584695 
  0.00546328137  0.00520120636  0.00497309065  0.00475078436  0.00451283681 
  0.00428583853  0.00406688148  0.00384592126  0.00362023415  0.00339137552 
  0.0031435414  0.0028798839  0.00257831322  0.00223107205  0.00175914629 
  0.00108842513  0.00101680328  0.000992573446  0.000981893172  0.000977619182 
  0.000977012867  0.000981729895  0.000992602542  0.00101792858  0.00108770304 
  0.00176042848  0.00222957066  0.00258026484  0.00287947779  0.00314357376 
  0.00338748164  0.00361988172  0.00384080793  0.00406766508  0.00429475461 
  0.00452298033  0.00474977416  0.00498366843  0.0052368497  0.00546791797 
  0.0057445836  0.00599005965  0.00626650067  0.00654769367  0.00683182347 
  0.00711478122  0.00743297769  0.00773411123  0.0081098222  0.00839696963 
  0.00875308071  0.00917688827  0.00958325717  0.0100597539  0.0104859514 
  0.0109704112  0.0113545595  0.0117962972  0.0121234645  0.0126946945 
  0.0133260756  0.0137139452  0.0144008184  0.0150464274  0.0152924115 
  0.301530938  0.0153507269  0.0148063243  0.0142042428  0.0136210968 
  0.0129755158  0.0124986965  0.012006698  0.0115562729  0.0111606951 
  0.0107192752  0.0103333088  0.00989712296  0.00952926356  0.00913816447 
  0.00871539523  0.00843671548  0.0080682673  0.00772734894  0.00739053097 
  0.00709356657  0.00679364997  0.00648750654  0.00624138233  0.00594109653 
  0.00567609686  0.00543227042  0.00519084411  0.00495085811  0.00472075211 
  0.00448202068  0.00425279184  0.00400662839  0.00378348486  0.00354163976 
  0.00328326108  0.00300458225  0.00269676421  0.00232749058  0.00184102646 
  0.001141375  0.00106605601  0.0010396351  0.00102918384  0.00102407268 
  0.00102417837  0.00102874512  0.00104065298  0.00106523182  0.00113961709 
  0.00183718842  0.00232519145  0.00269213658  0.0030071435  0.00328309455 
  0.00353977393  0.00378327267  0.00401996124  0.00425058315  0.00448218122 
  0.00471404677  0.00494976509  0.0051822023  0.00546772882  0.00569260746 
  0.00593989825  0.00622756359  0.00651337058  0.00681587499  0.00711372604 
  0.00741870494  0.00778771605  0.00809846103  0.00841126296  0.00873456543 
  0.00910914299  0.00951548506  0.00998614275  0.0102950491  0.010751305 
  0.0112303606  0.0116923845  0.0121516618  0.0126518966  0.0131437809 
  0.013753687  0.014112389  0.0149051294  0.0154405237  0.0154883082 
  0.353578997  0.0156645791  0.0153889148  0.0147943748  0.0140445821 
  0.0135191495  0.0130781265  0.0124999428  0.0121227565  0.011553877 
  0.0111514392  0.0106990156  0.010279893  0.00993406733  0.00952170514 
  0.00917843111  0.00878491672  0.00841018105  0.00807159728  0.0077810817 
  0.00740613389  0.0071007177  0.00681091354  0.00653744424  0.0062277204 
  0.00595379905  0.00570666709  0.00544534051  0.00516957709  0.00493056916 
  0.00467405647  0.00444325242  0.00420778542  0.00396153984  0.00370057612 
  0.00343503092  0.00314270995  0.00281250578  0.00243062486  0.00192281685 
  0.00119565774  0.00111733899  0.00108970856  0.00107761001  0.00107271962 
  0.00107321609  0.00107780468  0.00109000302  0.00111773402  0.00119690389 
  0.00192554519  0.00243610693  0.00282139539  0.00315101173  0.0034412161 
  0.00371540581  0.00396862201  0.0042077443  0.00444781406  0.00468668333 
  0.00492706133  0.00516056434  0.00541608871  0.00569497041  0.00597079122 
  0.00622931116  0.00650719285  0.0068341581  0.00710580173  0.00743579785 
  0.00776238017  0.00810334101  0.00845516548  0.00878076162  0.00912913521 
  0.00953587526  0.00988102588  0.0103525395  0.0107308343  0.0112137281 
  0.0116068972  0.0121804432  0.0125929359  0.0130980565  0.0134984545 
  0.0141046936  0.0147100765  0.0154612909  0.0159472793  0.0161000991 
  0.27736893  0.016551972  0.0162122698  0.0154087541  0.014764516 
  0.0142715286  0.0137266427  0.0133366468  0.0127051471  0.0122055103 
  0.0117810746  0.011351664  0.010817659  0.0103587846  0.00998962832 
  0.00962489961  0.00926437325  0.00882119951  0.00845100545  0.00810254921 
  0.00778417448  0.00747437517  0.00716808487  0.00683586681  0.00655027735 
  0.00623802181  0.00598686548  0.00569011211  0.00542286892  0.00515510642 
  0.00491815484  0.00465958191  0.00440676872  0.00413263497  0.00387041837 
  0.00359873208  0.00329020523  0.002948628  0.00254717568  0.00201066213 
  0.00125264731  0.001170344  0.00114248125  0.00112933341  0.00112306042 
  0.00112394727  0.00112883309  0.00114255316  0.00117119133  0.00125231032 
  0.00201071435  0.0025461544  0.00294841324  0.00328990379  0.00359367389 
  0.00388123547  0.00414196232  0.0044049735  0.0046454965  0.0049047353 
  0.00515737971  0.00542172874  0.00569660192  0.00599404096  0.00625569639 
  0.00655479286  0.00686185228  0.00714647929  0.00744482551  0.00778414483 
  0.0080754405  0.00844757192  0.00879172535  0.00915020709  0.00953709799 
  0.00994489775  0.010440556  0.0108548081  0.0112551172  0.011689839 
  0.0120416849  0.0127065965  0.0131125356  0.0135973678  0.0143587273 
  0.014757506  0.0153313849  0.0158426488  0.0165226127  0.0169175369 
  0.377985541  0.0170793702  0.0166871321  0.0161872232  0.015530132 
  0.0148288483  0.0142867973  0.0137919653  0.0131661548  0.0127640026 
  0.0122278061  0.0117220643  0.0113546025  0.0108339797  0.0103747876 
  0.00999150929  0.00967116449  0.00923808106  0.00882077395  0.0084543501 
  0.00813649182  0.00775128174  0.00744050059  0.00711885204  0.00681393191 
A-42 
 
  0.0065311695  0.00622005537  0.0059371573  0.00566820569  0.00541357608 
  0.00514050584  0.00487709296  0.00461095137  0.00433379893  0.00405611821 
  0.00375678429  0.0034361175  0.00307906458  0.00266495307  0.0021023328 
  0.00131244724  0.0012259746  0.00119679839  0.00118284642  0.00117685444 
  0.00117591959  0.00118326187  0.001197981  0.00122708446  0.00131357823 
  0.00210825102  0.00266298026  0.00308876027  0.00344596259  0.00377232014 
  0.00406102854  0.00434570535  0.00461726022  0.00487549334  0.00514023462 
  0.00541773769  0.00566040139  0.00596833863  0.00626282436  0.00654523769 
  0.00683934433  0.00716220028  0.00743054819  0.00781807965  0.0081605969 
  0.00846238281  0.00881234489  0.00916692943  0.00962725858  0.0100424708 
  0.0104003923  0.0108898092  0.011343746  0.011748197  0.0122700266 
  0.0128451914  0.0131717668  0.0137713424  0.0142526789  0.0148091765 
  0.0152501117  0.0159832984  0.0165978858  0.0171771217  0.0175949701 
  0.353569545  0.0177791311  0.0171825849  0.0166109947  0.0158552237 
  0.0153115002  0.0147729992  0.014183561  0.0136610641  0.0131212168 
  0.0126610712  0.012228245  0.0117314125  0.0112104382  0.0107677245 
  0.010394393  0.010016303  0.00957345709  0.00917637375  0.00883891626 
  0.00842516581  0.00807878444  0.00774060721  0.00744847818  0.00710666846 
  0.00680712552  0.00651987425  0.00623144418  0.00595512467  0.00566666781 
  0.00537712555  0.0051031921  0.00482506577  0.00453545979  0.00425528075 
  0.00393685623  0.00359930022  0.00322294179  0.00277823385  0.00219340477 
  0.00137235742  0.00128371308  0.00125329068  0.00123733034  0.00123219391 
  0.00123351309  0.00123830515  0.00125341498  0.00128380725  0.00137511472 
  0.00219889928  0.00277995416  0.00322046926  0.00360521124  0.00394163436 
  0.00424643755  0.00454404791  0.00482854387  0.00508881074  0.00537232806 
  0.00563355206  0.00592257811  0.00620817579  0.00653107293  0.00684380344 
  0.00713447993  0.00745031675  0.00779614851  0.00816568765  0.00852741018 
  0.00885182048  0.00924737401  0.00958710301  0.0100493773  0.010412586 
  0.010889144  0.0112813634  0.0117296312  0.0121808062  0.0127688946 
  0.0133026172  0.0136783124  0.0143324375  0.0147643132  0.0155828992 
  0.0159676002  0.0166597391  0.0174971999  0.0181131328  0.0182288309 
  0.0191407087  0.0190221465  0.0181076007  0.0175080095  0.0168761736 
  0.016131863  0.0154725995  0.0150028112  0.0144024313  0.0138511619 
  0.0131858994  0.0127729919  0.0122902853  0.0118376752  0.0113810384 
  0.0109453108  0.0105116225  0.0100452267  0.0096497688  0.00930165728 
  0.00893037481  0.00855050601  0.00820340953  0.00787671753  0.0075077184 
  0.00715580871  0.00685005677  0.00655908536  0.00625286292  0.00594611457 
  0.00563921117  0.00536308565  0.00506237469  0.00476167348  0.00445112963 
  0.00411494676  0.00375386291  0.00336584218  0.00290260779  0.00229551306 
  0.00144064043  0.00134601922  0.00131322634  0.00129643221  0.00129034534 
  0.00129083361  0.00129781122  0.00131330088  0.0013468531  0.00144115176 
  0.00230208678  0.00290631657  0.00337206982  0.0037694998  0.00412731134 
  0.00446294429  0.00477576666  0.00507426048  0.0053560886  0.00563037183 
  0.00594300759  0.00625951424  0.00651443713  0.00684295591  0.00720904809 
  0.00749559667  0.00782938481  0.00816778009  0.00851087204  0.0089117342 
  0.00923082202  0.00970085725  0.0101257643  0.0104962981  0.0109746063 
  0.0113592715  0.0117768422  0.0122314844  0.0127622604  0.0133385326 
  0.0137074175  0.0143308265  0.0147768198  0.0153269877  0.0158787176 
  0.0166476498  0.0171447225  0.0180823707  0.0188876671  0.0190693086 
  0.0202742808  0.0196396722  0.0188372197  0.0182208227  0.0175471578 
  0.0168227194  0.0161221617  0.0155182192  0.0148231656  0.0143865398 
  0.0137327785  0.0132932646  0.0128827659  0.01236175  0.0118988418 
  0.0114451224  0.0110206062  0.0106189346  0.010137113  0.00968857526 
  0.00927315306  0.00890024661  0.00855140111  0.00824125103  0.00787521095 
  0.00745812418  0.00715530916  0.00684586279  0.0065202438  0.00623000375 
  0.00590876542  0.00561133404  0.00529224114  0.00498805506  0.00467271555 
  0.00430149567  0.00393657809  0.00351672083  0.00303416322  0.00240107451 
  0.0015073438  0.00140822655  0.00137329348  0.00135695219  0.00135159022 
  0.00135069431  0.0013579241  0.00137418066  0.00140795133  0.00151077649 
  0.00241056195  0.00304056451  0.00351559964  0.00392496949  0.00429968357 
  0.00464985358  0.00496382171  0.00529018483  0.00559164316  0.00590006201 
  0.00622980463  0.00651956128  0.00687880828  0.00722453252  0.00755659115 
  0.00790578189  0.0082132114  0.00858152933  0.00891648311  0.00927910594 
  0.00965355447  0.0101250287  0.0105385722  0.0109652981  0.0114725156 
  0.0119878443  0.0123605512  0.0128885209  0.0134710384  0.0138927063 
  0.0144480924  0.0151235725  0.0155654922  0.0159832988  0.0167996237 
  0.0175440808  0.0181344783  0.0190401209  0.0197356745  0.020359966 
  0.0210041071  0.0209143211  0.0199527351  0.0189851687  0.0185725533 
  0.0177052168  0.0171143267  0.0166108154  0.0157274736  0.0151784581 
  0.0145822245  0.0140913421  0.0134358952  0.0130237764  0.0125671085 
  0.0121097084  0.0115125135  0.0111533336  0.0106711665  0.0102793164 
  0.00987157847  0.0094375275  0.00907247688  0.00866432997  0.00828829047 
  0.00793444599  0.00753355995  0.00720153985  0.00684150599  0.00653425873 
  0.00620097593  0.00588427323  0.00555267851  0.00522217407  0.00486959713 
  0.00450490461  0.00412331733  0.00368316931  0.00317678187  0.00250995299 
  0.00157871914  0.00147459218  0.00143910617  0.00142153438  0.00141440746 
  0.00141577992  0.00142258227  0.00143853864  0.00147576362  0.00158118304 
A-43 
 
  0.00251274869  0.00317729224  0.00369462212  0.00412732654  0.00452390488 
  0.00488323707  0.00522256299  0.00555701837  0.00587749512  0.00620279811 
  0.00654036483  0.00684943649  0.00722436057  0.00754437592  0.00791793837 
  0.00830020149  0.00865048591  0.00904049864  0.00941018504  0.00983306482 
  0.0102415489  0.0106392187  0.0112013661  0.0116043039  0.0120939214 
  0.0125259036  0.0129619696  0.013539446  0.0140638475  0.014558999 
  0.01505651  0.0156508886  0.0162895818  0.0170304652  0.0175027509 
  0.0181595879  0.0190308531  0.0196321251  0.0204447838  0.0205853412 
  0.0217240804  0.021160573  0.0203732254  0.0195884924  0.019041141 
  0.018296081  0.0175011163  0.0168867382  0.0163492582  0.0158355823 
  0.0152228388  0.0146277975  0.0140947391  0.0136074764  0.0130430466 
  0.0124986234  0.0120578569  0.0113688153  0.0110496574  0.0106412497 
  0.0102540165  0.00976666133  0.00943686098  0.00901867711  0.00861235275 
  0.00826972317  0.00787766685  0.00751546598  0.00718205425  0.00682788899 
  0.00651040965  0.00617132937  0.00583129302  0.00547209744  0.00510429107 
  0.00471961427  0.00431738213  0.00385700547  0.0033161356  0.0026303456 
  0.0016539332  0.00154396821  0.00150602436  0.00148903305  0.0014819278 
  0.00148215362  0.00148977563  0.00150609246  0.00154523909  0.00165604771 
  0.00263239406  0.00331540454  0.003849695  0.0043197089  0.00471892611 
  0.00510375387  0.00547508821  0.00580766592  0.00612848885  0.00648680678 
  0.00679648769  0.00715454697  0.00751573058  0.00783661624  0.00822066067 
  0.00863805952  0.00897979665  0.00940602647  0.00977453694  0.0102225391 
  0.0106492148  0.0110948384  0.0114953151  0.0120215152  0.0126080624 
  0.0130809278  0.0136726736  0.0142381755  0.014844593  0.0151586163 
  0.0157766237  0.0162844897  0.0170364562  0.017641167  0.0182015083 
  0.0190168568  0.0196519727  0.0206928856  0.0216639222  0.021722676 
 
 
Raw Data for Simulation IV – The Range of the Gold K-Shell Auger Electrons 
Input EGSINP File for Trial93 
Trial93 63keV electrons vs 7mg/g Tissue Nathan 8.6.2012                         #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.521, 0.001, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
-1, 0, 5, 15, 5, 15, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.063 
100000000, 0, 0.99, 24, 85, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 93 
1 1 50 
  0.  20. 
  0.  20. 
  0.  0.000199999995  0.00039999999  0.00059999997  0.00079999998 
  0.000999999931  0.00119999994  0.00139999995  0.00159999996  0.00179999997 
  0.00199999986  0.00219999976  0.00239999965  0.00259999954  0.00279999943 
  0.00299999933  0.00319999922  0.00339999911  0.00359999901  0.0037999989 
  0.00399999879  0.00419999892  0.00439999904  0.00459999917  0.0047999993 
  0.00499999942  0.00519999955  0.00539999967  0.0055999998  0.00579999993 
  0.00600000005  0.00620000018  0.0064000003  0.00660000043  0.00680000056 
  0.00700000068  0.00720000081  0.00740000093  0.00760000106  0.00780000119 
  0.00800000131  0.00820000097  0.00840000063  0.00860000029  0.00879999995 
  0.00899999961  0.00919999927  0.00939999893  0.00959999859  0.00979999825 
  0.00999999791 
  2.69359684E-010  3.05691812E-010  3.37685056E-010  3.70504688E-010 
  4.04940058E-010  4.40523815E-010  4.76323843E-010  5.10721675E-010 
  5.42832641E-010  5.708118E-010  5.93912804E-010  6.11843815E-010 
  6.23736021E-010  6.29569481E-010  6.29223422E-010  6.22853148E-010 
  6.10385274E-010  5.91989776E-010  5.67686386E-010  5.37660241E-010 
  5.01996939E-010  4.61339836E-010  4.15358885E-010  3.6421669E-010 
  3.08393379E-010  2.48853478E-010  1.87142785E-010  1.26896271E-010 
A-44 
 
  7.26320132E-011  3.08869653E-011  7.32105424E-012  4.5857871E-013 
  1.78137092E-015  1.2261288E-015  9.33539411E-016  1.38841377E-015 
  1.11966867E-015  1.19297801E-015  1.08098339E-015  1.09764413E-015 
  1.37290428E-015  1.29716317E-015  1.0652375E-015  1.1688326E-015 
  1.19589897E-015  9.48006254E-016  1.02227817E-015  9.08732441E-016 
  1.16414657E-015  9.27240409E-016 
  0.000129589069  0.000151424477  0.000157346885  0.000159317464 
  0.000159507602  0.000158764653  0.000157586755  0.000156198946 
  0.000155121456  0.000154352386  0.000154054156  0.000154408052 
  0.000155401205  0.000157165352  0.000159695032  0.000163145244 
  0.000167591606  0.000173104327  0.000179944525  0.000188372109 
  0.000198668625  0.000211421127  0.000227353621  0.000247723369  0.00027471351 
  0.000311827588  0.000366112328  0.000451665052  0.000603819186  0.00092869743 
  0.00188042398  0.00717229544  0.130876192  0.16317989  0.174695409 
  0.153360964  0.164359086  0.16109175  0.168069589  0.163682794  0.146774601 
  0.164047734  0.174893228  0.160341905  0.165313452  0.181829486  0.177612103 
  0.171981017  0.168781963  0.184569568 
Input EGSINP File for Trial93c 
Trial93c 63keV electrons vs Tissue Nathan 8.6.2012                               #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.521, 0.001, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
-1, 0, 5, 15, 5, 15, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0.063 
100000000, 0, 0.99, 24, 85, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 93c 
1 1 50 
  0.  20. 
  0.  20. 
  0.  0.000199999995  0.00039999999  0.00059999997  0.00079999998 
  0.000999999931  0.00119999994  0.00139999995  0.00159999996  0.00179999997 
  0.00199999986  0.00219999976  0.00239999965  0.00259999954  0.00279999943 
  0.00299999933  0.00319999922  0.00339999911  0.00359999901  0.0037999989 
  0.00399999879  0.00419999892  0.00439999904  0.00459999917  0.0047999993 
  0.00499999942  0.00519999955  0.00539999967  0.0055999998  0.00579999993 
  0.00600000005  0.00620000018  0.0064000003  0.00660000043  0.00680000056 
  0.00700000068  0.00720000081  0.00740000093  0.00760000106  0.00780000119 
  0.00800000131  0.00820000097  0.00840000063  0.00860000029  0.00879999995 
  0.00899999961  0.00919999927  0.00939999893  0.00959999859  0.00979999825 
A-45 
 
  0.00999999791 
  2.6720254E-010  3.0188781E-010  3.32491456E-010  3.64303237E-010 
  3.97931406E-010  4.33082149E-010  4.68724861E-010  5.03445469E-010 
  5.36156255E-010  5.6532863E-010  5.89855227E-010  6.090864E-010 
  6.22840723E-010  6.30272711E-010  6.31774017E-010  6.26837586E-010 
  6.16127334E-010  5.98857746E-010  5.75752774E-010  5.46966546E-010 
  5.12244732E-010  4.71878239E-010  4.2572903E-010  3.74303881E-010 
  3.17435254E-010  2.55920518E-010  1.91860487E-010  1.28775461E-010 
  7.19343284E-011  2.89232474E-011  5.91135306E-012  2.36571098E-013 
  5.55343542E-016  7.40367938E-016  6.26849726E-016  5.84075943E-016 
  6.7368997E-016  5.12329776E-016  5.1990422E-016  4.06632128E-016 
  3.69788639E-016  3.48927144E-016  4.37011647E-016  4.92932073E-016 
  7.78974247E-016  5.44760991E-016  5.12888052E-016  4.18993812E-016 
  2.68829281E-016  2.12748128E-016 
  0.000126975814  0.000148931447  0.00015507773  0.000157625311  0.000158204149 
  0.000157782282  0.000156788493  0.000155628011  0.000154566054  0.00015379765 
  0.000153440981  0.000153629165  0.000154468191  0.000156042825 
  0.000158375006  0.000161549451  0.000165762921  0.000171004487 
  0.000177563803  0.000185641622  0.000195575866  0.000207905023 
  0.000223369614  0.000243231634  0.000269707416  0.000306486573 
  0.000360712966  0.00044766867  0.000605916523  0.00095760941  0.00208000245 
  0.0098756683  0.191856386  0.189031117  0.212352841  0.216546465  0.191174121 
  0.22063114  0.22858186  0.236740972  0.269512874  0.264534331  0.246097074 
  0.228528112  0.19013877  0.212837098  0.226655697  0.256579443  0.289794201 
  0.32976874 
 
 
Raw Data for Simulation V - The Shape and PVDR of Two Ideal Microbeams 
Input EGSINP File for Trial90f2 
Trial90f2 BL28B2 microbeam vs  tissue 500um sample Nathan  12/6/12               #!GUI1.0 
1 
4CompTissue521 
0.511, 0.01, 0, 0 







0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 6, 0, 1 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 78, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  




Output 3ddose file for Trial 90f2 
100 1 10 
  0.  0.000500000024  0.00100000005  0.00150000001  0.00200000009 
  0.00250000018  0.00300000026  0.00350000034  0.00400000019  0.00450000027 
  0.00500000035  0.00550000044  0.00600000052  0.0065000006  0.00700000068 
  0.00750000076  0.00800000038  0.00850000046  0.00900000054  0.00950000063 
  0.0100000007  0.0105000008  0.0110000009  0.011500001  0.012000001 
  0.0125000011  0.0130000012  0.0135000013  0.0140000014  0.0145000014 
  0.0150000015  0.0155000016  0.0160000008  0.0164999999  0.0169999991 
  0.0174999982  0.0179999974  0.0184999965  0.0189999957  0.0194999948 
  0.019999994  0.0204999931  0.0209999923  0.0214999914  0.0219999906 
  0.0224999897  0.0229999889  0.023499988  0.0239999872  0.0244999863 
  0.0249999855  0.0254999846  0.0259999838  0.0264999829  0.0269999821 
  0.0274999812  0.0279999804  0.0284999795  0.0289999787  0.0294999778 
  0.029999977  0.0304999761  0.0309999753  0.0314999744  0.0319999754 
  0.0324999765  0.0329999775  0.0334999785  0.0339999795  0.0344999805 
  0.0349999815  0.0354999825  0.0359999835  0.0364999846  0.0369999856 
  0.0374999866  0.0379999876  0.0384999886  0.0389999896  0.0394999906 
  0.0399999917  0.0404999927  0.0409999937  0.0414999947  0.0419999957 
  0.0424999967  0.0429999977  0.0434999987  0.0439999998  0.0445000008 
  0.0450000018  0.0455000028  0.0460000038  0.0465000048  0.0470000058 
  0.0475000069  0.0480000079  0.0485000089  0.0490000099  0.0495000109 
  0.0500000119 
  0.  2 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5. 
  0.  8.12006729E-016  1.07715643E-015  1.30251083E-015  1.48701707E-015 
  1.71136347E-015  2.04656538E-015  2.37362254E-015  2.74848432E-015 
  3.16979617E-015  3.69661332E-015  4.35525445E-015  5.16050417E-015 
  6.24983635E-015  7.5530747E-015  9.57278695E-015  1.28837037E-014 
  1.92139218E-014  3.39690471E-014  8.71806607E-014  2.80858401E-013 
  3.31910231E-013  3.41285176E-013  3.31822422E-013  2.80640168E-013 
  8.73111707E-014  3.40253613E-014  1.93087282E-014  1.30891046E-014 
  9.66998488E-015  7.67329723E-015  6.23350582E-015  5.21337649E-015 
  4.43196316E-015  3.80359073E-015  3.27169407E-015  2.80858745E-015 
  2.44485509E-015  2.11107071E-015  1.83539514E-015  1.57120821E-015 
  1.39280715E-015  1.2026069E-015  1.04848001E-015  9.22682376E-016 
  8.3207157E-016  7.43110132E-016  6.62825621E-016  5.89265645E-016 
  5.2989294E-016  4.85600275E-016  4.33728383E-016  4.06101824E-016 
  3.65383422E-016  3.40660806E-016  3.21623803E-016  2.94243154E-016 
  2.73697319E-016  2.66810878E-016  2.51340473E-016  2.3345337E-016 
  2.17031513E-016  2.08058174E-016  2.03899238E-016  2.03088041E-016 
  1.98200915E-016  1.84350662E-016  1.80382326E-016  1.7399406E-016 
  1.79027909E-016  1.6729857E-016  1.61064354E-016  1.59796664E-016 
  1.65913928E-016  1.50390129E-016  1.52834001E-016  1.55448979E-016 
  1.65680949E-016  1.54773345E-016  1.51551828E-016  1.44579325E-016 
  1.4400092E-016  1.48747257E-016  1.52049208E-016  1.43625066E-016 
  1.38244305E-016  1.42014693E-016  1.42543054E-016  1.28140859E-016 
  1.28167967E-016  1.32162659E-016  1.25682337E-016  1.27331563E-016 
  1.23546814E-016  1.2376152E-016  1.2154582E-016  1.235356E-016 
  1.23414138E-016  1.1365291E-016  9.95668755E-017  0.  7.95787093E-016 
  1.06436384E-015  1.25377799E-015  1.47636993E-015  1.66820048E-015 
  1.9411947E-015  2.22561414E-015  2.59793052E-015  3.02856098E-015 
  3.50407179E-015  4.13530935E-015  4.89740393E-015  5.91044106E-015 
  7.23065156E-015  9.14059069E-015  1.21179783E-014  1.79352521E-014 
  3.16353588E-014  8.13999256E-014  2.60279294E-013  3.07852801E-013 
  3.16011187E-013  3.0745937E-013  2.60446622E-013  8.11495584E-014 
  3.17616869E-014  1.80993814E-014  1.21577682E-014  9.0564346E-015 
  7.06312753E-015  5.84115195E-015  4.91507502E-015  4.1838508E-015 
  3.57190987E-015  3.11040342E-015  2.63877399E-015  2.28959838E-015 
  2.02046294E-015  1.74464573E-015  1.5018208E-015  1.32266411E-015 
  1.16176571E-015  1.03076783E-015  9.02994143E-016  8.20908864E-016 
  7.18087844E-016  6.51212312E-016  5.82776234E-016  5.3084111E-016 
  4.81432169E-016  4.43098017E-016  4.0482671E-016  3.72962236E-016 
  3.68976002E-016  3.28604847E-016  3.20683885E-016  3.13462412E-016 
  2.84907817E-016  2.74580783E-016  2.52885371E-016  2.40730479E-016 
  2.42830412E-016  2.26235702E-016  2.22252888E-016  2.2379729E-016 
  2.19782671E-016  2.14182367E-016  2.0175637E-016  1.93111869E-016 
  1.97124355E-016  1.92287804E-016  1.97330672E-016  1.71010293E-016 
  1.78963697E-016  1.77111214E-016  1.76108116E-016  1.71406749E-016 
  1.81548456E-016  1.81588154E-016  1.69094449E-016  1.76907349E-016 
  1.71047475E-016  1.50396354E-016  1.57317805E-016  1.63108982E-016 
  1.56811836E-016  1.58676229E-016  1.61165495E-016  1.59325099E-016 
  1.5286279E-016  1.54716267E-016  1.54206569E-016  1.56025119E-016 
  1.48194369E-016  1.51702289E-016  1.45622726E-016  1.42716111E-016 
  1.28434092E-016  1.07955948E-016  0.  7.5456126E-016  9.93641775E-016 
  1.18006446E-015  1.3463546E-015  1.55629824E-015  1.78319476E-015 
A-47 
 
  2.11341293E-015  2.440099E-015  2.8319553E-015  3.31654791E-015 
  3.83346778E-015  4.54075205E-015  5.38048452E-015  6.54719482E-015 
  8.30016512E-015  1.12413472E-014  1.66913353E-014  2.9335124E-014 
  7.54258627E-014  2.4101865E-013  2.85063474E-013  2.92173497E-013 
  2.85011992E-013  2.4107353E-013  7.51594159E-014  2.92829913E-014 
  1.66660635E-014  1.12108025E-014  8.2994883E-015  6.53318702E-015 
  5.42087215E-015  4.50775768E-015  3.86051722E-015  3.3223869E-015 
  2.84770578E-015  2.43991298E-015  2.11823046E-015  1.85748272E-015 
  1.62250094E-015  1.37593715E-015  1.21595474E-015  1.08508194E-015 
  9.47369962E-016  8.3582096E-016  7.54369682E-016  6.79840352E-016 
  6.27941313E-016  5.52813107E-016  4.96513978E-016  4.67652261E-016 
  4.31901033E-016  3.95698297E-016  3.71002222E-016  3.42698657E-016 
  3.23792402E-016  2.99812908E-016  2.93469911E-016  2.72581168E-016 
  2.71828349E-016  2.5133567E-016  2.43429535E-016  2.35017601E-016 
  2.2638473E-016  2.2856539E-016  2.15665042E-016  2.04302695E-016 
  1.9457329E-016  1.85598572E-016  1.91698619E-016  1.99155385E-016 
  1.94780589E-016  1.8898973E-016  1.84831195E-016  1.89929694E-016 
  1.76041023E-016  1.81442604E-016  1.83353251E-016  1.85272494E-016 
  1.75540176E-016  1.77152046E-016  1.74183311E-016  1.65624901E-016 
  1.64412236E-016  1.53137007E-016  1.63603531E-016  1.61254761E-016 
  1.58027941E-016  1.57792867E-016  1.58601501E-016  1.54094952E-016 
  1.48291566E-016  1.48957598E-016  1.42974357E-016  1.4435562E-016 
  1.48928745E-016  1.39099478E-016  1.41475308E-016  1.32175948E-016 
  1.09814382E-016  0.  6.8237178E-016  9.31388239E-016  1.0928923E-015 
  1.26562713E-015  1.46203754E-015  1.68379654E-015  1.93163446E-015 
  2.23225836E-015  2.6156381E-015  2.96417496E-015  3.54214459E-015 
  4.19640159E-015  5.02158211E-015  6.16047721E-015  7.72530607E-015 
  1.03647691E-014  1.55521605E-014  2.74444285E-014  7.00174985E-014 
  2.23331567E-013  2.64473934E-013  2.71100204E-013  2.64075585E-013 
  2.2331209E-013  6.97336777E-014  2.73112414E-014  1.53917712E-014 
  1.04439615E-014  7.64734675E-015  6.06315575E-015  5.00242457E-015 
  4.15285443E-015  3.55210202E-015  3.03721592E-015  2.61568314E-015 
  2.27581143E-015  1.99553176E-015  1.76107447E-015  1.49712341E-015 
  1.30276603E-015  1.14214903E-015  9.88019229E-016  8.96737315E-016 
  7.90895901E-016  6.94770863E-016  6.27413717E-016  5.84861058E-016 
  5.26674716E-016  4.76850436E-016  4.34105178E-016  4.01888783E-016 
  3.69090127E-016  3.52258761E-016  3.40304062E-016  3.04009441E-016 
  2.68255648E-016  2.74373506E-016  2.51854234E-016  2.55243985E-016 
  2.3782244E-016  2.30654976E-016  2.22327082E-016  2.19958233E-016 
  2.09258384E-016  2.0526728E-016  2.03111498E-016  2.00179169E-016 
  1.92503499E-016  1.90455937E-016  1.86112982E-016  1.86522959E-016 
  1.70318389E-016  1.7829107E-016  1.72766356E-016  1.63411518E-016 
  1.60380343E-016  1.67247521E-016  1.56769446E-016  1.66141992E-016 
  1.56174413E-016  1.6484554E-016  1.55309298E-016  1.49771893E-016 
  1.55206197E-016  1.53001311E-016  1.61752727E-016  1.52527818E-016 
  1.50296206E-016  1.59726733E-016  1.4365906E-016  1.49974518E-016 
  1.44458213E-016  1.42067854E-016  1.37173596E-016  1.40761059E-016 
  1.35528928E-016  1.33361401E-016  1.24049063E-016  1.09027854E-016  0. 
  6.59695485E-016  8.83742263E-016  1.02695157E-015  1.17478555E-015 
  1.35672779E-015  1.56415302E-015  1.84106714E-015  2.08361458E-015 
  2.41097547E-015  2.81918779E-015  3.32634355E-015  3.83998441E-015 
  4.58974596E-015  5.61451165E-015  7.15248528E-015  9.61010731E-015 
  1.43568232E-014  2.54487758E-014  6.52425795E-014  2.06806703E-013 
  2.44669044E-013  2.50867142E-013  2.44401257E-013  2.06700491E-013 
  6.49241379E-014  2.53412725E-014  1.43286158E-014  9.6305799E-015 
  7.10641715E-015  5.59254799E-015  4.57100871E-015  3.82501366E-015 
  3.30753738E-015  2.8157723E-015  2.42205706E-015  2.10372899E-015 
  1.85760478E-015  1.61020516E-015  1.38836523E-015  1.21259445E-015 
  1.11128194E-015  9.40540898E-016  8.5278086E-016  7.61592907E-016 
  6.77597331E-016  6.20450187E-016  5.31804691E-016  4.89844431E-016 
  4.55940958E-016  4.14414362E-016  3.87324224E-016  3.72105673E-016 
  3.23949528E-016  2.98598557E-016  2.9246019E-016  2.64380597E-016 
  2.59506381E-016  2.56928777E-016  2.43498925E-016  2.36735244E-016 
  2.24763121E-016  2.00546571E-016  2.06971462E-016  1.94127993E-016 
  2.01369127E-016  1.94485612E-016  1.84740352E-016  1.79481773E-016 
  1.70514799E-016  1.6623728E-016  1.70606003E-016  1.7054924E-016 
  1.62834578E-016  1.72601826E-016  1.81819693E-016  1.74302118E-016 
  1.66987274E-016  1.55468185E-016  1.61307565E-016  1.63360573E-016 
  1.53671901E-016  1.48667096E-016  1.45232291E-016  1.51332841E-016 
  1.47170213E-016  1.42610762E-016  1.4304026E-016  1.44354526E-016 
  1.42401569E-016  1.41383688E-016  1.40586714E-016  1.37508652E-016 
  1.35455751E-016  1.34870126E-016  1.26807713E-016  1.23659228E-016 
  1.33693055E-016  1.1958331E-016  9.99960606E-017  0.  5.87373202E-016 
  7.72607886E-016  9.28111574E-016  1.07743987E-015  1.2316543E-015 
  1.46013028E-015  1.69171446E-015  1.94744984E-015  2.24895125E-015 
  2.62686989E-015  3.07513283E-015  3.58576334E-015  4.32210355E-015 
  5.20961541E-015  6.60522374E-015  8.98446689E-015  1.32925216E-014 
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  2.36403464E-014  6.04213672E-014  1.9186256E-013  2.2704419E-013 
  2.329132E-013  2.26948686E-013  1.91527887E-013  6.01027631E-014 
  2.35703906E-014  1.34243414E-014  8.96732701E-015  6.56964248E-015 
  5.19361856E-015  4.25578194E-015  3.55879554E-015  2.99899854E-015 
  2.59966328E-015  2.27434913E-015  1.96414895E-015  1.69345522E-015 
  1.46995246E-015  1.29541885E-015  1.11434182E-015  1.00700038E-015 
  8.66730046E-016  7.57372395E-016  7.0490244E-016  6.2417506E-016 
  5.40876623E-016  5.0492414E-016  4.46036931E-016  4.17904964E-016 
  3.83750324E-016  3.54700947E-016  3.29228078E-016  3.10065979E-016 
  2.88912613E-016  2.62280038E-016  2.52706014E-016  2.28919116E-016 
  2.33704234E-016  2.18649874E-016  2.09189775E-016  2.07612058E-016 
  2.03304912E-016  1.88890666E-016  1.8458728E-016  1.87801438E-016 
  1.76875019E-016  1.70390947E-016  1.81682909E-016  1.81199988E-016 
  1.70767376E-016  1.61497663E-016  1.61105553E-016  1.5798994E-016 
  1.66416131E-016  1.5419576E-016  1.51728076E-016  1.51163941E-016 
  1.49130599E-016  1.40648198E-016  1.42490663E-016  1.44996357E-016 
  1.41389272E-016  1.43101769E-016  1.40910114E-016  1.48442624E-016 
  1.42766969E-016  1.34364485E-016  1.28109082E-016  1.23629104E-016 
  1.30624323E-016  1.28395013E-016  1.27983255E-016  1.28603791E-016 
  1.28353393E-016  1.26768557E-016  1.18433248E-016  1.19898356E-016 
  1.14934913E-016  9.60197665E-017  5.1496913E-016  6.5905643E-016 
  7.7451742E-016  8.79910905E-016  1.01642621E-015  1.1732103E-015 
  1.34763059E-015  1.56083238E-015  1.81362143E-015  2.08767304E-015 
  2.42575411E-015  2.82996585E-015  3.31011404E-015  3.96049622E-015 
  4.79058623E-015  6.12217666E-015  8.32771081E-015  1.23514965E-014 
  2.20109606E-014  5.61764274E-014  1.7751167E-013  2.10344501E-013 
  2.15504693E-013  2.10079052E-013  1.77750461E-013  5.56794251E-014 
  2.1780255E-014  1.23467104E-014  8.27004957E-015  6.11190205E-015 
  4.87546178E-015  3.9964281E-015  3.33876197E-015  2.80460472E-015 
  2.44452497E-015  2.09332746E-015  1.82618912E-015  1.59330104E-015 
  1.37563736E-015  1.17285608E-015  1.04168177E-015  9.03979779E-016 
  7.88115397E-016  7.40561277E-016  6.58783249E-016  5.67800469E-016 
  5.12086843E-016  4.68491516E-016  4.28142226E-016  3.83376247E-016 
  3.47982157E-016  3.33616287E-016  2.99094274E-016  2.74398848E-016 
  2.70325754E-016  2.39065693E-016  2.30217285E-016  2.15550521E-016 
  2.20757069E-016  2.1026138E-016  2.02525772E-016  1.96758312E-016 
  1.82708587E-016  1.75634781E-016  1.67545989E-016  1.66575435E-016 
  1.67989352E-016  1.65921319E-016  1.6729184E-016  1.59030655E-016 
  1.64336344E-016  1.57982564E-016  1.43328421E-016  1.49358963E-016 
  1.45643332E-016  1.45069331E-016  1.52977331E-016  1.50126872E-016 
  1.37370054E-016  1.40311396E-016  1.35048618E-016  1.33866806E-016 
  1.35142847E-016  1.28787896E-016  1.26110808E-016  1.27442212E-016 
  1.33137679E-016  1.25353245E-016  1.34603548E-016  1.38621701E-016 
  1.26829803E-016  1.22223991E-016  1.24015931E-016  1.1104467E-016 
  1.1210573E-016  1.14874539E-016  1.18492457E-016  1.05664102E-016 
  1.0823346E-016  8.5984718E-017  4.35779216E-016  5.90239335E-016 
  7.03631613E-016  7.95607889E-016  9.39214128E-016  1.09548767E-015 
  1.26303336E-015  1.45562455E-015  1.64036503E-015  1.91898059E-015 
  2.25432588E-015  2.60286835E-015  3.02479081E-015  3.62157666E-015 
  4.45785381E-015  5.61353244E-015  7.66262007E-015  1.15291408E-014 
  2.03525509E-014  5.19837191E-014  1.64477985E-013  1.94619688E-013 
  1.99681649E-013  1.94404272E-013  1.64202635E-013  5.18147399E-014 
  2.02948918E-014  1.14716115E-014  7.65751993E-015  5.66324362E-015 
  4.44502299E-015  3.65672882E-015  3.05064799E-015  2.65856789E-015 
  2.28903303E-015  1.96072456E-015  1.66627176E-015  1.44037739E-015 
  1.24735102E-015  1.12885704E-015  9.60016233E-016  8.50731875E-016 
  7.47606494E-016  6.69809972E-016  5.92025945E-016  5.46263847E-016 
  4.75495348E-016  4.16380431E-016  3.88136999E-016  3.57523644E-016 
  3.18979064E-016  3.03933983E-016  2.86413757E-016  2.82074073E-016 
  2.56683086E-016  2.39976279E-016  2.16209392E-016  2.0658113E-016 
  2.0030408E-016  1.93339813E-016  1.8447082E-016  1.69845562E-016 
  1.71658964E-016  1.66143667E-016  1.54190122E-016  1.65803621E-016 
  1.57075813E-016  1.51204018E-016  1.47514491E-016  1.41885376E-016 
  1.51066557E-016  1.44976656E-016  1.41569097E-016  1.34897774E-016 
  1.32549695E-016  1.33214369E-016  1.3005325E-016  1.26200398E-016 
  1.24688299E-016  1.24528761E-016  1.27371599E-016  1.28021181E-016 
  1.24131618E-016  1.13304413E-016  1.21011025E-016  1.24132358E-016 
  1.23161278E-016  1.19873213E-016  1.18195254E-016  1.20257551E-016 
  1.20690968E-016  1.21451975E-016  1.14254599E-016  1.05213716E-016 
  1.06312176E-016  9.67443051E-017  1.02992293E-016  1.02814391E-016 
  9.82510041E-017  8.75293838E-017  4.13975528E-016  5.45735862E-016 
  6.61418537E-016  7.68372703E-016  8.86437634E-016  1.02121702E-015 
  1.15889086E-015  1.32442699E-015  1.54064952E-015  1.78165283E-015 
  2.06001746E-015  2.43077335E-015  2.83921853E-015  3.37523242E-015 
  4.11311818E-015  5.2184318E-015  7.11950429E-015  1.06716788E-014 
  1.89307856E-014  4.83360061E-014  1.52727085E-013  1.80567364E-013 
  1.85396663E-013  1.80609481E-013  1.52381063E-013  4.82015625E-014 
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  1.87969207E-014  1.05813238E-014  7.02521926E-015  5.27737716E-015 
  4.18392308E-015  3.36806014E-015  2.84452092E-015  2.43190922E-015 
  2.08818788E-015  1.77274779E-015  1.5332811E-015  1.35109835E-015 
  1.20712715E-015  1.02604228E-015  8.93134629E-016  8.00569143E-016 
  6.96521373E-016  6.22761938E-016  5.71899345E-016  4.89474363E-016 
  4.27276552E-016  4.05554705E-016  3.59329925E-016  3.31693351E-016 
  3.05532703E-016  2.86171099E-016  2.75524468E-016  2.58762996E-016 
  2.34892394E-016  2.22719553E-016  2.03733595E-016  1.92862806E-016 
  1.88847948E-016  1.83758406E-016  1.71751446E-016  1.60655129E-016 
  1.47179225E-016  1.60324335E-016  1.60694103E-016  1.5536365E-016 
  1.49895221E-016  1.42042387E-016  1.44403537E-016  1.458361E-016 
  1.31225539E-016  1.35135404E-016  1.33119056E-016  1.3108974E-016 
  1.27093256E-016  1.29729142E-016  1.20374473E-016  1.20242277E-016 
  1.21025539E-016  1.12940252E-016  1.11288087E-016  1.07533138E-016 
  1.03821057E-016  1.06419124E-016  1.16713255E-016  1.14822919E-016 
  1.19562608E-016  1.08756747E-016  1.07454274E-016  1.07016907E-016 
  1.05857622E-016  1.0354721E-016  9.95550305E-017  1.08784347E-016 
  1.00968602E-016  1.03191016E-016  1.0080874E-016  9.77892437E-017 
  9.2334406E-017  7.62627898E-017  3.90039212E-016  5.20374992E-016 
  6.13130965E-016  7.04201175E-016  8.02127959E-016  9.14584222E-016 
  1.06437342E-015  1.23074043E-015  1.4299845E-015  1.65020126E-015 
  1.92826996E-015  2.2700121E-015  2.62121717E-015  3.0994966E-015 
  3.72798803E-015  4.8114621E-015  6.47735193E-015  9.8571326E-015 
  1.75060891E-014  4.48664384E-014  1.411591E-013  1.67163594E-013 
  1.71370764E-013  1.67167521E-013  1.40700188E-013  4.45073952E-014 
  1.75025621E-014  9.9113372E-015  6.53666633E-015  4.83428777E-015 
  3.79394849E-015  3.09571871E-015  2.620991E-015  2.20078459E-015 
  1.92129797E-015  1.65497865E-015  1.42763086E-015  1.21780167E-015 
  1.0559732E-015  9.1616302E-016  8.22117599E-016  7.15845023E-016 
  6.2941478E-016  5.6085347E-016  5.06565438E-016  4.63128476E-016 
  4.1141739E-016  3.76596736E-016  3.44941618E-016  3.08581796E-016 
  2.84115851E-016  2.6756818E-016  2.3841811E-016  2.2679938E-016 
  2.08121365E-016  1.94015815E-016  1.82806199E-016  1.67591712E-016 
  1.71716625E-016  1.61951393E-016  1.56391131E-016  1.51541202E-016 
  1.49621571E-016  1.40241155E-016  1.39622961E-016  1.35131501E-016 
  1.34701173E-016  1.25805587E-016  1.12856236E-016  1.23251679E-016 
  1.22311339E-016  1.13852153E-016  1.16053396E-016  1.10037017E-016 
  1.16352892E-016  1.01111108E-016  9.86843934E-017  1.01738515E-016 
  1.10374502E-016  1.04279892E-016  1.00470454E-016  1.04346972E-016 
  1.10239409E-016  9.83313741E-017  1.04474057E-016  1.05880035E-016 
  1.00541392E-016  9.92361763E-017  9.13248143E-017  1.01556374E-016 
  1.00876883E-016  9.59872033E-017  8.53505615E-017  9.16577802E-017 
  9.24082519E-017  8.88176366E-017  8.41985313E-017  8.48608877E-017 
  7.90175556E-017  6.31958825E-017 
  0.999999881  0.0159866665  0.0149892437  0.0139273345  0.0129151677 
  0.0121130101  0.0112451601  0.0104327553  0.00968122329  0.00906558404 
  0.008356041  0.00772916465  0.00709662544  0.00647833053  0.00587296948 
  0.00523400442  0.00450125754  0.00367559996  0.00276314282  0.00170100511 
  0.00091068325  0.000840510379  0.000829821622  0.000840533283  0.000911468995 
  0.00169965083  0.00275616019  0.00368177206  0.00449217571  0.00520065313 
  0.00584309084  0.00644811446  0.00702150081  0.00767652261  0.00822211908 
  0.00884146335  0.00960718243  0.0102333927  0.01105344  0.0117627574 
  0.0127014984  0.0135562979  0.0144868555  0.0154082951  0.016490459 
  0.0174626573  0.0182541307  0.0193560781  0.0202434658  0.0215083289 
  0.0227110168  0.0237310765  0.0243423851  0.0260558861  0.0263412352 
  0.0275142668  0.0285445208  0.0289248748  0.02982091  0.0305906251 
  0.03115774  0.0319727223  0.0328810276  0.033010246  0.0334286625 
  0.0335107492  0.0352050741  0.0350817981  0.0354643165  0.0354169336 
  0.0368911756  0.036832589  0.0366869057  0.0373820772  0.0386551004 
  0.0377317813  0.0388174353  0.0375387161  0.0374795473  0.0385126272 
  0.0396784297  0.0394103408  0.0395609425  0.0380174772  0.0391327313 
  0.0393245154  0.0394818594  0.040474834  0.0411326758  0.041175802 
  0.0404965444  0.0420891793  0.0419033009  0.0428581596  0.0422502314 
  0.0428562949  0.0430069691  0.0429885139  0.0424059036  0.0438740441 
  0.999999881  0.0159731332  0.0152721293  0.0140546651  0.0130263081 
  0.0121497014  0.0113954097  0.0106754792  0.00996750242  0.00925524578 
  0.00854660765  0.00791510031  0.00727432639  0.00666103739  0.00601413194 
  0.00533941519  0.00464040697  0.00381258671  0.00286384869  0.00176075492 
  0.000946776886  0.000874131663  0.000862994404  0.000873963005 
  0.000947065182  0.00176312577  0.00286268631  0.00379872635  0.00464092178 
  0.00538679048  0.00605999716  0.00668858587  0.00727223195  0.00788092961 
  0.00848977676  0.00917164982  0.00991438178  0.0106274466  0.0113197844 
  0.0120822408  0.0129550808  0.0139235666  0.0146093173  0.015723068 
  0.0165796461  0.0177292102  0.0186459536  0.0195350424  0.0204818488 
  0.021203556  0.0225793283  0.0232466307  0.0244332193  0.0252573287 
  0.0256935059  0.026846348  0.0274454022  0.0275149501  0.0285725262 
  0.028961421  0.0305788363  0.0308069037  0.0309510161  0.0315525354 
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  0.0313982205  0.0318649796  0.0326291438  0.03234241  0.0333810995 
  0.0337803975  0.0338068038  0.0342503392  0.0344426679  0.0358139285 
  0.0350523022  0.0350614574  0.0360823554  0.0360472018  0.0361801238 
  0.0357097545  0.0358240799  0.035647096  0.0367268656  0.0379050046 
  0.0370454787  0.0368304791  0.0371475767  0.0375419791  0.0377788696 
  0.0375708107  0.0376347239  0.0382304211  0.0385224061  0.03803014 
  0.0380840697  0.0390104409  0.0393113567  0.0387806282  0.039911772 
  0.0429126134  0.999999881  0.0165512649  0.0156005225  0.0146061819 
  0.0135331983  0.0127048676  0.0118526403  0.0110659056  0.0102890836 
  0.00951329242  0.00884441216  0.00817862946  0.00757847673  0.00693474142 
  0.00628732839  0.00559195669  0.00482818963  0.00395053392  0.00297172242 
  0.00182957083  0.000984538945  0.000908553935  0.000898048205  0.000908945272 
  0.00098498734  0.00183223796  0.00297221871  0.00396324632  0.00483424996 
  0.00560657899  0.0063084601  0.0069406158  0.00756740558  0.00825974598 
  0.00884828516  0.00949936082  0.0102079634  0.0109378683  0.011849303 
  0.0126123287  0.0134777614  0.0143878261  0.0153337661  0.0162644057 
  0.0171762404  0.0182015331  0.0192217734  0.0200109735  0.0210434175 
  0.0222879064  0.0226510722  0.0241506855  0.025056516  0.0256898182 
  0.02629025  0.027547572  0.0279182618  0.0285418238  0.029412306 
  0.0296243351  0.0301524236  0.030924984  0.0310110952  0.0319356001 
  0.0319219197  0.0327364008  0.0332148128  0.0340481459  0.0341003251 
  0.0341889771  0.0341578033  0.0342558737  0.0344848793  0.0351694859 
  0.0356943869  0.0357282965  0.0353195884  0.0347227938  0.0354338941 
  0.035653815  0.0356419493  0.0361942315  0.0357299629  0.0367798304 
  0.0374118897  0.038123112  0.0374963254  0.0377686486  0.038485901 
  0.0376897021  0.0379529395  0.0392500785  0.0386713103  0.0387581466 
  0.0385934568  0.038378924  0.0397617871  0.0399054737  0.0399560981 
  0.0418819865  0.999999881  0.0171956364  0.0163544291  0.0150249482 
  0.0140772053  0.0130259624  0.0122867415  0.0114501582  0.0106619736 
  0.00991611793  0.00920364247  0.00857036599  0.00787299615  0.0071965332 
  0.0065304747  0.00578990926  0.00501791279  0.00410462974  0.00307730303 
  0.00190054215  0.0010246377  0.000944437953  0.000932720466  0.000944442574 
  0.00102383761  0.00190234696  0.00308428815  0.00411129716  0.00502230201 
  0.00582494121  0.00654650001  0.00723127396  0.00791071093  0.00855567329 
  0.00918493289  0.00988196112  0.0106033205  0.0113357229  0.0121506655 
  0.0130281516  0.0139602772  0.0149919493  0.0158589974  0.0166900033 
  0.0177404966  0.0187389823  0.0196741607  0.0205652995  0.0215859791 
  0.0226581413  0.0233297363  0.0243303623  0.0254686271  0.0259264631 
  0.026416175  0.0273321462  0.0291398586  0.02910513  0.0303023725 
  0.0304571147  0.0310231089  0.0324336912  0.0320972561  0.0326981892 
  0.0331537804  0.0329084898  0.0330663977  0.0335743669  0.0346993532 
  0.0353769229  0.0349129791  0.0353180532  0.0366460942  0.0354281661 
  0.0372990572  0.0372721053  0.0366955628  0.0370446199  0.0376849878 
  0.0381335832  0.0377307818  0.0374704385  0.037871515  0.0386349342 
  0.0382081185  0.0376570982  0.0372366635  0.0389297612  0.039732574 
  0.0387763389  0.0389924795  0.0402885272  0.0397593017  0.0392311877 
  0.040652365  0.0396986567  0.0397187723  0.0410055813  0.0405113768 
  0.0436333797  0.999999881  0.0178461792  0.0165506109  0.0154939556 
  0.0145229214  0.0136125201  0.0126810018  0.0118679405  0.0109755065 
  0.0102514458  0.00953367339  0.00884633165  0.00816837353  0.00752826245 
  0.00680327463  0.00605781155  0.00520863213  0.00425286521  0.00319850624 
  0.00196938606  0.00106454717  0.000982981535  0.000970836501  0.000982921314 
  0.00106606649  0.00197473659  0.00319645644  0.00426230497  0.00522842218 
  0.00608710539  0.00683381797  0.00752955321  0.00820262964  0.00887793889 
  0.00956539081  0.0102827401  0.0109933907  0.01170224  0.0125789503 
  0.0134899632  0.0143940563  0.0153170968  0.0163651113  0.0173637748 
  0.0181022949  0.0191578118  0.0202560043  0.0214553424  0.0219746453 
  0.0232886401  0.0241878409  0.0253614482  0.026027422  0.0271925193 
  0.0279126155  0.0288161651  0.0298650496  0.0304767234  0.0309387292 
  0.0314140225  0.0322051082  0.0319822188  0.0339305988  0.0337507794 
  0.0339358197  0.033499278  0.0343018161  0.035205948  0.0357142299 
  0.0374569278  0.0365327416  0.0364367341  0.0368099438  0.0378334977 
  0.0369796843  0.0358802374  0.0361671611  0.0368453334  0.0381827132 
  0.0375173553  0.0371013285  0.0378403829  0.03826987  0.0392539342 
  0.0379104541  0.039583972  0.0396645499  0.0396983056  0.0390494024 
  0.0385953201  0.0400572476  0.0400080127  0.0402046255  0.0415447627 
  0.0424317254  0.0417785695  0.0426410466  0.0421404532  0.0430556653 
  0.0450238293  0.999999881  0.0186816032  0.0176553242  0.016396065 
  0.0152332637  0.014163762  0.0132837707  0.0123806191  0.0115202019 
  0.0107066127  0.0098766205  0.00919852276  0.0085074683  0.00772677546 
  0.00703437247  0.00627960328  0.00540804869  0.00442579345  0.00331500652 
  0.00204645961  0.00110697438  0.00102067264  0.00100885996  0.0010211742 
  0.00110761957  0.00204939288  0.00331681963  0.00441485183  0.00539712437 
  0.00626929562  0.00707808129  0.00779243419  0.00855012026  0.00923051258 
  0.00988919263  0.010670245  0.0114864118  0.012313033  0.0130592423 
  0.0140470742  0.014952969  0.0160282809  0.0168711616  0.0179323834 
  0.0188498683  0.020268806  0.021247941  0.022528877  0.0232902567 
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  0.0244110423  0.024969026  0.0262450639  0.0267287437  0.028207778 
  0.0289506056  0.0292916625  0.0305293556  0.0315296359  0.0313625626 
  0.032393616  0.0336005788  0.0335153209  0.0340976424  0.0351258176 
  0.0349000009  0.0354413361  0.0360326612  0.0364008366  0.03575197 
  0.0353696568  0.036530118  0.0376583593  0.0377815613  0.0377768935 
  0.0383891762  0.0385066968  0.038279265  0.0389803449  0.0391139413 
  0.0391976318  0.0397548393  0.039300597  0.0394578151  0.0396788711 
  0.0396286344  0.0388551461  0.0402314926  0.0411965016  0.0417934065 
  0.041623219  0.0414254347  0.0438606305  0.042315202  0.0415331384 
  0.042106037  0.0420696939  0.0441060017  0.0434594635  0.0439295117 
  0.0461368856  0.020535948  0.0190081101  0.0180569372  0.0167346162 
  0.0157091798  0.0146211912  0.0136891474  0.0128091907  0.0119156024 
  0.011100178  0.0103386399  0.00958976643  0.00885996769  0.0081086832 
  0.00732772319  0.00651246383  0.00561014005  0.0045921621  0.00343845061 
  0.00212319099  0.00115143638  0.0010617994  0.00104938021  0.00106202142 
  0.00115151342  0.00213263091  0.00344405233  0.00459581183  0.00561249149 
  0.00650220027  0.00732598792  0.00807613312  0.00880401024  0.00958244429 
  0.0103669793  0.0110695492  0.0119076707  0.0127341084  0.0136419155 
  0.0145448464  0.0156950005  0.016575881  0.0176408348  0.0186961691 
  0.0193752979  0.0208046992  0.0218346019  0.0229490879  0.0239275757 
  0.0253869052  0.0264482416  0.0276449517  0.0279544728  0.0293784048 
  0.0297661213  0.0307338815  0.0320363689  0.0327047172  0.0331464825 
  0.034194699  0.0347254548  0.0352161891  0.0360096274  0.0361682055 
  0.0370888038  0.0375990824  0.0365950629  0.0371077115  0.0377217799 
  0.0383814929  0.0372822637  0.0383207244  0.039293804  0.0388584062 
  0.0390071619  0.0392843466  0.0390034855  0.0392579573  0.0401950277 
  0.0398127316  0.0404785611  0.0404836961  0.0408458824  0.0420943472 
  0.042861254  0.0434864381  0.0424601195  0.0417632729  0.0414289632 
  0.0410874584  0.0426204187  0.0432490435  0.0431188656  0.043707563 
  0.0454015487  0.0440779978  0.0434156934  0.0467029207  0.0466729936 
  0.0483878655  0.0214353984  0.0203345537  0.0186968105  0.0177103161 
  0.0164328271  0.0152554917  0.0141967863  0.0134055412  0.0124611871 
  0.0115760116  0.0107676607  0.0100089664  0.00925175967  0.00845862126 
  0.00766004607  0.00680623487  0.00583154998  0.00478139079  0.00356995622 
  0.00220671453  0.00119773543  0.00110404651  0.00109154144  0.00110485026 
  0.00119775319  0.00221170491  0.0035718838  0.00477257757  0.00584042227 
  0.00679663147  0.00763992775  0.00845419714  0.00918904206  0.0099151989 
  0.0107621466  0.0115720092  0.0123828195  0.0133055794  0.0143117756 
  0.0151443019  0.0159868054  0.0172089725  0.0183993651  0.0194041889 
  0.0205095128  0.0217645045  0.0231578901  0.0240112966  0.0249402667 
  0.0259409913  0.0273691215  0.0278121482  0.0285345547  0.0291261908 
  0.0302754478  0.0314548232  0.0320921445  0.0337496834  0.0343014714 
  0.0350042756  0.036462347  0.0364936292  0.0370777108  0.038084182 
  0.0376265046  0.0376934511  0.0384031507  0.0389121746  0.040413519 
  0.0400893908  0.0380527522  0.0394523452  0.0403026268  0.0412934791 
  0.0426333804  0.0424552277  0.0425954602  0.0423378438  0.0424287407 
  0.042878993  0.0420661814  0.0417915754  0.0430836516  0.0442021716 
  0.0424516648  0.0430547715  0.0426931435  0.0438581623  0.0438803411 
  0.0436091008  0.0434145608  0.04408984  0.0458174656  0.0452612932 
  0.0461103198  0.0462258975  0.0449129146  0.0464442612  0.0467975564 
  0.0487706638  0.0218944331  0.0209261007  0.0193349874  0.0181545359 
  0.0170185671  0.0160280617  0.0148569737  0.0138361472  0.012886541 
  0.0120432691  0.0111776398  0.0103718432  0.00958950438  0.00874335897 
  0.00795180656  0.00703617012  0.00606009084  0.0049403497  0.00370142089 
  0.00229195931  0.00124326468  0.0011473038  0.00113329596  0.00114662354 
  0.00124503947  0.00229365116  0.00371425906  0.00497010538  0.00609164121 
  0.00703418865  0.00790443019  0.00874396013  0.00957705127  0.0103143529 
  0.0110937968  0.011983953  0.0128999786  0.0137398217  0.0147017055 
  0.0157323305  0.0168586359  0.017666761  0.0190628484  0.0200195411 
  0.0210081682  0.0223968955  0.0237285043  0.0248341369  0.0258495793 
  0.0271710952  0.027810663  0.0285409831  0.0294860692  0.0312664387 
  0.0319114736  0.0332533448  0.0344727229  0.0347470228  0.0362696168 
  0.0364521734  0.0366453338  0.0374477122  0.0378115439  0.0385725538 
  0.037639952  0.0389774766  0.0393626719  0.0395090053  0.0406904504 
  0.041489182  0.0412835821  0.041386243  0.0416943895  0.0416371836 
  0.0418352193  0.0424052306  0.043385996  0.0435005635  0.0453040256 
  0.0453396417  0.0463425529  0.0461322946  0.045393277  0.0459644167 
  0.0437701625  0.0439598595  0.0450452806  0.0453475382  0.0471043388 
  0.0452603278  0.0457354956  0.0466092833  0.048044136  0.0464210533 
  0.0479428399  0.0472307231  0.0466334072  0.0476925032  0.0484336081 
  0.053218036  0.0230734189  0.0219072793  0.0202058262  0.0187701426 
  0.017956951  0.0165507014  0.0155821354  0.0143351725  0.0134555264 
  0.0124491834  0.0116075915  0.0107241912  0.00994210987  0.00914723322 
  0.00836845541  0.00737001153  0.00631841851  0.00517064675  0.00384889018 
  0.00238021364  0.00129396577  0.00119350395  0.00117942504  0.00119309859 
  0.00129587841  0.00238676653  0.00385397457  0.00514947042  0.0063129857 
  0.00734076715  0.00829645999  0.00911454872  0.0100280579  0.0108822764 
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  0.0115563712  0.0124569105  0.0135077509  0.0144618199  0.0155452308 
  0.0165549568  0.0176697273  0.0188912937  0.0198440821  0.0212257524 
  0.0218212633  0.0233377872  0.0246600454  0.0252598333  0.027258643 
  0.0285811297  0.0293766567  0.0305473077  0.0318605384  0.0325579296 
  0.0338354227  0.0353566937  0.0362761647  0.0366834241  0.037655798 
  0.0379673672  0.0389136472  0.0395728019  0.0409503526  0.0406956939 
  0.04153718  0.0419252423  0.0412982832  0.0418945803  0.0434273025 
  0.0433626099  0.0443870502  0.0441704829  0.0460906709  0.0447616302 
  0.0458765662  0.0467401937  0.0480609715  0.0461689569  0.0453243976 
  0.0472279647  0.0479758813  0.0463972798  0.0462049689  0.0499084214 
  0.0484312509  0.04852168  0.0471850871  0.0479367897  0.0490405884 
  0.0483007782  0.0492826889  0.0509079883  0.0519526513  0.0502486884 
  0.049115172  0.0496432163  0.0505978052  0.0511534609  0.0528650628 
  0.0566750673 
Input EGSINP File for Trial90g2 
Trial90g2 BL28B2 microbeam vs 7mg/g tissue 500um sample Nathan  12/6/12          #!GUI1.0 
1 
TissueWith7mgAu 
0.511, 0.01, 0, 0 







0, 1, 0, 1, 1, 6, 0, 1 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 78, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 90g2 
100 1 10 
  0.  0.000500000024  0.00100000005  0.00150000001  0.00200000009 
  0.00250000018  0.00300000026  0.00350000034  0.00400000019  0.00450000027 
  0.00500000035  0.00550000044  0.00600000052  0.0065000006  0.00700000068 
  0.00750000076  0.00800000038  0.00850000046  0.00900000054  0.00950000063 
  0.0100000007  0.0105000008  0.0110000009  0.011500001  0.012000001 
  0.0125000011  0.0130000012  0.0135000013  0.0140000014  0.0145000014 
  0.0150000015  0.0155000016  0.0160000008  0.0164999999  0.0169999991 
  0.0174999982  0.0179999974  0.0184999965  0.0189999957  0.0194999948 
  0.019999994  0.0204999931  0.0209999923  0.0214999914  0.0219999906 
  0.0224999897  0.0229999889  0.023499988  0.0239999872  0.0244999863 
  0.0249999855  0.0254999846  0.0259999838  0.0264999829  0.0269999821 
  0.0274999812  0.0279999804  0.0284999795  0.0289999787  0.0294999778 
  0.029999977  0.0304999761  0.0309999753  0.0314999744  0.0319999754 
A-53 
 
  0.0324999765  0.0329999775  0.0334999785  0.0339999795  0.0344999805 
  0.0349999815  0.0354999825  0.0359999835  0.0364999846  0.0369999856 
  0.0374999866  0.0379999876  0.0384999886  0.0389999896  0.0394999906 
  0.0399999917  0.0404999927  0.0409999937  0.0414999947  0.0419999957 
  0.0424999967  0.0429999977  0.0434999987  0.0439999998  0.0445000008 
  0.0450000018  0.0455000028  0.0460000038  0.0465000048  0.0470000058 
  0.0475000069  0.0480000079  0.0485000089  0.0490000099  0.0495000109 
  0.0500000119 
  0.  2 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5. 
  1.56323308E-019  1.11780565E-014  1.50077406E-014  1.82151964E-014  2.16700177E-014  
2.57155095E-014  3.0295443E-014  3.59915561E-014  4.33280517E-014  5.23379741E-014  
6.43746302E-014  7.96235958E-014  9.92198121E-014  1.25609662E-013  1.59256074E-013  
2.03057606E-013  2.60454633E-013  3.38341599E-013  4.53233216E-013  6.93613948E-013  
1.68921204E-012  1.89815279E-012  1.94351626E-012  1.89765329E-012  1.6878811E-012  
6.92670156E-013  4.52724331E-013  3.37612149E-013  2.60289937E-013  2.02702203E-013  
1.58867389E-013  1.25402597E-013  9.96386116E-014  7.97003971E-014  6.43698843E-014  
5.25974608E-014  4.3536248E-014  3.64807851E-014  3.08760014E-014  2.64527219E-014  
2.28251501E-014  1.98628473E-014  1.75518272E-014  1.5568409E-014  1.39871317E-014  
1.25756988E-014  1.14595766E-014  1.05804824E-014  9.86331684E-015  9.11825024E-015  
8.49566252E-015  8.07963031E-015  7.71649899E-015  7.43997817E-015  7.04741169E-015  
6.83550962E-015  6.62435003E-015  6.48035461E-015  6.26468007E-015  6.12540934E-015  
5.9880759E-015  5.8259056E-015  5.74457508E-015  5.61031714E-015  5.5293848E-015  5.45416471E-
015  5.34531903E-015  5.25750907E-015  5.20999698E-015  5.11875404E-015  5.05122043E-015  
5.06617284E-015  4.89823935E-015  4.85351014E-015  4.83667532E-015  4.7023394E-015  
4.71991614E-015  4.68203196E-015  4.61222969E-015  4.57600108E-015  4.54876655E-015  
4.47102606E-015  4.36777909E-015  4.34474576E-015  4.3401598E-015  4.33381625E-015  
4.28422922E-015  4.22976353E-015  4.16308275E-015  4.11350565E-015  4.06924385E-015  
4.00119231E-015  3.92648143E-015  3.87229803E-015  3.76405658E-015  3.64136418E-015 
  3.50335162E-015  3.35907159E-015  3.02589007E-015  2.46804813E-015  1.24693455E-019  
8.86460695E-015  1.19995278E-014  1.44983489E-014  1.70930531E-014  1.99932894E-014  
2.35285351E-014  2.77163552E-014  3.30186906E-014  3.94325477E-014  4.78064732E-014  
5.86872659E-014  7.24428492E-014  9.06490083E-014  1.14474908E-013  1.4564339E-013  
1.86816801E-013  2.4316221E-013  3.2716644E-013  5.00615793E-013  1.19073091E-012  
1.34104862E-012  1.37391047E-012  1.34081194E-012  1.1892123E-012  5.00170268E-013  
3.27269392E-013  2.43031213E-013  1.86642123E-013  1.45459623E-013  1.143449E-013  
9.06912767E-014  7.28301948E-014  5.86595481E-014  4.78162007E-014  3.95639745E-014  
3.30922972E-014  2.80566446E-014  2.38927968E-014  2.06092695E-014  1.78783986E-014  
1.58006209E-014  1.40338543E-014  1.25230436E-014  1.11850703E-014  1.0166909E-014  
9.29479527E-015  8.61586613E-015  7.9612597E-015  7.47786343E-015  7.04313239E-015  
6.71914461E-015  6.36776361E-015  6.09833523E-015  5.80327072E-015  5.68504141E-015  
5.51096986E-015  5.32689496E-015  5.19174848E-015  5.08753526E-015  5.00552175E-015  
4.93626746E-015  4.79604624E-015  4.6867158E-015  4.64672784E-015  4.60572299E-015  
4.47709891E-015  4.40025353E-015  4.41044437E-015  4.2494403E-015  4.21414165E-015  
4.16659637E-015  4.11126809E-015  4.09624777E-015  4.07079471E-015  3.99513155E-015  
3.96519976E-015  3.88251244E-015  3.88000367E-015  3.88609212E-015  3.81206416E-015  
3.79876904E-015  3.77031916E-015  3.72948289E-015  3.66210556E-015  3.6478041E-015  
3.63001493E-015  3.63979325E-015  3.50530778E-015  3.46807118E-015  3.46431905E-015  
3.42468363E-015  3.36597927E-015  3.34283384E-015  3.23802318E-015  3.10503568E-015 
  3.02502534E-015  2.85098108E-015  2.57211627E-015  2.11365963E-015  1.07446864E-019  
6.7580729E-015  9.02807639E-015  1.09335875E-014  1.29161592E-014  1.5192566E-014  
1.78239385E-014  2.0969921E-014  2.46999174E-014  2.9304429E-014  3.51732972E-014  
4.28581394E-014  5.27569351E-014  6.55353317E-014  8.2722806E-014  1.05049123E-013  
1.35113539E-013  1.76349366E-013  2.37739215E-013  3.6377023E-013  8.46848251E-013  
9.56450703E-013  9.81051983E-013  9.56474362E-013  8.46509632E-013  3.63508411E-013  
2.37521257E-013  1.75715494E-013  1.34837045E-013  1.0519385E-013  8.25410463E-014  
6.55371143E-014  5.26228372E-014  4.28736388E-014  3.53726779E-014  2.95314222E-014  
2.48269528E-014  2.10904205E-014  1.81837066E-014  1.57420285E-014  1.37899087E-014  
1.21167003E-014  1.06466034E-014  9.54595446E-015  8.56853966E-015  7.74129086E-015  
7.11643786E-015  6.5242858E-015  6.13462386E-015  5.66625747E-015  5.31270941E-015  
5.05504814E-015  4.7951591E-015  4.59464365E-015  4.4134193E-015  4.21280776E-015  4.0971969E-
015  3.94420957E-015  3.84905828E-015  3.75300742E-015  3.69649182E-015  3.64517491E-015  
3.60034329E-015  3.52680339E-015  3.44165097E-015  3.35704471E-015  3.30998366E-015  
3.26268821E-015  3.1980421E-015  3.13719515E-015  3.10520396E-015  3.10375637E-015  
3.04459537E-015  3.05776847E-015  2.98150434E-015  2.93476537E-015  2.89225517E-015  
2.91656024E-015  2.86115594E-015  2.81458603E-015  2.7938092E-015  2.81583758E-015  
2.74712319E-015  2.73767326E-015  2.70716344E-015  2.7190811E-015  2.68165328E-015  
2.66003392E-015  2.57947887E-015  2.53590535E-015  2.541741E-015  2.53149168E-015  
2.53096158E-015  2.45171253E-015  2.41038815E-015  2.334195E-015 
  2.23091984E-015  2.10837541E-015  1.93902392E-015  1.59160442E-015  0.  5.13093037E-015  
6.96571646E-015  8.40686418E-015  9.87196766E-015  1.1530167E-014  1.3459252E-014  
1.58144233E-014  1.8577535E-014  2.19227726E-014  2.61371179E-014  3.15319019E-014  
3.86526124E-014  4.784288E-014  6.00450124E-014  7.63924396E-014  9.84734095E-014  
1.28894575E-013  1.74748687E-013  2.67656422E-013  6.1029915E-013  6.8929027E-013  
7.07907952E-013  6.89895393E-013  6.09920797E-013  2.67570336E-013  1.74810637E-013  
1.2909875E-013  9.84484237E-014  7.65153805E-014  6.00418979E-014  4.78791857E-014  
3.85841577E-014  3.16219096E-014  2.63977793E-014  2.21782204E-014  1.86720716E-014  
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1.59766284E-014  1.37820335E-014  1.194025E-014  1.05794663E-014  9.30169141E-015  
8.19730793E-015  7.37986132E-015  6.55974309E-015  5.95275653E-015  5.42804811E-015  
5.00453029E-015  4.64099881E-015  4.30953069E-015  3.99825385E-015  3.73571204E-015  
3.562838E-015  3.42009082E-015  3.27118341E-015  3.12298284E-015  3.01097864E-015  
2.93803423E-015  2.86932377E-015  2.73480411E-015  2.69577798E-015  2.65309024E-015  
2.57287884E-015  2.50633799E-015  2.49023945E-015  2.44650991E-015  2.38990484E-015  
2.39627862E-015  2.34733734E-015  2.3493199E-015  2.28084462E-015  2.26049253E-015  
2.21894993E-015  2.24238084E-015  2.21406112E-015  2.1738575E-015  2.16708608E-015  
2.13936429E-015  2.11170065E-015  2.06862826E-015  2.02214098E-015  2.02213271E-015  
2.0019737E-015  1.97056272E-015  1.96406036E-015  1.94184954E-015  1.94658332E-015  
1.93941488E-015  1.8999712E-015  1.86655026E-015  1.8699178E-015  1.8623549E-015  1.8432058E-
015  1.81923669E-015  1.75708059E-015  1.68669836E-015  1.6069618E-015 
  1.50573728E-015  1.34381883E-015  1.11191185E-015  0.  3.95156607E-015  5.33407137E-015  
6.47319286E-015  7.65656491E-015  8.93343833E-015  1.03534359E-014  1.21105038E-014  
1.40544768E-014  1.6489457E-014  1.95866939E-014  2.35054939E-014  2.87787305E-014  
3.55538807E-014  4.44519956E-014  5.65236699E-014  7.28596234E-014  9.58085014E-014  
1.29908358E-013  1.98478938E-013  4.44208103E-013  5.03614765E-013  5.1733805E-013  
5.02996219E-013  4.43963501E-013  1.98571759E-013  1.29849005E-013  9.54610714E-014  
7.28828318E-014  5.67851644E-014  4.46359527E-014  3.55432603E-014  2.87381159E-014  
2.36951028E-014  1.97817556E-014  1.67383747E-014  1.42931527E-014  1.22284774E-014  
1.05516577E-014  9.15793373E-015  8.0591136E-015  7.12283437E-015  6.32533804E-015  
5.66233942E-015  5.07677492E-015  4.52443653E-015  4.1291711E-015  3.76548651E-015  
3.46352615E-015  3.2246643E-015  2.97989399E-015  2.81958099E-015  2.70080892E-015  
2.54835381E-015  2.40992626E-015  2.36597856E-015  2.27035843E-015  2.17801991E-015  
2.12294625E-015  2.0506862E-015  1.95843446E-015  1.93802373E-015  1.86978E-015  1.82983506E-
015  1.81521611E-015  1.7810045E-015  1.76285902E-015  1.71704359E-015  1.74158153E-015  
1.701253E-015  1.66557742E-015  1.6402538E-015  1.63613772E-015  1.62998452E-015  1.58059015E-
015  1.56800184E-015  1.55100609E-015  1.5234467E-015  1.56667871E-015  1.54423789E-015  
1.54217114E-015  1.47408501E-015  1.45148736E-015  1.47295475E-015  1.47743444E-015  
1.45512464E-015  1.43618049E-015  1.42124094E-015  1.40169633E-015  1.38871984E-015  
1.35622593E-015  1.34564586E-015  1.31688476E-015  1.29884567E-015  1.28358849E-015  
1.23530329E-015  1.17895706E-015  1.10722169E-015 
  1.03824274E-015  8.37878422E-016  0.  3.03898981E-015  4.11197138E-015  4.98839093E-015  
5.82883325E-015  6.83978415E-015  8.02246684E-015  9.24518839E-015  1.07408582E-014  
1.26111117E-014  1.48232587E-014  1.77747708E-014  2.15751155E-014  2.65831204E-014  
3.33529211E-014  4.21666968E-014  5.45042466E-014  7.16890503E-014  9.76700457E-014  
1.48625981E-013  3.27029394E-013  3.70485932E-013  3.81056917E-013  3.71191375E-013  
3.26847104E-013  1.48614171E-013  9.75300187E-014  7.14433205E-014  5.43995383E-014  
4.2037667E-014  3.32244383E-014  2.64349143E-014  2.13897024E-014  1.77147654E-014  
1.48508861E-014  1.25922618E-014  1.08021541E-014  9.31065012E-015  8.06812614E-015  
7.08134276E-015  6.18874255E-015  5.47035441E-015  4.84813367E-015  4.33357336E-015  
3.88505091E-015  3.51288595E-015  3.23282189E-015  2.90469802E-015  2.63399594E-015  
2.47553665E-015  2.29712304E-015  2.16020055E-015  2.05762216E-015  1.9162636E-015  
1.83331216E-015  1.72611286E-015  1.64925604E-015  1.61626139E-015  1.58546149E-015  
1.51084071E-015  1.51522848E-015  1.46568558E-015  1.43394017E-015  1.38027123E-015  
1.34670491E-015  1.33914361E-015  1.31556505E-015  1.3084304E-015  1.27561044E-015  
1.24907526E-015  1.2555597E-015  1.24933753E-015  1.20528458E-015  1.21880207E-015  
1.19332725E-015  1.14754269E-015  1.15227042E-015  1.12794079E-015  1.12681884E-015  
1.13087262E-015  1.12943775E-015  1.11442416E-015  1.08742355E-015  1.05746002E-015  
1.06131205E-015  1.04932536E-015  1.02509952E-015  1.02276905E-015  1.01796232E-015  
1.06084671E-015  1.019228E-015  9.92618705E-016  9.77748893E-016  9.72298042E-016  
9.55078134E-016  9.25083803E-016  8.70303519E-016  8.01582267E-016  7.37906346E-016 
  6.18983358E-016  2.09985595E-015  2.85961524E-015  3.45340702E-015  4.01782466E-015  
4.64956985E-015  5.39658633E-015  6.19175546E-015  7.13307763E-015  8.26608903E-015  
9.65000233E-015  1.13372558E-014  1.35272238E-014  1.63239593E-014  1.99706441E-014  
2.49448963E-014  3.17759975E-014  4.10258333E-014  5.40656263E-014  7.4047588E-014  
1.12290396E-013  2.42547472E-013  2.7560732E-013  2.83086914E-013  2.75326458E-013  
2.42438104E-013  1.12114815E-013  7.40788481E-014  5.43155437E-014  4.10506772E-014  
3.18576901E-014  2.51860951E-014  2.00050512E-014  1.6261668E-014  1.34504829E-014  
1.13876775E-014  9.68633237E-015  8.36653547E-015  7.22525432E-015  6.28280168E-015  
5.51949504E-015  4.87239425E-015  4.29339751E-015  3.83610735E-015  3.42862949E-015  
2.99808815E-015  2.69920326E-015  2.47820444E-015  2.23633588E-015  2.05139949E-015  
1.8812085E-015  1.76389371E-015  1.64895889E-015  1.54358121E-015  1.45744763E-015  
1.38566188E-015  1.35196324E-015  1.27902053E-015  1.22275688E-015  1.17753193E-015  
1.14727647E-015  1.13173711E-015  1.07421454E-015  1.05178042E-015  1.02242809E-015  
9.9359931E-016  9.90157565E-016  9.71208102E-016  9.57192322E-016  9.3745668E-016  
9.31663019E-016  8.84855953E-016  8.99893994E-016  8.76283772E-016  8.56491895E-016  
8.82229447E-016  8.67883744E-016  8.52388016E-016  8.41387658E-016  8.36538828E-016  
8.31131793E-016  8.06770784E-016  8.12786158E-016  8.1436392E-016  7.99459682E-016  
8.0083254E-016  7.87097487E-016  7.83936145E-016  7.79579905E-016  7.70553573E-016  
7.55973884E-016  7.33605324E-016  7.64929746E-016  7.65140716E-016  7.2887836E-016  
7.02068847E-016  6.904043E-016  6.46828215E-016  6.11678557E-016  5.5717061E-016 
  4.4343858E-016  1.67495786E-015  2.23609111E-015  2.6880092E-015  3.20249433E-015  
3.69364743E-015  4.25057708E-015  4.83508023E-015  5.59973365E-015  6.46655821E-015  
7.50667826E-015  8.80341533E-015  1.0438138E-014  1.26013183E-014  1.53668007E-014  
1.92130917E-014  2.44566466E-014  3.15482553E-014  4.16239855E-014  5.67833203E-014  
8.5690218E-014  1.81957963E-013  2.06531773E-013  2.12510981E-013  2.06211018E-013  
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1.8194816E-013  8.53542479E-014  5.63882887E-014  4.1498533E-014  3.14829458E-014  
2.43899937E-014  1.91326545E-014  1.53033783E-014  1.25302416E-014  1.04179053E-014  
8.77264364E-015  7.5483802E-015  6.54939713E-015  5.68595998E-015  4.94800517E-015  
4.36342259E-015  3.81305395E-015  3.35728326E-015  2.93260848E-015  2.62826138E-015  
2.35673949E-015  2.17681743E-015  1.95168015E-015  1.78690694E-015  1.62920194E-015  
1.50303428E-015  1.38104977E-015  1.279562E-015  1.2131721E-015  1.15404127E-015  1.10621389E-
015  1.02953152E-015  9.71273053E-016  9.35958758E-016  9.03237805E-016  8.63042733E-016  
8.60903492E-016  8.32535753E-016  8.29135742E-016  8.08330441E-016  7.8404033E-016  
7.38920634E-016  7.24569255E-016  7.30199989E-016  7.24378693E-016  6.97298036E-016  
6.84891564E-016  6.77022252E-016  6.84800205E-016  6.59900364E-016  6.50912284E-016  
6.43672834E-016  6.49959811E-016  6.50632264E-016  6.46961886E-016  6.15535558E-016  
6.31331863E-016  6.38833702E-016  6.249111E-016  6.23799185E-016  5.97230627E-016  
6.10356647E-016  5.98546589E-016  5.89228059E-016  5.80985474E-016  5.53455307E-016  
5.44589807E-016  5.40056185E-016  5.3293098E-016  5.16080708E-016  5.25713889E-016  
5.06328682E-016  4.71091845E-016  4.74803338E-016  4.02783776E-016 
  3.31986062E-016  1.33855954E-015  1.77995529E-015  2.11984066E-015  2.49919659E-015  
2.86533704E-015  3.29375229E-015  3.83159975E-015  4.40725248E-015  5.02314567E-015  
5.83908725E-015  6.85818138E-015  8.01907037E-015  9.63619623E-015  1.17603639E-014  
1.45503814E-014  1.85931689E-014  2.40146819E-014  3.17455349E-014  4.32513365E-014  
6.54128884E-014  1.36765256E-013  1.55836416E-013  1.60140069E-013  1.55633081E-013  
1.36889936E-013  6.54555565E-014  4.32949041E-014  3.18430399E-014  2.41801462E-014  
1.87479174E-014  1.4821151E-014  1.18761373E-014  9.7516274E-015  8.06485344E-015  
6.83339681E-015  5.85319792E-015  5.06344233E-015  4.45226037E-015  3.85324503E-015  
3.40595202E-015  3.04505929E-015  2.65785194E-015  2.3455343E-015  2.07611367E-015  
1.89502629E-015  1.6787357E-015  1.51149716E-015  1.38201326E-015  1.2592587E-015  
1.17684458E-015  1.08146945E-015  9.98081801E-016  9.39756699E-016  9.04833961E-016  
8.67664114E-016  8.22675543E-016  7.57270119E-016  7.15688625E-016  6.96105898E-016  
6.5140734E-016  6.39982794E-016  6.14947697E-016  5.92176532E-016 5.71273614E-016  
5.63119046E-016  5.46864733E-016  5.45843642E-016  5.52184736E-016  5.4581042E-016  
5.33205709E-016  5.16663184E-016  5.17693185E-016  5.0371614E-016  5.03598355E-016  
4.99006895E-016  5.01219167E-016  4.74430046E-016  4.79762361E-016  4.48826935E-016  
4.60583855E-016  4.65377571E-016  4.46771235E-016  4.54719442E-016  4.493328E-016  
4.32442771E-016  4.30709064E-016  4.48236012E-016  4.42028957E-016  4.41095162E-016  
4.26359889E-016  4.12837735E-016  4.17034711E-016  3.9608284E-016  4.01424694E-016  
4.03798087E-016  3.87624997E-016  3.71106661E-016  3.52187648E-016  3.2017429E-016 
  2.55165758E-016  1.04212612E-015  1.40672093E-015  1.6700699E-015  1.9293115E-015  
2.27698391E-015  2.60446175E-015  2.99693823E-015  3.41454999E-015  3.88277357E-015  
4.52919908E-015  5.3461429E-015  6.32887723E-015  7.46693215E-015  9.21919341E-015  
1.14633808E-014  1.44693483E-014  1.87413746E-014  2.46868119E-014  3.37046186E-014  
5.0702084E-014  1.04234796E-013  1.18197707E-013  1.2225765E-013  1.18325809E-013  
1.04137502E-013  5.05607401E-014  3.38133966E-014  2.48419181E-014  1.88584992E-014  
1.44722442E-014  1.14493626E-014  9.17111147E-015  7.49604361E-015  6.20591039E-015  
5.29614518E-015  4.53425478E-015  3.9855281E-015  3.47263978E-015  3.01816737E-015  
2.58628448E-015  2.31052155E-015  2.07139035E-015  1.86379672E-015  1.64931174E-015  
1.47159536E-015  1.31326756E-015  1.19340201E-015  1.05519951E-015  9.73040203E-016  
8.84518755E-016  7.95484698E-016  7.42329009E-016  6.72088942E-016  6.49758738E-016  
6.11341112E-016  5.81420956E-016  5.49959036E-016  5.18369467E-016  5.08394368E-016  
4.81878159E-016  4.66962781E-016  4.70225442E-016  4.47700212E-016  4.46565757E-016  
4.29962315E-016  4.22311761E-016  4.07082958E-016  3.90551839E-016  3.91263044E-016  
3.76868383E-016  3.80881248E-016  3.60743674E-016  3.54736433E-016  3.44654023E-016  
3.51161624E-016  3.3820167E-016  3.47749636E-016  3.40641603E-016  3.32780646E-016  
3.26949925E-016  3.23800348E-016  3.26214523E-016  3.25259266E-016  3.24799241E-016  
3.02406143E-016  3.00181427E-016  3.13814686E-016  3.09413674E-016  3.16758864E-016  
2.97880362E-016  2.91273249E-016  2.9050162E-016  2.80700071E-016  2.90072176E-016  
2.71751702E-016  2.54861625E-016  2.4992373E-016  2.40910576E-016  2.20572886E-016  
1.77812781E-016 
  0.316251065  0.00418753986  0.00389936534  0.00358870348  0.00331391578  0.00305912801  
0.00280975074  0.00258307925  0.00236004798  0.00214608948  0.0019375245  0.00174191884  
0.00155959876  0.00139011106  0.00123455305  0.00109373266  0.000966126441  0.000848238886  
0.000732091783  0.000587376467  0.000388333131  0.000362606449  0.000357753209  0.00036272088  
0.000388569918  0.000587683832  0.000732469145  0.000848424247  0.00096670349  0.00109451901  
0.00123542352  0.00139046036  0.00155908966  0.00174190453  0.00193714452  0.00214360006  
0.00235528729  0.00257055008  0.00279385667  0.00301969884  0.00324155654  0.00347017325  
0.00369381139  0.00391597446  0.00413192269  0.0043504694  0.00455950219  0.00475571976  
0.00492213867  0.00511197649 0.00526326202  0.00540619903  0.00555125533  0.00565122406  
0.00580301148  0.00590627783  0.00597522382  0.00606627743  0.00616093794  0.00623804406  
0.00632333107  0.00639913908  0.00645019078  0.00649212433  0.00659564212  0.0066217244  
0.00669273401  0.00678894275  0.00679748906  0.00684242702  0.00689483236  0.0069081939  
0.00697828311  0.00700888151  0.00703137069  0.00715088514  0.00713463286  0.00714872214  
0.00722934613  0.00731589497  0.00728936184  0.00735291402  0.00739766622  0.00743811116  
0.0074516714  0.00748599519  0.00753489366  0.00756017496  0.00766929789  0.0076835895  
0.00772284616  0.00778467235  0.00782871892  0.00794308999  0.00804891939  0.00814974281  
0.00832470115  0.00851786314  0.00885056357  0.00917049515 
  0.353634801  0.00470309106  0.00437851778  0.00404232605  0.00373402725  0.00346027697  
0.00320106834  0.00294426076  0.00270451681  0.00247274076  0.00224916922  0.00203177621  
0.00182829149  0.00163608368  0.00145639792  0.00129267097  0.0011422816  0.00100163581  
0.000863972249  0.00069502076  0.00046804915  0.000437206334  0.000431110709  0.000437124348  
A-56 
 
0.000468184959  0.000695213072  0.000863688622  0.00100164419  0.00114167028  0.00129219693  
0.00145632842  0.00163465675  0.00182565594  0.00203076538  0.00225058131  0.00247130787  
0.00269945949  0.0029336566  0.00317485071  0.00342302247  0.00366514158  0.00390352497  
0.00415023683  0.00438636056  0.00463418431  0.0048753213  0.00508510216  0.00528387183  
0.00547558594  0.00566574875  0.00584074847  0.00599141601  0.00614851704  0.0062818556  
0.00641864827  0.00650426659  0.0066091736  0.00671352798  0.00681046283  0.00688557774  
0.00694282589  0.00699357598  0.00712148605  0.00717358839  0.00721877004  0.00724202073  
0.00736952153  0.00745671989  0.00742678241  0.00755869212  0.00760058753  0.00761988337  
0.00769252342  0.00768710503  0.00768353114  0.00781858163  0.00784306717  0.00789357179  
0.00792380082  0.00792317673  0.00799569314  0.00803381234  0.00805358899  0.00811081185  
0.00819715211  0.00823867664  0.00822061735  0.00826332075  0.00835428001  0.00843535682  
0.0084336461  0.00850113598  0.00856906048  0.0086119177  0.00872132556  0.00895008724  
0.0090688844  0.00927357337  0.0096121174  0.0100523352 
  0.378037492  0.00538664797  0.00504415101  0.00465593982  0.0043017856  0.00397517797  
0.00367225007  0.0033994135  0.00312066418  0.00286962394  0.00261491323  0.00237319858  
0.00214367411  0.0019228639  0.00171474158  0.0015223422  0.00134416432  0.00117768814  
0.00101461492  0.00081794627  0.00055957979  0.000522268551  0.000515176028  0.00052245536  
0.000559527485  0.000818075538  0.001015183  0.00117837274  0.00134412766  0.00152215821  
0.00171503479  0.00192201595  0.00214219481  0.00237470492  0.00261370316  0.00285950366  
0.00311630076  0.00337352867  0.00363891069  0.00391013091  0.00418240361  0.00446640023  
0.0047607162  0.00501892555  0.00531805272  0.00558546557  0.00584346183  0.00605619878  
0.006302297  0.00650111313  0.00672827726  0.00690474681  0.00709945804  0.0072642037  
0.00741680159  0.0075783094  0.00767359305  0.00786710997  0.00793160187  0.00801930976  
0.00813487491  0.00820730097  0.00824860591  0.00833611614  0.00843262702  0.00849567287  
0.00857410712  0.00868982379  0.00872738243  0.00883000067  0.00887887989  0.00888796035  
0.00895830758  0.00897659834  0.00905515198  0.00906389244  0.00919827182  0.00919068574  
0.00924435619  0.00935218166  0.00935696592  0.00941846139  0.00944606773  0.00948647865  
0.00955107949  0.00955233642  0.00966687929  0.00965895247  0.00977810045  0.00981020144  
0.00986007192  0.00987531397  0.0099302812  0.0100523828  0.0101169733  0.0102610581  
0.0105400682  0.0108434034  0.0111974035  0.0116478336 
  0.999999881  0.00619604809  0.00574643977  0.00530928666  0.00491170184  0.00456262622  
0.00423673045  0.00391946529  0.00360827514  0.00332001792  0.00303957781  0.00276436164  
0.00250296897  0.00224824464  0.00200642926  0.00178414746  0.0015754421  0.00137908512  
0.00118504831  0.000957209211  0.00066348066  0.000619284055  0.000610498578  0.000619234191  
0.000663281051  0.000957027854  0.00118509448  0.00137835079  0.00157403488  0.00178368076  
0.00200934362  0.00224903606  0.00249918287  0.00275825398  0.00302694  0.00330135639  
0.00359738952  0.00388614169  0.00418331435  0.00448151872  0.00477881896  0.00510191251  
0.00542117814  0.00573943171  0.00606110315  0.00636952114  0.00667795559  0.00693369902  
0.00724212154  0.00748650774  0.00774963139  0.00802312209  0.0082424806  0.00846247114  
0.00862646702  0.00877121631  0.00897491242  0.00910326674  0.00922698631  0.00944189167  
0.00953285291  0.00961648017  0.00972260141  0.0098459411  0.00990366501 0.00994379484  
0.0101151485  0.0101118042  0.0101948228  0.0102861859  0.0103146663  0.0104335282  
0.0104708142  0.010506164  0.0105739858  0.0107032501  0.0107250805  0.0108241923  
0.0108043861  0.0109219493  0.0109652925  0.0109484334  0.0110503989  0.0111080864  
0.0112894187  0.0112449124  0.0112808363  0.0112984087  0.0113939036  0.0114676747  
0.011595491  0.0115455575  0.011684295  0.011734811  0.0119113117  0.0120814126  0.0123575373  
0.0128155439  0.013265648  0.0138505832 
  0.999999881  0.00703490458  0.00652951473  0.00604559392  0.00559699326  0.00518859635  
0.00481771915  0.0044638339  0.00413678416  0.00382101137  0.00350392794  0.00319814222  
0.00289623239  0.00260905891  0.00233603583  0.00207541895  0.00182968983  0.0015999802  
0.00137554681  0.00111267415  0.000780579212  0.000728100255  0.000717895931  0.00072845137  
0.000780759965  0.00111338845  0.00137656137  0.00160115577  0.00182921212  0.00207348578  
0.00233364677  0.00260926078  0.00289871794  0.00319310836  0.00349086475  0.00379832184  
0.00411798956  0.00445109383  0.00477929505  0.00512258635  0.00548400236  0.00583308533  
0.0061871181  0.00656083567  0.00689138786  0.00728085196  0.00767844175  0.00802792667  
0.00834659499  0.00867684913  0.00899572137  0.00922197874  0.00948405574  0.00969461078  
0.0100188946  0.0101802299  0.0103792495  0.0106051702  0.0108097507  0.0109746135  
0.011181069  0.0112980266  0.0113943145  0.0115684154  0.0115694958  0.0116415077  
0.0117898909  0.0119134024  0.011965254  0.0121376805  0.0121148924  0.0122194578  
0.0122438761  0.0123054072  0.0124530124  0.012481805  0.0126282167  0.0127258975  
0.0126263721  0.0127888425  0.012715882  0.0128722553  0.0129628301  0.0129047484  
0.0129989808  0.0130005146  0.0131042196  0.0132449082  0.0132800045  0.0132809137  
0.0135581498  0.0136459211  0.0137761615  0.0138166609  0.0138566342  0.0142366958  
0.0146114261  0.0148559209  0.0154437025  0.0159991838 
  0.999999881  0.00796374433  0.00744788157  0.00687303727  0.00637979908  0.00590707393  
0.00547163079  0.00510432611  0.00472980836  0.00437137002  0.00401759155  0.00369001593  
0.00335189715  0.00301660835  0.00270036311  0.00240203266  0.00211785493  0.00185036106  
0.0015882213  0.00128853659  0.000912949879  0.000851596678  0.000839032834  0.000851906865  
0.000912887125  0.00128943384  0.00158904667  0.00185308353  0.00212002977  0.00240122094  
0.00270704425  0.00302436462  0.00335373068  0.00369145095  0.00403004901  0.00436503658  
0.00473108924  0.00509453545  0.00546087027  0.00584341772  0.00623197344  0.00665395061  
0.0070238009  0.0074572588  0.0078586908  0.00829857234  0.008690145  0.00909856624  
0.00956374647  0.00990626148  0.0102620423  0.0106361213  0.0109484648  0.0111817621  
0.0115537586  0.0117740944  0.0120283855  0.0123225767  0.0124748167  0.0127070067  
0.0127938608  0.0130019588  0.0130998234  0.013309961  0.0135473526  0.0135444212  
0.0135517042  0.0138214416  0.0139058865  0.0138866652  0.0140663453  0.0141587384  
0.0142360128  0.014272287  0.0144624991  0.0145846805  0.0146026194  0.0147028411  
A-57 
 
0.0147779713  0.0149017936  0.014890901  0.0148983623  0.0151977239  0.0152342752  
0.0153464051  0.0154750847  0.0154812591  0.0153383303  0.0155654344  0.0155963997  
0.0156399495  0.0157197961  0.0159888719  0.0160793736  0.0162039524  0.0163074805  
0.0169504065  0.0172844928  0.0181650629 
  0.01887417  0.00953505445  0.00893146029  0.00831424279  0.0077022464  0.00714246073  
0.00665358729  0.00620822414  0.00581084883  0.00538274686  0.00499722994  0.00461960569  
0.00423700071  0.00385998408  0.00347926353  0.00311508915  0.00276889363  0.00244035708  
0.00213175725  0.00182625979  0.00148587281  0.00106214099  0.000990587251  0.000976239821  
0.00099101893  0.0010628482  0.0014864258  0.00182326384  0.00212505097  0.00243450719  
0.00276172626  0.0031023764  0.00347203595  0.00384779703  0.00423049356  0.00460572513  
0.00498700913  0.00537804825  0.00577093165  0.00617323072  0.0066258206  0.00703727662  
0.00754330017  0.00796985043  0.00844271851  0.00895025091  0.00940869647  0.00989693811  
0.0103700615  0.0108731705  0.011352331  0.0117516224  0.0121493319  0.0125284383  
0.0128752401  0.0133042531  0.0134837994  0.0138764271  0.0141742969  0.014386258  
0.0144801338  0.0147847912  0.0150808936  0.0152656564  0.0154149983  0.0156788789  
0.0158285594  0.0160476471  0.0160826906  0.0161806979  0.0164013941  0.0165512279  
0.0165424143  0.0166453123  0.0168031645  0.0168748294  0.0171068318  0.0168263497  
0.0172773599  0.0172615718  0.0173392959  0.0175038419  0.0175478152  0.017595908  
0.0178131738  0.0178976213  0.0177539612  0.0178880599  0.0178386752  0.0181530606  
0.0181815978  0.0182228079  0.0183116415  0.0181379977  0.0185589051  0.0184781923  
0.0190481898  0.019595075  0.0201174352  0.0209086383 
  0.0217052009  0.010753279  0.0100872813  0.00938055139  0.00867309341  0.00809985871  
0.00752732653  0.00705368856  0.00655192585  0.00609325377  0.00567336442  0.00522975558  
0.00480739541  0.00438065479  0.00395974196  0.00354413534  0.00315616159  0.00278284088  
0.00242896609  0.00208641104  0.00170294059  0.00122902189  0.0011461425  0.00112897243  
0.00114714115  0.00122843278  0.00170456713  0.00209170475  0.00243214266  0.00278757638  
0.00315603038  0.00355563001  0.00397200598  0.0043934095  0.00480481382  0.00522604247  
0.00564435981  0.00606950346  0.00651797427  0.00696723747  0.00743112064  0.00796362159  
0.0084888938  0.00904717078  0.00953911049  0.0100929978  0.0105946773  0.0111572537  
0.01170847  0.01222016  0.0127317349  0.0131830503  0.0137907759  0.0142302093  0.0145225731  
0.014825097  0.0153555914  0.0158942699  0.0160651676  0.0164667138  0.0167237211  
0.0168535577  0.0171433285  0.0171113525  0.0175183057  0.0177063751  0.0179529917  
0.0185062358  0.0183649162  0.018425526 0.0187199905  0.019005355  0.0188152597  0.0189356641  
0.0192025927  0.0193879854  0.0194237792  0.0194464745  0.0195616445  0.0196254921  
0.0198291644  0.0197059545  0.0199062988  0.0200939308  0.019900186  0.0203580185  
0.0205686485  0.0204686884  0.0207109049  0.0209982848  0.0210247652  0.021255085  
0.0213901718  0.0214556022  0.0220827074  0.0219656013  0.0224334957  0.0230245884  
0.0231985126  0.024696087 
  0.0252807867  0.0120814362  0.0112948198  0.0105328125  0.00978280989  0.00913397858  
0.00850202979  0.00793130827  0.00740834661  0.00690491759  0.00641721983  0.00594259936  
0.00548126002  0.00499376515  0.00452483853  0.00406774398  0.00361107087  0.00319080056  
0.00278091388  0.00238867903  0.00195133661  0.00141723566  0.00132159545  0.00130217983  
0.00132271252  0.00141749581  0.00195106081  0.00238791961  0.00277731538  0.00317941805  
0.00359784428  0.00404541236  0.00449631576  0.00496936057  0.00546223858  0.00592990737  
0.00639516481  0.00689841552  0.00739060078  0.00790243015  0.00840338777  0.00897131332  
0.00956076782  0.0101873667  0.0108165269  0.0112885483  0.01201166  0.0126100659  
0.0132109796  0.0137930504  0.0145997066  0.0150713339  0.0155822684  0.0159141778  
0.0164878651  0.0169820529  0.0173704827  0.0178177897  0.0186046981  0.0188777395  
0.0193316125  0.0195382755  0.0199696842  0.0202338647  0.0205661573  0.0209625707  
0.0209486441  0.0211537956  0.0212333774  0.0213234722  0.0214395319  0.0218336012  
0.0216897043  0.0218655475  0.0220215486  0.0223140875  0.0224289253  0.0227238651  
0.0227588311  0.0233712861  0.0235078858  0.0233233283  0.0233056356  0.0237218866  
0.0236182249  0.0236874164  0.0238018507  0.0235512438  0.0240669634  0.0237953689  
0.0244376885  0.0250462585  0.024717715  0.0244741174  0.0252689275  0.025315954  0.0256551408  
0.0262601869  0.027052155  0.0280734146  0.0295250294  
 0.0135734733  0.0127970946  0.011859589  0.0110563914  0.0103263992  0.00960882772  
0.00897853791  0.00836555074  0.00785024028  0.00727451155  0.0067239932  0.00619240026  
0.0056621075  0.00512740022  0.0046012384  0.00408913537  0.00361333768  0.00315483015  
0.00270678173  0.00222050409  0.00162479596  0.00151767854  0.00149334861  0.0015182817  
0.0016266963  0.00222005431  0.00270252118  0.00314819879  0.00360727012  0.00409530487  
0.00460356136  0.00513602154  0.00568571358  0.00621409072  0.00675094764  0.00724003841  
0.00778945491  0.00838608025  0.00898249827  0.00956092059  0.0102577876  0.0107893054  
0.0114632472  0.0121359235  0.0129505167  0.013590913  0.0143045864  0.0150948995  
0.0158797358  0.0167676556  0.0174442175  0.0181788952  0.0188750791  0.019261067  
0.0200548283  0.0204134822  0.021271848  0.0219229546  0.0220664604  0.0221588278  
0.0226278146  0.0235548874  0.0236929061  0.023597001  0.0238739453  0.0243304988  
0.0245361724  0.0249257922  0.0248882307  0.0256881536  0.0256839302  0.0256818213  
0.0267241227  0.0267780867  0.0267621505  0.0272416597  0.0268370306  0.02697959  0.0271287029  
0.0274125855  0.0273557071  0.0276193757  0.0275173758  0.0286033117  0.0286293644  
0.0285535931  0.0286157624  0.0284270443  0.028175979 0.0287089888  0.0290417169  0.0289454588  
0.0297119452  0.0295770817  0.0299816606  0.0306155495  0.031555782  0.0318962858  
0.0337215919  0.0344229857 
Input EGSINP File for Trial90h2 





0.511, 0.01, 0, 0 







0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0.01, 0.0125, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
100000000, 0, 1.99, 78, 2, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 90h2 
100 1 10 
  0.  0.000500000024  0.00100000005  0.00150000001  0.00200000009 
  0.00250000018  0.00300000026  0.00350000034  0.00400000019  0.00450000027 
  0.00500000035  0.00550000044  0.00600000052  0.0065000006  0.00700000068 
  0.00750000076  0.00800000038  0.00850000046  0.00900000054  0.00950000063 
  0.0100000007  0.0105000008  0.0110000009  0.011500001  0.012000001 
  0.0125000011  0.0130000012  0.0135000013  0.0140000014  0.0145000014 
  0.0150000015  0.0155000016  0.0160000008  0.0164999999  0.0169999991 
  0.0174999982  0.0179999974  0.0184999965  0.0189999957  0.0194999948 
  0.019999994  0.0204999931  0.0209999923  0.0214999914  0.0219999906 
  0.0224999897  0.0229999889  0.023499988  0.0239999872  0.0244999863 
  0.0249999855  0.0254999846  0.0259999838  0.0264999829  0.0269999821 
  0.0274999812  0.0279999804  0.0284999795  0.0289999787  0.0294999778 
  0.029999977  0.0304999761  0.0309999753  0.0314999744  0.0319999754 
  0.0324999765  0.0329999775  0.0334999785  0.0339999795  0.0344999805 
  0.0349999815  0.0354999825  0.0359999835  0.0364999846  0.0369999856 
  0.0374999866  0.0379999876  0.0384999886  0.0389999896  0.0394999906 
  0.0399999917  0.0404999927  0.0409999937  0.0414999947  0.0419999957 
  0.0424999967  0.0429999977  0.0434999987  0.0439999998  0.0445000008 
  0.0450000018  0.0455000028  0.0460000038  0.0465000048  0.0470000058 
  0.0475000069  0.0480000079  0.0485000089  0.0490000099  0.0495000109 
  0.0500000119 
  0.  2 
  0.  0.5  1.  1.5  2.  2.5  3.  3.5  4.  4.5  5. 
  2.08188757E-014  2.80574173E-014  3.38319231E-014  3.9560524E-014 
  4.56290414E-014  5.25444768E-014  6.10320467E-014  7.07060954E-014 
  8.31312367E-014  9.91695382E-014  1.19916736E-013  1.46819712E-013 
  1.82211598E-013  2.29434919E-013  2.92988137E-013  3.77595185E-013 
  4.91583239E-013  6.46669509E-013  8.74808633E-013  1.32166829E-012 
  3.06851211E-012  3.44831326E-012  3.53555085E-012  3.44816932E-012 
  3.06725698E-012  1.31987158E-012  8.73919501E-013  6.4670011E-013 
  4.90607479E-013  3.77670993E-013  2.92974424E-013  2.29712511E-013 
  1.82302001E-013  1.47073015E-013  1.20254019E-013  9.95766862E-014 
  8.3631159E-014  7.14150222E-014  6.15038285E-014  5.37316354E-014 
A-59 
 
  4.74807749E-014  4.21670562E-014  3.80176957E-014  3.44950303E-014 
  3.16125109E-014  2.92743695E-014  2.73881562E-014  2.57016369E-014 
  2.41708283E-014  2.31485718E-014  2.20513266E-014  2.12303652E-014 
  2.04974734E-014  1.98887028E-014  1.92760565E-014  1.87518984E-014 
  1.82328017E-014  1.78373075E-014  1.7339773E-014  1.7007335E-014 
  1.67193963E-014  1.63063002E-014  1.61098168E-014  1.59237854E-014 
  1.5616309E-014  1.5415731E-014  1.52433451E-014  1.49131069E-014 
  1.47233068E-014  1.45137521E-014  1.43101181E-014  1.41809442E-014 
  1.40155374E-014  1.37676282E-014  1.35625495E-014  1.34510618E-014 
  1.33104683E-014  1.30924896E-014  1.2932492E-014  1.2716862E-014 
  1.26398494E-014  1.25737299E-014  1.24872186E-014  1.22312532E-014 
  1.21600389E-014  1.19899681E-014  1.19148628E-014  1.1715111E-014 
  1.1657401E-014  1.14811087E-014  1.13408583E-014  1.13104847E-014 
  1.10693784E-014  1.08420084E-014  1.0650256E-014  1.03354813E-014 
  9.88931619E-015  9.109625E-015  8.17540799E-015  6.37820329E-015 
  1.28147006E-014  1.73744787E-014  2.09172548E-014  2.43849704E-014 
  2.79390591E-014  3.19999196E-014  3.68007488E-014  4.24251193E-014 
  4.93347429E-014  5.7940585E-014  6.88538277E-014  8.29146562E-014 
  1.01297947E-013  1.2570206E-013  1.58541197E-013  2.03002487E-013 
  2.6398484E-013  3.48577159E-013  4.74828206E-013  7.14381083E-013 
  1.57600793E-012  1.77992972E-012  1.8291246E-012  1.77979518E-012 
  1.57601749E-012  7.1359926E-013  4.74312033E-013  3.48891423E-013 
  2.64062653E-013  2.03155893E-013  1.58418344E-013  1.25698675E-013 
  1.01240072E-013  8.30433064E-014  6.90188374E-014  5.82946592E-014 
  4.98757024E-014  4.30105609E-014  3.73923116E-014  3.27524792E-014 
  2.92811912E-014  2.6065607E-014  2.35410499E-014  2.13934689E-014 
  1.96695895E-014  1.8152081E-014  1.68848297E-014  1.58573027E-014 
  1.49693585E-014  1.41310792E-014  1.35511291E-014  1.3016668E-014 
  1.25383437E-014  1.21099115E-014  1.17756544E-014  1.14034959E-014 
  1.11737567E-014  1.09100327E-014  1.06438657E-014  1.04559777E-014 
  1.02298284E-014  1.00566222E-014  9.92402646E-015  9.70346379E-015 
  9.50836753E-015  9.38524645E-015  9.29959857E-015  9.16823851E-015 
  9.12180962E-015  9.02391929E-015  8.90095521E-015  8.84872374E-015 
  8.67486294E-015  8.63781709E-015  8.43557219E-015  8.35207106E-015 
  8.27814088E-015  8.23496356E-015  8.14015672E-015  8.07744226E-015 
  7.99542544E-015  7.89508346E-015  7.7449717E-015  7.7228898E-015 
  7.643621E-015  7.54743304E-015  7.47951694E-015  7.36286451E-015 
  7.33759041E-015  7.23937172E-015  7.21633441E-015  7.10918629E-015 
  7.00202251E-015  6.91685088E-015  6.76299834E-015  6.56548308E-015 
  6.26518803E-015  5.78706833E-015  5.1234209E-015  4.00327934E-015 
  7.53472295E-015  1.02939929E-014  1.25347168E-014  1.46455657E-014 
  1.68117204E-014  1.9375426E-014  2.22151066E-014  2.54834046E-014 
  2.94799663E-014  3.44354035E-014  4.03424895E-014  4.80964193E-014 
  5.81523602E-014  7.16087261E-014  8.97294958E-014  1.14850194E-013 
  1.49367132E-013  1.98355331E-013  2.70815146E-013  4.0461133E-013 
  8.54456991E-013  9.67344321E-013  9.9504676E-013  9.68046645E-013 
  8.54461886E-013  4.04560898E-013  2.70744674E-013  1.98235468E-013 
  1.49449665E-013  1.15119208E-013  9.0060545E-014  7.19295895E-014 
  5.85095948E-014  4.84830871E-014  4.06802477E-014  3.4634916E-014 
  2.97403271E-014  2.56500751E-014  2.24986754E-014  1.98137075E-014 
  1.76732191E-014  1.57412582E-014  1.41887811E-014  1.28660219E-014 
  1.17657123E-014  1.08618834E-014  1.00622862E-014  9.31346222E-015 
  8.75237242E-015  8.26321554E-015  7.8354943E-015  7.48311146E-015 
  7.03100469E-015  6.79420528E-015  6.63814399E-015  6.36627941E-015 
  6.21060348E-015  6.09490282E-015  5.9293861E-015  5.80597892E-015 
  5.6691243E-015  5.57700673E-015  5.5072582E-015  5.3428781E-015 
  5.35095825E-015  5.22823662E-015  5.19918374E-015  5.06762448E-015 
  5.00162733E-015  5.00667913E-015  4.90255609E-015  4.83018023E-015 
  4.83112273E-015  4.72170905E-015  4.69130654E-015  4.63460637E-015 
  4.53418452E-015  4.51571402E-015  4.47240507E-015  4.4590074E-015 
  4.41415678E-015  4.3882077E-015  4.3891927E-015  4.3163978E-015 
  4.22930478E-015  4.21472626E-015  4.11798045E-015  4.11055196E-015 
  4.10223916E-015  4.14262089E-015  4.03756784E-015  3.9542052E-015 
  3.88422719E-015  3.83902123E-015  3.75769891E-015  3.61218454E-015 
  3.4572141E-015  3.19591551E-015  2.82576883E-015  2.2184309E-015 
  4.72138106E-015  6.48569007E-015  7.90931295E-015  9.17072685E-015 
  1.05954667E-014  1.20534143E-014  1.38567984E-014  1.59435746E-014 
  1.82165896E-014  2.12057597E-014  2.47365554E-014  2.92975223E-014 
  3.49488084E-014  4.28437151E-014  5.36588387E-014  6.86085263E-014 
  8.89629651E-014  1.18352347E-013  1.61524097E-013  2.38985362E-013 
  4.85880423E-013  5.51086275E-013  5.68004408E-013  5.50721358E-013 
  4.8605926E-013  2.39284793E-013  1.61637479E-013  1.18485604E-013 
  8.90463349E-014  6.84671151E-014  5.36454381E-014  4.29858681E-014 
  3.50875298E-014  2.92589384E-014  2.47989069E-014  2.13475565E-014 
  1.84234764E-014  1.59992206E-014  1.40264671E-014  1.24318997E-014 
  1.10782993E-014  9.90326108E-015  8.86696501E-015  8.00615164E-015 
  7.34569701E-015  6.70386868E-015  6.14352445E-015  5.68156923E-015 
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  5.2880235E-015  4.94099747E-015  4.69822033E-015  4.44360645E-015 
  4.21593528E-015  4.08995364E-015  3.95258085E-015  3.8020798E-015 
  3.61546452E-015  3.55221251E-015  3.48675158E-015  3.34416798E-015 
  3.28568577E-015  3.2044662E-015  3.12612429E-015  3.1001269E-015 
  3.10826276E-015  3.04037228E-015  2.96266941E-015  2.89808437E-015 
  2.88092684E-015  2.84318881E-015  2.79096717E-015  2.78313441E-015 
  2.77882779E-015  2.74019451E-015  2.68735547E-015  2.67920399E-015 
  2.6603083E-015  2.59282671E-015  2.54961032E-015  2.54738544E-015 
  2.54266706E-015  2.50573381E-015  2.50124038E-015  2.49399085E-015 
  2.44746932E-015  2.3939375E-015  2.40525293E-015  2.3482101E-015 
  2.36964795E-015  2.31058502E-015  2.2953644E-015  2.26265929E-015 
  2.21059156E-015  2.13992443E-015  2.14124672E-015  2.05816377E-015 
  1.94718873E-015  1.81030877E-015  1.6356425E-015  1.25701809E-015 
  2.99716454E-015  4.17931899E-015  5.03087544E-015  5.93794509E-015 
  6.85551788E-015  7.87979175E-015  8.96537796E-015  1.02693825E-014 
  1.17832329E-014  1.35670747E-014  1.57446486E-014  1.85516065E-014 
  2.21612144E-014  2.70433919E-014  3.35462629E-014  4.26374998E-014 
  5.53611053E-014  7.36556771E-014  1.00339788E-013  1.46385219E-013 
  2.87747747E-013  3.26077891E-013  3.36422865E-013  3.26477002E-013 
  2.87833532E-013  1.46157659E-013  1.00022362E-013  7.34478238E-014 
  5.54672969E-014  4.26622144E-014  3.35987364E-014  2.69610059E-014 
  2.20617221E-014  1.8553883E-014  1.57766743E-014  1.35743752E-014 
  1.18512497E-014  1.03546682E-014  9.05663652E-015  8.00527115E-015 
  7.13829127E-015  6.3753053E-015  5.72573765E-015  5.16978424E-015 
  4.72327856E-015  4.30242657E-015  3.90727806E-015  3.64618075E-015 
  3.35729026E-015  3.13194523E-015  2.96923297E-015  2.76971826E-015 
  2.57930894E-015  2.4879147E-015  2.40700522E-015  2.33645564E-015 
  2.21822498E-015  2.13470847E-015  2.06785051E-015  2.00883867E-015 
  1.98488003E-015  1.91944241E-015  1.89046527E-015  1.86748467E-015 
  1.81693743E-015  1.77493128E-015  1.75773337E-015  1.73403918E-015 
  1.71668654E-015  1.68182629E-015  1.66859544E-015  1.64395919E-015 
  1.62418469E-015  1.57951505E-015  1.55512873E-015  1.58203995E-015 
  1.54475366E-015  1.54563671E-015  1.54322479E-015  1.5619485E-015 
  1.50429296E-015  1.47478089E-015  1.45803504E-015  1.4531776E-015 
  1.46074506E-015  1.41474014E-015  1.4372697E-015  1.39851837E-015 
  1.40714752E-015  1.3896678E-015  1.34953901E-015  1.33357134E-015 
  1.32515199E-015  1.31607571E-015  1.25270654E-015  1.26494924E-015 
  1.16983559E-015  1.07130782E-015  9.77712113E-016  7.50507833E-016 
  1.9763933E-015  2.7481068E-015  3.35813892E-015  3.91242857E-015 
  4.57486676E-015  5.16718841E-015  5.88719286E-015  6.76970356E-015 
  7.74578197E-015  8.91740671E-015  1.02527905E-014  1.20455147E-014 
  1.44130089E-014  1.74318443E-014  2.17419324E-014  2.76596418E-014 
  3.58532454E-014  4.72166005E-014  6.39987283E-014  9.20295744E-014 
  1.76115972E-013  1.99477129E-013  2.05736816E-013  1.9949328E-013 
  1.76064523E-013  9.1950909E-014  6.38239532E-014  4.72410018E-014 
  3.56482437E-014  2.76365225E-014  2.17562052E-014  1.74180959E-014 
  1.43617381E-014  1.20701075E-014  1.03425418E-014  8.98420226E-015 
  7.82241138E-015  6.86992337E-015  6.08757439E-015  5.37445517E-015 
  4.7339621E-015  4.25924448E-015  3.79111889E-015  3.41780979E-015 
  3.07183762E-015  2.80898848E-015  2.59440278E-015  2.36495285E-015 
  2.20700858E-015  2.03869911E-015  1.88913404E-015  1.74831117E-015 
  1.63386212E-015  1.57489226E-015  1.5024283E-015  1.46734727E-015 
  1.40508212E-015  1.35262353E-015  1.29256712E-015  1.22561166E-015 
  1.24452986E-015  1.19748634E-015  1.16401357E-015  1.13357258E-015 
  1.12060737E-015  1.08936534E-015  1.08337246E-015  1.02966775E-015 
  1.02004638E-015  1.02278428E-015  9.89962132E-016  1.02743555E-015 
  9.78387027E-016  9.85818671E-016  9.98915965E-016  9.67670265E-016 
  9.61616826E-016  9.55820189E-016  9.50626614E-016  9.27225686E-016 
  9.11211351E-016  9.12008773E-016  8.89050012E-016  8.64938972E-016 
  8.71516022E-016  8.7194685E-016  8.5233468E-016  8.69668221E-016 
  8.66561399E-016  8.37695229E-016  8.43761807E-016  8.18152826E-016 
  8.0322343E-016  8.02316762E-016  7.91648814E-016  7.48174666E-016 
  7.37305015E-016  6.67557718E-016  5.90579795E-016  4.65784014E-016 
  1.35232627E-015  1.83229249E-015  2.20155649E-015  2.6390097E-015 
  3.02602407E-015  3.50144449E-015  3.97496966E-015  4.56882766E-015 
  5.21400414E-015  5.89956671E-015  6.88685379E-015  8.04232928E-015 
  9.68295127E-015  1.16948277E-014  1.45389421E-014  1.83474287E-014 
  2.37009419E-014  3.11799037E-014  4.1823464E-014  5.95745828E-014 
  1.11084504E-013  1.25664625E-013  1.29640066E-013  1.25428253E-013 
  1.11045768E-013  5.943192E-014  4.18363759E-014  3.10005953E-014 
  2.36499744E-014  1.83833758E-014  1.46731441E-014  1.17785182E-014 
  9.63285983E-015  8.09097346E-015  6.98066626E-015  6.00831616E-015 
  5.23941386E-015  4.62188389E-015  4.06411043E-015  3.57892129E-015 
  3.17636038E-015  2.84432053E-015  2.56838061E-015  2.36201679E-015 
  2.11789066E-015  1.91254229E-015  1.76143424E-015  1.61258332E-015 
  1.49049779E-015  1.36620488E-015  1.27090654E-015  1.20191521E-015 
  1.11466317E-015  1.09522955E-015  1.02779587E-015  9.69440297E-016 
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  9.20320726E-016  8.82988412E-016  8.29283214E-016  8.0458267E-016 
  7.97876612E-016  7.74592869E-016  7.46590324E-016  7.3987891E-016 
  7.2069707E-016  6.83079667E-016  6.79901472E-016  6.94940255E-016 
  6.71066251E-016  6.61143421E-016  6.4537897E-016  6.50531323E-016 
  6.42558624E-016  6.25070504E-016  6.42183853E-016  6.08220364E-016 
  5.98224059E-016  5.90330339E-016  6.04551864E-016  5.86300396E-016 
  5.43829277E-016  5.54653789E-016  5.62637477E-016  5.54543131E-016 
  5.53416142E-016  5.28186071E-016  5.34258446E-016  5.39706829E-016 
  5.31571225E-016  5.23520738E-016  5.27712905E-016  5.24502285E-016 
  5.10091457E-016  5.11745089E-016  4.99745062E-016  4.82711657E-016 
  4.4986131E-016  4.15713128E-016  3.78805302E-016  2.77229431E-016 
  9.29686548E-016  1.29203635E-015  1.55637309E-015  1.81761767E-015 
  2.12322275E-015  2.43254408E-015  2.77760637E-015  3.08653118E-015 
  3.60087391E-015  4.17240359E-015  4.79493058E-015  5.65428852E-015 
  6.66960585E-015  8.04176346E-015  9.85330992E-015  1.24427267E-014 
  1.59857087E-014  2.08430486E-014  2.78366567E-014  3.90328211E-014 
  7.15212998E-014  8.05608619E-014  8.32790018E-014  8.08773304E-014 
  7.13775456E-014  3.91012946E-014  2.79471328E-014  2.10417005E-014 
  1.59093647E-014  1.24019958E-014  9.85758696E-015  8.05149943E-015 
  6.64632698E-015  5.57703527E-015  4.77587461E-015  4.16291036E-015 
  3.6240695E-015  3.17545914E-015  2.80363052E-015  2.49310393E-015 
  2.22191082E-015  1.98017618E-015  1.76381331E-015  1.60323541E-015 
  1.43959347E-015  1.30196682E-015  1.20519388E-015  1.10055136E-015 
  1.00656501E-015  9.0554358E-016  8.3714998E-016  7.96943642E-016 
  7.47881164E-016  7.11773883E-016  6.65248725E-016  6.41043739E-016 
  6.0659875E-016  5.76548655E-016  5.98693118E-016  5.50677088E-016 
  5.37787749E-016  5.12873859E-016  4.94041928E-016  4.74739259E-016 
  4.66817078E-016  4.58502521E-016  4.46842419E-016  4.36733629E-016 
  4.38833861E-016  4.34076587E-016  4.35133151E-016  4.26176792E-016 
  4.09837327E-016  4.10844941E-016  4.11872891E-016  4.033121E-016 
  3.94020478E-016  3.99999914E-016  4.01313384E-016  4.04437389E-016 
  3.7807976E-016  3.70499512E-016  3.6149378E-016  3.66636983E-016 
  3.60675889E-016  3.49778482E-016  3.38030699E-016  3.45586667E-016 
  3.4817249E-016  3.53689485E-016  3.42404007E-016  3.2267817E-016 
  3.34606596E-016  3.10821512E-016  3.16048746E-016  2.91850697E-016 
  2.78067214E-016  2.52076868E-016  2.32344246E-016  1.7483192E-016 
  6.53222285E-016  9.20580474E-016  1.11581543E-015  1.29179195E-015 
  1.48781127E-015  1.68581523E-015  1.90741327E-015  2.17112564E-015 
  2.48527652E-015  2.86367954E-015  3.30613361E-015  3.90493834E-015 
  4.67563377E-015  5.54957522E-015  6.86062774E-015  8.56898325E-015 
  1.09797225E-014  1.42588328E-014  1.89158547E-014  2.6190738E-014 
  4.71712847E-014  5.31240328E-014  5.47014847E-014  5.27995284E-014 
  4.71982974E-014  2.62504651E-014  1.89080419E-014  1.42577593E-014 
  1.09563707E-014  8.55589137E-015  6.90533842E-015  5.59985743E-015 
  4.63945507E-015  3.86592178E-015  3.35003699E-015  2.92621327E-015 
  2.5500483E-015  2.18974338E-015  1.94365149E-015  1.76159024E-015 
  1.57465501E-015  1.421491E-015  1.24646389E-015  1.12995008E-015 
  1.02388444E-015  8.96470605E-016  8.32232382E-016  7.69319767E-016 
  7.21133458E-016  6.78880552E-016  6.06703131E-016  5.66063698E-016 
  5.51327778E-016  4.96365246E-016  4.66986449E-016  4.38507636E-016 
  4.26735707E-016  4.02940687E-016  3.69425672E-016  3.57739182E-016 
  3.63309585E-016  3.64208761E-016  3.37328874E-016  3.32719246E-016 
  3.12118739E-016  2.96253522E-016  2.92020188E-016  3.11131438E-016 
  3.09374606E-016  2.93594965E-016  2.97363262E-016  2.86860846E-016 
  2.74621227E-016  2.65730995E-016  2.61093548E-016  2.61748442E-016 
  2.62707633E-016  2.60946427E-016  2.51880134E-016  2.58434555E-016 
  2.48029428E-016  2.38759502E-016  2.28405752E-016  2.38723824E-016 
  2.36818103E-016  2.36777569E-016  2.29514696E-016  2.26109417E-016 
  2.27915737E-016  2.25788591E-016  2.26097014E-016  2.17221074E-016 
  2.18539284E-016  2.07342479E-016  2.10362529E-016  2.02670927E-016 
  1.79209295E-016  1.71769997E-016  1.5845964E-016  1.1510245E-016 
  4.43446874E-016  6.23477771E-016  7.47571901E-016  8.82452534E-016 
  1.02827134E-015  1.20489101E-015  1.36374028E-015  1.551257E-015 
  1.76061291E-015  2.02216428E-015  2.33129055E-015  2.76766028E-015 
  3.32035729E-015  3.9998158E-015  4.87732221E-015  6.06989696E-015 
  7.7690132E-015  9.90898157E-015  1.30956597E-014  1.7929365E-014 
  3.17162789E-014  3.55091524E-014  3.65416071E-014  3.54928004E-014 
  3.16128534E-014  1.7933801E-014  1.30452116E-014  9.97346118E-015 
  7.736267E-015  6.1401083E-015  4.89319337E-015  3.95955991E-015 
  3.2926817E-015  2.78086459E-015  2.35361446E-015  2.05404128E-015 
  1.79431482E-015  1.55477171E-015  1.378542E-015  1.24685881E-015 
  1.09867814E-015  9.94041172E-016  8.88899026E-016  7.93644493E-016 
  7.39118734E-016  6.59034935E-016  5.85423033E-016  5.3583984E-016 
  4.90315476E-016  4.51260608E-016  4.15946765E-016  3.85868723E-016 
  3.46068697E-016  3.20245272E-016  3.1958565E-016  3.15548535E-016 
  2.80813779E-016  2.6859681E-016  2.66712232E-016  2.41292217E-016 
  2.36507137E-016  2.36723465E-016  2.15984882E-016  2.11819042E-016 
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  2.0097756E-016  2.00347873E-016  2.01092924E-016  1.97749011E-016 
  1.92762574E-016  1.8456028E-016  1.81713225E-016  1.71711211E-016 
  1.77756107E-016  1.70861555E-016  1.7498234E-016  1.69922405E-016 
  1.6297579E-016  1.6897264E-016  1.63727412E-016  1.52767912E-016 
  1.53590804E-016  1.50943778E-016  1.52624412E-016  1.51256207E-016 
  1.53158671E-016  1.52025994E-016  1.44242164E-016  1.46729205E-016 
  1.42517751E-016  1.46198105E-016  1.44939774E-016  1.44665123E-016 
  1.49391139E-016  1.46193817E-016  1.32177384E-016  1.33578713E-016 
  1.21641303E-016  1.10144198E-016  9.85687882E-017  7.34391684E-017 
  0.0030641669  0.00287029509  0.00265815424  0.00247011495  0.00230164391 
  0.00214802123  0.00199825961  0.00185107859  0.00170887278  0.00156455967 
  0.00142351408  0.00128717928  0.00115442221  0.00102890974  0.000910877732 
  0.000801624945  0.000702149804  0.000611031196  0.000523638885 
  0.000421365148  0.00028272392  0.000262692811  0.000258716893  0.000262748672 
  0.000282707925  0.000421529701  0.000523916507  0.00061140571  0.000702613441 
  0.00080175693  0.000910293549  0.0010277455  0.00115442654  0.00128558072 
  0.00142264091  0.00156198546  0.00170396926  0.00184465811  0.00198636352 
  0.002127268  0.002261067  0.00240161186  0.00252692211  0.00265222106 
  0.00277269023  0.00288567158  0.00298129579  0.00308302727  0.00317391275 
  0.00325400961  0.00333350137  0.0034014478  0.00345614007  0.0035180948 
  0.00358148867  0.00363285129  0.00367747581  0.00372499367  0.00377820571 
  0.00380940198  0.00384862964  0.00389811513  0.00392657836  0.00395174087 
  0.0039881962  0.00401391103  0.00405135846  0.00407914102  0.0041253084 
  0.00413773964  0.00418580234  0.00420560598  0.00422939805  0.0042777833 
  0.00430687506  0.00433055849  0.00435487768  0.00438097953  0.00442908468 
  0.00445693707  0.00447790863  0.00448828505  0.00451832  0.00455787994 
  0.00457309158  0.00460474675  0.00463264546  0.00465173736  0.00468421988 
  0.00471165484  0.00474286041  0.00476881245  0.00479907048  0.00484899771 
  0.00491866572  0.00499374133  0.00510610275  0.00528931601  0.00552756896 
  0.00580970063  0.0039152411  0.00366473161  0.00339624063  0.00315858214 
  0.00295279979  0.00276200887  0.00257425188  0.00239838491  0.00222365238 
  0.00205079567  0.00188252135  0.0017157489  0.0015515156  0.00139236396 
  0.00124001482  0.00109621847  0.0009618859  0.000836886191  0.00071670719 
  0.000581690198  0.000408294528  0.00038019036  0.000374233008  0.000380195859 
  0.000408397119  0.000581948567  0.000717078005  0.000836420732 
  0.000961362932  0.001096006  0.00123957794  0.00139193317  0.00155172294 
  0.00171339737  0.00188125177  0.00204534903  0.002213206  0.0023837838 
  0.00255718784  0.00273022517  0.00289970985  0.00306431599  0.0032284461 
  0.00339479762  0.00353241349  0.00368232208  0.0038155784  0.00395035293 
  0.00406844236  0.00418012884  0.00428035479  0.00437517267  0.00445536937 
  0.00453417722  0.00460181803  0.00466781813  0.00474395882  0.00478489271 
  0.00484076592  0.00491594089  0.00494684507  0.00500491639  0.0050542913 
  0.00508291205  0.00513899927  0.00517331246  0.00520382973  0.00525279804 
  0.00528438459  0.00529581199  0.00534093157  0.00535814202  0.00540596401 
  0.00544256276  0.00548637795  0.00552297354  0.00554180996  0.00556299437 
  0.005599108  0.00562677612  0.00565462007  0.00568796435  0.0057392999 
  0.00577007369  0.00579194667  0.0058280095  0.00586510047  0.00590016214 
  0.00592129727  0.00597056684  0.00596006646  0.00601371695  0.00604329545 
  0.00609632758  0.00617874564  0.00629478835  0.00644424269  0.00670176855 
  0.00703028637  0.00738481814  0.00509182015  0.00474874244  0.00438913128 
  0.00407465033  0.00379771255  0.00355609813  0.00331528144  0.0030948425 
  0.00288351827  0.00266517737  0.00245752559  0.00225251096  0.00204613 
  0.00184617187  0.00164737047  0.00145930487  0.00128071015  0.00111303821 
  0.000953388297  0.000779334217  0.000563876858  0.000525494033 
  0.000517315557  0.000525232675  0.000563817833  0.000779465276 
  0.000953207267  0.00111303752  0.0012790711  0.00145697119  0.00164696629 
  0.00184159556  0.00204254479  0.00224710079  0.00244997939  0.00265778711 
  0.00286460522  0.00308679677  0.0032978976  0.00351127697  0.003726028 
  0.00394608544  0.00415627346  0.00437429598  0.00458050131  0.00477561245 
  0.00496449404  0.00514802425  0.00531908353  0.00548845253  0.00562429224 
  0.00578643637  0.00592454534  0.00603602255  0.00613945909  0.00624451324 
  0.00635552741  0.00639029702  0.00652170233  0.00659617838  0.00665902275 
  0.00673541893  0.0068020392  0.00684918011  0.00689006751  0.00695381213 
  0.00700866999  0.00707598529  0.00714662724  0.00714280202  0.0072425773 
  0.00725489062  0.00732209638  0.00734119146  0.00736915036  0.00743831501 
  0.00748509977  0.0075264371  0.00759068317  0.00760210887  0.00763075659 
  0.00766965858  0.00767519815  0.00771348978  0.00774532892  0.00783797895 
  0.00788173825  0.00792334581  0.00790471217  0.00791807071  0.00800163116 
  0.00809980296  0.00815804444  0.00820826893  0.00835932457  0.00845918978 
  0.00869593444  0.0090378534  0.00944474139  0.00990687137  0.00641625499 
  0.00600918364  0.00553465103  0.00513864628  0.00480560721  0.00449135709 
  0.00419654987  0.00391770236  0.00364399165  0.00338807523  0.00313808648 
  0.00288786022  0.00263773849  0.00238192904  0.00213043945  0.00188926979 
  0.0016587892  0.00144179807  0.00123649077  0.00101923375  0.000754014952 
  0.000703430139  0.000691767267  0.000703061868  0.00075400361  0.00101856493 
  0.0012363608  0.00144248766  0.00165870766  0.00188823444  0.00213320265 
  0.00238348391  0.00263383208  0.00288995739  0.00313273684  0.00338636343 
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  0.00363902369  0.00390227266  0.00416258931  0.00442955466  0.00470447109 
  0.00499517127  0.00526998763  0.00554665568  0.00579838502  0.0060819587 
  0.00634413092  0.00659602448  0.00686252957  0.00707388042  0.00729816716 
  0.00746228243  0.00763304584  0.00784969583  0.00794548875  0.00812780524 
  0.00832441322  0.00841257437  0.00857043896  0.00862927395  0.00880153817 
  0.0088607359  0.0089969512  0.00902898765  0.00904037658  0.00915881925 
  0.00925084017  0.00931890091  0.00938980909  0.00951848137  0.00959137723 
  0.00957787328  0.0095730657  0.00969841176  0.0097519383  0.00977268018 
  0.00982074251  0.00992137898  0.0100202909  0.0100361222  0.0100924205 
  0.0100825295  0.0100813493  0.0101456189  0.0102737455  0.0103168796 
  0.0103716339  0.0104130825  0.0104435507  0.0106126067  0.0105671655 
  0.010743218  0.0108275218  0.0108917754  0.0110242438  0.0113437078 
  0.0115122066  0.0118701752  0.0124706845  0.0131620265  0.00799467727 
  0.00746214176  0.00691837198  0.00640985527  0.00596998252  0.00558969106 
  0.00522005186  0.00487271064  0.00455139602  0.00423560638  0.00393872045 
  0.00362617231  0.00331584423  0.00300137374  0.00269250044  0.00239189657 
  0.00210391948  0.00182927353  0.00157328229  0.00130661119  0.000983938935 
  0.000919133935  0.000903787793  0.000918643908  0.000983823915  0.00130784827 
  0.00157444501  0.00183153448  0.0021060144  0.00239526917  0.00269620657 
  0.00300194321  0.00331618511  0.00362162982  0.00392356588  0.00423179294 
  0.00454442628  0.00486366981  0.00519432451  0.00551761719  0.00587703732 
  0.00618197297  0.00654538753  0.00687630702  0.00724334576  0.00755844898 
  0.00796398633  0.00824188397  0.00863027663  0.00892282443  0.00918213979 
  0.00949105416  0.0098014589  0.0100297047  0.0101893537  0.0103738064 
  0.0107090545  0.010857765  0.0110783312  0.011204325  0.0112805505 
  0.0114606002  0.01163142  0.0116683121  0.0117911684  0.0118992231 
  0.012064999  0.0120394519  0.0122434369  0.0122680711  0.0123492724 
  0.0124901635  0.0125820549  0.0127163674  0.0127420834  0.0127144673 
  0.0127547279  0.0128893936  0.0128897583  0.0129187511  0.0130973892 
  0.0131774062  0.0132379679  0.0133348112  0.0133753319  0.0135347429 
  0.013426337  0.0135744741  0.0137053186  0.0136972872  0.0138045658 
  0.0139413963  0.0139921067  0.0141353696  0.0143698664  0.0144803431 
  0.0148769607  0.0155755578  0.0161358377  0.0170995939  0.00977990115 
  0.00908221368  0.00842620568  0.00782899938  0.00730180374  0.00684362449 
  0.00641476458  0.00600136904  0.00560711864  0.00522867518  0.00486003709 
  0.00448861293  0.00411265588  0.00372485235  0.00334459534  0.00297476595 
  0.00262008794  0.00228441445  0.00197049659  0.00165141507  0.00126026905 
  0.00117835817  0.00115837068  0.00117856301  0.00126074178  0.00165065768 
  0.00197015418  0.00228859141  0.00262252112  0.00297731606  0.00334520456 
  0.00373204196  0.00411913268  0.00448308996  0.00483358099  0.00519875494 
  0.00558239329  0.00596069081  0.00632811714  0.00675288027  0.00718834225 
  0.00760426129  0.00802698969  0.00850935305  0.00890812947  0.00934869383 
  0.00980957363  0.0101539863  0.0106505063  0.011069246  0.0114438693 
  0.011859642  0.0122759403  0.0126253784  0.0128866012  0.0132067758 
  0.0134490375  0.0136978315  0.0140462639  0.0142416396  0.0144295466 
  0.0145485439  0.0146578378  0.0149817596  0.0150995637  0.0152762771 
  0.0153605104  0.0155478323  0.0157730371  0.015881275  0.0159560072 
  0.0158655343  0.0159603039  0.0161094215  0.016019128  0.0163092504 
  0.0162990828  0.0163729558  0.0164430084  0.0165855682  0.0168869103 
  0.0168742714  0.0170147038  0.0171990384  0.0171259896  0.017234174 
  0.0174256503  0.0172791177  0.0172235468  0.0174845669  0.0176644221 
  0.0179031336  0.0179249137  0.0180204154  0.0180944139  0.0186108025 
  0.0190224805  0.0195489442  0.0210889651  0.0218917992  0.0117856564 
  0.0111490562  0.0103314078  0.00959715493  0.0089079652  0.00838173037 
  0.00780198331  0.00730569939  0.00681884525  0.0064023996  0.00593425738 
  0.00546774213  0.00500970269  0.00455169256  0.00409739178  0.00364878267 
  0.00322006357  0.00281643685  0.00244009675  0.00205612745  0.00158794954 
  0.00148555691  0.00146271791  0.00148744662  0.00158791551  0.0020579332 
  0.00244123693  0.00281776074  0.00322155799  0.00364391035  0.00408940492 
  0.00454628654  0.00501845096  0.0054620591  0.00590556986  0.0063569076 
  0.006801692  0.00727915748  0.00774508167  0.00827938853  0.00873496256 
  0.00921398801  0.00973767564  0.0102105556  0.0107408486  0.0113575723 
  0.0118207111  0.0124689506  0.0130455727  0.0134611712  0.0139538563 
  0.0144458496  0.0148582579  0.0151323854  0.0156725949  0.016198348 
  0.0166069357  0.0168518612  0.0172901697  0.0175665637  0.0178524618 
  0.0180806663  0.0184371472  0.0185387843  0.0188556384  0.0190291511 
  0.019226341  0.0191777224  0.0194528132  0.0198577252  0.019789374 
  0.0196678975  0.019873511  0.0200561774  0.0201961052  0.0206347441 
  0.020581062  0.0209066874  0.0206455381  0.0209904369  0.021418341 
  0.0215105418  0.021393027  0.0216038919  0.0219038658  0.0222467082 
  0.0221608445  0.0220770295  0.0220223596  0.0220003494  0.0222945645 
  0.0222810498  0.0222548038  0.0223282138  0.0228592317  0.0232875451 
  0.024024415  0.0250524843  0.0261977923  0.0277436335  0.0140621273 
  0.0132912494  0.0122525465  0.011448271  0.010701873  0.00995006873 
  0.00939429529  0.00882857321  0.00821797056  0.0076393154  0.00712789998 
  0.00659633115  0.00603919368  0.00550124171  0.00496536671  0.00443158023 
  0.00392764923  0.00344403381  0.00299885753  0.00254383844  0.00198053927 
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  0.00185796902  0.00182437895  0.00185559541  0.00197927726  0.00253999167 
  0.00298854832  0.00344054662  0.00392249459  0.00443312546  0.00497838769 
  0.00551415196  0.00603854878  0.00659273553  0.00711176351  0.00762428329 
  0.00820878813  0.00873145652  0.00930178212  0.00984438343  0.0104483263 
  0.0111120865  0.0117564848  0.0123345364  0.0130445665  0.0135780343 
  0.0144328272  0.0148866052  0.0155783866  0.0163339851  0.0171610165 
  0.0176135365  0.0182961405  0.0191075041  0.0193807395  0.019707778 
  0.0203378134  0.0208183359  0.0209663129  0.0214676614  0.0219526996 
  0.0220855031  0.0225214224  0.0231633474  0.0231710029  0.0235974668 
  0.0237530584  0.0242311671  0.0241786087  0.0240988315  0.0241179354 
  0.0245984292  0.0248189275  0.0249691782  0.0250705284  0.025002635 
  0.0252094568  0.025649638  0.025399853  0.0253908878  0.0257935579 
  0.0266790843  0.0263601856  0.0265063372  0.0265698197  0.0268654457 
  0.0271515788  0.027527143  0.0276969863  0.0275160629  0.0276442223 
  0.0280220813  0.0279050728  0.0285646568  0.0290504114  0.0295960663 
  0.0309146494  0.0316387535  0.0334104304  0.0354729499  0.0166965577 
  0.015734896  0.0145645172  0.013638729  0.0127986762  0.012013071 
  0.0112109372  0.0105250894  0.0098684385  0.00922134186  0.00852010348 
  0.00788547307  0.00721870594  0.00660403191  0.00595870084  0.00534146482 
  0.00472685859  0.00415743508  0.00364052035  0.00310825785  0.00243437527 
  0.00229016169  0.00224823613  0.00228922111  0.0024356225  0.00310565143 
  0.00363454171  0.00415932291  0.00472058634  0.00533451718  0.00595978709 
  0.0065967776  0.00721098858  0.00785125833  0.00851510095  0.00913115218 
  0.00975318406  0.0104792872  0.0111475883  0.0117825674  0.0123745188 
  0.0131784033  0.0139285629  0.0146323259  0.0154466194  0.0164180343 
  0.0171978364  0.0178634816  0.018359865  0.019182845  0.0202886078 
  0.0208171195  0.0215057906  0.0223549415  0.0231955448  0.023763163 
  0.0242031566  0.0251175968  0.0258226011  0.0262598622  0.0264168018 
  0.026814993  0.0272405215  0.0276703745  0.0282473055  0.0287224144 
  0.028849872  0.0288315868  0.0291047772  0.0292835669  0.029349302 
  0.0299623108  0.0307991478  0.0313843489  0.0314327972  0.0311911444 
  0.0312912436  0.0316048952  0.0318076386  0.0316640224  0.0324676899 
  0.0327728673  0.0336024826  0.0328556592  0.033061265  0.0333078037 
  0.0335208179  0.0336380083  0.0337988048  0.0342925631  0.0343366569 
  0.0346404311  0.0348922112  0.0348223092  0.0355041594  0.0361569799 
  0.0378545042  0.0387299576  0.039771982  0.0434365781  0.0196835757 
  0.0188453286  0.0177434698  0.0165333043  0.0153007386  0.0141968646 
  0.0134068464  0.0125502327  0.0117080842  0.0110213817  0.0101452526 
  0.00940909892  0.00856920164  0.00782931213  0.00705795798  0.00633470765 
  0.00565794271  0.0049897966  0.00436952936  0.003759026  0.00296689203 
  0.00279374297  0.00275212532  0.00279586693  0.00296407163  0.0037568609 
  0.00436876358  0.00498037534  0.00563335697  0.00632885106  0.00704211678 
  0.00782082778  0.00860695542  0.00933872981  0.0101044597  0.0108924465 
  0.0116645677  0.0124061167  0.0132297898  0.0141035833  0.0150078749 
  0.0157707073  0.0166750577  0.0175596834  0.0183478935  0.0192313043 
  0.0202056728  0.0211054296  0.022146044  0.0232578137  0.0244141525 
  0.0251005241  0.0265272244  0.0273589036  0.0279239086  0.0285130352 
  0.0292105028  0.0302477587  0.0310675963  0.0314336351  0.0322493322 
  0.0331392475  0.0343364056  0.0346521901  0.0350242564  0.035105792 
  0.035191945  0.0357278726  0.0367768279  0.0368733273  0.0370061769 
  0.0381352976  0.0382159136  0.0394506103  0.0388365761  0.0381171141 
  0.0392828491  0.0388183018  0.0399750479  0.0405812366  0.0406704233 
  0.0411774283  0.0414280204  0.0415874404  0.0403997041  0.0411164226 
  0.0418337145  0.0426840268  0.0425080332  0.0423968288  0.0425747069 
  0.0422674457  0.0424703289  0.042206154  0.0428869064  0.0445243153 
  0.0457205166  0.0480268631  0.0506850152  0.0546172315 
 
Raw Data for Simulation VI – A Collimator-Generated Microbeam’s Shape 
and PVDR in Gold-Doped Tissue 
Input EGSINP File for Trial91j4 






0.511, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 












0, 102, 0, 1, 2, 2, 4, 0 
37, 41, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
77, 81, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
1, 36, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
42, 76, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
82, 102, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 4, 6.5, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
500000000, 0, 19.99, 84, 61, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
:Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 91j4 
102 1 2 
  0.  5.  5.0005002  5.0010004  5.00150061  5.00200081  5.00250101  5.00300121 
  5.00350142  5.00400162  5.00450182  5.00500202  5.00550222  5.00600243 
  5.00650263  5.00700283  5.00750303  5.00800323  5.00850344  5.00900364 
  5.00950384  5.01000404  5.01050425  5.01100445  5.01150465  5.01200485 
  5.01250505  5.01300526  5.01350546  5.01400566  5.01450586  5.01500607 
  5.01550627  5.01600647  5.01650667  5.01700687  5.01750708  5.01800728 
  5.01850748  5.01900768  5.01950788  5.02000809  5.02050829  5.02100849 
  5.02150869  5.0220089  5.0225091  5.0230093  5.0235095  5.0240097  5.02450991 
  5.02501011  5.02551031  5.02601051  5.02651072  5.02701092  5.02751112 
  5.02801132  5.02851152  5.02901173  5.02951193  5.03001213  5.03051233 
  5.03101254  5.03151274  5.03201294  5.03251314  5.03301334  5.03351355 
  5.03401375  5.03451395  5.03501415  5.03551435  5.03601456  5.03651476 
  5.03701496  5.03751516  5.03801537  5.03851557  5.03901577  5.03951597 
  5.04001617  5.04051638  5.04101658  5.04151678  5.04201698  5.04251719 
  5.04301739  5.04351759  5.04401779  5.04451799  5.0450182  5.0455184 
  5.0460186  5.0465188  5.047019  5.04751921  5.04801941  5.04851961 
  5.04901981  5.04952002  5.05002022  10.0500202 
  0.  2. 
  0.  0.5  5.5 
  3.24581789E-013  1.62650576E-012  1.62948615E-012  1.628285E-012 
  1.63394544E-012  1.62446888E-012  1.62947666E-012  1.63012439E-012 
  1.6226088E-012  1.62911582E-012  1.63214363E-012  1.62929086E-012 
  1.62778054E-012  1.62553803E-012  1.62373358E-012  1.63890246E-012 
  1.62355745E-012  1.62595188E-012  1.6285675E-012  1.62262031E-012 
  1.6291378E-012  1.62437702E-012  1.62771728E-012  1.63260003E-012 
  1.63083349E-012  1.62284301E-012  1.62801568E-012  1.62938333E-012 
  1.62762074E-012  1.63305235E-012  1.63784245E-012  1.633108E-012 
  1.63611794E-012  1.63517751E-012  1.63476763E-012  1.51029445E-012 
  1.15971023E-012  1.04513952E-012  1.01746279E-012  1.04867277E-012 
  1.14713541E-012  1.51368938E-012  1.64068323E-012  1.63794874E-012 
  1.63327612E-012  1.63908331E-012  1.637587E-012  1.63677955E-012 
A-66 
 
  1.6329653E-012  1.63256461E-012  1.63045887E-012  1.62139483E-012 
  1.62988364E-012  1.63550557E-012  1.62841882E-012  1.63236206E-012 
  1.63994539E-012  1.62813666E-012  1.62746025E-012  1.62606081E-012 
  1.62890483E-012  1.62972628E-012  1.63151985E-012  1.63127511E-012 
  1.62762237E-012  1.63439144E-012  1.632518E-012  1.6327171E-012 
  1.63238307E-012  1.63813179E-012  1.64049666E-012  1.63412703E-012 
  1.64256379E-012  1.64830808E-012  1.63874451E-012  1.50952198E-012 
  1.15705722E-012  1.05320539E-012  1.03602638E-012  1.05399686E-012 
  1.14627911E-012  1.51457335E-012  1.63815715E-012  1.62918278E-012 
  1.63751127E-012  1.62916138E-012  1.63725766E-012  1.62630915E-012 
  1.62872779E-012  1.62802113E-012  1.63180549E-012  1.63051675E-012 
  1.62617148E-012  1.6273699E-012  1.6298531E-012  1.6349173E-012 
  1.63182886E-012  1.62410748E-012  1.62855244E-012  1.62713345E-012 
  1.62346326E-012  4.70643671E-013  3.52830771E-017  4.51807686E-016 
  4.45741083E-016  4.34132208E-016  4.43357895E-016  4.63066434E-016 
  4.65690039E-016  3.71579855E-016  3.98023456E-016  4.48696752E-016 
  5.33198162E-016  5.72142976E-016  5.39957737E-016  6.37251999E-016 
  6.49141492E-016  7.90961105E-016  8.37273752E-016  8.4711783E-016 
  8.69187738E-016  8.9227696E-016  1.03871557E-015  1.14328087E-015 
  1.26455264E-015  1.53527507E-015  1.69610641E-015  2.04604101E-015 
  2.28881874E-015  2.52318029E-015  2.74659796E-015  3.58939754E-015 
  4.26125025E-015  5.52116322E-015  7.29573696E-015  1.09905559E-014 
  2.01000035E-014  5.53657154E-014  2.03241976E-013  2.37302773E-013 
  2.41695663E-013  2.3692195E-013  2.02829436E-013  5.56253365E-014 
  2.01961073E-014  1.10227568E-014  7.17004557E-015  5.40857539E-015 
  4.30787397E-015  3.60699775E-015  2.97654157E-015  2.37420725E-015 
  2.27054519E-015  2.16304582E-015  1.78164868E-015  1.66021521E-015 
  1.69333519E-015  1.54307696E-015  1.49078094E-015  1.49534965E-015 
  1.48995682E-015  1.59070016E-015  1.56745782E-015  1.64124001E-015 
  1.69570774E-015  1.87615273E-015  2.01710814E-015  2.2572378E-015 
  2.57222278E-015  2.77018274E-015  3.16034047E-015  3.81419118E-015 
  4.30391985E-015  5.45745638E-015  7.37369776E-015  1.12654188E-014 
  2.04646809E-014  5.4843325E-014  2.04962829E-013  2.37584382E-013 
  2.43365961E-013  2.37002766E-013  2.03221508E-013  5.53232603E-014 
  2.05486874E-014  1.12059708E-014  7.39659752E-015  5.40932311E-015 
  4.39623225E-015  3.58445122E-015  3.06847369E-015  2.51809882E-015 
  2.1179043E-015  1.80944929E-015  1.69672012E-015  1.48257928E-015 
  1.48243738E-015  1.26305454E-015  1.14486984E-015  9.82108308E-016 
  9.51087785E-016  8.80727492E-016  7.41816204E-016  3.6090228E-017 
  6.04131564E-005  0.00258378437  0.00258391699  0.00258376133  0.00258173615 
  0.00258753182  0.00258608666  0.00258372424  0.00258916222  0.00258383292 
  0.00258145744  0.00258639704  0.00258634056  0.00258632596  0.00258860246 
  0.00257687753  0.00258355911  0.0025852537  0.00258592509  0.00258938529 
  0.00258485705  0.00258909937  0.00258270418  0.00258342282  0.00258304442 
  0.00258978725  0.00258557226  0.00258441021  0.00258521555  0.00257921343 
  0.00257797103  0.00258029573  0.00257873906  0.00257854582  0.0025790669 
  0.00266354857  0.00661908988  0.00662778427  0.00665964511  0.00661100365 
  0.00661835289  0.00266246913  0.0025761132  0.00257732838  0.00257925667 
  0.00257323719  0.00258061747  0.00257962406  0.00258024036  0.00257966701 
  0.00258079535  0.00258925644  0.00258074037  0.00258043839  0.00258229529 
  0.00257927812  0.0025758256  0.00258599321  0.00258669387  0.00258810467 
  0.00258234643  0.00258208859  0.00258687334  0.00258541121  0.00258415183 
  0.0025796034  0.00258447423  0.00258166841  0.00258136609  0.00257838034 
  0.0025794641  0.0025785028  0.00257310619  0.00257089024  0.00257632963 
  0.00266107757  0.00658332095  0.00661035712  0.00662949665  0.00661203836 
  0.0066324379  0.00265919816  0.00257850911  0.00258421559  0.00257807932 
  0.00258330417  0.00258037981  0.00258572433  0.00258100475  0.00258422784 
  0.00258327299  0.0025823334  0.00258512438  0.00258842193  0.00258309646 
  0.00258353669  0.00258277186  0.00258847839  0.00258420566  0.00258373814 
  0.00258767283  4.35663773E-005  0.00572902017  0.102599126  0.115644479 
  0.113170589  0.111803687  0.10639845  0.109693486  0.107936843  0.103661501 
  0.108317787  0.0981891205  0.0962084485  0.100706433  0.0905622601 
  0.0870766361  0.0861934438  0.0811829564  0.0784229822  0.0775031256 
  0.0805996074  0.0727717452  0.0689251925  0.065684021  0.0606902449 
  0.0559599943  0.0517652559  0.0483947242  0.0447654442  0.0433120554 
  0.0393412342  0.0359688179  0.0323561979  0.0280607864  0.0226607401 
  0.0169121297  0.0103126637  0.00511973814  0.00477853121  0.00472929316 
  0.00479288575  0.00513670871  0.0103080539  0.0167811683  0.0226808539 
  0.0275589751  0.0320613808  0.035243215  0.0387807949  0.0426704823 
  0.0458225905  0.0488404396  0.0505643362  0.0555670436  0.056388514 
  0.0573872681  0.0579469332  0.0593786933  0.0590993752  0.059049907 
  0.0595931287  0.0585542235  0.0575817783  0.0578249119  0.0543805473 
  0.0523201799  0.049896083  0.0472796171  0.0446119122  0.0422901279 
  0.0381421874  0.0358372503  0.0322141237  0.0273185656  0.0226687725 
  0.016783071  0.0103839251  0.00512010743  0.00477965698  0.00473554728 
  0.00478339796  0.00513590526  0.0103611475  0.0168797385  0.0227089018 
  0.0278546744  0.0323733067  0.0360399929  0.0393511648  0.0428125099 
A-67 
 
  0.0467611789  0.0513039196  0.0535140975  0.0553629418  0.0589368788 
  0.0620508396  0.0652718613  0.066954362  0.0694316026  0.075099112 
  0.0776525882  0.0864986179  0.00566918639 
Input EGSINP File for Trial91k4 






0.511, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 










0, 102, 0, 1, 2, 2, 4, 0 
37, 41, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
77, 81, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
1, 36, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
42, 76, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
82, 102, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 4, 6.5, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
500000000, 0, 19.99, 84, 61, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
 :Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 91k4 
102 1 2 
  0.  5.  5.0005002  5.0010004  5.00150061  5.00200081  5.00250101  5.00300121 
  5.00350142  5.00400162  5.00450182  5.00500202  5.00550222  5.00600243 
  5.00650263  5.00700283  5.00750303  5.00800323  5.00850344  5.00900364 
  5.00950384  5.01000404  5.01050425  5.01100445  5.01150465  5.01200485 
  5.01250505  5.01300526  5.01350546  5.01400566  5.01450586  5.01500607 
  5.01550627  5.01600647  5.01650667  5.01700687  5.01750708  5.01800728 
  5.01850748  5.01900768  5.01950788  5.02000809  5.02050829  5.02100849 
  5.02150869  5.0220089  5.0225091  5.0230093  5.0235095  5.0240097  5.02450991 
  5.02501011  5.02551031  5.02601051  5.02651072  5.02701092  5.02751112 
  5.02801132  5.02851152  5.02901173  5.02951193  5.03001213  5.03051233 
  5.03101254  5.03151274  5.03201294  5.03251314  5.03301334  5.03351355 
  5.03401375  5.03451395  5.03501415  5.03551435  5.03601456  5.03651476 
A-68 
 
  5.03701496  5.03751516  5.03801537  5.03851557  5.03901577  5.03951597 
  5.04001617  5.04051638  5.04101658  5.04151678  5.04201698  5.04251719 
  5.04301739  5.04351759  5.04401779  5.04451799  5.0450182  5.0455184 
  5.0460186  5.0465188  5.047019  5.04751921  5.04801941  5.04851961 
  5.04901981  5.04952002  5.05002022  10.0500202 
  0.  2. 
  0.  0.5  5.5 
  3.24589486E-013  1.62289087E-012  1.62860358E-012  1.62792092E-012  1.63258949E-012  
1.62315692E-012  1.63091762E-012  1.6310084E-012  1.62108473E-012  1.62451476E-012  
1.62926104E-012  1.62905673E-012  1.62925594E-012  1.62388746E-012  1.62095197E-012  
1.63933397E-012  1.62232818E-012  1.62537347E-012  1.62797188E-012  1.62129898E-012  
1.62735176E-012  1.62334756E-012  1.62732943E-012  1.63262279E-012  1.63213648E-012  
1.62344283E-012  1.62673386E-012  1.63049914E-012  1.62886615E-012  1.63546535E-012  
1.63824952E-012  1.63850493E-012  1.6356941E-012  1.63437247E-012  1.63387933E-012  
1.50965638E-012  1.15510697E-012  1.04994737E-012  1.01355939E-012  1.04818352E-012  
1.14623408E-012  1.51236135E-012  1.64069448E-012  1.63621534E-012  1.63211938E-012  
1.63936044E-012  1.63526012E-012  1.6369393E-012  1.6332388E-012  1.62967658E-012  
1.63005559E-012  1.62171473E-012  1.63156606E-012  1.63293382E-012  1.62858721E-012  
1.6309112E-012  1.63962815E-012  1.63103799E-012  1.62781998E-012  1.62642906E-012  
1.62862941E-012  1.6285773E-012  1.6280767E-012  1.63030328E-012  1.62961463E-012  
1.63478313E-012  1.63509492E-012  1.63212522E-012  1.63508242E-012  1.63652207E-012  
1.63762127E-012  1.63408067E-012  1.64018098E-012  1.6472529E-012  1.63947527E-012  
1.51094547E-012  1.14824866E-012  1.04997263E-012  1.0297105E-012  1.05416445E-012  
1.14700814E-012  1.51427708E-012  1.63839936E-012  1.62913629E-012  1.63679771E-012  
1.62805354E-012  1.63645375E-012  1.62958058E-012  1.63025735E-012  1.62878905E-012  
1.6314132E-012  1.62861173E-012  1.62625983E-012  1.62499453E-012  1.62760306E-012  
1.63379221E-012  1.63138014E-012  1.62591123E-012  1.62506889E-012  1.62174843E-012  
1.62631176E-012  4.70646103E-013  5.91772244E-017  9.22301052E-016  7.07182402E-016  
8.25342774E-016  8.89101993E-016  9.3391956E-016 
  9.03023753E-016  9.05447554E-016  1.01875514E-015  1.0931262E-015  1.29025111E-015  
1.3022354E-015  1.32623046E-015  1.35825004E-015  1.49806261E-015  1.60828834E-015  
1.7506167E-015  1.97576335E-015  2.06785583E-015  2.5055794E-015  2.84090709E-015  
3.41193361E-015  3.70795451E-015  4.25750075E-015  4.97961309E-015  5.39739001E-015  
6.37563832E-015  7.39789707E-015  8.85653536E-015  1.0778949E-014  1.30817508E-014  
1.62483033E-014  1.99826708E-014  2.69117457E-014  4.04940799E-014  8.05549404E-014  
2.62393288E-013  3.01991157E-013  3.10305253E-013  3.0263943E-013  2.63258882E-013  
8.18653453E-014  4.01417884E-014  2.7022697E-014  2.03371707E-014  1.6521871E-014  
1.28623933E-014  1.07761099E-014  9.14998067E-015  8.01181693E-015  6.84993897E-015  
5.89519488E-015  5.23544559E-015  4.8958692E-015  4.31426774E-015  4.09913871E-015  
3.86319496E-015  3.73123878E-015  3.47242977E-015  3.57255372E-015  4.06970316E-015  
3.95725779E-015  4.24515531E-015  4.79786912E-015  5.35260282E-015  5.88815735E-015  
6.6797173E-015  7.57443117E-015  9.18783922E-015  1.11044924E-014  1.33697335E-014  
1.65128218E-014  2.0151392E-014  2.68038258E-014  4.0171575E-014  8.08684761E-014  
2.65475888E-013  3.03290465E-013  3.10770663E-013  3.03270349E-013  2.6378415E-013  
8.06685373E-014  4.04565779E-014  2.69545998E-014  2.0273233E-014  1.60728515E-014  
1.32975165E-014  1.09002472E-014  8.69342991E-015  7.62962207E-015  6.49062756E-015  
5.5897178E-015  4.92225732E-015  4.19738054E-015  3.83069241E-015  3.23067562E-015  
2.68545228E-015  2.35142571E-015  2.30052707E-015  2.13699461E-015  1.93448904E-015  
6.13916891E-017 
  6.04122528E-005  0.00258682727  0.00258434914  0.00258367298  0.0025830872  0.00258830169  
0.00258528784  0.00258223962  0.00258997354  0.00258755097  0.00258434216  0.00258664752  
0.00258607776  0.00258835542  0.00259049141  0.00257628098  0.00258505265  0.00258564058  
0.00258656047  0.00258951911  0.00258714029  0.00258976685  0.00258329545  0.00258354214  
0.00258263216  0.00258974572  0.0025874411  0.00258350047  0.00258438733  0.00257750843  
0.0025787481  0.00257674371  0.00257898406  0.00257941837  0.00257946424  0.00266354344  
0.00661916047  0.00662592701  0.00666439049  0.00661057909  0.00663347221  0.00266394469  
0.00257641656  0.00257907122  0.00257957711  0.00257381621  0.00258147844  0.00257950055  
0.00258119599  0.0025818623  0.00258116716  0.00258910884  0.0025800421  0.00258274561  
0.00258157171  0.00258077731  0.00257549281  0.00258419528  0.0025866251  0.00258716571  
0.00258203018  0.00258361347  0.00258789064  0.00258629868  0.00258326971  0.00257893904  
0.00258203389  0.00258139477  0.00257971709  0.00257895222  0.0025815637  0.00257826534  
0.00257530475  0.00257125068  0.00257542977  0.00265884114  0.00660006622  0.00662631283  
0.00663954894  0.00662328252  0.00663141027  0.00265954847  0.00257853319  0.00258444948  
0.00257892465  0.00258351727  0.00258092478  0.00258388268  0.00258060967  0.0025842824  
0.00258408896  0.00258380544  0.00258441651  0.00259000998  0.00258421655  0.00258430687  
0.00258363196  0.00258771198  0.00258681085  0.00258770982  0.00258717448  4.35659813E-005  
0.00533235215  0.0827608073  0.0865223001 
  0.083019549  0.0795054475  0.075349835  0.0823586755  0.078119115  0.0771876769  
0.0714353157  0.0682399691  0.0649978469  0.0637548902  0.0649139254  0.0634793033  
0.0595499889  0.0570378155  0.0541239142  0.0516712419  0.0481699213  0.0443456252  
0.0414591543  0.0392044768  0.0365938553  0.0342524546  0.0317148118  0.0299196524  
0.0273537436  0.0254902405  0.0227567439  0.0210066702  0.0189273242  0.0168668969  
0.0147579653  0.0120743719  0.00856136231  0.00474009692  0.00442670595  0.00436888099  
0.00442418489  0.00474264245  0.00851677006  0.0120721609  0.0146133533  0.0169938352  
0.018969533  0.0207889403  0.0228793898  0.0247998158  0.0267876152  0.0288860105  0.030697447  
0.0324750894  0.0337627638  0.0352122188  0.0363098203  0.0375454645  0.0390609398  
0.0399896277  0.0385985001  0.0375862729  0.0374779456  0.0358810252  0.0344413569  
A-69 
 
0.0325987776  0.0305253421  0.0289041087  0.0271662984  0.0247807558  0.0229029764  
0.0210272329  0.0187875848  0.0169017928  0.0146634281  0.0120914055  0.00858588076  
0.00471805187  0.00440720427  0.00436561076  0.00441825157  0.00472354993  0.0085628013  
0.0121028367  0.0146687783  0.016770668  0.0188193655  0.0209140953  0.0229431056  
0.0251545695  0.0271821561  0.0290111045  0.0315432991  0.0332109441  0.0357421908  
0.0384759159  0.0416981476  0.0447229389  0.0465141998  0.0483955662  0.051028495  
0.0540720311  0.00526803819 
Input EGSINP File for Trial91l4 






0.511, 0.01, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 










0, 102, 0, 1, 2, 2, 4, 0 
37, 41, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
77, 81, 0, 1, 1, 1, 2, 0 
1, 36, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
42, 76, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
82, 102, 0, 1, 1, 1, 3, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 45, 0, 1, 8, 9, 0, 0 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
0, 0, 4, 6.5, 0, 2, 90, 90, 0, 0,  
1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0 
D:/MONTE/HEN_HOUSE/spectra/BL28B2.spectrum 
500000000, 0, 19.99, 84, 61, 100.0, 0, 0, 0, 0, , 0, 0, 0, 1, 0 
 ######################### 
 :Start MC Transport Parameter: 
  
 Global ECUT= 0.521 
 Global PCUT= 0.001 
 Global SMAX= 5 
 ESTEPE= 0.25 
 XIMAX= 0.5 
 Boundary crossing algorithm= PRESTA-I 
 Skin depth for BCA= 0 
 Electron-step algorithm= PRESTA-II 
 Spin effects= On 
 Brems angular sampling= Simple 
 Brems cross sections= BH 
 Bound Compton scattering= On 
 Pair angular sampling= Simple 
 Photoelectron angular sampling= On 
 Rayleigh scattering= On 
 Atomic relaxations= On 
 Electron impact ionization= On 
  
 :Stop MC Transport Parameter: 
 ######################### 
Output 3ddose file for Trial 91l4 
102 1 2 
  0.  5.  5.0005002  5.0010004  5.00150061  5.00200081  5.00250101  5.00300121 
  5.00350142  5.00400162  5.00450182  5.00500202  5.00550222  5.00600243 
  5.00650263  5.00700283  5.00750303  5.00800323  5.00850344  5.00900364 
  5.00950384  5.01000404  5.01050425  5.01100445  5.01150465  5.01200485 
  5.01250505  5.01300526  5.01350546  5.01400566  5.01450586  5.01500607 
  5.01550627  5.01600647  5.01650667  5.01700687  5.01750708  5.01800728 
  5.01850748  5.01900768  5.01950788  5.02000809  5.02050829  5.02100849 
  5.02150869  5.0220089  5.0225091  5.0230093  5.0235095  5.0240097  5.02450991 
  5.02501011  5.02551031  5.02601051  5.02651072  5.02701092  5.02751112 
A-70 
 
  5.02801132  5.02851152  5.02901173  5.02951193  5.03001213  5.03051233 
  5.03101254  5.03151274  5.03201294  5.03251314  5.03301334  5.03351355 
  5.03401375  5.03451395  5.03501415  5.03551435  5.03601456  5.03651476 
  5.03701496  5.03751516  5.03801537  5.03851557  5.03901577  5.03951597 
  5.04001617  5.04051638  5.04101658  5.04151678  5.04201698  5.04251719 
  5.04301739  5.04351759  5.04401779  5.04451799  5.0450182  5.0455184 
  5.0460186  5.0465188  5.047019  5.04751921  5.04801941  5.04851961 
  5.04901981  5.04952002  5.05002022  10.0500202 
  0.  2. 
  0.  0.5  5.5 
  3.24592905E-013  1.62674941E-012  1.62809125E-012  1.62829238E-012 
  1.63345119E-012  1.62215133E-012  1.63044281E-012  1.63003761E-012 
  1.62362756E-012  1.62509994E-012  1.63116824E-012  1.62983053E-012 
  1.62812934E-012  1.62298534E-012  1.61991534E-012  1.64051796E-012 
  1.62380049E-012  1.62540387E-012  1.6256068E-012  1.62262798E-012 
  1.6284456E-012  1.62522667E-012  1.63056632E-012  1.63263708E-012 
  1.63052612E-012  1.62342706E-012  1.62909373E-012  1.63046395E-012 
  1.62732906E-012  1.63468868E-012  1.63778607E-012  1.63724222E-012 
  1.63529866E-012  1.63558937E-012  1.63515233E-012  1.5098348E-012 
  1.1554513E-012  1.05170201E-012  1.02164381E-012  1.05036038E-012 
  1.15033898E-012  1.51498199E-012  1.64277158E-012  1.63834328E-012 
  1.63400677E-012  1.63523967E-012  1.63423727E-012  1.63677481E-012 
  1.63157073E-012  1.63029795E-012  1.62780451E-012  1.62206404E-012 
  1.63467214E-012  1.63245837E-012  1.62935289E-012  1.63163736E-012 
  1.63905465E-012  1.62738428E-012  1.62901926E-012  1.62431758E-012 
  1.62777187E-012  1.63097726E-012  1.62690546E-012  1.63091032E-012 
  1.6303931E-012  1.63785081E-012  1.63575085E-012  1.62989591E-012 
  1.63349146E-012  1.6365612E-012  1.63737968E-012  1.63206578E-012 
  1.64252899E-012  1.64700277E-012  1.64081941E-012  1.51108961E-012 
  1.15608687E-012  1.05369583E-012  1.03078252E-012  1.05596262E-012 
  1.15212523E-012  1.5153953E-012  1.63828968E-012  1.63214869E-012 
  1.63712739E-012  1.63054474E-012  1.6365815E-012  1.62693472E-012 
  1.62802573E-012  1.62506997E-012  1.63160274E-012  1.62992579E-012 
  1.62540968E-012  1.62554067E-012  1.6284502E-012  1.63500226E-012 
  1.63079338E-012  1.62445968E-012  1.62720475E-012  1.62407068E-012 
  1.6259939E-012  4.70645654E-013  9.60907471E-017  1.30758518E-015 
  1.19727882E-015  1.49092525E-015  1.43570265E-015  1.36807458E-015 
  1.58609247E-015  1.75738264E-015  1.80096319E-015  1.76203774E-015 
  1.99126058E-015  2.02372486E-015  2.24960636E-015  2.53955125E-015 
  2.7344193E-015  2.78757655E-015  3.35485967E-015  3.75673717E-015 
  4.19344599E-015  4.61932691E-015  5.09172223E-015  5.57829848E-015 
  6.28705887E-015  7.55990209E-015  9.08626379E-015  1.0087031E-014 
  1.21658631E-014  1.47321963E-014  1.69443305E-014  2.03501923E-014 
  2.47151528E-014  3.00668737E-014  3.68636611E-014  4.77708827E-014 
  6.62789597E-014  1.155375E-013  3.42159085E-013  3.89090098E-013 
  4.00957117E-013  3.90953836E-013  3.43920895E-013  1.16534139E-013 
  6.63109451E-014  4.86583904E-014  3.72331973E-014  3.01111193E-014 
  2.48513724E-014  2.06832481E-014  1.70967734E-014  1.43036067E-014 
  1.27043929E-014  1.11248801E-014  9.88773238E-015  8.92093651E-015 
  8.29787042E-015  7.75992748E-015  7.34048227E-015  6.87412302E-015 
  6.86545786E-015  6.67259346E-015  6.80222828E-015  7.20574627E-015 
  7.80641554E-015  8.61207962E-015  9.81801985E-015  1.08118076E-014 
  1.2817407E-014  1.51001834E-014  1.77653013E-014  2.11213755E-014 
  2.4583043E-014  2.99668947E-014  3.7044553E-014  4.77438395E-014 
  6.65183183E-014  1.15413479E-013  3.4696803E-013  3.9057797E-013 
  3.97247515E-013  3.88676955E-013  3.43785522E-013  1.16154175E-013 
  6.64780926E-014  4.8212894E-014  3.72641713E-014  2.9525537E-014 
  2.39064393E-014  2.03230416E-014  1.69130108E-014  1.40694331E-014 
  1.2112516E-014  1.04141771E-014  8.81936832E-015  7.48208575E-015 
  6.59237442E-015  5.53903559E-015  5.01920453E-015  4.32480213E-015 
  3.7227653E-015  3.6755463E-015  3.24236681E-015  9.76777841E-017 
  6.04117643E-005  0.00258398928  0.00258495442  0.00258327283  0.00258187369 
  0.00258851794  0.00258585258  0.00258353754  0.00258897363  0.00258765322 
  0.00258199025  0.00258604783  0.00258594248  0.00258845195  0.00259165571 
  0.00257588691  0.00258493851  0.00258618681  0.00258739444  0.00258808466 
  0.00258609252  0.00258828673  0.00258101007  0.00258257837  0.00258331306 
  0.00259014572  0.00258532506  0.00258388755  0.00258493049  0.00257924096 
  0.00257842013  0.00257715963  0.00257974324  0.00257837661  0.00257805383 
  0.00266376244  0.00661626623  0.00661447366  0.00664913686  0.0066088415 
  0.00661608837  0.00266166395  0.00257508323  0.00257722777  0.00257874569 
  0.00257594261  0.00258226148  0.00257963485  0.00258189078  0.00258167081 
  0.00258336879  0.0025893192  0.00257799818  0.00258301914  0.00258099561 
  0.00258034831  0.00257565439  0.00258569558  0.00258520308  0.00258862639 
  0.00258353704  0.00258279589  0.00258899798  0.00258543743  0.00258362989 
  0.00257760987  0.00258240403  0.00258240183  0.00258075149  0.00257933242 
  0.00258227892  0.00257904717  0.0025734144  0.00257149696  0.00257501442 
  0.0026591851  0.00659178586  0.00662066823  0.00663870505  0.00661854524 
A-71 
 
  0.00662298793  0.00265869874  0.00257779815  0.00258127685  0.00257844425 
  0.00258279895  0.00258113851  0.00258510564  0.00258193945  0.00258543403 
  0.00258310406  0.00258311648  0.00258424487  0.00259029516  0.00258439424 
  0.00258387631  0.0025839066  0.00258842847  0.00258526817  0.00258526938 
  0.00258642086  4.35656263E-005  0.00457436046  0.0683507607  0.0692500937 
  0.0671161613  0.064733883  0.064036725  0.0599692317  0.0607036067 
  0.0567255461  0.0570725486  0.0534265391  0.0516197328  0.0506753958 
  0.0489997687  0.0461647882  0.0439133581  0.0416922806  0.0389804621 
  0.0370109186  0.0349518034  0.0341054605  0.0314636756  0.0299693659 
  0.0271146556  0.0250586341  0.0238219429  0.021779712  0.0199182822 
  0.0183689488  0.0169210073  0.0153232989  0.0138970472  0.012518782 
  0.0110290916  0.00942116616  0.00721840416  0.00429619291  0.00401816468 
  0.00397430168  0.0040129805  0.004287378  0.0071692317  0.00944464829 
  0.0110379222  0.0125355292  0.0138571829  0.0152541772  0.0166893255 
  0.0182098726  0.0197457726  0.02102041  0.0226012626  0.0238356056 
  0.0252299557  0.026338977  0.0272511608  0.0281936344  0.0281448195 
  0.0286453352  0.0294664897  0.0286758123  0.0278225039  0.0266350037 
  0.0255627697  0.0241274797  0.0224930802  0.0212252156  0.0197710607 
  0.0182174389  0.0167571685  0.0153597794  0.0139616568  0.0125408752 
  0.0111034805  0.00942714426  0.00721874585  0.00428102815  0.00402461448 
  0.00398382165  0.00402711168  0.00429597768  0.00717197974  0.00939169102 
  0.0110134396  0.0124965831  0.0140029835  0.01541011  0.0169479664 
  0.0184020771  0.0200812306  0.0218111101  0.0235140605  0.0253540384 
  0.0277065133  0.0296289384  0.0314587017  0.0329577551  0.0353984039 




Appendix B: PRESAGE and  GAFChromic Film Raw Data 
BL28B2 Beam Spectrum 
 
 
Fig. 1. Photon fluence calculated with SPECTRA code for various filters, taken from: (Nariyama et al, 
2009). The line denoted ‘Cu3’ is the 3 mm Cu filter spectrum used at BL28B2 of SPr ing8 for this thesis. 
 






2.5 177.8852 3.19577 
5 155.9064 3.450881 
10 131.2155 2.447023 
15 116.6489 3.291875 
25 97.2311 2.647769 
50 73.0928 2.415467 
75 58.34879 2.773694 
 
 
Experiment 1 EBT2 GAFchromic Film PVDR Calculation 














125.78 130.0152 10.10407 29.69101 
















123.3 130.0368 10.09789 29.70918 
120.98 130.0593 10.09148 29.72806 
120.5 130.0972 10.08067 29.75992 
120.58 130.1422 10.06784 29.79784 
120.56 130.1884 10.05472 29.83673 
119.88 130.2337 10.04185 29.87497 
119.84 130.2786 10.0291 29.91295 
120.66 130.3221 10.0168 29.9497 
121 130.3628 10.00527 29.9842 
120.49 130.4024 9.994076 30.01778 
121.04 130.4429 9.982634 30.05219 
122.1 130.4792 9.972404 30.08302 
123.61 130.5123 9.963087 30.11115 
125.39 130.5482 9.952979 30.14173 
128.77 130.5979 9.938996 30.18413 
130.85 130.6264 9.931007 30.20842 
134.48 130.6275 9.930692 30.20938 
138.81 130.6153 9.934111 30.19898 
132.14 130.5968 9.939312 30.18318 
127.44 130.6062 9.93666 30.19123 
128.37 130.6221 9.932193 30.20481 
129.09 130.6275 9.930683 30.2094 
131.76 130.6297 9.930081 30.21124 
133.11 130.625 9.931405 30.20721 
132.73 130.6237 9.931767 30.20611 
129.86 130.6302 9.929923 30.21171 
130.84 130.6521 9.923783 30.23041 
129.66 130.676 9.917092 30.2508 
126.95 130.7125 9.906846 30.28209 
126.76 130.7612 9.893242 30.32373 
127.05 130.8037 9.881343 30.36024 
129.66 130.8468 9.869311 30.39726 
128.4 130.8806 9.859897 30.42628 
123.68 130.9053 9.85301 30.44755 
124.61 130.946 9.841692 30.48256 
127.32 130.9973 9.827416 30.52684 
131.27 131.0315 9.817941 30.5563 
129.71 131.0398 9.815615 30.56355 
127.33 131.057 9.810854 30.57838 
128.93 131.0856 9.802922 30.60312 
129.97 131.1108 9.795956 30.62488 
129.93 131.1268 9.791507 30.6388 
129.93 131.1352 9.789196 30.64603 
130.59 131.1402 9.787799 30.65041 
135.95 131.1439 9.786785 30.65358 
















129.98 131.1341 9.789506 30.64506 
130.42 131.1616 9.781902 30.66888 
131.54 131.1997 9.771349 30.702 
132.18 131.2218 9.765244 30.7212 
131.48 131.2312 9.762675 30.72928 
130.92 131.2428 9.75947 30.73938 
131.15 131.2617 9.754236 30.75587 
132.39 131.2919 9.745913 30.78213 
136.23 131.3243 9.737007 30.81029 
135.96 131.3441 9.731567 30.82751 
134.94 131.3604 9.727075 30.84175 
135.47 131.3761 9.722747 30.85548 
136.78 131.3862 9.71999 30.86423 
139.46 131.3824 9.721024 30.86095 
140.63 131.3715 9.724035 30.85139 
139.59 131.3613 9.726839 30.8425 
136.86 131.3444 9.731486 30.82777 
135.06 131.3272 9.736208 30.81282 
135.56 131.3146 9.739687 30.80181 
135.35 131.3008 9.743477 30.78983 
132.42 131.2874 9.747177 30.77814 
130.88 131.2812 9.748868 30.7728 
132.76 131.277 9.750042 30.7691 
129.28 131.2667 9.75288 30.76014 
124.85 131.2827 9.748459 30.77409 
124.12 131.3118 9.74045 30.7994 
124.11 131.3278 9.736053 30.81331 
123.79 131.339 9.732966 30.82308 
123.45 131.3531 9.72908 30.83539 
123.34 131.3854 9.720208 30.86354 
123.54 131.4165 9.71166 30.8907 
121.68 131.4328 9.707195 30.90491 
117.99 131.4537 9.701446 30.92323 
120.4 131.4765 9.695194 30.94317 
123.25 131.482 9.693702 30.94793 
123.61 131.4849 9.692915 30.95044 
122.71 131.4929 9.690718 30.95746 
121.81 131.5039 9.687699 30.96711 
121.58 131.5213 9.682937 30.98233 
121.84 131.5441 9.676697 31.00231 
123.11 131.5676 9.670272 31.02291 
125.19 131.5887 9.664491 31.04147 
123.46 131.6063 9.659687 31.05691 
121.66 131.6329 9.652426 31.08027 
121.47 131.6671 9.64312 31.11026 
















119.74 131.7434 9.622325 31.1775 
119.63 131.7883 9.610124 31.21708 
120.63 131.8329 9.598011 31.25648 
120.37 131.8757 9.586405 31.29432 
120 131.9216 9.573991 31.3349 
120.29 131.9681 9.561414 31.37611 
118.46 132.0098 9.550155 31.4131 
118.64 132.0548 9.538019 31.45307 
120.07 132.1043 9.524664 31.49717 
121.06 132.1539 9.511336 31.54131 
122.05 132.1913 9.50127 31.57473 
128.07 132.2232 9.492703 31.60322 
131.78 132.2364 9.489161 31.61502 
130.25 132.2304 9.490781 31.60962 
125.97 132.225 9.492233 31.60479 
124.63 132.2338 9.489869 31.61266 
126.56 132.2537 9.484541 31.63042 
126.77 132.2668 9.481029 31.64213 
127.24 132.2724 9.479517 31.64718 
126.86 132.2749 9.478845 31.64943 
126.96 132.2787 9.477837 31.65279 
130.25 132.2816 9.477059 31.65539 
132.8 132.2719 9.479641 31.64677 
129.54 132.2539 9.484471 31.63065 
125.74 132.2568 9.48371 31.63319 
126.18 132.2784 9.477916 31.65253 
130.74 132.2877 9.475414 31.66088 
133.76 132.2763 9.478465 31.6507 
132.37 132.259 9.483108 31.6352 
128.77 132.2513 9.485187 31.62826 
127.25 132.261 9.482586 31.63694 
126.77 132.2796 9.47758 31.65365 
127.52 132.3032 9.471261 31.67477 
130.46 132.327 9.46491 31.69602 
133.32 132.3419 9.460902 31.70945 
133.7 132.3499 9.458775 31.71658 
128.94 132.3606 9.455908 31.7262 
125.57 132.3896 9.448157 31.75222 
126.13 132.4323 9.436758 31.79058 
126.68 132.4815 9.42365 31.8348 
125.73 132.5287 9.411096 31.87727 
125.77 132.5716 9.39968 31.91598 
128.26 132.6145 9.388305 31.95465 
129.59 132.6508 9.378676 31.98746 
132.4 132.6843 9.369782 32.01782 
















130.31 132.733 9.356897 32.06191 
126.55 132.7785 9.344877 32.10315 
129.2 132.8371 9.329398 32.15642 
133.34 132.8812 9.317786 32.19649 
134.78 132.9072 9.310939 32.22017 
133.08 132.9277 9.305537 32.23887 
129.58 132.9605 9.296921 32.26875 
128.05 133.018 9.281816 32.32126 
128.72 133.0805 9.26543 32.37842 
129.14 133.13 9.252482 32.42373 
129.11 133.1699 9.242053 32.46032 
132.08 133.2042 9.233099 32.4918 
133.99 133.232 9.225849 32.51733 
133.98 133.2544 9.219998 32.53797 
131.52 133.2681 9.216429 32.55057 
130.58 133.29 9.210722 32.57074 
135.76 133.3107 9.205344 32.58976 
138.73 133.2961 9.209141 32.57633 
134.56 133.2707 9.215759 32.55294 
131.94 133.2674 9.216627 32.54987 
131.93 133.2737 9.214985 32.55567 
131.36 133.2817 9.212896 32.56305 
131.61 133.2928 9.210009 32.57326 
132.55 133.3019 9.207638 32.58165 
135.08 133.3083 9.205963 32.58757 
136.45 133.3142 9.204434 32.59299 
136.48 133.317 9.203713 32.59554 
135.21 133.3166 9.203799 32.59524 
136.25 133.3371 9.198477 32.6141 
137.42 133.3557 9.19363 32.63129 
135.85 133.3571 9.193278 32.63254 
134.84 133.3752 9.188562 32.64929 
137.25 133.397 9.182924 32.66933 
138.82 133.3957 9.183249 32.66818 
136.29 133.3878 9.185314 32.66083 
137.14 133.3947 9.183506 32.66726 
138.79 133.4042 9.181056 32.67598 
138.79 133.4082 9.18002 32.67967 
136.37 133.4056 9.180671 32.67735 
134.17 133.4044 9.180988 32.67622 
135.59 133.4103 9.179472 32.68162 
138.56 133.4113 9.179215 32.68253 
139.11 133.4043 9.181031 32.67607 
136.27 133.4038 9.181159 32.67561 
134.02 133.421 9.176689 32.69153 
















129.13 133.4792 9.1616 32.74537 
131.25 133.5118 9.153168 32.77554 
130.8 133.539 9.146135 32.80074 
129.68 133.571 9.13787 32.83041 
129.87 133.6084 9.128208 32.86516 
131.58 133.6468 9.11831 32.90083 
135.01 133.6828 9.109034 32.93434 
134.73 133.7108 9.101831 32.9604 
132.03 133.7478 9.092309 32.99492 
131 133.8021 9.078358 33.04562 
131 133.8568 9.064335 33.09675 
133.38 133.9065 9.051618 33.14325 
135 133.9497 9.040571 33.18375 
134.03 133.9952 9.028939 33.22649 
131.95 134.0519 9.01448 33.27979 
131.25 134.119 8.997391 33.343 
132.8 134.197 8.977595 33.41652 
136.14 134.2767 8.957384 33.49192 
136.73 134.3455 8.939969 33.55716 
134.72 134.4124 8.92308 33.62068 
132.76 134.4858 8.904594 33.69048 
132 134.564 8.884928 33.76505 
133.15 134.6383 8.866297 33.836 
133.98 134.6948 8.85214 33.89011 
133.42 134.7367 8.841666 33.93026 
131.54 134.7764 8.831757 33.96832 
133.05 134.8255 8.81949 34.01557 
135.43 134.8694 8.80857 34.05774 
132.41 134.8954 8.802089 34.08282 
129.41 134.9255 8.794611 34.1118 
128.41 134.9637 8.785107 34.1487 
128 135.005 8.774877 34.18851 
  
 







0 222.8019 9.495674 
2.5 222.8019 9.495674 
5 883.2557 90.62484 
10 1322.614 123.2768 




Experiment 2 PRESAGE PVDR Calculation 
Note: For sake of brevity, only ~200 individual values are printed here 
Dose from solving quadratic equation 
  therefore -3.3971x2 + 144.33x +240.96-










Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
376.11 456.28 503.49 550.38 0.96 1.55 1.90 2.26 52.19 48.44 52.51 66.24 
376.31 455.97 503.81 550.35 0.96 1.55 1.91 2.26 52.12 48.51 52.45 66.25 
376.27 456.05 504.25 550.70 0.96 1.55 1.91 2.27 52.13 48.49 52.35 66.17 
376.14 455.91 504.30 551.05 0.96 1.55 1.91 2.27 52.18 48.53 52.34 66.09 
376.36 455.67 504.33 551.23 0.96 1.54 1.91 2.27 52.09 48.58 52.34 66.05 
376.11 455.62 504.47 551.50 0.96 1.54 1.91 2.27 52.19 48.60 52.31 65.99 
376.19 455.31 504.94 551.86 0.96 1.54 1.92 2.28 52.16 48.67 52.21 65.91 
376.24 454.98 505.33 552.09 0.96 1.54 1.92 2.28 52.14 48.75 52.13 65.85 
376.25 454.66 505.58 552.63 0.96 1.54 1.92 2.28 52.14 48.82 52.08 65.73 
376.22 454.49 505.90 553.18 0.96 1.53 1.92 2.29 52.15 48.86 52.01 65.61 
B-8 
 
Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
376.12 454.13 506.28 553.78 0.96 1.53 1.93 2.29 52.19 48.95 51.93 65.48 
376.14 453.81 506.55 554.17 0.96 1.53 1.93 2.29 52.18 49.02 51.88 65.39 
376.12 453.70 507.00 554.65 0.96 1.53 1.93 2.30 52.19 49.05 51.78 65.28 
375.83 453.60 507.13 554.89 0.96 1.53 1.93 2.30 52.30 49.07 51.76 65.23 
375.53 453.67 507.16 555.42 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.30 52.42 49.06 51.75 65.11 
375.17 453.48 507.25 555.61 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.31 52.57 49.10 51.73 65.07 
375.11 453.38 507.31 555.81 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.31 52.59 49.13 51.72 65.03 
375.09 453.59 507.11 556.08 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.31 52.60 49.08 51.76 64.97 
374.94 453.53 507.12 556.44 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.31 52.66 49.09 51.76 64.89 
374.93 453.42 507.21 557.00 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.32 52.66 49.12 51.74 64.77 
374.57 453.50 506.90 557.19 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.32 52.81 49.10 51.81 64.73 
374.38 453.31 506.66 557.62 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.32 52.88 49.15 51.86 64.63 
374.35 453.24 506.61 557.94 0.95 1.53 1.93 2.32 52.90 49.16 51.87 64.57 
374.06 453.02 506.59 558.58 0.94 1.52 1.93 2.33 53.02 49.21 51.87 64.43 
373.72 453.07 506.58 558.70 0.94 1.52 1.93 2.33 53.16 49.20 51.87 64.40 
373.42 452.69 506.52 559.33 0.94 1.52 1.93 2.33 53.28 49.29 51.88 64.26 
373.12 452.53 506.61 559.86 0.94 1.52 1.93 2.34 53.40 49.33 51.87 64.15 
372.85 452.44 506.26 560.19 0.93 1.52 1.93 2.34 53.51 49.35 51.94 64.08 
372.50 452.42 506.45 560.47 0.93 1.52 1.93 2.34 53.66 49.36 51.90 64.02 
372.18 452.27 506.33 560.55 0.93 1.52 1.93 2.34 53.79 49.40 51.92 64.00 
371.74 452.03 506.49 560.71 0.93 1.52 1.93 2.34 53.98 49.45 51.89 63.97 
371.39 451.96 506.57 560.92 0.92 1.52 1.93 2.35 54.13 49.47 51.87 63.93 
B-9 
 
Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
371.25 451.83 506.75 561.31 0.92 1.52 1.93 2.35 54.19 49.50 51.84 63.84 
371.14 451.79 506.85 561.71 0.92 1.51 1.93 2.35 54.23 49.51 51.82 63.76 
370.88 451.84 506.92 562.06 0.92 1.52 1.93 2.36 54.34 49.50 51.80 63.68 
370.65 451.93 507.30 562.44 0.92 1.52 1.93 2.36 54.44 49.48 51.72 63.60 
370.54 451.76 507.44 562.50 0.92 1.51 1.93 2.36 54.49 49.52 51.69 63.59 
370.44 451.70 507.28 562.87 0.92 1.51 1.93 2.36 54.53 49.53 51.73 63.52 
370.03 451.84 507.33 562.92 0.91 1.52 1.93 2.36 54.71 49.50 51.72 63.50 
369.80 451.69 507.62 563.14 0.91 1.51 1.94 2.36 54.81 49.54 51.66 63.46 
369.50 451.87 507.73 563.46 0.91 1.52 1.94 2.37 54.94 49.49 51.64 63.39 
369.25 451.87 507.96 563.72 0.91 1.52 1.94 2.37 55.05 49.49 51.59 63.34 
369.07 451.88 508.12 564.33 0.91 1.52 1.94 2.37 55.13 49.49 51.56 63.21 
368.88 451.90 508.47 564.48 0.91 1.52 1.94 2.37 55.21 49.49 51.49 63.18 
368.60 451.98 508.73 565.08 0.90 1.52 1.94 2.38 55.33 49.47 51.43 63.05 
368.47 452.00 508.88 565.22 0.90 1.52 1.95 2.38 55.39 49.46 51.40 63.02 
368.30 451.90 509.06 565.65 0.90 1.52 1.95 2.38 55.47 49.49 51.37 62.94 
367.76 452.03 509.17 566.00 0.90 1.52 1.95 2.39 55.71 49.45 51.35 62.87 
367.46 452.19 509.39 566.54 0.90 1.52 1.95 2.39 55.85 49.42 51.30 62.75 
367.19 452.39 509.60 566.81 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.39 55.97 49.37 51.26 62.70 
366.96 452.40 509.77 566.98 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.39 56.07 49.37 51.23 62.66 
366.75 452.61 509.77 567.22 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.17 49.31 51.22 62.62 
366.63 452.60 509.98 567.41 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.22 49.32 51.18 62.58 
366.54 452.77 509.95 567.54 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.26 49.27 51.19 62.55 
B-10 
 
Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
366.29 452.82 510.01 567.77 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.38 49.26 51.18 62.50 
366.07 452.82 510.08 567.97 0.89 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.48 49.26 51.16 62.46 
365.96 452.78 510.02 567.95 0.88 1.52 1.95 2.40 56.53 49.27 51.17 62.47 
365.82 453.23 510.14 568.22 0.88 1.53 1.95 2.40 56.60 49.16 51.15 62.41 
365.65 453.50 510.34 568.27 0.88 1.53 1.96 2.40 56.67 49.10 51.11 62.40 
365.46 453.76 510.36 568.17 0.88 1.53 1.96 2.40 56.76 49.04 51.11 62.42 
365.28 453.69 510.36 568.17 0.88 1.53 1.96 2.40 56.84 49.05 51.11 62.42 
365.21 453.84 510.58 568.33 0.88 1.53 1.96 2.40 56.88 49.02 51.06 62.39 
364.91 453.67 510.99 568.23 0.88 1.53 1.96 2.40 57.02 49.06 50.98 62.41 
364.61 453.64 511.11 568.28 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.40 57.16 49.07 50.96 62.40 
364.40 453.88 511.21 568.29 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.40 57.26 49.01 50.94 62.40 
364.41 454.02 511.17 568.47 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.41 57.26 48.98 50.95 62.36 
364.06 453.97 511.16 568.43 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.41 57.42 48.99 50.95 62.37 
363.83 454.02 511.22 568.53 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.41 57.53 48.98 50.94 62.35 
363.86 453.94 511.37 568.27 0.87 1.53 1.96 2.40 57.52 48.99 50.91 62.40 
363.54 454.31 511.67 568.16 0.87 1.53 1.97 2.40 57.67 48.91 50.85 62.42 
363.33 454.54 511.88 567.95 0.87 1.54 1.97 2.40 57.77 48.85 50.81 62.47 
363.17 454.89 512.06 568.02 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 57.85 48.77 50.77 62.45 
363.03 455.03 512.07 567.94 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 57.92 48.73 50.77 62.47 
362.88 455.19 511.94 567.76 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 57.99 48.70 50.79 62.50 
362.56 455.53 511.90 567.70 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 58.15 48.62 50.80 62.52 
362.37 455.59 511.99 567.58 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 58.24 48.60 50.78 62.54 
B-11 
 
Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
362.19 455.74 512.18 567.49 0.86 1.54 1.97 2.40 58.32 48.57 50.75 62.56 
361.89 455.89 512.47 567.25 0.86 1.55 1.97 2.40 58.48 48.53 50.69 62.61 
361.69 455.95 512.58 567.16 0.85 1.55 1.97 2.40 58.57 48.52 50.67 62.63 
361.47 456.14 512.69 567.08 0.85 1.55 1.97 2.39 58.68 48.47 50.65 62.64 
361.26 456.25 512.83 566.94 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 58.79 48.45 50.62 62.67 
361.15 456.42 512.85 566.54 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 58.84 48.41 50.62 62.75 
360.94 456.75 512.97 566.44 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 58.95 48.33 50.59 62.77 
360.86 456.80 513.08 566.46 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 58.99 48.32 50.57 62.77 
360.83 456.99 513.18 566.33 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 59.00 48.27 50.55 62.80 
360.74 457.06 513.45 566.17 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 59.05 48.26 50.50 62.83 
360.63 456.89 513.67 565.87 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.39 59.10 48.30 50.45 62.89 
360.70 456.74 513.75 565.74 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.38 59.07 48.33 50.44 62.92 
360.66 456.72 514.06 565.65 0.85 1.55 1.98 2.38 59.09 48.34 50.38 62.94 
360.63 456.73 514.33 565.70 0.85 1.55 1.99 2.38 59.10 48.34 50.33 62.93 
360.52 456.77 514.26 565.43 0.85 1.55 1.99 2.38 59.16 48.33 50.34 62.98 
360.22 456.88 514.62 564.78 0.84 1.55 1.99 2.38 59.31 48.30 50.27 63.12 
359.94 457.13 514.74 564.46 0.84 1.55 1.99 2.37 59.45 48.24 50.25 63.18 
359.98 457.13 515.02 564.30 0.84 1.55 1.99 2.37 59.43 48.24 50.19 63.22 
359.90 457.09 515.18 564.10 0.84 1.55 1.99 2.37 59.47 48.25 50.16 63.26 
359.95 457.15 515.09 564.13 0.84 1.55 1.99 2.37 59.45 48.24 50.18 63.25 
359.79 457.24 515.05 564.06 0.84 1.56 1.99 2.37 59.53 48.22 50.19 63.27 
359.82 457.23 515.25 564.07 0.84 1.56 1.99 2.37 59.51 48.22 50.15 63.26 
B-12 
 
Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
359.83 457.36 515.39 563.94 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.37 59.51 48.19 50.12 63.29 
359.81 457.62 515.52 563.75 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.37 59.52 48.13 50.10 63.33 
359.61 457.79 515.59 563.46 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.37 59.62 48.09 50.08 63.39 
359.59 457.75 515.91 563.41 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.37 59.63 48.10 50.02 63.40 
359.57 457.86 515.94 563.31 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.37 59.64 48.07 50.02 63.42 
359.40 457.90 516.00 563.02 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.36 59.73 48.07 50.01 63.48 
359.37 458.16 515.97 562.85 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.36 59.74 48.01 50.01 63.52 
359.30 458.20 516.20 562.41 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.36 59.78 48.00 49.97 63.61 
359.12 458.33 516.23 562.20 0.84 1.56 2.00 2.36 59.87 47.96 49.96 63.65 
358.97 458.61 516.40 562.02 0.83 1.57 2.00 2.36 59.95 47.90 49.93 63.69 
358.77 458.61 516.77 561.89 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.35 60.05 47.90 49.86 63.72 
358.58 458.57 516.82 561.51 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.35 60.15 47.91 49.85 63.80 
358.23 458.97 516.94 561.10 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.35 60.34 47.82 49.83 63.89 
357.93 459.03 517.16 560.79 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.35 60.49 47.81 49.78 63.95 
357.95 459.02 517.36 560.56 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.34 60.48 47.81 49.75 64.00 
357.90 459.24 517.28 560.22 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.34 60.51 47.76 49.76 64.08 
357.87 459.55 517.58 560.00 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.34 60.53 47.69 49.71 64.12 
357.74 459.44 517.86 559.74 0.83 1.57 2.01 2.34 60.60 47.71 49.65 64.18 
357.65 459.36 518.11 559.30 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.33 60.64 47.73 49.61 64.27 
357.44 459.10 518.39 558.79 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.33 60.75 47.79 49.55 64.38 
357.18 458.96 518.63 558.31 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.33 60.89 47.82 49.51 64.49 
357.05 459.04 518.87 557.86 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.32 60.96 47.80 49.46 64.58 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
356.76 459.16 519.10 557.55 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.32 61.12 47.78 49.42 64.65 
356.49 459.20 519.13 557.09 0.82 1.57 2.02 2.32 61.26 47.77 49.41 64.75 
356.25 459.21 519.46 556.90 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.32 61.39 47.76 49.35 64.79 
356.22 459.15 519.56 556.54 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.31 61.41 47.78 49.33 64.87 
356.32 459.03 519.67 556.09 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.31 61.36 47.81 49.31 64.97 
356.08 458.97 519.55 555.69 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.31 61.49 47.82 49.34 65.06 
355.93 459.29 519.67 555.50 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.30 61.57 47.75 49.31 65.10 
355.69 458.97 519.67 555.21 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.30 61.70 47.82 49.31 65.16 
355.56 459.11 519.72 554.93 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.30 61.77 47.79 49.30 65.22 
355.51 459.19 519.44 554.47 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.30 61.80 47.77 49.36 65.32 
355.44 459.42 519.43 554.29 0.81 1.57 2.03 2.29 61.84 47.72 49.36 65.36 
355.26 459.66 519.24 554.08 0.81 1.57 2.02 2.29 61.94 47.66 49.39 65.41 
355.20 459.89 519.28 553.61 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.29 61.97 47.61 49.39 65.51 
355.08 459.79 519.13 553.45 0.81 1.57 2.02 2.29 62.03 47.63 49.41 65.55 
355.11 459.72 519.09 553.22 0.81 1.57 2.02 2.29 62.02 47.65 49.42 65.60 
355.13 459.90 519.03 553.08 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.29 62.01 47.61 49.43 65.63 
355.18 459.98 518.99 552.94 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.28 61.98 47.59 49.44 65.66 
354.93 460.08 519.12 552.79 0.80 1.58 2.02 2.28 62.12 47.57 49.42 65.70 
355.06 460.25 519.07 552.54 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.28 62.05 47.53 49.43 65.75 
355.02 460.33 519.01 552.28 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.28 62.07 47.51 49.44 65.81 
355.14 460.32 519.06 552.16 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.28 62.01 47.51 49.43 65.84 
355.36 460.28 519.22 551.84 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.28 61.88 47.52 49.40 65.91 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
355.20 460.35 519.24 551.30 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.27 61.97 47.51 49.39 66.03 
355.32 460.44 519.37 551.11 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.27 61.90 47.49 49.37 66.07 
355.29 460.42 519.29 550.98 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.27 61.92 47.49 49.38 66.10 
355.23 460.52 519.26 550.89 0.81 1.58 2.02 2.27 61.95 47.47 49.39 66.12 
355.48 460.64 519.32 550.57 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.27 61.81 47.44 49.38 66.20 
355.66 460.69 519.39 550.44 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.27 61.72 47.43 49.37 66.22 
355.80 460.81 519.35 550.06 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.26 61.64 47.40 49.37 66.31 
355.99 460.80 519.71 549.99 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.26 61.54 47.41 49.31 66.33 
356.06 460.85 519.81 549.91 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.26 61.50 47.39 49.29 66.35 
356.00 461.01 519.97 549.50 0.81 1.58 2.03 2.26 61.53 47.36 49.26 66.44 
356.09 461.33 520.02 549.19 0.81 1.59 2.03 2.26 61.48 47.29 49.25 66.51 
356.13 461.23 520.11 548.74 0.81 1.59 2.03 2.25 61.46 47.31 49.23 66.61 
356.20 461.48 520.36 548.42 0.81 1.59 2.03 2.25 61.42 47.25 49.19 66.69 
356.35 461.55 520.61 548.03 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.25 61.34 47.24 49.14 66.78 
356.43 461.53 520.56 547.58 0.82 1.59 2.03 2.24 61.30 47.24 49.15 66.88 
356.42 461.69 520.79 547.20 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.24 61.30 47.21 49.11 66.97 
356.55 462.06 520.63 546.92 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.24 61.23 47.13 49.13 67.03 
356.57 462.10 520.70 546.56 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.23 61.22 47.12 49.12 67.12 
356.70 462.14 520.65 546.18 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.23 61.15 47.11 49.13 67.20 
356.91 462.17 520.58 546.19 0.82 1.59 2.03 2.23 61.04 47.10 49.15 67.20 
357.18 462.32 520.65 545.87 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.23 60.89 47.07 49.13 67.28 
357.50 462.39 520.87 545.44 0.82 1.59 2.04 2.23 60.72 47.05 49.09 67.38 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
357.93 462.30 520.87 545.44 0.83 1.59 2.04 2.23 60.50 47.07 49.09 67.38 
358.18 462.29 520.87 545.26 0.83 1.59 2.04 2.22 60.36 47.07 49.09 67.42 
358.32 462.39 520.93 545.12 0.83 1.59 2.04 2.22 60.29 47.05 49.08 67.45 
358.43 462.34 521.19 544.98 0.83 1.59 2.04 2.22 60.23 47.06 49.03 67.49 
358.92 462.25 521.44 544.99 0.83 1.59 2.04 2.22 59.98 47.08 48.99 67.48 
359.19 462.18 521.47 544.78 0.84 1.59 2.04 2.22 59.84 47.10 48.98 67.53 
359.52 462.16 521.78 544.41 0.84 1.59 2.04 2.22 59.67 47.10 48.92 67.62 
359.75 462.10 522.12 544.50 0.84 1.59 2.05 2.22 59.55 47.12 48.86 67.60 
359.97 462.20 522.50 544.28 0.84 1.59 2.05 2.22 59.44 47.09 48.79 67.65 
360.20 462.21 522.66 543.84 0.84 1.59 2.05 2.21 59.32 47.09 48.76 67.75 
360.55 462.15 522.75 543.54 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.21 59.14 47.11 48.75 67.82 
360.91 461.75 522.66 543.00 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.21 58.96 47.19 48.76 67.95 
361.20 461.85 522.62 542.72 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.21 58.81 47.17 48.77 68.02 
361.27 461.75 522.70 542.22 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.20 58.78 47.19 48.76 68.14 
361.37 461.73 522.98 541.88 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.20 58.73 47.20 48.70 68.22 
361.76 461.64 522.97 541.54 0.85 1.59 2.05 2.20 58.54 47.22 48.70 68.30 
362.04 461.51 522.97 541.30 0.86 1.59 2.05 2.19 58.40 47.25 48.71 68.36 
362.34 461.44 523.09 540.89 0.86 1.59 2.05 2.19 58.25 47.26 48.68 68.46 
362.75 461.47 522.87 540.53 0.86 1.59 2.05 2.19 58.05 47.26 48.72 68.55 
362.95 461.39 523.10 540.13 0.86 1.59 2.05 2.19 57.95 47.27 48.68 68.64 
363.28 461.21 523.07 539.81 0.87 1.59 2.05 2.18 57.79 47.31 48.69 68.72 
363.46 461.02 523.17 539.48 0.87 1.58 2.05 2.18 57.71 47.36 48.67 68.80 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
363.64 461.03 523.32 539.13 0.87 1.58 2.06 2.18 57.62 47.36 48.64 68.89 
363.96 460.87 523.40 538.91 0.87 1.58 2.06 2.18 57.47 47.39 48.63 68.94 
364.19 460.74 523.63 538.68 0.87 1.58 2.06 2.17 57.36 47.42 48.59 69.00 
364.52 460.80 523.60 538.35 0.87 1.58 2.06 2.17 57.20 47.41 48.59 69.08 
364.62 460.61 523.78 538.07 0.87 1.58 2.06 2.17 57.15 47.45 48.56 69.15 
364.79 460.52 524.04 537.74 0.88 1.58 2.06 2.17 57.07 47.47 48.51 69.23 
365.20 460.30 524.13 537.56 0.88 1.58 2.06 2.17 56.88 47.52 48.50 69.27 
365.31 460.28 524.45 537.43 0.88 1.58 2.06 2.16 56.83 47.52 48.44 69.30 
365.48 460.24 524.67 537.40 0.88 1.58 2.07 2.16 56.75 47.53 48.40 69.31 
365.75 460.08 524.72 537.22 0.88 1.58 2.07 2.16 56.63 47.57 48.39 69.36 
365.81 459.91 524.78 536.79 0.88 1.58 2.07 2.16 56.60 47.61 48.38 69.46 
365.98 459.97 524.60 536.69 0.88 1.58 2.07 2.16 56.52 47.59 48.41 69.49 
366.27 459.91 524.72 536.07 0.89 1.58 2.07 2.15 56.39 47.61 48.39 69.64 
366.39 459.92 524.80 535.60 0.89 1.58 2.07 2.15 56.33 47.60 48.37 69.76 
366.80 459.64 524.69 535.17 0.89 1.57 2.07 2.15 56.15 47.67 48.39 69.87 
367.15 459.36 524.71 534.81 0.89 1.57 2.07 2.14 55.99 47.73 48.39 69.96 
367.39 459.15 524.79 534.41 0.89 1.57 2.07 2.14 55.88 47.78 48.38 70.06 
367.61 458.88 524.71 534.11 0.90 1.57 2.07 2.14 55.78 47.84 48.39 70.13 
367.72 458.50 524.72 533.92 0.90 1.56 2.07 2.14 55.73 47.93 48.39 70.18 
368.01 458.30 524.83 533.46 0.90 1.56 2.07 2.13 55.60 47.97 48.37 70.30 
368.14 457.89 524.81 533.14 0.90 1.56 2.07 2.13 55.54 48.07 48.37 70.38 
368.42 457.83 524.82 532.84 0.90 1.56 2.07 2.13 55.41 48.08 48.37 70.45 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
368.65 457.73 524.84 532.82 0.90 1.56 2.07 2.13 55.31 48.10 48.37 70.46 
368.98 457.58 524.79 532.48 0.91 1.56 2.07 2.13 55.17 48.14 48.38 70.55 
369.25 457.22 524.89 531.85 0.91 1.56 2.07 2.12 55.05 48.22 48.36 70.71 
369.68 457.11 524.82 531.38 0.91 1.55 2.07 2.12 54.86 48.25 48.37 70.83 
369.75 456.79 524.94 530.88 0.91 1.55 2.07 2.11 54.83 48.32 48.35 70.96 
369.90 456.68 524.92 530.50 0.91 1.55 2.07 2.11 54.77 48.35 48.35 71.06 
370.09 456.51 525.05 530.05 0.91 1.55 2.07 2.11 54.68 48.39 48.33 71.17 
370.22 456.30 525.05 529.88 0.92 1.55 2.07 2.11 54.63 48.44 48.33 71.22 
370.57 456.10 524.92 529.69 0.92 1.55 2.07 2.10 54.47 48.48 48.35 71.27 
370.75 455.88 525.20 529.13 0.92 1.55 2.07 2.10 54.40 48.53 48.30 71.41 
371.16 455.70 525.44 528.47 0.92 1.54 2.07 2.10 54.22 48.58 48.26 71.59 
371.52 455.43 525.52 528.16 0.92 1.54 2.07 2.09 54.07 48.64 48.25 71.67 
371.87 455.33 525.81 527.72 0.93 1.54 2.07 2.09 53.92 48.66 48.19 71.78 
372.11 455.26 525.93 527.43 0.93 1.54 2.08 2.09 53.82 48.68 48.17 71.86 
372.40 455.29 526.08 526.97 0.93 1.54 2.08 2.08 53.70 48.67 48.15 71.98 
372.73 455.22 526.30 526.67 0.93 1.54 2.08 2.08 53.56 48.69 48.11 72.06 
373.00 455.09 526.56 526.07 0.94 1.54 2.08 2.08 53.45 48.72 48.06 72.22 
373.36 454.92 526.73 525.64 0.94 1.54 2.08 2.07 53.30 48.76 48.03 72.34 
373.69 455.10 526.65 525.18 0.94 1.54 2.08 2.07 53.17 48.72 48.05 72.46 
374.10 454.95 526.89 524.91 0.94 1.54 2.08 2.07 53.00 48.75 48.00 72.53 
374.23 454.79 526.81 524.59 0.94 1.54 2.08 2.07 52.95 48.79 48.02 72.62 
374.48 454.63 526.95 524.14 0.95 1.54 2.08 2.06 52.84 48.83 47.99 72.74 
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Smoothed Valley Fluorescence – 200 pixel 
moving average 
Solving Quadratic Equation, as above, 
for Dose (Gy) 
































150 Gy  
374.72 454.43 526.99 523.78 0.95 1.53 2.08 2.06 52.75 48.88 47.98 72.84 
374.99 454.27 527.03 523.55 0.95 1.53 2.08 2.06 52.64 48.91 47.98 72.90 
375.19 454.31 527.11 523.16 0.95 1.53 2.08 2.05 52.56 48.91 47.96 73.01 
375.23 454.20 527.30 522.86 0.95 1.53 2.09 2.05 52.54 48.93 47.93 73.09 
375.60 454.23 527.47 522.58 0.95 1.53 2.09 2.05 52.40 48.93 47.90 73.17 
375.78 454.20 527.57 522.12 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.05 52.32 48.93 47.88 73.29 
375.81 454.05 527.53 521.75 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.04 52.31 48.97 47.89 73.39 
375.83 454.14 527.59 521.32 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.04 52.30 48.95 47.88 73.51 
375.90 454.06 527.58 520.86 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.04 52.27 48.96 47.88 73.64 
376.19 453.97 527.82 520.44 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.03 52.16 48.99 47.84 73.76 
376.26 454.11 527.94 520.09 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.03 52.13 48.95 47.82 73.85 
376.71 453.86 528.11 519.70 0.96 1.53 2.09 2.03 51.96 49.01 47.79 73.96 
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Experiment 3 Peak Width FWHM 
Comparison 
















0 1711.65 1733.79 
3 1731.82 1716.85 
5 1748.80 1704.65 
8 1764.66 1692.16 
10 1777.71 1679.10 
13 1788.92 1650.76 
15 1798.48 1660.60 
18 1802.67 1648.90 
20 1810.05 1645.68 
23 1819.22 1606.09 
25 1821.94 1598.73 
28 1825.19 1603.28 
30 1829.34 1594.72 
33 1835.15 1577.44 
35 1839.71 1543.40 
38 1845.21 1556.67 
40 1847.73 1529.94 
43 1850.19 1526.61 
45 1852.62 1480.97 
48 1853.95 1458.05 
50 1858.18 1478.33 
53 1861.58 1474.97 
55 1864.09 1487.98 
58 1864.84 1482.02 
60 1867.41 1468.02 
63 1869.90 1454.83 
65 1872.45 1463.87 
68 1873.78 1426.15 
70 1874.32 1448.23 
73 1876.76 1400.19 
75 1876.88 1411.09 
78 1878.15 1390.48 
80 1883.24 1397.31 
83 1883.81 1388.18 
85 1884.62 1389.80 




88 1885.60 1367.18 
90 1886.99 1369.03 
93 1890.28 1375.26 
95 1891.98 1372.18 
98 1891.86 1387.41 
100 1893.49 1365.95 
103 1894.13 1346.93 
105 1894.92 1370.98 
108 1897.32 1382.44 
110 1896.72 1332.72 
113 1897.76 1340.99 
115 1898.27 1338.04 
118 1898.94 1352.97 
120 1900.43 1293.80 
123 1900.37 1310.01 
125 1902.33 1297.29 
128 1902.84 1317.23 
130 1905.32 1315.54 
133 1908.14 1324.66 
135 1905.64 1319.52 
138 1907.12 1318.85 
140 1909.65 1298.99 
143 1910.21 1304.70 
145 1912.01 1306.64 
148 1912.21 1279.29 
150 1911.65 1300.04 
153 1911.25 1281.42 
155 1911.38 1287.68 
158 1912.12 1282.17 
160 1915.15 1310.71 
163 1914.32 1299.66 
165 1913.46 1258.99 
168 1914.42 1283.43 
170 1914.97 1271.18 
173 1916.74 1287.02 
175 1919.25 1304.87 
178 1920.29 1281.18 
180 1917.42 1280.66 
183 1919.19 1290.73 
185 1920.78 1271.61 
188 1922.11 1273.99 
190 1923.30 1289.83 
193 1921.87 1264.28 
195 1922.63 1248.20 
198 1923.50 1264.32 
200 1925.50 1255.29 
203 1927.31 1267.50 
205 1926.69 1236.57 
208 1923.60 1262.11 
210 1923.61 1257.51 
213 1922.41 1285.94 
215 1926.18 1259.17 
218 1925.86 1245.04 
220 1923.12 1245.27 
223 1922.04 1218.43 
225 1920.45 1221.98 
228 1922.98 1257.37 
230 1923.93 1239.59 
233 1925.14 1279.37 
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235 1926.84 1231.44 
238 1924.59 1235.54 
240 1926.04 1240.66 
243 1928.85 1252.33 
245 1928.13 1244.26 
248 1927.85 1236.58 
250 1929.39 1237.52 
253 1927.49 1239.42 
255 1926.31 1259.93 
258 1929.11 1238.33 
260 1927.44 1220.36 
263 1926.44 1223.25 
265 1924.22 1266.58 
268 1921.37 1281.46 
270 1921.00 1249.99 
273 1923.73 1234.93 
275 1921.60 1218.80 
278 1921.97 1221.53 
280 1922.34 1247.94 
283 1924.53 1247.86 
285 1926.78 1234.25 
288 1929.41 1234.80 
290 1929.46 1231.85 
293 1924.99 1230.17 
295 1925.34 1235.03 
298 1924.79 1234.82 
300 1923.88 1215.95 
303 1925.22 1257.72 
305 1925.34 1248.70 
308 1922.28 1258.05 
310 1919.07 1236.76 
313 1917.10 1252.00 
315 1915.10 1254.59 
318 1917.00 1230.25 
320 1915.64 1274.44 
323 1914.86 1285.05 
325 1915.48 1271.68 
328 1913.33 1242.94 
330 1911.18 1263.27 
333 1914.76 1249.64 
335 1914.27 1240.97 
338 1912.37 1260.33 
340 1910.51 1264.64 
343 1910.26 1259.01 
345 1912.86 1232.34 
348 1908.76 1252.95 
350 1908.71 1262.23 
353 1906.04 1290.45 
355 1906.10 1259.04 
358 1905.18 1281.14 
360 1902.30 1257.01 
363 1902.27 1250.61 
365 1901.22 1258.83 
368 1901.41 1275.49 
370 1901.86 1285.18 
373 1900.82 1328.63 
375 1901.22 1312.32 
378 1901.39 1289.72 
380 1899.92 1277.37 




383 1898.16 1254.18 
385 1897.09 1261.28 
388 1898.22 1285.96 
390 1896.67 1289.84 
393 1898.00 1292.60 
395 1897.67 1301.57 
398 1896.00 1309.98 
400 1896.22 1281.58 
403 1893.36 1318.83 
405 1897.59 1358.93 
408 1896.60 1321.69 
410 1896.10 1342.89 
413 1893.16 1329.44 
415 1891.18 1340.95 
418 1887.63 1312.15 
420 1886.66 1351.64 
423 1885.94 1352.05 
425 1882.99 1361.14 
428 1882.93 1375.38 
430 1877.29 1359.71 
433 1871.62 1390.34 
435 1868.34 1391.28 
438 1866.96 1387.32 
440 1865.08 1393.27 
443 1860.06 1411.64 
445 1858.33 1374.89 
448 1852.98 1395.91 
450 1850.53 1420.24 
453 1847.46 1416.30 
455 1847.05 1441.94 
458 1846.94 1431.57 
460 1844.51 1425.56 
463 1842.71 1456.52 
465 1841.89 1445.28 
468 1838.62 1456.11 
470 1841.28 1482.53 
473 1839.68 1489.44 
475 1833.70 1499.06 
478 1831.71 1503.53 
480 1829.30 1525.76 
483 1824.13 1511.81 
485 1820.69 1539.40 
488 1814.81 1561.16 
490 1805.80 1560.39 
493 1797.13 1558.45 
495 1787.84 1566.51 
498 1779.15 1580.08 
500 1765.29 1591.76 
503 1752.14 1640.06 
505 1734.96 1625.64 
508 1714.58 1654.38 
510 1695.51 1676.44 
513 1673.46 1646.30 
515 1649.81 1654.20 
518 1622.09 1658.27 
520 1591.62 1703.89 
523 1560.69 1734.73 
525 1526.31 1786.89 
528 1491.91 1816.10 
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530 1455.84 1774.46 
533 1415.81 1815.92 
535 1377.21 1862.14 
538 1336.76 1824.08 
540 1291.68 1865.57 
543 1246.27 1880.04 
545 1202.08 1913.19 
548 1157.78 1966.93 
550 1117.76 1969.46 
553 1080.12 2014.46 
555 1039.34 2013.70 
558 998.20 2078.42 
560 959.23 2080.55 
563 920.65 2099.48 
565 884.77 2110.61 
568 851.04 2179.53 
570 816.68 2240.78 
573 784.69 2279.40 
575 755.32 2300.18 
578 729.32 2371.78 
580 707.00 2412.34 
583 686.18 2438.43 
585 666.56 2473.30 
588 648.74 2498.99 
590 631.59 2570.11 
593 616.87 2638.43 
595 604.70 2692.50 
598 593.27 2725.32 
600 583.13 2827.00 
603 574.42 2917.03 
605 566.41 2926.95 
608 561.27 3013.61 
610 558.25 3113.27 
613 557.77 3202.87 
615 559.78 3265.91 
618 564.00 3349.64 
620 569.80 3429.95 
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Experiment 4 Comparison of Beam Shape Through Depth 
This is the raw data from the PRESAGE fluorescent scans. The graphed version has had the 
background fluorescence removed from each sample, then  normalised to their internal maxima, 















1.0 802 979 1047 992 946 943 
2.2 767 1023 995 964 1184 869 
3.4 751 930 979 1035 1056 923 
4.5 682 1005 942 1036 1020 897 
5.7 739 933 998 957 926 842 
6.9 881 911 1163 1043 987 935 
8.1 841 946 1044 957 1008 901 
9.3 853 986 1030 921 935 790 
10.4 716 897 1035 864 969 780 
11.6 781 1011 958 773 871 806 
12.8 818 1037 1003 780 838 734 
14.0 815 1039 1052 756 898 739 
15.2 777 1004 940 825 795 683 
16.3 864 899 947 644 678 654 
17.5 824 958 980 697 741 609 
18.7 936 1055 903 679 715 618 
19.9 821 1029 1021 664 775 677 
21.1 779 967 877 710 804 586 
22.2 811 994 988 676 733 586 
23.4 753 1050 1029 653 705 554 
24.6 862 1015 1020 589 619 597 
25.8 796 1050 1012 648 651 597 
27.0 902 962 1074 726 697 539 
28.1 991 1010 957 609 649 520 
29.3 771 985 992 647 673 566 
30.5 816 978 972 625 588 568 
31.7 851 1090 1053 613 658 565 
32.9 888 1086 1084 566 663 569 
34.0 839 1037 1041 650 674 547 
35.2 881 1083 1032 629 725 528 
36.4 891 1071 1177 586 642 542 
37.6 936 1121 989 612 708 524 
38.8 891 1024 969 526 614 536 
39.9 956 1092 1107 495 615 546 
41.1 940 1128 1022 609 577 442 
42.3 926 1205 1114 611 654 455 
43.5 868 1271 1105 559 583 518 
44.7 946 1208 1091 562 551 500 
45.8 1072 1167 1158 525 629 523 
47.0 1033 1194 1181 597 634 457 
48.2 995 1208 1126 573 564 441 
49.4 1034 1223 1137 619 583 475 
50.6 1092 1270 1147 559 578 525 
51.7 981 1295 1189 546 611 495 
52.9 1033 1340 1172 602 591 524 
54.1 1060 1242 1243 521 600 536 
55.3 1256 1367 1209 574 615 473 
56.5 1222 1350 1151 493 626 464 
57.6 1137 1305 1188 560 527 503 
58.8 1253 1287 1398 557 569 517 
60.0 1220 1350 1355 536 591 454 

















62.4 1376 1539 1392 518 621 497 
63.5 1438 1704 1414 507 612 499 
64.7 1616 1707 1600 436 521 461 
65.9 1675 1783 1673 567 571 459 
67.1 1783 1834 1712 542 630 511 
68.3 1868 1990 1764 492 558 496 
69.4 1957 2100 2101 547 498 452 
70.6 1955 2180 2131 590 568 516 
71.8 2209 2246 2234 488 555 377 
73.0 2205 2393 2252 503 628 481 
74.2 2358 2542 2341 483 555 528 
75.3 2503 2668 2480 554 594 463 
76.5 2733 2735 2558 464 551 508 
77.7 2718 2853 2727 525 592 472 
78.9 2903 2989 2806 534 519 496 
80.1 2969 3138 3049 529 648 424 
81.2 3121 3292 3104 566 526 477 
82.4 3256 3409 3351 560 605 537 
83.6 3444 3460 3479 467 584 484 
84.8 3522 3576 3548 497 563 450 
86.0 3476 3648 3725 505 611 491 
87.1 3549 3695 3775 564 619 494 
88.3 3603 3783 3799 564 556 432 
89.5 3714 3806 3813 591 532 437 
90.7 3685 3869 3885 563 511 531 
91.9 3639 3817 3865 501 619 469 
93.0 3514 3738 3932 524 589 487 
94.2 3525 3756 3812 483 612 415 
95.4 3444 3754 3804 556 546 572 
96.6 3436 3657 3717 559 614 408 
97.8 3394 3626 3723 560 555 461 
98.9 3247 3591 3708 497 626 507 
100.1 3141 3613 3619 548 587 446 
101.3 3074 3417 3453 515 597 515 
102.5 3007 3327 3374 550 528 496 
103.7 2780 3220 3242 520 626 464 
104.8 2692 3057 3101 583 610 514 
106.0 2602 3052 3050 574 523 450 
107.2 2448 3055 2987 498 647 563 
108.4 2334 2868 2884 588 569 457 
109.6 2385 2746 2640 615 619 457 
110.7 2196 2706 2606 532 580 517 
111.9 2012 2556 2494 538 684 501 
113.1 1918 2577 2287 599 606 449 
114.3 1923 2445 2391 552 533 446 
115.5 1871 2387 2282 613 623 498 
116.6 1940 2538 2145 459 643 469 
117.8 1935 2314 2103 515 674 448 
119.0 1775 2188 2176 601 531 507 
120.2 1700 2285 1924 579 647 480 
121.4 1781 2020 1822 545 552 498 
122.5 1592 1797 1858 622 658 463 
123.7 1699 1924 1731 551 594 505 
124.9 1478 1794 1730 603 583 474 
126.1 1348 1733 1499 624 650 527 
127.3 1302 1569 1517 599 617 428 
128.4 1267 1593 1488 573 571 478 
129.6 1202 1599 1622 623 640 512 

















132.0 1168 1526 1401 572 587 491 
133.2 1221 1432 1352 587 586 553 
134.3 1091 1546 1332 606 676 533 
135.5 1096 1436 1368 628 713 524 
136.7 1152 1425 1285 615 688 553 
137.9 1059 1534 1227 621 761 427 
139.1 1031 1221 1241 588 681 619 
140.2 1057 1247 1351 649 636 580 
141.4 1012 1266 1179 629 626 645 
142.6 1054 1270 1398 707 708 583 
143.8 1083 1163 1315 610 645 537 
145.0 955 1281 1110 652 682 594 
146.1 1035 1184 1151 719 667 639 
147.3 900 1239 1139 699 724 641 
148.5 952 1076 1085 680 693 615 
149.7 913 1084 1109 759 758 644 
150.9 948 1103 1027 748 741 622 
152.0 973 1083 1049 822 718 709 
153.2 875 1164 1099 799 833 679 
154.4 894 1220 1100 828 742 726 
155.6 796 1103 1081 822 804 715 
156.8 874 1015 1065 900 755 769 
157.9 967 1121 1129 891 871 772 
159.1 836 1016 1115 933 955 830 
160.3 854 1100 957 976 903 798 
161.5 907 1175 1034 944 952 767 
162.7 934 1136 998 1098 1076 867 
163.8 893 1101 1072 1017 1124 863 
165.0 886 1060 1151 1188 1056 910 
166.2 822 1159 1040 1216 1074 994 
167.4 859 984 1122 1226 1081 1039 
168.6 753 1065 1034 1261 1226 1002 
169.7 882 1159 1072 1392 1295 1125 
170.9 909 1003 1080 1388 1411 1229 
172.1 832 1088 998 1451 1343 1224 
173.3 795 1047 1125 1407 1364 1321 
174.5 821 1093 1070 1569 1539 1391 
175.6 826 1100 978 1481 1581 1352 
176.8 862 1185 967 1491 1520 1410 
178.0 825 1005 1078 1562 1643 1358 
179.2 969 996 1057 1498 1549 1458 
180.4 836 1043 1066 1542 1621 1498 
181.5 801 1019 1018 1578 1551 1542 
182.7 802 930 1109 1483 1600 1489 
183.9 853 1059 958 1575 1597 1507 
185.1 823 1023 1097 1534 1634 1512 
186.3 729 1090 1081 1386 1509 1332 
187.4 956 1002 1006 1450 1559 1441 
188.6 830 985 1065 1514 1429 1429 
189.8 786 1108 1036 1461 1438 1348 
191.0 819 1157 1024 1310 1456 1332 
192.2 1010 1155 1014 1176 1343 1355 
193.3 781 1120 1032 1284 1317 1375 
194.5 872 1043 972 1202 1333 1253 
195.7 860 1118 1119 1130 1325 1205 
196.9 921 1117 947 1151 1230 1192 
198.1 951 1109 1044 1106 1086 1092 
199.2 825 1067 1011 1061 1161 1089 

















201.6 880 1081 1037 1158 1015 1002 
202.8 884 1086 1029 1029 1044 964 
204.0 755 1157 1009 1047 1022 922 
205.1 880 1139 1031 958 963 952 
206.3 899 1114 1006 978 934 885 
207.5 806 1081 1084 963 883 905 
208.7 823 978 1017 946 972 763 
209.9 905 1158 1181 832 911 857 
211.0 1032 1126 1066 790 856 906 
212.2 971 1044 1030 814 835 897 
213.4 906 1137 1073 811 866 736 
214.6 900 1118 1126 857 889 875 
215.8 863 1148 1117 858 892 819 
216.9 956 1083 1135 839 748 786 
218.1 874 1122 1032 756 763 858 
219.3 912 1116 1128 651 883 718 
220.5 955 1072 1103 835 832 807 
221.7 915 1190 1150 741 870 793 
222.8 926 1149 1187 741 798 711 
224.0 939 1062 1098 848 774 704 
225.2 966 1309 1044 819 833 739 
226.4 1037 1123 1183 808 765 712 
227.6 953 1336 1177 760 756 698 
228.7 877 1221 1170 877 763 774 
229.9 1081 1128 1105 697 743 650 
231.1 925 1167 1204 713 791 742 
232.3 981 1231 1139 679 707 640 
233.5 994 1246 1267 635 770 788 
234.6 971 1203 1110 739 716 762 
235.8 1053 1190 1261 650 700 709 
237.0 1048 1204 1186 747 651 687 
238.2 932 1243 1157 710 769 710 
239.4 942 1273 1195 747 730 626 
240.5 1045 1156 1277 675 735 702 
241.7 995 1261 1192 715 698 627 
242.9 1076 1172 1177 624 670 613 
244.1 998 1150 1172 596 726 650 
245.3 1076 1309 1149 695 667 668 
246.4 993 1223 1217 706 788 671 
247.6 1140 1316 1189 640 633 617 
248.8 1019 1335 1295 615 590 599 
250.0 1032 1212 1247 658 693 563 
251.2 1115 1274 1260 707 713 567 
252.3 1146 1322 1250 690 604 645 
253.5 1110 1286 1350 611 612 547 
254.7 1191 1418 1339 645 607 605 
255.9 1204 1285 1354 757 622 575 
257.1 1168 1221 1446 651 664 618 
258.2 1283 1478 1451 615 618 608 
259.4 1238 1349 1502 571 706 622 
260.6 1214 1557 1406 595 698 561 
261.8 1228 1693 1669 652 611 526 
263.0 1395 1591 1692 578 615 550 
264.1 1404 1712 1788 734 594 669 
265.3 1519 1774 1718 593 556 534 
266.5 1504 1817 1682 610 713 539 
267.7 1460 1842 1884 615 643 644 
268.9 1637 1999 1848 688 651 534 

















271.2 2037 2173 2074 653 590 580 
272.4 2113 2298 2309 530 658 576 
273.6 2274 2361 2441 707 625 547 
274.8 2519 2745 2657 555 610 559 
275.9 2678 2915 2817 668 666 615 
277.1 2836 3108 3055 652 559 516 
278.3 3100 3230 3290 712 512 579 
279.5 3352 3449 3439 693 634 629 
280.7 3427 3501 3536 658 673 632 
281.8 3573 3705 3735 603 670 632 
283.0 3552 3806 3748 623 683 600 
284.2 3551 3690 3667 657 659 547 
285.4 3596 3817 3815 575 663 577 
286.6 3677 3859 3907 671 639 628 
287.7 3733 3879 3786 620 752 542 
288.9 3705 3934 3849 656 628 552 
290.1 3748 3935 3841 679 644 573 
291.3 3718 3933 3902 603 651 546 
292.5 3734 3924 3891 582 631 599 
293.6 3717 3905 3823 594 701 607 
294.8 3712 3915 3878 653 617 608 
296.0 3753 3838 3852 705 658 587 
297.2 3628 3868 3813 633 628 567 
298.4 3620 3806 3872 568 599 534 
299.5 3526 3832 3773 600 656 585 
300.7 3421 3777 3789 644 660 647 
301.9 3308 3646 3789 579 668 663 
303.1 3350 3731 3700 585 612 609 
304.3 3163 3630 3609 608 616 550 
305.4 3083 3558 3549 635 651 592 
306.6 3165 3374 3505 657 583 621 
307.8 2824 3304 3342 590 707 613 
309.0 2831 3235 3275 580 698 591 
310.2 2674 3234 3244 660 685 596 
311.3 2602 3107 3037 601 642 624 
312.5 2354 2763 2946 705 643 648 
313.7 2328 2797 2902 624 640 546 
314.9 2202 2644 2717 664 710 626 
316.1 2083 2407 2584 603 695 573 
317.2 1918 2489 2368 640 628 556 
318.4 1909 2241 2234 619 674 592 
319.6 1915 2296 2194 585 596 579 
320.8 1772 2149 2211 681 676 568 
322.0 1706 1980 2053 581 656 625 
323.1 1609 1897 2081 650 600 566 
324.3 1601 1863 1857 613 635 552 
325.5 1503 1912 1997 629 665 630 
326.7 1480 1844 1889 644 731 627 
327.9 1527 1982 1834 662 698 574 
329.0 1470 1791 1801 651 654 643 
330.2 1435 1712 1800 654 741 620 
331.4 1357 1719 1563 627 644 616 
332.6 1297 1656 1756 700 713 574 
333.8 1409 1776 1608 642 700 695 
334.9 1297 1633 1561 674 730 622 
336.1 1297 1712 1462 602 689 702 
337.3 1270 1666 1419 699 793 722 
338.5 1353 1682 1519 675 693 655 

















340.8 1266 1675 1543 721 785 582 
342.0 1235 1672 1501 655 760 740 
343.2 1210 1488 1523 708 718 586 
344.4 1262 1481 1593 701 836 708 
345.6 1176 1562 1468 774 731 721 
346.7 1196 1666 1595 776 719 644 
347.9 1181 1478 1376 631 803 654 
349.1 1313 1652 1448 698 730 730 
350.3 1242 1704 1381 773 754 754 
351.5 1202 1528 1364 635 824 664 
352.6 1194 1427 1504 775 767 655 
353.8 1180 1588 1382 735 879 832 
355.0 1171 1547 1420 756 917 723 
356.2 1085 1450 1419 801 776 767 
357.4 1311 1423 1426 894 787 736 
358.5 1091 1504 1299 885 793 798 
359.7 1104 1457 1336 841 860 788 
360.9 1075 1518 1424 898 843 821 
362.1 1148 1457 1414 925 884 755 
363.3 1051 1465 1312 955 998 817 
364.4 1085 1501 1301 902 1027 897 
365.6 1115 1424 1287 1000 1012 892 
366.8 1140 1391 1404 1015 1120 928 
368.0 1076 1423 1356 1058 1118 943 
369.2 1238 1552 1308 1075 1114 1003 
370.3 1132 1464 1367 1089 1202 1122 
371.5 1075 1371 1354 1063 1249 1136 
372.7 1144 1465 1190 1229 1294 1112 
373.9 1042 1472 1242 1285 1241 1208 
375.1 998 1462 1314 1344 1360 1278 
376.2 1013 1481 1476 1377 1332 1164 
377.4 1008 1374 1296 1331 1473 1203 
378.6 1131 1433 1274 1343 1417 1278 
379.8 1098 1390 1301 1407 1484 1368 
381.0 1061 1569 1305 1352 1506 1298 
382.1 1105 1474 1267 1412 1490 1392 
383.3 1021 1451 1317 1368 1640 1439 
384.5 1068 1458 1343 1416 1524 1395 
385.7 1036 1406 1307 1387 1595 1517 
386.9 1164 1444 1303 1497 1437 1401 
388.0 1009 1449 1364 1463 1589 1407 
389.2 1248 1402 1209 1438 1543 1403 
390.4 1034 1533 1300 1365 1442 1469 
391.6 1050 1438 1394 1315 1485 1466 
392.8 1042 1367 1409 1251 1427 1376 
393.9 1059 1526 1388 1303 1418 1276 
395.1 1027 1460 1345 1215 1485 1458 
396.3 1134 1477 1318 1197 1386 1246 
397.5 1080 1359 1328 1267 1327 1210 
398.7 1149 1496 1351 1113 1228 1196 
399.8 1036 1521 1371 1150 1322 1122 
401.0 1051 1404 1381 1081 1186 1249 
402.2 1103 1482 1418 1104 1170 1082 
403.4 1118 1479 1356 1064 1074 1116 
404.6 1096 1450 1323 1056 1150 1095 
405.7 1029 1644 1311 946 1075 1037 
406.9 1006 1582 1456 1006 1079 1068 
408.1 1087 1422 1333 1036 1010 926 

















410.5 1139 1571 1310 955 1103 914 
411.6 1077 1508 1355 955 1050 892 
412.8 1076 1444 1359 993 1015 927 
414.0 1137 1548 1449 906 1005 942 
415.2 1234 1512 1429 891 963 911 
416.4 1090 1408 1344 848 1017 945 
417.5 1199 1644 1348 876 1038 894 
418.7 1114 1515 1361 874 1030 878 
419.9 1107 1444 1465 931 1048 854 
421.1 1076 1497 1491 775 1036 896 
422.3 1167 1543 1456 845 959 797 
423.4 1167 1643 1363 913 986 839 
424.6 1132 1561 1381 865 921 827 
425.8 1204 1491 1408 816 955 864 
427.0 1231 1600 1366 920 894 892 
428.2 1198 1434 1408 867 937 796 
429.3 1136 1539 1396 846 977 731 
430.5 1224 1511 1511 886 951 827 
431.7 1209 1491 1561 788 938 808 
432.9 1164 1622 1403 759 868 783 
434.1 1150 1555 1392 781 933 821 
435.2 1159 1593 1491 883 946 716 
436.4 1210 1628 1451 880 911 795 
437.6 1242 1622 1409 785 854 800 
438.8 1283 1599 1533 760 872 842 
440.0 1195 1606 1615 877 871 718 
441.1 1281 1668 1599 818 773 717 
442.3 1296 1670 1527 842 952 707 
443.5 1293 1756 1577 791 810 745 
444.7 1309 1645 1698 843 774 720 
445.9 1295 1849 1472 685 733 684 
447.0 1372 1798 1462 680 827 660 
448.2 1315 1697 1737 675 814 697 
449.4 1312 1780 1508 739 793 691 
450.6 1364 1847 1814 750 658 675 
451.8 1410 1779 1630 696 769 619 
452.9 1295 1861 1692 783 718 723 
454.1 1375 1856 1620 724 803 734 
455.3 1384 1811 1675 754 756 632 
456.5 1417 1754 1681 703 785 690 
457.7 1474 1833 1711 801 793 615 
458.8 1416 1946 1789 694 696 598 
460.0 1453 1832 1784 691 658 581 
461.2 1642 1887 1778 734 750 556 
462.4 1761 1863 1950 686 724 746 
463.6 1753 2102 1929 742 759 735 
464.7 1794 2347 2133 635 775 653 
465.9 1887 2261 2142 772 721 637 
467.1 1926 2414 2111 714 758 668 
468.3 2007 2404 2185 748 718 701 
469.5 2138 2469 2319 622 750 629 
470.6 2478 2578 2435 646 723 601 
471.8 2452 2972 2592 720 842 568 
473.0 2651 2934 2785 737 678 589 
474.2 2850 3110 2872 709 771 614 
475.4 3092 3339 2838 708 695 651 
476.5 3232 3408 3072 765 701 610 
477.7 3326 3539 3216 713 837 685 

















480.1 3547 3668 3719 602 671 652 
481.3 3651 3868 3651 787 728 652 
482.4 3718 3837 3784 724 698 667 
483.6 3715 3908 3783 736 737 616 
484.8 3780 3930 3791 692 765 544 
486.0 3775 3983 3919 732 688 618 
487.2 3820 4043 3947 740 731 549 
488.3 3887 3950 3935 670 738 629 
489.5 3885 4013 3956 669 801 659 
490.7 3836 4012 3982 742 691 603 
491.9 3857 4000 4025 752 767 635 
493.1 3840 4003 3985 734 653 591 
494.2 3819 4010 4024 691 704 633 
495.4 3758 3992 3988 726 789 623 
496.6 3603 3996 3922 709 692 699 
497.8 3553 3934 3970 699 768 595 
499.0 3464 3926 3857 679 735 693 
500.1 3504 3777 3862 699 722 542 
501.3 3305 3770 3866 787 678 645 
502.5 3314 3663 3756 676 763 523 
503.7 3180 3736 3826 707 692 595 
504.9 3142 3662 3657 694 729 589 
506.0 3026 3511 3544 759 746 653 
507.2 2766 3475 3477 757 727 604 
508.4 2737 3279 3399 790 790 638 
509.6 2542 3213 3225 714 771 610 
510.8 2487 3095 3101 763 793 576 
511.9 2321 3094 3109 736 785 606 
513.1 2183 2766 2969 719 773 604 
514.3 2167 2675 2745 659 788 593 
515.5 2055 2631 2667 804 756 589 
516.7 1932 2545 2601 709 767 561 
517.8 1899 2484 2387 751 792 613 
519.0 1896 2523 2389 718 762 573 
520.2 1704 2342 2398 765 760 612 
521.4 1812 2366 2126 684 803 614 
522.6 1661 2250 2278 735 785 586 
523.7 1663 2212 2170 797 837 596 
524.9 1698 2098 2106 773 783 651 
526.1 1523 2104 2082 668 743 606 
527.3 1582 2146 2050 738 702 617 
528.5 1543 2030 1898 712 727 606 
529.6 1467 1990 2046 763 755 635 
530.8 1466 1873 1849 757 808 536 
532.0 1541 1848 1820 753 848 656 
533.2 1398 1774 1783 755 817 660 
534.4 1355 1839 1827 669 841 615 
535.5 1437 1813 1779 792 817 640 
536.7 1432 1673 1789 741 767 708 
537.9 1292 1721 1651 831 837 614 
539.1 1412 1731 1823 827 874 578 
540.3 1400 1663 1678 692 788 634 
541.4 1270 1654 1700 789 795 608 
542.6 1500 1685 1752 751 803 655 
543.8 1413 1664 1735 840 704 662 
545.0 1438 1707 1772 772 790 524 
546.2 1404 1769 1575 798 767 641 
547.3 1381 1633 1623 767 794 656 

















549.7 1325 1578 1693 724 787 694 
550.9 1295 1429 1708 812 766 700 
552.1 1298 1615 1677 730 881 657 
553.2 1307 1615 1672 683 756 633 
554.4 1283 1571 1603 871 794 641 
555.6 1251 1513 1601 897 756 686 
556.8 1283 1585 1683 825 742 734 
558.0 1338 1577 1667 834 844 683 
559.1 1182 1558 1696 742 837 802 
560.3 1247 1516 1470 917 791 742 
561.5 1236 1588 1612 924 860 708 
562.7 1274 1518 1628 863 907 833 
563.9 1321 1403 1554 891 927 728 
565.0 1236 1494 1583 917 937 804 
566.2 1356 1573 1637 870 925 777 
567.4 1275 1409 1560 995 1027 810 
568.6 1314 1447 1651 961 911 803 
569.8 1301 1466 1602 1062 1052 829 
570.9 1265 1441 1582 1023 955 928 
572.1 1330 1412 1603 1021 1036 990 
573.3 1218 1503 1554 1129 1111 897 
574.5 1349 1360 1532 1126 1353 989 
575.7 1332 1482 1589 1109 1312 1005 
576.8 1299 1434 1615 1254 1280 1003 
578.0 1375 1409 1545 1416 1450 1067 
579.2 1337 1556 1571 1500 1376 1113 
580.4 1258 1415 1610 1493 1465 1246 
581.6 1232 1377 1582 1600 1451 1329 
582.7 1228 1404 1612 1511 1519 1369 
583.9 1353 1476 1558 1637 1494 1305 
585.1 1193 1316 1648 1690 1639 1412 
586.3 1377 1524 1646 1652 1628 1297 
587.5 1331 1497 1654 1784 1700 1441 
588.6 1304 1305 1622 1779 1673 1371 
589.8 1376 1451 1591 1590 1675 1400 
591.0 1263 1346 1624 1586 1734 1515 
592.2 1318 1391 1510 1604 1695 1531 
593.4 1349 1442 1716 1502 1620 1421 
594.5 1295 1442 1410 1604 1524 1490 
595.7 1294 1423 1627 1521 1641 1460 
596.9 1343 1412 1622 1548 1732 1435 
598.1 1280 1422 1620 1587 1651 1560 
599.3 1180 1338 1691 1542 1527 1399 
600.4 1210 1507 1633 1462 1540 1391 
601.6 1305 1339 1533 1418 1528 1356 
602.8 1292 1408 1631 1353 1578 1413 
604.0 1318 1562 1539 1418 1506 1286 
605.2 1231 1382 1535 1333 1411 1359 
606.3 1312 1411 1657 1282 1459 1274 
607.5 1277 1428 1506 1298 1556 1201 
608.7 1255 1345 1536 1229 1253 1136 
609.9 1085 1495 1564 1146 1343 1170 
611.1 1190 1314 1622 1195 1231 1125 
612.2 1188 1507 1512 1280 1276 1068 
613.4 1063 1530 1600 1131 1258 1089 
614.6 1326 1306 1576 1060 1185 959 
615.8 1209 1360 1672 1019 1169 947 
617.0 1375 1241 1691 1086 1066 996 

















619.3 1306 1362 1711 1004 986 871 
620.5 1291 1396 1642 953 1049 918 
621.7 1258 1428 1689 1032 965 813 
622.9 1340 1312 1637 961 960 742 
624.0 1099 1358 1763 970 1021 816 
625.2 1229 1448 1682 996 1006 868 
626.4 1221 1401 1663 1054 924 844 
627.6 1289 1299 1618 959 990 748 
628.8 1278 1502 1675 931 973 795 
629.9 1239 1364 1645 964 902 826 
631.1 1179 1465 1847 873 945 816 
632.3 1233 1350 1730 855 923 895 
633.5 1380 1476 1644 892 925 770 
634.7 1144 1476 1658 914 1034 733 
635.8 1240 1473 1777 1021 932 829 
637.0 1182 1494 1806 967 932 771 
638.2 1244 1483 1742 916 901 776 
639.4 1252 1522 1774 890 905 714 
640.6 1255 1520 1859 801 903 796 
641.7 1338 1452 1686 963 853 778 
642.9 1217 1525 1838 857 852 710 
644.1 1273 1569 1766 904 922 748 
645.3 1284 1547 1810 825 905 758 
646.5 1481 1590 1749 850 937 657 
647.6 1356 1481 1657 895 803 647 
648.8 1326 1575 1868 910 832 765 
650.0 1325 1646 1746 793 854 717 
651.2 1402 1544 1924 866 845 722 
652.4 1456 1613 1936 880 782 639 
653.5 1287 1754 1773 736 833 656 
654.7 1413 1848 1952 808 760 680 
655.9 1457 1759 2097 759 808 662 
657.1 1409 1831 1932 920 819 729 
658.3 1544 1793 1995 802 814 619 
659.4 1537 1872 1882 820 826 742 
660.6 1396 1877 2039 820 851 677 
661.8 1482 1837 2111 862 833 644 
663.0 1442 1956 2098 810 884 696 
664.2 1650 2068 2072 866 800 686 
665.3 1742 2106 2192 796 813 698 
666.5 1848 2197 2189 760 776 768 
667.7 1889 2192 2298 716 828 734 
668.9 2055 2309 2421 778 855 665 
670.1 1871 2306 2507 797 762 615 
671.2 2161 2680 2574 909 893 734 
672.4 2228 2677 2703 845 939 673 
673.6 2393 2783 2754 826 850 677 
674.8 2467 3143 2872 795 882 718 
676.0 2843 3117 3214 834 771 662 
677.1 3083 3406 3323 835 726 675 
678.3 3239 3553 3364 829 872 638 
679.5 3412 3706 3630 791 807 589 
680.7 3492 3697 3751 741 777 637 
681.9 3591 3840 3741 794 863 726 
683.0 3692 3876 3811 822 838 627 
684.2 3678 3946 3845 669 838 639 
685.4 3717 3959 3853 849 855 584 
686.6 3776 3958 3886 801 906 630 

















688.9 3846 3996 3947 777 804 702 
690.1 3780 3963 3968 676 753 638 
691.3 3869 4011 4006 817 898 663 
692.5 3888 3976 3965 862 823 689 
693.7 3782 3947 4021 804 771 649 
694.8 3727 3963 3976 787 835 670 
696.0 3728 3920 4004 793 762 648 
697.2 3736 3886 3964 734 803 673 
698.4 3681 3917 3988 675 815 679 
699.6 3648 3878 3943 731 823 698 
700.7 3644 3820 3919 768 725 681 
701.9 3377 3777 3911 785 770 585 
703.1 3386 3713 3855 863 818 562 
704.3 3475 3695 3840 805 858 666 
705.5 3412 3726 3817 681 846 603 
706.6 3319 3570 3819 772 811 667 
707.8 3075 3487 3745 848 829 634 
709.0 2911 3277 3499 755 768 652 
710.2 2663 3124 3451 837 874 659 
711.4 2450 2879 3312 799 861 636 
712.5 2298 2657 3080 890 781 626 
713.7 2162 2556 2843 734 720 618 
714.9 1984 2351 2651 799 769 685 
716.1 1743 2306 2442 740 725 586 
717.3 1807 2038 2208 810 812 680 
718.4 1627 2150 1994 764 815 608 
719.6 1642 2064 2013 704 836 606 
720.8 1587 2005 2279 722 772 570 
722.0 1575 2007 2146 730 805 719 
723.2 1512 1912 2062 837 772 609 
724.3 1571 1904 1974 865 810 623 
725.5 1430 2035 1926 844 825 616 
726.7 1437 1842 1890 755 879 629 
727.9 1450 1762 1864 744 845 684 
729.1 1394 1876 1882 855 814 608 
730.2 1435 1714 1769 832 782 601 
731.4 1490 1837 1811 837 778 560 
732.6 1366 1678 1695 880 804 627 
733.8 1297 1694 1699 817 767 620 
735.0 1285 1672 1643 778 815 623 
736.1 1286 1619 1706 805 839 712 
737.3 1379 1693 1700 755 897 660 
738.5 1318 1703 1743 834 871 641 
739.7 1286 1640 1802 846 796 648 
740.9 1289 1568 1602 769 774 583 
742.0 1225 1571 1637 791 754 627 
743.2 1266 1742 1675 759 836 627 
744.4 1361 1588 1646 837 842 610 
745.6 1230 1787 1605 763 834 688 
746.8 1369 1576 1661 809 870 688 
747.9 1218 1547 1670 776 800 716 
749.1 1215 1583 1593 815 752 644 
750.3 1219 1578 1594 806 856 749 
751.5 1214 1629 1617 891 790 637 
752.7 1169 1749 1536 900 793 699 
753.8 1266 1674 1621 801 877 771 
755.0 1289 1681 1557 889 934 679 
756.2 1305 1645 1471 836 731 666 

















758.6 1250 1555 1548 914 810 631 
759.7 1332 1713 1561 879 924 655 
760.9 1230 1691 1536 1009 840 677 
762.1 1279 1706 1440 856 886 708 
763.3 1252 1555 1457 868 851 673 
764.5 1141 1708 1587 912 927 740 
765.6 1236 1652 1430 925 959 680 
766.8 1200 1595 1582 951 929 798 
768.0 1185 1638 1514 943 979 696 
769.2 1202 1676 1501 1016 934 740 
770.4 1041 1487 1449 960 988 790 
771.5 1192 1628 1468 981 1066 762 
772.7 1186 1561 1549 1050 1056 781 
773.9 1066 1587 1441 1035 1000 816 
775.1 1152 1605 1449 972 999 912 
776.3 1118 1572 1524 976 1096 852 
777.4 1235 1512 1496 976 1157 867 
778.6 1165 1539 1554 1155 1136 901 
779.8 1146 1483 1481 1199 1267 1021 
781.0 1270 1587 1492 1176 1241 1003 
782.2 1138 1542 1488 1252 1294 1058 
783.3 1204 1595 1446 1394 1306 1027 
784.5 1294 1605 1314 1359 1442 1079 
785.7 1084 1522 1495 1394 1509 1157 
786.9 1212 1599 1461 1370 1539 1068 
788.1 1224 1544 1514 1502 1461 1110 
789.2 1133 1534 1358 1575 1501 1164 
790.4 1182 1541 1500 1580 1543 1321 
791.6 1247 1643 1477 1548 1536 1295 
792.8 1180 1389 1488 1501 1599 1401 
794.0 1123 1616 1589 1634 1623 1400 
795.1 1116 1467 1537 1552 1681 1359 
B-34 
 
Experiment 5 Maximum 
Resolution PRESAGE Scan 
This table shows the raw and normalised 
fluorescence data for the 4096 x 4096 scan 
of a 40x objective magnified image of a 






0 663 0.0 0.07 
1 674 0.1 0.09 
2 679 0.2 0.10 
3 666 0.2 0.08 
4 709 0.3 0.15 
5 663 0.4 0.07 
6 705 0.5 0.14 
7 667 0.5 0.08 
8 696 0.6 0.13 
9 701 0.7 0.13 
10 673 0.8 0.09 
11 706 0.9 0.14 
12 671 0.9 0.09 
13 707 1.0 0.14 
14 704 1.1 0.14 
15 670 1.2 0.08 
16 693 1.2 0.12 
17 710 1.3 0.15 
18 697 1.4 0.13 
19 693 1.5 0.12 
20 702 1.6 0.14 
21 709 1.6 0.14 
22 696 1.7 0.12 
23 700 1.8 0.13 
24 703 1.9 0.14 
25 714 2.0 0.15 
26 714 2.0 0.15 
27 673 2.1 0.09 
28 721 2.2 0.17 
29 714 2.3 0.15 
30 692 2.3 0.12 
31 712 2.4 0.15 
32 694 2.5 0.12 
33 688 2.6 0.11 
34 722 2.7 0.17 
35 682 2.7 0.10 
36 727 2.8 0.17 
37 701 2.9 0.13 
38 719 3.0 0.16 
39 728 3.0 0.18 
40 670 3.1 0.08 
41 697 3.2 0.13 
42 711 3.3 0.15 
43 730 3.4 0.18 
44 690 3.4 0.12 
45 699 3.5 0.13 
46 729 3.6 0.18 
47 734 3.7 0.18 
48 706 3.7 0.14 
49 706 3.8 0.14 
50 724 3.9 0.17 
51 710 4.0 0.15 
52 723 4.1 0.17 
53 745 4.1 0.20 
54 713 4.2 0.15 
55 736 4.3 0.19 
56 688 4.4 0.11 
57 731 4.4 0.18 
58 703 4.5 0.14 
59 709 4.6 0.15 
60 711 4.7 0.15 





62 737 4.8 0.19 
63 743 4.9 0.20 
64 702 5.0 0.13 
65 739 5.1 0.19 
66 734 5.1 0.19 
67 704 5.2 0.14 
68 715 5.3 0.16 
69 719 5.4 0.16 
70 728 5.5 0.18 
71 705 5.5 0.14 
72 732 5.6 0.18 
73 718 5.7 0.16 
74 727 5.8 0.17 
75 720 5.9 0.16 
76 713 5.9 0.15 
77 712 6.0 0.15 
78 711 6.1 0.15 
79 753 6.2 0.21 
80 740 6.2 0.20 
81 725 6.3 0.17 
82 742 6.4 0.20 
83 734 6.5 0.18 
84 745 6.6 0.20 
85 735 6.6 0.19 
86 732 6.7 0.18 
87 726 6.8 0.17 
88 706 6.9 0.14 
89 746 6.9 0.20 
90 766 7.0 0.24 
91 740 7.1 0.20 
92 733 7.2 0.18 
93 734 7.3 0.18 
94 734 7.3 0.19 
95 732 7.4 0.18 
96 738 7.5 0.19 
97 753 7.6 0.22 
98 753 7.6 0.22 
99 703 7.7 0.14 
100 753 7.8 0.21 
101 741 7.9 0.20 
102 738 8.0 0.19 
103 762 8.0 0.23 
104 756 8.1 0.22 
105 730 8.2 0.18 
106 740 8.3 0.19 
107 738 8.3 0.19 
108 736 8.4 0.19 
109 745 8.5 0.20 
110 756 8.6 0.22 
111 755 8.7 0.22 
112 759 8.7 0.22 
113 737 8.8 0.19 
114 755 8.9 0.22 
115 749 9.0 0.21 
116 788 9.0 0.27 
117 780 9.1 0.26 
118 771 9.2 0.24 
119 762 9.3 0.23 
120 767 9.4 0.24 
121 739 9.4 0.19 
122 763 9.5 0.23 
123 754 9.6 0.22 
124 760 9.7 0.23 
125 802 9.8 0.29 
126 758 9.8 0.22 
127 783 9.9 0.26 
128 756 10.0 0.22 
129 754 10.1 0.22 
130 749 10.1 0.21 
131 754 10.2 0.22 
132 752 10.3 0.21 
133 763 10.4 0.23 
134 788 10.5 0.27 
135 744 10.5 0.20 
136 778 10.6 0.26 
137 756 10.7 0.22 
138 768 10.8 0.24 
139 809 10.8 0.30 







141 781 11.0 0.26 
142 784 11.1 0.26 
143 765 11.2 0.23 
144 767 11.2 0.24 
145 780 11.3 0.26 
146 782 11.4 0.26 
147 786 11.5 0.27 
148 788 11.5 0.27 
149 789 11.6 0.27 
150 793 11.7 0.28 
151 760 11.8 0.23 
152 770 11.9 0.24 
153 786 11.9 0.27 
154 756 12.0 0.22 
155 779 12.1 0.26 
156 767 12.2 0.24 
157 776 12.2 0.25 
158 817 12.3 0.32 
159 784 12.4 0.26 
160 748 12.5 0.21 
161 775 12.6 0.25 
162 787 12.6 0.27 
163 848 12.7 0.37 
164 824 12.8 0.33 
165 789 12.9 0.27 
166 817 12.9 0.32 
167 785 13.0 0.27 
168 798 13.1 0.29 
169 802 13.2 0.29 
170 776 13.3 0.25 
171 834 13.3 0.34 
172 802 13.4 0.29 
173 804 13.5 0.30 
174 784 13.6 0.26 
175 810 13.7 0.31 
176 801 13.7 0.29 
177 787 13.8 0.27 
178 806 13.9 0.30 
179 794 14.0 0.28 
180 800 14.0 0.29 
181 797 14.1 0.29 
182 831 14.2 0.34 
183 811 14.3 0.31 
184 809 14.4 0.30 
185 801 14.4 0.29 
186 823 14.5 0.33 
187 824 14.6 0.33 
188 786 14.7 0.27 
189 837 14.7 0.35 
190 819 14.8 0.32 
191 805 14.9 0.30 
192 797 15.0 0.29 
193 814 15.1 0.31 
194 781 15.1 0.26 
195 848 15.2 0.37 
196 859 15.3 0.38 
197 809 15.4 0.30 
198 803 15.4 0.29 
199 816 15.5 0.32 
200 857 15.6 0.38 
201 824 15.7 0.33 
202 832 15.8 0.34 
203 833 15.8 0.34 
204 846 15.9 0.36 
205 841 16.0 0.36 
206 842 16.1 0.36 
207 828 16.1 0.33 
208 847 16.2 0.36 
209 861 16.3 0.39 
210 863 16.4 0.39 
211 860 16.5 0.38 
212 852 16.5 0.37 
213 823 16.6 0.33 
214 839 16.7 0.35 
215 837 16.8 0.35 
216 851 16.8 0.37 
217 851 16.9 0.37 
218 841 17.0 0.36 





220 858 17.2 0.38 
221 842 17.2 0.36 
222 841 17.3 0.36 
223 848 17.4 0.37 
224 867 17.5 0.40 
225 874 17.6 0.41 
226 850 17.6 0.37 
227 871 17.7 0.40 
228 847 17.8 0.36 
229 852 17.9 0.37 
230 872 17.9 0.40 
231 860 18.0 0.38 
232 860 18.1 0.38 
233 847 18.2 0.36 
234 875 18.3 0.41 
235 890 18.3 0.43 
236 874 18.4 0.41 
237 918 18.5 0.48 
238 857 18.6 0.38 
239 892 18.6 0.44 
240 894 18.7 0.44 
241 885 18.8 0.42 
242 889 18.9 0.43 
243 909 19.0 0.46 
244 875 19.0 0.41 
245 883 19.1 0.42 
246 866 19.2 0.39 
247 880 19.3 0.42 
248 894 19.3 0.44 
249 898 19.4 0.45 
250 911 19.5 0.47 
251 890 19.6 0.43 
252 852 19.7 0.37 
253 915 19.7 0.47 
254 887 19.8 0.43 
255 911 19.9 0.47 
256 908 20.0 0.46 
257 904 20.0 0.45 
258 909 20.1 0.46 
259 937 20.2 0.51 
260 914 20.3 0.47 
261 875 20.4 0.41 
262 873 20.4 0.41 
263 919 20.5 0.48 
264 901 20.6 0.45 
265 907 20.7 0.46 
266 909 20.7 0.46 
267 897 20.8 0.44 
268 933 20.9 0.50 
269 904 21.0 0.46 
270 902 21.1 0.45 
271 903 21.1 0.45 
272 925 21.2 0.49 
273 897 21.3 0.44 
274 929 21.4 0.49 
275 923 21.5 0.49 
276 906 21.5 0.46 
277 916 21.6 0.47 
278 906 21.7 0.46 
279 923 21.8 0.48 
280 939 21.8 0.51 
281 948 21.9 0.52 
282 920 22.0 0.48 
283 902 22.1 0.45 
284 957 22.2 0.54 
285 943 22.2 0.52 
286 978 22.3 0.57 
287 958 22.4 0.54 
288 967 22.5 0.55 
289 903 22.5 0.45 
290 924 22.6 0.49 
291 940 22.7 0.51 
292 960 22.8 0.54 
293 971 22.9 0.56 
294 957 22.9 0.54 
295 945 23.0 0.52 
296 938 23.1 0.51 
297 966 23.2 0.55 







299 959 23.3 0.54 
300 957 23.4 0.54 
301 965 23.5 0.55 
302 975 23.6 0.57 
303 957 23.6 0.54 
304 969 23.7 0.56 
305 973 23.8 0.56 
306 971 23.9 0.56 
307 984 23.9 0.58 
308 995 24.0 0.60 
309 978 24.1 0.57 
310 959 24.2 0.54 
311 996 24.3 0.60 
312 993 24.3 0.60 
313 1010 24.4 0.62 
314 995 24.5 0.60 
315 961 24.6 0.55 
316 981 24.6 0.58 
317 972 24.7 0.56 
318 977 24.8 0.57 
319 977 24.9 0.57 
320 981 25.0 0.58 
321 994 25.0 0.60 
322 1014 25.1 0.63 
323 1005 25.2 0.62 
324 984 25.3 0.58 
325 1020 25.4 0.64 
326 991 25.4 0.59 
327 986 25.5 0.59 
328 1000 25.6 0.61 
329 993 25.7 0.60 
330 1021 25.7 0.64 
331 1003 25.8 0.61 
332 1045 25.9 0.68 
333 1055 26.0 0.70 
334 1037 26.1 0.67 
335 1023 26.1 0.64 
336 1043 26.2 0.68 
337 994 26.3 0.60 
338 1006 26.4 0.62 
339 1035 26.4 0.66 
340 1043 26.5 0.67 
341 1041 26.6 0.67 
342 1041 26.7 0.67 
343 1010 26.8 0.62 
344 1036 26.8 0.66 
345 1045 26.9 0.68 
346 1027 27.0 0.65 
347 1013 27.1 0.63 
348 1007 27.1 0.62 
349 1049 27.2 0.68 
350 1011 27.3 0.62 
351 1043 27.4 0.68 
352 1041 27.5 0.67 
353 1041 27.5 0.67 
354 1053 27.6 0.69 
355 1039 27.7 0.67 
356 1062 27.8 0.71 
357 1052 27.8 0.69 
358 1090 27.9 0.75 
359 1098 28.0 0.76 
360 1066 28.1 0.71 
361 1077 28.2 0.73 
362 1082 28.2 0.74 
363 1043 28.3 0.67 
364 1026 28.4 0.65 
365 1048 28.5 0.68 
366 1097 28.5 0.76 
367 1046 28.6 0.68 
368 1080 28.7 0.73 
369 1074 28.8 0.73 
370 1051 28.9 0.69 
371 1086 28.9 0.74 
372 1066 29.0 0.71 
373 1064 29.1 0.71 
374 1071 29.2 0.72 
375 1076 29.3 0.73 
376 1092 29.3 0.75 





378 1093 29.5 0.75 
379 1084 29.6 0.74 
380 1084 29.6 0.74 
381 1055 29.7 0.69 
382 1107 29.8 0.78 
383 1099 29.9 0.76 
384 1039 30.0 0.67 
385 1087 30.0 0.75 
386 1086 30.1 0.74 
387 1133 30.2 0.82 
388 1114 30.3 0.79 
389 1086 30.3 0.74 
390 1108 30.4 0.78 
391 1066 30.5 0.71 
392 1068 30.6 0.71 
393 1077 30.7 0.73 
394 1091 30.7 0.75 
395 1114 30.8 0.79 
396 1106 30.9 0.78 
397 1116 31.0 0.79 
398 1120 31.0 0.80 
399 1104 31.1 0.77 
400 1090 31.2 0.75 
401 1092 31.3 0.75 
402 1092 31.4 0.75 
403 1098 31.4 0.76 
404 1096 31.5 0.76 
405 1109 31.6 0.78 
406 1103 31.7 0.77 
407 1088 31.7 0.75 
408 1140 31.8 0.83 
409 1115 31.9 0.79 
410 1098 32.0 0.76 
411 1104 32.1 0.77 
412 1096 32.1 0.76 
413 1132 32.2 0.82 
414 1084 32.3 0.74 
415 1096 32.4 0.76 
416 1117 32.4 0.79 
417 1117 32.5 0.79 
418 1107 32.6 0.78 
419 1159 32.7 0.86 
420 1119 32.8 0.80 
421 1114 32.8 0.79 
422 1125 32.9 0.81 
423 1183 33.0 0.90 
424 1104 33.1 0.77 
425 1128 33.2 0.81 
426 1122 33.2 0.80 
427 1111 33.3 0.78 
428 1140 33.4 0.83 
429 1122 33.5 0.80 
430 1135 33.5 0.82 
431 1169 33.6 0.87 
432 1110 33.7 0.78 
433 1153 33.8 0.85 
434 1135 33.9 0.82 
435 1140 33.9 0.83 
436 1122 34.0 0.80 
437 1127 34.1 0.81 
438 1111 34.2 0.78 
439 1162 34.2 0.86 
440 1110 34.3 0.78 
441 1157 34.4 0.86 
442 1183 34.5 0.90 
443 1150 34.6 0.85 
444 1207 34.6 0.94 
445 1170 34.7 0.88 
446 1131 34.8 0.82 
447 1155 34.9 0.85 
448 1137 34.9 0.82 
449 1158 35.0 0.86 
450 1163 35.1 0.87 
451 1175 35.2 0.88 
452 1159 35.3 0.86 
453 1174 35.3 0.88 
454 1187 35.4 0.90 
455 1168 35.5 0.87 







457 1152 35.6 0.85 
458 1139 35.7 0.83 
459 1150 35.8 0.85 
460 1160 35.9 0.86 
461 1151 36.0 0.85 
462 1166 36.0 0.87 
463 1166 36.1 0.87 
464 1171 36.2 0.88 
465 1167 36.3 0.87 
466 1172 36.3 0.88 
467 1216 36.4 0.95 
468 1218 36.5 0.95 
469 1181 36.6 0.89 
470 1156 36.7 0.85 
471 1170 36.7 0.88 
472 1183 36.8 0.90 
473 1158 36.9 0.86 
474 1160 37.0 0.86 
475 1177 37.1 0.89 
476 1175 37.1 0.89 
477 1178 37.2 0.89 
478 1147 37.3 0.84 
479 1208 37.4 0.94 
480 1175 37.4 0.88 
481 1161 37.5 0.86 
482 1165 37.6 0.87 
483 1194 37.7 0.91 
484 1211 37.8 0.94 
485 1235 37.8 0.98 
486 1187 37.9 0.90 
487 1189 38.0 0.91 
488 1153 38.1 0.85 
489 1161 38.1 0.86 
490 1181 38.2 0.89 
491 1156 38.3 0.85 
492 1224 38.4 0.96 
493 1187 38.5 0.90 
494 1169 38.5 0.88 
495 1192 38.6 0.91 
496 1183 38.7 0.90 
497 1209 38.8 0.94 
498 1174 38.8 0.88 
499 1185 38.9 0.90 
500 1188 39.0 0.91 
501 1144 39.1 0.84 
502 1205 39.2 0.93 
503 1169 39.2 0.87 
504 1189 39.3 0.91 
505 1201 39.4 0.93 
506 1184 39.5 0.90 
507 1178 39.5 0.89 
508 1167 39.6 0.87 
509 1169 39.7 0.87 
510 1172 39.8 0.88 
511 1175 39.9 0.88 
512 1208 39.9 0.94 
513 1188 40.0 0.90 
514 1132 40.1 0.82 
515 1180 40.2 0.89 
516 1190 40.2 0.91 
517 1220 40.3 0.96 
518 1156 40.4 0.85 
519 1198 40.5 0.92 
520 1209 40.6 0.94 
521 1153 40.6 0.85 
522 1173 40.7 0.88 
523 1188 40.8 0.91 
524 1205 40.9 0.93 
525 1204 41.0 0.93 
526 1180 41.0 0.89 
527 1189 41.1 0.91 
528 1196 41.2 0.92 
529 1208 41.3 0.94 
530 1197 41.3 0.92 
531 1224 41.4 0.96 
532 1199 41.5 0.92 
533 1193 41.6 0.91 
534 1200 41.7 0.92 





536 1173 41.8 0.88 
537 1197 41.9 0.92 
538 1211 42.0 0.94 
539 1171 42.0 0.88 
540 1182 42.1 0.90 
541 1212 42.2 0.94 
542 1191 42.3 0.91 
543 1184 42.4 0.90 
544 1201 42.4 0.93 
545 1157 42.5 0.86 
546 1201 42.6 0.93 
547 1219 42.7 0.95 
548 1189 42.7 0.91 
549 1205 42.8 0.93 
550 1226 42.9 0.96 
551 1191 43.0 0.91 
552 1221 43.1 0.96 
553 1199 43.1 0.92 
554 1199 43.2 0.92 
555 1174 43.3 0.88 
556 1159 43.4 0.86 
557 1170 43.4 0.88 
558 1228 43.5 0.97 
559 1178 43.6 0.89 
560 1208 43.7 0.94 
561 1234 43.8 0.98 
562 1197 43.8 0.92 
563 1173 43.9 0.88 
564 1209 44.0 0.94 
565 1162 44.1 0.86 
566 1214 44.1 0.95 
567 1180 44.2 0.89 
568 1165 44.3 0.87 
569 1178 44.4 0.89 
570 1204 44.5 0.93 
571 1202 44.5 0.93 
572 1194 44.6 0.91 
573 1213 44.7 0.95 
574 1194 44.8 0.92 
575 1192 44.9 0.91 
576 1206 44.9 0.93 
577 1233 45.0 0.98 
578 1180 45.1 0.89 
579 1172 45.2 0.88 
580 1180 45.2 0.89 
581 1172 45.3 0.88 
582 1215 45.4 0.95 
583 1157 45.5 0.86 
584 1193 45.6 0.91 
585 1248 45.6 1.00 
586 1210 45.7 0.94 
587 1180 45.8 0.89 
588 1167 45.9 0.87 
589 1204 45.9 0.93 
590 1190 46.0 0.91 
591 1157 46.1 0.86 
592 1175 46.2 0.88 
593 1157 46.3 0.86 
594 1191 46.3 0.91 
595 1166 46.4 0.87 
596 1122 46.5 0.80 
597 1202 46.6 0.93 
598 1188 46.6 0.90 
599 1159 46.7 0.86 
600 1158 46.8 0.86 
601 1196 46.9 0.92 
602 1164 47.0 0.87 
603 1174 47.0 0.88 
604 1180 47.1 0.89 
605 1157 47.2 0.86 
606 1199 47.3 0.92 
607 1158 47.3 0.86 
608 1170 47.4 0.88 
609 1178 47.5 0.89 
610 1172 47.6 0.88 
611 1147 47.7 0.84 
612 1154 47.7 0.85 
613 1180 47.8 0.89 







615 1201 48.0 0.93 
616 1206 48.0 0.93 
617 1177 48.1 0.89 
618 1158 48.2 0.86 
619 1195 48.3 0.92 
620 1159 48.4 0.86 
621 1206 48.4 0.93 
622 1203 48.5 0.93 
623 1172 48.6 0.88 
624 1195 48.7 0.92 
625 1156 48.8 0.85 
626 1175 48.8 0.89 
627 1167 48.9 0.87 
628 1175 49.0 0.88 
629 1167 49.1 0.87 
630 1155 49.1 0.85 
631 1210 49.2 0.94 
632 1186 49.3 0.90 
633 1200 49.4 0.92 
634 1190 49.5 0.91 
635 1164 49.5 0.87 
636 1190 49.6 0.91 
637 1181 49.7 0.89 
638 1182 49.8 0.90 
639 1167 49.8 0.87 
640 1153 49.9 0.85 
641 1164 50.0 0.87 
642 1167 50.1 0.87 
643 1182 50.2 0.90 
644 1128 50.2 0.81 
645 1150 50.3 0.84 
646 1154 50.4 0.85 
647 1169 50.5 0.87 
648 1170 50.5 0.88 
649 1180 50.6 0.89 
650 1146 50.7 0.84 
651 1143 50.8 0.83 
652 1163 50.9 0.87 
653 1184 50.9 0.90 
654 1174 51.0 0.88 
655 1173 51.1 0.88 
656 1178 51.2 0.89 
657 1153 51.2 0.85 
658 1120 51.3 0.80 
659 1150 51.4 0.85 
660 1125 51.5 0.81 
661 1134 51.6 0.82 
662 1161 51.6 0.86 
663 1122 51.7 0.80 
664 1170 51.8 0.88 
665 1135 51.9 0.82 
666 1169 52.0 0.87 
667 1153 52.0 0.85 
668 1184 52.1 0.90 
669 1175 52.2 0.88 
670 1153 52.3 0.85 
671 1187 52.3 0.90 
672 1171 52.4 0.88 
673 1116 52.5 0.79 
674 1172 52.6 0.88 
675 1152 52.7 0.85 
676 1143 52.7 0.83 
677 1127 52.8 0.81 
678 1147 52.9 0.84 
679 1143 53.0 0.83 
680 1142 53.0 0.83 
681 1129 53.1 0.81 
682 1130 53.2 0.81 
683 1161 53.3 0.86 
684 1120 53.4 0.80 
685 1148 53.4 0.84 
686 1145 53.5 0.84 
687 1122 53.6 0.80 
688 1177 53.7 0.89 
689 1139 53.7 0.83 
690 1155 53.8 0.85 
691 1144 53.9 0.84 
692 1112 54.0 0.78 





694 1122 54.1 0.80 
695 1122 54.2 0.80 
696 1109 54.3 0.78 
697 1176 54.4 0.89 
698 1143 54.4 0.83 
699 1145 54.5 0.84 
700 1100 54.6 0.77 
701 1156 54.7 0.85 
702 1151 54.8 0.85 
703 1082 54.8 0.74 
704 1104 54.9 0.77 
705 1112 55.0 0.78 
706 1123 55.1 0.80 
707 1134 55.1 0.82 
708 1112 55.2 0.79 
709 1115 55.3 0.79 
710 1112 55.4 0.78 
711 1089 55.5 0.75 
712 1091 55.5 0.75 
713 1095 55.6 0.76 
714 1159 55.7 0.86 
715 1118 55.8 0.79 
716 1109 55.9 0.78 
717 1086 55.9 0.74 
718 1116 56.0 0.79 
719 1091 56.1 0.75 
720 1100 56.2 0.77 
721 1098 56.2 0.76 
722 1088 56.3 0.75 
723 1122 56.4 0.80 
724 1065 56.5 0.71 
725 1070 56.6 0.72 
726 1071 56.6 0.72 
727 1113 56.7 0.79 
728 1107 56.8 0.78 
729 1128 56.9 0.81 
730 1066 56.9 0.71 
731 1087 57.0 0.75 
732 1073 57.1 0.72 
733 1095 57.2 0.76 
734 1067 57.3 0.71 
735 1107 57.3 0.78 
736 1078 57.4 0.73 
737 1095 57.5 0.76 
738 1100 57.6 0.77 
739 1064 57.6 0.71 
740 1106 57.7 0.77 
741 1137 57.8 0.82 
742 1069 57.9 0.72 
743 1076 58.0 0.73 
744 1082 58.0 0.74 
745 1074 58.1 0.72 
746 1079 58.2 0.73 
747 1099 58.3 0.76 
748 1061 58.3 0.70 
749 1059 58.4 0.70 
750 1097 58.5 0.76 
751 1070 58.6 0.72 
752 1086 58.7 0.74 
753 1067 58.7 0.71 
754 1078 58.8 0.73 
755 1096 58.9 0.76 
756 1071 59.0 0.72 
757 1088 59.0 0.75 
758 1063 59.1 0.71 
759 1077 59.2 0.73 
760 1084 59.3 0.74 
761 1088 59.4 0.75 
762 1074 59.4 0.72 
763 1079 59.5 0.73 
764 1056 59.6 0.70 
765 1043 59.7 0.68 
766 1049 59.8 0.68 
767 1041 59.8 0.67 
768 1050 59.9 0.69 
769 1010 60.0 0.62 
770 1030 60.1 0.66 
771 1032 60.1 0.66 







773 1066 60.3 0.71 
774 1073 60.4 0.72 
775 1037 60.5 0.67 
776 1058 60.5 0.70 
777 1042 60.6 0.67 
778 1026 60.7 0.65 
779 1057 60.8 0.70 
780 1082 60.8 0.74 
781 1049 60.9 0.69 
782 1057 61.0 0.70 
783 1039 61.1 0.67 
784 1057 61.2 0.70 
785 1044 61.2 0.68 
786 1042 61.3 0.67 
787 1052 61.4 0.69 
788 1007 61.5 0.62 
789 1036 61.5 0.66 
790 1026 61.6 0.65 
791 1024 61.7 0.65 
792 1023 61.8 0.64 
793 1042 61.9 0.67 
794 1051 61.9 0.69 
795 1044 62.0 0.68 
796 1022 62.1 0.64 
797 1046 62.2 0.68 
798 1054 62.2 0.69 
799 1061 62.3 0.70 
800 1013 62.4 0.63 
801 1011 62.5 0.62 
802 1040 62.6 0.67 
803 1006 62.6 0.62 
804 1017 62.7 0.63 
805 1059 62.8 0.70 
806 1024 62.9 0.64 
807 1042 62.9 0.67 
808 1011 63.0 0.62 
809 1019 63.1 0.64 
810 988 63.2 0.59 
811 1009 63.3 0.62 
812 1019 63.3 0.64 
813 1018 63.4 0.64 
814 1036 63.5 0.66 
815 1005 63.6 0.61 
816 1004 63.7 0.61 
817 1055 63.7 0.69 
818 989 63.8 0.59 
819 1005 63.9 0.61 
820 1008 64.0 0.62 
821 989 64.0 0.59 
822 998 64.1 0.60 
823 958 64.2 0.54 
824 998 64.3 0.60 
825 1000 64.4 0.61 
826 1001 64.4 0.61 
827 971 64.5 0.56 
828 994 64.6 0.60 
829 996 64.7 0.60 
830 993 64.7 0.60 
831 987 64.8 0.59 
832 948 64.9 0.52 
833 990 65.0 0.59 
834 962 65.1 0.55 
835 1008 65.1 0.62 
836 1003 65.2 0.61 
837 975 65.3 0.57 
838 1000 65.4 0.61 
839 953 65.4 0.53 
840 964 65.5 0.55 
841 982 65.6 0.58 
842 976 65.7 0.57 
843 983 65.8 0.58 
844 1000 65.8 0.61 
845 1015 65.9 0.63 
846 994 66.0 0.60 
847 965 66.1 0.55 
848 993 66.1 0.60 
849 1000 66.2 0.61 
850 1012 66.3 0.63 





852 976 66.5 0.57 
853 972 66.5 0.56 
854 986 66.6 0.58 
855 995 66.7 0.60 
856 952 66.8 0.53 
857 957 66.8 0.54 
858 974 66.9 0.57 
859 984 67.0 0.58 
860 984 67.1 0.58 
861 968 67.2 0.56 
862 988 67.2 0.59 
863 963 67.3 0.55 
864 967 67.4 0.56 
865 990 67.5 0.59 
866 970 67.6 0.56 
867 942 67.6 0.52 
868 946 67.7 0.52 
869 972 67.8 0.56 
870 957 67.9 0.54 
871 961 67.9 0.54 
872 936 68.0 0.50 
873 945 68.1 0.52 
874 964 68.2 0.55 
875 950 68.3 0.53 
876 957 68.3 0.54 
877 966 68.4 0.55 
878 963 68.5 0.55 
879 966 68.6 0.55 
880 945 68.6 0.52 
881 939 68.7 0.51 
882 940 68.8 0.51 
883 950 68.9 0.53 
884 958 69.0 0.54 
885 970 69.0 0.56 
886 971 69.1 0.56 
887 938 69.2 0.51 
888 950 69.3 0.53 
889 954 69.3 0.53 
890 937 69.4 0.51 
891 921 69.5 0.48 
892 962 69.6 0.55 
893 944 69.7 0.52 
894 939 69.7 0.51 
895 928 69.8 0.49 
896 937 69.9 0.51 
897 956 70.0 0.54 
898 931 70.0 0.50 
899 935 70.1 0.50 
900 894 70.2 0.44 
901 967 70.3 0.56 
902 955 70.4 0.54 
903 936 70.4 0.50 
904 926 70.5 0.49 
905 917 70.6 0.47 
906 946 70.7 0.52 
907 957 70.7 0.54 
908 928 70.8 0.49 
909 955 70.9 0.54 
910 909 71.0 0.46 
911 894 71.1 0.44 
912 950 71.1 0.53 
913 895 71.2 0.44 
914 917 71.3 0.47 
915 927 71.4 0.49 
916 940 71.5 0.51 
917 928 71.5 0.49 
918 934 71.6 0.50 
919 893 71.7 0.44 
920 907 71.8 0.46 
921 903 71.8 0.45 
922 897 71.9 0.44 
923 908 72.0 0.46 
924 892 72.1 0.44 
925 925 72.2 0.49 
926 931 72.2 0.50 
927 900 72.3 0.45 
928 914 72.4 0.47 
929 942 72.5 0.51 







931 905 72.6 0.46 
932 933 72.7 0.50 
933 907 72.8 0.46 
934 897 72.9 0.44 
935 912 72.9 0.47 
936 933 73.0 0.50 
937 924 73.1 0.49 
938 894 73.2 0.44 
939 918 73.2 0.48 
940 908 73.3 0.46 
941 920 73.4 0.48 
942 901 73.5 0.45 
943 911 73.6 0.47 
944 911 73.6 0.47 
945 895 73.7 0.44 
946 910 73.8 0.46 
947 899 73.9 0.45 
948 888 73.9 0.43 
949 929 74.0 0.50 
950 905 74.1 0.46 
951 902 74.2 0.45 
952 908 74.3 0.46 
953 909 74.3 0.46 
954 890 74.4 0.43 
955 901 74.5 0.45 
956 903 74.6 0.45 
957 892 74.6 0.44 
958 896 74.7 0.44 
959 896 74.8 0.44 
960 907 74.9 0.46 
961 893 75.0 0.44 
962 912 75.0 0.47 
963 892 75.1 0.44 
964 888 75.2 0.43 
965 875 75.3 0.41 
966 854 75.4 0.38 
967 879 75.4 0.42 
968 873 75.5 0.41 
969 882 75.6 0.42 
970 892 75.7 0.44 
971 880 75.7 0.42 
972 876 75.8 0.41 
973 888 75.9 0.43 
974 842 76.0 0.36 
975 884 76.1 0.42 
976 857 76.1 0.38 
977 910 76.2 0.46 
978 878 76.3 0.41 
979 868 76.4 0.40 
980 897 76.4 0.44 
981 877 76.5 0.41 
982 857 76.6 0.38 
983 843 76.7 0.36 
984 855 76.8 0.38 
985 869 76.8 0.40 
986 866 76.9 0.39 
987 856 77.0 0.38 
988 873 77.1 0.41 
989 897 77.1 0.44 
990 873 77.2 0.41 
991 900 77.3 0.45 
992 867 77.4 0.40 
993 856 77.5 0.38 
994 887 77.5 0.43 
995 871 77.6 0.40 
996 859 77.7 0.38 
997 877 77.8 0.41 
998 855 77.8 0.38 
999 825 77.9 0.33 
1000 853 78.0 0.37 
1001 875 78.1 0.41 
1002 865 78.2 0.39 
1003 853 78.2 0.37 
1004 835 78.3 0.35 
1005 863 78.4 0.39 
1006 850 78.5 0.37 
1007 855 78.5 0.38 
1008 852 78.6 0.37 





1010 839 78.8 0.35 
1011 851 78.9 0.37 
1012 848 78.9 0.37 
1013 857 79.0 0.38 
1014 849 79.1 0.37 
1015 849 79.2 0.37 
1016 869 79.3 0.40 
1017 860 79.3 0.39 
1018 837 79.4 0.35 
1019 837 79.5 0.35 
1020 859 79.6 0.38 
1021 858 79.6 0.38 
1022 851 79.7 0.37 
1023 877 79.8 0.41 
1024 844 79.9 0.36 
1025 825 80.0 0.33 
1026 860 80.0 0.38 
1027 867 80.1 0.40 
1028 861 80.2 0.39 
1029 853 80.3 0.37 
1030 832 80.3 0.34 
1031 815 80.4 0.31 
1032 842 80.5 0.36 
1033 856 80.6 0.38 
1034 817 80.7 0.32 
1035 838 80.7 0.35 
1036 831 80.8 0.34 
1037 852 80.9 0.37 
1038 834 81.0 0.34 
1039 817 81.0 0.32 
1040 858 81.1 0.38 
1041 825 81.2 0.33 
1042 825 81.3 0.33 
1043 841 81.4 0.35 
1044 842 81.4 0.36 
1045 837 81.5 0.35 
1046 810 81.6 0.31 
1047 835 81.7 0.35 
1048 819 81.7 0.32 
1049 822 81.8 0.32 
1050 849 81.9 0.37 
1051 834 82.0 0.34 
1052 860 82.1 0.38 
1053 851 82.1 0.37 
1054 823 82.2 0.33 
1055 821 82.3 0.32 
1056 827 82.4 0.33 
1057 816 82.4 0.31 
1058 853 82.5 0.37 
1059 807 82.6 0.30 
1060 855 82.7 0.38 
1061 811 82.8 0.31 
1062 801 82.8 0.29 
1063 805 82.9 0.30 
1064 793 83.0 0.28 
1065 845 83.1 0.36 
1066 830 83.2 0.34 
1067 843 83.2 0.36 
1068 796 83.3 0.28 
1069 807 83.4 0.30 
1070 811 83.5 0.31 
1071 809 83.5 0.30 
1072 808 83.6 0.30 
1073 816 83.7 0.32 
1074 828 83.8 0.33 
1075 832 83.9 0.34 
1076 804 83.9 0.30 
1077 809 84.0 0.30 
1078 791 84.1 0.28 
1079 796 84.2 0.28 
1080 819 84.2 0.32 
1081 816 84.3 0.31 
1082 797 84.4 0.28 
1083 796 84.5 0.28 
1084 793 84.6 0.28 
1085 814 84.6 0.31 
1086 833 84.7 0.34 
1087 796 84.8 0.28 







1089 827 84.9 0.33 
1090 797 85.0 0.28 
1091 804 85.1 0.30 
1092 815 85.2 0.31 
1093 802 85.3 0.29 
1094 799 85.3 0.29 
1095 817 85.4 0.32 
1096 786 85.5 0.27 
1097 805 85.6 0.30 
1098 786 85.6 0.27 
1099 843 85.7 0.36 
1100 808 85.8 0.30 
1101 784 85.9 0.26 
1102 762 86.0 0.23 
1103 810 86.0 0.31 
1104 825 86.1 0.33 
1105 797 86.2 0.28 
1106 808 86.3 0.30 
1107 782 86.3 0.26 
1108 815 86.4 0.31 
1109 793 86.5 0.28 
1110 814 86.6 0.31 
1111 775 86.7 0.25 
1112 803 86.7 0.29 
1113 761 86.8 0.23 
1114 793 86.9 0.28 
1115 788 87.0 0.27 
1116 789 87.1 0.27 
1117 785 87.1 0.27 
1118 756 87.2 0.22 
1119 784 87.3 0.27 
1120 795 87.4 0.28 
1121 802 87.4 0.29 
1122 780 87.5 0.26 
1123 798 87.6 0.29 
1124 772 87.7 0.25 
1125 765 87.8 0.23 
1126 782 87.8 0.26 
1127 791 87.9 0.28 
1128 794 88.0 0.28 
1129 811 88.1 0.31 
1130 774 88.1 0.25 
1131 802 88.2 0.29 
1132 803 88.3 0.29 
1133 769 88.4 0.24 
1134 789 88.5 0.27 
1135 810 88.5 0.31 
1136 774 88.6 0.25 
1137 777 88.7 0.25 
1138 768 88.8 0.24 
1139 755 88.8 0.22 
1140 783 88.9 0.26 
1141 786 89.0 0.27 
1142 789 89.1 0.27 
1143 786 89.2 0.27 
1144 785 89.2 0.27 
1145 781 89.3 0.26 
1146 781 89.4 0.26 
1147 790 89.5 0.27 
1148 769 89.5 0.24 
1149 794 89.6 0.28 
1150 766 89.7 0.24 
1151 776 89.8 0.25 
1152 790 89.9 0.27 
1153 749 89.9 0.21 
1154 758 90.0 0.22 
1155 791 90.1 0.27 
1156 773 90.2 0.25 
1157 782 90.2 0.26 
1158 759 90.3 0.22 
1159 778 90.4 0.26 
1160 790 90.5 0.27 
1161 796 90.6 0.28 
1162 755 90.6 0.22 
1163 784 90.7 0.26 
1164 791 90.8 0.28 
1165 779 90.9 0.26 
1166 778 91.0 0.26 





1168 754 91.1 0.22 
1169 767 91.2 0.24 
1170 765 91.3 0.23 
1171 738 91.3 0.19 
1172 750 91.4 0.21 
1173 789 91.5 0.27 
1174 758 91.6 0.22 
1175 748 91.7 0.21 
1176 769 91.7 0.24 
1177 771 91.8 0.24 
1178 730 91.9 0.18 
1179 757 92.0 0.22 
1180 770 92.0 0.24 
1181 767 92.1 0.24 
1182 755 92.2 0.22 
1183 775 92.3 0.25 
1184 765 92.4 0.23 
1185 788 92.4 0.27 
1186 776 92.5 0.25 
1187 728 92.6 0.18 
1188 756 92.7 0.22 
1189 742 92.7 0.20 
1190 768 92.8 0.24 
1191 770 92.9 0.24 
1192 741 93.0 0.20 
1193 767 93.1 0.24 
1194 755 93.1 0.22 
1195 772 93.2 0.25 
1196 765 93.3 0.23 
1197 764 93.4 0.23 
1198 757 93.4 0.22 
1199 773 93.5 0.25 
1200 752 93.6 0.21 
1201 760 93.7 0.23 
1202 729 93.8 0.18 
1203 773 93.8 0.25 
1204 756 93.9 0.22 
1205 762 94.0 0.23 
1206 737 94.1 0.19 
1207 741 94.1 0.20 
1208 753 94.2 0.21 
1209 746 94.3 0.20 
1210 764 94.4 0.23 
1211 740 94.5 0.19 
1212 752 94.5 0.21 
1213 728 94.6 0.18 
1214 746 94.7 0.20 
1215 748 94.8 0.21 
1216 747 94.9 0.21 
1217 734 94.9 0.18 
1218 780 95.0 0.26 
1219 767 95.1 0.24 
1220 758 95.2 0.22 
1221 737 95.2 0.19 
1222 721 95.3 0.16 
1223 731 95.4 0.18 
1224 743 95.5 0.20 
1225 734 95.6 0.19 
1226 738 95.6 0.19 
1227 757 95.7 0.22 
1228 752 95.8 0.21 
1229 708 95.9 0.14 
1230 738 95.9 0.19 
1231 740 96.0 0.20 
1232 749 96.1 0.21 
1233 718 96.2 0.16 
1234 743 96.3 0.20 
1235 761 96.3 0.23 
1236 728 96.4 0.18 
1237 725 96.5 0.17 
1238 740 96.6 0.19 
1239 703 96.6 0.14 
1240 756 96.7 0.22 
1241 752 96.8 0.21 
1242 743 96.9 0.20 
1243 746 97.0 0.20 
1244 728 97.0 0.18 
1245 750 97.1 0.21 







1247 736 97.3 0.19 
1248 717 97.3 0.16 
1249 762 97.4 0.23 
1250 737 97.5 0.19 
1251 732 97.6 0.18 
1252 740 97.7 0.19 
1253 715 97.7 0.15 
1254 731 97.8 0.18 
1255 741 97.9 0.20 
1256 721 98.0 0.16 
1257 712 98.0 0.15 
1258 729 98.1 0.18 
1259 731 98.2 0.18 
1260 722 98.3 0.17 
1261 723 98.4 0.17 
1262 730 98.4 0.18 
1263 720 98.5 0.16 
1264 744 98.6 0.20 
1265 717 98.7 0.16 
1266 734 98.8 0.18 
1267 718 98.8 0.16 
1268 744 98.9 0.20 
1269 729 99.0 0.18 
1270 725 99.1 0.17 
1271 738 99.1 0.19 
1272 710 99.2 0.15 
1273 730 99.3 0.18 
1274 745 99.4 0.20 
1275 735 99.5 0.19 
1276 731 99.5 0.18 
1277 729 99.6 0.18 
1278 710 99.7 0.15 
1279 737 99.8 0.19 
1280 724 99.8 0.17 
1281 732 99.9 0.18 
1282 746 100.0 0.20 
1283 711 100.1 0.15 
1284 738 100.2 0.19 
1285 727 100.2 0.17 
1286 727 100.3 0.17 
1287 746 100.4 0.20 
1288 734 100.5 0.19 
1289 723 100.5 0.17 
1290 735 100.6 0.19 
1291 751 100.7 0.21 
1292 741 100.8 0.20 
1293 718 100.9 0.16 
1294 750 100.9 0.21 
1295 698 101.0 0.13 
1296 718 101.1 0.16 
1297 723 101.2 0.17 
1298 728 101.2 0.18 
1299 712 101.3 0.15 
1300 692 101.4 0.12 
1301 707 101.5 0.14 
1302 705 101.6 0.14 
1303 689 101.6 0.11 
1304 713 101.7 0.15 
1305 743 101.8 0.20 
1306 708 101.9 0.14 
1307 702 102.0 0.13 
1308 709 102.0 0.14 
1309 712 102.1 0.15 
1310 724 102.2 0.17 
1311 704 102.3 0.14 
1312 709 102.3 0.15 
1313 705 102.4 0.14 
1314 705 102.5 0.14 
1315 695 102.6 0.12 
1316 730 102.7 0.18 
1317 675 102.7 0.09 
1318 723 102.8 0.17 
1319 719 102.9 0.16 
1320 711 103.0 0.15 
1321 713 103.0 0.15 
1322 737 103.1 0.19 
1323 708 103.2 0.14 
1324 729 103.3 0.18 





1326 722 103.4 0.17 
1327 726 103.5 0.17 
1328 703 103.6 0.14 
1329 723 103.7 0.17 
1330 691 103.7 0.12 
1331 723 103.8 0.17 
1332 692 103.9 0.12 
1333 721 104.0 0.16 
1334 679 104.1 0.10 
1335 730 104.1 0.18 
1336 701 104.2 0.13 
1337 700 104.3 0.13 
1338 702 104.4 0.14 
1339 733 104.4 0.18 
1340 714 104.5 0.15 
1341 746 104.6 0.20 
1342 714 104.7 0.15 
1343 726 104.8 0.17 
1344 714 104.8 0.15 
1345 708 104.9 0.14 
1346 712 105.0 0.15 
1347 679 105.1 0.10 
1348 700 105.1 0.13 
1349 715 105.2 0.16 
1350 719 105.3 0.16 
1351 684 105.4 0.11 
1352 702 105.5 0.13 
1353 706 105.5 0.14 
1354 691 105.6 0.12 
1355 697 105.7 0.13 
1356 721 105.8 0.16 
1357 694 105.9 0.12 
1358 721 105.9 0.17 
1359 707 106.0 0.14 
1360 715 106.1 0.15 
1361 695 106.2 0.12 
1362 697 106.2 0.13 
1363 713 106.3 0.15 
1364 683 106.4 0.10 
1365 695 106.5 0.12 
1366 722 106.6 0.17 
1367 702 106.6 0.13 
1368 692 106.7 0.12 
1369 719 106.8 0.16 
1370 679 106.9 0.10 
1371 700 106.9 0.13 
1372 720 107.0 0.16 
1373 686 107.1 0.11 
1374 703 107.2 0.14 
1375 719 107.3 0.16 
1376 719 107.3 0.16 
1377 660 107.4 0.07 
1378 697 107.5 0.13 
1379 723 107.6 0.17 
1380 687 107.6 0.11 
1381 682 107.7 0.10 
1382 692 107.8 0.12 
1383 711 107.9 0.15 
1384 697 108.0 0.13 
1385 716 108.0 0.16 
1386 701 108.1 0.13 
1387 689 108.2 0.11 
1388 693 108.3 0.12 
1389 705 108.3 0.14 
1390 706 108.4 0.14 
1391 680 108.5 0.10 
1392 687 108.6 0.11 
1393 711 108.7 0.15 
1394 674 108.7 0.09 
1395 705 108.8 0.14 
1396 701 108.9 0.13 
1397 701 109.0 0.13 
1398 685 109.0 0.11 
1399 692 109.1 0.12 
1400 696 109.2 0.13 
1401 690 109.3 0.11 
1402 691 109.4 0.12 
1403 701 109.4 0.13 







1405 699 109.6 0.13 
1406 688 109.7 0.11 
1407 688 109.8 0.11 
1408 712 109.8 0.15 
1409 702 109.9 0.14 
1410 690 110.0 0.11 
1411 691 110.1 0.12 
1412 693 110.1 0.12 
1413 683 110.2 0.10 
1414 681 110.3 0.10 
1415 688 110.4 0.11 
1416 695 110.5 0.12 
1417 711 110.5 0.15 
1418 684 110.6 0.11 
1419 693 110.7 0.12 
1420 675 110.8 0.09 
1421 687 110.8 0.11 
1422 697 110.9 0.13 
1423 698 111.0 0.13 
1424 714 111.1 0.15 
1425 677 111.2 0.09 
1426 695 111.2 0.12 
1427 704 111.3 0.14 
1428 694 111.4 0.12 
1429 691 111.5 0.12 
1430 683 111.5 0.10 
1431 670 111.6 0.08 
1432 662 111.7 0.07 
1433 719 111.8 0.16 
1434 667 111.9 0.08 
1435 708 111.9 0.14 
1436 701 112.0 0.13 
1437 675 112.1 0.09 
1438 707 112.2 0.14 
1439 701 112.2 0.13 
1440 675 112.3 0.09 
1441 693 112.4 0.12 
1442 702 112.5 0.13 
1443 700 112.6 0.13 
1444 715 112.6 0.16 
1445 709 112.7 0.15 
1446 666 112.8 0.08 
1447 681 112.9 0.10 
1448 692 112.9 0.12 
1449 676 113.0 0.09 
1450 693 113.1 0.12 
1451 698 113.2 0.13 
1452 707 113.3 0.14 
1453 669 113.3 0.08 
1454 678 113.4 0.10 
1455 700 113.5 0.13 
1456 674 113.6 0.09 
1457 686 113.7 0.11 
1458 680 113.7 0.10 
1459 672 113.8 0.09 
1460 698 113.9 0.13 
1461 699 114.0 0.13 
1462 713 114.0 0.15 
1463 689 114.1 0.11 
1464 673 114.2 0.09 
1465 672 114.3 0.09 
1466 681 114.4 0.10 
1467 686 114.4 0.11 
1468 682 114.5 0.10 
1469 692 114.6 0.12 
1470 691 114.7 0.12 
1471 696 114.7 0.13 
1472 674 114.8 0.09 
1473 691 114.9 0.12 
1474 692 115.0 0.12 
1475 714 115.1 0.15 
1476 692 115.1 0.12 
1477 703 115.2 0.14 
1478 678 115.3 0.10 
1479 677 115.4 0.10 
1480 704 115.4 0.14 
1481 674 115.5 0.09 
1482 682 115.6 0.10 





1484 669 115.8 0.08 
1485 690 115.8 0.12 
1486 720 115.9 0.16 
1487 686 116.0 0.11 
1488 698 116.1 0.13 
1489 678 116.1 0.10 
1490 683 116.2 0.10 
1491 697 116.3 0.13 
1492 680 116.4 0.10 
1493 669 116.5 0.08 
1494 685 116.5 0.11 
1495 661 116.6 0.07 
1496 678 116.7 0.10 
1497 652 116.8 0.06 
1498 679 116.8 0.10 
1499 703 116.9 0.14 
1500 707 117.0 0.14 
1501 673 117.1 0.09 
1502 707 117.2 0.14 
1503 689 117.2 0.11 
1504 679 117.3 0.10 
1505 691 117.4 0.12 
1506 693 117.5 0.12 
1507 681 117.6 0.10 
1508 702 117.6 0.14 
1509 705 117.7 0.14 
1510 700 117.8 0.13 
1511 690 117.9 0.12 
1512 700 117.9 0.13 
1513 670 118.0 0.08 
1514 692 118.1 0.12 
1515 674 118.2 0.09 
1516 703 118.3 0.14 
1517 697 118.3 0.13 
1518 696 118.4 0.13 
1519 707 118.5 0.14 
1520 674 118.6 0.09 
1521 684 118.6 0.11 
1522 664 118.7 0.07 
1523 698 118.8 0.13 
1524 674 118.9 0.09 
1525 689 119.0 0.11 
1526 707 119.0 0.14 
1527 667 119.1 0.08 
1528 695 119.2 0.12 
1529 698 119.3 0.13 
1530 662 119.3 0.07 
1531 691 119.4 0.12 
1532 676 119.5 0.09 
1533 687 119.6 0.11 
1534 710 119.7 0.15 
1535 672 119.7 0.09 
1536 693 119.8 0.12 
1537 670 119.9 0.08 
1538 685 120.0 0.11 
1539 683 120.0 0.10 
1540 685 120.1 0.11 
1541 682 120.2 0.10 
1542 685 120.3 0.11 
1543 673 120.4 0.09 
1544 694 120.4 0.12 
1545 682 120.5 0.10 
1546 680 120.6 0.10 
1547 706 120.7 0.14 
1548 683 120.7 0.10 
1549 695 120.8 0.12 
1550 661 120.9 0.07 
1551 681 121.0 0.10 
1552 668 121.1 0.08 
1553 687 121.1 0.11 
1554 649 121.2 0.05 
1555 697 121.3 0.13 
1556 692 121.4 0.12 
1557 683 121.5 0.10 
1558 679 121.5 0.10 
1559 683 121.6 0.10 
1560 682 121.7 0.10 
1561 667 121.8 0.08 







1563 680 121.9 0.10 
1564 675 122.0 0.09 
1565 693 122.1 0.12 
1566 680 122.2 0.10 
1567 693 122.2 0.12 
1568 665 122.3 0.08 
1569 696 122.4 0.13 
1570 690 122.5 0.11 
1571 700 122.5 0.13 
1572 682 122.6 0.10 
1573 678 122.7 0.10 
1574 675 122.8 0.09 
1575 681 122.9 0.10 
1576 676 122.9 0.09 
1577 681 123.0 0.10 
1578 683 123.1 0.10 
1579 699 123.2 0.13 
1580 714 123.2 0.15 
1581 680 123.3 0.10 
1582 672 123.4 0.09 
1583 695 123.5 0.12 
1584 680 123.6 0.10 
1585 707 123.6 0.14 
1586 682 123.7 0.10 
1587 690 123.8 0.12 
1588 709 123.9 0.15 
1589 683 123.9 0.10 
1590 682 124.0 0.10 
1591 681 124.1 0.10 
1592 694 124.2 0.12 
1593 655 124.3 0.06 
1594 673 124.3 0.09 
1595 681 124.4 0.10 
1596 658 124.5 0.07 
1597 699 124.6 0.13 
1598 677 124.6 0.09 
1599 692 124.7 0.12 
1600 674 124.8 0.09 
1601 658 124.9 0.06 
1602 688 125.0 0.11 
1603 693 125.0 0.12 
1604 684 125.1 0.11 
1605 680 125.2 0.10 
1606 658 125.3 0.06 
1607 677 125.4 0.09 
1608 704 125.4 0.14 
1609 671 125.5 0.08 
1610 707 125.6 0.14 
1611 683 125.7 0.10 
1612 699 125.7 0.13 
1613 680 125.8 0.10 
1614 662 125.9 0.07 
1615 697 126.0 0.13 
1616 688 126.1 0.11 
1617 700 126.1 0.13 
1618 672 126.2 0.09 
1619 675 126.3 0.09 
1620 685 126.4 0.11 
1621 678 126.4 0.10 
1622 699 126.5 0.13 
1623 668 126.6 0.08 
1624 689 126.7 0.11 
1625 685 126.8 0.11 
1626 648 126.8 0.05 
1627 703 126.9 0.14 
1628 703 127.0 0.14 
1629 696 127.1 0.12 
1630 669 127.1 0.08 
1631 688 127.2 0.11 
1632 667 127.3 0.08 
1633 670 127.4 0.08 
1634 666 127.5 0.08 
1635 675 127.5 0.09 
1636 694 127.6 0.12 
1637 675 127.7 0.09 
1638 700 127.8 0.13 
1639 688 127.8 0.11 
1640 688 127.9 0.11 





1642 663 128.1 0.07 
1643 697 128.2 0.13 
1644 697 128.2 0.13 
1645 686 128.3 0.11 
1646 686 128.4 0.11 
1647 657 128.5 0.06 
1648 689 128.5 0.11 
1649 681 128.6 0.10 
1650 682 128.7 0.10 
1651 686 128.8 0.11 
1652 694 128.9 0.12 
1653 679 128.9 0.10 
1654 683 129.0 0.11 
1655 667 129.1 0.08 
1656 685 129.2 0.11 
1657 682 129.3 0.10 
1658 669 129.3 0.08 
1659 668 129.4 0.08 
1660 694 129.5 0.12 
1661 656 129.6 0.06 
1662 690 129.6 0.12 
1663 676 129.7 0.09 
1664 698 129.8 0.13 
1665 695 129.9 0.12 
1666 680 130.0 0.10 
1667 686 130.0 0.11 
1668 677 130.1 0.09 
1669 665 130.2 0.08 
1670 659 130.3 0.07 
1671 662 130.3 0.07 
1672 689 130.4 0.11 
1673 681 130.5 0.10 
1674 656 130.6 0.06 
1675 665 130.7 0.08 
1676 721 130.7 0.16 
1677 672 130.8 0.09 
1678 661 130.9 0.07 
1679 667 131.0 0.08 
1680 684 131.0 0.11 
1681 685 131.1 0.11 
1682 696 131.2 0.12 
1683 683 131.3 0.10 
1684 656 131.4 0.06 
1685 671 131.4 0.09 
1686 678 131.5 0.10 
1687 693 131.6 0.12 
1688 679 131.7 0.10 
1689 671 131.7 0.09 
1690 683 131.8 0.10 
1691 681 131.9 0.10 
1692 702 132.0 0.13 
1693 670 132.1 0.08 
1694 670 132.1 0.08 
1695 690 132.2 0.12 
1696 673 132.3 0.09 
1697 704 132.4 0.14 
1698 684 132.4 0.11 
1699 655 132.5 0.06 
1700 691 132.6 0.12 
1701 707 132.7 0.14 
1702 700 132.8 0.13 
1703 699 132.8 0.13 
1704 682 132.9 0.10 
1705 676 133.0 0.09 
1706 681 133.1 0.10 
1707 660 133.2 0.07 
1708 681 133.2 0.10 
1709 654 133.3 0.06 
1710 677 133.4 0.09 
1711 652 133.5 0.06 
1712 691 133.5 0.12 
1713 668 133.6 0.08 
1714 666 133.7 0.08 
1715 688 133.8 0.11 
1716 662 133.9 0.07 
1717 697 133.9 0.13 
1718 694 134.0 0.12 
1719 690 134.1 0.12 







1721 666 134.2 0.08 
1722 686 134.3 0.11 
1723 695 134.4 0.12 
1724 657 134.5 0.06 
1725 707 134.6 0.14 
1726 676 134.6 0.09 
1727 694 134.7 0.12 
1728 697 134.8 0.13 
1729 693 134.9 0.12 
1730 663 134.9 0.07 
1731 675 135.0 0.09 
1732 641 135.1 0.04 
1733 657 135.2 0.06 
1734 688 135.3 0.11 
1735 650 135.3 0.05 
1736 674 135.4 0.09 
1737 660 135.5 0.07 
1738 679 135.6 0.10 
1739 663 135.6 0.07 
1740 661 135.7 0.07 
1741 687 135.8 0.11 
1742 669 135.9 0.08 
1743 690 136.0 0.12 
1744 660 136.0 0.07 
1745 672 136.1 0.09 
1746 670 136.2 0.08 
1747 662 136.3 0.07 
1748 655 136.3 0.06 
1749 669 136.4 0.08 
1750 671 136.5 0.09 
1751 683 136.6 0.10 
1752 671 136.7 0.09 
1753 700 136.7 0.13 
1754 671 136.8 0.08 
1755 678 136.9 0.10 
1756 674 137.0 0.09 
1757 642 137.1 0.04 
1758 667 137.1 0.08 
1759 676 137.2 0.09 
1760 698 137.3 0.13 
1761 677 137.4 0.09 
1762 666 137.4 0.08 
1763 653 137.5 0.06 
1764 688 137.6 0.11 
1765 674 137.7 0.09 
1766 687 137.8 0.11 
1767 677 137.8 0.09 
1768 656 137.9 0.06 
1769 667 138.0 0.08 
1770 659 138.1 0.07 
1771 652 138.1 0.05 
1772 708 138.2 0.14 
1773 665 138.3 0.08 
1774 644 138.4 0.04 
1775 670 138.5 0.08 
1776 674 138.5 0.09 
1777 653 138.6 0.06 
1778 680 138.7 0.10 
1779 668 138.8 0.08 
1780 674 138.8 0.09 
1781 660 138.9 0.07 
1782 677 139.0 0.10 
1783 664 139.1 0.07 
1784 652 139.2 0.06 
1785 672 139.2 0.09 
1786 673 139.3 0.09 
1787 665 139.4 0.08 
1788 657 139.5 0.06 
1789 659 139.5 0.07 
1790 661 139.6 0.07 
1791 704 139.7 0.14 
1792 655 139.8 0.06 
1793 675 139.9 0.09 
1794 689 139.9 0.11 
1795 677 140.0 0.09 
1796 640 140.1 0.04 
1797 672 140.2 0.09 
1798 654 140.2 0.06 





1800 699 140.4 0.13 
1801 658 140.5 0.06 
1802 644 140.6 0.04 
1803 669 140.6 0.08 
1804 657 140.7 0.06 
1805 652 140.8 0.06 
1806 680 140.9 0.10 
1807 678 141.0 0.10 
1808 672 141.0 0.09 
1809 679 141.1 0.10 
1810 687 141.2 0.11 
1811 688 141.3 0.11 
1812 697 141.3 0.13 
1813 660 141.4 0.07 
1814 655 141.5 0.06 
1815 691 141.6 0.12 
1816 668 141.7 0.08 
1817 688 141.7 0.11 
1818 697 141.8 0.13 
1819 674 141.9 0.09 
1820 647 142.0 0.05 
1821 672 142.0 0.09 
1822 643 142.1 0.04 
1823 655 142.2 0.06 
1824 669 142.3 0.08 
1825 650 142.4 0.05 
1826 660 142.4 0.07 
1827 657 142.5 0.06 
1828 660 142.6 0.07 
1829 690 142.7 0.12 
1830 665 142.7 0.08 
1831 685 142.8 0.11 
1832 661 142.9 0.07 
1833 664 143.0 0.07 
1834 669 143.1 0.08 
1835 672 143.1 0.09 
1836 653 143.2 0.06 
1837 667 143.3 0.08 
1838 631 143.4 0.02 
1839 677 143.4 0.09 
1840 667 143.5 0.08 
1841 663 143.6 0.07 
1842 671 143.7 0.09 
1843 664 143.8 0.07 
1844 659 143.8 0.07 
1845 669 143.9 0.08 
1846 667 144.0 0.08 
1847 646 144.1 0.05 
1848 658 144.1 0.06 
1849 641 144.2 0.04 
1850 661 144.3 0.07 
1851 644 144.4 0.04 
1852 654 144.5 0.06 
1853 645 144.5 0.04 
1854 672 144.6 0.09 
1855 666 144.7 0.08 
1856 657 144.8 0.06 
1857 672 144.9 0.09 
1858 679 144.9 0.10 
1859 668 145.0 0.08 
1860 672 145.1 0.09 
1861 676 145.2 0.09 
1862 669 145.2 0.08 
1863 656 145.3 0.06 
1864 669 145.4 0.08 
1865 630 145.5 0.02 
1866 646 145.6 0.05 
1867 660 145.6 0.07 
1868 644 145.7 0.04 
1869 658 145.8 0.06 
1870 671 145.9 0.09 
1871 676 145.9 0.09 
1872 658 146.0 0.06 
1873 653 146.1 0.06 
1874 680 146.2 0.10 
1875 658 146.3 0.06 
1876 646 146.3 0.05 
1877 672 146.4 0.09 







1879 650 146.6 0.05 
1880 659 146.6 0.07 
1881 668 146.7 0.08 
1882 654 146.8 0.06 
1883 676 146.9 0.09 
1884 651 147.0 0.05 
1885 661 147.0 0.07 
1886 653 147.1 0.06 
1887 679 147.2 0.10 
1888 649 147.3 0.05 
1889 670 147.3 0.08 
1890 654 147.4 0.06 
1891 658 147.5 0.06 
1892 664 147.6 0.07 
1893 670 147.7 0.08 
1894 689 147.7 0.11 
1895 643 147.8 0.04 
1896 680 147.9 0.10 
1897 644 148.0 0.04 
1898 682 148.0 0.10 
1899 652 148.1 0.06 
1900 663 148.2 0.07 
1901 673 148.3 0.09 
1902 651 148.4 0.05 
1903 658 148.4 0.06 
1904 642 148.5 0.04 
1905 660 148.6 0.07 
1906 636 148.7 0.03 
1907 699 148.8 0.13 
1908 682 148.8 0.10 
1909 687 148.9 0.11 
1910 673 149.0 0.09 
1911 664 149.1 0.07 
1912 663 149.1 0.07 
1913 658 149.2 0.06 
1914 668 149.3 0.08 
1915 670 149.4 0.08 
1916 662 149.5 0.07 
1917 655 149.5 0.06 
1918 682 149.6 0.10 
1919 672 149.7 0.09 
1920 618 149.8 0.00 
1921 644 149.8 0.04 
1922 659 149.9 0.07 
1923 689 150.0 0.11 
1924 631 150.1 0.02 
1925 656 150.2 0.06 
1926 649 150.2 0.05 
1927 644 150.3 0.04 
1928 674 150.4 0.09 
1929 643 150.5 0.04 
1930 662 150.5 0.07 
1931 659 150.6 0.07 
1932 671 150.7 0.08 
1933 657 150.8 0.06 
1934 680 150.9 0.10 
1935 671 150.9 0.08 
1936 649 151.0 0.05 
1937 628 151.1 0.02 
1938 647 151.2 0.05 
1939 636 151.2 0.03 
1940 644 151.3 0.04 
1941 663 151.4 0.07 
1942 653 151.5 0.06 
1943 665 151.6 0.08 
1944 660 151.6 0.07 
1945 668 151.7 0.08 
1946 664 151.8 0.07 
1947 663 151.9 0.07 
1948 651 152.0 0.05 
1949 661 152.0 0.07 
1950 666 152.1 0.08 
1951 644 152.2 0.04 
1952 663 152.3 0.07 
1953 631 152.3 0.02 
1954 657 152.4 0.06 
1955 642 152.5 0.04 
1956 644 152.6 0.04 





1958 651 152.7 0.05 
1959 663 152.8 0.07 
1960 682 152.9 0.10 
1961 664 153.0 0.07 
1962 655 153.0 0.06 
1963 675 153.1 0.09 
1964 663 153.2 0.07 
1965 635 153.3 0.03 
1966 681 153.4 0.10 
1967 682 153.4 0.10 
1968 699 153.5 0.13 
1969 668 153.6 0.08 
1970 678 153.7 0.10 
1971 676 153.7 0.09 
1972 642 153.8 0.04 
1973 634 153.9 0.03 
1974 674 154.0 0.09 
1975 661 154.1 0.07 
1976 665 154.1 0.08 
1977 662 154.2 0.07 
1978 659 154.3 0.07 
1979 654 154.4 0.06 
1980 644 154.4 0.04 
1981 654 154.5 0.06 
1982 652 154.6 0.05 
1983 684 154.7 0.11 
1984 662 154.8 0.07 
1985 648 154.8 0.05 
1986 675 154.9 0.09 
1987 669 155.0 0.08 
1988 660 155.1 0.07 
1989 660 155.1 0.07 
1990 645 155.2 0.04 
1991 665 155.3 0.08 
1992 653 155.4 0.06 
1993 676 155.5 0.09 
1994 669 155.5 0.08 
1995 642 155.6 0.04 
1996 638 155.7 0.03 
1997 633 155.8 0.02 
1998 674 155.9 0.09 
1999 656 155.9 0.06 
2000 675 156.0 0.09 
2001 687 156.1 0.11 
2002 654 156.2 0.06 
2003 668 156.2 0.08 
2004 679 156.3 0.10 
2005 655 156.4 0.06 
2006 679 156.5 0.10 
2007 675 156.6 0.09 
2008 679 156.6 0.10 
2009 652 156.7 0.05 
2010 671 156.8 0.08 
2011 638 156.9 0.03 
2012 662 156.9 0.07 
2013 683 157.0 0.10 
2014 699 157.1 0.13 
2015 661 157.2 0.07 
2016 678 157.3 0.10 
2017 674 157.3 0.09 
2018 682 157.4 0.10 
2019 659 157.5 0.07 
2020 668 157.6 0.08 
2021 651 157.6 0.05 
2022 678 157.7 0.10 
2023 657 157.8 0.06 
2024 647 157.9 0.05 
2025 658 158.0 0.06 
2026 654 158.0 0.06 
2027 680 158.1 0.10 
2028 670 158.2 0.08 
2029 672 158.3 0.09 
2030 624 158.3 0.01 
2031 687 158.4 0.11 
2032 690 158.5 0.11 
2033 676 158.6 0.09 
2034 679 158.7 0.10 
2035 663 158.7 0.07 







2037 663 158.9 0.07 
2038 672 159.0 0.09 
2039 667 159.0 0.08 
2040 671 159.1 0.08 
2041 677 159.2 0.10 
2042 653 159.3 0.06 
2043 654 159.4 0.06 
2044 652 159.4 0.06 
2045 679 159.5 0.10 
2046 669 159.6 0.08 
2047 653 159.7 0.06 
2048 649 159.8 0.05 
2049 659 159.8 0.07 
2050 641 159.9 0.04 
2051 658 160.0 0.06 
2052 647 160.1 0.05 
2053 658 160.1 0.06 
2054 656 160.2 0.06 
2055 651 160.3 0.05 
2056 647 160.4 0.05 
2057 636 160.5 0.03 
2058 639 160.5 0.04 
2059 653 160.6 0.06 
2060 667 160.7 0.08 
2061 683 160.8 0.11 
2062 644 160.8 0.04 
2063 644 160.9 0.04 
2064 647 161.0 0.05 
2065 671 161.1 0.08 
2066 644 161.2 0.04 
2067 645 161.2 0.04 
2068 653 161.3 0.06 
2069 669 161.4 0.08 
2070 661 161.5 0.07 
2071 675 161.5 0.09 
2072 686 161.6 0.11 
2073 632 161.7 0.02 
2074 689 161.8 0.11 
2075 657 161.9 0.06 
2076 651 161.9 0.05 
2077 645 162.0 0.04 
2078 689 162.1 0.11 
2079 654 162.2 0.06 
2080 638 162.2 0.03 
2081 657 162.3 0.06 
2082 646 162.4 0.04 
2083 657 162.5 0.06 
2084 657 162.6 0.06 
2085 666 162.6 0.08 
2086 672 162.7 0.09 
2087 648 162.8 0.05 
2088 657 162.9 0.06 
2089 658 162.9 0.06 
2090 662 163.0 0.07 
2091 656 163.1 0.06 
2092 667 163.2 0.08 
2093 647 163.3 0.05 
2094 644 163.3 0.04 
2095 665 163.4 0.08 
2096 637 163.5 0.03 
2097 637 163.6 0.03 
2098 645 163.7 0.04 
2099 653 163.7 0.06 
2100 642 163.8 0.04 
2101 670 163.9 0.08 
2102 683 164.0 0.10 
2103 678 164.0 0.10 
2104 676 164.1 0.09 
2105 662 164.2 0.07 
2106 638 164.3 0.03 
2107 662 164.4 0.07 
2108 668 164.4 0.08 
2109 667 164.5 0.08 
2110 644 164.6 0.04 
2111 646 164.7 0.05 
2112 649 164.7 0.05 
2113 669 164.8 0.08 
2114 670 164.9 0.08 





2116 659 165.1 0.07 
2117 649 165.1 0.05 
2118 702 165.2 0.13 
2119 667 165.3 0.08 
2120 648 165.4 0.05 
2121 645 165.4 0.04 
2122 637 165.5 0.03 
2123 660 165.6 0.07 
2124 667 165.7 0.08 
2125 647 165.8 0.05 
2126 651 165.8 0.05 
2127 651 165.9 0.05 
2128 695 166.0 0.12 
2129 666 166.1 0.08 
2130 654 166.1 0.06 
2131 646 166.2 0.04 
2132 645 166.3 0.04 
2133 654 166.4 0.06 
2134 655 166.5 0.06 
2135 658 166.5 0.06 
2136 643 166.6 0.04 
2137 631 166.7 0.02 
2138 654 166.8 0.06 
2139 648 166.8 0.05 
2140 648 166.9 0.05 
2141 660 167.0 0.07 
2142 670 167.1 0.08 
2143 639 167.2 0.04 
2144 658 167.2 0.07 
2145 660 167.3 0.07 
2146 673 167.4 0.09 
2147 668 167.5 0.08 
2148 647 167.6 0.05 
2149 662 167.6 0.07 
2150 656 167.7 0.06 
2151 648 167.8 0.05 
2152 659 167.9 0.07 
2153 652 167.9 0.06 
2154 657 168.0 0.06 
2155 665 168.1 0.08 
2156 657 168.2 0.06 
2157 654 168.3 0.06 
2158 635 168.3 0.03 
2159 684 168.4 0.11 
2160 668 168.5 0.08 
2161 684 168.6 0.11 
2162 664 168.6 0.07 
2163 635 168.7 0.03 
2164 667 168.8 0.08 
2165 642 168.9 0.04 
2166 644 169.0 0.04 
2167 673 169.0 0.09 
2168 654 169.1 0.06 
2169 662 169.2 0.07 
2170 652 169.3 0.06 
2171 660 169.3 0.07 
2172 658 169.4 0.06 
2173 671 169.5 0.09 
2174 624 169.6 0.01 
2175 645 169.7 0.04 
2176 656 169.7 0.06 
2177 672 169.8 0.09 
2178 677 169.9 0.09 
2179 643 170.0 0.04 
2180 663 170.0 0.07 
2181 623 170.1 0.01 
2182 660 170.2 0.07 
2183 650 170.3 0.05 
2184 663 170.4 0.07 
2185 645 170.4 0.04 
2186 669 170.5 0.08 
2187 647 170.6 0.05 
2188 641 170.7 0.04 
2189 705 170.7 0.14 
2190 665 170.8 0.08 
2191 656 170.9 0.06 
2192 623 171.0 0.01 
2193 649 171.1 0.05 







2195 660 171.2 0.07 
2196 680 171.3 0.10 
2197 665 171.4 0.08 
2198 644 171.5 0.04 
2199 647 171.5 0.05 
2200 653 171.6 0.06 
2201 653 171.7 0.06 
2202 649 171.8 0.05 
2203 666 171.8 0.08 
2204 653 171.9 0.06 
2205 666 172.0 0.08 
2206 634 172.1 0.03 
2207 647 172.2 0.05 
2208 652 172.2 0.06 
2209 651 172.3 0.05 
2210 627 172.4 0.02 
2211 649 172.5 0.05 
2212 674 172.5 0.09 
2213 666 172.6 0.08 
2214 657 172.7 0.06 
2215 671 172.8 0.08 
2216 662 172.9 0.07 
2217 632 172.9 0.02 
2218 649 173.0 0.05 
2219 644 173.1 0.04 
2220 655 173.2 0.06 
2221 661 173.2 0.07 
2222 643 173.3 0.04 
2223 652 173.4 0.06 
2224 653 173.5 0.06 
2225 652 173.6 0.06 
2226 643 173.6 0.04 
2227 644 173.7 0.04 
2228 670 173.8 0.08 
2229 652 173.9 0.05 
2230 640 173.9 0.04 
2231 623 174.0 0.01 
2232 650 174.1 0.05 
2233 670 174.2 0.08 
2234 678 174.3 0.10 
2235 644 174.3 0.04 
2236 670 174.4 0.08 
2237 697 174.5 0.13 
2238 661 174.6 0.07 
2239 669 174.6 0.08 
2240 640 174.7 0.04 
2241 654 174.8 0.06 
2242 655 174.9 0.06 
2243 622 175.0 0.01 
2244 642 175.0 0.04 
2245 649 175.1 0.05 
2246 648 175.2 0.05 
2247 648 175.3 0.05 
2248 657 175.4 0.06 
2249 656 175.4 0.06 
2250 639 175.5 0.03 
2251 652 175.6 0.06 
2252 628 175.7 0.02 
2253 630 175.7 0.02 
2254 648 175.8 0.05 
2255 638 175.9 0.03 
2256 654 176.0 0.06 
2257 655 176.1 0.06 
2258 645 176.1 0.04 
2259 631 176.2 0.02 
2260 671 176.3 0.08 
2261 656 176.4 0.06 
2262 670 176.4 0.08 
2263 648 176.5 0.05 
2264 617 176.6 0.00 
2265 647 176.7 0.05 
2266 651 176.8 0.05 
2267 664 176.8 0.07 
2268 648 176.9 0.05 
2269 660 177.0 0.07 
2270 650 177.1 0.05 
2271 676 177.1 0.09 
2272 650 177.2 0.05 





2274 651 177.4 0.05 
2275 668 177.5 0.08 
2276 630 177.5 0.02 
2277 668 177.6 0.08 
2278 671 177.7 0.09 
2279 630 177.8 0.02 
2280 661 177.8 0.07 
2281 639 177.9 0.03 
2282 626 178.0 0.01 
2283 638 178.1 0.03 
2284 660 178.2 0.07 
2285 639 178.2 0.03 
2286 659 178.3 0.07 
2287 651 178.4 0.05 
2288 657 178.5 0.06 
2289 641 178.5 0.04 
2290 625 178.6 0.01 
2291 640 178.7 0.04 
2292 662 178.8 0.07 
2293 629 178.9 0.02 
2294 674 178.9 0.09 
2295 627 179.0 0.01 
2296 669 179.1 0.08 
2297 671 179.2 0.09 
2298 652 179.3 0.06 
2299 636 179.3 0.03 
2300 661 179.4 0.07 
2301 666 179.5 0.08 
2302 649 179.6 0.05 
2303 650 179.6 0.05 
2304 679 179.7 0.10 
2305 661 179.8 0.07 
2306 670 179.9 0.08 
2307 657 180.0 0.06 
2308 651 180.0 0.05 
2309 653 180.1 0.06 
2310 637 180.2 0.03 
2311 643 180.3 0.04 
2312 647 180.3 0.05 
2313 637 180.4 0.03 
2314 676 180.5 0.09 
2315 670 180.6 0.08 
2316 678 180.7 0.10 
2317 639 180.7 0.03 
2318 645 180.8 0.04 
2319 651 180.9 0.05 
2320 642 181.0 0.04 
2321 697 181.0 0.13 
2322 654 181.1 0.06 
2323 652 181.2 0.06 
2324 644 181.3 0.04 
2325 664 181.4 0.07 
2326 669 181.4 0.08 
2327 652 181.5 0.05 
2328 658 181.6 0.06 
2329 651 181.7 0.05 
2330 635 181.7 0.03 
2331 655 181.8 0.06 
2332 652 181.9 0.06 
2333 667 182.0 0.08 
2334 672 182.1 0.09 
2335 657 182.1 0.06 
2336 663 182.2 0.07 
2337 654 182.3 0.06 
2338 640 182.4 0.04 
2339 655 182.4 0.06 
2340 667 182.5 0.08 
2341 659 182.6 0.07 
2342 672 182.7 0.09 
2343 635 182.8 0.03 
2344 649 182.8 0.05 
2345 630 182.9 0.02 
2346 638 183.0 0.03 
2347 638 183.1 0.03 
2348 655 183.2 0.06 
2349 663 183.2 0.07 
2350 628 183.3 0.02 
2351 650 183.4 0.05 







2353 666 183.5 0.08 
2354 648 183.6 0.05 
2355 664 183.7 0.07 
2356 664 183.8 0.07 
2357 637 183.9 0.03 
2358 622 183.9 0.01 
2359 632 184.0 0.02 
2360 660 184.1 0.07 
2361 677 184.2 0.10 
2362 649 184.2 0.05 
2363 654 184.3 0.06 
2364 636 184.4 0.03 
2365 657 184.5 0.06 
2366 658 184.6 0.07 
2367 670 184.6 0.08 
2368 653 184.7 0.06 
2369 647 184.8 0.05 
2370 646 184.9 0.05 
2371 660 184.9 0.07 
2372 650 185.0 0.05 
2373 670 185.1 0.08 
2374 651 185.2 0.05 
2375 666 185.3 0.08 
2376 666 185.3 0.08 
2377 662 185.4 0.07 
2378 649 185.5 0.05 
2379 652 185.6 0.05 
2380 639 185.6 0.03 
2381 650 185.7 0.05 
2382 629 185.8 0.02 
2383 656 185.9 0.06 
2384 626 186.0 0.01 
2385 639 186.0 0.03 
2386 654 186.1 0.06 
2387 660 186.2 0.07 
2388 643 186.3 0.04 
2389 648 186.3 0.05 
2390 639 186.4 0.03 
2391 648 186.5 0.05 
2392 653 186.6 0.06 
2393 648 186.7 0.05 
2394 652 186.7 0.06 
2395 674 186.8 0.09 
2396 668 186.9 0.08 
2397 663 187.0 0.07 
2398 689 187.1 0.11 
2399 636 187.1 0.03 
2400 661 187.2 0.07 
2401 684 187.3 0.11 
2402 639 187.4 0.03 
2403 673 187.4 0.09 
2404 665 187.5 0.08 
2405 664 187.6 0.07 
2406 665 187.7 0.08 
2407 658 187.8 0.06 
2408 670 187.8 0.08 
2409 658 187.9 0.07 
2410 633 188.0 0.03 
2411 664 188.1 0.07 
2412 664 188.1 0.07 
2413 667 188.2 0.08 
2414 656 188.3 0.06 
2415 664 188.4 0.07 
2416 639 188.5 0.04 
2417 670 188.5 0.08 
2418 662 188.6 0.07 
2419 682 188.7 0.10 
2420 650 188.8 0.05 
2421 666 188.8 0.08 
2422 662 188.9 0.07 
2423 669 189.0 0.08 
2424 652 189.1 0.06 
2425 663 189.2 0.07 
2426 653 189.2 0.06 
2427 635 189.3 0.03 
2428 650 189.4 0.05 
2429 675 189.5 0.09 
2430 669 189.5 0.08 





2432 665 189.7 0.08 
2433 674 189.8 0.09 
2434 677 189.9 0.09 
2435 632 189.9 0.02 
2436 654 190.0 0.06 
2437 663 190.1 0.07 
2438 670 190.2 0.08 
2439 648 190.2 0.05 
2440 652 190.3 0.06 
2441 659 190.4 0.07 
2442 645 190.5 0.04 
2443 675 190.6 0.09 
2444 646 190.6 0.05 
2445 648 190.7 0.05 
2446 658 190.8 0.06 
2447 656 190.9 0.06 
2448 679 191.0 0.10 
2449 659 191.0 0.07 
2450 659 191.1 0.07 
2451 672 191.2 0.09 
2452 658 191.3 0.06 
2453 677 191.3 0.09 
2454 640 191.4 0.04 
2455 646 191.5 0.05 
2456 672 191.6 0.09 
2457 665 191.7 0.08 
2458 660 191.7 0.07 
2459 653 191.8 0.06 
2460 665 191.9 0.08 
2461 675 192.0 0.09 
2462 631 192.0 0.02 
2463 682 192.1 0.10 
2464 672 192.2 0.09 
2465 647 192.3 0.05 
2466 683 192.4 0.10 
2467 670 192.4 0.08 
2468 652 192.5 0.05 
2469 648 192.6 0.05 
2470 657 192.7 0.06 
2471 687 192.7 0.11 
2472 644 192.8 0.04 
2473 657 192.9 0.06 
2474 663 193.0 0.07 
2475 635 193.1 0.03 
2476 674 193.1 0.09 
2477 656 193.2 0.06 
2478 664 193.3 0.07 
2479 665 193.4 0.07 
2480 665 193.4 0.07 
2481 666 193.5 0.08 
2482 649 193.6 0.05 
2483 640 193.7 0.04 
2484 677 193.8 0.09 
2485 633 193.8 0.03 
2486 652 193.9 0.05 
2487 704 194.0 0.14 
2488 657 194.1 0.06 
2489 669 194.1 0.08 
2490 672 194.2 0.09 
2491 683 194.3 0.11 
2492 684 194.4 0.11 
2493 701 194.5 0.13 
2494 679 194.5 0.10 
2495 646 194.6 0.05 
2496 652 194.7 0.05 
2497 666 194.8 0.08 
2498 664 194.9 0.07 
2499 653 194.9 0.06 
2500 659 195.0 0.07 
2501 664 195.1 0.07 
2502 649 195.2 0.05 
2503 713 195.2 0.15 
2504 645 195.3 0.04 
2505 648 195.4 0.05 
2506 667 195.5 0.08 
2507 650 195.6 0.05 
2508 657 195.6 0.06 
2509 655 195.7 0.06 







2511 676 195.9 0.09 
2512 662 195.9 0.07 
2513 670 196.0 0.08 
2514 659 196.1 0.07 
2515 694 196.2 0.12 
2516 684 196.3 0.11 
2517 672 196.3 0.09 
2518 665 196.4 0.08 
2519 660 196.5 0.07 
2520 668 196.6 0.08 
2521 666 196.6 0.08 
2522 667 196.7 0.08 
2523 675 196.8 0.09 
2524 642 196.9 0.04 
2525 668 197.0 0.08 
2526 654 197.0 0.06 
2527 648 197.1 0.05 
2528 647 197.2 0.05 
2529 664 197.3 0.07 
2530 656 197.3 0.06 
2531 658 197.4 0.07 
2532 687 197.5 0.11 
2533 680 197.6 0.10 
2534 716 197.7 0.16 
2535 642 197.7 0.04 
2536 645 197.8 0.04 
2537 665 197.9 0.08 
2538 652 198.0 0.05 
2539 693 198.0 0.12 
2540 681 198.1 0.10 
2541 665 198.2 0.08 
2542 686 198.3 0.11 
2543 649 198.4 0.05 
2544 666 198.4 0.08 
2545 671 198.5 0.09 
2546 637 198.6 0.03 
2547 675 198.7 0.09 
2548 678 198.8 0.10 
2549 676 198.8 0.09 
2550 682 198.9 0.10 
2551 681 199.0 0.10 
2552 673 199.1 0.09 
2553 673 199.1 0.09 
2554 671 199.2 0.08 
2555 681 199.3 0.10 
2556 693 199.4 0.12 
2557 683 199.5 0.10 
2558 659 199.5 0.07 
2559 681 199.6 0.10 
2560 694 199.7 0.12 
2561 686 199.8 0.11 
2562 681 199.8 0.10 
2563 686 199.9 0.11 
2564 669 200.0 0.08 
2565 670 200.1 0.08 
2566 695 200.2 0.12 
2567 668 200.2 0.08 
2568 681 200.3 0.10 
2569 683 200.4 0.10 
2570 711 200.5 0.15 
2571 690 200.5 0.12 
2572 693 200.6 0.12 
2573 673 200.7 0.09 
2574 671 200.8 0.09 
2575 657 200.9 0.06 
2576 684 200.9 0.11 
2577 667 201.0 0.08 
2578 701 201.1 0.13 
2579 679 201.2 0.10 
2580 681 201.2 0.10 
2581 679 201.3 0.10 
2582 668 201.4 0.08 
2583 691 201.5 0.12 
2584 654 201.6 0.06 
2585 688 201.6 0.11 
2586 685 201.7 0.11 
2587 712 201.8 0.15 
2588 688 201.9 0.11 





2590 651 202.0 0.05 
2591 683 202.1 0.10 
2592 686 202.2 0.11 
2593 670 202.3 0.08 
2594 654 202.3 0.06 
2595 664 202.4 0.07 
2596 663 202.5 0.07 
2597 692 202.6 0.12 
2598 681 202.7 0.10 
2599 673 202.7 0.09 
2600 690 202.8 0.12 
2601 670 202.9 0.08 
2602 692 203.0 0.12 
2603 697 203.0 0.13 
2604 701 203.1 0.13 
2605 697 203.2 0.13 
2606 699 203.3 0.13 
2607 711 203.4 0.15 
2608 710 203.4 0.15 
2609 686 203.5 0.11 
2610 684 203.6 0.11 
2611 675 203.7 0.09 
2612 695 203.7 0.12 
2613 695 203.8 0.12 
2614 670 203.9 0.08 
2615 689 204.0 0.11 
2616 672 204.1 0.09 
2617 663 204.1 0.07 
2618 694 204.2 0.12 
2619 684 204.3 0.11 
2620 688 204.4 0.11 
2621 686 204.4 0.11 
2622 698 204.5 0.13 
2623 693 204.6 0.12 
2624 707 204.7 0.14 
2625 714 204.8 0.15 
2626 679 204.8 0.10 
2627 696 204.9 0.12 
2628 689 205.0 0.11 
2629 706 205.1 0.14 
2630 684 205.1 0.11 
2631 679 205.2 0.10 
2632 670 205.3 0.08 
2633 692 205.4 0.12 
2634 711 205.5 0.15 
2635 673 205.5 0.09 
2636 689 205.6 0.11 
2637 690 205.7 0.12 
2638 691 205.8 0.12 
2639 680 205.9 0.10 
2640 706 205.9 0.14 
2641 706 206.0 0.14 
2642 688 206.1 0.11 
2643 675 206.2 0.09 
2644 679 206.2 0.10 
2645 676 206.3 0.09 
2646 712 206.4 0.15 
2647 716 206.5 0.16 
2648 688 206.6 0.11 
2649 682 206.6 0.10 
2650 691 206.7 0.12 
2651 694 206.8 0.12 
2652 722 206.9 0.17 
2653 717 206.9 0.16 
2654 686 207.0 0.11 
2655 678 207.1 0.10 
2656 709 207.2 0.14 
2657 701 207.3 0.13 
2658 683 207.3 0.10 
2659 721 207.4 0.17 
2660 706 207.5 0.14 
2661 682 207.6 0.10 
2662 690 207.6 0.12 
2663 708 207.7 0.14 
2664 688 207.8 0.11 
2665 705 207.9 0.14 
2666 679 208.0 0.10 
2667 719 208.0 0.16 







2669 701 208.2 0.13 
2670 705 208.3 0.14 
2671 707 208.3 0.14 
2672 722 208.4 0.17 
2673 686 208.5 0.11 
2674 715 208.6 0.15 
2675 708 208.7 0.14 
2676 678 208.7 0.10 
2677 691 208.8 0.12 
2678 687 208.9 0.11 
2679 709 209.0 0.15 
2680 691 209.0 0.12 
2681 706 209.1 0.14 
2682 693 209.2 0.12 
2683 721 209.3 0.16 
2684 690 209.4 0.11 
2685 712 209.4 0.15 
2686 720 209.5 0.16 
2687 705 209.6 0.14 
2688 738 209.7 0.19 
2689 710 209.8 0.15 
2690 687 209.8 0.11 
2691 690 209.9 0.12 
2692 714 210.0 0.15 
2693 684 210.1 0.11 
2694 702 210.1 0.13 
2695 674 210.2 0.09 
2696 724 210.3 0.17 
2697 723 210.4 0.17 
2698 703 210.5 0.14 
2699 720 210.5 0.16 
2700 714 210.6 0.15 
2701 703 210.7 0.14 
2702 702 210.8 0.13 
2703 747 210.8 0.21 
2704 714 210.9 0.15 
2705 707 211.0 0.14 
2706 683 211.1 0.10 
2707 735 211.2 0.19 
2708 691 211.2 0.12 
2709 709 211.3 0.15 
2710 703 211.4 0.14 
2711 736 211.5 0.19 
2712 713 211.5 0.15 
2713 728 211.6 0.18 
2714 723 211.7 0.17 
2715 728 211.8 0.18 
2716 715 211.9 0.16 
2717 702 211.9 0.13 
2718 710 212.0 0.15 
2719 716 212.1 0.16 
2720 703 212.2 0.14 
2721 719 212.2 0.16 
2722 729 212.3 0.18 
2723 718 212.4 0.16 
2724 725 212.5 0.17 
2725 714 212.6 0.15 
2726 711 212.6 0.15 
2727 725 212.7 0.17 
2728 737 212.8 0.19 
2729 733 212.9 0.18 
2730 707 212.9 0.14 
2731 710 213.0 0.15 
2732 711 213.1 0.15 
2733 735 213.2 0.19 
2734 718 213.3 0.16 
2735 710 213.3 0.15 
2736 738 213.4 0.19 
2737 742 213.5 0.20 
2738 728 213.6 0.18 
2739 705 213.7 0.14 
2740 722 213.7 0.17 
2741 727 213.8 0.17 
2742 737 213.9 0.19 
2743 725 214.0 0.17 
2744 729 214.0 0.18 
2745 728 214.1 0.18 
2746 728 214.2 0.18 





2748 753 214.4 0.21 
2749 735 214.4 0.19 
2750 752 214.5 0.21 
2751 748 214.6 0.21 
2752 727 214.7 0.17 
2753 734 214.7 0.18 
2754 740 214.8 0.19 
2755 748 214.9 0.21 
2756 725 215.0 0.17 
2757 766 215.1 0.24 
2758 741 215.1 0.20 
2759 748 215.2 0.21 
2760 733 215.3 0.18 
2761 740 215.4 0.19 
2762 753 215.4 0.21 
2763 724 215.5 0.17 
2764 738 215.6 0.19 
2765 741 215.7 0.20 
2766 747 215.8 0.21 
2767 716 215.8 0.16 
2768 727 215.9 0.17 
2769 757 216.0 0.22 
2770 767 216.1 0.24 
2771 752 216.1 0.21 
2772 721 216.2 0.17 
2773 741 216.3 0.20 
2774 722 216.4 0.17 
2775 740 216.5 0.20 
2776 751 216.5 0.21 
2777 745 216.6 0.20 
2778 766 216.7 0.24 
2779 752 216.8 0.21 
2780 760 216.8 0.23 
2781 739 216.9 0.19 
2782 750 217.0 0.21 
2783 754 217.1 0.22 
2784 768 217.2 0.24 
2785 757 217.2 0.22 
2786 733 217.3 0.18 
2787 779 217.4 0.26 
2788 745 217.5 0.20 
2789 759 217.6 0.22 
2790 770 217.6 0.24 
2791 770 217.7 0.24 
2792 741 217.8 0.20 
2793 754 217.9 0.22 
2794 748 217.9 0.21 
2795 787 218.0 0.27 
2796 763 218.1 0.23 
2797 757 218.2 0.22 
2798 747 218.3 0.21 
2799 758 218.3 0.22 
2800 745 218.4 0.20 
2801 771 218.5 0.24 
2802 765 218.6 0.23 
2803 750 218.6 0.21 
2804 774 218.7 0.25 
2805 770 218.8 0.24 
2806 751 218.9 0.21 
2807 748 219.0 0.21 
2808 762 219.0 0.23 
2809 756 219.1 0.22 
2810 782 219.2 0.26 
2811 803 219.3 0.29 
2812 777 219.3 0.25 
2813 760 219.4 0.23 
2814 762 219.5 0.23 
2815 770 219.6 0.24 
2816 765 219.7 0.23 
2817 757 219.7 0.22 
2818 776 219.8 0.25 
2819 783 219.9 0.26 
2820 776 220.0 0.25 
2821 727 220.0 0.17 
2822 740 220.1 0.19 
2823 792 220.2 0.28 
2824 771 220.3 0.24 
2825 754 220.4 0.22 







2827 765 220.5 0.23 
2828 759 220.6 0.23 
2829 810 220.7 0.30 
2830 778 220.7 0.25 
2831 772 220.8 0.25 
2832 787 220.9 0.27 
2833 787 221.0 0.27 
2834 781 221.1 0.26 
2835 805 221.1 0.30 
2836 771 221.2 0.24 
2837 767 221.3 0.24 
2838 771 221.4 0.24 
2839 798 221.5 0.29 
2840 776 221.5 0.25 
2841 786 221.6 0.27 
2842 798 221.7 0.29 
2843 767 221.8 0.24 
2844 808 221.8 0.30 
2845 755 221.9 0.22 
2846 790 222.0 0.27 
2847 794 222.1 0.28 
2848 816 222.2 0.31 
2849 766 222.2 0.24 
2850 782 222.3 0.26 
2851 768 222.4 0.24 
2852 776 222.5 0.25 
2853 762 222.5 0.23 
2854 755 222.6 0.22 
2855 788 222.7 0.27 
2856 799 222.8 0.29 
2857 801 222.9 0.29 
2858 770 222.9 0.24 
2859 791 223.0 0.28 
2860 803 223.1 0.30 
2861 773 223.2 0.25 
2862 785 223.2 0.27 
2863 795 223.3 0.28 
2864 811 223.4 0.31 
2865 808 223.5 0.30 
2866 808 223.6 0.30 
2867 808 223.6 0.30 
2868 811 223.7 0.31 
2869 806 223.8 0.30 
2870 814 223.9 0.31 
2871 806 223.9 0.30 
2872 799 224.0 0.29 
2873 792 224.1 0.28 
2874 797 224.2 0.29 
2875 828 224.3 0.33 
2876 809 224.3 0.30 
2877 820 224.4 0.32 
2878 822 224.5 0.33 
2879 808 224.6 0.30 
2880 845 224.6 0.36 
2881 815 224.7 0.31 
2882 791 224.8 0.28 
2883 800 224.9 0.29 
2884 833 225.0 0.34 
2885 818 225.0 0.32 
2886 799 225.1 0.29 
2887 837 225.2 0.35 
2888 839 225.3 0.35 
2889 845 225.4 0.36 
2890 838 225.4 0.35 
2891 832 225.5 0.34 
2892 820 225.6 0.32 
2893 824 225.7 0.33 
2894 832 225.7 0.34 
2895 835 225.8 0.34 
2896 806 225.9 0.30 
2897 849 226.0 0.37 
2898 850 226.1 0.37 
2899 836 226.1 0.35 
2900 808 226.2 0.30 
2901 806 226.3 0.30 
2902 814 226.4 0.31 
2903 836 226.4 0.35 
2904 817 226.5 0.32 





2906 817 226.7 0.32 
2907 837 226.8 0.35 
2908 844 226.8 0.36 
2909 824 226.9 0.33 
2910 833 227.0 0.34 
2911 857 227.1 0.38 
2912 874 227.1 0.41 
2913 820 227.2 0.32 
2914 839 227.3 0.35 
2915 841 227.4 0.35 
2916 827 227.5 0.33 
2917 837 227.5 0.35 
2918 820 227.6 0.32 
2919 861 227.7 0.39 
2920 818 227.8 0.32 
2921 849 227.8 0.37 
2922 852 227.9 0.37 
2923 842 228.0 0.36 
2924 859 228.1 0.38 
2925 852 228.2 0.37 
2926 832 228.2 0.34 
2927 843 228.3 0.36 
2928 848 228.4 0.37 
2929 846 228.5 0.36 
2930 846 228.5 0.36 
2931 820 228.6 0.32 
2932 847 228.7 0.36 
2933 885 228.8 0.43 
2934 865 228.9 0.39 
2935 816 228.9 0.32 
2936 842 229.0 0.36 
2937 856 229.1 0.38 
2938 873 229.2 0.40 
2939 865 229.3 0.39 
2940 856 229.3 0.38 
2941 850 229.4 0.37 
2942 845 229.5 0.36 
2943 842 229.6 0.36 
2944 853 229.6 0.37 
2945 841 229.7 0.35 
2946 863 229.8 0.39 
2947 859 229.9 0.38 
2948 870 230.0 0.40 
2949 841 230.0 0.36 
2950 846 230.1 0.36 
2951 851 230.2 0.37 
2952 887 230.3 0.43 
2953 848 230.3 0.37 
2954 891 230.4 0.43 
2955 880 230.5 0.42 
2956 866 230.6 0.39 
2957 879 230.7 0.41 
2958 872 230.7 0.40 
2959 870 230.8 0.40 
2960 840 230.9 0.35 
2961 862 231.0 0.39 
2962 872 231.0 0.40 
2963 897 231.1 0.44 
2964 851 231.2 0.37 
2965 861 231.3 0.39 
2966 877 231.4 0.41 
2967 883 231.4 0.42 
2968 878 231.5 0.41 
2969 888 231.6 0.43 
2970 865 231.7 0.39 
2971 860 231.7 0.39 
2972 905 231.8 0.46 
2973 917 231.9 0.48 
2974 866 232.0 0.40 
2975 880 232.1 0.42 
2976 868 232.1 0.40 
2977 883 232.2 0.42 
2978 880 232.3 0.42 
2979 859 232.4 0.38 
2980 875 232.4 0.41 
2981 878 232.5 0.41 
2982 882 232.6 0.42 
2983 865 232.7 0.39 







2985 899 232.8 0.45 
2986 860 232.9 0.39 
2987 896 233.0 0.44 
2988 860 233.1 0.39 
2989 909 233.2 0.46 
2990 914 233.2 0.47 
2991 897 233.3 0.44 
2992 927 233.4 0.49 
2993 904 233.5 0.46 
2994 886 233.5 0.43 
2995 893 233.6 0.44 
2996 882 233.7 0.42 
2997 887 233.8 0.43 
2998 908 233.9 0.46 
2999 907 233.9 0.46 
3000 890 234.0 0.43 
3001 923 234.1 0.48 
3002 920 234.2 0.48 
3003 917 234.2 0.48 
3004 922 234.3 0.48 
3005 903 234.4 0.45 
3006 891 234.5 0.43 
3007 905 234.6 0.46 
3008 920 234.6 0.48 
3009 909 234.7 0.46 
3010 898 234.8 0.44 
3011 910 234.9 0.47 
3012 926 234.9 0.49 
3013 905 235.0 0.46 
3014 926 235.1 0.49 
3015 915 235.2 0.47 
3016 901 235.3 0.45 
3017 917 235.3 0.48 
3018 956 235.4 0.54 
3019 930 235.5 0.50 
3020 937 235.6 0.51 
3021 938 235.6 0.51 
3022 924 235.7 0.49 
3023 899 235.8 0.45 
3024 939 235.9 0.51 
3025 933 236.0 0.50 
3026 943 236.0 0.52 
3027 922 236.1 0.48 
3028 948 236.2 0.52 
3029 957 236.3 0.54 
3030 906 236.3 0.46 
3031 922 236.4 0.48 
3032 945 236.5 0.52 
3033 979 236.6 0.57 
3034 952 236.7 0.53 
3035 946 236.7 0.52 
3036 972 236.8 0.56 
3037 945 236.9 0.52 
3038 940 237.0 0.51 
3039 941 237.1 0.51 
3040 971 237.1 0.56 
3041 943 237.2 0.52 
3042 954 237.3 0.53 
3043 934 237.4 0.50 
3044 961 237.4 0.55 
3045 931 237.5 0.50 
3046 958 237.6 0.54 
3047 943 237.7 0.52 
3048 965 237.8 0.55 
3049 963 237.8 0.55 
3050 985 237.9 0.58 
3051 962 238.0 0.55 
3052 955 238.1 0.54 
3053 935 238.1 0.50 
3054 963 238.2 0.55 
3055 940 238.3 0.51 
3056 968 238.4 0.56 
3057 967 238.5 0.56 
3058 1000 238.5 0.61 
3059 963 238.6 0.55 
3060 982 238.7 0.58 
3061 959 238.8 0.54 
3062 978 238.8 0.57 





3064 1000 239.0 0.61 
3065 969 239.1 0.56 
3066 988 239.2 0.59 
3067 977 239.2 0.57 
3068 978 239.3 0.57 
3069 986 239.4 0.59 
3070 994 239.5 0.60 
3071 983 239.5 0.58 
3072 1008 239.6 0.62 
3073 968 239.7 0.56 
3074 1012 239.8 0.63 
3075 1006 239.9 0.62 
3076 979 239.9 0.57 
3077 1016 240.0 0.63 
3078 1005 240.1 0.61 
3079 987 240.2 0.59 
3080 978 240.2 0.57 
3081 1008 240.3 0.62 
3082 1011 240.4 0.62 
3083 979 240.5 0.57 
3084 957 240.6 0.54 
3085 980 240.6 0.58 
3086 976 240.7 0.57 
3087 1020 240.8 0.64 
3088 980 240.9 0.58 
3089 973 241.0 0.56 
3090 1009 241.0 0.62 
3091 1029 241.1 0.65 
3092 1026 241.2 0.65 
3093 1042 241.3 0.67 
3094 1023 241.3 0.64 
3095 1043 241.4 0.68 
3096 987 241.5 0.59 
3097 1031 241.6 0.66 
3098 1041 241.7 0.67 
3099 1024 241.7 0.64 
3100 1018 241.8 0.64 
3101 1026 241.9 0.65 
3102 1050 242.0 0.69 
3103 1050 242.0 0.69 
3104 1038 242.1 0.67 
3105 1014 242.2 0.63 
3106 1067 242.3 0.71 
3107 1053 242.4 0.69 
3108 1015 242.4 0.63 
3109 1051 242.5 0.69 
3110 1036 242.6 0.66 
3111 1017 242.7 0.63 
3112 1042 242.7 0.67 
3113 1018 242.8 0.64 
3114 1032 242.9 0.66 
3115 1019 243.0 0.64 
3116 1047 243.1 0.68 
3117 1045 243.1 0.68 
3118 1057 243.2 0.70 
3119 1025 243.3 0.65 
3120 1057 243.4 0.70 
3121 1023 243.4 0.64 
3122 1090 243.5 0.75 
3123 1072 243.6 0.72 
3124 1018 243.7 0.64 
3125 1036 243.8 0.66 
3126 1036 243.8 0.66 
3127 1067 243.9 0.71 
3128 1086 244.0 0.74 
3129 1036 244.1 0.66 
3130 1056 244.1 0.70 
3131 1074 244.2 0.72 
3132 1066 244.3 0.71 
3133 1042 244.4 0.67 
3134 1072 244.5 0.72 
3135 1087 244.5 0.75 
3136 1075 244.6 0.73 
3137 1066 244.7 0.71 
3138 1096 244.8 0.76 
3139 1080 244.9 0.73 
3140 1056 244.9 0.70 
3141 1043 245.0 0.67 







3143 1092 245.2 0.75 
3144 1109 245.2 0.78 
3145 1071 245.3 0.72 
3146 1107 245.4 0.78 
3147 1093 245.5 0.75 
3148 1105 245.6 0.77 
3149 1089 245.6 0.75 
3150 1081 245.7 0.74 
3151 1131 245.8 0.82 
3152 1116 245.9 0.79 
3153 1105 245.9 0.77 
3154 1131 246.0 0.81 
3155 1111 246.1 0.78 
3156 1119 246.2 0.80 
3157 1096 246.3 0.76 
3158 1108 246.3 0.78 
3159 1086 246.4 0.74 
3160 1150 246.5 0.85 
3161 1119 246.6 0.80 
3162 1161 246.6 0.86 
3163 1118 246.7 0.79 
3164 1122 246.8 0.80 
3165 1113 246.9 0.79 
3166 1123 247.0 0.80 
3167 1125 247.0 0.81 
3168 1102 247.1 0.77 
3169 1085 247.2 0.74 
3170 1153 247.3 0.85 
3171 1102 247.3 0.77 
3172 1101 247.4 0.77 
3173 1117 247.5 0.79 
3174 1130 247.6 0.81 
3175 1163 247.7 0.87 
3176 1143 247.7 0.83 
3177 1114 247.8 0.79 
3178 1129 247.9 0.81 
3179 1114 248.0 0.79 
3180 1136 248.0 0.82 
3181 1119 248.1 0.80 
3182 1139 248.2 0.83 
3183 1132 248.3 0.82 
3184 1132 248.4 0.82 
3185 1110 248.4 0.78 
3186 1140 248.5 0.83 
3187 1125 248.6 0.81 
3188 1126 248.7 0.81 
3189 1109 248.8 0.78 
3190 1148 248.8 0.84 
3191 1140 248.9 0.83 
3192 1142 249.0 0.83 
3193 1120 249.1 0.80 
3194 1130 249.1 0.81 
3195 1119 249.2 0.80 
3196 1101 249.3 0.77 
3197 1112 249.4 0.78 
3198 1115 249.5 0.79 
3199 1152 249.5 0.85 
3200 1118 249.6 0.79 
3201 1163 249.7 0.87 
3202 1116 249.8 0.79 
3203 1126 249.8 0.81 
3204 1165 249.9 0.87 
3205 1118 250.0 0.79 
3206 1144 250.1 0.84 
3207 1143 250.2 0.83 
3208 1157 250.2 0.86 
3209 1129 250.3 0.81 
3210 1128 250.4 0.81 
3211 1167 250.5 0.87 
3212 1198 250.5 0.92 
3213 1154 250.6 0.85 
3214 1142 250.7 0.83 
3215 1149 250.8 0.84 
3216 1152 250.9 0.85 
3217 1148 250.9 0.84 
3218 1156 251.0 0.86 
3219 1126 251.1 0.81 
3220 1147 251.2 0.84 





3222 1139 251.3 0.83 
3223 1159 251.4 0.86 
3224 1153 251.5 0.85 
3225 1146 251.6 0.84 
3226 1162 251.6 0.86 
3227 1127 251.7 0.81 
3228 1166 251.8 0.87 
3229 1151 251.9 0.85 
3230 1145 252.0 0.84 
3231 1166 252.0 0.87 
3232 1131 252.1 0.82 
3233 1127 252.2 0.81 
3234 1134 252.3 0.82 
3235 1144 252.3 0.84 
3236 1155 252.4 0.85 
3237 1159 252.5 0.86 
3238 1185 252.6 0.90 
3239 1176 252.7 0.89 
3240 1152 252.7 0.85 
3241 1152 252.8 0.85 
3242 1177 252.9 0.89 
3243 1132 253.0 0.82 
3244 1139 253.0 0.83 
3245 1171 253.1 0.88 
3246 1193 253.2 0.91 
3247 1140 253.3 0.83 
3248 1143 253.4 0.83 
3249 1131 253.4 0.81 
3250 1191 253.5 0.91 
3251 1177 253.6 0.89 
3252 1175 253.7 0.89 
3253 1158 253.7 0.86 
3254 1139 253.8 0.83 
3255 1163 253.9 0.87 
3256 1156 254.0 0.85 
3257 1156 254.1 0.85 
3258 1189 254.1 0.91 
3259 1170 254.2 0.88 
3260 1150 254.3 0.85 
3261 1196 254.4 0.92 
3262 1171 254.4 0.88 
3263 1181 254.5 0.89 
3264 1142 254.6 0.83 
3265 1212 254.7 0.94 
3266 1128 254.8 0.81 
3267 1157 254.8 0.86 
3268 1179 254.9 0.89 
3269 1177 255.0 0.89 
3270 1142 255.1 0.83 
3271 1161 255.1 0.86 
3272 1151 255.2 0.85 
3273 1136 255.3 0.82 
3274 1182 255.4 0.90 
3275 1171 255.5 0.88 
3276 1195 255.5 0.92 
3277 1180 255.6 0.89 
3278 1183 255.7 0.90 
3279 1131 255.8 0.81 
3280 1176 255.9 0.89 
3281 1149 255.9 0.84 
3282 1190 256.0 0.91 
3283 1183 256.1 0.90 
3284 1143 256.2 0.83 
3285 1149 256.2 0.84 
3286 1138 256.3 0.83 
3287 1179 256.4 0.89 
3288 1174 256.5 0.88 
3289 1176 256.6 0.89 
3290 1171 256.6 0.88 
3291 1173 256.7 0.88 
3292 1169 256.8 0.87 
3293 1151 256.9 0.85 
3294 1183 256.9 0.90 
3295 1211 257.0 0.94 
3296 1171 257.1 0.88 
3297 1117 257.2 0.79 
3298 1167 257.3 0.87 
3299 1188 257.3 0.91 







3301 1144 257.5 0.83 
3302 1182 257.6 0.90 
3303 1160 257.6 0.86 
3304 1154 257.7 0.85 
3305 1171 257.8 0.88 
3306 1150 257.9 0.85 
3307 1175 258.0 0.88 
3308 1131 258.0 0.81 
3309 1135 258.1 0.82 
3310 1131 258.2 0.82 
3311 1203 258.3 0.93 
3312 1161 258.3 0.86 
3313 1178 258.4 0.89 
3314 1148 258.5 0.84 
3315 1144 258.6 0.84 
3316 1123 258.7 0.80 
3317 1162 258.7 0.86 
3318 1131 258.8 0.81 
3319 1189 258.9 0.91 
3320 1155 259.0 0.85 
3321 1173 259.0 0.88 
3322 1139 259.1 0.83 
3323 1157 259.2 0.86 
3324 1171 259.3 0.88 
3325 1168 259.4 0.87 
3326 1158 259.4 0.86 
3327 1157 259.5 0.86 
3328 1137 259.6 0.83 
3329 1138 259.7 0.83 
3330 1145 259.8 0.84 
3331 1176 259.8 0.89 
3332 1122 259.9 0.80 
3333 1171 260.0 0.88 
3334 1166 260.1 0.87 
3335 1153 260.1 0.85 
3336 1183 260.2 0.90 
3337 1145 260.3 0.84 
3338 1144 260.4 0.84 
3339 1172 260.5 0.88 
3340 1132 260.5 0.82 
3341 1179 260.6 0.89 
3342 1129 260.7 0.81 
3343 1175 260.8 0.88 
3344 1160 260.8 0.86 
3345 1147 260.9 0.84 
3346 1145 261.0 0.84 
3347 1132 261.1 0.82 
3348 1176 261.2 0.89 
3349 1119 261.2 0.80 
3350 1185 261.3 0.90 
3351 1182 261.4 0.90 
3352 1136 261.5 0.82 
3353 1189 261.5 0.91 
3354 1142 261.6 0.83 
3355 1173 261.7 0.88 
3356 1170 261.8 0.88 
3357 1154 261.9 0.85 
3358 1115 261.9 0.79 
3359 1145 262.0 0.84 
3360 1161 262.1 0.86 
3361 1145 262.2 0.84 
3362 1160 262.2 0.86 
3363 1195 262.3 0.92 
3364 1157 262.4 0.86 
3365 1151 262.5 0.85 
3366 1161 262.6 0.86 
3367 1136 262.6 0.82 
3368 1139 262.7 0.83 
3369 1154 262.8 0.85 
3370 1154 262.9 0.85 
3371 1125 262.9 0.81 
3372 1163 263.0 0.87 
3373 1139 263.1 0.83 
3374 1125 263.2 0.80 
3375 1142 263.3 0.83 
3376 1153 263.3 0.85 
3377 1180 263.4 0.89 
3378 1130 263.5 0.81 





3380 1106 263.7 0.77 
3381 1134 263.7 0.82 
3382 1136 263.8 0.82 
3383 1173 263.9 0.88 
3384 1182 264.0 0.90 
3385 1176 264.0 0.89 
3386 1140 264.1 0.83 
3387 1126 264.2 0.81 
3388 1109 264.3 0.78 
3389 1130 264.4 0.81 
3390 1168 264.4 0.87 
3391 1136 264.5 0.82 
3392 1093 264.6 0.75 
3393 1097 264.7 0.76 
3394 1141 264.7 0.83 
3395 1120 264.8 0.80 
3396 1121 264.9 0.80 
3397 1167 265.0 0.87 
3398 1153 265.1 0.85 
3399 1125 265.1 0.80 
3400 1065 265.2 0.71 
3401 1128 265.3 0.81 
3402 1114 265.4 0.79 
3403 1106 265.4 0.78 
3404 1152 265.5 0.85 
3405 1142 265.6 0.83 
3406 1123 265.7 0.80 
3407 1097 265.8 0.76 
3408 1151 265.8 0.85 
3409 1158 265.9 0.86 
3410 1149 266.0 0.84 
3411 1146 266.1 0.84 
3412 1112 266.1 0.78 
3413 1124 266.2 0.80 
3414 1131 266.3 0.82 
3415 1105 266.4 0.77 
3416 1137 266.5 0.83 
3417 1115 266.5 0.79 
3418 1141 266.6 0.83 
3419 1120 266.7 0.80 
3420 1101 266.8 0.77 
3421 1114 266.8 0.79 
3422 1128 266.9 0.81 
3423 1127 267.0 0.81 
3424 1102 267.1 0.77 
3425 1090 267.2 0.75 
3426 1117 267.2 0.79 
3427 1104 267.3 0.77 
3428 1134 267.4 0.82 
3429 1133 267.5 0.82 
3430 1120 267.6 0.80 
3431 1069 267.6 0.72 
3432 1085 267.7 0.74 
3433 1080 267.8 0.73 
3434 1120 267.9 0.80 
3435 1078 267.9 0.73 
3436 1122 268.0 0.80 
3437 1092 268.1 0.75 
3438 1107 268.2 0.78 
3439 1125 268.3 0.81 
3440 1099 268.3 0.76 
3441 1094 268.4 0.76 
3442 1112 268.5 0.78 
3443 1090 268.6 0.75 
3444 1105 268.6 0.77 
3445 1055 268.7 0.69 
3446 1094 268.8 0.76 
3447 1105 268.9 0.77 
3448 1072 269.0 0.72 
3449 1151 269.0 0.85 
3450 1120 269.1 0.80 
3451 1073 269.2 0.72 
3452 1108 269.3 0.78 
3453 1093 269.3 0.75 
3454 1087 269.4 0.75 
3455 1114 269.5 0.79 
3456 1071 269.6 0.72 
3457 1094 269.7 0.76 







3459 1087 269.8 0.75 
3460 1071 269.9 0.72 
3461 1095 270.0 0.76 
3462 1085 270.0 0.74 
3463 1104 270.1 0.77 
3464 1077 270.2 0.73 
3465 1066 270.3 0.71 
3466 1100 270.4 0.77 
3467 1081 270.4 0.73 
3468 1101 270.5 0.77 
3469 1062 270.6 0.71 
3470 1066 270.7 0.71 
3471 1059 270.7 0.70 
3472 1077 270.8 0.73 
3473 1090 270.9 0.75 
3474 1057 271.0 0.70 
3475 1113 271.1 0.79 
3476 1088 271.1 0.75 
3477 1063 271.2 0.71 
3478 1090 271.3 0.75 
3479 1057 271.4 0.70 
3480 1076 271.5 0.73 
3481 1074 271.5 0.72 
3482 1057 271.6 0.70 
3483 1047 271.7 0.68 
3484 1098 271.8 0.76 
3485 1048 271.8 0.68 
3486 1087 271.9 0.74 
3487 1037 272.0 0.67 
3488 1084 272.1 0.74 
3489 1074 272.2 0.72 
3490 1045 272.2 0.68 
3491 1036 272.3 0.66 
3492 1087 272.4 0.75 
3493 1066 272.5 0.71 
3494 1078 272.5 0.73 
3495 1069 272.6 0.72 
3496 1024 272.7 0.64 
3497 1039 272.8 0.67 
3498 1059 272.9 0.70 
3499 1081 272.9 0.74 
3500 1068 273.0 0.72 
3501 1059 273.1 0.70 
3502 1085 273.2 0.74 
3503 1001 273.2 0.61 
3504 1047 273.3 0.68 
3505 1059 273.4 0.70 
3506 1062 273.5 0.71 
3507 1019 273.6 0.64 
3508 1055 273.6 0.69 
3509 1056 273.7 0.70 
3510 1021 273.8 0.64 
3511 1013 273.9 0.63 
3512 1033 273.9 0.66 
3513 1017 274.0 0.63 
3514 1054 274.1 0.69 
3515 1027 274.2 0.65 
3516 1012 274.3 0.63 
3517 1036 274.3 0.66 
3518 988 274.4 0.59 
3519 1003 274.5 0.61 
3520 999 274.6 0.60 
3521 1012 274.6 0.63 
3522 1001 274.7 0.61 
3523 997 274.8 0.60 
3524 998 274.9 0.60 
3525 970 275.0 0.56 
3526 1047 275.0 0.68 
3527 983 275.1 0.58 
3528 999 275.2 0.61 
3529 1010 275.3 0.62 
3530 1003 275.4 0.61 
3531 988 275.4 0.59 
3532 994 275.5 0.60 
3533 1016 275.6 0.63 
3534 1019 275.7 0.64 
3535 1009 275.7 0.62 
3536 995 275.8 0.60 





3538 958 276.0 0.54 
3539 972 276.1 0.56 
3540 981 276.1 0.58 
3541 1027 276.2 0.65 
3542 1024 276.3 0.65 
3543 962 276.4 0.55 
3544 963 276.4 0.55 
3545 963 276.5 0.55 
3546 987 276.6 0.59 
3547 1013 276.7 0.63 
3548 980 276.8 0.57 
3549 986 276.8 0.58 
3550 995 276.9 0.60 
3551 1008 277.0 0.62 
3552 994 277.1 0.60 
3553 1015 277.1 0.63 
3554 985 277.2 0.58 
3555 972 277.3 0.56 
3556 966 277.4 0.55 
3557 942 277.5 0.51 
3558 981 277.5 0.58 
3559 986 277.6 0.58 
3560 965 277.7 0.55 
3561 992 277.8 0.59 
3562 969 277.8 0.56 
3563 970 277.9 0.56 
3564 1004 278.0 0.61 
3565 943 278.1 0.52 
3566 981 278.2 0.58 
3567 965 278.2 0.55 
3568 983 278.3 0.58 
3569 944 278.4 0.52 
3570 957 278.5 0.54 
3571 942 278.5 0.51 
3572 957 278.6 0.54 
3573 973 278.7 0.56 
3574 954 278.8 0.53 
3575 929 278.9 0.49 
3576 907 278.9 0.46 
3577 947 279.0 0.52 
3578 934 279.1 0.50 
3579 968 279.2 0.56 
3580 982 279.3 0.58 
3581 951 279.3 0.53 
3582 942 279.4 0.52 
3583 945 279.5 0.52 
3584 950 279.6 0.53 
3585 921 279.6 0.48 
3586 931 279.7 0.50 
3587 922 279.8 0.48 
3588 955 279.9 0.54 
3589 960 280.0 0.54 
3590 947 280.0 0.52 
3591 923 280.1 0.48 
3592 924 280.2 0.49 
3593 940 280.3 0.51 
3594 932 280.3 0.50 
3595 939 280.4 0.51 
3596 936 280.5 0.51 
3597 930 280.6 0.50 
3598 938 280.7 0.51 
3599 948 280.7 0.52 
3600 908 280.8 0.46 
3601 877 280.9 0.41 
3602 931 281.0 0.50 
3603 905 281.0 0.46 
3604 910 281.1 0.47 
3605 914 281.2 0.47 
3606 912 281.3 0.47 
3607 923 281.4 0.49 
3608 928 281.4 0.49 
3609 906 281.5 0.46 
3610 933 281.6 0.50 
3611 936 281.7 0.51 
3612 931 281.7 0.50 
3613 928 281.8 0.49 
3614 940 281.9 0.51 
3615 906 282.0 0.46 







3617 945 282.1 0.52 
3618 919 282.2 0.48 
3619 893 282.3 0.44 
3620 896 282.4 0.44 
3621 951 282.4 0.53 
3622 899 282.5 0.45 
3623 883 282.6 0.42 
3624 923 282.7 0.48 
3625 897 282.8 0.44 
3626 882 282.8 0.42 
3627 884 282.9 0.42 
3628 887 283.0 0.43 
3629 875 283.1 0.41 
3630 913 283.2 0.47 
3631 895 283.2 0.44 
3632 946 283.3 0.52 
3633 888 283.4 0.43 
3634 888 283.5 0.43 
3635 905 283.5 0.46 
3636 932 283.6 0.50 
3637 896 283.7 0.44 
3638 910 283.8 0.46 
3639 891 283.9 0.43 
3640 877 283.9 0.41 
3641 889 284.0 0.43 
3642 900 284.1 0.45 
3643 862 284.2 0.39 
3644 886 284.2 0.43 
3645 877 284.3 0.41 
3646 885 284.4 0.42 
3647 906 284.5 0.46 
3648 870 284.6 0.40 
3649 889 284.6 0.43 
3650 866 284.7 0.39 
3651 885 284.8 0.42 
3652 871 284.9 0.40 
3653 881 284.9 0.42 
3654 877 285.0 0.41 
3655 880 285.1 0.42 
3656 891 285.2 0.43 
3657 871 285.3 0.40 
3658 884 285.3 0.42 
3659 865 285.4 0.39 
3660 870 285.5 0.40 
3661 888 285.6 0.43 
3662 841 285.6 0.36 
3663 891 285.7 0.43 
3664 872 285.8 0.40 
3665 856 285.9 0.38 
3666 880 286.0 0.42 
3667 856 286.0 0.38 
3668 874 286.1 0.41 
3669 882 286.2 0.42 
3670 872 286.3 0.40 
3671 861 286.3 0.39 
3672 875 286.4 0.41 
3673 869 286.5 0.40 
3674 874 286.6 0.41 
3675 863 286.7 0.39 
3676 854 286.7 0.38 
3677 856 286.8 0.38 
3678 866 286.9 0.39 
3679 869 287.0 0.40 
3680 849 287.1 0.37 
3681 869 287.1 0.40 
3682 870 287.2 0.40 
3683 867 287.3 0.40 
3684 860 287.4 0.38 
3685 872 287.4 0.40 
3686 827 287.5 0.33 
3687 867 287.6 0.40 
3688 858 287.7 0.38 
3689 893 287.8 0.44 
3690 864 287.8 0.39 
3691 861 287.9 0.39 
3692 852 288.0 0.37 
3693 882 288.1 0.42 
3694 887 288.1 0.43 





3696 866 288.3 0.39 
3697 822 288.4 0.33 
3698 845 288.5 0.36 
3699 837 288.5 0.35 
3700 848 288.6 0.37 
3701 871 288.7 0.40 
3702 865 288.8 0.39 
3703 840 288.8 0.35 
3704 815 288.9 0.31 
3705 857 289.0 0.38 
3706 840 289.1 0.35 
3707 829 289.2 0.34 
3708 840 289.2 0.35 
3709 844 289.3 0.36 
3710 815 289.4 0.31 
3711 836 289.5 0.35 
3712 845 289.5 0.36 
3713 848 289.6 0.37 
3714 853 289.7 0.37 
3715 806 289.8 0.30 
3716 840 289.9 0.35 
3717 824 289.9 0.33 
3718 855 290.0 0.38 
3719 820 290.1 0.32 
3720 832 290.2 0.34 
3721 820 290.2 0.32 
3722 864 290.3 0.39 
3723 815 290.4 0.31 
3724 823 290.5 0.33 
3725 824 290.6 0.33 
3726 832 290.6 0.34 
3727 795 290.7 0.28 
3728 829 290.8 0.34 
3729 831 290.9 0.34 
3730 833 291.0 0.34 
3731 844 291.0 0.36 
3732 872 291.1 0.40 
3733 828 291.2 0.33 
3734 823 291.3 0.33 
3735 828 291.3 0.33 
3736 833 291.4 0.34 
3737 849 291.5 0.37 
3738 814 291.6 0.31 
3739 799 291.7 0.29 
3740 830 291.7 0.34 
3741 853 291.8 0.37 
3742 790 291.9 0.27 
3743 834 292.0 0.34 
3744 814 292.0 0.31 
3745 808 292.1 0.30 
3746 795 292.2 0.28 
3747 826 292.3 0.33 
3748 825 292.4 0.33 
3749 796 292.4 0.28 
3750 821 292.5 0.32 
3751 804 292.6 0.30 
3752 829 292.7 0.34 
3753 832 292.7 0.34 
3754 819 292.8 0.32 
3755 835 292.9 0.35 
3756 814 293.0 0.31 
3757 805 293.1 0.30 
3758 829 293.1 0.34 
3759 797 293.2 0.29 
3760 833 293.3 0.34 
3761 807 293.4 0.30 
3762 806 293.4 0.30 
3763 797 293.5 0.28 
3764 792 293.6 0.28 
3765 810 293.7 0.31 
3766 805 293.8 0.30 
3767 804 293.8 0.30 
3768 826 293.9 0.33 
3769 801 294.0 0.29 
3770 784 294.1 0.26 
3771 829 294.1 0.34 
3772 804 294.2 0.30 
3773 825 294.3 0.33 







3775 808 294.5 0.30 
3776 792 294.5 0.28 
3777 797 294.6 0.29 
3778 793 294.7 0.28 
3779 793 294.8 0.28 
3780 802 294.9 0.29 
3781 824 294.9 0.33 
3782 782 295.0 0.26 
3783 805 295.1 0.30 
3784 798 295.2 0.29 
3785 808 295.2 0.30 
3786 775 295.3 0.25 
3787 804 295.4 0.30 
3788 800 295.5 0.29 
3789 758 295.6 0.22 
3790 775 295.6 0.25 
3791 823 295.7 0.33 
3792 796 295.8 0.28 
3793 806 295.9 0.30 
3794 781 295.9 0.26 
3795 815 296.0 0.31 
3796 800 296.1 0.29 
3797 789 296.2 0.27 
3798 833 296.3 0.34 
3799 800 296.3 0.29 
3800 786 296.4 0.27 
3801 802 296.5 0.29 
3802 773 296.6 0.25 
3803 778 296.6 0.26 
3804 761 296.7 0.23 
3805 793 296.8 0.28 
3806 778 296.9 0.25 
3807 770 297.0 0.24 
3808 801 297.0 0.29 
3809 770 297.1 0.24 
3810 807 297.2 0.30 
3811 739 297.3 0.19 
3812 790 297.3 0.27 
3813 786 297.4 0.27 
3814 816 297.5 0.32 
3815 806 297.6 0.30 
3816 768 297.7 0.24 
3817 771 297.7 0.24 
3818 782 297.8 0.26 
3819 782 297.9 0.26 
3820 778 298.0 0.25 
3821 742 298.0 0.20 
3822 780 298.1 0.26 
3823 775 298.2 0.25 
3824 784 298.3 0.26 
3825 773 298.4 0.25 
3826 789 298.4 0.27 
3827 769 298.5 0.24 
3828 758 298.6 0.22 
3829 753 298.7 0.22 
3830 771 298.8 0.24 
3831 801 298.8 0.29 
3832 739 298.9 0.19 
3833 783 299.0 0.26 
3834 764 299.1 0.23 
3835 748 299.1 0.21 
3836 761 299.2 0.23 
3837 769 299.3 0.24 
3838 773 299.4 0.25 
3839 749 299.5 0.21 
3840 749 299.5 0.21 
3841 760 299.6 0.23 
3842 766 299.7 0.24 
3843 753 299.8 0.22 
3844 772 299.8 0.25 
3845 768 299.9 0.24 
3846 734 300.0 0.19 
3847 781 300.1 0.26 
3848 775 300.2 0.25 
3849 764 300.2 0.23 
3850 758 300.3 0.22 
3851 732 300.4 0.18 
3852 763 300.5 0.23 





3854 759 300.6 0.22 
3855 772 300.7 0.24 
3856 771 300.8 0.24 
3857 763 300.9 0.23 
3858 739 300.9 0.19 
3859 774 301.0 0.25 
3860 764 301.1 0.23 
3861 746 301.2 0.20 
3862 759 301.2 0.22 
3863 736 301.3 0.19 
3864 760 301.4 0.23 
3865 723 301.5 0.17 
3866 755 301.6 0.22 
3867 737 301.6 0.19 
3868 744 301.7 0.20 
3869 730 301.8 0.18 
3870 746 301.9 0.20 
3871 757 302.0 0.22 
3872 714 302.0 0.15 
3873 715 302.1 0.16 
3874 777 302.2 0.25 
3875 746 302.3 0.20 
3876 744 302.3 0.20 
3877 732 302.4 0.18 
3878 734 302.5 0.19 
3879 757 302.6 0.22 
3880 751 302.7 0.21 
3881 732 302.7 0.18 
3882 756 302.8 0.22 
3883 728 302.9 0.18 
3884 742 303.0 0.20 
3885 749 303.0 0.21 
3886 739 303.1 0.19 
3887 743 303.2 0.20 
3888 732 303.3 0.18 
3889 760 303.4 0.23 
3890 759 303.4 0.22 
3891 722 303.5 0.17 
3892 736 303.6 0.19 
3893 727 303.7 0.17 
3894 704 303.7 0.14 
3895 734 303.8 0.18 
3896 740 303.9 0.19 
3897 706 304.0 0.14 
3898 721 304.1 0.17 
3899 740 304.1 0.19 
3900 748 304.2 0.21 
3901 746 304.3 0.20 
3902 716 304.4 0.16 
3903 723 304.4 0.17 
3904 714 304.5 0.15 
3905 770 304.6 0.24 
3906 707 304.7 0.14 
3907 723 304.8 0.17 
3908 737 304.8 0.19 
3909 736 304.9 0.19 
3910 724 305.0 0.17 
3911 739 305.1 0.19 
3912 735 305.1 0.19 
3913 759 305.2 0.22 
3914 708 305.3 0.14 
3915 714 305.4 0.15 
3916 708 305.5 0.14 
3917 753 305.5 0.22 
3918 719 305.6 0.16 
3919 723 305.7 0.17 
3920 720 305.8 0.16 
3921 725 305.9 0.17 
3922 723 305.9 0.17 
3923 719 306.0 0.16 
3924 733 306.1 0.18 
3925 740 306.2 0.20 
3926 715 306.2 0.16 
3927 738 306.3 0.19 
3928 721 306.4 0.16 
3929 703 306.5 0.14 
3930 725 306.6 0.17 
3931 726 306.6 0.17 







3933 718 306.8 0.16 
3934 726 306.9 0.17 
3935 746 306.9 0.20 
3936 702 307.0 0.13 
3937 740 307.1 0.19 
3938 715 307.2 0.16 
3939 728 307.3 0.18 
3940 705 307.3 0.14 
3941 720 307.4 0.16 
3942 714 307.5 0.15 
3943 716 307.6 0.16 
3944 720 307.6 0.16 
3945 712 307.7 0.15 
3946 709 307.8 0.15 
3947 742 307.9 0.20 
3948 739 308.0 0.19 
3949 727 308.0 0.17 
3950 721 308.1 0.17 
3951 690 308.2 0.12 
3952 697 308.3 0.13 
3953 735 308.3 0.19 
3954 685 308.4 0.11 
3955 695 308.5 0.12 
3956 713 308.6 0.15 
3957 709 308.7 0.15 
3958 681 308.7 0.10 
3959 711 308.8 0.15 
3960 714 308.9 0.15 
3961 713 309.0 0.15 
3962 727 309.0 0.17 
3963 691 309.1 0.12 
3964 694 309.2 0.12 
3965 707 309.3 0.14 
3966 700 309.4 0.13 
3967 719 309.4 0.16 
3968 697 309.5 0.13 
3969 742 309.6 0.20 
3970 720 309.7 0.16 
3971 734 309.8 0.19 
3972 692 309.8 0.12 
3973 687 309.9 0.11 
3974 743 310.0 0.20 
3975 701 310.1 0.13 
3976 710 310.1 0.15 
3977 725 310.2 0.17 
3978 722 310.3 0.17 
3979 723 310.4 0.17 
3980 709 310.5 0.15 
3981 697 310.5 0.13 
3982 714 310.6 0.15 
3983 689 310.7 0.11 
3984 726 310.8 0.17 
3985 743 310.8 0.20 
3986 706 310.9 0.14 
3987 727 311.0 0.17 
3988 678 311.1 0.10 
3989 735 311.2 0.19 
3990 693 311.2 0.12 
3991 726 311.3 0.17 
3992 737 311.4 0.19 
3993 727 311.5 0.17 
3994 706 311.5 0.14 
3995 701 311.6 0.13 
3996 700 311.7 0.13 
3997 696 311.8 0.13 
3998 697 311.9 0.13 
3999 703 311.9 0.14 
4000 695 312.0 0.12 
4001 703 312.1 0.14 
4002 682 312.2 0.10 
4003 695 312.2 0.12 
4004 696 312.3 0.12 
4005 710 312.4 0.15 
4006 691 312.5 0.12 
4007 702 312.6 0.13 
4008 682 312.6 0.10 
4009 691 312.7 0.12 
4010 692 312.8 0.12 





4012 676 312.9 0.09 
4013 689 313.0 0.11 
4014 703 313.1 0.14 
4015 717 313.2 0.16 
4016 678 313.3 0.10 
4017 702 313.3 0.14 
4018 692 313.4 0.12 
4019 702 313.5 0.13 
4020 692 313.6 0.12 
4021 690 313.7 0.12 
4022 713 313.7 0.15 
4023 723 313.8 0.17 
4024 691 313.9 0.12 
4025 721 314.0 0.16 
4026 704 314.0 0.14 
4027 703 314.1 0.14 
4028 697 314.2 0.13 
4029 691 314.3 0.12 
4030 713 314.4 0.15 
4031 687 314.4 0.11 
4032 688 314.5 0.11 
4033 693 314.6 0.12 
4034 684 314.7 0.11 
4035 704 314.7 0.14 
4036 718 314.8 0.16 
4037 668 314.9 0.08 
4038 688 315.0 0.11 
4039 654 315.1 0.06 
4040 696 315.1 0.13 
4041 683 315.2 0.10 
4042 714 315.3 0.15 
4043 703 315.4 0.14 
4044 697 315.4 0.13 
4045 700 315.5 0.13 
4046 688 315.6 0.11 
4047 676 315.7 0.09 
4048 695 315.8 0.12 
4049 678 315.8 0.10 
4050 702 315.9 0.13 
4051 690 316.0 0.12 
4052 704 316.1 0.14 
4053 679 316.1 0.10 
4054 703 316.2 0.14 
4055 708 316.3 0.14 
4056 698 316.4 0.13 
4057 671 316.5 0.09 
4058 681 316.5 0.10 
4059 663 316.6 0.07 
4060 688 316.7 0.11 
4061 690 316.8 0.12 
4062 693 316.8 0.12 
4063 709 316.9 0.14 
4064 681 317.0 0.10 
4065 686 317.1 0.11 
4066 698 317.2 0.13 
4067 691 317.2 0.12 
4068 669 317.3 0.08 
4069 692 317.4 0.12 
4070 718 317.5 0.16 
4071 680 317.6 0.10 
4072 709 317.6 0.15 
4073 684 317.7 0.11 
4074 680 317.8 0.10 
4075 683 317.9 0.10 
4076 693 317.9 0.12 
4077 695 318.0 0.12 
4078 701 318.1 0.13 
4079 672 318.2 0.09 
4080 682 318.3 0.10 
4081 717 318.3 0.16 
4082 702 318.4 0.13 
4083 668 318.5 0.08 
4084 680 318.6 0.10 
4085 696 318.6 0.12 
4086 679 318.7 0.10 
4087 690 318.8 0.12 
4088 712 318.9 0.15 
4089 676 319.0 0.09 







4091 695 319.1 0.12 
4092 656 319.2 0.06 





4094 677 319.3 0.09 
4095 685 319.4 0.11 
C-1 
 
Appendix C: Cell Toxicity Raw Data 
Experiment 6 MTS Studies 
MTS Calibration Curves 
BAEC Cells 
Number 
of cells 0 5000 10000 20000 40000 80000 
Sample1 0.421 0.632 0.815 1.061 1.311 1.375 
Sample2 0.425 0.689 0.844 1.027 1.305 1.371 
Sample3 0.423 0.665 0.822 1.047 1.302 1.394 
       
RG2 Cells 
Number 
of cells 0 7000 14000 28000 56000 140000 280000 
Sample1 0.377 0.863 1.262 1.518 1.694 1.854 1.943 
Sample2 0.3945 0.8823 1.242 1.462 1.634 1.802 1.902 










Background      
 0.393 0.423      
AuNP 
Conc 










0 1.179704 0.684305 0 0.323304 7339.081 147% 0.344893 
0 1.271153 0.808302 1 0.312558 7018.387 140% 0.438772 
1 1.24496 0.708641 2 0.286539 6269.912 125% 0.343951 
1 1.168089 0.689191 4 0.202655 4097.207 82% 0.286914 
2 1.239302 0.678592 
     








4 1.06557 0.703106 0 0.832429 16251.27 325% 0.504967 
1 1.250828 0.800481 1 0.809868 15437.57 309% 0.40194 
1 1.147594 0.743918 2 0.865672 17524.6 350% 0.825241 
2 1.335963 0.767107 4 0.600635 9392.769 188% 0.636351 
2 1.337255 0.694396 
     4 0.9217 0.548205 
      
72 h 
       AuNP 
Conc 











0 1.754604 1.246189 0 0.842887 40608.74 812% 1.076572 
0 1.783873 1.328931 1 0.748293 29934.67 599% 0.384427 
0 1.645652 1.22254 2 0.763834 31432.64 629% 0.946983 
1 1.46526 1.160145 4 0.299736 6644.688 133% 0.315394 
1 1.433984 1.154867 
     











2 1.415619 1.248363 0 1.335043 56493.79 1130% 1.23289 
2 1.368837 1.177761 1 1.026846 25322.99 506% 0.531612 
2 1.454101 1.13438 2 1.019853 24914.65 498% 0.417252 
4 1.318984 0.760768 4 0.852851 17022.54 340% 0.534793 
4 1.231094 0.690294 
     4 1.187475 0.717145 
       
C-3 
 
Experiment 7 Trypan Blue Population Studies 
BAEC Studies 
Time h 0mM 1mM 2mM 4mM 
0 15000 15000 15000 15000 
0 15000 15000 15000 15000 
0 15000 15000 15000 15000 
24 19600 19300 17500 16500 
24 19400 19100 19500 18300 
24 20500 18800 18300 18400 
48 23900 23000 22400 19500 
48 25400 23400 22900 21000 
48 24000 24200 23100 20900 
72 30700 27400 26400 22700 
72 32300 28500 27400 23400 
72 34600 27300 29100 26800 
 
RG2 Studies 
Time h 0mM 1mM 2mM 4mM 
0 50000 50000 50000 50000 
0 50000 50000 50000 50000 
0 50000 50000 50000 50000 
24 120000 105000 82000 71000 
24 135000 100000 90000 70000 
24 110000 120000 72000 80000 
48 210000 163000 220000 255000 
48 215000 150000 230000 220000 
48 250000 162000 240000 245000 
72 715000 240000 267000 345000 
72 750000 295000 270000 282000 





Experiment 8 AuNP Uptake via ICP-MS Raw Data 
 
197  Au  [ No Gas ]  
 
Type Level Sample Name Vial Number Dilution Conc. [ ppb ] CPS CPS RSD Sample 
CalBlk   Cal Blank 1106 1 <0.000 54.44333 23.17753 
 CalStd 1 Std 1 1101 1 91.75513 930075 0.401671 
 CalStd 2 Std 2 1102 1 79.99274 813875.6 0.548319 
 CalStd 3 Std 3 1103 1 61.12625 623811 0.379032 
 CalStd 4 Std 4 1104 1 38.76661 392932.8 0.87181 
 CalStd 5 Std 5 1105 1 19.11706 195239.4 0.627746 
 CalStd 6 Std 6 1106 1 0 5024.173 2.173004 
 Sample   Sample 001 1107 1 <0.000 53.6458 2.59116 A 
Sample   Sample 002 1108 1 13.4587 17561.77 1.808358 B RG2 2 h 
Sample   Sample 003 1109 1 11.24588 10694.75 2.839887 C RG2 2 h 
Sample   Sample 004 1110 1 6.45947 9598.493 3.148937 D RG2 2 h 
Sample   Sample 005 1111 1 16.45792 10308.92 1.550217 E RG2 6 h 
Sample   Sample 006 1112 1 9.67892 8244.417 4.128114 F RG2 6 h 
Sample   Sample 007 1201 1 14.48773 7478.593 5.760442 G RG2 6 h 
Sample   Sample 008 1202 1 16.44811 7051.63 5.328073 H RG2 12 h 
Sample   Sample 009 1203 1 15.24719 6620.343 3.265227 I RG2 12 h 
Sample   Sample 010 1204 1 12.54797 437.79 0.439155 J RG2 12 h 
Sample   Sample 011 1205 1 <0.000 6012.33 2.484509 K 
Sample   Sample 012 1206 1 6.454876 5901.163 6.183332 L BAEC 2 h 
Sample   Sample 013 1207 1 3.26548 12424.62 18.51523 M BAEC 2 h 
Sample   Sample 014 1208 1 8.54798 8198.013 11.42071 N BAEC 2 h 
Sample   Sample 015 1209 1 6.238117 6538.14 3.932486 O BAEC 6 h 
Sample   Sample 016 1210 1 7.498252 5747.763 2.526864 P BAEC 6 h 
Sample   Sample 017 1211 1 5.421877 6557.013 3.779674 Q BAEC 6 h 
Sample   Sample 018 1212 1 3.555498 5605.52 4.630693 R BAEC 12 h 
Sample   Sample 019 1301 1 4.255193 5489.93 3.685683 S BAEC 12 h 
Sample   Sample 020 1302 1 7.45427 4967.527 3.782718 T BAEC 12 h 
Sample   Sample 021 1303 1 0.463879 5812.25 3.561171 U BAEC 0 h 
Sample   Sample 022 1304 1 0.82451 5623.36 4.710352 V BAEC 0 h 
Sample   Sample 023 1305 1 0.75612 5563.243 3.4538 W BAEC 0 h 
Sample   Sample 024 1306 1 0.12564 5487.847 0.801449 X RG2 0 h 
Sample   Sample 025 1307 1 0.224547 2694.564 2.548792 Y RG2 0 h 




Experiment 9 Scratch Test Gap-filling Studies 
 
Example of Gapfilling Data, BAEC Scratch Test E at t = 0, 6, 12, 18 h. Scratch widths are 951, 567, 0 and 0 pixels. 
 












± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 4 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0   100% 100% 100% 
6 105% 105% 107% 96% 
92 ± 7% 108 ± 5% 106 ± 6% 108 ± 8% 
6 94% 110% 118% 117% 
6 83% 112% 107% 105% 
6 95% 106% 106% 108% 
6 84% 105% 97% 112% 
6 95% 106% 100% 114% 
6 87% 118% 103% 103% 














± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 4 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
6   105% 109% 97% 
12 63% 81% 111% 111% 
63 ± 7% 86 ± 8% 96 ± 8% 
103 ± 
14% 
12 65% 80% 93% 116% 
12 71% 87% 95% 120% 
12 52% 76% 94% 83% 
12 57% 84% 83% 97% 
12 61% 91% 93% 88% 
12 64% 104% 103% 90% 
12 72% 87% 92% 112% 
12   83% 101% 110% 
18 41% 75% 90% 81% 
45 ± 17% 69 ± 10% 74 ± 10% 86 ± 12% 
18 43% 66% 78% 115% 
18 35% 63% 55% 82% 
18 28% 79% 75% 89% 
18 30% 67% 80% 75% 
18 51% 66% 65% 76% 
18 52% 82% 84% 78% 
18 82% 73% 70% 88% 
18   50% 71% 92% 
24 22% 57% 51% 66% 
21 ± 4% 51 ± 10% 56 ± 9% 62 ± 15% 
24 21% 36% 62% 50% 
24 19% 49% 59% 100% 
24 21% 46% 48% 61% 
24 29% 40% 38% 56% 
24 13% 62% 67% 67% 
24 23% 63% 62% 53% 
24 22% 43% 59% 51% 
24   60% 58% 58% 
30 32% 37% 40% 63% 
14 ± 9% 40 ± 7% 46 ± 8% 57 ± 9% 
30 6% 49% 48% 60% 
30 6% 44% 55% 71% 
30 8% 36% 42% 54% 
30 8% 36% 31% 47% 
30 12% 43% 48% 62% 
30 21% 49% 50% 48% 
30 16% 39% 40% 46% 
30   29% 56% 60% 
36 28% 34% 27% 45% 
8 ± 9% 35 ± 8% 35 ± 10% 47 ± 11% 
36 6% 36% 42% 47% 
36 0% 41% 40% 68% 
36 6% 39% 32% 45% 
36 4% 32% 39% 35% 
36 0% 46% 12% 61% 
36 10% 42% 39% 34% 
36 6% 25% 40% 41% 
36   24% 40% 45% 
42 13% 11% 25% 34% 
2 ± 5% 10 ± 5% 16 ± 11% 33 ± 11% 
42 0% 9% 18% 24% 
42 0% 19% 7% 53% 
42 0% 12% 0% 36% 
42 0% 5% 0% 
 42 0% 10% 19% 
 42 6% 14% 19% 
 42 0% 8% 26% 25% 
42   3% 30% 26% 
48 11% 6% 9% 26% 
1 ± 4% 5 ± 5% 10 ± 9% 23 ± 10% 














± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 4 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
48 0% 14% 24% 33% 
48 0% 0% 0% 33% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
 48 0% 0% 0% 
 48 0% 6% 12% 20% 
48 0% 5% 10% 11% 
48   5% 23% 9% 
 
 










± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
    100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
  
   
68 ± 2% 77 ± 2% 84 ± 22% 6 66% 78% 99% 
6 69% 75% 68% 
  
   
45 ± 0% 63 ± 11% 85 ± 18% 12 45% 55% 72% 
12 45% 70% 98% 
  
   
48 ± 14% 58 ± 15% 67 ± 24% 18 38% 47% 84% 
18 58% 68% 50% 
  
   
21 ± 1% 46 ± 11% 63 ± 1% 24 20% 38% 62% 
24 22% 53% 64% 
  
   
13 ± 1% 27 ± 13% 49 ± 5% 30 12% 17% 52% 
30 14% 36% 45% 
 
 










± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
0 100% 100% 100% 
100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 
 0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
6 95% 100% 101% 
102 ± 7% 102 ± 6% 
105 ± 
15% 
6 92% 101% 106% 
6 101% 102% 
 6 94% 91% 108% 












± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
6 101% 110% 131% 
6 106% 109% 98% 
6 106% 96% 88% 
6 110% 108% 122% 
12 72% 80% 87% 
76 ± 14% 90 ± 10% 84 ± 11% 
12 77% 93% 79% 
12 84% 94% 
 12 70% 97% 76% 
12 45% 80% 77% 
12 77% 90% 101% 
12 81% 109% 
 12 92% 79% 
 12 85% 92%  
18 38% 66% 70% 
39 ± 19% 64 ± 9% 57 ± 8% 
18 49% 69% 57% 
18 61% 63% 
 18 0% 62% 62% 
18 28% 64% 50% 
18 47% 64% 57% 
18 54% 66% 57% 
18 36% 45% 43% 
18   80% 61% 
24 0% 30% 24% 
16 ± 13% 40 ± 9% 38 ± 15% 
24 0% 24% 22% 
24 14% 43% 
 24 18% 46% 67% 
24 36% 42% 32% 
24 28% 38% 34% 
24 20% 43% 48% 
24 7% 40% 32% 
24 24% 55% 47% 
30 0% 16% 35% 
1 ± 2% 20 ± 13% 34 ± 10% 
30 0% 20% 29% 
30 6% 19% 
 30 0% 15% 46% 
30 0% 12% 45% 
30 0% 40% 21% 
30 0% 0% 43% 
30 0% 21% 34% 
30 0% 39% 21% 
36 0% 0% 33% 
0 ± 0% 1 ± 3% 13 ± 14% 
36 0% 0% 0% 
36 0% 0% 
 36 0% 0% 0% 
36 0% 0% 0% 
36 0% 0% 0% 
36 0% 0% 22% 
36 0% 0% 21% 
36 0% 8% 23% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
48 0% 0% 
 48 0% 0% 0% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
48 0% 0% 0% 
48 0% 0% 0% 















± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
0 100% 100% 100% 
100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
6 100% 107% 97% 
100 ± 8% 108 ± 5% 
105 ± 
10% 
6 93% 98% 106% 
6 90% 105% 99% 
6 103% 111% 102% 
6 114% 118% 98% 
6 100% 108% 102% 
6 101% 111% 110% 
6 90% 106% 104% 
6 110% 106% 130% 
12 88% 98% 93% 
94 ± 12% 99 ± 6% 99 ± 10% 
12 81% 93% 97% 
12 79% 101% 90% 
12 119% 109% 95% 
12 108% 98% 90% 
12 95% 100% 102% 
12 92% 105% 105% 
12 94% 90% 94% 
12 94% 98% 123% 
18 71% 87% 80% 
74 ± 10% 84 ± 4% 83 ± 3% 
18 63% 81% 83% 
18 59% 79% 83% 
18 79% 89% 84% 
18 92% 90% 81% 
18 72% 81% 80% 
18 76% 83% 88% 
18 68% 84% 87% 
18 85% 84%   
24 51% 77% 69% 
58 ± 13% 68 ± 4% 73 ± 7% 
24 77% 68% 67% 
24 70% 63% 60% 
24 67% 69% 75% 
24 50% 63% 78% 
24 33% 70% 69% 
24 51% 68% 78% 
24 59% 65% 77% 
24 65% 65% 82% 
30 39% 68% 65% 
39 ± 5% 63 ± 3% 61 ± 9% 
30 40% 61% 63% 
30 27% 61% 57% 
30 40% 61% 58% 
30 47% 60% 51% 
30 35% 64% 51% 












± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
30 39% 62% 56% 
30 40% 62% 70% 
36 33% 56% 53% 
30 ± 11% 49 ± 7% 56 ± 6% 
36 30% 56% 52% 
36 16% 43% 46% 
36 22% 56% 59% 
36 50% 56% 57% 
36 32% 38% 53% 
36 30% 52% 66% 
36 17% 42% 55% 
 
43% 44% 61% 
48 7% 63% 54% 
3 ± 3% 53 ± 11% 49 ± 12% 
48 0% 60% 59% 
48 0% 56% 50% 
48 5% 61% 57% 
48 4% 36% 57% 
48 4% 50% 48% 
48 0% 68% 57% 
48 0% 41% 26% 
48 7% 43% 29% 
 
 










± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
    100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 0 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
    
47 ± 7% 56 ± 1% 51 ± 1% 6 43% 56% 50% 
6 52% 57% 52% 
    
11 ± 15% 36 ± 4% 42 ± 1% 12 0% 34% 42% 
12 22% 39% 41% 
    
0 ± 0% 24 ± 9% 24 ± 3% 18 0% 17% 22% 
18 0% 30% 26% 
    
0 ± 0% 6 ± 8% 7 ± 10% 24 0% 12% 15% 
24 0% 0% 0% 
    
0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 30 0% 0% 0% 
30 0% 0% 0% 
 












± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 4 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 100 ± 0% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 














± s.d.   
%Gap 1 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 2 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
%Gap 4 
mM Mean 
± s.d.   
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 
 0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
0 100% 100% 100% 100% 
6 60% 50% 81% 67% 
39 ± 11% 50 ± 34% 65 ± 11% 77 ± 12% 
6 24% 20% 49% 70% 
6 36% 31% 68% 
 6 48% 42% 73% 93% 
6 32% 43% 58% 
 6 35% 44% 48% 
 6 41% 31% 73% 77% 
6 32% 57% 68% 
 6 44% 135% 66%  
12 15% 21% 44% 36% 
8 ± 12% 18 ± 29% 33 ± 10% 59 ± 21% 
12 0% 0% 32% 58% 
12 0% 0% 44% 
 12 28% 16% 40% 87% 
12 0% 14% 44% 
 12 0% 0% 30% 
 12 0% 0% 29% 54% 
12 0% 18% 19% 
 12 27% 92% 18%  
18 0% 0% 21% 26% 
0 ± 0% 7 ± 20% 10 ± 10% 37 ± 18% 
18 0% 0% 0% 25% 
18 0% 0% 23% 
 18 0% 0% 9% 64% 
18 0% 0% 15% 
 18 0% 0% 19% 
 18 0% 0% 0% 34% 
18 0% 0% 0% 
 18 0% 60% 0%  
24 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0 ±0% 0 ± 0% 5 ± 11% 16 ± 22% 
24 0% 0% 33% 0% 
24 0% 0% 0% 18% 
24 0% 0% 0% 5% 
24 0% 0% 0% 58% 
24 0% 0% 13% 
 24 0% 0% 0% 
 24 0% 0% 0% 
 24 0% 0% 0% 16% 
30 0% 0% 0% 0% 
0 ± 0% 0 ± 0% 1 ± 4% 7 ± 16% 
30 0% 0% 0% 0% 
30 0% 0% 11% 0% 
30 0% 0% 0% 0% 
30 0% 0% 0% 0% 
30 0% 0% 0% 42% 
30 0% 0% 0% 
 30 0% 0% 0% 



























to own 0: 
B13-1 600 Control 93 90% 85 979.2 9.5% 0.92 
B13-2 600 Control 71 70% 74 663.04 10.7% 0.91 
B13-3 600 Control 101 80% 68 696.32 14.5% 0.87 
B13-4 0 Control 22 100% 100 1280 1.7% 1.00 
B13-5 600 AuNPs 151 90% 50 576 26.2% 0.75 
B13-6 600 AuNPs 170 80% 70 716.8 23.7% 0.77 
B13-7 600 AuNPs 159 90% 70 806.4 19.7% 0.81 
B13-8 0 AuNPs 11 100% 90 1152 1.0% 1.00 
B14-1 400 Control 54 50% 85 544 9.9% 0.92 
B14-2 400 Control 55 85% 80 870.4 6.3% 0.96 
B14-3 400 Control 57 100% 80 1024 5.6% 0.97 
B14-4 0 Control 18 80% 80 819.2 2.2% 1.00 
B14-5 400 AuNPs 91 90% 90 1036.8 8.8% 0.95 
B14-6 400 AuNPs 149 60% 100 768 19.4% 0.85 
B14-7 400 AuNPs 112 80% 80 819.2 13.7% 0.90 
B14-8 0 AuNPs 25 100% 50 640 3.9% 1.00 
B15-1 200 Control 60 90% 114 1313.28 4.6% 0.98 
B15-2 200 Control 30 100% 86 1100.8 2.7% 1.00 
B15-3 200 Control 67 100% 104 1331.2 5.0% 0.97 
B15-4 0 Control 21 100% 70 896 2.3% 1.00 
B15-5 200 AuNPs 129 100% 80 1024 12.6% 0.91 
B15-6 200 AuNPs 38 100% 50 640 5.9% 0.98 
B15-7 200 AuNPs 68 80% 80 819.2 8.3% 0.95 
B15-8 0 AuNPs 7 80% 20 204.8 3.4% 1.00 
B16-1 150 Control 29 100% 100 1280 2.3% 0.98 
B16-2 150 Control 10 90% 130 1497.6 0.7% 1.00 
B16-3 150 Control 6 90% 100 1152 0.5% 1.00 
B16-4 0 Control 1 90% 60 691.2 0.1% 1.00 
B16-5 150 AuNPs 44 90% 70 806.4 5.5% 0.95 
B16-6 150 AuNPs 26 100% 70 896 2.9% 0.98 
B16-7 150 AuNPs 96 90% 120 1382.4 6.9% 0.94 
B16-8 0 AuNPs 3 100% 30 384 0.8% 1.00 
B17-1 100 Control 20 90% 50 576 3.5% 0.99 
B17-2 100 Control 25 95% 120 1459.2 1.7% 1.01 
B17-3 100 Control 23 100% 100 1280 1.8% 1.00 
B17-4 0 Control 14 100% 50 640 2.2% 1.00 
B17-5 100 AuNPs 40 90% 50 576 6.9% 0.96 
B17-6 100 AuNPs 50 95% 70 851.2 5.9% 0.97 
B17-7 100 AuNPs 19 95% 30 364.8 5.2% 0.98 
B17-8 0 AuNPs 15 90% 45 518.4 2.9% 1.00 
B18-8 0 AuNPs 0 100% 80 1024 0.0% 1.03 
B19-1 25 Control 37 100% 180 2304 1.6% 0.99 
B19-2 25 Control 47 95% 150 1824 2.6% 0.98 
B19-3 25 Control 42 90% 150 1728 2.4% 0.98 
B19-4 0 Control 6 95% 150 1824 0.3% 1.00 
B19-5 25 AuNPs 19 100% 80 1024 1.9% 0.99 
B19-6 25 AuNPs 22 100% 100 1280 1.7% 0.99 
B19-7 25 AuNPs 88 80% 150 1536 5.7% 0.95 
B19-8 0 AuNPs 4 80% 70 716.8 0.6% 1.00 
B20-1 10 Control 39 80% 218 2232.32 1.7% 1.00 
B20-2 10 Control 24 100% 138 1766.4 1.4% 1.00 
B20-3 10 Control 16 90% 140 1612.8 1.0% 1.01 
B20-4 0 Control 10 100% 50 640 1.6% 1.00 
B20-5 10 AuNPs 35 100% 81 1036.8 3.4% 0.98 
B20-6 10 AuNPs 7 100% 40 512 1.4% 1.00 
B20-7 10 AuNPs 16 100% 60 768 2.1% 0.99 


























to own 0: 
R7-1 25 Control 13 100% 400 5120 0.3% 1.00 
R7-2 25 Control 6 100% 400 5120 0.1% 1.00 
R7-3 25 Control 27 100% 400 5120 0.5% 1.00 
R7-4 0 Control 5 100% 250 3200 0.2% 1.00 
R7-5 25 AuNPs 70 100% 250 3200 2.2% 0.98 
R7-6 25 AuNPs 13 100% 250 3200 0.4% 1.00 
R7-7 25 AuNPs 97 100% 350 4480 2.2% 0.98 
R7-8 0 AuNPs 7 100% 400 5120 0.1% 1.00 
R11-1 100 Control 21 100% 340 4352 0.5% 1.00 
R11-2 100 Control 47 80% 200 2048 2.3% 0.98 
R11-3 100 Control 39 90% 450 5184 0.8% 0.99 
R11-4 0 Control 5 80% 250 2560 0.2% 1.00 
R11-5 100 AuNPs 90 90% 400 4608 2.0% 0.98 
R11-6 100 AuNPs 35 80% 200 2048 1.7% 0.99 
R11-7 100 AuNPs IGNORE 
    
  
R11-8 0 AuNPs 10 70% 320 2867.2 0.3% 1.00 
R13-1 400 Control IGNORE 
    
  
R13-2 400 Control 74 95% 300 3648 2.0% 0.98 
R13-3 400 Control 45 95% 300 3648 1.2% 0.99 
R13-4 0 Control 5 90% 300 3456 0.1% 1.00 
R13-5 400 AuNPs 181 90% 300 3456 5.2% 0.95 
R13-6 400 AuNPs 77 90% 200 2304 3.3% 0.97 
R13-7 400 AuNPs 92 50% 300 1920 4.8% 0.95 
R13-8 0 AuNPs 2 50% 300 1920 0.1% 1.00 
R14-1 800 Control 234 80% 350 3584 6.5% 0.94 
R14-2 800 Control 43 100% 250 3200 1.3% 0.99 
R14-3 800 Control 27 100% 300 3840 0.7% 1.00 
R14-4 0 Control 10 70% 250 2240 0.4% 1.00 
R14-5 800 AuNPs 413 100% 300 3840 10.8% 0.91 
R14-6 800 AuNPs 125 70% 200 1792 7.0% 0.95 
R14-7 800 AuNPs 21 
    
  
R14-8 0 AuNPs 57 70% 300 2688 2.1% 1.00 
R16-1 1500 Control 271 95% 300 3648 7.4% 0.93 
R16-2 1500 Control 514 100% 400 5120 10.0% 0.90 
R16-3 1500 Control 456 100% 400 5120 8.9% 0.91 
R16-4 0 Control 3 70% 150 1344 0.2% 1.00 
R16-5 1500 AuNPs 732 100% 300 3840 19.1% 0.82 
R16-6 1500 AuNPs 553 100% 200 2560 21.6% 0.79 
R16-7 1500 AuNPs 539 80% 250 2560 21.1% 0.80 
R16-8 0 AuNPs 21 90% 200 2304 0.9% 1.00 
R17-1 50 Control 19 80% 200 2048 0.9% 1.01 
R17-2 50 Control 25 80% 250 2560 1.0% 1.01 
R17-3 50 Control 12 90% 200 2304 0.5% 1.01 
R17-4 0 Control 31 80% 200 2048 1.5% 1.00 
R17-5 50 AuNPs 31 80% 350 3584 0.9% 0.99 
R17-6 50 AuNPs 56 50% 420 2688 2.1% 0.98 
R17-7 50 AuNPs 44 70% 380 3404.8 1.3% 0.99 
R17-8 0 AuNPs 3 70% 300 2688 0.1% 1.00 
R18-1 600 Control 48 90% 300 3456 1.4% 0.99 
R18-2 600 Control 105 90% 300 3456 3.0% 0.97 
R18-3 600 Control 39 85% 200 2176 1.8% 0.98 
R18-4 0 Control 3 85% 250 2720 0.1% 1.00 
R18-5 600 AuNPs 224 60% 250 1920 11.7% 0.89 
R18-6 600 AuNPs 141 80% 250 2560 5.5% 0.95 
R18-7 600 AuNPs 93 85% 150 1632 5.7% 0.95 
R18-8 0 AuNPs 25 70% 350 3136 0.8% 1.00 
R15-1 1000 Control 130 85% 200 2176 6.0% 0.94 
R15-2 1000 Control 133 100% 400 5120 2.6% 0.97 
R15-3 1000 Control 48 40% 400 2048 2.3% 0.98 
R15-4 0 Control 1 80% 300 3072 0.0% 1.00 
R15-5 1000 AuNPs 373 100% 250 3200 11.7% 0.88 
R15-6 1000 AuNPs 245 70% 180 1612.8 15.2% 0.85 
R15-7 1000 AuNPs 437 100% 400 5120 8.5% 0.91 
R15-8 0 AuNPs 2 100% 600 7680 0.0% 1.00 
R12-1 200 Control 41 100% 212 2713.6 1.5% 0.99 
R12-2 200 Control 95 100% 228 2918.4 3.3% 0.97 
R12-3 200 Control 26 100% 100 1280 2.0% 0.98 
R12-4 0 Control 13 90% 350 4032 0.3% 1.00 
R12-5 200 AuNPs 67 100% 150 1920 3.5% 0.97 
R12-6 200 AuNPs 22 100% 120 1536 1.4% 0.99 
R12-7 200 AuNPs 41 90% 200 2304 1.8% 0.98 
R12-8 0 AuNPs 0 30% 300 1152 0.0% 1.00 
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Appendix D The Derivation of the Error Equation for the Doubling 
Time of Cells 
 
Where: d = doubling time (hours), t = time (hours), σ = standard deviation, N(t) is the cell 
population over time and N0 is the original cell population. 
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  , then this equation can be split into three parts in order to apply individual 
approximations for error propagation: 
       where k=t.log(2) 
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   , assuming ρAB = 0 
Since for                       
  
       
  ,   (Harris 2010) 
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